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PREFACE

INTRODUCTION 1

I. DOMAIN DIRECTORY

TOPICS COVERED BY THE MARYLAND FUNCTIONAL MATH TEST

The test has problems on each of the thirty different math objectives listed below.
They are divided into seven domains.

1. NUMBER CONCEPTS
Write Numbers in Words and Digits 9
Rename Fractions as Percents 11

Rename Percents as Decimals 13
Order Decimals 14

2. WHOLE NUMBER OPERATIONS
Add Whole Numbers 17
Subtract Whole Numbers 19
Multiply Whole Numbers 21
Divide Whole Numbed_ 24

3. MIXED NUMBER/FRACTION OPERATIONS
' PREREQUISITES: Simplify Fractions 29
Add Mixed Numbers 29
Subtract Mixed Numbers 33
Multiply a Whole Number by a Fraction 36
Find a Missing Term in a Proportion 37

NOTE: Simplify Fractions is not a separate part of the (ARAI.

4. DECIMAL OPERATIONS
Add Decimals 39
Subtract Decimals 41
Multiply Decimals 42
Divide Decimals 43
Find a Percent of a Number 44

6. MEASUREMENT
Read Scales on Measuring Instruments 47
Find Perimeter and Area of Simple Polygons 50
Choose an Appropriate Unit of Measure 52
Find Elapsed Time 54



TABLE OF CONTENTS

6. USING DATA
Use Information from Tables 57
Use Information from Graphs 58
Find the Average of a Set of Numbers 61

7. PROBLEM SOLVING
Use a ;Ample Formula 6 3
Choose a Reasonable Answer for a Mathematical Problem 65
Solve Money Problems Using Addition and Subtraction 67
Solve Money Problems Using Multiplicaticn and Lvision 68
Solve Problems Using Percents 69
Make Change 7 0

H. ASSESSMENT MATERIALS

PRETESTS/POSTTESTS and ANSWER KEYS
DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATIONS and ANSWER KEYS
SKILL SHEETS

They are Organized: first, by domain; secondly, by corresponding objectives;
and finally, by skill.

For example:

Pretest/Posttest: NUMBER CONCEPTS
Diagnostic Evaluation: Write Numbers in Words and Digits

Skill Sheet: Identify place value
Skill Sheet: Identify word names one through nineteen
(Additional Skill Sheets)

Diagnostic Evaluation: Rename Fractions as Percents
Skill Sheet: Recall from memory 1/3 = 33 1/3% and 2/3 = 66

2/3%
Skill Sheet: Rename fractions as percents

Diagnostic Evaluation: Rename Percents as Decimals
Skill Sheet: Identify the correct location of a decimal point
Skill Sheet: Identify the left direction
Skill Sheet: Rename percents as decimals

Diagnostic Evaluation: Order Decimals
Skill Sheet: Write numbers in a column according to the

decimal place
Skill Sheet: Identify the smallest in a group of numbers
Skill Sheet: Arrange a group of numbers from least to greatest

Pretest/Posttest: WHOLE NUMBER OPERATIONS
Diagnostic Evaluation: Add Whole Numbers

Skill Sheet: Recall addition number facts
Skill Sheet: Add two numbers with up to 2 digits each, no

regrouping
(Additional Skill Sheets)

Diagnostic Evaluation: Subtract Whole Numbers

(This organizational scheme is followed throughout assessment for the seven
domains.)

V2
II
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ill. SOFTWARE MATERIALS

1. SOFTWARE MATRICES

The software matrices are organized by domain, objective, and skill as they
appear in the Domain Directory.

2. SC TWARE SUMMARIES

The software summaries are arranged alphabetically first by the name of the
publishing company and wren according to the name of the program

APPENDICES

A. MFMT VOCABULARY LIST

B. STUDENT PROGRESS SHEET

C. COMPUTER SOFTWARE

D. SUGGESTED ASSESSMENT MODIFICATIONS

E. GUIDELINES FOR PARENTS

F. ADDITIONAL RESOURC'S AND SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

G. MFMT LIST OF DOMAINS, OBJECTIVES, AND SKILLS
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PREF' E

The purpose of this directory is to provide information on the skills covered in the Maryland
Functional Math Test (MFMT), and to outline a process which allows teachers to fully integrate
computer software into their instructional approach to the test.

In order to use this document, schools must have Apple II computers and a
variety of the computer software listed in APPENDIX C.

MFMT FACTS

The Maryland Functional Math Test consists of 77 questions. Students must
pass a certain number of questions, currently 58, which varies from year to
year, depending upon the results of "census" testing. Ten questions are field
test, not operational, items which are being tested for their validity for
future test questions.

Seventh graders take a form of the test for practice in the fall. Beginning
in ninth grade, it is given every fall and spring so that students can take it
twice a year until they pass. A summer testing opportunity is available for
students who have taken the specially designed summer school course.

The test is not timed; a student can take as Tong as necessary to finish.

Handicapped students with Individualized Educational Plans (IEPs) may
have test modifications written into their IEPs. The ARD Committee
determines which, if any, test modifications are needed. The following are
some of the possible modifications:

The test may be read to a student having difficulty with the reading,
but vocabulary in the test may not be defined.

Problems may be worked h, the test booklet if necessary.

Domains may be broken up and given to the student after pre-
teaching each separate domain.

See APPENDIX D for an outline of suggested modifications developed by
the Maryland State Department of Education (MSDE).



PREFACE

PLEASE NOTE:

The materials produced in this directory are meant to assist mild to moderately
handicapped students who will take the MFMT. The materials may also be helpful
to regular education high school students who are experiencing difficulty passing
the MFMT.

The supplemental instructional materials contained in APPENDIX F do not
always correlate exactly with items on the test. We hope that teachers teach
beyond the boundaries of the test in areas they think are important to their
students.

The strategies given in the Domain Directory sometimes surpass the content
scope of the test so that students do not become confused later on. (See the
strategy for dividing decimals.)

It is assumed that teachers will recognize that basic math fact skills (addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division facts) are part of the task analysis of
many of the objectives even though they have not been repeated under the task
analysis. These same skills are part of tasks required for using software
successfully but will not be listed as such. If students are experiencing difficulty
with basic math facts, teachers should refer to the domain Whole Number
Operations.

Many special education teachers feel that students must master the basic
arithmetic operations (addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division)
before moving on to other areas. This issue is being debated even among regular
education mathematics teachers. The current feeling is that students need to
develop problem solving strategies and the use of technology and calculators will
assist them with the basic operations. We urge special education teachers to
teach in all areas of the functional mathematics curriculum. Some students may
not be able to master each domain, but they can learn some of the skills involved
in each.

We suggest that you encourage teachers in other content areas to support parts
of the MFMT instruction. Teachers of science, social studies, etc. should use the
same strategies for teachir.j tables, graphs, formulas, etc. English teachers can
be asked to reinforce the vocabulary used in the test which can be found in
APPENDIX A. Physical education teachers can reinforce Objective 5.1.1 Find the
Average of a Set of Numbers as this objectivb is used to find averages in sports
events.

1U
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This curriculum document includes the following sections:

I. Domain Directory
II. Assessment Materials
III. Software Materials

Appendices

I. The Domain Directory is divided according to the seven domains on the
Maryland Functional Math Test (MFMT). Each domain is further divided into
objectives which are reviewed according to the following:

Content Scope
Question Format
Strategy
Vocabulary
Common Errors
Task Analysis (Skills)

The Content Scop9 gives the parameters of the test items under each objective
according to the project Basic Instructional Guide. Volume V. Functional
Mathematics published by the Maryland State Department of Education.

The Question Format gives the physical layout and any particular vocabulary
that is used in the question. Examples of test items appear either within the
Question Format or the Strategy. All items on the test are multiple choice with
four possible answers.

A teaching Strategy is given for each objective. In some cases, more than one
strategy is given. We want to meet the needs of both the intensive resource room
teacher who may need a very simplified strategy as well as the multi-level math
teacher who may wish to use a more difficult strategy that fits in with the rest of
his curriculum.

Vocabulary is listed with an asterisk (1 preceding those words which actually
do appear on the test. It is not necessary for the teacher to teach all of the
vocabulary since some words may be conveyed in simpler terms (i.e. top number
instead of numerator). Since word problems contain such a diverse vocabulary,
a list has been compiled and placed in APPENDIX A.

Common Errors provides examples of problems students may encounter within
each objective. Teachers should be aware of these problems sincc they will
hinder the success of the student taking the MFMT.



A Task Analysis (Skills)
has been compiled for each
objective. It is assumed that
teachers will recognize that
basic math facts (addition,
subtraction, multiplication,
and division facts) are part
of many of the objectives. If
students are having problems
with basic math facts,
teachers should refer to the
section on Whole Number
Operations which deals it
depth with basic math facts.

H. The Assessment Materials consist of:
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Fig. 1 Domain Directory

Pretests/Posttests and Answer
Keys

Diagnostic Evaluations and
Answer Keys

Skill Sheets

The Pretests/Posttests (by
Domain) were taken from Harford
County Public Schools and are
multiple choice test items for each
of the domains. By giving the
pretest, the teacher r:Ill be able to
narrow down the particular
objective within that domain that a
student may need to work on.
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INTRODUCTION

The Diagnostic Evaluation (by Objective) is given to the r.ident once a
domain has been narrowed to a particular objective. Each item t the Diagnostic

Evaluation is correlated to one of the skills in the Task Analysis for that

objective. By further narrowing the tasks the student is having difficulty with,

the teacher will know the particular skills the student needs to work on. After

the skill(s) has been identified, the teacher will need to help the student develop

that skill. Then the teacher can check the Software Matrix to see what software is

available for that skill.
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Fig. 4 Skil Sheet

The Skill Sheet (by Skill) is designed as a "test" to see if the student is mastering

the skill he/she is working on. Since only one Skill Sheet is provided for each skill, the

teacher may need to develop more. Blank sheets are provided for this purpose.
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INTRODUCTION

III. The Software Materials consist of:

Software Matrices
Software Summaries

The Software Matrices correlate each skill in the task analysis to an activity
in a software program (where software is available).
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Fig. 5 Software Matrix

The Software Summaries provide valuable information on the software
programs. Each activity within a program is given a separate summary with the

following information:

Activity Summary
Teacher Options
Suggestions

The Activity Summary describes the content scope of the activity and
any strategy used. It is fundamental that teachers read the summaries to
note these strategies and see if they correlate to the way they have taught

the material. if the strategy is unfamiliar to the student, he may become
confused.

Teacher Options explains any modifications that can be made to the
activity and how these modifications are accomplished. It notes how to

turn the sound on and off. It also tells whether student scores are kept on
the disk or not and how to access these scores and print them out if

possible.
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ITRODUCTION

Suggestions help the teacher to use the software in the best possible way
with the following information: specific disk modifications (if possible),
where the software fits into the Directed Teaching Activity,
supplementary materials that might be helpful, ways of record keeping,
etc.
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INTRODUCTON

The APPENDICES inc ide the follcwiN useful information:

MFMT Vocabulary List
Student Progress Sheet
Computer Software
Suggested Assessment Modifications
Guidelines for Parents
Additional Resources and Supplementary Materials
MFMT List of Domains, Objectives, and Skills

The MFMT Vocabulary List is a compilation of words that might be used in the
test. Actual words used on the test have an asterisk. It is not necessary for
students to know all of these words, but it may be helpful if they are familiar
with them.

The Student Progress Sheet provides teachers with a means of keeping track
of student progress on the Pretests, Diagnostic Evaluations, software activities,
and Skill Sheets.

The Computer Software is a listing of all software used in the Software
Summaries and their corresponding publishing companies.

The Suggested Assessment Modifications charts Maryland Functional Test
modification by handicapping condition and is put out by the MSDE.

Guidelines for Parents gives teachers two different handouts that can be
duplicated for parents to help their children pass the MFMT.

The Additional Resources and Supplementary Materials include
materials that were used to produce this math package as well as materials
specifically designed for the MFMT that can supplement what has been provided
here.

The MFMT List of Domains, Objectives, and Skills includes the domains
and objectives as listed by the MSDE as well as the task analysis of ski''; that was
done for this project.

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E. 6 P.G.C./SPED 1989
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MOWN 1
NUMMI COICEPTCS

OBJECTIVE 3.1.1
Write Numbers In Words and Digits

Content Scope

Problems consist of numbers .01 - 1.000

Question Format

Choose the number name

Choose the word name

Strategy

Whole Numbers

Thousands
Hundreds
Tens
Ones

Decimal Point Decimal Numbers

And Tenths
Hundredths

Thousandths**

2

5

5

3

8

0

2

1

4

1

0

7

0

.

.

.

.

.

2

0

1

0

7

8

0

0

4

0

7

1

2

Each number has a certain va ue depending on its place in relation to the decimal point.
* Thousandths extend beyond the MT requirements.



NUMBER CONCEPTS

1 Read or write whole numbers.
Each number to the left of the decimal point is a whole number and is read es
a whole number.

Example: 514.28

514 is read: five hundred fourteen. (The 5 Is In the hundreds column, the 1
is in the tens column, and the 4 is in the ones column on the chart.)

2. Read or write decimal numbers.
Each number to the right of the decimal point is a decimal number and is read
as a whole number followed by the place value name.

Example: .28

.28 is read: twentyeight hundredths. (The 2 is in the tenths column; the 8
is in the hundredths column on the chart).

3. Read the decimal point as 'and".
The decimal point is read as and if there is a whole number in front of the
decimal point.

Example: 514.28

514.28 is read: five hundred fourteen and twentyeight hundredths.

Vocabulary

* Number words. one through nineteen
twenty, thirty, forty...ninety
hundred, thousand
tenths, hundredtns
twentyone through ninetynine

Decimal

Common Errors

1. Assigning incorrect place value
1,401 --, one thousand fortyone

2. Omitting the 'the at the end of a decima: number
.03 > three hundreds

3. Omitting a zero place holder in number form
Sixteen and two hundredths > 16.2

4. Using the word sand in whole numbers after a place name
1,560 > one thousand five hundred and sixty

5. Omitting the word and expressing the decimal point
1.5 --> one five tenths

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E. 10
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NUMBER CONCEPTS

Task Analysis (Skills)

Ni Identify place value
N2 identify word names for one through nineteen
N3 Write digits for words one through nineteen
N4 Identify word names for 20, 30, 40...90
N5 Write digits for words twenty, thirty, forty...ninety
N6 Identify hyphenated number words for 21, 22, 23...99
N7 Write digits for hyphenated number words from twenty-one through ninety-nine
N8 Identify the word names for 100 and 1,000
N9 Write the digits for hundred and thousand
N10 Identify the word names tenths and hundredths from the digits (.1 and .01)
N11 Write the digits for tenths and hundredths
N12 Recognize that 'and" represents the decimal point
N13 Write numbers in words and digits

0

OBJECTIVE 3.1.2
Rename Fractions as Percents

Content Scope

Proper fractions with denominators 2, 3, 4, 5, 10

Question Format

Rename (1/2) as a percent

Strategy

I. Strategy A
1

I. Write the fraction. 2

I P

2 100

I P

2 100

4. Multiply the connected numbers. 1 x 100 - 100

2. Write - P/100

3. Draw an X.

......14
5. Divide the answer by remaining number. 2 ) 100

6. Rewrite the answer with a percent symbol. 50R

c-.
1,, _

E .C.1 . FOR E.S.E. 11 P.G.C. /SPED 1989



II. Strategy B

Treat fractions and percents as facts to be memorized.

1/2 - 50%

1/3 - 33 1/39.

1/4 - 25%

1/5 .. 20%

3/5 - 60%

1/10 - 10%

7/10 - 70%

2/3 - 66 2/3%

3/4 - 75R
2/5 .. 40%

4/5 - 80%

3/10. 30%
9/10 - 90%

NUMBER CONCEPTS

NOTE: The above fractions and percents include all possible ones on the MFMT.

Vocabulary

" Rename
" Percent
* yg

Numeratorthe top number in a fraction
Denominator--the bottom number in a fraction

Common Errors

1. Multiplying denominators across instead of diagonally
2. Making arithmetic fact errors
3. Failing to wr!te the fractions (for remainders) in simplest terms

Task Analysis (Skills)

PI Recall from memory 1/3 - 33 1/3% and 2/3 - 66 2/3%

P2 Rename fractions as percents

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E. 12 P.G.C./SPED 1989



NUMBER CONCEPTS

OBJECTIVE 3.1.3
Rename Percents as Decimals

Content Scope

is to 100R with no fractional parts

Question Format

Rename (20S) as a decimal

Strategy

1. Write the number without the X sign. (20R --, 20)
2. Put the decimal point to the right of the last digit. (20.)
3. Move the dee:mit! point 2 places to the left (if necessary insert a zero). (20)

Vocabulary

* Rename
O Decimal
* R

Percent

Common Errors

1., Initially putting the decimal point to the left rather than to the right
25E > .25 - -> .0025

2. Misplacing the decimal by moving to the right
25% > 2500.

3. Failing to move the decimal the desired two places
25S .) 2.5

4. Falling to insert a zero if necessary
5R --) .5

Task Analysis (Skills)

PD1 Identify the correct location of a decimal point
PD2 Identify the left direction
PD3 Rename percents as decimals

E.C.I. FOR E .S.E. 13 P.G.C./SPED 1989



NUMBER CONCEPTS

ifRi
OBJECTIVE 3.3.1
Order Decimals

Content Scope

Hundreds to thousandths place

Question Format

Arrange the following numbers in order from least to greatest.

57.1, 57.09; 57.57, 57.07

A. 57.09, 57.07, 57.57, 57.1
B. 57.07,57.09,57.1,57.57
C. 57.09, 57.1, 57.57, 57.07
0. 57.57,57.07,57.1,57.09

Strategy

1. Write the numbers in a column lining up the decimals.

57.1
5'7.09
57.57
57.07

2. Fill in the blank spaces with zeros.

57.10
57.09
57.57
57.07

Z. Ignore the decimals and treat the numbers as whole numbers.

5710
5709
5757
5707

4. Write the numbers from least to greatest.

5707, 5709,5710,5757

5. Wit* as decimal numbers from least to greateld.

57.07,57.09,57.10,57.57

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E. 14 P.O.C./SPED 1989



Vocabulary

Least
Greatest
Order
Decimal

Common Errors

1. Comparing decimals as if they were whole numbers
Compare .059 and 0 12.
Student compares 59 and 12 and concludes 0.059 is larger than 0.12.

2. Writing numbers from greatest to least
3. Not aligning the numbers correctly
4. Not using all the given numbers

Task Analysis (Skills)

001 Write numbers in a column according to the decimal place
Example: 26.1.87.06, 56.9, 88.53 becomes 26.1

87.08
56.9
88.53

002 Identify the smallest In a group of numbers
Example: 2610, 870,3, 5690. 8853

smallest 1! 2610
003 Arrange a group of nuritiers from least to greatest

Example: 2610, 5690, 8708. 8853

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E. 15
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OBJECTIVE 2.1.1

Add Whole Numbers

aners.V.1

Content Scope

Problems consist or two 3- to 5-digit numbers or three 2- to 4-digit numbers
One or two rewooings may be required

Question Format

Vertical
Add: Add.

3647 345
4 256 20

+ 417

Strategy

The Bask Computational Strategy

1. Add numbers in ones column from top to bottom.

thousands hundreds tens ones

+

3 6 4 7
2 5 6

13



WHOLE NUMBER OPE: ATIONS

2. Carry tens to tens column.

thousands hundreds tens ones

1

3 6 4 7
+ 2 5 6

3

3. Add tens column.

thousands hundreds tens ones
1

3 6 4 7
+ 2 5 6

10 3

4. Repeat with hundreds and thousands columns.

thousands hundreds tens ones

1 1

3 6 4 7
+ 2 5 6

3 9 0 3

5. Check work by adding each column from bottom to top

Low-Stress Algorithm

A low-stress algorithm is available which translates long and multi-digit addition
problems into a series of simple addition fact problems. SEE APPENDIX F FOR FURTHER

INFORMATION.

Vocabulary

* Add
Addendone of the numbers added
Sumthe answer to en addition problem

Common Errors

1. Failing to carry
2. Carrying when not necessary
3. Carrying wrong number
4. Making errors in number facts
5. Misaligning digits

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E. 18 P.G.C./SPED 1989



WHOLE NUMBER OPERATIONS

Task Analysis (Skills)

A I Recall addition number facts
A2 Add two numbers with up to 2 digits each, no regrouping
A3 Add two numbers with up to 3 or 4 digits each, no regrouping
A4 Add three 1-digit numbers
A5 Add three numbers with up to 2 digits each, no regrouping
A6 Add two numbers with up to 2 digits each, regrouping ones to tens
A7 Add two numbers with up to 3 or 4 digits each, regrouping ones to tens
A8 Add two numbers with up to 3 digits each, regrouping tens to hundreds
A9 Add two numbers with up to 3 digits each, 1 or 2 regroupings

* Al 1 Add three ,umbers with up to 2 digits each, regrouping
Al2 Add three numbers with up to 3 or 4 digits each, regrouping

" This skill may extend beyond MFMT requirements by requiring more than two
regroupings.

nt)
OBJECTIVE 2.1.2

Subtract Who Numbers

Content Scope

Problems consist of two 3 to 5 digit numbers
Zero to two regroupings may be required

Question Format

Vertical
Subtract: Subtract:

6705 30047
-3561 -7738

Strategy

The Basic Computational Strategy

1. Begin at the right. hand column.

2. Look at the top and bottom numbers in the column.

Is the top number the some or larger than the botto.n number?

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E. 19
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WHOLE NUMBER OPERATIONS

IF YES: IF NO:

A. Subtract the bottom number from A. Borrow from the next column to the left.
from the top

tens ones tens ones
4 1

5 6 "5, 4
_=_2___A -2 6

2

B. Subtract he bottom number from the new
number.

tens ones
4 1

4
-2 6

8

B. Repeat. C. Repeat.

tens ones tens
4

ones
1

5 6 .5, 4
-2 4 -2 6

3 2 2 8

Low-Stress Algorithm

A low-stress algorithm is available which adds structure to the process of subtracting
and borrowing. SEE APPENDIX F FOR FURTHER INFORMATION.

Vocabulary

* Subtract
Minuend - -the top number in a subtraction problem
Subtrahend - -the bottom number, the number taken away from the minuend

Common Errors

1. Failing to borrow
2. Making errors in number facts
3. Misaligning digits
4. Using the incorrect operation
5. Switching operations to avoid borrowing (adding instead of subtracting)
6. Subtracting the top nu;nbir from the bottom number to avoid borrowing

E .C.I. FOR E.S.E. 20 P.G.C./SPED 1989



WHOLE NUMBER OPERATIONS

O Task Analysis (Skins)

S1 Recall subtraction number facts
S2 Subtract two numbers with up to 2 digits each, no regrouping
S3 Subtract. two numbers with up to 3 digits each, no regrouping
S4 Subtract two numbers with up to 2 digits each, regrouping tens to ones
S5 Subtract two numbers with up to 3 digits each, regrouping tens to ones
S6 Subtract. two numbers with up to 3 digits each, regrouping hundreds to tens
S7 Subtract two numbers with up to 3 digits each, regrouping to tens or ones
S8 Subtract two numbers with up to 3 digits each, one or two regroupings

0* S9 Subtract. two numbers with up to 4 digits each, one to three regroupings
** SIO Subtract two numbers with up to 5 digits each, one to four regroupings

** These skills extend beyond MFMT requirements by including problems
requiring more than two regroupings

OBJECTIVE 2. 1 .3
Multiply Whole Numbers

Content Scope

Problems consist of a 2 or 3 digit. number (multiplicand) multiplied by a 1 or 2 digit
number (multiplier)
Regrouping may be required in both multiplication and addition portions of problems

Question Format

Vertical Multiply: Multiply:

37 395
X& X28

Strategy

The Basic Computational Strategy

1 For problems with a 1 digit bottom number (multiplier):

E .0 .1. FOR E.S.E.

237
25___Z

A. Multiply the bottom number times the ones digit.. Carry if needed.

1

237 2 X 7 - 14
X ''Put down the 4 and carry the 1.-

4

1. --
21 ,) ,.) P G C./SPED 1989



WHOLE NUMBER OPERATIONS

B. Multiply the bottom number times the tens digit, and add the carried
number, if any.

1

237 2 X 3-6
L..2 6 4. 1 7

74

C. Repeat with the hundreds column.

1

237 2 X 2 -4
21_2

474

2. For problems with a 2-digit bottom number (multiplier).

237
N12

A. Multiply the bottom ones digit times the top number (as with the 1-digit
multiplier).

1

237
)( 42

474

This first step comprises the entire
strategy for a 1-digit bottom number.

B. Write zero as a place holder.

237
X 42

474

C. Multiply the bottom tens digit times the top number (as with the 1-digit
multiplier, but shifted one digit to the left.

12
237

2L92
474

9480

D. Add. Carry if needad.

237
X12

474
240.4
9954

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E. 22 P.G.C./SPED 1989
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WHOLE NUMBER OPERATIONS

Low-Stress Algorithm

A low-Stress Algorithm is available which uses a 'drop' notation in
multiplication. Processes of carrying may be easier in this approach. SEE
APPENDIX F FOR FURTHER INFORMATION.

Using a Matrix

Another alternative strategy for 1- and 2-digit multipliers, Using a Matrix,
can be found in A Learning Strategies Approach to Functional Mathematics for
Students with Special Needs. SEE APPENDIX F FOR FURTHER INFORMATION.

Vocabulary

* Multiply
Multiplicandthe top number in a multiplication problem
Multiplierthe bottom number in a multiplication problem
P..ocuct or Final Productthe answer to a multiplication problem
1-,Nrtial Product - -the result of multiplying the multiplicand (top number) by one digit in the

multiplier (bottom number)

232 multiplicand
X 34 multiplier
928 partial product

6960 partial product
7888 fine product

Common Errors

1. Misaligning partial products
2. Making errors in multiplication facts
3. Making errors In addiion facts

Task Analysis (Skills)

M1 Recall multiplication number facts
M2 Multiply 1 -digit bottom number times 2 -digit top number, no regrouping

** M3 Multiply 1-digit bottom number times 3 or 4-digit top number, no regrouping
M4 Multiply 1-digit bottom number times 2-digit top number, regrouping

** M5 Multiply 1-digit bottom number times 3 or 4-digit top number, regrouping
M6 Multiply 2-digit bottom number times 2 -digit top number, regrouping

** M7 Multiply 2-digit bottom number times up to 4-digit top number, regrouping

** These skills may extend beyond MFMT requirements by using a miltiplicand larger than
3 digits.

I) '`
t.. ,

E.C.I.FOR E.S.E. 23
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WHOLE NUMBER OPERATIONS

01g OBJECTIVE 2.1.4
Divide Whole Numbers

Content Scope

Problems consist of a 1 or 2 digit divisor divided into a 3 or 4 digit dividend
No remainders are produced

Question Format

Division Box

Divide: Divide:

8) 5648 47) 5405

Strategy

The Basic Computational Strategy

1. For problems containing a 1-digit divisor:

A. Estimate the number of times the divisor is contained in the first digit.

How many 9's are contained in 5?
9) 513

B. Multiply the divisor by the number estimated.

p
9 ) 513

0
OX

C. Subtract from the first digit.

9 )513
5 - ,5

5

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E. 24 P.G.C./SPED 1969



WHOLE NUMBER OPERATIONS

O D. Bring down the next digit.

E. Repeat.

n__ Estimate
9.513

IL_
51
45. Multiply

63 Subtract
Bring down

057 Estimate
9 )513

D._
51

45.
63
§.3. Multiply

0 Subtract

2. For problems containing a 2-digit divisor:

A. Estimate the number of times the divisor is contained in the first
digit.

__Q___

19 )513 How many 19's are contained in 5?

B. Multiply the divisor by the number estimated.

19 )5- 13
Q. 0X 19-0

C. Subtract from the first digit.

....1.....
19 )513

D.

5 5-0-5

r

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E. 25 P.G.C./SPED 1989



WHOLE NUMBER OPERATIONS

D. Bring down the next digit.

E. Repeat.

_.4_2_ Estimate
19 )513

a
51

3.4 Multiply
133 Subtract

Bring down

0 2 7 Estimate
19 )513

4
51

11
133
13.3. Multiply

0 Subtract

Low-Stress Algorithm

A Low-Stress Algorithm is available for division. However, its advantages over the
customary algorithm may not be readily apparent, and we don't recommend its use at
this point.

Vocabulary

* Divide
Dividend- -the number being divided
Divisorthe number the dividend is being divided by
Quotient the resulting answer

Common Errors

1. Making errors in division/multiplication facts
2. Making estimates too large or too small
3. Bringing down the wrong number for the dividend
4. Omitting zero place holders

LI L.I

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E. 26 P.G.C. /SPED 1989



Task Analysis (Skills)

Mit

Mit

D1 Recall division
D2 1-digit divisor
D3 1-digit divisor
D4 1-digit divisor
D5 1-digit divisor
D6 1-digit divisor
D7 1-digit divisor
D8 2-digit divisor
D9 2-digit divisor
D10 2-digit divisor
Dll 2-digit divisor
D12 2-digit dig isor

number facts
into 2-digit dividend,
into 2-digit dividend,
into . -digit dividend.
into 3-digit dividend,
into 4-digit dividend,
into 4-digit dividend,
into 3-digit dividend,
into 2-digit dividend,
into 3-digit dividend,
into 4-digit dividend,
into 5-digit dividend,

WHOLE NUMBER OPERATIONS

all sight division, no remainders
mainders possible

ight division, no remainders
re finders possible
all sight division, no remainders
remainders possible
no remainders
remainders possible
remainders possible
remainders possible
remainders possible

** These bKills may extend beyond MFMT requirements by including problems involving
remainders.

-
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PREREQUISITES
Simplify Fractions

The term 'simplify' is used in the Maryland Functional Math Test
to mean (1) reduce to the lowest terms and (2) convert on
Improper fraction to a mixed number..

The following are component or prerequisite skills related to
simplifying fractions:

Basic Vocabulary:

V I Recognize numerator and d. .Inator

Reducing:

R1 Recognize reduced and not reduced fractions
R2 Reduce fractions to lowest terms

Convert Improper Fraction to Mixed Number:

C I Recognize proper and improper fractions and mixed numbers
C2 Convert improper fraction to mixed number

Content Scope

Problems consist of two mixed numbers
The whole numbers are single-digit numbers
The fractions may have like or unlike denominators
The fractions never add to improper fractions



Question Format

Vertical

Add and simplify:

3
2
5

I
+ 1 5

Add and simplify:

3
4

2+ 9 -q

MIXED NUMBER /FRACTION OPERATIONS

Strategy

A Generic Strategy

Check to see if the fractic-is have the same bottom number (denominator).

IF YES: IF NO:

1. Bring down the bottom number 1. Find a common denominator. 0 See below.
(denominator). 2. Rename both fractions to have common

2. Add the top numbers (numerators). denominators. " See below.
3. Add the whole numbers. 3. Bring down the common denominator.
4. Simplify (reduce) if needed. 4. Add the new numerators.

5. Add the whole numbers.
6. Simplify (reduce) if needed.

" NOTE: In adding mixed numbers, the MFMT does not require the students to deal with
improper fractions, so the above strategy includes no provision for improper
fractions.

Strategies for Finding a Common Denominator

I. Simplified Strategy

Check to see if the smaller of the two denominators can be divided into the larger.

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E. 30 P.G.C./SPED 1989



MIXED NUMBER/FRACTION OPERATIONS

IF YES: IF NO:

The larger denominator becomes
the common denominator.

The two denominators are
multiplied to produce a
common denominator.

2 2 1 X
6 9 - 6 9- 2 6x8 2 TB

1 X 3 X.
+ 1 -T - 1 -v + 1

8 x 6 48

11. More Sophisticated Strategy

Find the Lowest Common Multiple (LCM) of the two denominators, which
becomes the Lowest Common Denominator (LCD).

2
1

6 Multiples of 6 are: 6 12 1 8 24 30 36 42 48

The LCM is 24.

Multiples of 8 are: 6 16 24 32 40 48 56 64

A variation of this strategy Is to count by the larger denominator (In this case
by Ers) until you reach a multiple of the smaller denominator.

Strategy for Renaming Fractions to a 61van Denominator

Thls step follows the :dentlficatIon of a common denominator. One or both
fractions are converted to equivalent fractions with new denominators. Both
numerator and denominator are multiplied by the same number.

1 x 3 - 3 3x4- 12
1 3x3 9 2 6x4 2 24

1 69
1 3x3i. 1-6 9- + 1 8 x 3 1 24

Vocabulary

* Simplify reduce to lowest terms
Denominator the bottom number In a fraction
Numeratorthe Lop number In a fraction
Common Denominatortwo fractions have the same denominator

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E. 31 1/4 k I P.G.C./SPED 1989



MIXED NUMBER/FRACTION OPERATIONS

Rename--change a fraction to a given denominator
i.:xample: 3 6

4 8

Reduce--divide the numerator and the denominator by the same number
Example: 6 3

8 4

Common Errors

1. Failing to simplify (reduce) answers
2. Adding numerators and denominators

6
2
6

1

7
3
9

3. Finding common denominators, but not renaming fractions
The iumerator should have become 3.

1

6
1 - 6--g

1 1

+ 1 ......_

3
a 16

7

Task Analysis (Skills)

2
6

The numerator should have become 2.

VI Recognize numerator and denominator
RI Recognize reduced and not reduced fractions
R2 Reduce fractions to lowest terms
Al Find a common denominator or lowest common denominator
A2 Rename fractions to a given denominator
A3 Add fractions with like denominators
A4 Add fractions with unlike denominators
AS Add mixed numbers with like denominators
A6 Add mixed numbers with unlike denominators

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E. 32 P.G.C./SPED 1989



MIXED NUMBER/FRACTION OPERATIONS

OBJECTIVE 2.1.6
Subtract Mixed Numbers

Content Scope

Problems consist of two mixed number
The whole numbers are single-digit numbers
The fractions may have like or unlike denominators
The fractions never require regrouping from the whole number -the top number is
always larger

Question Format

Vertical
Subtract and simplify: Subtract and simplify:

9

- 7

2
9

1

9

4

2

4
5

17

Strategy

Check to see if the fractions have the same bottom number (denominator).

IF YES: IF NO:

1. Bring down the bottom number 1. Find a common denominator.
(denominator). 2. Rename both fractions to

2. Subtract the top numbers have common denomlnator3.
(numerators). 3. Bring down the common denominator.

3. Subtract the whole numbers. 4. Subtract the new numerators.
4. Simplify (reduce) if needed. 5. Subtract the whole numbers.

6. Simplify (reduce) If needed.

NOTE: In subtracting mixed numbers, the MFMT does not require the students to
regroup from the whole number to a fraction, so tht above strategy Includes no
provision for this process.

E.C.I.FC42E.S.E. 33 l'
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MIXED NUMBER/FRACTION OPERATIONS

Strategies for Finding a Common Denominator

I. Simplified Strategy

Check to see if the smaller of the two denominators can be divided 'nto the larger.

IF YES: IF NO:

The larger denominator becomes The two denominators are
the common denominator. multiplied to produce a

common denominator.

2 2 5 X
6 - 69 9 2 6x8 - 2 71E

X 1_
- 1

1

15- 1
- 1

3
Et x 6 48

II. More Sophisticated Strategy
Find the Lowest Common Multiple (LCM) of the two denominators, which
becomes th. Lowest Common Denominator (LCD).

2 --g Multiples of 6 are: 6 12 1 8 24 30 36 42 48/ The LCM is 24.

Multiples of 8 are: 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64

A variation of this strategy is to count by the larger denominator (in this case
by 8's) until you reach a multiple of the smaller denominator.

Strategy for Renaming Fractions to a Given Denominator

This ster 'lows the identification of a common denominator. One or both
fractions .onverted to equivalent fractions with nevi denominators. Both
numerat )r itid denominato- are multiplied by the same number.

1 x 3 o. 3
x 3 -

1 ........

9
3x 4..

2 6x 4 -
12

2 24

I I 3x 3
1
9

1 - 6T ' 8 x 3 - 24

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.
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MIXED NUMBER/FRACTION OPERATIONS

Vocabulary

* Simplify reduce to lowest terms
Denominator- -the bottom number in a fraction
Numerator--the top number in a fraction
Common Denominator--two fractions have the same denominator
Rename--change a fraction Lo a given denominator

Example 3 6
- -
4 8

Reduce divide the numerator and the denominator by the same number
Example 6 3

8 4

Common Errors

1. Failing to simplify (reduce) answers
2. Subtracting numerators and denominator!,

7

6 --
10

3
1 --

4

5

3 Finding common denominators, but not renaming fractions

2 2 The numerator should have become 4
6- = 6

3 6

1 1 The numerator should have become 3
1- = 1-
2 6

1

5
6

Task Analysis (Skills)

VI Recognize numerator and denominator
RI Recognize reduced and not reduced fractions
R2 'Nduce fractions to lowest terms
Al Find a common denominator or lowest common denominator
A2 Rename fractions to a given denominator
S3 Subtract fractions with like denominators
S4 Subtract fractions with unlike denominators
S5 Subtract mixed numbers with like denominators
56 Subtract mixed numbers with unlike denominators

r_
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4.

MIXED NUMBER/FRACTION OPERATIONS

OBJECT! VE 2.1.7
Multiply a Whole Number by a Fraction

Content Scope

The whole number is a single-digit number
The fraction is a proper fraction
The product may be an improper fraction
There are no common factors

Question Format

Horizontal ane whole number or the fraction may come first)

Multiply and simplify: Multiply and simplify.

2 7
9 X .. X 4 -

it 9

Strategy

1. Place a 1 under the whole rkimber h the fraction.

7 '7 4
- X 4 - - X -
9 9 1

2. Multiply the top number s (numerators).
3. hultIpli the bottom numbers (denominators).
4. Simplify (change improper to proper).

7 4 28 1

9 1 9 9

Vocabulary

* Simplifyreduce to lowest terms with no improper fractions
Denominatorthe bottom number in a fraction
Numeratorthe top number in a fraction
Improperthe top number (numerator) is larger than the bottom number

(denominator), making the fraction larger than one

Common Errors

1. Failing to simplify answers
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MIXED NUMBER /FRACTION OPERATIONS

2. Adding numerators

2 6
- X 4 -
9 9

3. Inverting fraction, as if to divide

7 7 1

- X 5 - X -
9 9 5

Task Analysis (Skills)

RI Recognize reduced and not reduced fractions
R2 Reduce fractions to lowest terms
Cl Recognize proper and improper fractions and nixed numbers
C2 Convert improper fraction to mixed number
M1 Multiply a whole number by a fraction

OBJECTIVE 2.1.13
Find the Missing Term in a Proportion

Content Scope

The terms (numerator or denominator) may have one or two digits
Reducing is not required- -the miss:rig term may be a part of an unreduced fraction
One denominator is a factor of the other

Question Format

Horizontalthe missing term may be the numerator or the denominator in the first
or the second fraction

Find the missing term: Find the missing term:

3 12 4 12
___ . _

8 N N 18

Find the missing term: Find the missing term:

N 20 3 N
. ___

5 25 4 24

Strategy

Basic Strategy:

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E. 37 P.G.C./SPED 1989
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Z1IXED NUMBER/FRACTION OPERATIONS

3 12

8 N

1. Draw an X.
3 12

8 N

2. Multiply the connected numbers.

3 12 13 X 12 - 96

11 N

3. Divide by the remaining number.

3
3)96 N - 32-

,? N

Vocabulary

* Term--a number in a problem
Ratio--a comparison of two numbers
Proportion--a statement of equality between two ratios
Variable--a letter that stands for a number
Product -the answer in multiplication

Task Analysis (Skills)

T1 Find the missing term in a proportion
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OBJECTIVE 2.1.8

Add Decimals

POW

---1
Content Scope

Two decimal places
Two 3- to 5-digit numbers or three 2- to 4-digit, numpers
One or two regroupings

Question Format

Add
One problem is horiz,.ntal; others are vertical

Strategy

1. Put the decimal point to the right of each whole number.

3.4 + 25 + 67 - _ becomes 3.4 + 25. + .67 .._
2. If necessary, line up the numbers to be added by aligning the decimal points in a

straight, column.

3.4 + 25. + .67 .._ becomes 3.4
+ 25.

g.
3. Fill in the blank spaces with zeros.

4., Bring down the decimal point.:

03.40 Note: The number of zeros
+ 25.00 after the decimal point

00.67 is irrelevant.

03.40 and add: 03.40
+ 25.00 + 25.00

00.67 00.67
. 29.07



DECIMAL OPERATIONS

Vocabulary

* Add

Common Errors

1. Aligning the decimal points incorrectly when setting up the problem

3.4 + 5 + .67 -

3.4 3.4
+ 5 should be + 5.00

.67

2. Misplacing the decimal point in the answer

3.40
AO

.868 (should be 8 68)

3. Placing the decimal point incorrectly in a whole number

3.4+ 5 +.67 -

3.4 3.40
+ .5 should be + 5.00

.67 22

4. Forgetting to bring the decimal point down for the answer

5. Making addition fact errors

Task Analysis (Skills)

OD 1 Write numbers in a column according t the decimal place
AD1 Add up to three numbers with one decimal vice without regrouping
AD2 Add up to three numbers with one decimal place with regrouping
AD3 Add two numbers with two decimal places without regrouping
AD4 Add two number: with two decimal places with regrouping
21 Recognize that with any decimal ending in zero(s), the zero(s) may be dropped
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DECIMAL OPERATIONS

OBJECTIVE 2.1.9
Subtract Decimals

1111=.41

Content Scope

Problems will consist of 3- to 5-digit numbers
Zero to two regroupings
Minuend and subtrahend will have one or two decimal places
Each term will have an equal rvimber of decimal places

Question Format

Vertical

Strategy

1. Line up the numbers to be subtracted by aligning the decimal points in a straight
column.

43.76
21.66

2. Bring down the decimal point.

43.76
-21.66

3. Subtract with no emphasis on the decimal point.

43.76
21.66
22.10

4. Drop the final zero(s) If necessary.

22.10 - 22.1

Vocabulary

Subtract

Common Errors

1. Omitting decimal points in the answer
2. Misplacing the decimal point in the ant. ier (by following the rules of multiplication)
3. Making subtraction fact errors
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DECIMAL OPERATIONS

Task Analysis (Skills)

SDI Subtract two numbers with one decimal place without regrouping
SD2 Subtract two numbers with one decimal place with regrouping
SD3 Subtract two numbers with two decimal places without regrouping
SD4 Subtract two numbers with two decimal places with regrouping
ZI Recognize that with any decimal ending in zero(s), the zero(s) may be dropped

NAT,

ilDt.11
k 183
i

OBJECTIVE 2.1.10
Multiply Decimals

Content Scope

Problems will require the student to find the product of two numbers
Each factor will have a maximum of two decimal places
A minimum of one and a maximum of three decimal places total for the two factors
The multiplier will always contain two digits
The multiplicand ii upper level problems will contain two or three digit
The multiplicand In lower level problems will ai ys contain two digits

Question Format

Vertcal

Strategy

1. Multiply.

2.3
&la

2. Count the digits to the right of the decimal point(s) in the numbers to be multiplied.
Add them.

2.3 > 1 digit
1.2 > 1 digit

2 digits

3. Put the decimal point In the answer, counting from the right to the left, so ft has the
same number of digits as step *2.

2.3
x_1,2

46
+ 230

2.7 6 2 digits

Common Errors

E.C.I. FOR E .S .E .
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DECIMAL OPERATIONS

1. Misplacing or omitting the decimal point in the answer
2. Making multiplication fact errors

Vocabulary

* Multiply

Task Analysis (Skills)

MD1 Identify the number of decimal places in the product
MD2 Place the decimal point in the product correctly with up to two decimal places
MD3 Place the decimal point in the product correctly with up to three or four decimal

places
MD4 Multiply a two or three digit. number by a two digit number with up to two decimal

places In each number
Z1 Recognize that with any decimal ending in zero(s), the zero(s) may be dropped

Mint

cry;
i

Content Scow

OBJECTIVE 2. 1. 1 1
INvide Decimals

Problems will require the student to divide a number by one of its factors
The divisor will be a one- or two-digit whole number
C-.) a given test, at least une item will have a single-digit divisor
The dividend will have one or two decimal places
Problems will have a two- to four-digit dividend

Question Format

Problems presented in a "divis:on box' format

Strategy

1. Students determine if the divisor is a whole number.

NOTE: The " ;visor will always be a whole numher on the MFMT. This step Is added

to avoid confusion later on when the student encounters divisors with
decima/s.

2. When you have a whole number, move decimal point straight up.

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.
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DECIMAL OPERATIONS

3. Divide (put zeros in the blank spaces).

..._122
25) 2.25

QS
2 25
21d
0 00

Common Errors

1. Misaligning or omitting the decimal point in the quotient
2. Failing to nil in each space after the decimal
3. Making division fact errors

Vocabulary

" Divide

Task Analysis (Skills)

DD1 Place the decimal point in the quotient correctly when dividing by a whole number
DD2 Divide a 1 -digit whole number into a 2- to 4-digit number having 1 or 2 decimal

places
Ex. 3) 2.49

DD3 Divide a 2-digit whole number into a 2- to 4-digit number having 1 or 2 decimal
places

Ex. 24) 67.2
Z1 Recognize that with any decimal ending in zero(s), the zero(s) may be dropped

L OBJECTIVE 2.1.12
Find a Percent of a Number --.]

Content Scope

Percents will be one digit (1 through 9) or a two-digit muliiple of five
Whole numbers will be two or three digits

Question Format

Solve.
(5)% of :30)
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Strategy

DECIMAL OPERATIONS

1. Write the percent number without the r' :-..: ...

SR of 30 - _
5R becomes S

2. Put the decimal to the right of the number.

5.

3. Move the decimal point 2 places to the left and put e zero in front of the number. if

necessary.

.05.

4. Multiply the numbers

30
x O5

150

_Q1
150

5. Put the decimal point in the answer cori-ctl y.

30
.15LAI:

150
AD_

1.50

Vocabulary

'1 Solve
" Ofmeans 'multiplied by-
« yt

Decimal

Common Errors

1. Using sn incorrect operation
2. Misplacing or omitting the decimal point

Task Analysis (Skills)

PD3 Rename percents as decimals
PN1 Translate or as 'multiplied by-
PN2 Find the percent of a number
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OBJECTIVE 2.2.1
Read Scales on Measuring Instruments

1111

Content Scope

Items require students to read a scale on a measuring instrument
Problems show a clearly-drawn picture of a linear or circular (dial) scale on an
Instrument that measures length, temperature, or capacity
Pictures dIpIctIng a length measurement will Clow a common object correctly
aligned to be measured
Measuring instruments and objects in correct relative scale; pictures may be
enlarged or reduced
Length measured in cm or mm
Temperature measured in co

Capacity measured in ml
Scales should display only whole numbers of one or two digits
Half intervals may be marked with u vibered lines on rulers marked in cm and on

measuring cups
Thermometers may be numbered at 10, 20, or 100 unit Iraarva Is; the midpoint may
be shown as an unnumbered line on those with 2 or 10 intervals
Upper le test may require student to approximate a value that is not exactly at a
marked ',marvel; however, this value may not be at the midpoint between two
marked Intervals
Lower level items will require measurement only to a marked Interval

Question Format

Ffnd the (attritute) of this (object) to the nearest (unit).

Strategy

1. S'udents should be familiar with what Is to be measured, the types of instruments
u5ed for measuring, and ttot units used to measure.

Li



n7itiributes Instrument Units

MEASUREMENT

length/distance ruler mm, cm, *m,*km
temperature thermometer Co

capacity (liquid) measuring mL, *L
cup, beaker

mass/weight (solid) scale *g, kg
time clock hours, mins., seconds

stopwatch

* These units of measurement are not used in this objective but will be used in 3.2.2.

2. When reading f.-,: an exact measurement, students should determin the intervals of
units marked on the measuring instre-nent

The units of interval marked
on this test tube are 5 mL Tt:e
reading is 15 mL.

The units of interval for this
thermometer are marked in 10
intervals. The temperature
reading is 70C.

3. When reading for an approximate measurement, students should first determine the
interval of units being used on the measuring instrument and then round off the
reading to the nearest marked interval.

To the nearest 5 minute interval,
the tive is 8:15. To the nearest
one hour interval the time is
8'00.

r,
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Vocabulary

Interval -- amount of space between marked units
Linear Units: mm, cm, m, km
Area Units: mm2, cm2, m2, km2
Volume Units: cm3
Capacity Units: mt., L
Weight/Mass Units: g, kg

Temperature Units: 0C
Time Units: minutes), bour(s)
Distance

Common Errors

MEASUREMENT

To the nearest 1 kg interval, the
scale reads 27 kg.

1. Reading an adjacent or closest marked value
2. Rounding off a value incorrectly
3. Failing to round a value to the stated unit interval

Example: To the nearest hour, round off 8:13
Incorrect: 8:13 is almost 8:15 (8:15 is not an hour interval)
Correct: 8:13 is almost 8:00

Task Analysis (Skills)

MM I Recognize It ngth, temperature, and capacity from a scale on a measuring
instrument

MM2 Identify the appropriate units of measure
MM3 Estimate to the nearest whole unit of measurr
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OBJECTIVE 3.2.1
Fine Perimeter and Area of Simple Polygons

Content Scope

MEASUREMENT

The lengths of all sides will be one- or two- digit whole numbers
A perimeter problem will snow a three to five-sided unshaded polygon
A square will be labeled w"h the length of the bottom &de only
A rectangle will be labeled with the lengths of the bottom and right hand sides
All other figures will be labeled with the lengths of all sides
An area problem will show a square or a rectangle labeled as described above
The interior of the figure in an area problem will be shaded

Question Format

Find the (perimeter/area) of the (square/rectangle/figure).

Strategy

1. Perimeter (add)

A. To find a perimeter, add the measurements for each side.The drawing for a
rectangle will have only one length and one width marked since the opposite
sides are equal.

2 mm

3mm

P 2mm + 2mm + 3mm + 3mm + 3mm 13mm

B. The figure drawing for a square will have the length of only one side marked
since the remaining sides are the same length.

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.
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MEASUREMENT

2. Area (always multiply)

A. To find the area of a rectangle, multiply the length by the width.

3m

9m

Area of rectangle a length x width

A a 9m x 3m
A - 27m2

B. To find the area of a square, multip, y i.,ie side by another side.

Vocabulary

4 mm

Area c.f a square - side X side
A - 4mm X 4mm
A - 16mm2

* Perimeter
* Area
* Square
* Rectangle
1* Figure

Length
Width

Common Errors

1. Omitting a value
2. Using the same value twice
3. Calculating area for perimeter or perimeter for area
4. Failing to use the exponent for square units

r
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MEASUREMENT

Task Analysis (Skills)

MPA1 Identify a square
MPA2 Identify a rectangle
MPA3 Compute the perimeter of various polygons
MPA4 Compute the areas of squares and rectangles
MPA5 Recognize that area is alsuis expressed in square units with an exponent of

two

L.
OBJECTIVE 3.2.2

Choose an Appropriate Unit of Measure

Content Scope

Students will be expected to select the appropriate unit of measure. '11.e following
attribute names are eligible for testing: length, width, distance, height, area,
volume, capacity, weight, mass, temperature.
Area attribute will deal only with square and rectangular objects
Volume attribute will deal only with cubes and right rectangular solids
Object named will be a familiar object

Question Format

The (attribute) of (name or description of object) would best. be measured /expressed
in:

Strategy

EYrinple: The weight of a cookie would best be measured in:

A. g
B. mL

C. km
D. mm

1. Read the question.
2. Find key words. (weight, cr
3. Determine the attribute. (t
4. Determine which type of on,. Is appropriate. ( Weight/Mass Units Mefeurement)
5. Determine the size of the object.
6. Choose the appropriate magnitude of unit. (gram Igl Is appropriate for the weight

of a plastic straw or pen (rather than a kilogram))

so
L . ,..;
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Vocabulary

MEASUREMENT

Terms and Abbreviations

LINEAR AREA WEIGHT/MASS CAPACITY VOLUME TEMPERATURE

mm mm2 g ml cm3 C

millimeter mm squared gram milliliter cm cubed Celsius

cm cm2 kg L mm3
centimeter

m
meter

km
kilometer

cm squared

m2

m squared

km2
km squared

kilogram Liter mm cubed

m3
m Cubed

km3
km cubed

NOTE: Understand that within each category (linear, area, weight, etc.) particular
units of measurement are appropriate for particular objects.

Examples:

A. Linear units of measurement appropriate for:

mm - the length ea pencil eraser
cm the length of a pencil
m - the length of a room
km - the distance from Balt:more, MD, to Washington, DC

8, Area units of measurement appropriate for:

mm2 - the area of a postage stamp

cm2 - the area of a sheet of paper
m2 - the area of a baseball field
km2 - the area of the state of Arizona

C, We N,ItT of measurement appropriate for:

g - the weight of a plastic straw or the weight of a pen

kg - the weight of a portable TV

D. Capacity (liquid) units of measurement appropriate for:

ml - the capacity of a shampoo bottle
L - the capacity of a cars gas tank

E. Volume (solid) units of measurement sport., late for

cm3 - the volume of a shoe box
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MEASUREMENT

F. Temperature units of measurement appropriate for:

Co - the temperature of a day in July

Common Errors

1. Selecting a unit that measures an attribute other than that required by the problem
Example: The volume of a ha water heater would best be measured in 0 Celsius.

The correct answer is cm3.
2. Selecting a unit of inappropriate magnitude

Example: The height of the flag pole would best be measured in millimeters.
The correct answer is rn.

3. Making a selection that. has an incorrect exponent
Example: The area of your classroom floor would best be measured in meters.

The correct answer is m2.

Task Analysis (Skills)

MAUI Identify the key words :n a sentence question: linear (distance, height), area,
weight/mass, capacity ;liquid), volume (solid), temperature (C)

MAU2 Choose the appropriate type of unit of measure for the attribute
MAU3 Determine the relative size of what i3 being measured
MAU4 Choose an appropriate magni.wd of the unit of measure

OBJECTIVE 5.1.6
Find Elapsed Time

Content Scope

Problems require a single calculation only
Problems contain two times

Question Format

Written word pilblem

Strategy

A. A Simple Strategy

I. Find starting or ending time:

You put a cake In the oven at 1:32 P.M. The cake should bake
for 1 our and 15 mins. What time should you the the nice

t or the oven?

1. Determine what is being asked. What time should you take the cake out of

E .0 .1. FOR E.S.E . 54 P.G.C./SPED 1989
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MEASUREMENT

the oven? (You need to know ending time.)
2. Draw a clock.
3. Mark given starting or ending time.
4. Count the elapsed time.

Given; Beginning time? Count forward.
Given: Ending time? Count backward (counterclockwise).

U. Find elapsed time

1. Draw a clock.
2. Locate starting and ending time.
3. Count whole hours from starting time to ending time.
4. Count remaining minutes.

B. t! Mathematical Strategy

1. In solving this type of problem, we are dealing with three times:

a. A start time (when we started what we are doing)
b. An elapsed time (how long it took us to do what we are doing)
c. An end time when we finished what we were doing)

2. The way to do the problem depends on which two times are given.

a. Given a start time and an elapsed time, ADD.
Example: start time 10:11 A.M.

elapsed time + 3 15 (3 hours and 15 minutes)
13:26

- 12:00 (time to get to noon)
1:26 P.M.

b. Given a start time and an end time, SUBTRACT.
Example: end time 3:06 P.M.

start time - 11:12 A.M.

Since we cannot subtract 11 hours from 3, we add the 12 hours to
get to noon: 3:06 P .M .

+ 12:00 (time to get to noon)
15:06

Now we can subtract:
15:06

- 11:12
4

We cannot subtract 1 from 0 so we will have to borrow, but the 5
does not stand for 5 units; it stands for 5 hours. Since there are
60 minutes in an hour, we will borrow one hour.

4 60
N:06

- 11:12
3:54
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MEAS LAZEMENT

c. Given an end time and an elapsed time, SUBTRACT.
3

end time 346 P.M.
elapsed time - 2:39

1:07 P.M.

d. Remember start and end times are always in A.M. or P.M. and
elapsed time 15 always in hours and mirutes.

3. A prerequisre skill for this strategy is tc., write hours and minutes with a
colon.

Example: 3 hours and 45 minutes - 3:45

Vocabulary

A.M.short for "ante meridiem' translates to "before noon"
P.M.short for "post meridiem' translates to 'after noon"
Clockwise
Counterclockwise
Elapsed time
Noon
Midnight

Common Errors

1. Confusing A.M., P.M., noon, and midnight
2. Using the incorrect procedure
3. Making computation errors

Task Analysis (Skills)

MET1 Identify correct time by writing ,,ours and minutes with a colon
MET2 Recall that 60 :rtindes equals 1 hour
MET3 Identify start time, end time, and/or elapsed time in word problems
MET4 Subtract minu!es and hours from minutes and hours, no regrouping
MET5 Subtract minutes and hours from minutes and hours, with regrouping
MET6 When the minuend Is smaller than the subtrahend, add 12 hours (12:00) to the

minuend
MET7 When the answer to start or end time Is larger than 12:59, subtract 12:00

Ex. 13:30
- 12:00

1:30
MET6 Find end time by adding start time and elapsed time
MET9 Find elapsed time by subtracting start time from end time
MET10 Find start time by subtracting elapsed time from end time
MET11 Select the correct procedure for finding start, end, or elapsed time

L)
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OBJECTIVE 2.3.1
Use Information from Tables

Content Scope

The type of table will be familiar to students (a distance table or tax table) and will have
the following attributes:

A brief, explanatory title
Numeric values
An ordinate and an abscissa, labeled with a maximum of six headings on one axis and
five on the other

Question Format

A question about a table asking the student to determine a specific numeric value
from the table

Strategy
WITHHOLDING TABLE

WAGES TAX TO BE

AT LEAST BUT LESS THAN WITHHELD

$405.05 405.22
405.22 405.39
405.39 405.56
405.56 405.73
405.73 405.90
405.90 406.07

$15.85
15.86
15.87
15.88
15.89
15.90

Last week, Harry made $405.73. What was the amount of taxes withheld?



USING DATA

1. Read the question carefully to find the two key words or phrase necessary tor
locating the information. ($405.73, taxes withheld)

2. Analyze the table.
a. Read the title to determine the topic. (Withholding Table)
b. Read the column headings horizontally across the top of the table. (Wages, Tax

to be Withheld)
c. Read the row headings down the first column of the table. (There are no :'ow

headings in this example.)
3. Find one of the key words or phrases as a column heading and one as a row heading

Trace a line down from the column heading and to the right from the row heading.
The place where the two lines meet is the answer to the question. ($15.89)

Vocabulary

Horizontal--row
Vertical--column
Tit le--statement of the topic of a table
Tab le--chart using words, numbers, and/or symbols to provide information in a

condensed rnd orderly form

Common Errors

1. Identifying incorrect key words
2. Reading data from the wrong row or column

Task Analysis (Skills)

UT1 Identify information on a table
KW Select kei words and phrases in a question
UT2 Locate key words and phrases on a table
UT3 Find the point at which the key row an" olumn intersect to locate data on a table

OBJECTIVE 2.3.2
Use Information from Graphs

Content Scope

Perform one calculation using data from the graph
A circle graph will have a maximum of six labeled segments giving a whole numer
percentage
A line graph presenting a single relationship will be drawn on a grid having a
maximum of eight lines in each direction
A bar graph presenting a single relationship will have a maximum of eight shaded
bars running horizontally or vertically with grid lines perpendicular to the bars
extending completely acr,Jss the graph
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Question Format

USING DATA

Display of a graph with a question requiring a simple arithmetic computation using
data read or estimated from the graph

Strategy

John's Budget

According to the graph above, what percentage of John's budget is spent on
entertainment and food?

1. Read the question and pick out the words and phrases. (what percentage,
entertainment and food)

2. Study the graph and read the title. (John's Budget)
4. Decide what operations have to be performed. (addition)
5. Determine the required information from the graph. (15%, 30%)
6. Perform the appropriate operation. 1:)%

+ 30%
459.

Vocabulary

Circle Grapha circle which shows graphically how a whole (1009.) is divided into
parts

The circle below represents al! students. The circle is divided to show the
percent of students with yellow pencils as compared to all students with
pencils.

Yellow Pencils In Clastsroom

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E. 59
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USING DATA

Bar Graph--a graph which compares the relative frequency of various related yet
distinct items

On the graph below, the items are related since they are all pencils in Room
321. Each bar represents a different color pencil. The height of each bar Is
determined by the number of pencils in each color.
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Different Pencil Colors in Room 321
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Line Grapha graph which compares variations in specific data when gathered at
different times

The line grapy. ,e low shows the varying number of students with yellow pencils
on different days of the week.
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USING DATA

410
Common Errors

1. Misreading the graph and using the incorrect values In the computation,
2. Completing only one stet, of a two-step problem
3. Using an incorrect operation
4. Not identifying the unit of measure on the scale and The intervals between them

(Example: 10 and 20 are given units of measure ano 15, the answer, is halfway
between them.)

Task Analysis (Skills)

UGI Identify information on a circle graph
UG2 Identify information on a bat graph
UG3 Icntify information on a line graph
KOl Select key words and phrases in a question
KW. Select an operation from key words and phrases
UG4 Identify intervals on "..orizontal or vertical scales
UG5 Perform one calculatto) using information from a graph

OBJECTIVE 5.1.1
rind the Average of a Set of Numbers

0 Content Scope

Numbers to be averaged will be presented in a horizontal or vertical chart
Entries will be one- or two-digit whole numbers
Four or five numbers with no other nurf Jers given except those to be averaged
Correct average will always .e a whole number

Question Format

A question requiring the student to find an average

S 4ratagy

Spelling Grades

98 170 184 196

Find the average of Joe's spelling grades.

t. Read the question.
2. Find the key words including the word average. Find the average)
3. Copy the numbers from the toble in a vertical format.

(
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USING DATA

98
4. Add the numbers. 70

+ 84

348

5. Count the items that were added. (4)

87
6. Divide the sum by this number. 4 ) 348

32
28
23.

Vocabulary

* Averagethe number determined by dividing the sum of the addends by the number
of addends

AddendD

Common Errors

1. Omitting the division operation
2. Omitting a value in the addition process
3. Adding or dividing whole numbers incorrectly
4. Using an incorrect divisor

Task Analysis (Skills)

AV I Recognize the phrase "Find the average' or "What is the average?" as requiring
the two-part process of addition and division

AV2 Line up numbers in a column
AV3 Find the average of a set of numbers
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PROMILIEGI ailltILVONS

OBJECT. YE 2.1.14
Use u Simple Formula

Content Scope

Maxkurn of one sat of parentheses
No exponents, peroents, irrational oc.dstants
No more than four calculations
No more than two different operations 'mist be performed in the formula
Unknown is isolated to left of equal sign
Formula will oontain no more than 3 variables for which values have to be substituted
Addition and subtraction represented by 4 and -
Multiplication will have no symbol
Division represented by fraction
Variables on the right side of the equation will be either all upper or all lower case
letters; no combinations

QuestioR Format

Solve for D
D P.T

R'8
T El 2

Strategy

Solve for C
Ca+b

a is $15.98
b is $2.50

1. Substitute given values for ;orrnula symbols in equation.

Exampk ; Formula : C a + b
Given: a mg $15.98

b mi $2.50

C $1".".9C + $2.50



PROBLEM SOLVING

2. Solve the equation. C = $18.48

Z. Check all work for computation errors.

For other formulas:

1. Be aware that the multiplication timer sign is omitted in a formula.
(a times a) is expressed as ab.

Examples: wg means the value of r times the value of v
3n means 3 times the value of a

2. When there are parentheses in the formula, do the w)rk inside the parentheses first.
Then remove the parentheses and perform the remaining operations.

Examples : 3 (a + means add the value of a and the value of b;
multiply the answer by 3

Formula: D =o +(a b)
Given: C = 12, a = 4, b = 3

D=12 +(4 -3)
D= 12 +(1)
D = 12 + 1
D= 13

Z. When there is a fraction bar, do the work on top and the work on the bottom.
Then divide the bottom into the top.

samples : a + b means add the value of a and the value of b;
o divide the answer by the value of o

3 means multiply the value of a times the value of S;
1-6 divide the answer Into 3

4. When two or more operations are indicated, erform them to the following order:
multiply, divide, add, subtract.

* Example: 4 bo + 2 mars *Note: No more than two different
a operations will be performed

in !..is section of the MFMT.

E.C.IFOR E.S.E.

A. Multiply the value of b times the value of a.
B. Divide 4 by the value or a.
C. Add tn.) answer to (1) and 2.
D. Subtract the answer to (3) from the answer to (2).

64 .
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PROBLEM SOLVING

Vocabulary

Variable--a letter
Formula--a rule expressed in symbols
Solve--perform the indicated operatioas
Equationsymbols and/or number values a.ranged so that the quantities on the two

sides of the equal sign are equal to each other
Substituteexchange one value for another
Value --the number for a particular variable
Parentheses-4 ); used to set off an operation to be performed by itself
Symbol--something that stands for something else

Common Errors

1. Making arithmetic errors
2. Performing operations in the wrong order (work within parentheses is not

performed first)
3. Omitting operations (when ab means 2 times 3, students may write 23)
4. Substituting values incorrectly in a fo-mula
5. Omitting necessary data
6. Selecting the wrong process

Task Analysis (Skills)

OF I Identify a formula
UF2 Substitute numbers for the variables in the formula
UF3 interpret "bh" to mean b times h
UF-i Interpret "d/2" to mean d divided by 2
UF5 Compute according to the order of operations (parentheses)
UF6 Compute according to the order of operations (multiply, divide, add, subtract)
UF7 Compute according to the order of operations (fractions)

OBJECTIVE 4. 1 . 1

Cheose 4 Reasonable Answer
for a Mathematical Problem

Content Scope

Money problems are always rounded off to the nearest dollar
A wort or problem situation involves 1 or 2 operations of addition, subtraction,
multiplication, or division
May include a display representing all or part of a pertinent document containing
some or all of the numerical values needc:, for the problem
Problem will ask for an approximate answer rathe,r than an exact one

Question Format

Written word problem using the und, led word 'About'
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PROBLEM SOLVIN6

Strategy

A pair of socks is on sale for $.98 a pair. About how much would five pairs of socks
cost')

I. Strategy A

1 Read the problem
2 Find the key words ($.98 a pair, five pairs. cost about how much)
3 Decide on the operation (multiply)
4. Round off the given numbers ($.98 rounds off to $1.00)
5 Perform the appropriate operation ($1 00 times 5 - SS 00)
6. Choose the number closest to your answer. ($5,00)

B. Strategy B

1. Read bie problem
2 Find the key words ($ 98 a pair, five pairs, cost about how much)
3. Decide on the operation. (multiply)
4 Perform the appropriate operation (3 98 times 5 .. $4 90)
5 ...) Choose the number closest to your ansyv-.T. (35.00)

Vocabulary

* About -means to round off the answer
Round Off--a technique for converting numbers to a form which makes it easier to

manipulate them mathematically
Estimate --a mathematical process of using - -d-off numbers to approximate an

answer

Common Errors

1 Making computation errors
2 Selecting the wrong operations (1.e, adding instead of subtracting)
3. Not rounding off cnrrertly

Task Analysis (Skills)

KW1 Select key words and phrases in a word problem
KW2 Select an or ration from key words and phrases
RA1 Round off r.. Jers
RA2 Choose a reasonable answer for a mathematical problem

?.,

,..)
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PROBLEM SOLVING

I OBJECTIVE -.1.2
Solve Money Problems Using
Addition and Subtraction

Content Scope

All numbers will be whole numbers or decimal numbers
A single addition operation may have up to three addend'.
A subtraction problem will always have a minuend that is greater than a subtrahend

Question Format

Written word problem

Strategy

At the end of August, Sally's bank account had X88.60 in it. At the end of September,
it had $52.20. How much money had been taken out of Sally's account during the month
of September?

1. Read the problem carefully.
2. Re-read the problem to pick out key words. (taken out)
3. Decide what is being asked for. (the difference ioetween $88.60 and $52.20)
4. Decide which arithmetic operation Is required to solve the problem. (subtract)
5. Perform the appropriate operation. $88.60

52.20
$36.40

6. Check to see that your arswer is reasonable. (Sally had $88.60 in her account to
begin with. The amount that wrs taken out had to be less than $88.60 and $36.40
is.)

Vocabulary

See MFMT Vocabulary in APPENDIX A.

Common Errors

1. Making computational errors
2. Selecting the wrong operation; (I.e. add instead of subtract)

Task Analysis (Skills)

KW1 Select key words and phrases in a word problem
KW2 Select. e:) operation from key words and phrases
MAST Solve money problems using addition and subtraction
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I-ROBLEM SOLVING

OBJECTIVE 5.1.3
Solve Money Problems

Using Multiplication and Division

Content Scope

All numbers will be whole numbers or decimal numbers
Multiplication operations require multiplying a decimal number by a one- or two-digit
whole number
The quotient will have two decimal places and no remainders
Division problems consist of dividing a decimal number by a one- or two-digit whole
number

Question Format

Written word protlem

Strategy

Five people went out to dinner together. Th ided to split the cost of the dinner
evenly among themselves. If the dinner cost /2.00, how much does each person pay?

1. Read the problem carefully.
2. Re-read the problem to pick out key words. (split, each)
3. Decide what Is being asked for. (what each person pays)
4. Decide which arithmetic operation is required to solve the problem. (divide)
5. Perform the appropriate operation.

_.$ 14.40
5) $72.00

E.
22
22
20
2.4.
0 00
0 00

6. Check to see that your answer is reasonable.

Vocabulary

Averagea mathematical process of dividing the total by the number of pt . Ls
Quantity --the number of items
Unit pricethe price of one item
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Common Errors

I. Making computational errors
2. Selecting the wrong operation (i .a. multiply instead of divide)

Task Analysis (Skills)

KW1 Select key words in a word problem
KW2 SeleJ an operation 1. 'rn key words and phrases
MMD1 Solve money problems using multiplication and division

PROBLEM SOLVING

OBJECTIVE 5.1.4
Solve Problems Using Percents

Cont-Int Scope

Problem will be to find the percent of a whole number
Percents will have one digit or be twodigit multiples of five
The whole numbers will have two or three digits
Problems will deal with finding amounts of e ,count, commission, or sales
tax

O Question Format

Written word problem

Strategy

Cheryl's father borrowed $900 from the credit union for her braces. If he has repaid
25R of the loan so far, how much has he repaid?

1. Read the tx-cblern.
2. See if the word problem has a percent for one of its numbers. (25R)
3. Locate the number and percent. ($900 and 25R)
4. Change the percent to a decimal. (25R - .25)
5. Multiply the decimal times th e number. $900

_A_2a
4500

18000
$22500

6. Put th: decimal point in the answer. ($225.00)
7. Check to see that it :5 a reasonable answer. (25R is 1/4 of the loan and $225.00 is

much less than $900 30 it should be right.)

Vocabulary

Discount --an amount deducted from the orig,..al price
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PROBLEM SOLVING

Commissionan amount (paid to a salesperson or to an agency) that Is a percent of the
amount of the sales

Sales tax--an amount (paid to the government) that Is a percent of the sale and is added
on to the sale price

Down payment--an initial partial payment made towards the fatal cost of an item
R--perrent means per hundred or for every hundred

Common Errors

1. Placing the decimal point Incorrectly In the answer
2. Making arithmetic errors
3. Changing a percent to a decimal incorrectly

Task Analysis (Skills)

PD3 Rename percents as decimals
PN2 Find a percent of a number
MD2 Pace the decimal point in the product correctly, with up to two decimal places
MUP1 Solve problems using percents

,IMINIMM81

OBJECTIVE 5.1.5
Make Change

Content Scope

$20 bill is the largest amount tendered
Only one mathematically correct answer (For example, If $.25 were the correct
change, only 1 quarter would appear as the answernot 5 nickels, etc.)
Only quarters, nickels, dimes, and pennies are used for coins

Question Format

A problem Is presented followed by a question:, if you gave the clerk a five- dollar
bill, what :s your change?" Answers are listed :.., various numbers of bills and
coins.

Example: two one-dollar bills, two quarters, one penny

Strategy

The bill for your dinner is $7.59. You gave the we:tress one ten-dollar bill.
What is your change?

1. Read the problem.
2. Find the key words. (change)
3. Decide on the correct operation(s). (subtract)
4, Perform the operation. $10.00

- 7.49
*2.51
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PROBLEM SOLVING

5. Change the answ, to the minimum number of bills and coins.
(two one-dollar bills, two quarters. one penny)

Vocabulary

Cash tenderedamount of money handed to the cashier to pay for a purch,se
Denomination--the names given coins or bills of differing values
Invc:cea bill of reraiot

Common Errors

1. Making arithmetic errors
2. Incorrectly converting a computed monetary value io a combination of coins and

bills

Example: $3.17 - 3 one-dollar bills, 2 nickels, and 2 pennies
(should be 3 nickels)

Task Analysis (Skills)

MC1 identify the value of a penny, s nickel, a dime, and a quarter
MC2 Write one-, flve-, Um-, and twenty-dollar bills as $1.00, $5.00, $10.00, and

$20.00
KW1 Select key words and phrases in a word problem
4W2 Select an operation from key words and phrases
MC3 Convert a :um of money Into the fewest bills and coins
MC4 Solve money problems involving making change
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PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST ANSWER KEY

rti.UCIST.'
page H-13

1. A
2. A
3. B
4. D
5. C
6. A
7. C
8. A

Concaq.`,:,

MFMT Objective

Ri.tn®d
page :1-129

1. D
2. D
3. A
4. A
5. C
6. E
7. D
8. B

Kuntbar/EgvetcOar,T, Cipv.s.tItc.7:e

MFMT Objective
3.1.1
3.1.1
3.1.1
3.1.1
3.1.1
3.1.1
3.1.1
3.1.1

2.1.5
2 1.5
2.1.5
2.1.5
2.1.5
2.1.6
2.1.6
2.1.6

9. D 3.1.2 9. A 2.1.6
10. C 3.1.2 10. C 2.1.6
11. A 3.1.2 11. B 2.1.7
12. B 3.1.2 12. B 2.1.7
13. C 3.1.3 13. D 2.1.7
14. D 3.1.3 14. B 2.1.7
15. B 3.1.3 15. B 2.1.7
16. B 3.1.3 16. A 2.1.13
17. B 3.3.1 17. D 2.1.13
18. C 3.3.1 18. C 2.1.13
19. A 3.3.1 19. A 2.1 -.13

20. D 3.3.1 20. D 2.1.13

WE',..,",®

page H-57

1. C
2. D
3. D
4. C
5. D
6. B
7. A
8. B
9. D

KGE:71S7 Ops7stU,en@

MFMT Objective

Ee.L.-.:TeE
page 11-169

1. D
2. B
3.A
4. A
5. 0
6. B
7. B
8. A
9. C

OpstEtt©n@

MFMT Objective
2.1.1
2.1.1
, .1
2.1.1
2.1.1
2.1.2
2.1.2
2.1.2
2.1.2

2.1.8
2.1.8
2.1.8
2.1.8
2.1.9
2.1.9
2.1.9
2.1.9
2 .1.1 0

10. A 2.1.2 10. A 2.1.10
11. B 2.1.3 11. C 2.1.10
12. C 2.1.3 12. B 2.1.10
13. A 2.1.3 13. A 2.1.11
14. C 2.1.3 14. D 2.1.11
15. D 2.1.3 15. C 2.1.1 1

16. B 2.1.4 16. B 2.1.1 1
17. B 2 1.4 17. B 2.1.12
18. A 2.1.4 18. D 2.1.12
19. D 2.1.4 19. r 2.1.1 2
20. A 2.1,4 20 A 2.1.12



PRE-TEST/POST-TEST

usoKa ONI'&
page 11-255

MFMT Objective

KIELMREMEN:7
page 11-209

MFMT Objective
1. B 2.3.1 1. D 2.2.1
2. D 2.3.1 2. B 2.2 1
3. D 2.3. 3. C 2.2.1
4. C 2.3.1 4. C 2.2.1
5. A 2.3.1 5. B 2.2.1
6. D 2.3.1 6. A 3.2.1
7. A 2.3.2 7. B 3.2.1
8. C 2.3.2 8. D 3.2.1
9. B 2.3.2 9. A 3.2.1

10. B 2.3.2 10. B 3.2.1
11. C 2.3.2 11. C 3.2.2
12. A 2.3.2 12. C 3.2.2
13. A 5.1.1 13. B 3.2.2
14. C 5.1.1 14. A 3.2.2
15. C 5.1.1 15. B 3.2.2
16. C 5.1.1 16. C 5.1.6
17. D 5.1.1 17. B 5.1.6
18. C 5.1.1 18. D 5.1.6
19. B 5.1.1 19. t3 5.1.6
20. B 5.1.1 20. B 5.1.6

PROELEIV.
page 11-295

60)LYLK2

MFMT Objective
1. A 2.1.14
2. D 2.1.14
3. A 2.1.14
4. D 2.1.14
5. D 4.1.1
6. C 4.1.1
7. D 4.1.1
S. C 5.1.3
9. C 5.1.2

10. B 5.1.2
11. C 5.1.2
12. C 5.1.3
13. A 5.1.3
14. B 5.1.3
15. A 5.1.3
16. A 5.1.4
17. C 5.1.4
18. A 5.1.4
19.. D 5.1.5
20. A 5.1.5

E C.I. FOP E.S.E.

ANSWER KEY
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DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION ANSWER KEY

Kr.r_[7:2g7

Write Numbers in Words and Digits (3.1.1) page 11-21

1. 9 9. D 17 C 26. B 33. C 41. A 49. D

2. , 7 10. D 18. A 26. A 34. A 42. B 50. A

3. 1 11. C 19. B 27. B 35. C; 43. C

4. 7 12. C 20. 28. C 36. C 44. B

5. 8 13. A 21. C 29. A 37 D 45. B

6. C 14. B 22. A 30. 38. C 46. B

7. B 15. D 23. C 31. A 39. A 47. A

8. A 16. A 24. B 32. B 40. C 48. C

51. fifty-three and four hundredths
52. seven thousand forty-two
53. 6,245
54. 56.2

Rename Fractions as Percents (3.1.2) page 11-39

1. 33 1/3 2. 66 2/3 3. C 4. A

Rename Percents as Decimals (3.1.3) page 11-45

5. C 6.

1. 378. . 2. 90.30 3. .23 4. B 5. A
46. 05 .52

2953. 2.67 .06
748. 58.37

.16

Order Decimals (3.3.1) page 11-51

1. 7.1 2. 960.05 3. .557 7. B 11. D

39.64 35. 4. .606 8. D 12. B

.08 94.6 5. .999 9. C

7. 1.65 6. A 10. B



rYAGNOSTIC EVALUATON

WriT'Dgs Kur:',.t3YVT

Add Whole Numbers ..1.1) page 11-59

Part I

1. C
2. A
3. D
4. D
5. B
6. C

Part II

1. C
2. A
3. D
4. A
5. A
6. D

1 t III
1. B
2. B
3. A
4. C
5. A
6. C

Part IV
1. C
2. A
3. C
4. A
5. B
6. B

Part V
1. A
2. D
3. B
4: B
5. D
6. A

Subtract Whole Numbers (2.1.2) page 11-79

Part I

1, A
2. D
3. P
4. .,
5. D
6. C

Part II

1. C
2. A
3. D
4. B
5. A
6. D

Part III
1. C
2. A
3. D
4. C
5. A
6. D

Part IV
1. D

C
3.

a. A
5. D
6. C

Part V
1. B
2. D
3. A
4. B
5. D
6. C

Multiply Whole Numbers (2.1.3) pa6 11-97

Part 1

1. D
A

3. A
4. B
5. D
6. B

Part II

1. C
2. A
3. A
4. A
5. B
6. C

Part III
1. B
2. B
3. A
4. A
5. C
6. B

Part IV
1. C
2. A
3. D
4. B
5. D
6. B

Part VI
1. B
2. A
3. A
4. C
5. B
6. A

ANSWER KEY

Divide Whole Numbers (2.1.4)

Part I Part II

page

Part III

11-109

Part IV

1. C 1. B 8. B 1. C 1. B 7. C

2. D 2. C 9. B 2. D 2. D 8. D

3. B 3. D 10. C 3. A 3. B 9. C

4. B 4. B 11. C 4. A 4. D 10. B

5. 5. D 12. A 5. A 5. C 11. B

6. A 6. B 13. A 6. B 6. A 12. A

7. A 14. D
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DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION

ANSWER KEY

3.
is'rereq

kirinzr... Kurrito:TE-TggUcr.
Jte Skills page 11-131

0-tys:Pg.Uon@

1. 1/6; 6 5/6 9. 1 1/5; 1 3/7; 1 1/10; 1 3/4

2. 3/4; 3/5; 3 3/8 10. 1/2; 3/10; 1/3; 1/4

3. C
11. 112; 1/2; 3/4; 3/10; 1/3

4. B
5. C 12. a. 6 b. 15 c. 12

6. A
d. 20 e. 6 f. 15

7. A
8. C 13. a. 3/6 b. 6/8 c. 10/15

d. 6/10 e. 10/12 f. 18/21

Add Mixed Numbers (2.1.5) page 11-139

Part 1 Part II Part III Part IV

1. B 1. B 1. A 1. A

2. A 2. B 2. C 2. A

111
3. D 3. C

4. C 4. A
3. D 3. C

4.B 4. c

S. C 5. A 5. B 5. 7

6.D 6.0 6.A 6. D

Subtract Mixed Numbers (2.1.6) page 11-151

Part : Part II Part III Part IV

1. C 1. C 1. C 1. C

2 A 2. B 2. A 2. C

3. C 3. A 3. C 3. C

4. B 4. C 4. A 4. A

5. D 5. C 5. D 5. C

6. lc 6. B ti. D 6. D

Multiply a Whole Number by a Fraction (2.1.7) page 11-161

1, B 2.D 3. B 4. C 5. B 6. D

Find a Missing Term in a Proportion (2.1.13) page 11-165

1. 1 2. 7

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

3. 7 4. 15 5. 9 6. 9
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DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION

19 @a-ALE: Op@mc,ftna
Add Decimals (2.1.8) page 11-171

1. A 6. A 11. 0 16. C
2. B 7. D 12. C 17. A
3. A 8. A 13. C 18. B
4. A 9. C 14. B 19. C
5. B 10. C 15. A 20. D

Subtract Decimals (2.1.9) page H-181

1. A
2. B
3. C
4. C

5. A
6. B
7. D
8. C

9. B
10. A
11. C
12. C

Multiply Decimals (2.1.10) page H-187

1. C
2. C
3. D
4. A

5. A
6. D
7. D
8. 0

9. C
10. B
11. 41.04
12. 33.138

13.
14.

504
42.756

Divide Decimals (2.1.11) page H-195

1. A 5. 2 S 9. 86.9 13. 23.8
2. B 6. 1..J 10. .5 14. .93
3. B 7. .67 11. .41

4. B 8. 13.05 12. 1.9

ANSWER KEY

Find a Percent of a Number (2.1.12) page 11-203

1. A 5. D 9. 52.25
2. B 6. C 10. 40.5
3. A 7. A 11. 1.17
4. B 8. B 12. 19.04

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

c

(., ;..)

11-6 ?.G C./SPED 1989



DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION ANSWER KEY

VAE@Lfr®7:6@n.f:

Read Scales on Measuring Instruments (2.2.1) page 11-215

1. B 4. A= 3 cm 5. 200 mL
2. C B= 51/2 cm 6. 300 C
3. A C= 9 cm

D= 11 ./2 nm

Find Perimeter and Area of Simple Polygons 3.2.1) page 11-221

Part I Part II
1. H 7. 28 cm 1. 64 cm2 6. 25mm2

2. J 8. 67 m 2. 45 mm2 7. cm2

3. G 9. 40 mm 3. 140 m2 8. m2

4. 4. 20 km2 9. km2

5. F 5. 225 km2 10. mm2
6. L

Choose an kppropriate Unit of Measure (3.2.2) page 11-229

S 1. length

2. capacity
3. volume

4. cm3
5. g
6 mm2

7. cm3
8. L
9. m

10. cm
11. rC
12. cm3

Find Elapsed Time (5.1.6) page 11-237

Part I Part II Part III

1. 5:20 P.M. 7. not listed 1. D 1. C

2. 12:10 P.M. 8. 9:20 P.M. 2. A 2. D
3. 5:45 A.M. 9. 2 hrs. & 35 min. 3. D 3. C

4. 1 10. 3:20 P.M. 4. A 4. B
5. 3 11. not listed 5. C 5. D

6. 1/2 12. 40 min. 6. B 6. B

Part IV
1. 2:05 P.M. 7. 9:45 A.M.

2. 10:35 A.M. 8. 8:05 P.M.

3. 11:25 P.M. 9. 1:45 P M.

4. 52 min. 10. 2 nrs., 40 min.

5. 2 hrs. & 45 min. 11. 4:11 P.M

6. 10 hrs. & 30 min. 12. 12:50 P.M.

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E. II -7 P.C.i C./SPED 1999



DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION ANSWER KEY

UVng DVE
Use Information from Tables (2.3.1) page 11-263

1. 4
2. 6 lb.
3. It costs the next higher rate.
4. how much more, 2 lb. package, zone 2, zone 1
5. total cost, 3 lb. package, zone 4, 4 lb. package, zone 2
6. 5 lb. package, $1.87, which zone
7. zones
8. weight, zone
9. fraction, rate

10. $1.49
11. zone 4
12. 6 lb., zone 2

Use:. Information from Graphs (2.3.2)

1. C 9. students

page 11-273

19. 8%
2. A 10. Laura 20. 15
3. taxes 11. $75.00 21. 150
4. tow much more,

travel, taxes
12.
1".

5
$25.00

22. 5
23. A

5. how much, all together,
salaries, travel, rent

14.
15. 2

24. Febr.?
March?

55
40

6. B 16. 2% April? 35
7. A 17. difference June? 40
8. 35% 18. B

Find the Average of a Set of Numbers (5.1.1)

1. 1 8 2. fl 6 3. 6
8 4 2 5 1 8

10 82 43
20 4 21

13

page 11-289

4. add
5. divide
6. 72
7. lb

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E. 11-8 P.G.C./SPED 1989



DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION ANSWER KEY

0 70 PErctr,g,71 e©Mng,
Use a Simple Formula (2.1.14) page !I-301

Part I Part II Part III

1. D = RT 1. 12 1. 9

2. D = M/V 2. 28 2. 22

3. . = (LW)P1M.) 3. 27 3. 15

4. V= L.WH 4. 7 4. 2

5. S = 11:1QE 5. 4 5. 9

5 6. 2 6. 1

6. B = 10 + 2 8 7. 27

7. H = 3 + 5 +15 8. 9

2 9. 7

8. J = 4 + 6 + 8
9. A = 1/2 ',7) (12)

Choose a Reasonable Answer for a Mathematical Problem (4.1.1)
page 11-319

Part I
1. $22.98, $16.89, $.89, about how muc
2. A
3. $26.96, $18.40, about how much more
4. B
5. $518, per person, about how much, 21 students
6. C

Tens Hundreds Thousands

7. 2,650 2,700 3,000
8. 510 500 1,000
9. 30 0 0

1 0 . 100 100 0

Part II
1. D

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

2. C 3. D 4. A

(
L.:

II -9 P.G.C./SPED 1924



DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION ANSWER KEY

Solve Money Problems Using Addition and Subtraction (5.1.2)
page 11-327

Part I

1. $13.75, $1.42, $83.00, total amount
2. $20.00, $17.14, how much change
3. $5.00, $2.50, 60¢, how much...left
4. add
5. subtract
6. add
7. subtract
8. subtract
9. subtract

10. add
11. add
12. subtract

Part II
1. A 2. A 3. C 4. D

Solve Money Problems ising Multiplication and Division (5.1.3)
page 11-333

art I

1. $32.72, 8 hours, how much...per hour
2. total, 9 sandwiches, $1.R5 per sandwich
3. how much...each pay, 12 members, $26.40
4. divide
5. divide
6. divide

7. multiply
8. divide
9. divide

10. multiply
11. multiply
12. multiply
13. divide

Part II
1. A

EC I. FOR E.S.E.

2. D 3. B 4. B

11-10

, -
(..: Li

P.G.C.'SPED 1989



DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION ANSWER KEY

Solve Problems Using Percents (5.1.4) page 11-339

1. A. .07
B. .90 (or
C. .27

2. C
3. A

.9)

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

$2.00
$251.52
392.0
$59.70
$.72

9. 580.3
10. C
11. A
12. A

Make Change (5.1.5) Age 11-347

Part I

1. f, quarter
B penny
C nickel
r) penny
E dime
F quarter
(..4 dime

H nickel
2. B
3. B
4. C
5. D

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

Part II Part Ill
1 $18.65, twenty dollar bill, how much change 1. B
2. 60C, $1.50, 45c, what change, five dollar bill 2. B
3. $1.20, Clange, twenty dollar bill 3. C
4. (see chart below)
5. subtract
6. multiply
7. subtract

Chart.
10 $ bill 5$ bill 1 $bii! L,Jarter dime nickel penny

$5.68 1 2 1 1 3

$14.30 1 4 1

$2.98 2

$18.19 1 1 3 1 1

II.11

C.,J,
<,'

P.G C./SPED 1989



Name

NUMBER CONCEPTS

PRE-TEST and POST-TEST

1. Choose the word name:

A. nine hundred eighty-three
B. nine eight three
C. nine hundred and eighty-three
D. nine eig 4-three

2. Choose the word name:

1-2.92/.21.1

A. three hundred ninety-one and
forty five hundredths

B. three ninety-one point forty-five
C. three nine one point four five
D. three hundre'l and ninety-one and

forty-ffvc undredths

3. Choose the word name:

4.

203.1

A. two hundred
tenth

B. two hundred
C. two hundred
D. two hundred

and' three and one

three and one tenth
and three point one
three point one

Choose the word name:

0.06 r

A. six thousandths
B. six tenths
C. point zero six
D. six hundredths

5. Choose the numher name:

two hundred fifty-three)

A. 20053
B. 200.53
C. 253
D. 235

6. ,noose the number name:

`one hundred five,

A. 105

B. 1005
C. 1500
D. 100.5

Date

7. Choose the number name:

three hundred ten and six ile7;71

A. 310.06

B. 310.610
C. 310.6

D. 310.06

Choose the number name:

fifty and five tenths

A. 50.5
B. 50.05
C. .55
D. .55

9. Rename
10
--- as a pefcent:

A. 100%
B. 1%

C.

lo

D. 10%

7
10. Rename

10
--as a percent:

A.

P.

7%

14.,P4
7

c. .70%6
D. 1420

11. Rename as a percent:

5

A. 60%

B. 164
3

C. 6%
2D. 164
3

3
12. Rename ---as a percent:

lo

A. 300%
B. 30%

C. 34
3

D. "X

-13.

JI



NUMBER CONCEPTS

PRE-TEST and POST-TEST ( Continued)

3. Rename 6% as a decimal:

A. 0.006
B. 6.0
C. 0.06
D. 0.6

.

4. Rename 7:f% as a decimal:

A. 0.0073
B. 73.0
C. 7.3
D. 0.73

15. Rename 81% as a decimal:

A. 6.1

B. 0.81
C. 0.081
D. 81.0

16. Rename 57% as a decimal:

A. 57.0
B. 0.57
C. 0.0057
D. 5.7

II -:4

17. Arrange the following numbers In
order from least to greatest.

0.06, 0.6, 6.0, 0.006
0. 6.o, 0.6, 0.06, 0.006
B. 0.006, r.06, 0.6, 6.0
C. 0.06, 6.0, 0.006, 0.6
D. 0.6, 6.0, 0.006, 0.06

18. Arrange the following numbers in
order from least to greatest.

3.40, 0.6, 0.73, 10.5
A. 0.6, 10.5, 3.401 0.75
B. 0.6, 0.751 10.51,3.40
C. 0.6, 0.75, 3.40, 10.5
D. 3.75, 0.6, 10.5, 340

19. Arrange the following numbers in
order from least to

2.31, 0.324, 43.1, 122

A. 0.324, 2.31, 12.3, 41.1

B. 12.3, 2.31, 0.324, 4.j,1

C. 43.1, 0.324, 2.31, 12.3
D. 1+3.1, 12.3, 2.31, 0.324

20. Arrange the following numbers in
order from jeast to greatest.

45.3, 0.601, 1.23, 3.2

A. 3.2, 1.23, 45.3, 0.601
B. 3.2, 45.3, 1,23, 0.601
C. 1.23, 3.2, 45.3, C,601

D. 0.601, 1.23, 3.2, 45.3

( , ,
4..)...1



DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION
NUMBER CONCEPTS

iel
4 i ik,

Write Numbers In Words and Digits (3.1.1)

1. Circle the digit in the
tenths place:

34.92

1 NI

5. Circle the digit in the
hundredths place:

1.983

2. Circle the digit in the
hundredths place:

3765.2

6. Choose the word name:

Fil
A., twenty-one
B. twenty
C. twelve
D. three

I N2 1

0 3. Circle the digit in the
tens place:

819.65

I N1

7. Choose the word !Lime:

A. tree
B. three
C. there
D. thirty

1.
3

1 N2 1

N1

4. Circle the digit in the
thousands place:

7621

8. Choose the word name:

A. six
B. sixty
C. sixteen
D. seven

6

1 N2 I

11-15

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.
P.G.C./SPED1989
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DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION NUMBER CONCEPTS

Write Numbers in Words and Digits (3.1.1)

9. Choose the word name:

[191
A. ninety-one
B. nine
C. ninety
D. nineteen

I N2

13. Choose the word name:

1-101
A. eighty
B. ei, 1

C. eighth
D. eighteen

I N4 j

10. Choose the word name:

LIO 1

A. four
B four tenths
C. fourteen
D. forty

N4 I N6 1

14. Choose the word name:

illirl
A. twelve
B. twenty-one
C. twenty one
D. two-one

I N4

11. Choose the word name: 15. Choose the word name:

70
A. seven
B. seventeen
C. seventy
D. seven tens

Firl
A. thirty four
B. three-four
C. seven
D. thirty-four

1 N6

N4 N6 1

12. Choose the word name: 16. Choose the word name:

I 50
A. five
B. fifteen
C. fifty
D. fivety

I 65 1

A. sixty-five
B. sixteen-five
C. sixty five
D. s:x-five

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E. 11-16 P.G.C./SPED1989
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DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION NUMBER CONCEPTS

Write Numbers in Words and Digits (3.1.1)

N6

17. Choose the word name:

97
A. ninety seven
B. ninty-seven
C. ninety-seven
D. nineteen-seven

N8

18. Choose the word name:

400
A. four hundred
B. four thousand
C. forty
D. four hundredths

19. Choose the word name:

L7,000 I

A. seventy
B. seven thousand
C. seventeen
D. seven hundred

20. Choose the word nr me:

[5,000
A. five hundred
B. fifty hundred
C. five thousandths
D. five thousands

I N8

21. Choose the word name:

1 800
A. eighty-ten
B. eight thousand
C. eight hundred
D. eight

I N8 I

22. Choose the word name:

A. one and two tenths
B. one hundred twenty
C. one hundred
D. one and two hundredths

23. Choose the word name:

1271.21

I N10 I

A. two hundred seventy-one
B. two hundred seventy-one

and two hundreths
C. two hundred seventy-one

and twenty-one hundreths

2':. Choose the word name:

5.8
A. fifty-eight hundreds
B. five and eight tenths
C. five hundred eighty
D. five and eight hundredths

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E. 11-17 P.G.C./SPED1989



DIAGr,3STIC EVALUATION NUMBER CONCEPTS

Write Numbers in Words and Digits (3.1.1)

25. Choose the word name:

.17
A. one hundred
B. seventeen hundredths
C. seventeen
D. seven tenths

N10

26. Choose the number name:

one
A. 1

B. 11

C. 100
D. .1

I N3

29. Choose the number name:

I fifteen
A. 15
B. 51
O. 1.5
O. 5

1 143 I

30. Choose the number name:

I twenty I
A. 2
B. 12
C. 200
D. 20

27. Choose the number name:

four
A. 40
B. 4
C. .4
D. 14

I N3

31. Choose the number name:

Ininety
A. 90
B. 9.0
C. 19
D. 900

I N5

28. Choose the number name:

Ieleven
A. 1

B. .11

C. 11
D. 7

N3

32. Choose the number name:

E.. lirty I

A. 13
B. 30
C. 300
D. 3.0

N5

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E. 11-18 P C C ac'ED1980



DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION NUMBER CONCEPTS

Write Numbers in Words and Digits (3.1.1)

33. Choose the word name:

sixty
A. 600
B. 16
C. 60
D. 6.0

1 N5

37. Choose the number name:

forty-eight
A. 480
B. 4.8
C. 84
D. 48

I N7 I

34. Choose the number name:

fifty-six
A. 56
B. 65
C. 506
D. 5.6

N7

38. Choose the number name:

!nine hundred]
A. 0.09
B. 9,000
C. 900
D. 9.00

35. Choose the number name:

eighty-one
A.18
B. 8
C. 81
D. 801

I N7

39. Choose the number name:

three thousand
A. 3,000
B. 0.003
C. 31,000
D. 30

I N9

36. Choose the number name:

thirty-five
A. 305
B. 53
C. 35
D. 30.5

I N7

40. Choose the number name:

seven hundred
A. 70
B. 7,000
C. 700
D. 7.00

I N9 I

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E. 11-19 e, P.G.C./SPED1989



twenty-seven hundredths]

DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION NUMBER CONCEPTS

Write Numbers in Words and Digits (31.1)

41. Choose the word name:

[five thousand
A. 5,000
B. 5.000
C. 500
D. 51,000

I N9

45. Choose the number name:
1 N11 1

Line hundred eighty-one
and five tenths

A. 981
B. 981.5
C. 9,815
D. 981.05

I N11

42. Choose the number name:

four and two tenths I
A. 42
B. 4.2
C. 420
D. 5

46. Choose the word name:
83.62

A. eight thousand, three
hundred sixty-two

B. eighty-three and sixty-two
hundredths

C. eight hundred, thirty-six
and two tenths

I N121

I N11

43. Choose the number name:

A. .002
B. .027
C. .27
D. 2.7

I N12 1

47. Choose the word name:

[9.04 I
A. nine and four hundredths
B. nine hundred, four
C. ninety and four tenths
D. ninety-four tenths

I N11,
44. Choose the number name:

two tenths
A. 200
B. .2
C. 2
D. 02

48. Choose the number name:
I N12 I

two thousand, six hundred
forty-eight

A. 26.48
B. 264.8
C. 2648

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E. 11-20 P.G.C./SPED1989



DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION
NUMBER CONCEPTS

Write Numbers in Words and Digits (3.1.1)

1 N12

49. 'Choose the number name:

three hundred one and
nine hundredths

A. 3,013.9
B. 310.39
C. 30.139
D. 301.09

Lrial
52. Write the word name fcr:

7,042

50. Choose the number name:
1 tI12

nineteen and three tenths

A. 19.3
B. 1.93
C. 193
D. 91.3

51. Write the word name for:

53.04

1 N131

53. Write the number name for:

six thousand two hundred
forty-five

54. Write the number name for:

fifty-six and two tenths

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.
11-21 P.G.C./SPED1989
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de
4.

pi)
A ki! .

SKILL SHEET
A 3.1.1 WRITE NUMBERS IN WORDS AND DIGITShi/ Ni IDENTIFY PLACE VALUEy

oe

1;71 1. Circle the digit in the tens place:
A pi-

gN 4,653.29
g

2. Circle the digit in the hundreds place:

4,653.24

3. Circle the digit in the thousands place:R

kV

4,653.29

4. Circle the digit in the tenths place:

A

A.

4,653.29
tik4

5. Circle the digit in the hundredths place:

fiq 4,653.29

fig

I "

MilairlitliMARMArgaMlielagiUnl
E.C.I. FOR E.S.E. 11-24 E.O.C./SPED 1989
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r0 gSKILL SHEET ;+;
v

0 IDENTIFY 7
l11

3.1.1 WRITE NUMBERS IN WORDS AND DIGITS '
i

N2
NINETEEN

WORD NAMES FOR ONE THROUGH
e 4

A 0v.

th4y Directions: Draw a line from the number
name to the word name. 0igl

0 1. 12 A. one
OAg

u
PiA

ig 2. 7 B. fifteen

3. 15 C. twelve

Vi

(0

ill 4 3 D. seven
e ,

5. 1 E. three t0A PIR

6. 19 F. five
14'5

tA.

t 4 7. 6 G. eight

6 EPia0
A

0 8. 5 H. ten

0 9. 8 I. nineteen

VI 10. 10 J. six

61 .....,.,
...

0
0

onwoommuloommosomuc
E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

P.G.C./SPED 198911-25



MIMI 00 ON AURA na MO a

SKILL SHEET
3.1.1 WRITE NUMBERS IN WORDS AND DIGITS

N3 WRITE DIGITS FOR WORDS ONE THROUGH NINETEEN

Directions: Write the number name.

1. four

2. seventeen

3. one

4. ten

5. sixteen

6. two

7. eleven

8. nine

9. fourteen

10. thirteen

OM RINI RAIUSha MAR
T PAD 11-26C r P.G.C./SPED 1989



SKILL SHEET
3.1.1 WRITE NUMBERS IN WORDS AND DIGITS

N4 IDENTIFY WORD NAMES FOR 20, 40....

1. 20

2. 50

3. 70

4. 30

5. 80

6. 90

7. 40

8. 60

Directions: Draw a line from the
number name to the word name.

A. fifty

B. thirty

C. seventy

D. twenty

E. ninety

F. sixty

G. eighty

H. forty

v 11i
11-27r AA V C

P.G.C./SPED 1989
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SKILL SHEET

teg;
A 1. thirty

3.1.1 WRITE NUMBERS IN WORDS AND DIGITS

N5 WRITE DIGITS FOR WORDS TWENTY, THIRTY, FORTY

IDirections: Write the number name.

hP

2. seventy

3. forty

4. ninety

5. fifty

A 6. eighty
gr4

A

7. twenty

8. sixty

itfl

it5
., ,..,,, igl

i; 0 P

iRigigaqhuaulakRigUiqaPORalgitUil,!.3pEDIg118971
E.C.I. TOR E.S.E.

11-28



ry

SKILL SHEET
3.1.1 WRITE NUMBERS IN WORDS AND DIGITS A

N6 IDENTIFY HYPHENATED NUMBER WORDS FOR 21,22...99

.f

1. 24

2. 91

3. 67

4. 32

5. 75

6. 48

7. 83

8. 56

Directions: Draw a line from the
number name to the word name.

A. thirty-two

B. twenty-four

C. ninety-one

D. sixty-seven

E. forty-eight

F. fifty-six

G. seventy-five

H. eighty-three

k



comigtoosoCAMMOMPERoh

SKILL SHEET
3.1.1 WRITE NUMBERS IN WORDS AND DIGITS

N7 WRITE DIGITS FOR HYPHENATED NUMBER WORDS
FROM TWENTY-ONE THROUGH NINETY-NINE

Directions: Write the number name.

1. fifty-three

2. twenty-six

3. eighty-four

4. sixty-one

5. thirty-seven

6. ninety-five

7. forty-two

8. seventy-eight

inPiii9fAilOargifiengellfgarge36PAUSAUkU011-30
E.C.I. TOR E.S.E. P.G.C./SPED 1989
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SKILL SHEET
3.1.1 WRITE NUMBERS IN WORDS AND DIGITS

N8 IDENTIFY THE WORD NAMES FOR. HUNDRED AND
THOUSAND

Directions: Draw a line from the
number name to the word name.

1. 300

2. 5,000

3. 7,000

4. 6,000

5. 900

6. 500

7. 3,000

8. 9,000

9. 600

10. 700

A. nine hundred

B. seven thousand

C. three huridred

D. five thousand

E. six thousand

F. three thousand

G. six hundred

H. nine thousand

I. five hundred

J. seven hundred

fikAgPiarkiiiirORMUMARRAViligniffigi
FOR E.S.E.

11-31 P.G.C./SPED 1989
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SKILL SHEET
3.1.1 WRITE NUMBERS IN WORDS AND DIGITS

N9 WRITE THE DIGITS FOR HUNDRED AN! THOUSAND

Directions: Write the number name.

1. one hundred

2. four thousand

3. two thousand

4. eight hundred

5. four hundred

6. one thousand

7. eight thousand

8. two hundred

0

44. L.-

fiqfithinqifla[MIPAREMOMPORAF
11-32
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at? 4'4 17LI) %Pa UngUrttUg.
A. A

A pp

v
D. ninety-eight

A pi 3. Choose the word name:

g
31.6

to 'V

94,

SKILL SHEET
3.1.1 WRITE NUMBERS IN WORDS AND DIGITS

N10 IDENTIFY WORD NAMES FOR TENTHS AND
HUNDREDTHS

111-1 v :)

1. Choose the word name:

85.5

A. eighty-five and five tenths

B. eight and fifty-five hundredths

C. eighty-five hundredths

D. eight hundred fifty-five

2. Choose the word name:

.98

4. Choose the word name.

94.3

A. nine thousand, four hundred thirty

B. ninety-four and three tenths

C. nine and forty-three hundredths

D. ninety-four and three hundr edths

A. eight tenths

B. ninety-eight hundredths

C. nine hundredths

5. Choose tne word name.

6.331

A. six and thirty-three hundredths

B. six hundredths

C. six

D. six hundred thirty-three

A. thirty-one and six tenths

B. three hundred sixteen

C. three thousand, one hundred sixty

D. thirty-one

6. Choose the word name.

474.8

A. forty-seven and forty-eight hundredths

B. four hundred seventy-four and eight tenths

C. four hundred seventy-five

-D. _four and seventy-four hundredths
fip

f.

ti

c

0,16%1903 OaMARAINAIMIAM
E.C.I. TOR E.S.E.
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SKILL SHEET
3.1.1WRITINUMBERSINWORDSANDDIGITS
N11 WRITE THE DIGITS FOR

1. Choose the number name:

Itwelve hundredths

A. .12
B. 12
C. .001
D. .2

2. Choose the number name:

eight and five tenths

A. .85
B. 8
C. 8.5
D. 850

3. Choose the number name:

seventy-nine and seven
hundredths

A. 790.7
B. 7,907
C. 79.07
D. 79.007

T NTHS AND HUNDREDTHS

4. Choose the number name:

Itwo and six hundredths

A. 2.006
B. .02
C. 20.6
D. 2.06

5. Choose the number name:

1

eighty -two and six tenths

A. 82.6
B. 83
C. 826
D. 82.06

6. Choose the number name.

fifty-two and seventeen
hundredths

A. 52.17
B. 52.017
C. 5,217
D. .521

ffinHlikR63(21:010g06%/giZhaig1006U1012711-34

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.
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SKILL SHEET
3.1.1 WRITE NUMBERS 1N WORDS AND DIGITS

N12 RECOGNIZE THAT AND REPRESENTS THE DECIMAL
POINT

A. 37.6

B 376

C. 406

D. 4.06

Directions: Write the numbers in words.

Directions: Write these words as numbers.

E. sixty-three

F. six and three tenths

G. twenty-seven

H. two and seven tenths

00000010000g=1-=A=A"A74"1000151gakitigia
ARI-AORA A A
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SKILL SHEET
3.1.1 WRITE NUMBERS IN WORDS ANDDIZ1TS

N13 WRITE NUMBERS IN WORDS AND DIGITS

2.

3.

I. Write the number name for the following:

SEVEN

1 FIVE AND SIX TENTHS]

THIRTY -FOUR

4. [EIGHT HUNDRED SEVENTY-FIVE

5.

6.

7.

8.

ONE

NINE THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED

NINE THOUSAND AND FOUR TENTHS

FIFTY-TWO

1 SIX AND TWENTY-FIVE HUNDREDTHS(

fin ii:or.

flUv. 0
figiiMitaivitueoraliztimu.uhigoialimio11-36 P.G.C./SPED 1989E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.
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Ea V SKILL SHEET
A FE

C 56 3.1 .1 WRITE NUMBERS IN WORDS AND DIGITS

t.h 2 N13 WRITE NUMBERS IN WORDS AND DIGITS
E .,

o,4.

A ,

E v?
71 11. Write the word name for the following:

k P
v

1. 6
t

A 2. 90

3. 52

4. 376
=

AIM 5. 4.8

6. 8,721

El;
kr7. 9.45

9,,

LAM 8. 1,005

i 9. 100.05

10. 16

kimukuoiktrnmalgionewhRiturokuevfl

.0,

r T FAR F R.V.
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DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION NUMBER CONCEPTS

Rename Fractions as Percents (3.1.2)

1. 3 as a percent is

0/0

4. Rename
2

as a percent:

A. 50%
B. 5%
C. 500%
D. 2%

I
P21

2. 2 as a percent is
3

%

5. Rename as a percent:
3

A. .66 2--P/0 C. 6.6 2 %
3 3

B. 100 %
2

2
D. 66 3 %

3. Rename
34 as a percent:.

A. 100 1 %
3

B. 67%
C. 75%
D. 750%

Li]
6. Rename

4
as a percent:

A. 24%
B. 25%
C. 2.5%
D. 23%

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E. P.G.C./SPED1989
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i. ,.:SKILL SHEET

3.1.2 RENAME FRACTIONS AS PERCENTS
P2 RENAME FRACTIONS AS PERCENTS

4, 15

V
650

A .1

f4F)it 141

pi-
d m

A

v.

E.C.1. FOR E.S.E.
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SKILL SHEET

ILI 2 RENAME FRACTIONS AS PERCENTS

Write the correct percent.

1

3

2
3

41..

ti

ail

=

FROM MEMORY....

kr) 1.

flP
hP 2.

66 2 sg

3

33
1

X =

Write the correct fraction.
i I '

m

fi';i= 4
A,

fell t

p

iU
fiPilPiqiii/100106
it.c.T. FOR E.S.E.
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SKILL SHEET
3.12 RENAME FRACTIONS AS PERCENTS;P2 RENAME FRACTIONS AS PERCENTS

.v.

itU

4. Renamel as a percent:
3

ra;.1 5. Renamei as a percent:
5

1110i;

1. Rename2 as a percent:
5

2. Rename-1 as a percent:

6. Reramel as a percent:
4

101Jg

7. Rename-1 as a percent:
2

--N

3. Rename-2- as a percent:
10

=Mir

6. Rename as a percent:
3

11MrewM=1Jfg

=ig

9. Rename as a percent:,
10

10. Rename
4 a^ percent:
5

amamms111,

4. =
'il4 II
iiii= .';'

A. =

P.G.C./SPED 1989



DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION NUMBER CONCEPTS

Rename Percents as Decimals (3.1.3)

I PD1

1. Place the decimal point
that is understood in each of the
following whole numbers:

378
46
2953
748

4. Choose the correct decimal
for the percent:

85%

A. 85

B. .85
C. .085
D. 8.5

I PD3 I

2. Move the decimal point
two (2) places to the left
and rewrite:

9030.
5.
267.
5837.
16.

I PD2 I PD3

5. Choose the correct decimal
for the percent:

498%

A. 4.98
B. 498
C. .498
D. 49.8

3. Rename the percent as a
decimal:

23%

52%

6%

PD3

E.C.I. for E.S.E. 11-45 P.G.C./SPED19139
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SKILL SHEET
3.1.3 RENAME PERCENTS AS DECIMALS

NrO ,

r
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11-47
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SKILL SHEET
fiq

ki;

it?
it;
fiq

fiq

fiq

fa) 10. 71,700

fig
Vi

iNkaffilafinniikAailgiUsiUalgitafitV516iNegf11-48 P.G.C./SPED 1989

3.1.3 RENAME PERCENTS AS DECIMALS

PD1 IDENTIFY THE CORRECT LOCATION OF A DECIMAL POINT

Directions: Put the decimal point in the
correct place in these whole numbers.

1. 624

2. 87

3. 1360

4. 9

5. 185

6. 4862

7. 96

8. 5

9. 507

11.35

12. 518

13. 6342

14. 26

15. 3

16. 70

17. 1

18. 469

19. 9333

20. 12



ohmintunnirooranatudypoolauo
Vi

ki!:

SKILL SHEET kr

k70
121

3.1.3 RENAME PERCENTS AS DECIMALS

PD2 IDENTIFY THE LEFT DIRECTION

Direction: Move the decimal point
two (2) places to the left.

1. 624.

87.

3. 1360.

4. 9.

5. 185.

6. 4862.

7. 96 .

8. 5.

9. 507.

10. 71,700.

1
-C... I A A

11. 35.

12. 518.

13. 6342.

14. 26.

15. 3.

16. 70.

17. 1.

18. 469

19. 9333.

20. ! 2.

6



ra

Et,

fiq

tik43

; 4. Rename 95% as a decimal.
A. .095

9. Rename as a decimal:

fiq
B. .95 1% =

C. 95
D. 9.5

SKILL SHEET
3.1.3 RENAME PERCENTS AS DECIMALS

PD3 RENAME THE PERCENT AS A DECIMAL

1. Rename 68% as a decimal.
A. .68
B. .068
C. 68
D. 6.8

6. Rename as a decimal:

5%

2. Rename 29% as a decimal.
A. .029
B. .29
C. 2.9
D. 29

3. Rename I 1% as a decimal.
A. .011
B. 1.1

C. 11

D. .1

7. Rename as a decimal:

76% =

32% =

5.
Rename 88% as a decimal. 10. Rename as a decimal:

A. 88
B. .88

100% =

ilq C. .088
D. 8.8

figgiffieVarnMerfinNinPanUgin
P.G.C./SPED 1989
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DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION

Order Decimals (3.3.1)

NUMBER CONCEPTS

I OD1

1. Copy these numbers, lining
up the decimal points.

7.1, 39.64, .08, 7

1002 I
3. Circle the smallest number in

in the group.

5.57, .557, 55.7, 557

4. Circle the smallest number in
the group.

60.61, 6.061, 606.1, .606

2. Copy these numbers, lining
up the aecim31 points.

960.05, 35, 94.6, 1.65

OD1

5. Circle the smallest number in
the group:

70.3, 9.99, 7.03, .999

6. Arrange the following
numbers in order from least
to greatest

10.1, 11.01, 11.11, 1.01

A. 1.01, 10.1, 11.01, 11.11
8. 11.11,10.1, 1.01, 11.01
C. 11.01, 11.11, 1.01, 10.1
D. 10.1, 11.11, 11.01, 1.01

I On

oo315

7. Arrange the following numbers
in order from least to greatest.

5.08, 5.02, 9.7, 3.21

A. 5.08, 3.21, 9.7, 5.82
B. 3.21, 5.08, 5.82, 9.7
C. 3.21, 5.08, 9.7, 5.82
D. 5.08, 5.82, 9.7, 3.21

003
8. Arrange the following numbers

in order from least to greatest.

3.02, 7.02, 4.1, 18.2

A. 3.02, 4.1, 18.2, 7.02
8. 4.1, 18.2, 3.02, 7.02
C. 3.02, 7.02, 18.2, 4.1
D. 3.02, 4.1, 7.02, 18.2

E.C.I. for E.S.E.
...... , _.

11-51
P.O.C./SPED1989



DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION

Order Decimals (3.3.1 ), cont.

NUMBER CONCEPTS

1 003,

9. Arrange the following numbers
in order from least to greatest

4.81, 04, 273.7, 1.8

A. 1.8, 273.7, 84, 4.81
B. 84, 273.7, 4.81, 1.8
C. 1.8, 4.81, 84, 273.7
D. 4.81, 84, 1.8, 273.7

1 003 1

11. Arrange the following numbers
in order from least to greatest.

580.7, 6, 40.05, 932.7

A. 932.7, 6, 40.05, 580.7
B. 40.05, 932.7, 580.7, 6
C. 932.7, 40.05, 580.7, 5
D. 6, 40.05, 580.7, 932.7

1 003
10. Arrange the following numbers

in order from least to greatest.

75, 3.52, 27, 4

A. 4, 27, 78, 3.52
B. 3.52, 4, 27, 78
C. 78, 4, 27, 3.52
D. 78, 3.52, 4, 27

1 003 1
12. Arrange the following numbers

in order from least to greatest.

84.2, 6.13, 61.6, 90

A. 6.13, 84.2, 90, 61.6
B. 6.13, 61.6, 84.2, 90
C. 84.2, 90, 6.13, 61.6
D. 90, 6.13, 61.6, 84.2

E.C.I. for E.S.L.
11-52
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3.3.1 ORDER DECIMALS

SKILL SHEET

J

E.C.I.
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f.;(01taimmau r.) Rua

SKILL SHEET
3.3.1 ORDER DECIMALS

OD1 WRITE NUMBERS IN A COLUMN ACCORDING TO THE
DECIMAL PLACE

Directions: Copy these numbers,
lining up the decimal points.

1. 7, 26.3, 5.1, 5.95 4. 144.05, 8, 24, 44.14

2. 98.53, 158.3, 301.8, 316.19 5. 6.39, 31, 83.67, 1.69

1
17.74, 575,8; 65, 7.9 6. 85.5, 89, 7.6, 3.1

fiq
fig
fiMegUiRIRME

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

kill5t!O deaiMiPaUlAaarge
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Z1

mv

3.3.1 DECIMALS

SKILL SHEET

OD2 IDENTIFY THE SMALLEST IN A GROUP OF NUMBERS

ti

01.

2. 960.05 94.6 35 12.63

3

4. 7 8 329.26 1.41

6P

5.

01
itilnitgeniUnegi,I31iNuohnnono

P.G.C./SPED 1989

Directions: Circle the smallest number.

18.1 2 .36 6

17.6 6.71 7.16 61.7

273.1 59.86 6.1 9.9



iiMairgoVaUta onahnoohnaushroallo

SKILL SHEET
6$

A II
. CJ 3.3.1 ORDER DECIMALS

leg OD3 ARRANGE A GROUP OF NUMBERS FROM LEAST TO
GREATEST

I. Copy the numbers in a vertical column.
II. Then rearrange the numbers in order from least to greatest.'

;
fiq

Ex. .16, 811.06, 89.5, 36

STEP 1.

.16

81 1.06

89.5

36.

least .16

36. STEP 11.

89.5

greatest 811.06

fi;1. 725.6, 60.64, 20.57, 46.9 3.

Itast

greatest

tq
2. 5.57, 74, 8.26, 5 4.

least

greatest

fig

273.1, 59.86, 6.1, 9.9 kg

least

greatest

7.1, 39.9, 47.6, 9.4

least

greatest

mummumummumausfium
TOR E.S.E.

II-56 P.G.C./SPED 1989



%MOLE NUKBERS

PRE-TEST and POST-TEST

1. ADD:

UL=1111.

6.
127

+ 48

A. 165
8. 265
C. 175
D. 275

2. ADD:

493 + 761 =

A. 1,154
B. 1,164
C. 1,264
D. 1,254

3. ADD:

SUBTRACT:
287

A. 233
B. 244
C. 234
D. 141+

7. SUBTRACT:
839

2

A. 277
B. 377
C. 337
D. 237

8. SUBTRACT:
6,70375

130 - 4.. _291.+ 11

A. 106
B. 226
C. 116
D. 216

A. 2,592
B. 2,412
C. 2,492
D. 2,512

9. SUBTRACT:
4. ADD: 2,530

4,780 92/

A. 8,012
S. 8,112
C. 7,112
D. 7,012

A. 2,417
B.. 1,413
C. 1,403
D. 1,603

10. SUBTRACT:
5. ADD: 25,016

2,1406 14,31+2
1,742
2.12144_ A. 10,674

B. 11,334
A C. 10,774A. 71492
B. 6,382 D. 10,734
C. 6,483
D. 7,392

11- 57 '
! i ''-)





DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION WHOLE NUMBER OPEPATION5

ft,
4-7--AP

Add Whole Numbers (2.1.1)
Part 1

1 4
+2

A 2

B 9

2. 2
+ 3

A 5

B 6

3. 6
+3

A 10

B 3

I A l

C. 6

D 8

C 3

D 1

C 7

D. 9

I A l

LAL

4. 7
+6

A 10 C 15

B 1 1 D 13

9
+9

A 14 C l9

B 18 C. 16

6. 6
+8

A 17 C. 14

B 10 D 16

1_±,J

ECI FOPESE

% 1-S- 0
11-59 P G C /SPED 1989



DIAGNOQTIC ;VALUATION WHC4S Nutt; 4 cz.;cdt.TIC4tt.;

Add Whole Numbers (2.1.1)
Part II

32
* 42

C

D

I A2

4 521
+ 47,15

A 67

B 85

A 956

B 659

2
+ 20

A?
4,215

* 3,623

A 68 C 64 A 7,838

B 28 D B 3,887

A2

3 54 2,148
+ 13 + 7,741

A 76 C. 167 A. 9,898

B 41 D 67 B. 8,989

ECI FORESE
11-60

C 569

D 695

L.21j

C 8,387

D 8,783

M.

C 8,998

D. 9,889

P 6 C /SPED 1989



I
DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION WHOLE NUMBER OPERA TONS

Add Whole Numbers (2.1.1)
Part III

A.5 C.7

B. 8 D 9

1 A4
4 37

21
4 40

A 89

B. 88

4
3

+7

A 12 C. 11

B. 14 D 13

5 46
12

31

A 89

B. 78

3 4
5

+9

A. 18 C. 17

13 16 D 15

[A=
6 52

24
+ 11

I A5 I

C. 98

D 78

LL4ffi

C 98

D 79

ALLJ,

A 78 C 87

Et 77 D 88

E C 1 FOP E.S.E

I -*
11-61 P G C /SPED 1989



AtAANAGTIC gVAt-t4ATIAN WH$413 NI4Mi4FG CZIGC.JATiC.M.

Add Whole Numbers (2.1.1)
Part IV

1 48
+ 22

A. 810

60

A6

C 70

D 601

2. 79
+ 17

A. 96

B. 861

405
+287

La6..

C. 69

D 816

4 2,638
+ 1,253

5

A 3,891

B 3,881

26
+34

A7

C 38,811

3,880

[...Azad

A 50 C 61

B 60 D 16

A 6,812

296

C 692

D 6,821

A7

225
+ 625

A 185

B 850

C 851

D 580

E C I.FORE SE 11-62 P 6 C /SPED 1989



DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION WHOLE NUMBER OPEPATIONE

Add Whole Numbers (2.1.1)
Part V

1 134
+ ,472

A 606

B 66

C 60

D 706

A6, A9

2,432
. 6,789

A 2,291 C. 9,201

B 9,221 D 9,4220

2 695
+ 295

A 199

B 909

C 99

D 990

AS

I A 1C

3 4,863
+ 2,509

A. 7,327 t: 3,727

B 7,372 D 6,372

240
+ 862

I A8, A9

A 10,102 C 2,011

B 10,210 D 1,102

A=._

4,327
+ 1,683

A 6,010 C 6,911

B 1,169 D 591,010

. ,

- ..' I

ECI.FORESE 11-63 P G C /SPED 1989



DIAQN0C,TIC ;VALUATION WHALE NIJMEtFIJ OO;g4ATIONS.

Add Whole Numbers (2.1.1)
Part VI

1 34
70

+ 28

A 1,212

B. 132

C. 213

D. 122

I All
4 994

95
+ 602

A 151,811

B 1,681

2 43
47

+ 34

A 124

B 115

I All
5 2,342

7,053
+ 4,206

A 13,591

B 13,601

C. 1,691

D. 1,591

1A121

C 13,501

D 135,911

3. 63
29

+46

A 138

B 1,083

C. 83

D. 183

6 4,361
2,032

+ 8,708

IA12

A 15,101 C 14,091

B 1,410,911 D 15,001

E.0 I. FOP E.S E II-EA, ,.-) P 6 C /SPED 1989
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fiu2.1.1 ADD WHOLE NUMBERS

UCTIMUkt

SKILL SHEET

A

6

g
4 t 9in t.?

in
0

P

fiq
61931

i; EM

03 r-4

i; k

in
VI

v.
iUkilmufohmooloonarhohufamosa 7

E.C.I. ?OR E.S.E.
11-65 P.G.C./SPED 1989
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A A A

tap,

2.1 .1 ADD WHOLE NUMBERS

Al RECALL ADDITION

Aq

fiq
AR

;

fi;AR

SKILL SHEET

NUMBER FACTS

Add

1. 2+5=

2. 3+1=

3. 8+0=

4. 3+4=

5. 0+7=

b. 8+2=

7. 6+3=

8. 5+5=

9. 2+7=

10. 3+5 =.....

12. 9
+ 4

13. 8
+ 8

15. 5
r8



i /1 10 "1 6 il= /,="A auAk).,r4....oPtfivxuaotigor......u4 7;;

filU

1

kv

.ue
v

wY

V

pii kr,

giv,
,;,

C

44
SKILL SHEET V

iU 2.1.1 ADD WHOLE NUMBERS

A2 ADD TWO NUMBERS WITH UP TO 2 DIGITS EACH, NO

kr
q

RI

44

ta V

0,

kg

)

4E, t5,,
,

ft ,

REGROUPING
Add

2. 32
+61t 11

0 3. 17
+ 12

0
0.3 4 48

+20

fiq5. 61

fi; +13

44U
00006
E.C.I. 7O E.S.E.

k5

A

lag

A
& AM,4

VARAM05/00010010
11-67 P.G.C./SPED 1989



A A A= =A A A A a =
ft. \

v I

Ote VIPs. e . e .

SKILL SHEET
tp2.1.1 ADD WHOLE NUMBERS

ADD TWO NUMBERS WITH
REGROUPING

UP TO 3 OR 4 DIGITS EACH,

Add

1. 532
261

2. 328
271

3. 4,215
3,623

4. 7,741
2,148

5. 653
242

Z.C.I. POR E.S.E.
11-68 P.G.C./SPED 1989



6)n% ukutl igazIklukutolllooiukTu(44

1

4; 2.1.1

A4

SKILL SHEET
ADD WHOLE NUMBERS

ADD THREE 1-DIGIT NUMBERS

A

A 2

C'S'`
. 1

Add

A =
Nim

2. 3
A PE

titV 5+ 4
fig

fi

fiq
3. 6

7
+ 9

Itl
4. 8

2
+ 5

IR 5.
31

. 7

0
ontoominoosonook

11-69
Ex.,. TOR T.S.E.

A. pi-g

k
k

,



A A A PA PPA

10100000aUgUOLIVgQ
OR

SKILL SHEET

Rid

q21.1 ADD WHOLE NUMBERS

A5 ADD THREE NUMBERS WITH TO 2 DIGITS EACH, NO

tt: PR
REGROUPING

I Add

fig

fiq

1. 37
40
21

2. 51
24

+ 11

kg1 62
AR 13

25

V

5. 14 ::
V

23

0 - k) g
+ 52

0.
.

000111q0000000100.000000
I.G.C./SPED 198911-70

E.C.I. YOR E.S.T.



010i4VgVAUgh
A A ApARA A A

A

fiq2.1.1 ADD WHOLE NUMBERS

A A6 ADD TWO NUMBERS WITH UP TO 2 DIGITS EACH,
REGROUPING ONES TO TENS

au mummumem

SK ILL SHEET

Add

1. 68
+ 12

2. 35
+ 1 5

till V 3. 79
A
14171 + 17

fi 4. 18
26

5. 53
37

1

;

45

f

hunnontovannonamossos
E.C.I. VCR E.S.E.

11-71 P.G.C.WED 1989



14/HOLE

ADD
NUMBERS

US CI Oh kt #N 4VI21000

SKILL SHEET

TWO NUMBERS WITH UP TO 3 OR 4 DIGITS
EACH, REGROUPING ONES TO TENS

1. 240
rtql + 862

Add

2. 405
287

3. 6,532
.4 3,259

4. 2,638
1,253

fig 5. 3,056
.4 4,444

fig
01

c.kp

itl
, kp,

a

0411000010061110001100010000' 7

6r4

E.C.I. TOR E.S.E.
11-72 E.G.C./SPE, 1989



EvgivtAvlk:'gvigNgvbivi4k0hUglgafiU
A AppitA,ft 11-,-iniAR:FRA1" , e

A

'I.

SKILL SHEET
o) 2.1.1 ADD WHOLE NUMBERS

1-9 A8 ADD TWO NUMBERS WITH UP TO 3 DIGITS
REGROUPING TENS TO HUNDREDS

Add

tip2.

oa

V

o
.

t.

140
+ 262

ft

v
231

+375
k[l-, 680°

+ 129

fo,

4. 726
+ 193

5. 533
IA

X48 .,

k5

onk.
__, il,(11

6RMANhiltaMknOiI-73
nooknoduap.7.c.;1

1989

1°]A 7

!OR E.S.E.



fikliamtARAMInqhnitInkt natgitvVivbirliirclblay
fiq

SKILL SHEET
ADD WHOLE NUMBERS

ADD TWO NUMBERS WITH UP TO 3 DIGITS EACH, 1
TO 2 REGROUPINGS

1. 365
op

+ 135

127

Add

2. 428
262

3. 628
+ 272

4. 123
* 387

fiqv
5.

9
731

111

010 Ughriglet7diliihRalelthIMUC2%:i12410
P.G.C. /SPED11-74 G.C./SPED 1989

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.



A . A p-o A pi. A A

g ). ftt fa ti 1115:
.uoaFtIF

MIARNALUfinng
A A A

iZ

r
WITH UP TO 4 DIGITS EACH, 1

:.§

SKILL SHEET
it112.1.1 ADD WHOLE NUMBERS

A

A .9. A10 ADD TWO NUMBERS

11
TO 3 REGROUPINGS

A .

12

AR

A

Add

6,856
2,274

2. 3,246
1,374

3. 8,123
* 2,387

4. 9,923
1,178

i;
V)

5.
3,412
6,498

FP
0
Ofaitelialak Ett1006%05106ARiNfr 10,30

P.G.C./SPED 1989

E.C.I. TOR E.S.E.



SKILL SHEET 

itio 
2.1.1 ADDWHOLENUMBERS 

All ADD THREE NUMBERS WITH UP TO 2 DIGITS EACH, 
REGROUPING 

k5 111 

k r 4 

031 I wj 4 

a 

F 
c 

. glq. 

.t 0 
A i Add 

Q 
0 

ig 1. 34 
V 

0 
fig 

A E 

2. 61 
38 Clt 

i; *42 V 0 
a 0 

95 
2i 

43 
47 

*26 

in 
1i 4. 62 
is 

t4 
73 

fi.; 
* 18 

0 
0 5. 45 

64 

fiq + 73 , 

t.)1 

0 
41 

immummummumummo 11-76 

Z.C.I. POR E.S.E. 

fig 

kF 

P,G.C./SPED 1989 



aolaturoohnosoloohnook

SKILL SHEET
2.1.1 ADD WHOLE NUMBERS

Al2 ADD THREE NUMBERS WITH
EACH, REGROUPING

UP TO 3 OR 4 DIGITS

[Add

1. 453
307

+ 233

2. 4,361
2,032
8,608

3. 2,165
1,954

4. 3,628
2,673

5. 6,64:10
8.399

- -
r

iMiatIghlgiiiigaMkige/hUlaU061/000k417)(4411-77 P.G.C./SPED 1989
. or e T vs IR r S.E.



D;AGNOSTIC EVALUATION WHOLE NUribEP OPEPATION:

Subtract Whole Numbers (2.1.2)
Part I

1 4
2

A 2 C 3

B 0 D I

1Si
4 12

4

A. 10 C 8

B 6 D 4

6
3

A. 4 C 0

B 5 D 3

Si
5 15

A. 5 C. 10

B. 9 D. 7

(Li

3 7

A. 4 C. 3

B 2 D. 5

Si

6 17

9

A 13 C. 8

B.5 D.7

I SI I

C I FOP E.S.E

151
11-79 P r, C /SPED 1989



DIA GNIQC,TIC P/141.1.4' TIAN WHCA-E NLIME:a Go C./P;GAT ION

Subtract Whole Numbers (2.! .2)
Part II

I S2 El_2_13 '

1.

A

B

74
.12

C

D

32

63

4.

A. 525

B 552

895
343

C 255

D. 250

23

36

2 98
53

I S2
649
436

I S3 I

A 45 C 514 A 213 C 312

8 145 D 54 B 273 D 372

I S2 S.,...1

3 59 6 929
28 624

A 13 C 17 A 3 '-.3 C 503

B 71 D 31 8 543 D 305

E CI FOPE.S.E

12
11-80 P 6 C /SPED 19E19



DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION WIDLE NUr-sEP OPEPATtONS

Subtract Whole Numbers (2.1.2)
Part 111

1

A

B.

90
-35

C.

D.

C

D.

I,,
4

A

B

5

A

L'

z72
-36_3

109

274

C 18

D 118

55

45

I S4

65

56

1in C

472 D

213
105

2

A

B

56
38

81

82

18

22

108

180

3. 40
28

I S4

6 480
36

A. 21 C 68 A 456 C 454

B 32 D. 12 B 654 D 444

C r i EAll C C C

153

11-81

I S5 1

P G C /SPED 1989



AIAANASTIC ;VAI-WATIAN W-11114GD (4r-4C/41'14:4N;

Subtract Whole Numbers (2.11)
Part IV

1.

A

B

605
515

C 190

D. 90

I S6, S8

4

A. 71

B 17

19

109

I S6. S8

2 865 5
574

A 201 C 291 A 440

B 921 D 192 B 404

8

3 333
15

A 118 C 208 A 221

B 188 D 318 B 122

r i, rnr. r

210
139

C 171

D. 710

557
197

I s7, se

C 630

D 360

701
520

C 181

D 281

S6,S.

1.B4-1-82
P A r /SPFD 19R9



O

a

DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION WHOLE NUIIBEP OPEkATIoNa.

Subtract Whole Numbers ;2.1.2)
Part V

1

I s 1 ;-. 1

7,652 4 54,474
704 368

A. 6,802

B. 6,948

2. 4,872
3,915

A 967

B. 1,163

C. 7,152

D. 7,958

C. 1,967

D. 957

A. 54,414 C 53,115

B. 54,106 D. 51,116

37,501
16,846

A 21,345 C 21,335

B 21,365 D 20,655

3 7,586
1,698

I S9

50,237
35,849

A 5,888 C. 1,112 A 25,498 C.

B 6,112 D 6,118 B 25,612 D

ECI FOPESE

r7(.!
II-',,,

1 sio I

14,388

25,618

P G C /SPED 19e9



tola

SKILL SHEET
1.; 2.12 SUBTRACT WHOLE NUMBERS

tqr-4-77.1

O

6100030100610100ANAUShrhiglAngl11-85 P.G.C./SPED 1985

E.C.I. VOR E. S.E. 1156%



Zigj Itig U2 114,1gtgaUtrilmqtob y

A A A A. cp-I A Al A pi .

0

ahuanuk

0
t7i,

SKILL SHEET
2.1.2 SUBTRACT WHOLE NUMBERS

SI RECALL SUBTRACTION NUMBER FACTS

[-Subtract

1. 5 2 =

2. 6 4 =

3. 9 8

4. 7 1 =

5. 3 3 =

6. 8 4 =

7. 5 0 =

8. 6 2 =

9. 9 4 =

10. 7 5 =

13. 18
- 9

1

14. 12
- 7

glitANgiaPilANUtaZtgtAligikAilln;.10 ?al%
E.C:I. FOR E.S.E.

II-86157 P.C.C./SPED 1989



Pil ti

11 LI 110 g 912 q1',:lig vii

A A IP A pIII1 A RI A.
)' '

k

SKILL SHEET
iq2.1.2 SUBTRACT WHOLE NUMBERS

S2 SUBTRACT TWO NUMBERS WITH UP TO 2 DIGITS EACH,
NO REGROUPING

fig

Subtracq

1. 88
66

A ni

61p

kr)
Eig

kr)

7

2.
22
35t Z

i; 3. 91
10

finukumetuovanusisaimmams
....v E.S.E.

P.G.C./SPED .989iI-87

r58



k 414 

A 

11 

A 

gl 
A A 

hu 
A 

FT 

A 

.USfolUt 

SKILL SHEET 
thp,2.1.2 SUBTRACT WHOLE NUMBERS 

A 

S3 SUBTRACT TWO NUMBERS 
NO REGROUPING 

2. 573 
- 436 

3. 892 
- 781 

4. 655 
- 534 

5. 829 
- 717 

WITH UP TO 3 DIGITS EACH, 

Subtract 

6T1 

MiUMMERIUMMANionno 
o i 

E Pm E. S.E. 
11-88 P.G.C./SFED 1989 

X5'9 



mumusposoulam

SKILL SHEET
A. Ri-

gozo 2.1.2 SUBTRACT WHOLE NUMBERS

Ap, S4 SUBTRACT TWO NUMBERS WITH UP TO 2 DIGITS EACH,
6-1 REGROUPING TENS TO ONES

AA V Subtract

1. 60
35

trp

k P 2. 32
tIC11 ;s

28

4110

1 ,
A5 -m

v.
V

kg
.,

V
fig 4. 62 kg)

v

_18

v 6,
lau

5. 30 0
A 15
av

R
k,

0 0

O 010640000000000064000
E.C:I. TOR E.S.E. .0i

11-89 P.G.C./SPED 1989

160



41

as

ti

VA

ya

fig
kgY

fiqti

9 {loll

DM- A 11{111 A 10-1 A RI A CIN A 014- A pi, A QI-1III A pi A . -p- ARARA
kM V)L1 sologiogioroopvirpg N

SKILL SHEET
2.1,2 SUBTRACT WHOLE NUMBERS

S5 SUBTRACT TWO NUMBERS WITH UP
REGROUPING TENS TO ONES

1. 472
363

2. 993
485

3. 625
306

4. 832
716

5. 278
159

Subtract

TO 3 DIGITS EACH,

kg
V.300100100f2IDARMAIMMIM

E.C:I. FOR E.S.E.
11-90 P.G.C./SPED 1989



00000400000AP.
Q.

mom

SKILL SHEET
hq2.1.2 SUBTRACT WHOLE NUMBERS

p, 56 SUBTRACT TWO NUMBERS WITH UP TO 3 DIGITS EACH

Ere4. REGROUPING HUNDREDS TO TENS

fiq

in

2. 728
594 kr;

ler

3. 874

V.;

183

4. 929

Subtract

1. 508
317

ti7

5. 627
446

IP 0 t"

000000WARP01000000aveP.C.C. /SPED 1989

E.C2I. TOR E.S.E. 162



moomonammusommor
V

SKILL SHEET
;1 2.1.2 SUBTRACT WHOLE NUMBERS

S7 SUBTRACT TWO NUMBERS WITH UP TO 3 DIGITS EACH,
oi

REGROUPING TO TENS OR ONES

1. 728
609

2. 216
135

3. 565
474

453

5. 288
199

Subtract

11-92 P,G.C./SPED 1989
E.C:I. TOR E. S.E. 163



itWoonOsosionoofineviroo
Ig-15,

klff

k.,

fol, r

etl
.,

SUBTRACT

SKILL SHEET
WHOLE NUMBERS

SUBTRACT TWO NUMBERS WITH UP TO 3 DIGITS EACH,

ONE OR TWO REGROUPINGS

iq 1.

586
99

filg

fT

2. 632
276

kg

n3 325
k7

166 0
ill V;

10 4. 729
kU

03
- 375 104.... I'

61
5. 507

F

iq
308 ki:'<)

.ti' kr)

90 6[7

W.;
g

tgiUirkiRiVilhakhgfigkihtqfiPtUnWittUa
y.c:. TOR E. S.E.

11-93 164
P.G.C./SPED 1989

LSubtract



i
U
h
r
O
a
P
6
1
g

a
u
f
a
h
u
l
t
p
u
o
h
n
o
l
k
u
m

k
U

0 4
1

V
t
1

k
f
t
.

SK
IL

L

SH
E

E
T

2.
1.

2

S
U

B
T

R
A

C
T

W
H

O
LE

N
U

M
B

E
R

S

S9 SU
B

T
R

A
C

T

T
W

O

N
U

M
B

E
R

S

W
IT

H

O
N

E

T
O

T
H

R
E

E

R
E

G
R

O
U

PI
N

G
S

A
.

1. 7,
58

6

A
4 -

1,
69

8

12
U

$
fi

g

S
ub

tr
ac

t

U
P

T
O 4 D

IG
IT

S

E
A

C
H

,

i -

1,
03

2

2. 3,
26

1

A U
i2 3. 5,

79
1

-

3,
88

2

0
i
t t
9

4. 6,
23

0

fiq -

5,
42

1

0 0 5. 9,
87

6

-

6,
59

7

t
u

i
m
a
m
m
u
m
u
s
o
m
m
u
m
o
t

ti

E
x
-
a
.

!
O
R

I
.
S
.
E
. 1
1
-
5
4

P
.

G
.
C
.
/
S
P
E
D

1
9
8
9

16
5 1



A.
A

oauzwaufda%%1506MageMkng

SKILL SHEET
2.1.2 SUBTRACT WHOLE NUMBERS

ir,S10 SUBTRACT TWO NUMBERS WITH UP TO 5 DIGITS EACH,

ONE TO FOUR REGROUPINGS

Subtract]

50,237
Ei 35,849
A. RI

2. 62,315
21,456

tITi
3. 41,265

fit 30,376

4. 76,321
57,830

IT4

tq,

fig5. 95,232
- 68,154

ki
igv(dUtAjthA.41006MINAalgianaMMN11-95 P.G,C./SPED 19r9

E.C;I. FOR E.S.E,
6 6



PIAANCATIPFVd1-14ATIAN 111/1444 NI-IMRFG (4.1:PATiotv:,

MIi Multiply Whole Numbers ;2.1.3)
Part I

Ill
1. 4

X3

A. 14 C. 16

B 24 D 12

6
X6

A i14 C. 18

B. 36 D 24

2 5
X4

A 20 C 15

B 25 D 9

5 2
X 3

A 5 C 8

B 4 D o

L
3 4

X 4

A 16 C 10

B. 12 D 18

11

6
L....11 j

3

X 9

A. 30 C 1 ,..

B 27 D 25

E C.I FOP E.S.E 11-97 .

167., PG C /SPED 1989



DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION WHOLE NUMEsEP OPEF-kATiON'i

Multiply Whole Numbers (2.1.3)
Part II

1 41

X 6

A 426

B 106

C 246

D 624

I M2

1 r12
'1
L. 83 I

X 3

A 249 C. 429

B 924 119
1

4 324
X 2

A 648 C 4.,:6

B 646 D 84C,

I 113

5 3,213
X 3

A 9,369 C. 6,356

B 9,639 D 6,536

1

I M2

3 52 6 5,034
X 4 X 2

A 208

B 280

C 28

D 2C:

M=I

1. 7,256 C 10,068

B 86,010 D 6,527

EC FOPE.SE 11-98 P G C /SPED 1989



DIANCS,TIC;vAi-WATiAN WHC44

Multiply Whole Numbers (2.1.3)
Part III

1. 83
X 9

2,772 C. 7,227

B 747 D 182

2 64
X 6

A 3,624 C 2,436

B 384 D 119

114

4 856
Y, 5

1 ME. I

'A 4,280 C 4,050

B 402,530 D 1,411

1 ,4 MS

5. 4,609
X 3

A 271,812 C 13,827

B 121,827 D 79,312

3 42
X 8

A 336

E 633

C 306

D 636

I M4 r-.:

6 9,643
X 8

A 18,531 C 72,824

B 77,144 D 72,482,41

ECI FORE SE

160
11-99 P 6 r /SPED 1989



DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION WHOLE NUMBEP OPEkATiONS

Multiply Whole Numbers (2.1.3)
Part IV

1. 92
X 7;2

A 6,498
B 828

C 6,624
D 283

I me

,4 852
X 25

A 263,580
B 21,300

C. 5,964
D 2,481

2 71

X 68

A 4,828
B 1,210

C 994
D 295

I 116

5 187
X 73

A. 70,!..:0
B. 1,870

I M7 I

C. 1,2841

D 13,551

3 34
X 85

A 442
B 4,447

C 341
D 2,890

I M6
6 6,254

X 34

Tr 777

A 4,343,528 C 43,778
B 212,636 D. 20,485

E C.I FOR E.S E
II-100

1 70

P G C /SPED 1989



fig

uLAIzJigAgtzt1015[7,itill:taU

SKILL SHEET
2.1.3 MULTIPLY WHOLE NUMBERS

it 7

171

goorooktvgauktaquoNuoveluniuhkr
Z.C.I. POP. E.s.n.

P.G.C./SPED 1989



0,1

RAHAfT,
ea. via ,loitotwoarlosam

SKILL SHEET
2.1.3 MULTIPO WHOLE NUMBERS

MI RECALL MULTIPLICATION NUMBER FACTS

Multiply

1. 4 X 2 =

2. 5 X 4 =

3. 1 X 8 =

4. 7 X 3

5. 5 X 5 =

6. 8 X 4

7. 2 X 0 =

8. 6 X 5 =

9. 2 X 9 =

10. 3 X 3 =

1 '/2

6;f0a151MARAITIP6kIllalkflk

11. 8
X8

1
12. 6

X 7

1
13. 5

X 9

14. 10
X 4

15. 11

X 2

11-102
E.C.I. TOR E.S.E.

UkU061111aU
P.C.'. /SPED 1989



monvemoor

SKILL SHEET
,a6A Ri 2.1.3 MULTIPLY WHOLE NMBEPS

as Me MULTIPLY 1 -DIGIT BOTTOM NUMBER TIMES 2-DIGIT
TOP NUMBER, NO REGROUPING

[ Multiply

24
X 2

tbig
2. 42

X3

4. 71
X 9

S. 54
X 2

81 5. k7
X 3

g7

iif;
1 t.

mamossolosamommum

73

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.
11-103 P.G.C./SPED 1989



11 Imo
= V

A A A A p,
bi- v

troi

A A

SKILL SHEET
2.1.3 MULTIPLY WHOLE NUMBERS

iggiv M3 MULTIPLY 1-DIGIT BOTTOM NUMBER TIMES UP TO 4
DIGIT TOP NUMBER, NO REGROUPING

E
A V

ti

5,034
Y 2

3,213
X 3

Multiply

4. 1,323
X 1

5. 231
X 3

324
X 2

E.C.I. FOR F.S.E.

6. 8,213
X 3

74
A A

11-104 P.G.C./SPED 1989



01
SKILL SHEET

2.1.3 MULTIPLY WHOLE NUMBERS

M4 MULTIPLY 1-DIGIT BOTTOM NUMBER TIMES 1-DIGIT

TOP NUMBER, REGROUPING

Multiply

36 28

X 5 X 6

54
X 8

82
X7

98
X 5

ko

i /1
I q

i g 175
(2 r,

Oulammumumosolook,0011-105

I

E.C.I. FOR E.S.S.

P.G.C./SPED 1989



fehuglakItMer)
7r,

kUt

Ap+I.

fi4

At= I Multiply
6No

A

A 1- 382 4. 965
,`

SKILL SHEET
2.1.3 MULTIPLY WHOLE NUMBERS

M5 MULTIPLY 1DIGIT BOTTOM NUMBER TIMES UP TO
3 OR 4 DIGIT TOP NUMBER, REGROUPING

Lt.

14 F.;
X 4 X 6

,1

(op:e .)

2. 9,643
X 8

5. 832 ,

X 7

y.
k7o

Er.!

A . 3. 4,906 6. 6 782 °
fr° X 6 X 5

A

kr;
fik4

fiq0 flF6

,

iq
1 /6

onoofitoososi:liaufahunfrounti11-106
E.C.I. TOR E. S.E.

P. C. /SPED 1989



limEMma

!Igo
..11101.110-1

SKILL SHEET

to 2.1.3 MULTIPLY WHOLE NUMBERS

be-1 M6 MULTIPLY 2-DIGIT BOTTOM NUMBER TIMES 2-DIGIT
TOP NUMBER, REGROUPING

A pp

V°
1. 32

.., X23
n vl

v

72
X 96

45
X 36

Multiply

4. 28
X 15

5. 61

X 89

6. 19
X 27

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.
I7

gl cr

P'9100000
P.G.C./SPED 1989



Inzaiavamalook 0010KROMUN
Ap

SKILL SHEET
2.1.E MULTIPLY WHOLE NUMBERS

M7 MULTIPLY 2DIGIT BOTTOM NUMBER TIMES UP TO 4
E5DIGIT TOP NUMBER, REGROUPING

I Multiply 1

X 36
4. 876

X21

X 52
258

0:4

nq

5. 8,254
X 62

329
X 25

6. 7,599
X 48

tt

kFt?'

000061 g °A WANUa*n5016000110
E.C.I. FOR E.S.E. 11-108 P.G.C. /SI a 1989



14'441NOSTICFVA1-1-1ATIAN WHAi-F NHMf,GG AUGZA4Ttf:>N:-,

Divide Whi..:e Numbers (2.1.4)
Part 1

I DI

1 2) 6

A 4 C 3

12 D 2

6 ) 3t5

A 4 C 7

In,

2. 3 ) 12

A C 12

B. 2 D 4

6 D 8

5 4 ) 32

A 10 C 6

4 D 6

1 Di 1

Lai

D1

3. 7) 21 6. 0) 45

A b C. 2 A 5 C 6

B 3 D. 5 B 1 0 D 4

E C.I. FOP E.S.E.

170

II-109 6 C /SPED 1989



ITAIA4Wo;TIC vd4-1-14 TIAN WHI:44 Nkt1GFC4 rac4:04T+:04:.

Divide Whole Numbers (2.1.4)
Part 11

1 9 ) 72

A g
B 8

C 2
D 3

FD2

5 3 ) 618

A 216
B 20

C 26
D 206

I D2

8) -18

A 8 C 6
B. 7 D 9

6. 8) 992

A 2.4
B 124

C 240
D. 214

I D5

3. 2 ) 86

A 13 C. 34
B 14 D. 43

LD2_

7 9) 747

A. 83 C 69
B 89 D 70

4. 7) 147 8 6) 42(

A 71 C. 27 A. 82 C 78
B 71 D 81B. 21 D 12

E.C1 FOPESE P G C /SPED 1989



0

DIAGNOTiC. EVALUATION WHOLE NUMBER OPEPATIONE

Divide Whole Numbers (2.1.4)
Pert II, cont.

9 54 ) 324

A 5
B 6

C 101

D 111

I-D8

12 8 )6,416

A 802
B 820

C. 218
D 280

1 0 . 7 ) 2,842

A 284
B 481

C 40.
D 20b

D"

13 31) 341

A 11

B 110
C 101

D 12

11. 5 ')4,505

A. 90
B 109

C. 901
D. 190

1 D6

14 49) 735

A 51 C 13

B 5 D 15

E C I FnRESE P G C /SPC.D 1r,F."9



DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION wHOLE NJME,Er.

Divide Whole Numbers (2.1.4)
Part 11;

1 6) 32

A

6

L

C 5 r2
D 6 r2

3) 42

/, 11 r1
B 10 r1

4 6) 82%

A 137 C 144 r2
E 1775 r4 D 104 r2

7)8,537

C 11 A 1,219 r4 C E,107 r4
D 14 B 1,142r2 D 1,21Er1

3 9) 735

A 81 r6
B 8 r5

C 7 r8
D 42 r6

4)2,196

A 251 r1
B 549

C 552 r 1

D 564

ECI.F0P ESE
IT-112

-I, 4.
Pc-,,C /SPED 19E*



PIAAhu1STIC FV4I-WATIAN WI-1414 NI-IMFXE, lardFDATI(.Nc,

Divide Whole Numbers (2.1.4)
Part IV

I D10

1 18) 395 4 26) 78

A 22 r2
B 22

C 20
D 20 r2

A 4
B 3 r4

I DIO

2. 325659

1D9 I

C.4 r3
D3

5 37) 85

I D9 I

A 19 r20 C. 20 A 3 r2 C 2r11
B. 19 D. 21) r19 B 11 r2 D. 11 r3

n I D9 1

3. 625)156 42) 99

A. 6 C 16 A. 2 r15 C. 2 r51
B. 6 r6 D 60 r6 B. 5 r2 1:1 5r2

E.C.1. FOR ES E. P 6 C /SPED 1989



DIAGNOSTIC EVt._'1ATION WHOLE (11,111'..,ER OPERATION::

Divide Whole Numbers (2.1.4)
Part IV, cont.

7 23) 2,099

A. 19 r6
B 91

C 91 r6
D 19

I D11 1D12 I

10 43) 80,716

A 7,118 r33 C. 1,836
B 1,E77 r7 D ':,377

Loa

8. 15) 5,625 11 84)49,660

A 375 r10 C 570 r5
B 408 D. 375

A. 519 r61
B. 591 r16

9 75)18:554

A 368
B. 412 r6

C 251 r29
D. 490 r17

L1212..

12. 37)1,406

A 38
B 8 T3

Lo j2

C 195r16
D. 951 r16

C. 308
D 83

?.C.I.FCCES.E

1 1.; ,..!

II-1144 .4 P G C /SPED 1989
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E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

P.C.C./SPED 1989

2.14 DIVIDE WHOLE NUMBERS

flawtkim

SKILL SHEET

k

6:;R.4'

Aa

g

p

F
165



iMAIHMAAROARfigaigbilhPialliMOS
iqr-7--1 El

613
0

6
IN

6A
fa

1. 4 + 2 = 11. 4 TX? i;
2. 8 + 1 =

tic,1

3. 7 + 0 = 12. 7 TB 01

4. 4 + 1 =

5. 3 + 3= 13. 6T36
kl

6. 9 + 3 = El
7. 10 + 2 = ______. 14. 7 /72 El

8. 16 .. 8 =
k;

6[1
. 03

iU 9. 12 + 4 --;-- .. 15. 3 TIT fa
iP 10. 20 + 5 = i;

ill
ig 14,6 P:0

SKILL SHEET
2.14 DIVIDE WHOLE NUMBERS

DI RECALL DIVISION NUMBER FACTS

Divide

A 0. .A A A0AA
l't 00 04iO4. 4'A 0

11-116
r r 7 rn2 V.S.E.

P. G. C. /SPED 1989



A auenummussommam

6;
2.1.4 DIVIDE WHOLE NUMBERS

D2
DIVISION, NO

INTO 2-DIGIT DIVIDEND, ALL SIGHT
NO ,ENIAINDERS

fig
1.

ig 2 3)9g

3- 81146-

SKILL SHEET

I Divide]

4 5)515

5. 2162

1

maushummusioauguammoII-117

E.C.I. E.S.S.

P.G.C./SPED 1989

6. 4) 84



ionautoomosonomminmatmomit
fig.__LfLsy,

0
6

k

it woe SKILL SHEET ilf

til 2.1.4 DIVIDE WHOLE NUMBERS
S

r'° POSSIBLE
1-DIGIT DIVISOR INTO 2-DIGIT DIVIDEND, REMAINDERS

POSSIBLE
k

fiq Divide

0:1
fl

0 g ,

0 1. 8ISO 4 6)36 el
0

i; it ,

V
kUto 2 3i27 5. 5Y84

09

3 7TIF 9!.;9

im

oammagamaupOuountafoor*Y.G.C./SPED 1989
E.C.I. YOR E.S.E.



amolooknomautok
r

1

,
01,

ri 1; 2.1.4 DIVIDE WHOLE :UMBERS

fg D4 t-DIGIT DIVISOR INTO 3 -DIGIT DIVIDEND, MOSTLY

SIGHT DIVISION, NC REMAINDERS

0.91

Eil
613 1.

SKILL SHEET

Divide

51Eff.

5. 8T442-

6. 81§12-

185

vreamfivionooloppowo
E . C. ,. , FOR E.S.E.

ki,
kg
EgH.

kg
k

06%1710
E.G. C. /SPED 1989
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guargotw
arrogoonam

oossaI 64

44.

SK
IL

L

SH
E

E
T

71/

2.1.4

D
IV

ID
E

W
H

O
L

E

N
U

M
B

E
R

S

D
5

1-D
IG

IT

D
IV

ISO
R

IN
T

O

3-D
IG

IT

D
IV

ID
E

N
D

,

R
E

M
A

IN
D

E
R

S

PO
SSIB

L
E

fiq

D
ivide

4.

4)
529

kr4

7) 821

E
y3.

3M
ri

5.

6r657

6.

8 yso1-

E
A

)

O
faighA

tkiktraM
ill6U

kU
iM

aU
tailikieat%
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6wilkautolooieltkroagit%uaufluizilatx

SKILL SHEET
2.1.4 DIVIDE WHOLE NUMBERS

D6 1 -DIGIT DIVISOR INTO 4-DIGIT DIVIDEND, MOSTLY

SIGHT DIVISION, NO REMAINDERS POSSIBLE

5) 4,405

714,014

Divide

4. 8) 6,560

101

rnv v g . E.ir

LG. C. /SPED 1989

.. 0



kuokitoomoomamosoknam
i

fiq
(4

10
SKILL SHEET 0

tt4 2.1.4 DIVIDE WHOLE NUMBERS

D7 1-DIGIT DIVISOR INTO 4-DIGIT DIVIDEND, REMAINDERS it,

El POSSIBLE
[Divide i

li: r
1

a
031. 3)9372 4. 2 Y 9,----R3 67)

o V
61 El
03 irl'k.0 2. 5F-4,6T6 5. 9) 9,862 6

6.3
0

3
bq

6) 3,761 6. 7r4,187

ig fig

0 fg
i; 1.02 kg

0.1
fl

.. .
....v \

Rr--1. FOR E.S.F
11-122 F.G.C./SPED 1989



46 qfiuki154k1R1lathuhuoitigioalkUhUtIllgtUk
1 Y 0

sae.

2.1.4 DIVIDE WHOLE NUMBERS

D8 2-DIGIT DIVISOR

0';

REMAINDERS

SKILL SHEET

INTO 3-DIGIT DIVIDEND, NO

Divide

4. 203640-

. I. 1412171 5. 54)32.71

hir:1

fir

111;

fiq

fairOgigiM06136h191APOingitlafinarM

15 690 6. 26 312
a.

fip

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.
11-123 F.G. C. /SPED 1989



al-OSIS-14y AROgAM AMAM MAWA A A CZ A A A , I

A A ,
y4

SKILL SHEET k7
r.:;

2.1.4 DIVIDE WHOLE NUMBERS

D9 2DIGIT DIVISOR INTO 2DIGIT DIVIDEND, REMAINDERS
POSSIBLE

01.

2 26FTS

fiq
fi; 3.

ehUIDEMfilargkingaglininnathOh1010
11-124 P.C. C. /SPED 1989

E.C.I. TOR E.S.E.

451W

Divide I

4. 15FreT

5. 37T95

6. 74) 97

1 A..:

o r



fautootiofiraugAzooknuagoknauammo
,

,

A 9
la VLEI 2.1.4 DIVIDE WHOLE NUMBERS

nty D1O 2-DIGIT DIVISOR INTO 3-DIGIT DIVIDEND,

SKILL SHEET

0,
65

4i
fa 2 42175T

fig

03.
fAl

fit4

REMAINDERS POSSIBLE

I Divide]

30)(165- 4. 1 8T0131-

g

5. 25 S80

it g
kg

33 TEST 6. 51 759

1 35

kil

kg

ovomonosimvetkomoofitiattu
E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

P.G.C./SPED 198911-125
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"F k 4 agia1150111Nelh=
= v

;2.1.4 DIVIDE WHOLE NUMBERS

D12 2-DIGIT DIVISOR INTO 5-DIGIT DIVIDEND,

movallatmoo

SKILL SHEET

REMAINDERS POSSIBLE

53

410 )

23)

Divide]

4.30,286

5.60,382

6.

107

01,612

31 ) 75,686

64) 53;272
fl

72Y 29,348

MAIlliiflARRREMARROfinaignani.11%1
w C./. FOR E.S.E.

11-127 P.G.C./SPED 1989



MIXED NUMBERS/FRACTION OPERATIONS

PRE-TEST and POST-TEST

Name Date

1. ADD and SLPLIFY: 6. SUBTRACT and SIMPLIFY:

5-
+ 2

A. 117
C. 11-3

7

5
B. ii '7

5 D. 117

2. ADD and SIMPLIFY: 2
2-
3

+ k

3-

ii
A. 6-- '11

12 C. 57
B. 5

3- 1

7 D. 5:7

ADD and SIMPLIFY:
3-
3

2-
+ 2

4. 5i C.
12

B. 6i
5

D. 5--
12

4. ADD and SIMPLIFY:

7-
2

5

2-
2+

9 3
A. 9

10
-- C. 9--

10

.,,B. 9 -, D. 9 i

5. ADD and SIMPLIFY:

'12

24
2

A. 53pr
-o

C. 53 -

1 2
B. 5-

2
D. 6-

3

2 2
A. 8-

3
C. 2-

3
2 4

a-B. a- D.
9 9

7. SUBTRACT and SIMPLIFY:

A. av C. 27

iB. a D. a-
2

8. SUBTRACT and SIMPLIFY:

A. 4- C.
2

B. 4v D. 4
9. SUBTRACT and SIMPLIFY:

A. 21-

B. 2
5
.-
6

10. SUBTRACT and SIMPLIFY:

II 129

A. 3,1 C.
3

,11B.
-15 D' -lo



MIXED NUMBER/FRACTION OPERATIONS

PRE-TEST and POST-TEST
(Continuation)

11. MULTIPLY and SIMPLIFY:

2 x 9
7

A. 3-
6

C.
7

4 4B. 2-
7

D. T.T

12. MULTIPLY and SIMPLIFY:

8 x 2
5

3
A.

5
C. 8-3

5
4 1

B. 4
5
- D. 2-

5

13. MULTIPLY and SIMPLIFY:

r x 3

14. MULTIPLY and SIMPLIFY:

4

3x5
A. 35

4

5
2 2

5B. 2-
5

D. 1

15. MULTIPLY and SIMPLIFY:

4
9 x 1;

4 4
A. 9--

5
C. -A-

2

1 3
B. '7--

5
D. 2-

5

16. FIND THE MISSING TLRM:

N

A. 4

B. 6

C, 12

D. 8

17. FIND THE MR.:TNG

6 3
= W

A. 6
B. 3
C. 18

D. 9

18. FIND THE MISSING TERM:

N 1

= ti

A. 12

B. 4

C. 6
D. 24

19. FIND THE MISSING TERM:

2 4

=

A. 4

B. 8
C. 2

D. 16

20. FIND THE MISSING TERM:

A. 8
B. 4

C. 16

D. 32

11-130
?)

8 4

N



1. Circle the denominators that are the number 61

DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION MIXED NUMBER/FRACTION OPERATIONS

C---Z
(1:-----:\), Mixed Number/Fraction Operations
V:4 Prerequisite Skills

6

10
6 1 1 4 6-5

2 6 5 6

6
7

3

4

2. Circle the numerators that are the number 3.

31
8

1

3

3

5

1 V1 1

23g 3

Circle the letter to tell whether the fraction is
proper, improper, or mixed.

I ci I

3. 2
13

a. proper
b. improper
c. mixed

4. 5

4

a. proper
b. improper
c. mixed

5. 1

2 8

a. proper
b. improper
c. mixed

6.
3

4

a. proper
b. improper
c. mixed

7 6
7

a. proper
b. improper
c. mixed

8.
33

a. proper
b. improper
c. mixed

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.
II-131200 P.G.C./SPED 1989



DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION MIXED NUMBER/FRACTION OPERATIONS

Mixed Number/Fraction Operations
Prerequisite Skills, cont.

19. Change the following improper fractions to proper fractions.

6

5

10

7
11

=
10

La]

7__
4

110. Circle the reduced fractions]

1 2 3 3 1 3 1

2 14 6 10 3 9 4

111. Reduce the following fractions to the lowest terms.'

2 5 6 6=
4 10- 8 20 18

6

12. What are the lowest common denominators for the followinr
Al

a.

1

2

d.
1

4

b. c.
2 3 1 1 3
3 5 3 3 4

2
e.

1 5
f.

2 1

5 2 6 3 15

1 . Rename to the given denominc!or.

a. 1

2 6
3
4 8

c. 2
3 15

d. 3 =
5 10

5
6 12

f. 6 =
7 21

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

9 .
11-132 Ad Li J.

P.G.C./SPED 1989



ARA A ...pApAppiA A A Am fi"
nonNigNonVOIROAN0100000

A.

fin

tal0000000000000000000
E.C.I. TOR E.S.E.

P.G.C./SPED 198911-133

SIMPLIFYING FRACTIONS

SKILL SHEET

k



Directions: Circle the denominators.

I ji, A A pp A. A A A A A pp A pi- a A

gg ihg 4! Epg tig Y .1,4 g igniN g 4,, Y . le :° . ( 4 ,. gail c. : A

10

SKILL SHEET
SIMPLIFYING FRACTIONS

VI RECOGNIZE NUMERATOR AND DENOMINATOR

Directions: Circle the numerators.

1. 2
3

2. 1 3. 3

2 4

1M.

1. 3
6

2. 6 3. 8

10

2U

9

c ter

Dit

go

AlngiMq6N51961100036TiirMU0006TitrliF11-134

E.C.I. FOR E.S.S.
P.G.C./SPED 1989



SKILL SHEET
SIMPLIFYINri FRACTIONS

RI RECOGNIZE REDUCED AND NOT REDUCED

Directions: Circle the reduced fractions.

1 6
8

2. 3
10

fa 3. 1

2A 0

E U
A .

it t:t
144 V
A . F.B

Iti Pi
fipp-vegv

,..
A OA

DV ti

03
ill; a

fit 1 glA U IgA qElli; finglg gleti:*) hkir90 61 NOa 11 AP 101:111 IN Igf31 Ilf .il
As §

A A

11-135
P.G.C./SPED 1989

4. 4
8

5. 3

. 204

E.C.I. !At E.S.E.



ApApApapAMARAPAPApeptMAP4RARA TOar0EMOOVAVVIVMAVIIVggiVIPVAVAI9
iv

10. V
V

SKILL SHEET

ig Reduce these fractions. I

mgWV 2. 3
6

An
ftv

MEHyAR
tT
AR
tP'°A4
g1,9
L.1
BV
Ap

B

imommouguomposiman,11-136

E.C.I. E.S.E.

7.G.C./SPED 1989

SIMPLIFYING FRACTIONS

R2 REDUCE FRACTIONS TO LOWEST TERMS

1 2
4

3. 4
16

4. 5
15

5. 6
20

of

1/4)



AplA ATQAPP-A=AN-A A A AM A

MAN1000000000000g

kiq SIMPLIFYING FRACTIONS

SKILL SHEET

CI RECOGNIZE PROPER AND IMPROPER FRACTIONS AND

MIXED NUMBERS

Circle the improper fractions.

A
113

tC

10 2. 6 3. 1 4. 9 5. 10

2 8 3 4 5

k5

Circle the proper fractions.1

1 2. 6 3. 2 4. 7

5 4 7 18

9
5

Circle the mixed numbers.

2. 2 3. 1

6 2
3

To

2C,1; 0000000000000000000
A

E.C.I. TOR E.S.E.
11-137

P.G.C./SPED 1989
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A A CM A DI-I I A A 02 A A FrIll A 111-11
.6 042 A A =4=

tiWgiVa"°nUIVOPggUNMEAUneaVagUa"°V I PO sr V -66
A Hi

tit,4=

tr
SKILL SHEETA

a

SIMPLIFYING FRACTIONS

0 C2 CONVERT IMPROPER FRACTION TO MIXED NUMBER

fiqChange to a mixed number. V
kEV

V
i 6 ....

4:;

1P. 4

v$

k ji

641
V10.A

Eth v 2. 10

0 3
a

0
0

64 -3. 7 A_

0 5 g-1

ER
4. 11_

IP

10-
8 9

E4p
.,

riw
fin5. 9

A

Y

12

207

mummillompausamiumm11-138
P.G.C./SPED 1989

Z.C.I. FOR E.S.E.
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DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION MIXED NUMBER/FRAC1ION OPERATIONS

Add Mixed Numbers (2.1.5)
Part I

1. Add and simplify: 1

4
2

+4

A.3 C.3
16 8

B. 3 D. 1
4 8

A3

4. Add and simplify: 1

6
4

A. 5 C. 4

12 6

B. 5 D. 4

6 12

+6

[ A3I

2. Add and simplify: 1

3
1

A. 2 C. 2
3 6

B. 1 D. 1
6 9

3. Arid and simplify:

A. 9 C. 5
20 20

B. 5 D. 9
10 10

+3

2
10
7

+10

A3

1 A3

5. Add and simplify: 2
13

3
+13

A. 6 C. 5

13 13

B. 5 D. 6

26 26

1 A31

6. Add and simplify: 1

8
2

+8

A. 2 C. 3

8 16

B. 2 D. 3

16 8

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.
11-139

2O

P.G.C./SPED1989



DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION MIXED NUMBER/FRACTION OPERATIONS

Add Mixed Numbers (2.1.5)
Part II

1. Add and simplify: 1

5

2
+ 10

A. 3 C. 4
15 10

B. 2 D. 3

5 10

A4

4. Add and simplify: 5
7
1

+ 14

A 6 C. 11

14 14

B. 6 D. 4
21 14

1 A41

2. Add and simplify: 5
8

1

+4

A. 6 C. 1

12

B. 7
2

D. 6
8 8

3. Add and simplify: 2
3

1

+6

A. 3 C. 5
9 6

B. 3 D. 4
6 6

A4

5. Add and simplify: 1

6
3

+ 12

A. f: C. 4
12 18

B. 4 D. 2

12 9

I A4

A4

Add and simplify: 1

2
1

+4

A. 2 C. 3

6 4

B. 1 D. 1

4 6

I A4

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.
11-140 20 P.G.C./SPED1989



DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION MIXED NUMBER/FRACTION OPERATIONS

Add Mixed Numbers (2.1.5)
Part III

1. Add and simplify:

A. C.

92 9 3
5 5

B. D.

9 2 9 3
10 10

61
5
13

+ 5

I A5
4. Add and simplify: 4 1

10

6

+3 10

A. C.

7 2- 7 7
10 20

B. D.

7 6 7 6

20 10

I A51

2. Add and simplify:

A.
8

B.

8

6

C.

D.

8

8

3

12

4
13

2

13 26

3. Add and simplify:

I A5

5 2
13

3 1

+ 13

5. Add and simplify: 2
9

1 2

+ 9

A.

3

B.

3

C.

2 3 4
9 18

D.

4 3 2
9 18

A. C.

12 3 12 2
14 7

B. D.

122 12
14 7

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

A5

6
2
7

A5

6. Add and simplify:. 1
3

2
1--

+ 3

A. C.

7 2
3

B.

7
2
6

2.1:0
11-141

7
3

D.

7 3
6

P.G.C./SPED1989



DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION MIXED NUMBER/FRACTION OPERATIONS

Add Mixed Numbers (2.1.5) 0
Part IV

1. Add and simplify: 5
6

12
5 1

A. C.

+ 6

11 7 11 4
12 12

B. D.

11 6 11 5
12 12

2. Add and simplify:

A. C.

139 131
20 20

B. D.

132 13 2
9 20

4

51
+ 5

1 A6

I A6

3. Add and simplify:

A. C.

6R
.., a

12 8

B. D.

A 6.... 8 5
8 12

3 5
8

5 1
+ 4

1 A6

1 A61

4. Add and simplify: 7 3
12

A. C.

41
+ 2

11 4 11 3
14 4

B. D.

11 4 11 9
24 12

5. Add and simplify: 2

1

1 A61

1

3
2

+ 4
A.

3 3
C.

3 10

7 12

B. D.

3 -L 3 2
126

6. Add and simplify: 2

1

1 A61

4
12
6

E.C.I. FOR E. E.

A. C.

+ 12

3 10 3 4
24 6

B. D.

3 10 3 5
12 6

11-142
21

P.G.C./SPED1989



kg

2.1.S ADD MIXED NUMBERS

igLifl,aiffki 61 pa zol
w

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

SKILL SHEET

ci

ti 17,

212 a
s9

kiii006114AULAPtaklaPUMP-44'r'
11-143 P.G.C./SPED 1989



SKILL SHEET
2.15 ADD MIXED NUMBERS

Al FIND A COMMON DENOMINATOR OR LOWEST
COMMON DENOMINATOR

Find a common denominator.

1 1 1

2 6

3 1

7 3

5. 1 1

4 2

ifig

1001010000 aglalgahMak
Z.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

11-144 P.G.C./SPED 1989



A pi

fig
5

t10011152 rhAblIgg Fit UL
V

& A A A A
Pv PC!

V

SKILL SHEET
2.1.5 ADD MIXED NUMBERS

A2 RENAME FRACTIONS TO A GIVEN DENOMINATOR

Rename these fractions.

3 6

2. 3
4 12

3. 2 1111

5 10

4. 7
8 16

21

11-145

o

,6r
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0000000F021501010*g>

A A ACArtArgA

=,
L5

ti

k
2.1.5 ADD MIXED NUMBERS

g: A3 ADD FRACTIONS WITH LIKE DENOMINATORS AND
SIMPLIFY

A

SKILL SHEET
A

Add and simplify.

fin

fiq

0000000000/Agaga00000
11-146 P.G.C./SPED 1989

1 1

3

1

+ 3

4. 1

5

3
+ 5

2. 2
4

1

+4

3. 2
10

3
+10

5. 1

12

8
+ 12

?,J

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.



100111MlatEgfRarnt

SKILL SHEET
ADD MIXED NUMBERS

ADD FRACTIONS WITH UNLIKE DENOMINATORS ND
SIMPLIFY

fig

2. 1

6

1

+ 12
=

6r4

b1-1

it 1;

6q
A A -a- A .11111- A A A Fp- A pp

9
-11g A FR- FRA

VigUICZ1)0V/41g4g6P014Vtd
11-147 P.G.C./SPED

3. 1

6

2
+4

[Add and simplify.

4. 1

8

2
+ 4

5. 5
8

1

+ 16

FOR E.S.E.



2.1.5 ADu MIXED NUMBEPS

Nifl AC ADD MIXED NUMBERS
AND SIMPLIFY

E Z1/

OrntROVARMANOUV

SKILL SHEET

3
§

2'9

5l
1) 1

4 6

WITH LIKE DENOMINATORS

Add and simplify.

5. 134
1

4

I

A

fiqOalgtahnRiaAlgitgaargahNIMUM
Z.C.I. TOR E.S.E.

11-148 P.G.C./SPED 1989
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DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION MIXED NUMBER/FRACTION OPERATIONS

Subtract Mixed Numbers (2.1.6)
Part I

[ S3 1

1. Subtract and 3 14. Subtract and

simplify: 8 simplify:

A. 5 C. 1

8 8

B. 1 D. 5

16 16

1 s31

6
7
2
7

A. 8 C. 4

14 14

B. 4 D. 3

7 7

2. Subtract and 4

simplify: 5
2
5

A. 2 C. 2
5 10

B. 6 D. 6
5 10

1 S3

5. Subtract and 8

simplify: 10
1

A. 9 C. 6

10 10

B. 7 D. 7

20 10

1 S31

10

3. Subtract and 8

simplify: 12

6
12

A. 14 C. 1

12 6

B. 2 D. 2
12 7

1 S3

6. Subtract and 9

simplify: 15
6

A. 3 C. 1

15 10

B. 3 D.. 1
30 5

15

S31

2

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.
P.G.CISPED1989



DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION MIXED NUMBER/FRACTION OPERATIONS

Subtract Mixed Numbers (2.1.6)
Part II

I S4

1. Subtract and 7

simp y. _ 8
3
4

A. 1 C. 1

2 8

B. 6 D. 5
12 12

4. Subtract and
simplify:

A. 7 C. 5
18 18

B. 7 D. 5

6 6

s41

8
18
1

6

1 S4 [S41

2. Subtract and 4 5. Subtract and 4

simplify: 5 simplify: 6

1
1

10 2

A. 3 C. 5 A. 3 C. 1

10 10 6 6

B. 7 D. 3 B. 3 D 2

10 5 4 6

[ S4 1 sal

3. Subtract and 4 6. Subtract and 6

simplify: simplify: 7_ _
3 2

15 14

A. 9 C. 7
15 15

B. 1 D. 3
15 5

A. 4 C. 10
14 14

B. 5 D. 4

7
-,

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.
11-152 P.G.C./SPED1989



DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION MIXED NUMBER/FRACTION OPERATIONS

Subtract Mixed Numbers (2.1.6)
Part III

1. Subtract and
simplify:

A.
3

7

C.

_.,

D.

7

9 2
1 S5

4. Subtract and
simplify:

A.
1

5

2
5

1

5

B.

7 3

10

5

2

3 4
B.

5

5
3

8

2. Subtract and
simplify:.

A.
1

5
3

B.

C.

D.

5

2
S5

5. Subtract and
simplify:

A.

1-

8
3
1

3
3

1

6

2

4 --
14

B.
4

6 3
4

7

3. Subtract and
simplify:

A.
10

718

C.

1

8

1 S5

6. Subtract and
simplify:

A.
3

18

2
2
18

B.
6

7

D.

7
3

1

12
B.

1
9

7
18 12

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.
11-153

S5 I

6 3
4

3 2
4

C.
3
4

D.

3 -1

5
5

1
2
7

C.
9

4
7

D.

4

6
`" 12

3

12

C.

T2
D.

ss

Lssl

P.G.C./SPED1989



DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION MIXED NUMBEFt/FRACTION OPERATIONS

Subtract Mixed Numbers (2.1.6)
Part IV

1. Subtract and
simplify:

A.
8

210

C.

D.

1 S6

4. Subtract
simplify:

A.

B.

and

5
C.

1

D.

1

9
10

1
2

5

7

B.

4

2
10

6

1

12

8
2

5
2

10 12

2. Subtract and
simplify:

A.
2312

C.

D.

1 S6

5. Subtract
simplify:

A.

7

B.

and

2

C.

D.

7

5
1

3
Mane

1
2

4

1

B.

3
12

3 3

18

4

7 12
7

18

3. Subtract and
simplify:

A.
61--
12

B.

1

C.

D.

j S6
6. Subtract

simplify:

A.

3

B.
3

and

5

C.

3

D.

3

5
6

4r.

12

1 1

2

5

20

10

X12
112 20

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.
11-154

121.1

9
7

12

`633

9

2
9

7
18

5
18

ss

3
7

4
2
20

6
20

2

P. G.C./SPED1989
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2.1.6 SUBTRACT MIXED NUMBERS

t.

CV

127

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.



kiimpA pi A A

auf,, til
11-11

G I41

10 12 ofiwookuomaug

SKILL SHEET
2.1.6 SUBTRACT MIXED NUMBERS=

g g S3 SUBTRACT FRACTIONS
1 o

All

v AND SIMPLIFY

ti

=
=
A p-R

L.4 1. 5
8

3
8

WITH LIKE DENOMINATORS

Subtract and simplify.

4. 8
10

6
- 10

2. 9
14

2
14

5. 9
15

1

15

A

3. 9
5

6
- 5

2;.;

igoota6mauumurnmeenghulaufauga11-156
E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

P.G.C./SPED 1989



A.aU.

2.1.6 SUBTRACT MIXED NUMBERS
A. 00
pm S4 SUBTRACT FRACTIONS WITH UNLIKE DENOMINATORS

AND SIMPLIFY

it;

SKILL SHEET

12; 3 1. 7
A F-1

int 8

F;
1

6

01-1

ta

2. 4
7109.

IM 6

44
1

2

3. 6

1

3

earldegAlli:TigrAnivaigellakikatC4115vInviillv°141agfaighga11-157

9

- 3

Subtract and simplify.

4. 5

3
- 30

5. 6
7

3

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.
P.G.C. /STD 1989



A

41

thl

2.1.6 SUBTRACT MIXED NUMBERS

M S5 SUBTRACT MIXED NUMBERS WITH LIKE
DENOMINATORS AND SIMPLIFY

A.

A. A

SKILL SHEET

6

2. 5
107i

2
5

3. 2
183

93

Subtract and simplify.

E.C.I. TOR E.S.E.

el. 3
13 4

2
7 4

S. 6
u 12

3 T3T

A A A P."

00100013%% 0
11-158 P.G.C./SPED 1989



SKILL SHEET
Ft 2.1.6 SUBTRACT MIXED NUMBERS

try S6 SUBTRACT MIXED NUMBERS WITH UNLIKE
A. Ca- DENOMINATORS AND SIMPLIFY

fig
A.

Subtract and simplify.

1. 3
12 5

n 2
20

3. 73
4

/
2

4. 9
11 12

6 4-

5. 1

5

2

3

1

4

A'

pi- , pi

tglA gliak ig14. ; )1 11-4 g. Z4 Z1111110000361Pgrehghugit$
E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

11-159 P.G.C./SPED 1989



DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION
MIXED NUMBER/FRACTION OPERATIONS

Multiply a Whole Number by a Fraction (2.1.7)

1. Multiply and
simplify:

A. 5
15

3
5X 5 =

C. 15
5

B. 3 D. 15
25

LMT
4. Multiply and

2
3 X 3 =

A. 6 C. 2
3

B. 3
6

D. 2
9

2. Multiply and
simplify:

1
4 X T3 =

A. 4
8

C. 2
4

B. 1 D. 1
8 2

5. Multiply and
simplify:

2 X 8 =

A. 16 C. 2

3 24

B. 1 D. 1

12

3. Multiply and
simplify:

5
7X

6

A. 6 C. 5
35 42

B. 5 D. 35
6 6

6. Multiply and
simplify:

6X 3
4

A. 4 C. 1 8

18

B. 2
9

4

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E II-161
2 28 P.G.C./SPED 1989
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SKILL SHEET
2.1.7 MULTIPLY A WHOLE NUMBER BY A FRACTION

2 2.2

1:140Z3h.Uar- 0 qfiUtaUti Z1161Pigl P,ana Ukla
E. C.I. FOR E.S.E. 11-163

kg
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00004000000000000a
14R

1-+ SKILL SHEET
2.1.7 MULTIPLY A WHOLE NUMBER BY A FRACTION

Ml MULTIPLY A WHOLE NUMBER BY A FRACTION
A pc!

tAU$

i;

ti
1.

3
X

2. 6 x

e

3. 6 X -1 =

4. 4 X -1 =
8

5 j- X 3 =
6

Multiply and simplify.

200

oatiosimmummuommo
11-164 P.G.C./SPED 1989E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.



DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION

F,.,( Find a Missing Term in a Proportion (2.1.13)

MIXED NUMBER/FRACTION OPERATIONS

1. Find the missing term.

N 2
3 6

4. Find the missing term.

3 2

N 10

2. Find the missing term.

1 N
2 14

5. Find the missing term.

2 6
3 N

L1-2.1

La
3. Find the missing term.

N 14

10 20

6. Find the missing term.

3 15

N 45

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E
11-165 P.G.C./SPED 1989



MINMURUMIRMUirelfiMO
410

SKILL SHEET

fig

2.1.13 FIND THE MISSING TERM IN A PROPORTION

finualgofiPausianoproofiRooalooa;,F.G.C./SPED 1989

232E.C.I. E.S.E.



manuommusommamoso
o .

v ) V
ttv 0

SKILL SHEET
2.1.13 FIND THE MISSING TERM IN A PROPORTION

Ti FIND THE MISSING TERM IN A PROPORTION

Find the missing terml
1

i 2. 1 = N
kg

0 2 14 kr)

0 0 40
0 3. N_ 14 Fl

W 20
V

i; 121
4. 2 _ 6 k Pt ;

3 N

0kg
V

igV

0 5. N _ 2
3 6

0 0
0 0
iu

inummumausommumos
E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

II -168 P.G.C./SPED 1989
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lECIKAL OPERATIONS

PRE-TEST and POST-TEST

1. ADD:

A. 109.77

B. 527.38
C. 109.67
D. 526.38

2. ADD:

A. 56.92

B. 57.64

C. 57.74

D. 57.54

3. ADD:

A. 195.30

B. 195.20
C. 194.30

D. 194.20

4. ADD:

A. 29.19

B. 21.44

C. 22.44

D. 29.29

5. SUBTRACT:

A. 1.551

B. 155.1

C. .1551

D. 15.51

462.9
+ 63.48

12.8
1.35

+ 43.49

163.82
+ 31.48

6.98
14.71
+ 7.5

99.59
-84.08

11-169

Date

6. SUBTRACT:
75.6

-49.8

A. 258
B. 25.8

C. 2.58

D. 0.258

7. SUBTRACT:
16.00

- 5.98

A. 1.002

B. 10.02

C. 100.2

D. .1002

8. SUBTRACT:
50.09
- 8.98

A. 41.11
B. 4.111

C. 411.1
D. .4111

9. MULTIPLY:

A. 6643.1

B. 6633.1

C. 6743.1

D. 6733.1

74.1

x 91

10. MULTIPLY:
20.8

A. 133.12

B. 133.22

C. 132.12

D. 13 312

23,1

x 6.4



DECIMAL OPERATIONS

PRE-TEST and POST-TEST
(Continuation)

11. MULTIPLY: .68

x1.9

A. 1.282

B. 6.80

C. 1.292
D. 12.92

12. MULTIPLY: 4.51
x 9.8

A. 76.67

B. 44.198
C. 7.667

D. 441.98

13. DIVIDE:

A. 4.6
B. 0.46

C. 46
D. 5.6

14. DIVIDE:

A. 0.681
B. 681
C. 68.1
D. 6.81

33)151.8

5)34.05

15. DIVIDE: 8)11.60

A. .145

B. 14.5
C. 1.45

D.. 145

11-170

16. DIVIDE:

A. 0.021

B. 0.21

C. 2.1
D. 21

17. SOLVE:

A. 2.08

B. 20.8
C. 208

D. 21.8

18. SOLVE:

A. 186.3
B. 185.3
C. 18.53
D. 18.63

19. SOLVE:

A. 2540

B. 254

C. 25.4

D. 2.54

20. SOLVE:

A. 12.4

B. 124

C. 1.24

D. 1240

4).84

652 of 32 ?

3% of 621 as ?

20% of 127 se

20% of 62 ?



1

DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION
DECIMAL OPERATIONS

Add Decimals (2.1.8)

I OD11

1. Select the problem that is
the same.

1.3 + 3.4 =

A. .3 B. 3. C. .3

+ 3.4 4. 3.4 + 4.3

2. Select the problem that is
the same.

L3.54 + 6.25 + .30 =

4. Add .3
+ .5

A..8 C..9
B. 8 D. .6

Pid
AD1

A. 3.54 B. 3.54 C. 3.54
62.6 6.25 62.50 1

3.0 ±...aa

------E5
3. Sele.:t the 'oblem that is

the $ acne.

1 6.25 + .54 + 20 = ]

A. 6.25 B. 62.6 C, 62.50
.54 5.4 5.40 A. 8.9 C. 9.7

+ .2r + 20 + ,20 B. 6.4 D. 7.9

5. Add

A. 8.7
B. 7.9

6. Add

1.7
3.2

+ 3.0

C. 9.7
D. 6.8

5.2 + 2 5 + 1.2 =

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

IADIl

. 2 : L.
11-171 P.C.-.C./SPED 1989



DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION DECIMAL OPERATIONS

Add Decimals (2.1.8), cont.

7. Add

.53 + 4.35

A. 48.4
B. 84.4

=

JAD3

10. Add

IAD1

1.5
+ 53.9

A. 44.5
B. 5.54

C. 55.4
D. 54.5

C. 8.48
D. 4.88

8. Add 24.28
+ 52.61

8.92.

11. Add
.7 +

E221

.6 + 8.3 =

A. 76.89 C. 7.689 A. 8.5 C. 6.9
B. 7.689 D. 87.98 B. 8.6 D. 9.6

AD

9. Add 12. Add 4.8
2.5

6.23 + 2,74 = + .4

A. 89.7 C. 8.97 A. 6.7 C. 7.7
B. 78.9 D. 9.87 B. 77 D. 6.5

E.C. FOR E.S.E. TI-172
2 3

P.G.C./SPED 1989



750.0]

DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION DECIMAL OPERATIONS

Add Decimals (2.1.8), cont.

13. Add
1.23 + .87 =

A. 21.0 C. 2.10
B. 12.1 D. 2.01

14 Add 67.83
+ 49.68

A. 11.751 C. 151.7
B. 117.61 D. 711.15

15. Add
.43 + 82.69 =

A. 83.12 C. 82.31
B. 81.32 D. 60.00

16. Circle the number that is
the same.

65.00

A. 065 C. 65
B. 065. D. 60.00

17. Circle the number that is
the same.

A. 750 C. 705
B. 75 D. 700

W
18. Circle the number that is

the same.

L405.00
A. 45
B. 405

C 450
D. 400.00

a]
19. Circle the number tnat is

the same.

54.70

A. 54.8 C. 54.7
B. 54.00 D. 54

20. Circle the number that is
the same.

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.
11-173

92.30

A. 92 C. 92.30
B. 92.00 F1. 92.3

2 8 P.G.C./SPED 1989
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2.1.8 ADD DECIMALS

SKILL SHEET
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04"45111454a406151000SOARAWA7HVBv.W.HVEY6 B76 evuo,

ppl`t. Ivi.F.M.T.

g
:12116

2.1.8 ADD DECIMALS

DO I WRITE NUMBERS IN A COLUMN ACCORDING TO
DECIMAL PLACES

SKILL SHEET

Directions: Rewrite the following addition
problems in a vertical format.

1. 38.57 + 6.54 + 120.1 =

IV

Gi !fa

QI

i; 2. 54.64 + s7. 67.3=ii
fiq0
F9

q
ha3. .3 + 6.25 + .8 + .9 =

iO
ig

gl

4. .56 + 6.42 4- 125.50 =

5. + 2.1+ 6.3 +e=

kr

6 1.01 + 10.1 + 10=

pl
fiii

nigigli;0006061MAPagigaigiU0000
11-17b

E.C.I. TOR E.S.E.
P.C.C. /SPED 1989



raiglii%Malgoimoomo-huaug,mmi
A Ivl.F.M.T.In

48.01
+ (1-36

r2.1.8 ADD DECIMALS

A

AD1

AD3

SKILL SHEET

ADD UP TO 3 NUMBERS WITH I DECIMAL PLACE
WITHOUT REGROUPING
ADD 2 NUMBERS WITH
REGROUPING

2 DECIMAL PLACES WITHOUT

Add

611
A 0-1,9

41,

fi

;11

1. .6
3.0

+ .2

2. 2.50
+ .18

"1; .3
3.5

+ 6.1

4. 7.3 + 2.5 =

5. 6.86 + 3.13 =

6. 5.62
+ 4.37

fiq

fiRilhigiihUigagAnigtntaqighigitgiiMM11-177 P. C.C. /SPED 1989

S.C.I. TOR E.S.E.



moommufigamigamokumw
muiT Lr

li-NA 48.01
to +us

SKILL SHEET
tiVe4 2.1.8 ADD DECIMALS VA Sli

AD2 ADD UP TO 3 NUMBERS WITH I DECIMAL PLACE
WITH REGROUPING

ut
,

114; AD4 ADD 2 NUMBERS WITH 2 DECIMAL PLACES WITH
g REGROUPING

il,F,

rw,-.i-cri polv
A .

111-i V

1. 8.6 4. 6.9
k g

,

+ ^ 4 it r
ei p

tA.
6 V.

3.4
4 + .9

2. 6.85
5.37

5. 7.47* 7.67 =

3. .9
5.6

* 9.8

6. 3.64
* 8.59

fikilgaiNfitiniMMENkighVitWalf:J,
11-178 P.G.C./SPED 1989

E.C.I. VCR E.S.E.
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tiq f "6
SKILL SHEET

2.1.8 ADD DECIMALS

ZI RECOGNIZE THAT WITH ANY DECIMAL ENDING IN
ZERO(S), THE ZERO(S) MAY BE DROPPED

Directions: Are these numbers equivalent?
Write yes or no.

1. 5.50 and 5.5

2. 17.100 and 17.1

3. 131.0 and 131

4. 63.03 and 63.0300

5. 25.3 and 253

6. 47.92 and 479.2

7. 64.4 and 64.40

fa
k ,
A



DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION DECIMAL OPERATIONS

: WM
41.01

!

1 OS Subtract Decimals (2.1.9)

1. Subtract 6.9
- 3.4

A. 3.5
B. 3.6

C. 35
D. 5.3

I SD1

2. Subtract 5.6
.6

A. 60
B. 5

C. 50
D. 6

Subtract 13.7
- 10.5

A. 2.3 C. 3.2
B. 32 D. 3.3

D1

4. Subtract 15.62
- 13.31

A. 2.13
B. 23.1

5. Subtract

C. 12.3
D. 2.31

64.88
- 51.35

A. 13.53 C. 13.35
B. 15.33 D. 15.53

SD1 issn .1

6. Subtract 8.54
- .22

A. 8.23 C. 83.2
B. 8.32 D. 82.3

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

2 ,:'

11-181 P.G.C./SPED 1989



DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION DECIMAL OPERATIONS

Subtract Decimals (2.1.9), cont.

7 Subtract 84.2
- 2.9

A. 83.1
B. 80.3

C. 38.1
D. 81.3

I SD FCT41

10. Subtract

A. 3.95
B. 2.95

14.65
- 10.70

C. 39.5
D. 29.5

8. Subtract 67.3
- 3

A. 45.5
B. 50.4

C. 54.5
D. 54.4

11. Subtract 41.54
- 25.96

A. 22.85 C. 22.58
B. 23.58 D. 21.85

SCL41

9. Subtract

A. 4.44
B. 44.4

54.2
- 9.8

C. 40.4
D. 41.4

SD [fa)

12. Subtract 58.24
- 6.48

A. 57.66 C. 51.76
B. 55.67 D. 52.76

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E. 11 -132 P.G.C./SPED 1989
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fit,1 2.1.9 SUBTRACT DECIMALS

F,V

V
SKILL SHEET 0

o ^n
1.. _.-.0

t

i P

E.C.I. TOR E.S.E. 11-183 P.G.C./SPED 1989



iqifi 01010006MargtanNt42000000C
kr
k
Et

F:p

r),

5.

fpPK:'144X-111414

ki
M.F.M. T.

4E.01
....1.38

f1.1

fir,:l
2.1.9 SUBTRACT DEC-1ALS

#
; SDI

f1 SD3

SKILL SHEET

SUBTRACT 2 NUMBERS WITH ONE DECIMAL PLACE
WITHOUT REGROUPING
SUBTRACT 2 NUMBERS WITH TWO DECIMAL
PLACES WITHOUT REGROUPING

Subtrbct

6.9 4 57.38
2.9 24.14

2. 6.89 5. 2.8
.35 .6

3. 28.67 6. 7.6
4.5 3.3

r) .

/....'../

E.C.I. VCR E.S.E.



kilngighIMUN016[3f0010000100'00

SKILL SHEET
2.1.9 SUBTRACT DECIMALS

i a SD2 SUBTRACT 2 NUMBERS WITH ONE DECIMAL PLACE
W

SD4 NUMBERS WITH UP TO TWO DECIMALSUBTRACT
WITH REGROUPING

PLACES WITH REGROUPING

Subtractl

1. 7.3
5.9

4. 7.53
.82

2. 8.50
6.47

5. 6.3

3. 64.34
21.56

6. 43.2
1.8

10 0 2 (

0000100006130100000100a
11-185

E.C.I. !OR E.S.E.
7.G.C./SPED 1989
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ohuoinummummualgame
041

SKILL SHEET
kl7

JP

Zi2.1.9 SUBTRACT DECIMALS

R 21 RECOGNIZE THAT WITH ANY DECIMAL ENDING IN
ZERO(S), THE ZERO(S) MAY 3E DROPPED

pp

0
fiq
10AR

V

fill0
t.Rgg 0

0
k 800

B. 4160 B. 8
Vfig A. 416

C. 4.16 C. .800 0
fig

D. 41.6 D. .80 fir;

0 0
000000010001000000000)

Directions: Choose the number equivalent
to the one given.

A. 75
B. 7.05
C. 750
D. 7.5

2. .100

A. 10
B. .1

C. .001
D. 100

3. 41.60

4. 3.640

A. 364
B. 3.604
C. 3.64
D. 36.4

5. 179-6-1

A. .09
.9

C. 9.0
D. 90

3.C.I. TOR E.S.E. 11-186 P.G.C./SPED 1989
2



S

DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION

L
t

1114.4.1
18i Multiply Decimals (2.1.10)

1. Tell how many decimal places
should be in the answer.

7,25
X 4.3

A. 1

B. 2
C. 3
D. 4

2. Tell how many decimal places
should be in the answer.

23
X 1.3

A. 1

B. 2
C. 3
D. 4

3. Tell how many decimal places
should cc in the answer.

A. 1

B. 2

4.72
X .13

C. 3
D. 4

4. Tell how many decimal places
should be in the answer.

RFT

DECIMAL OPERA PONS

TMT.11

5. Place the decimal correctly in

the answer.

4.7
X 1.3

A. 6.11
B. 61.1

C. .611
D. 611

itvio21

. Place f decimal correctly in
the a. to.et.t

3.6
X 3

A. 108 C. .108
B. 1.08 D. 10.8

7. Pace the decimal correctly in

the answer.

.35
X 1:1

A, 3.85
B. 38.5
ym11

C. 365
D..385

)
j 8. Place the decimal correctly

MD

in the answer.

4.1
X 4

1.22
X.12

A. 1 C. 3 A. 146.4 C. 14.64

2 D. 4 B. 1464 D. .1464

E.C.I. FC E.S.E.
11-187 2;-).

,...!.....111.11.

P.G.C./SPED 1989



DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION

..011.1011+

DECIMAL OPERATIONS

Multiply Decimals (2.1.10), cont.

9. Place the decimal correctly in
the answer.

1.4
X .31

,WRIMI....

A. 4.34 C. .434
B. 43.4 O. 434

LLA1:22,

12. Multiply 78.9
X .42

10. Place the decimal correctly in
the answer.

7.1
X 2.14111

A. 149.1 C. 1 491
B. 14.91 D. 1491

13. Multiply 16.8
X 30

11. Multiply 34.2 j 14. Multiply 5.09
X 1.2 X 8.4

E.G.!. FOR E.S.E. P.G.C./SPED 1989
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6NViaUinAll9kRiMilqfiUtaiRiUMUIRRO10
M.F.M.T.

gh.

x x183

fai SKILL SHEET )
it; 2.1.10 MULTIPLY DECIMALS

AR MD1 IDENTIFY NUMBER OF DECII:IAL PLACES IN THE
PRODUCT

A

How many decimal places will be in each product?
Put your answer in the box.

0 1. 4.2

El X 1.6 Lj

fao
2. .57X 1.3 L

fR
X 1.22

2.33

fig

fig
MegIMORREMMINt%

4. 5.5
X 1.3

5. 6.3
X 2.4

6. 7.24
X 1.3

11-190
Z.C.I. PC Z.S.E.

P.G.C. /SPED 1989



oiPameinauoinammentqhnanufiumo
6q11.F.M. T.

, k
106.1I

fiU x 183

IIP SKILL SHEET k[1'

ig
6: 5A tn. 2.1.10 MULTIPLY DECIMALS

EW MD2 PLACE DECIMAL POINT CORRECTLY IN EACH

PRODUCT

Directions: Place the decimal point
correctly in each product.

fi; 1. 3.3
X 19

Ell
297
3300 627

6.7
X5.2

2. 7.9
X2
158

fiq
al 3

fitf 3. 1.2

0 X1.5
60

el 120

fiq 180

;

.
11-191

P.G.C./SPM 1989

134 0FFJ

3350
.,

3484
kg

f

fl')
5. .5

X 7
35

o g

6. 6.5
X.3 firj
195

0
Li



a 1 4 a Y 111 ('' .). g V (11 1 ° > la Vig li Ig (' g V 14 1 '.;

SKILL SHEET
2.1.10 MULTIPLY DECIMALS
MD3 PLACE DECIMAL POINT CORRECTLY IN THE

PRODUCT WITH 3 OR 4 DECIMAL PLACES

Directions: Place the decima! point
correctly in each product.

1, 8.3
X .94

332
7470
7802

2. 3.24
X 1.21

324
6480

32400
39204

0 3 .25

0 X.12

0 50
250

0 300
24,5

el
amosommusloomusiolom,

4. 6.24
X.2

1248

5. 3.21
X .32

642
9630

10272

Ii
6. 4.2

X .11
42

420
462

11-192 P.G.C. /SPED 1989
E.C.I. TOR E.S.E.
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SKILL SHEET

fikli2.1.10 MULTIPLY DECIMALS

MD4 MULTIPLY A 2- TO 3-DIGIT NUMBER BY A 2-DIGIT

NUMBER WITH UP TO 2 DECIMAL PLACES IN EACH

NUMBER

UP,

1. 3.3
X 4.2

3. 60.2
X 2.3

Multiply

11-193

4. 5.60
X 5.2

.89
X 57

3.95
X 1.4

FOR E.S.E.

P.G.C./SPED 1989



01.0000000000000015U100
6109

ID s.11
x 183

fir;
ti

2. 1.100 and 1.1

fiq 5. 65.5 and 655

fig

fig
fi;

SKILL SHEET
2.1.10 MULTIPLY DECIMALS

ZI RECOGNIZE THAT WITH ANY DECIMAL ENDING IN
ZERO(S), THE ZERO(S) MAY BE DROPPED

r Directions: Are these numbers equivalent?
Write yes or no.

1. 7.50 and 75.0 ti7

3. 31.0 and 31

4. 46.09 and 46.0900

6. 417.90 and 417.09

7. 4.4 and 4.40

257 0:1

OhtlatHqfi'MUMPORPOIMPORAMI) I
LOA. FOR E.S.E. 11-194 P.G.C./SPED 1989



DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION

num

Divide Decimals (2.1.11)

DECIMAL OPERATIONS

1. Place the decimal correctly
in the answer.

577375-

A. 15.1
B. 1.51

C. .151
D. 151

113D1

5. Divide
2

IDD2I

2. Place the decimal correctly
in the answer.

8 r;.T8-

A. .81 C. 81
B. 8.1 D. .081

6. Divide
7 ) 93.1

Place the decimal correctly
in the answer.

A. 2.1
B. .21

13 ) 2.73

C. .021
D. 21

7. Divide
4 2.68

DD2

4. Place the decimal correctly
in the answer.

25 ) 400.5

A. 160.2 C. .1602
B. 16 02 D. 1.602

DD1
8. Divide

5) 65.25

I DIX

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.
P.G.C./SPED 1989



DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION DECIMAL OPERATIONS

Divide Decimals (2.1.11), cent.

9. Divide
6) 521.4

0L)

12. Divide
31 rTET

IDD31

10. Divide
10 ) 5.0

13. Divide
14 TDT2-

11. Divide
12) 4.b2

14. Divide
78 7E54

EC.I. FOR ES.E
_9 I-

t.)
<

si11-3.9ocv

IDD31

P.G.C./SPED 1989

I
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2.1.11 DIVIDE DECIMALS

E.C.I. TOR E.S.E.
IT-197 T.G.C./SPED 1989
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ifo3 GoriTF3

SKILL SHEET
;1 2.1.11 DIVIDE DECIMALS

DED I PLACE THE DECIMAL POINT IN THE QUOTIENT

tat

CORRECTLY WHEN DIVIDING BY A WHOLE NUMBER

Directions: Place the decimal point
correctly in each quotient.

aA
,11 1

134
1. 3r4.02

3
10

9
A. a 12

12
0

IM-P 2211
2. 4) 88.44

Li`. 08ill 8
04

v. 4

li2v.
04

4
ite.11; 0

iZ) 207

0 3. 1 1) 22.77
22

07ig 0

itg 77
77

8

131
4. 57653

5
15
15
05

5
0

91
5. 7) 63.7

63
07

7
0

203
6. 25) 50.75

50
07
0
75
75

0

iqtRa%gfiPaUgh°01006010010aRAM141
E.E.E.

P.G.C./SPED 1989
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A peci

g
G

SKILL SHEET
11. 2.1.11 DIVIDE DECIMALS

o. DD2 DIVIDE A 1 DIGIT WHOLE NUMBER INTO A 2 TO 4
DIGIT NUMBER HAVING 1 OR 2 DECIMAL PLACES

i; 1. 4) 8.40

[Divided

4. 3) 68.7

7) 84.135 5. 6) 52.8

3. 3) 22.77 6.

4

8) 30.72

fighthkilfailqigii9aU00110061Uaqi;fir9010
11-199 P.G.C./SPED 1989

L.C.I. TOR E.S.T.
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g
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##I.

A.

6'18.!
SKILL SHEET

DIVIDE DECIMALS

DIVIDE A 2-DIGIT WHOLE NUMBER INTO A 2- TO 4-
DIGIT NUMBER HAVING 1 OR 2 DECIMAL PLACES

1. 42) 8.40

2. 553112.6-
I.

hIii

2

Divide

3. 47) 164.5

4. 13) 24.57-

5. 26) 27.56

6. 18Y57.713

eliPaighiligiUggagfabitiaMMUMMI)
E.C.I. YOR E.S.E.

11-200 P.G.C. /SPED 1989
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qh.

M.F.M.T.

FT, &v,a; nvominiuhuoinfx

2 .1 .11 DIVIDE DECIMALS

ZI RECOGNIZE THAT WITH ANY DECIMAL ENDING IN

'--56
ZERO(S), THE ZERO(S) MAY BE DROPPED

F.

SKILL SHEET

N Directic B Choose the number equivalent
to the one given.

8.20

A. 82
B. 8.02
C. 820
D. 8.2

.010

A. 10
B. .1

C. .01
D. 100

3. 1 35.60 i

A. 356
B. 3560
C. 3.56
D. 35.6

4. L9401

5.

A. 194
B. 1.904
C. 1.94
D. 19.4

I .70

A. .07
B. .7
C. 7.0
D. 70

A. 8.001
B. 8.010
C. .8001
D. .801

k 106', f,51? 0110-5 006 Pa 13 64 ail
E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

1I-201 P.G.C./SPED 1989

2641



I
DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION DECIMAL OPERATIONS

Find a Percent of a Number (2.1.12)

1. Rename 7% as a decimal.

A. .07
B. .70

JPD3

C. 7.0
D. None of the above

2. Rename 15% as a decimal.

A. 1.5
B. .15

4. Rename 65% as a decimal.

A. 6.5
B. .65

PD3

C. .065
D. None of the above

C. 15
D. None of the above

PN1

5. Choose the correct way to get
the answei.

1 25% of 75 =

A. 25 X 75 =
B. .25 4- 75 =
C. 2.5 X 75 =
D. .25 X 75 =

3. Rename 40% as a decimal.

A. .4

B. .04

PD3

C. 4.0
D. None of the above

6. Choose the correct way to get
the answer.

19% of 82 =

/,. .09 + 82 =
B. .9 X 82 =
C. .09 X 82 =
D. 0 X 82 =

EC.I. FOR E.S.E. 11-203 P.G.C./SPED 1989

265



DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION DECIMA, OPERATIONS

Find a Percent of a Number (2.1.12), cont.

7. Choose the correct way to get
the answer.

16% of 65 =

A. .06 X 65 =
B. .60 X 65 =
C. .06 4- 65 =
D. .06 X .65 =

jPN1

10. Solve

75% of 54 =

1PN21

8. Ohoose the correct way to get
the answer.

I 80% of 580=

A. .?0 X 5.80 =

B. .80 X 580 =

C. .08 X 580 =

D. .30 4- 580

9. Solve

11 .Solve

3% of 39 =

12. Solve

55% of 95 = 8% of 238 =

PN2

113N21

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E. 11-204 P.G.C./SPED 1989
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i; 2.1..2 FIND A PERCENT OF A NUMBER

fiq
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IM 00111.
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ak4 r 50SALE
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fig
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51CILL SHEET 0 1-1,

0 2.1.12 FIND A PERUNT OF A NUMBER
.

0 PD3 RENAME PERCENTS AS DECIMALS 0
V

0 The first step in finding a percent of a number is to
11 ,

0 change the percent to a decimal.
61PY

0 Write the following percents as decimals.
tP
,

,

1. 25% of 85 6. 30% of 350

25% = 3071 =

2. 7% of 29 7. 10% of 298

fa3. 35% of 120 8. 50% of 400

3571 = `.70/1 =

4. 9% of 40 9. 3% of 28

9% = JMOI 3%=

5. 851g of 90 10. 2% of 59

q

el.

A0v

0,

itq
07
EmY

851g = 2%=

0 P

fi; 2c:.;

0
sk

fiuulausumusigamogamomA"
Z.C.I. TOR E.S.E.

11-206 D.G.C.IS' SD 1989
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61
ig

faDirections: Rewrite as a multiplication problem, I

04
40

ill 1. 4% of 25 >

ki
fi;2. lOR of 67

4

ia 0
03

3. 5% of 92 >

0 V
0 4. 23% of 54 > it ll

0 el

10 5. 9% of 90

0 0
0 0
fi;

00000000q00010001!!!!

MT=

2.1.1:"' FIND A PERCENT OF A NUMBER

PN1 TRANSLATE 'OF' AS 'MULTIPLIED BY

Example: 13% of 81 > 13% x 81

1.C.I. FOR R.S.E.
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SKILL SHEET
fiq

FIND
ERCENTPOFACNEUMNBTER

OF A NUMBER

Solve these problems..1

I. 6% of 24=

1
tit 3. 10% of 7,00 =

65
fill
fl; 4. 25% of 75 =

fg . 8% of 62 = VP

ti

EM
1'

MI

guammumasam000gualla)
..c.i. TOR E.S.E.

P.G.C./SPED 196911-208



ICAS UREIC=

PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST

Date

1. Find the temperature of this thermometer to the nearest 10 degree:

A. 20

B. 25.

C. 27

D. 30

Find the

A. 32ml

B. 30211

C. 35ml

D. 40m1

volume of liquid in this test Vibe to the nearest 10 milltlitnr:

3. Find the volume of the liuid
in this cup to the nearest
milliliter:

A. 21m1

B. 20m1

C. 2231

D. 10m1

-S0 aZ

in 40 RI a'

11-209



?CAS URDIENT

PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST

4. Find the time on this clock to the nearest minute:

A. 2:30

D. 5:10

C. 2:25

D. 5:15

c

5. Find the temperature of this thermometer to the nearest 1' C:

A. 86'

B. 87'

C. 88'

D. 89'

O

6. Find the perimeter of this figure:

A. 12cm

B. /7cm

C. 60cm

D. 23cm

4 on

5 cm

"1 ;

11-210



WcASUREMENT

PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST

7. Find the perimeter of this figure:

A. 12 cm

B. 14 cm
2cr.

C. 6U cm

D. 23 cm

cm

3 cm

8. Find the area of this square:

A. 64m2

B. 128m2

C. 138m2

D. 1024m2

32

9. Find the area of this rectangle:

A. 12cm2

B. 6cm
2

C. 24cm
2

D. 9cm
2

3cm

10. Find the. area of the rectangle:

A. 12cm
2

2
B. 24cm

C. 14cm
2

D. 36cm
2 6 cm

11. The length of a room mould best be expressed in:

A. km

2
B. a

C. a

D. cm



MEASUREMENT

PRE-TEST AND POST -TEST

12. The distance from New 'fork to Boston would best be measured in:

A. km2

B. m

C. km

D. a
2

13. The temperature in a freezer would best be ezpraused in:

A. cm

B. C

C. g

D. mm

14. The height of a woman would best be measured in:

A. cm

B. ml

C. um

D. ag

15. The capacity of a coffee cup would best be measured in:

A. cm

B. al

C. 1

D. ag

161 A bus leaves Milwaukee at 7:15 a.m. and arrives in Chicago at 8:45 a.m.

How long does the trip take?

A. 4 hours

B. 2 hours

C. 1 hour and ?a minutes

D. 2 hours and 30 minutes

II-212-



MIASUREYINT

PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST

17. Rhonda started jogging at 12:00 noon. She ran until 2:15 p.m. How

long did she run?

A. 2 hours and 45 minutes

B. 2 hours and 15 minutes

C. 14 hours and 15 minutes

D. 9 hours and 45 minutes

18. On a Sunday Amanda left her apartment at 7:15 a.m. and reached her sister's
house at 2:30 p.m. How many hours dim it take Amanda to Lrive to her

sister's?

A. 5 hours and 15 minutes

B. 5 hours and 45 minutes

C. 7 hours and 4. minutes

D. 7 hours and 15 minutes

19. Mary put a l'af of bread in the oven at 1:32 p.m. The bt ad baked for

1 hour and 10 minutes. What time did Mar- take the bread out of the oven?

A. 3:48 p.m.

B. 2:48 p.m.

C. 12.16 p.m.

D. 2:58 p.m.

20. A baseball game lasted for 3 hours and 37 minutes. When the game was

over the time was 11:15 p.m. What time did the game start?

A. 8:52 p.m.

B. 7:38 p.m.

C.' 7:48 p.m.

D. 2:52 a.m.

k4p--
1"; 4

11-213



DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION MEASUREMENT

Read Scales on Measuring Instruments (2.2.1)

[mmil

Match each scale with what it would measure.

1. meter stick A. capacity

2. them, .peter B. length

3. beaker 3. temperature

14. Write 'the unit that is labeled on each scale.

A B C

4,

C

D

10 U £2, 13 181

I MM2I

A = cm B = cm C = cm D

[End each to the nearest unit indicated.'

5. Find the capacity to the
nearest 100 mL.

E.C.I FOR E.S.E.

1MM31

6. Find the temperature to
the nearest 100 C.

P.G.C./SPED 1989
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SKILL SHEET

k. r

r)
t

2.2. i READ SCALES ON MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

..'

r

kil

ki rp

b.,.
A,

, k:?

. . f
ti

fi r;

k F

kfl
V

k 7to ,,-

e. =

- k N;

fli7i

i q
k F
41 r;

tilq

fi.,

, ,..,, ,....,
k

9

,

iii;
firM1000fikillii4higaMhIMPhtgaitqUal
L.C.I. II' E.S.E.
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SKILL SHEET

fig

a 3

i oi oi
4 $ 1 I to to

cry%

I

23.1 READ SCALES ON MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

MM1 RECOGNIZE LENGTH, TEMPERATURE, AND
CAPACITY FROM A SCALE ON A MEASURING
INSTRUMENT

Directions: Indicate whether each scale would
measure length, temperature, or capacity.

2. 3.

i; 2`,41:0

kUiMigirtnaUM
E.C.I. PC E.S.E.

UkUiti;fiUkUglinaUtiMU1001°
II-210 P.G.C./SPED 1989
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iu

1tq

6t4
03 22.1 READ SCALES ON MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

iU
MM2 IDENTIFY THE APPROPRIATE UNITS OF MEASURE

rbiredi OM: Write the unit that is labeled on ee:h scale.

SKILL SHEET

k P im

--,20

11,.. c).

ID

i..

ml., B: ml., C:

C,

i 11/ 1 /1 i 1 li li
50 IGO

1



SKILL SHEET

2.2.1 READ SCALES ON MEASURING !NSTRUMENTS

MM3 ESTIMATE TO THE NEAREST WHOLE UNIT OF
MEASURE

Directions: Find each to the nearest unit.

1. Find the lenjth to the nearest cm

t 2. 3 *4 5 4,

C tIn

I

1 Ss 9 to M

2 Find the capacity to the

nearest 100 mL.

70

e0
3 Find the temperature

to the nearest 100 C

50
Li 0

3C

c;10

I0

0 °C

ANN- iCC PrA._

fiumumalloommumumau01
E.C.I. >FOR E.S.E. 220 P.G.C./SPED 1989
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IFind the perimeter of each. Use the correct unit.1

DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION
MEASUREMENT

Find Perimeter and Area of Simple Polygons (3.2.1)
Part I

There are three squares in the shapes below. Write the letters of the

squares: (1.) (2.) (3.) MPA1

There are three rectangles in the shapes below. Write the letters of the

rectangles: (4.) (5.) (6.)

A

H 0

MPA2

G

AM,

L

7.
9 cm

9 cm

8.

18 m

27 m

P= P=

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.
-11-221

rd.

12 mm

8 mm

P=

1MPA

P.G.C./SPED 1989



DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION MEASUREMENT

Find Perimeter and Area of Simple Polygons (3.2.1)
Part II

IFind the area of each. Use the correct unit.I

1. 2

8 cm

A

4.

2 km

10 km

A=

3.

mm

A
9 mm

A= A

5. 6.

A

IMPA41

10 m

15 km

A= A

5 mm

14 m

IMPASI

Circle the choice that indicates the corm 't unit
to measure the area of each.

MIMI

7. area of a book cover m cm2 cm3 crn4

8. area of a cafeteria floor m3 m m2 km

9. area of the state of Maryland cm m km4 km2

10. area of a bottle cap mm2 mm km mm3

L.C.I. FOR E.S.E. 11-222 P.G.C./SPED 1989
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SKILL SHEET

3.2.1 FIND PERIMETER AND AREA OF SIMPLE POLYGONS

c.) .ThJk)

;r1

?OR E.S.E.
11-223 P.G.C./SPED 1989
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SKILL SHEET

6/1 3.2.1 FIND PERIMETER AND AREA OF SIMPLE POLYGONS

1'111

-119 MPAI IDENTIFY A SQUARE
04

Directions: Circle the letter (s) of
shapes that are squares.

E.

C,

L,

F,

=1.1

20,j

"A 1* %mamma%
11-224

Z.C.I. TOR E.S.E. P.G.C./SPED 1989
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0.3

0.1 SKILL SHEET
3.2.1 FIND PERIMETER AND AREA OF SIMPLE POLYGONS

MPA2 IDENTIFY A RECTANGLE

Directions: Circle the letter (s) of
shapes that are rectangles.

BK:::
C,

`_-)
F(/

D.

kr

N.

7
k7

mulookumumar
P.G.C./SPED 1989

L.C.I. TOR E.S.E.
11-225
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SKILL SHEET
ei? 3.2.1 FIND PERIMETER AND AREA OF SIMPLE POLYGONS

MPA3 COMPUTE THE PERIMETER

ti

tg: 4.5

1.

El'0 10 mm I 3" mrri/ 250 mm

fi;
figPerimeter

Perimeter-

onaloamofivenvososion

OF VARIOUS ?OLYGONS

Directions: Compute the perimeter of each.

7 cm/

12 cm

12 cm

Perimeter =

9 mm

c m

2.

9 cm

4 cm

Perimeter

240 mm

2LC

Z.C.I. FOR E.S.E. 11-226
P.G.C./SPED 1989
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U.1
L-11- 3.2 1 FIND PERIMETER AND AREA OF SIMPLE POLYGONS

MPA4 COMPUTE THE AREAS OF SQUARES AND

RECTANGLES

3.

267

0000000000g0000000

SKILL SHEET

[ Directions: Compute the area of each.

2.

12 cm

Area =

20 m

Area

9 Min

4 mm

Area =

4.

16 cm

30 cm

Area

w C.T. FOR E.S.E.
11-227 P.G.C./SPED 1989
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SKILL SHEET
3.2.1 FIND PERIMETER AND AREA OF SIMPLE POLYGONS

0 MPA5 RECOGNIZE THAT AREA IS ALWAYP EXPRESSED
A IN SQUARE UNITS WITH AN EXPI.1,:ENT OF TWOAy

tiV$ r Directions: Circle the choice that indicates
the correct unit to measure the area of each.

1. Area of a parkin 1 lot: m r,14 m2

i; 2. Area of a piece of paper: cm

i; 3. Area of New 'fork: km4

ti

e7

1.4

cm2 c m3 cm4

km2 km km3

4. Area of a rectangle: cm cm3 cm2 cm4

5. Area of a circle: mm2 mm3 mm4

6. Area of a gym floor: m2 m3

rum

m4

01015110fiPARROMMORM0a(i
1.C.I. VCR E.S.E.

11-228 P.G.C./SPED 1989



DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION
MEASUFEMERIT

Choose an Appropriate Unit ui Measure (3.2.2)

Underline the word or words that indicate what attribute I

of each thing is being measured.

1. The length of a football field is 120 m.

2. The capacity of a bathtub is 50 L.

3. The volume of a football is less than that of a basketball.

Circle the unit that is appropriate to measure each.

4. volume: kg C m2 cm3

5. mass: cm2 mL q cm3

6. area: mm2 mm kg

Circle the unit that would best measure each. 1

iAAU21

1MA U31

7. volume of a basketball: mm3 cm3 m3 km3

8. capacity of a car's gas tank: kg mL L kL

9. heighth of a flag pole: km dm m 111 111

Circle the unit that would best measure each.

10. length of your hand:

11. area of a football field:

12. volume of a hat box:

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

IMAU4I

cm mm m k m

mm2 cm2 m2 km2

mm3 m3 cm3 km3

P.G.C./SPED 1989



3.2.2 CHOOSE AN APPROPRIATE UNIT OF MEASURE
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SKILL SHEET

itAlixukluct7,6(7)

3.2.2 CHOOSE AN APPROPRIATE UNIT OF MEASURE

MAUI IDENTIFY KEY WORDS IN A SENTENCE QUESTION:

LINEAR (DISTANCE, HEIGHT), AREA,
WEIGHT/MASS, CAPACITY (LIQUID), VOLUME
(SOLID), TEMPERATURE (C)

Directions: Underline the word or words that indicate

what is being measured in each sentence.

1. The sauna felt great because the temperature was 850

2. This map states that the distance from New York to Maryland is kg

more than 200 km. kg.,

3. My new car has a gasoline tank with a capacity of about 14 L.
7

4. The mass of a truck is more than that of a car.

5. The air pump increased the volume of the balloon. A.

6. We were amazed at the length of the train as we waited for it it 7

to pass at the railroad crossing. is

7. The decorator measured the area of the room so that he would

know how much carpet to order.

fiU
2, u

Niuoirmaigokioliegohuaufahnooknoo.11-232

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

P.G.C./SPED 1989
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SKILL SHEET

3.2.2 CHOOSE AN APPROPRIATE UNIT OF MEASURE

MAU2 CHOOSE THE APPROPRIATE TYPE OF UNIT OF
MEASURE FOR THE ATTRIBUTE

i U

ig
.,.

A OA-

Directions: Circle the unit that is
appropriate to measure each.

1. distance: m m2 m3 ml

kr;

2. volume: kg C cm2 cm3

3. mass. C mm cm3

4. area L cm kg mm2

5. temperature: C mm3 cg 1

6. capacity: kg mL m2 m3

7. height: mm2 m L kg

8. length: mm g mm3 mL

iP9. weight: m3 cm kg ml

El
i'M

5

ki7

fiUiPinliqfingiiMANfituoelnaucommaut
11-233

E.C.I. ECM E.S.E.
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SKILL SHEET
3.2.2 CHOOSE

DETERMINE
E UNIT

THE A
OF MEASURE

V RELATIVE SIZE OF WHAT IS

IS V
BEING MEASURED

Circle the unit that would be best to measure each.

A

ki ri

1. Length of a pencil: mm cm m km

2. Length of a football field: cm m km mm

3. Area of a piece of paper: mm' cm2 m2 km2

4. Distance to New York: cm mm km m

5. Volume of a tea cup: mm3 cm3 m3 km3

6. Capacity of a swimming pool: mL L dl kl

7. Mass of a whale: mg g hg kg

kNO

fi;Eiglitig000001006U1006MlattiDhna/M11-234
irisT IPPOTCV.

P.G.C./SPED 1989
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3.2.2 CHOOSE AN APPROPRIATE UNIT OF MEASURE

MAU4 CHOOSE THE APPROPRIATE MAGNITUDE OF THE

SKILL SHEET

ti

UNIT OF MEASURE

Directions: Circle the unit that would
be best used to measure each.

fa1. Length of a pencil: ;:g m mL cm

2. Mass of a feather: C g L km2

3. Height of a building, g cm2 mL m

4.
Volume of a coffee cup: ml cm2 cm3 km

Vg5. Area of a classroom: m2 cm3 I m

6. Height of a flag pole: m2 m cm2 kg

7. Volume of football: g cm2 mi. cm3

a
Temperature of an oven: cm C L kg

9. Capacity of a bathtub: L kg km cm2

10. Distance to the moon: m2 kg C km

fiRIMARAN001000000/61%Mialrgi
t.C.T. FOR E.S.E.

11-235 P.G.C. /SPED 1989
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DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION MEASUREMENT

.

Find Elapsed Time (5.1.6)
Part I

I Write each time using a colon and A.M. or P.Ivlj
MET 1

1. twenty minutes after five in the afternoon

2. ten minutes past twelve o'clock noon

3. fifteen minutes before six in the morning

I MET2]
How many hours do the following minutes represent?'

4. 60 minutes = 5. 180 minutes =

6. 30 minutes =

Use the sentences to find each time.
If a time is not listed in the problem, write not listed.

I MET3I

A movie that was 2 hours and 35 minutes long ended at 9:20 P.M.

7. What was the starting time?

8. What was the ending time?

9. What was the elapsed time?

Shelly put a cake in the oven at 3:20 P.M. If the cake takes 40 minutes to
bake, what time should she take it out?

10. What was the starting time?

11. What was the ending time?

12. What was the elapsed time?

j :-
E.C.I. FOR E.S.E. 11-237 <1 J 0 P.G.C. /SPED 1989



DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION

Find Elapsed Time (5.1.6)
Part II

lyfa
1. Subtract minutes and hours.

10:25
- 9:10

A. 9:35 C. 1:35

B. 35 D. 1:15

2. Subtract minutes and hours. 1-MET4

6:40
- 2:20

A. 4:20 C. 8:20

B. 3:20 D. 2:40

MEASUREMENT

Im ET51
4. Subtract minutes and hours.

8:10
- 7:30

A. 40 C. 1:80

B. 80 D. 1:40

5. Subtract minutes and hours.112fr5I

3. Subtract minutes and hours. 1---MET4

11:49
- 6:34

A. 6:15 C. 4:15

B. 5:21 D. 5:15

12:00
9:58

A. 4:52 C. 3:02

B. 4:12 D. 3:52

6. Subtract minutes and hours. lkf----r51

3:33
- 1:45

A. 1:88 C. 1:12

B. 1:48 D. 2:12

11-238
... FOR E.S.E.

P.G.C./SPED 1989



DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION MEASUREMENT

Find Elapsed Time (5.1.6)
Part ill

1. Subtract minutes and hours.

1:25

- 9:10

A. 8:15 C. 4:15

B. :35 D. 1:15

METE

2. Subtract minutes and hours.
(METE,

1:40
- 2:20

A. 3:20 C. 13:20

B. 3:60 D. 11:20

3. Subtract minutes and hours.

2:49

6:34

A. 4:15 C. 8:15

B. 9:23 D. 3:15

METE.

4. Add minutes and hours.

8:10

+ 7:30

A. 15:40 C. 1:20

B. 3:40 D. 1:40

5. Add minutes and hours.

12:00
+ 8:58.a

A. 4:58 C. 20:58

B. 4:02 D. 8:58

6. Add minutes and hours.

10:33

+ 11:45

A. 21:78 C. 1:12

B. 10:18 D. 2:12

MET7

LME171

IMET71

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E. 11-239
P

P.G.C./SPED 1939



DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION

Find Elapsed Time (5.1.6)
Part IV

MEASUREMENT

MET&

1. Ben took a 30 minute break
from work at 1:35 P.M. When
should he return?

-IMET8

2. Kel!y put muffins in the oven
at 10:15 A.M. When should she
take them out if they must bake
for 20 minutes?

I MET8

3. The boxing match started at
8:05 P.M. and lasted for three
hours and 20 minutes. When
did it end?

4. Fifth period starts at 1:15 P.M.
and ends at 2:07 P.M. How long
is fifth period?

ImEr91

5. Joe worked on my car from 9:00
in the morning until 11:45 A.M.

How much time did he spend on
my car?

[ME T9-1

6. Marilyn babysat from 7:30 A.M.
until 6:00 P.M. How much time
did she babysit?

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

r

11-240

r)..i
fd .....: 0
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DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION
MEASUREMENT

Find Elapsed Time (5.1.6)
Part IV, cont.

IMET101 !MET 1 11

7. Aunt Karen took a roast out of the
oven at 12:00 noon. When did she
put it in the oven if it took 2
hours and 15 minutes to cook?

10. A tennis match started at 10:55
A.M. and ended at 1:05 P.M. How
long did it last?

1METi 0

8. The basketball game ended at
10:30 P.M. and lasted 2 hours
and 25 minutes. When did it
start?

immil
11. Bill put a turkey in the oven at

1:43 P.M. It took 2 hours and 28
minutes to cook. When was it
ready?

Immo

9. Pat worked on his car for 1 hour
and 20 minutes. When did

he start if he finished at
3:05 P.M?

I METH)

12. Francis studied at the library for
three and a half hours. When did

she start if she left at 4:20 P.M.?

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.
11-241

d 9 V
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A: 10 41.4
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iti3

0

1

SKILL SHEET k

ga 0 5.1.6 FIND ELAPSED TIME i
0 MET1 IDENTIFY CORRECT TIME BY WRITING HOURS AND

MINUTES WITH A COLON

0 MET2 RECALL THAT 60 MINUTES EQUALS 1 HOUR

A

1.

[ Write each time using a colon.

2. 3.

4. 20 minutes after 10 =

5. 30 minutes after midnight =

6. 12 noon =

7. 3 hours and 40 minutes

8. 1 hour and 25 minutes =

9. 60 minutes =

10. 120 minutes =

IMMUMUMPORIPMARM/61
E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

P.G.C./SPED 1989
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12

= 5.1.6 FIND ELAPSED TIME

MET3 IDENTIFY START TIME, END TIME, AND/OR ELAPSED

TIME IN WORD PROBLEMS

SKILL ,SHEET

Use the sentence to find each time.

If a specific time is not listed m the problem, write NOT LISTED.

j; 1. A movie began at 6:15 P.M. and ended at 9:05 P.M.

a. What was the starting time?

i 4 b. What was the ending time"

c. What was the elapsed time?
A

g
A

V= 2. A bus trip took 2 hours and 25 minutes. The bus arrived at

F.9 4:25 P.M.
A. a. What was the starting time'
m V'
A pp

4,I; b. What was the ending time'

0/ c. What was the elapsed time?

i;

i;

iq
A cake went into the oven at 4:55 P.M It take:, 1 hour and 5

tiggminutes to cook.

i; a. What was the starting time"

eiMb. What was the ending time?

=
pAt
bi

C.

OR,
F5)

What was the elapsed time?

0000000061i oaushum
E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

11-245 P.G.C./SPED 1989
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tv9 (10
A pi 9

4 0
gV .7 E.5

iq 0
VI 0
i; 0

i5.1.6 FIND ELAPSED TIME i PEM T4 SUBTRACT MINUTES AND HOURS FROM MINUTES AND409

kiZ
HOURS, NO REGROUPING

V

i 13 0

SKILL SHEET

Subtract

f4

fr

An 2. 12:45
18 9:30

65
CO

011u
3.3 8:35

gi 2:05

.65

4. 1:30
:20

5. 3:55
2:45

6. 9:48
1:15

ammuommusom
E.C.I. FOR E.S.E. 11-246

;
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iA
fa
ia

FY

faiP 5.1.6 FIND ELAPSED TIME

0 MET5 SUBTRACT MINUTES AND HOURS FROM MINUTES AND 0
HOURS WITH REGROUPING

t3
kip

elg,
i p

. Remember you are borrowing an hour which equals _____ minutes, Ifl

iwp
ta ,

SKILL SHEET

ifl Subtract

16 .

4:05
- 3:30

10:00
:50

4. 8:10
:35

5. 6:25
:40 Id

0
IP)

7:30
- 4:55

6. 2:00
:20

kg

iq 6 P

4001000001000M 00000
P.G.C./SPED 1989

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.
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SKILL SHEET
5.1.6 FIN El..APSED TIME

(t" MET6 WHEN THE MINUEND IS SM.1* 1..f..ER THAN THE
SUBTRAHEND, ADD 12 HOURS TO THE MINUEND

Problem

o 110 Ex. 3:06
11:12

6114

; 1. 1:45
.o. - 4:00

kr12. 7:50
- 10:45

A. IR

g 3.

g
go IN

6:30
- 11:08

tuAlpi 4. 2:00
- 3:15

Pi

.4: 5. 1:28
A 12:32

ISubtract
Step 1 Step 26
3:06 1$:66

12:00 - 11:12
15:06 3:54

A
v, !A 4 0 f1 Q

A A
/.

.4 e, pica A

c I51 ogg [51 giolg
N

V

11-248 P.G.C./SPED 1989
E.C.I. FOR E.S.E. 305
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1

N 5.1.6 FIND ELAPSED TIME

A MET7 WHEN THE ANSWER FOR END TIME IS LARGER THAN

441::
12:59, SUBTRACT 12 HOURS

RP [Change the answers to a regular time by subtracting 12 hours (12:00).

r.

SKILL SHEET

1. 6:05 17:45
+ 11:40

tiao
- 12:00

17:45

BI w

Ai2. 3:20
+ 10:00

13:20

A 1., 10:52
+ 5:03

F.01

A =

e

5:05
9:05

14:10

7:50
+ 8:01

15:51

Add and change to a regular time.

3. 12:04
+ 12:41

(0, f 2. 8:30
A = 7:20

NI
b. 'V

A My
3. 6:45

12:10

flgh55); Utak
E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

11:25

+ 2:00

9:40
3:20

A A A Rg

elitlxiautdlirmalloologptAtiipp
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SKILL SHEET
14-1V 5.1.6 FIND ELAPSED TIME

MET8 FIND END TIME BY ADDING START TIME AND
ELAPSED TIME

Solve these problems. Show your work.

Al took his car to the repair shop at 1:30 P.M. The
repairman said it would take two and a half hours
to fix the car. When should Al come back?

Jackie put a cake in the oven at 2:40 P.M. If the
cake takes 40 minutes to bake, when should she
take it out of the oven?

1))

A .
vov

Frank parked his car next to a parking meter at
10:30 A.M. If he put in enough money for 2 hours
and 15 minutes, when should he return to his car?

Sonja went to the mall with her mother at 9:45 A.M.
They agreed to meet at Roy Rogers in three and one
half hours. At what time will they meet?

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.
11-250 P.c.C./SPED 1989
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kU
ha. H5.1.6 FIND ELAPSED TIME

aMET9 FIND ELAPSED TIME BY SUBTRACTING START TIME
FROM END TIME

A si I Solve these problems. Show your work.
go

SKILL SHEET

A

tti

Joe and Barbara went bowling from 1:15 P.M. to
4:00 P.M. How long did they bowl?

2. The Johnsons drove to Philadelphia. They left
home at 8:00 A.M. and arrived at 11:30 A.M. How
long did the trip take?

L,FR3. Francis babysat from 10:00 A.M. until 4:30 P.M.

L N How long did she babysit?

112
A ri

4. Mrs. King's operat!on started at 7:30 A.M. and lasted

A
fti until 10:15 A.M. How long did it last?

Eli

to p
1-i

n[5(411k
E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

al51:2,gnoo
P.G.C./SPED 1989
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A 5 SKILL SHEET

iq5.1.6 FIND ELAPSED TIME

MET10 FIND START TIME BY SUBTRACTING ELAPSED TIME

V FROM END TIME

ISolve these problems. Show your work.

f43 1. Jerry finished practicing the piano at 4:30 P.M.

4 When did he start practicing if he practiced for 45

minutes?

A . When does class start if it lasts 52 minutes and

ends at 11:05 A.M.?

ill,i
il.mg
De

kg
nr A = A. A A A A A Fli A A A A ,

it 0 g
V

11114 01,3 .4+C 4f4:41 Adz 0 411YALI.gc, YVON! 61,4.6,11.4% 0

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.
11-252 P.G.C. /SPEC 1989

a

The baseball game ended at 8:45 P.M. When did it

start if it lasted 2 hours and 25 minutes?

4. Marge left work at 5:15 P.M. What time did she start
working if she worked for 8 hours?

33j



twamagoommummoss

SKILL SHEET
A

g? 5.1,6 FIND ELAPSED TIME

METH SELECT THE CORRECT PROCEDURE FOR FINDING
START, END, OR ELAPSED TIME

Set up each problem as a vertical addition or subtraction problem
Place the problem in the box. DO NOT SOLVE IT.

School started at 9:00 A.M.
and ended at 3:00 P.M.
How long did it last?

A roast takes 1 hour and 45

iminutes
to cook. If it went

the oven at 2:30 P.M.,

is q at what time will it be
kv. ready?

rgi

.= 3. A movie lasted 2 hours and
7 25 minutes. It ended at
ps F.4 8:20 P.M. What time did it

start?

01
ppp,

4. Bill left for work at 8:22
tflA.M. and arrived home at
11:12 A.M. for lunch. How
long was he gone?

alga

pamga WP(1TJ
to .1, Ed 0-11

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

Ulf:16Pitigi;ktagviq6r,g15d
A &
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Name

USING DATA

PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST

Date

ELAPSED TIME AND USING TABLES

LIFE INSURANCE PAYMENTS BY AGE

1loes Monthly Payment
21-'3 $4.06
24-26 $4.42
27-29 $4.79
30-32
33-35

$5.15
$5.52

"IMM

1. What is the monthly life insurance payment for a person 32 years ole?

A. $4.79
S. $5.15
C. $4.06
D. $5.52

2.

DISTANCE IN KILOMETERS

Frederick
0

316
300
148

Ocean City

31c
0

258
129

Washington
300

258
0

321

stop

ri)-48129
321

0

FrederickFrederick
Ocean City
Washington
Boston

What is the distance from Boston to Frederick?

A. 300 km
B. 258 km
C. 129 km
D. 148 km

3.
Yearly Fuel Costs

Cost per gallon

$1.15 $1.10 $1.05 $1.00 $.95

Miles 38 454 434 414 395 375

per 36 479 458 437 417 396

gallon 34 507 485 463 441 419

You pay $.95 per gallon for fuel. Your car averages 34 miles per gallon.

What is your yearly fuel cost?

A. $396

B. $417

C. $441

D. $419

011
.

11-255



4.

USING DATA

PRE-TEST AND POST -TEST

Table XIV : Social Security Tax Withholding Table-5.2%

Weekly Wages
Socwl

Se.:anty
Tax to be
Withheld

Weekly Wages
Social

Seculey
Tux to be
Wahnuld

At
Least

But
Less
Than

At
Least

But
Less
Than

13.95 14.14 593 17 41 117 60 6 1

14 14 14 33 5 94 17.60 117 79 6 2
14.33 14.52 695 17 79 118 00 6 .3

14.52 14 72 5 96 18 00 118 18 6 4
14 72 14.91 5 97 18 18 118.37 I, 5
14.91 15 10 5 98 18.37 118 56 t, 6,

How much Social

A. 55.95
B. 55.96
C. $5.97
D. 55.98

Security Tax is withheld on weekly wages of $114.83?

5.
COST OF CANS AND BASKETS

Us. With Per Cum 11-cit. Lola
Par Cue

4

How much would 1 ca

A. $22.15
B. 519.85
C. $15.75
D. 818.75

Small waste baskets $11.55 $16.25
Large wastes baskets 15.75 14.25
10 go: cans 22 IS 11185

20 to 30 gal cans 18./5 18.45
32 gal trash cans 21.25 1. 16

se of 10 gallon cans cost?

6. WIDGET MANUFACTURING COMPANY - RECORD OF HOURS WORKED

1---

Employee
Sue
Gary
Tom

Karen

Monday
8

6

10
11

Tuesday
8

11
8

5

Wednesday
8

11
6

10

Thursda:'

12
12
6

9

How many hours

A. 5

S. 10
C. 8

D. 6

did Tom work or. Friday?

-3 30-

Friday
6

5
6



7.

IISIN3 DATA

PRE-TEST AND POST -TEST

STUDENT TRANSPORTATIGN TG SCHOOL

What percent of students walk or ride bikes to school?

A. 352
B. 452
C. 722
D. 182

Jay
cl we
SIL F411

Andy

Sam

Votes

How many votes did Pat have?

A. 350
B. 450
C. 300
D. 250

11-257
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USING DATA

PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST

9. INCOME FOR 1 WEEK

$600

$500

0

i!
2

What wax the approximate income for I4onday and Tuesday?

A. WO
B. $850
C. $900
D. $950

10.
100

80

60.

40

20

0

Number of Workers at Ace Retail

4,-

'78 '79 '80 '81 '82 '83

Years

What is the difference between the greatest and least number of workers
employed at Ace Retail?

A. 30

B. 40
C. 60
D. 70

11-258
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11.

USING DATA

PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST

Mon Itue Wed Thu Fri Sat

How much greater was the income of Saturday than on Thursday?

A. $100
B. $ 50
C. $200
D. $300

12.

YEARLY WAGE EXPENSES

Transportation

What is the largest expenditure?

A. Housing
B. Food
C. Clothing
D. Medical

r.

11-259



USING DATA

PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST

13. Money Collected for Charity

157c I 81c I 27c

What was the average amount collected for charity?

A. 55c
41c

C. $1.65
D. 57c

14. Library Books Lost

*1979 54
1980 47
1981 63
1982 52

Find the average number of boOks lost each year:

A. 162
B. 152
C. 54

D. 52

15. Teat Scores

1st 82
2nd 91
3rd 94,4

Find the average test score:

A. 91
B. 267
C. 89

D. 67

16. Weekly Car Sales

Tr
14

7

What is the average number of cars sold in a week?

A. 40
B. 11
C. 10
D. 8

11-260



USING DATA

PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST

17. NUMBER OF VIDEO TAPES RENTED
,

Monday 36
Tuesday 63
Wednesday 47
Thursday

Find the average number of video tapes rented per day.

A. 49 tapes
B. 180 tapes
C. 192 tapes
D. 47 tapes

18. Golf Scores.

81
76
86

Find the average golf score:

A. 243
B. 61
C. 81
D. 233

19. Algebra Scores

168 1 79 1 44 89

Find Roses Algebra average:

A. 72

B. 70
C. 68
D. 66

20. Scores

211
10
16
18
10

What is Gerry's average score in basketizr.11?

A. 75
B. 15
C. 60
D. 62

31'2
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DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION
USING DATA

Use Information from Tables (2.3.1)

....-,

C13/PACKAGE SHIPPING SERVICE

Any fraction of a pound over the weight
shown takes the next higher rate.

Weight not
to exceed

ZONE
1 2 3 4

1 lb 1.21 1.24 1.30 1.35

2 lb . 1.34 1.41 1.49 1.60

3 lb 1.46 1.56 1.68 1.85

4 lb 1.58 1.72 1.87 2.09

' 5 lb 1.69 1.87 2.06 2.35

6 lb 1.82 2.02 2.27 2.60

1. How many zones does the package shipping service cover?
I UT1 I

.. Packages can be shipped if their weight does not exceed lbs.

3. What happens if the weight of a package is just a fraction above the

pound(s) shown on the chart?

ICircle the key words or phrases in these questions]

1 J5.91

4. How much more does it cost to ship a 2 lb. package to zone 2 than to

ship it to zone 1?

5. What is the total cost of shipping a 3 lb. package to zone 4 and a 4 lb.

package to zone 2?

6. If Marty sent a 5 lb. package to Joe, and it cost $1.87 to send it, in

which zone does Joe live?

E.C.I. for E.S.E.
11-263 P.G.C./SPED 1989



IComplete the sentences below using the table. I

DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION
USING DATA

Use Information from Tables (2.3.1), cont.

UT2

7. Each column lists the costs of shipping different packages to four

different

8. The and of the package determine how much it
will cost to ship it.

9. Even if a package is a of a pound over the weight
shown, it will cost the next higher

10. It costs $ to ship a 2 !b. package to zone 3.

11. It costs $2.09 to ship a 4 lb. package to zone

12. $2.02 is the cost of shipping a lb. package to zone

I UT3]

11-264 P.G.C./SPED 1989
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SKILL SHEET
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tr!'

SKILL SHEET
e

itA4

i0

tpip 2.3.1 USE INFORMATION FROM TABLES

1 UT1 IDENTIFY INFORMATION ON A TABLE

iBINGO
i 17 31 IA El,

'3 le3651 163521,455 711,

ID 22 42 57171

I1 30_43 59173

fig
fig

M/

1. What is the title of the table?

;

Directions: Use the information in the
table below to answer the questions.

SILVER PRICES (Dollars per Ounce)

Year High Low Average
1970 $37.73 $12.80 $31.89

1969 $30.37 $21.37 $26 52

1968 $7.24 $6.24 $7.00

1967 $6.32 $4.60 $5.70

1966 $5.39 $2.85 $4 04

fi:1

2. How are silver prices reported'?

fa3. Silver prices are listed for what years?

09

4. The highest "high" price is

0 5. The lowest "high" price is

iP6. The lowest "average" price is

gl
fi;

nUfiPanahnierahUiq06100011MAYAMII-266

U

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

P.G.C./SPED 1089
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B I N GiO
I 17,31tYlfil
3 1121 36 Si 63

s 21,t.> 5570
10,2242157171,

1130 43;58; 73 SKILL SHEET
2.3.1 USE INFORMATION FROM TABLES

KQ 1 SELECT KEY WORDS AND PHRASES IN A QUESTION

Circle the words and phrases in the following

questions that will help you find the answer.

FUND RAISER

Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri.

Freshmen , $ 1 28 $450 $590 $150 $175

Sophmore $400 $225 $300 $200 $125

Junior $330 $868 $200 $225 $90

Senior $600 $150 $250 $330 $60

1. How much money was collected on Wednesday by the

freshman class?

2. Which class collected $150 on Tuesday?

THE MILT TOMES
TOTAL PAPERS DELIVERED

M T W Th F

John 58 57 60 59 56

Terry 80 79 81 80 80

Luke 63 65 62 64 61

George 43 41 43 42 42

Total 244 242 246 245 239

3. What was the total number of papers deliverftd on

Thursday?

4. Who delivered more papers on Friday- -Luke or Jc hn?

R.C.I. FOR E.S,E.
11-267

2
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imiamoomotwoonamoso
el KQ 1 SELECT KEY WORDS AND PHRASES IN A QUESTION,

cont.

ti
.?1

0 Circle the words and phrases in the following

01 0questions that will help you find the answer.

ti; BASKETBALL RECORD kl
i0 0
0 V

v4
0,

Baskets Made
Games Frank Bruce Larry James
Jan. 3 25 18 5 6
Jan. 5 20 10 8 10

Jan. 10 22 15 6 7
Jan. 12 19 14

613
5. How many baskets did James make in the second game

or the season?

firl:

fiZI/

6. Who made six baskets at the game on January 10th?

ig
fi;

fa*Deleware does not have a sales tax. Et

7. How much sales tax is added to a i 1.25 purchase in
laMaryland?

i; In Pennsylvania?

;
ffifilla

CALM TAM

Purchase
Amount MD. Va. Del.* Penn.
$1.00 0.05 Q,05 0.06

0.08$1.25 0.06 0.06
$1.50 0.08 0.08 0.09

8. For what purchase amount must you pay 91 or sales tax

k7

t 7)
ittl

A r
0 o 0

1/0000000060000000
11-268 P G C /SPED 1989
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BINGO

17 31211161

113 3E51 E3

ID 22 47. 57 71

11,30 43 58 73

SKILL SHEET
2.3.1 USE INFORMATION FROM TABLES

UT2 LOCATE KEY WORDS AND PHRASES ON A TABLE

AIR SHIP CORPORATION

Any fraction of a pound over the weight
shown takes the next higher rate.

Weight not ZONE
to exceed 1 2 3 4

1 lb - 1.97 2.19 3.44

2 lb 2.75 2.81 3.23 4.42

3 lb 3.54 3.64 4.27 5.39
.,

4 lb 4.33 4.48 5.31 6.37

5 lb 5.13 5.30 6.35 7.38

6 lb 5.93 6.14 7.40 1 8.33 p)

Circle them on the table. 19!V
1. What are the costs for shipping packages to Zone 4?

2. What does it cost to ship 3 pound packages to any Zone?
Underline them on the graph.

3. The lowest price for shipping a 2 pound package is

4. The highest price for shipping a 6 pound package is

5. The highest price in Zone 2 is

at

E.C.I. TOR E.S.E.
11-269 P.G.C./SPED 1989
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i;

B I NiG 0-
117 3141E1
3 18 3E51 63

5 21> 55 70
I0,ZZ 42157 7:
)130,43:5B:7k SKILL SHEET
2.3.1 USE INFORMATION FROM TABLES

UT3 FIND THE POINT AT WHICH THE KEY ROW AND
COLUMN INTERSECT TO LOCATE DATA ON A TABLE

BASEBALL RUNS

Teams Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
Ph lilies 4 7 10 8 2

Red Sox 5 5 2 7

Yankees 6 1 10 11 12

White Sox 12 12 6 9 6

05';

1. How many runs did the White Sox score on Wednesday?

110
A. 12
B. 2
C. 10
D. 6

ig
2. How many runs did the Red Sox score on Thursday?

0 A. 6
B. 12
C. 10
D. 70

0 3. How many runs did the Phillies score on Monday?

A. 5
B. 4

fa C. 6

0 D. 12 ..) s,4_;
f.,-,:-

00000100000000SOMUS
11-270 P.G.C./SPED 1989
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.

1 17,81, 4151
3 18 3E51 63

5, 21 >55 7E1

2 421574711112

1 I 3114358 71

WIDGET MANUFACTURING COMPANY
RECORD OF HOURS WORKED

MOO
tr

Employee Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Nancy 6 12 10 8 11

John 5 11 8 11 9

Sue 11 11 11 7 7

Cindy 12 10 7 5 8

6; 4 How many hours did John work on Tuesday?
ti

figA. 12
B. 7
C. 11

D. 6

5.
How many hours did Cindy work on Friday?

A. 11

h;
B. 8
C. 7
D. 9

fi;

tf;finuasnamosonamagoom
!OR E.S.E.

11-271 P.G.C./SPED 1989



DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION
USING DATA

Use Information from Graphs (2.3.2)

THE BOLT COMPANY'S EXPENSES

[Use the circle graph to answer the questions.

I UG1

1. On which of the following expenses did the company spend the most?
J

A. rent C. salaries

B. heat D. travel

2. Which of the following expenses is the second largest expense?

A. rent C. salaries

B. heat D. travel

3.. Was more spent on taxes or heat?

Circle the key words in the following problems.

4. How much more was spent on travel than taxes?

5. How much was spent all together on salaries, travel, and rent?

fUG21

FUG11

KQ11

6. Circle the correct operation for problem #4.

A. add B. subtract C. multiply D. divide

7. Circle the correct operation for problem #5.

A. add B. subtract C. multiply D. divide

How much was spent on heat and rent?

E.C.I. for E.S.E. 11-273 o 0 P.-);

I K021

1UG51
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DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION USING DATA

Use Information from Graphs (2.3.2), cont.

Bruce

s Laura

T Fred
U

0 Adele

E

N Mitzi
T

S Juan

Helen

MONE-M-TIION

YYY YYY

OM

YYY jyrttcry'rtylyyl"t"ry'ryyyr,

,YY,Yy,ry Y,TYYYYYYYT Y.,..TYY YYYYYTYYY1WYTYYTYY

YYYYYYY YYYYY

-T

.a. V N. mr v. w w'rw w v Jor w wYwYw w ... i 1:e.

Y Y 1' TYTY Y Y YTYTYYYY YTYTYTY '7 YTYTY,

30 40 5C 60

MONEY EARNED IN DOLLARS

IUse the graph to answer the questions.

70

IuG2

9. What dz.:ss the information on the x-axis (horizontal line) represent?

10. Which student earned the least in the BIKE-A-THON?

11. What is the greatest amount of money that was earned?

luG4

12. What is the interval betw, en the vertical lines?

Lull]
13. How much more did Juan earn than Mitzi?

E.C.I. for E.S.E. 11-274 () -
JI-....L.0

P.G.0 /SPED 1989



DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION
USING DATA

Use Information from Graphs (2.3.2), cont.

S
H
0
0
T
I

N

G

38

36

34

P 32
E
R 30
C
E 28
N

T 26
A
G

24

E

CELTICS SHOOTING PERCENTAGE

1 2 3

GAME

4

Use the graph to answer the questions.

5 6

UG3

14. How many games does this graph cover?
UG31

15. Which game had the worst percentage?
UG4

16. What is the interval between the horizontal lines?

Circle the words that tell how problem #17 should be solved.

17. What is the difference between the shooting percentage in games 3

and 4?

18. What must you do to solve the problem stated in question 17?

A. add C. multiply

B. subtract D. divide

19. What is the difference between the highest and lowest shooting

percentage?

E.C.I. for E.S.E. 11-275 0 00, ., J

KQ2

KO1

UG 5
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DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION
USING DATA

Use Information from Graphs (2.3.2), cont.

July

M June

0 May
N

T April
H

S March

Febr.

Jan.

OD 0 E)1EC) Z11 (I

NMI

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

Llow many more

What is the total

What is the

What is the
A. 5
B. 15

How many recorders

25 35 45 55

NUMBER OF SALES

65

Use the graph to answer the questions.

videos were sold in Febr. than March?

number of videos sold in May, June

UG5

and July'?

graph above?

UG5

difference between Apr'! and March sales?
u G 5 I

interval between each vertical line on the

C. 20
D. 25

were sold in: Febr.?

UG4

UG2

March?
tpril?
June?

E.C.I. for E.S.E.
11-276
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g; 2.3.2
IDENTIFY

FROM GRAPHS

INFORMATION ON A CIRCLE GRAPH

f:t

itZ

faq
iq
h;

fil;
fiq

ig
El

fe

SKILL SHEET

Use the circle graph to answer the questions below.

FAVORITE PETS

1. What is the title of the graph?

2. what percer t (%) of people )4a*e fish for pets?

,

3. Accorr' -1 to the graph, what could you say about the people who kv
have dugs and cats for pets?
A. 35% of the people have dogs and cats for pets fAi
B. An equal number of :)eople have dogs and cats for pets

L6C. Dogs are better pets than cats.

itri:,
D. Cats arc better pets than dogs

4. What percent (%) of people have other animals for pets? kr,
5. Acco.ting to the graph, what are some other pets people might

have?
A. Snakes C Horses
B. Birds D. The graph doesn't say

imusommouimusummuso
E.C.I. VCR E.S.E.

11-278 P.G.C./SPED 1989
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SKILL SHEET
2.3.2 USE INFORMATION FROM GRAPHS

UG2 IDENTIFY INFORMATION ON A BAR GRAPH

Pi
0
PA

T
H
S

July

June

May

April

March

February

January

Video Recorder Sales

25 35 45 55

Number of Recordings Sold

65

1. What is the title of this bar graph?

2. What information is given on the y-axis (vertical line)?

3. What information is given on the x-axis (horizontal line)?

4. How many months are shown on the chart?

5. What is the highest number of recorders sold?

Li r

E. CA. TOR E. S. E. 11-279 P. G. C. /SPED 1989
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SKILL SHEET
2.3.2 USE INFORMATION FROM GRAPHS

UG3 IDENTIFY INFORMATION ON A LINE GRAPH

100

eil
7Ne

E 80
A
R 70
N
I 60
N

6 50
S

40

30

VENDY°5 =VIER EARNONSS

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th

WEEK

1. What is the title of the graph?

2. The graph shows Wendy's for each

3. How many weeks did Wendy work?

4. How many times did Wendy's earnings decrease from one week

to the next?

5. How many times did Wendy's earnings Increase from one week

to the next?

UfRainUfin00APSNginghtFeeki!hc!plaEDU19t
E.C.I. FOR E.S.E. 11-280
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V
SKILL SHEET

klel
MI 44:..:.:4,:a.:....uk, V
0 2.3.2 USE INFORMATION FROM GRAPHS

kr,i
IQ1 SELECT KEY WORDS ANL PHRASES IN A QUESTION kr:

rircle the key words in the following problems.'Fr

IN k5
fiq1 Who has the greatest number of points .)n the 0:3

; graph? The least number? 0
V 2. What is the total number of points earned by all the

k
:,̀

students? 0
0 3. What is the difference between Alan's and Michael's

kr
,
tp

0 scores? k

fla 4. Who has one half as many points as Moses?
6,

ffi 5. What is the difference between Carol's and Moses'
V

,

0 scores?
fp

,

61

f l
reaRAIRMARNga90611MMOOM

E.C.I FOR E.S.E.
11-281 nf).-

P.G.C./SPED 1989
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07;
ti

FT,

6 Y

i SKILL SHEET V
gq 2.3.2 USE INFORMATION FROM GRAPHS

k; Vi

ig OPERATION BASED ON KEY WORDS AND PHRASES
KQ 2 DETERMINE THE CORRECT MATHEMATICAL

L'
A
lit

July

Video Recorder Sales

A. kt1

kgP1 may

faN0

April 3
k7

itT

March
s

.k
3

H

fig February flir

ii; January itf: 4°

fiq 25 35 45 55 65 iil
1

Number of Recordings Sold fi

to tell how you would find the following

June

it
; Write add, subtract, multiply, or divide

io

1. total sales for May and June?

fiq2. the difference between February and March sales?

3. how many more were sold in April than in June/ 0.1
4. Januarv, February and March sales combined? k71

i; 5. one-half of February sales?

6. three times as many sales as March?

PEANCAPANAMORPOOkirgiktlaUL
E.C.7, VCR E.S.E.

11-282 P.G.C./SPED 1989
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SKi LL SHEET
2.3.2 USE INFORMATION FROM GRAPHS

U64 IDENTIFY INTERVALS ON HORIZONTAL OR VERTICAL
SCALES

A

E

D

Volvo

Honda

Datsun

Dodge

Toyota

Chevy

Buick

GAS MILEAGE COMPARISONS

11111111114141111iiiiiiIIIIIIIIIIIIIMMINNiiiillillittitill 10.

i1I11111,1111 Iliiii111111111111111111411111111;111141401i111

Holm milliiiiilliili!i14111111111101111111111111111111011111 111110111111111?

U

nita ila

20 24 28 32

MILES PER GALLON
36

1. Each bar shows the gas mileage for a particular

2. The miles listed on the graph are

, and

3. The number of miles shown by the line that is halfway between
,

"O and 24 is

4. Halfway between 28 and 32 is

5. What number should replace the question mark (?) above?

6. The interval between vertical lines is

WI
iMgliAtU[00600010001010010100

P.G.C./SPED 1989
Z.C.I. FOR E.S.E.
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SKILL SHEET

2.3.2 USE INFORMATION FROM GRAPHS

UG4 IDENTIFY INTERVALS ON HORIZONTAL OR
VERTICAL SCALES

s CELTOCS 51}{1DOTONS PERCEKTASE
H
O 38
0
T 36

N 34
6

32

E 30
R
C 28

N
T
A 24

E

6

26

2 3 4

GAME

5 6

1. lhe graph shows the shooting percentage for the Celtics in

each of six

2. The percentages (%) listed on the graph are 24, 26,i; 30, , 36,

i; 3. The distance from 24% to 26% is

4. If you wanted to write the number halfway between 34% and

i36%, you would v. ite

i741aSitligaq(04201010kMaIMMAIRIU100

AP
p.(;

E.C.I. VCR E.S.E.
11-284 P.G.C./SPED 1989
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nrowoomosoloonathohu

114

4

fiq
fa OTHER

SHOPPING
10;7, TELEVISION

rn
.4.fo 38

ktil,

0 SPORTS 6
35%

fii

C,

1. What percentage of students like to watch television
vi

itl; or listen to music? it7
oa

2. What ?ercentage of students prefer to do something
,

fig else besides play sports? t5
1,

fR 3. How much more do students prefer watching
kr,,

it4 television than ,)ing shopping?
k

0 4. What percentage of students like to listen to music
,

i3 or do other things? til

imalmAnoihvaugloinshigaulohno
[ii

,

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.
11-285 P.G.C./SPED 1989

SKILL SHEET
2.3.2 USE INFORMATION FROM GRAPHS

UG5 PERFORM ONE CALCULATION USING INFORMATION
FROM A GRAPH

Use the circle graph to answer the questions below.

FAVORITE LEISURE ACTIVITIES

MUSIC
152

3S0
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ti

fi

SKILL SHEET
2.3.2 USE INFORMATION FROM GRAPHS

UG5 PERFORM ONE CALCUI....TION USING INFORMATION
FROM A GRAPH

July

June

11 May
0
N Apr il

H March
S

February

January

Computer Saies

1 1 1

25 35 45 55

Number of Computers Sold
65

1. How many computers were sold in the first two months of the year?

2. What is the difference between the best and worst month for computer
sales"?

3. What is the total number of computers sold in the three months with the
best sales?

4. What is the difference between sales in April and March? fr

iztairienaulannioaualgioavkluokuit[6'P. G. C. /SPED 198911-286
E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.
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SKILL SHEET
2.3.2 USE INFORMATION FROM GRAPHS

UG5 PERFORM ONE CALCULATION USING INFORMATION
FROM A GRAPH

A

N

N
6
S

MONTS FROL4 JOE°S VE6E-TAKE SITAGO.

100

90

80

70

60

50

40

30
1St 2nd 3rd

WEEK

4th 5tn

1. What is the difference between the first week and the

second week in profits for Joe?

2. How much did Joe earn in the last two weeks?

3. What is the difference between the highest week and

the lowest week?

4. How much did Joe earn in all five weeks?

k7i

fatRaTefi%1Mt5SitliliWarkMALliMeM311-287 P. G. C. /SPED 1989
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DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION

Find the Average of a Set of Numbers (5.1 1)

Line up the following numbers in a column.
AV2

U6ING DATA

(1.) 18, 84, 10, 20 (2.) 26, 25, 82, 4, 13 (3.) 6, 18, 43, 21

[Choose the correct operation to complete the sentence.
(add, subtract, multiply, divide)

4. To find the average of a set of numbers, you must first
them to get a sum.

5. The next step is to this sum by the number of items
added in step one.

6. Find the average. 7. What is the ,...ferage number of

Bev's Scores on
Five Math Tests

tickets sold?

Play Tickets Sold

Tant Score Student Num'ler

1 40% Sam 25
2 75% Jo 10

3 70% Ted 20
4 80% Ann 5

5 95% Sue 15

Average verage

E.C.I. for E.S.E. 11-289
3J2

P.G.C./SPED 1989



5.1.1 FIND THE AVERAGE OF A SET OF NUMBERS

IMPOISAIRMiPagighWIRMORM
E.C.I. FOR E,S.4.

11-291
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x530 SKILL SHEET

fi 9
5.1.1 FIND THE AVERAGE OF A SET OF NUMBERS

AV1 RECOGNIZE THE PHRASE 'FIND THE AVERAGE'....

fig
1. Finding the average requires addition and

fil; 2. Before you divide in averaging, you need to
all the numbers.

MATHEMATICS CLASS SIZE

ig

fig
nq
fi)

ippti)lpySithRIgigiMOSEIVAppptqf

Period 1
Period 2
Period 3
Period 4
Period 5

32
29
23
33
33

Use chart to answer the questions.

Find the average class size.

3, What do you do first?

4. List the numbers you would use

5. After addition, what is the next step in finding he
average?



MINUOMPOSIMARIM
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k 4. lesO SKILL SHEET
fig5.1.1 FIND THE AVERkjE OF A SET OF NUMBERS

AV2 LINE UP NUMBERS IN A COLUMN

Line up the following groups of numbers
in column form for audition.

1. [87, 37, 47, 5, 11 4. 95, 50, 22, 9, 3

2. 112, 6, 25, 43, 16 5. 148, 33, 14, 75, 801

3. 12, 42, 54, 65, 7 6. 9, 12, 33, 56, 8

tIpto!ppfigoatmagesoagiumulpotRuf
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fig
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SKILL SHEET
5.1.1 FIND THE AVERAGE OF A SET OF NUMBERS

AV3 FIND THE AVERAGE OF A SET OF NUMBERS

IFind the average.

STUDENT ABSENCES

Monday 20
Tuesday 26
Wednesday 10
Thursday 45
Friday 19

Find the average number of
students absent.

... 2.4 students
B. 22 students
C. 120 students
D. 125 students

NUMBER OF BUS PASSENGERS

Tuesc:k.: 98
Wednesday 84

Thursday 61

Friday 93

3. Find the average number of
passengers riding the bus

A.

B.

C.

D.

81 passengers
84 passengers
336 passengers
86 passengers

DISTANCE DRIVEN

Monday 43
Tuesday 53
Wednesday 59
Thursday 71
Friday 94

Find the average distance driven.
A. 66 kilometers
E. 54 kilometers
C. 320 kilometers
D. 64 kilometers

L:j

tilOWIIMMPiggigigi1FtglagaiRaUtpiceUle



PROBLEM SOLVING

PRE-TEST AND POST -TEST

Name Date

1. Solve for N a = 36
N = a ($3.00) + s ($2.00) b = 51

A. $210.00
B. $87.00
C. $5.00
D. $225.00

2. Solve for p
p = s - c

A. $121
B. $111
C. $35
D. $25

s = $73
c = $48

3. Dolt a for B
B n(f+s)

A. 306
B.. 57
C. 171
D. 3,888

n = 6
f = 24
3 = 27

11-295
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PROBLEM SOLVING

PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST

4. Solve for R

R= d

t

A. 220
B. 210
C. 1075
D. 43

d = 215
t = 5

5. You went shopping at White Harsh Hell last weekend to spend some money

you got for your birthday. You bought 3 hard rock albums for 57.76 each

and a cassette case that cost 811.49. About how much did you spend on

your total purchase?

i 832
B. 833
C. $20
D. 835

6. If Sally earns 82.99 each evening by delivering newspapers, about how much

would she earn in 10 days?

A. 1113

B. 83
.

C. 130
D. $300

-431 11-296



PROBLEM SOLVING

PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST

16. A furniture salesman is paid a commission of 12%. Row much will he make

for selling a chair that cost $276?

A. $33.12
B. 423.00
C. $12.00
D. $ 3.31

17. A shoe salesman earns 15% commission. What is his commission if he sells

$245 worth of shoes?

A. $230.00
B. $15.00

C. $36.75
D. $24.50

18. 557. of the senior class attended the class trip. If there are 2.0 seniors

altogether, how many went on the trip?

A. 110

B. 100

C. 4

D. 45

19. A record album costs $7.90. What would the change be from a ten-dollar bill?

A. 3 dollars, 1 nickel

B. 3 dollars, 1 dime

C. 2 dollars, 1 nickel.

D. 2 dollars, 1 dime

r

20. A sub costs $2.85. Viat would the' change be from a $5.00 'ill?

A. 2 dollars, 1 dime, 1 nickel

B. 2 dollars, 1 nickel

C. 3 dollars, 1 dime, 1 nickel

D. 3 collars, 1 nickel

-4 34-

11-299
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DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION
PROBLEM SOLVING

0 (1 l'!..rh'
Use a Simple Formula (2.1.14)

Part I

!Circle the formulas.

1. A + B B - Y AX D . RT A
B

1

2. D= M+ 1
C

1M A

1UF11

3. XY 2 X A = (LW)(3M)
3

4. 100X
2 V = LWH X - Y
W

S
W - 10E

5
VCD 1 + 1 8

C

Rewrite the formulas substituting numbers for the vaJables.
Do not solve.

6. B=L+W-Z

L . 10
W .2
Z = 8

B=

8. J=K+L+M

K . 4
L = 6
M . 8

LUFal

J .

7. H 3 + K +15
M

K = 5
M =2

H=

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

9. A= 1 BH
2

B . 7
H . 12

A.

0
t)
r." r,

11-301 u ci P.G.C./SPED 1989



DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION PROBLEM SOLVIt.3

Use a Simple Formula (2.1.14)
Part it

1. Solve for D

D = RT

R = 6
T = '

D=

Solve for x

x a= yz

y = 4
z . 7

x=

-7751
3. Solve for A

A = BC

B . 9
...., = 3

A=

4. Solve for D

D= M
V

M= 14
V = 2

D=

Solve for F

G
. . --

3

G = 12

F=

7. Solve for L

L= 16 + (A + B)

A = 7
B = 4

L=

8. Solve for H

H . 6 + 0 - 1 q

J . 5
K = 2

H=

--1.1 'MIL
1=4

6. Solve for A

A
IA = ---

C

B = 10
C . 5

9. Solve for S
I UF5I

S . (6 - R) + U

R . 2
U . 3

S=

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.
111-302

0-: 7 -

tj t_J 1
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DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION PROBLEM SOLVING

Use a Simple Formula (2.1.14)
0 Part ID

1. Solve for B

B=N+F-S

N = 6
F = 27
S . 24

/

B=

4. Solve for A
C + D

2. Solve for D

D . AB + C

A = 4
B . 5
C . 2

D=

3. Solve for W

W . X - YZ

X = 50
Y = 7
Z . 5

W=

LJE6

A= g

B . 2
C = 1
D . 3

A=

5. Solve for G

G- 2H + L
J

H = 20
L . 5
J = 5

6. Solve for K

L - MK=
P

L . 8
M = 2
P . 6

K=

1 UF71

WEI!

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E. 11-303 P.G.C./SPED 1989
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( SKILL SHEET

Oy

fi3
6;1

firJ

i;
itq
fiq
t119

;
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2.1.14 USE A SIMPLE FORMULA

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.
11-305 P.G.C./SPED 1969



SKILL SHEET
2.1.14 USE A SIMPLE FORMULA

kg
UF1 IDENTIFY A FORMULA

i 1., FIND THE FORMULA

fiq1. D = RT

R= 69 T = 2

I The formula is

FIND THE FORMULA

f a2. C = A B

A = 6
B = 2

t/3
The formula is

0 FIND THE FORMULA

0 3. 5
M = V

tq
fi; S = 10

V = 5

ffi The formula is

fa

00010fiPiUgUaNgh/gintMalhahker

FIND THE FORMULA

V = 6
W= 1

The formula is

5' A = C D
B

Es =2
C = 20
D= 10

The formula is

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.
11-306 P.GC./S2ED 1989



iUtafaiMitehMORNOMMAINqUi

rAOLL SHEET
0.0 2.1.14 USE A SIMPLE FORMULA

gt4 UF2 SUBSTITUTE NUMBERS FOR THE VARIABLES IN THE
FORMULA

qti

C7 Y

tO

g

ft; E_

1. Solve for C:

C = A + 8

A = 2
8 = 1

C=

2. Solve for E:

E = C D

C = 7
D = 5

3. Solve for i:

T I + -J
I= 13
H - 10
J = 5

T

o

n.

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.
1I-3G? P.C.C./SPED 1989
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A ek.

i? it;
o 2 V
tAP, UF2 SUBSTITUTE NUMBERS FOR :HE VARIABLES IN THE

V FORMULA, cont.

0 4. Solve for B:

El B = (C D) + M

C = 8

fi; D = 2
fiqM = 10

tU ta5. Solve for M:

i; M- (Y* Z)
R

i Y = 9
Z = 13
R= 11

0 M -

A R.

titY 6. SOLVE FOR L:

0 L

iP
4;
ZiI

fillgfiRligliktUtiMMOimarnihkilMMilil

L.

F

' K

F -50
J - 33
K = 8

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E
II-3u8

P.G.CJSPED 1989



6tR 2.1.14 USE A SIMPLE FORMULA

14 UF3 INTERPRET 'BI-1' TO MEAN "B TIMES }11*

6tq

tly

1. Solve for D

D = RT

= 6
=2

D=

OR2. Solve for D

0 D = t*IS

V M= 5
5 = 10

n; 3 Solve for P

i; P = MV

fir;0 M= 9
V = 2

0 P =

et;
OM A2A g tg,,,Lt

A A
A

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.
11-309 ,q ri '7, P.G.C./SPED 1989
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A A A

g ai

2

raUF3 INTERPRET "Bli" TO MEAN '13 TIMES cont.

Hof 4. Solve for S

S = WX

4R w = 5Pi
g x = 5

=

iq5. Solve for A

A=LW

PL = 6

kg
W=3

A=

(45
lo-V

mukummummummummummo

6. Solve for P.

P = 4S

S = 3

P=

104,..ft,

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.
11-310 P.G.C./SPED 1989
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I.

ur
SKILL SHEET

2.1i4 USE A SIMPLE FORMULA

UF' INTERPRET 'D/2° TO MEAN D DIVIDED BY 2

Eq 1.

I.

3.

N - 36 S =15

fig T - 9
R

o

Solve for D:

D

M = 10
V - 5

D=

2. Solve for M:

M =y

S = 50
V - 10

M

4. Solve for P:

P- v

M = 6
V - 3

5. Solve for B:
0

c

B

D = 7
C - 2

Solve for s:

S =7
6. Solve for R:

5
5

AMA:

000000000000001/1000011V11-311
E.C.I. TOR E.S.E.

CJ c_.) J
P.G.C./SPED 1989
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fig dank ..........

v. xtog.,::..:::::':ok

fiq .....--#,..

0 I I

Li

fiq SKILL SHEET
kg 2.1.14 USE A SIMPLE FORMULA

U 5 COMPUTE ACCORDING TO THE ORDER OF
OPERATI1NS (PA' :NTHESES)

Solve each equation one step at a time.

1. Solve for M:

M = 4(C + D) M=

C =6

D 8 M =

2. Solve for P:

P = 2 + (LW) P=

A

V

p L - 10 P
'

P$6 8 P

0.1 3. Solve Po M:

P m . 3(V + 5) M=

glt V - 15 M -

r.

ofinmoomush
E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

11-312
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mummutahummumausparm
a
AP
gqv

itU 2

ElUF5
OPERATIONS (PARENTHEZ;ESL cont.
COMPUTE ACCORDING TO THE ORDER OF

4. Solve for W:

fiq W - (M N)6 W=

0
0 M = 3 V! =

0 N - 3 W=

0 G= 4 W=

5. Solve for R:

R = 15 (M N 5) R

M = 2 R=

11 = 4 R=

i; 6. Solve for P:

k;
p =t_i_k_ N.22

\ I/ C

P =

B

fi; A - 16 P=

fig
8 - 4 p

fi;
C 5 P-

Minit[HANSA ffaa 151Miligligh Ua
E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

11-313
P.G.C./SPED 1989
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ilz,UF6 COMPUTE ACCORDING TO THE ORDER OF
OPERATIONS (MULTIPLY, DIVIDE, ADD, AND
SUBTRACT), cont.

it3. Solve for M:

q
tiq M= 100 P

P = 8

N M=
i

M=

N = 14 M=

fiua
ofirtuoivo 0 kviaustiiiiimmau'UhU'vL:;?

11-315

M=

4. Solvt. ...r K:

K = M + 2N + R

N = 3 K=

R - 10 K=

M = 30

Z.C.I. TOR E.S.E.
P.G.C./SPED 1989
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2.1.14 USE A SIMPLE FORMULA

UF7 COMPUTE ACCORDING TO THE ORDER OF

fif

OPERATIONS (FRACTIONS)

t.7

kfl

Solve each equation one step at a time. I

1. Solve for S:
5=V 5 =0 P = 34

4
S=

ig; =

il;
S-

Etii;i 2. Solve for A:

0 A L
B

B = 5 A

0 C = 15

; S = 10 A =i
fi; 3. Solve 4vfor "T

T=
el T = -,---7

fig
V - 4

6q
W =8

SKI L. SHEcT
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UF7 COMPUTE ACCORDING TO THE ORDER OF
OPERA TIONS (FRACTIONS)

R. 4. Solve for L:
b-Y

N + 0 L=
A,04.

M + 1
Liig:

M =8 L= 03
v.

el N = 18 L = 01

0 .= 19 L=
k

lv

il

19 5. Soh for W.
0

.0 kg

0 +Y Z W

w X

=
pt.,

V
X = 2 W= kf;

Y= i w=

. k7

igP = 5 N=

ft; V
iq

R - 99 N - _ 0
i; ...vu 0 V
00100000000F0000000aAll:)11-J17

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

P.G.C./SPED 1989
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Z - 3

S+ 1 c 1 N =.
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DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION PROBLEM SOLVING

r---)
`i--coti,a Choose a Reasonable Answer (4.1.1)

Part I

Circle the key words in the problems and
then tell which operation to perform.

1 KW1

1 KW2

1. Bea bought a dress for $22.98. A blouse for $16.89 and a handkerchief
for $0.89. About how much did these items cost?

2. Which must you do in #1? A. add
B. subtract

C. multiply
D. divide

3. Kristen wants roller skates that cost $26.96. She has $18.40. About
how much more money does she need?

4. Which must you ',o in #3? A. aad
B. subtract

C. multiply
D. divide

5. Ms. Carlson's class is earning money for a class trip. The trip will coil
$518 per person. About how much will they need if there are 21
students in the class?

6. Which must you do in #5? A. add C. multiply
B. subtract D. divide

Round these numbers to the nearest
tens, hundreds, and thousands.

RA1

Number Tens Hundreds Thousands

7. 2,648

8. 514

9. 27

10. 102

E.C.I. FOR E.E.E. II -319 f1'
0 L' 3

P.G.C./SPED 1989



DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION PROBLEM SOLVING

Choose a Reasonable Answer (4.1.1)
Part II

Solve the following problem -s.1

1. Steve bought a fishing pole for $39.78 and three fishing lures at $1.89
each. About how much did he spend?

A. $40.00
B. $(2.00
C. $44.00
D. $46.00

2. Richard spent $42.53 for a software program. He also bought other
mall parts for his computer that came to $14.38. About how much did
he spend?

A. $48.00
B. $50.00
C. $57.00
D. $60.00

3. Nancy bought three frozen dinners at $2.98 each. Abcut how much did
she spend on the food?

A. $7.00
B. $8.00
C. $10.00
D. $9.00

4. Nicole Uabysat for her neighbor for 7 hours.
earn if she gets paid $3.75 an hour?

About how much will she

A. $28.00
B. $21.00
C. $14.00
D. $20.00

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E. 11-320 P.G.C./SPED 1989
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h;.1 ?".1")1L'Y SKILL SHEET
EZ!J 4.1.1 CHOOSE A REASONABLE ANSWEk FOR A MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM

tr4

fig

t) J

kr

k7p

hZ

Q'S

aji qty

000001[00000009000000
E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.
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SKILL SHEET
4.1.1 CHOOSE A REASONABLE ANSWER FOP A MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM

ION1 SELECT KEY WORDS IN A WORD PROBLEM

Circle the key words in the following problems.

1. John bought 5 bags of grain at $6.95 per bag. About
how much did he spend?

2. The Browns are collecting stamps. Amy has 105,
John has 248, and Karen has 392. About, how many
stamps do they have in el?

3. The Ace Apple Orchard sold 49 bushels of apples at
$4.75 a bushel and 22 jars of apple butter at $1.10 per
jar. About how much money did they collect?

4. The price of silver dropped from $37.97 an ounce to t
tif.(3

5. The bill for dinner was $8.30. About how much chtnge!

$24.68 in one day. About how much less was it worth?

should Uncle Jake get from a twenty dollar bill?

oulosommushummaupwo
E.C.I. FOR E.S.T.

11-322 P. ."./SPED 1989
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SKILL SLEET
4.1.1 CHOOSE A REASONABLE ANSWER FOR A MATHEMATICAL PROBLEMtr 1W2 SELECT AN OPERATION ACCORDING TO KEY WORDS

Op

AND PHRASES

Choose the correct operation. I

I. Now much less

A. Add
B. Subtract
C. Multiply
D. Divide
E. Round off

4. 20 at $5.98 per Item

A. Add
B. Subt7act
C. Multiply
D. Divide
E. Round ofi

2. Total

A. Add
B. Subtract
C. Multiply
D. Divide
E. Round off

5. Change

A. Add
B. Subtract
C. Multiply
D. Divide
E. Round off

3. About

A. Add

6. Equal parts

A. Add
B. Subtract B. Subtract
C. Multiply C. Multiply
D. Divide n. Divide
E. Round off E. Round off

hUhlr:giiiiMnaglehakkiHirtkit30firliniMark
E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

11-323 PG.C./SPM 1989
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fiq
fiqRAI ROUND OFF NUMBERS

anuogoomma

SKILL SHEET
4.1.1 CHOOSE A REASONABI E ANSWER FOR A MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM

Round off the numbers to specified place values.

1.

2.

3.

4

5.

NUMBER TENS HUNDREDS THOUSANDS

2,648

5,141

8,979

24,771

78,809

Round off the following money amounts to the nearest dollar.

iv

AMOUNT

6. $12.37

7. $9.53

9. $20.47

10. $6.50

DOLLARS

tO

0
eloompamoonamanamatuo
E.C.I. FOB E.S.E.

11-324

37
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SKILL SHEET

4.1.1 CHOOSE I 'EASONABLE ANSWER FOR A MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM

RA2 CRC E A REASOAABLE ANSWER FOR
MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM

Estimate the answers to the following problems. 1

1. .;oan buys $36.17 worth of clothing. If she had a hundred
dollar bill with her when she went shopping, about how much

change did she return home with?

2. Adv,rtising costs for a restaurant were $376 in May and $857

in June. About what was the difference in cost?

3. Restaurant income was as follcws: January, $4,436;
February, $4,737; March, $7,526. About how much was the

tot?1 income?

oZ

fik100000036PkigighPilliatigagiMMI
E.C.I. TOR E.S.E.

11-325 P.G.C. /SPED 1989
0rj1)
t.0



4. Nathan spent $8.95 for an album, $1.75 for miniaturc ,oar,
$3.50 for a movie ticket, and $4.35 for food. About how much
did he spend in all?

kinaMANtIORMIAMIN tTal
A

2

61, RA2 CHOOSE A REASONABLE ANSWER FOR
MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM, cont.

5. Jessica plane to buy a canoe. The catalog sh "ws a list price
of $379.95. The sale price is $209.50. About ;h3t. was the
difference in the two prices?

toommagoarguemeammoitio
11-326 P.G.C./SPED 1r.9

E.C.I. TOR E.S.E.



DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION PROBLEM SOLVING

Solve Money Problems Using
AGdiiion and Subtraction (5.1.2)

Part i

ICircle e key words in these problems.

1. Mary Ann made three purchases at the store. The amounts were
$13., $1.42, and $83.00. What was the total amount of all three

purchases?

2. Jane gave the clerk $20.00. The amount of her purchase was
$17.14. How much change should she receive?

'Mil

3. Dave had $5.00 to spend on lunch. He purchased two slices of pizza for
$2.50 and a mill- for 600. How much money did he have left?

IRead these key words and tell whether to add or subtract.]

4. total

5. diffArence

6. all together

7. change

S. how much more

9. how much less

10. in all

[Kw2I

In probiem #3 from above, two mathematical operations (+,-,x,+)

must be performed.

11. What must be done first? 12. second?

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E. 11-327 P.G.C./SPED 1989



DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION

Solve Mcney Problems Using
Addition and Subtraction (5.1.2)

Part II

PROBLEM SOLVING

Solve the problem and circle the correct answer]
MAS 11

1 Decorations for the school dance cost $150.00. The band for the dance
costs $680.00. What is the total cost for the decorations and the band?

A. $830.00
B. $829.00
C. $831.00
D. $840.00

2. The profit from ticket sales at football games was $826.00. From this
profit, the class bought gym equipment for $322.00 and had programs
prnted for $207.0(1 How much money was left?

A. $297.00
B. $1,355.00
C. $287.00
D. $529.00

3. Andrea has $738.30 in her savings account. She plans to spend $12.98
on her boyfriend's birthday present and $28.50 on a new dress. How
much money will she have left in her savings account?

A. $41.48
B. $414.48
C. $06.82
D. $779.78

4. Mr. Slater bought art supplies consis!ino of paper which cost $12.98,
paints which ccst $22.50, and brushes which cost $15.68. How much
did he spend

A. $35.48
B. $38.18
C. $42.76
D. $51.16

E.C.I. FCR E.S.E. II -328 P.G.C./SPED 1989
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SKILL SHEET 
5.1.2 SOLVE MONEY PROBLEMS USING ADDITION !'ND SUBTRACTION 

KW1 SELECT KEY WORDS AND PHRASES IN THE 

FOLLOWING PROBLEMS 

ICircle the key words in the following oroblems. 

1. The kindergarten class ate lunch at McDonalds. They spent 

$10.50 on hamburgers, $7.75 on french fries, and $8.00 on 

drinks. How much did they spend all together? 

2. Andy is saving for a new leather jacket which costs $125.00. 

He fl..r $59.75. How much more does he need? 

3. The eatery sells a dozen doughnuts for $2.95 and the Dough Boy 

sells them for $3.98. What is the difference in prices? 

4. On Tuesday, Mr. Hende;-son spent $3.00 on parking, $7.98 on 

lunch, and $5.00 for a haircut. How much did he have left from 

a twenty dollar bill? 

5. Jamie wanted to buy a 69ct bag of chips and a coke for 50e, but 

she only had a dollar. How much more did she need? 

1-1 
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to 

fi 
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mummummempaugualgooM 11-330 
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SKILL SHEET
5.1,2 SOLVE MONEY PROBLEMS USING ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

1W2 SLELECT AN OPERATION ACCORDING TO KEY
WORDS AND PHRASES

Match the following. kr4

1 Equal parts A Multiply
2 Change B. Add
3 In all C. Divide
4 5 at $.49 each D. Add and then divide
5 Average E. Subtract

[Match the following.

I Total A 5,,,btract
2 5% of !;39 B. Divide
3 Split the cost C. Multiply
4 About D. Add
5 Differel,_ E. Round off

tr

P.G.C./SPED 1989
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SKILL SHEET
5.1.1 SOLVE MONEY PROBLEMS USING ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

MAW, SOLVE MONEY PROBLEMS USING ADDITION AND
SUBTRACTION

[Solve these prrIblern-q

kr1. Jason bought three items for.0
school. The eraser cost $.03,i; the notebook cost $.85, and the
pencil cost $.03. What is the
total cost?

3. Decorations for the
school dance cost $150.00.
The band for the dance costs
$580.00. What is the total
cost for the decorations and
the band?

(0).;2. The profit from the ticket sales
at football games was $826.00.kr From this profit, the class
bought gym equipment for $322.00g; and had programs printed for
$207.00. How much money
was left?

4 Shannon earned $190.00
Her class ring cost $78.40.
How much money did she
have left?

!Mt.,

A

0000000001000000000
11-332 Y.G.C. /SPED 1989
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DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION
PROBLEM SOLVING

Solve Money Problems Using
Multiplication and Division (5.1.3)

Part I

Cir.,le the key words in these word problems.]

1. A bank clerk earns $32.72 for S hours of work. How much does he earn

per hour?

2. A restaurant sells whole submarine sandwiches. What is the total bill
of 9 sandwiches at $1.85 per sandwich?

3. The play cast ordered pizza and soda. How :nuch dill each pay if there
are 12 members of the cast and the total bill comes to $26.40?

Dead these key words and sell whether to multiply or di.,-;de.1

4. split the cost

5. average

6. equal parts

7. total cost

8. per minute

9. How much does each one cost?

10. How much do five notebooks cost?

11. Would you multiply or divide in problem #1 above'

12. Would you multiply or divide in probt n #2 above?

13. Would you multiply or divide in problem #3 above?

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

tKW21

11-333 P.G.C./SPED 1989
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DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION

Solve Money Problems Usincr
Multiplication and Division (5.1.3)

Part U

PROBLEM SOLVING

Solve the problems and circle the correct answers]

1. Wayne won $780 in a contest. The money will bP paid in 12 equal
payments. 1.ow much is each payment?

A. $65.00
B. $0.65
C. $6.50
D. $650.00

I MMD11

2. Spark plugs are on sale at $1.19 each. What is the cost of 8 spark
plugs?

A. $550
B. $5.90
C. $95.90
D. $9.52

3. Tires cost $59.89 each. What is the cost of 8 tires?

A. $47.91
B. $479.12
C. $49.71
D. $4971

4. Five members of the Young fam:ly went out to eat at a butfet. The
total bill was $37.50. How much did the buffet ccgt each person?

A. $5 .0
B. $7.50
C. $2.95
D. $8.50

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

..--,11-334 0 b ; P.G.C./SPED 1989
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fiq SKILL SHEET 
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3 
5.1.3 SOLVE MONEY PROBLEMS USING MULTIPLICATION AND DIvISION 

k 
LW! SELECT LEY WORD ANL PHRASES IN A WORD 

PROBLEM 
t g ., 

it q 
7 

iMCircle the ke words in the following proL)lems. j k,,;,, 

il 
6 fli 

EM 
1. Michael bought 7 shares of BVV stock for $62 44 What is the 

cost per snare? 
ep, 

ti; k 
fa2. There are 5 children in the Williams family If the antal bill 

for each child ,s $24.00, what Is the total bill for the 
kg ilo , 

fi; children? 
i 2 

it3. The sophmore class bought boxes of pens to sell for a fund 

raiser. If one bo:.' cost $12.00 and contains 24 pens, how much 
6g. 

fit; 
dld they pay for one pen? tA 7:9 

iq kr 

xv 

t, X*. 
X 

' *a OW 

'poo r 

ii Z1 

4. Mrs. Frost pays $1.05 a week for her newspaper. Now much 

does lt cost her each day? 
itg 

iP ku 

fi; 5. The Sunshine Club purchased 15 pounds of pecans at $1.98 per 

pound What was their total bill? 
t U 

hP 
tog P 
.6, 

e , i 

fi U 
it fil.141 

V 

fi r: 
ti ., LI 
1-1 r, 
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fi; SKILL SHEET
5.1.3 SOLVE MONEY PROBLEMS USING MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION

KW2 SELECT AN OPERATION ACCORDING TO KEY WORDS
AND PHRASES

Read these ':e; words and tell whether to add)]
slbtract, multiply, or divide.

IDO

fig

fig

613

41 14

00100000n0000nyicleg11-337

1. Difference

2. All together

3. How much m ire

4. Equal parts

5. 12 at 5e each

6. Average

7. Chance

8 In all

9. Split the cost

10. 20% of $500

E.C.I. TOR E.S.E.
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MMD1 SOLVE MONEY PROBLEMS USING
LS MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION

SKILL SHEET

Solve these problems.

The school sells pens for
$2.38. At the end of the month,
27 pens were sold. What was the
total income made for the sale
of pens?

2. Four friends went to an
amusement park where they

EV
15.

spent $59.44. If they split
the cost equally, how much will
each person pay?

3. The Seidels paid $31.32
a night for a motel room

while on vacation. What will
their bill amount to if they
stay 13 days?

4. Over a 4 week period,
the Thomas family spent
$356.12 on groceries. What
did they spend per week?

r i

VOSOOMPagg/000
11-338

P.G.C./SPED 1989
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DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION PROBLEM SOLVING

Solve Problems Using Percents (5.1.4)

1. Change the percents to
decimals.

A. 7%

B. 90% =

C. 27%

112D3

IPD3

2. In this word problem,
write the % as a decimal.

The property tax is 4%.
A. 4.000 C. .04
B. 4.0 D..4

Ly_pd

5. Place the decimal point in the
correct place in the answer.

$786
X .32

1572
2358
$25152

LMD2

6. Place the decimal point in the
correct place in the answer.

490
X.8

3920

3. In this word problem,
write the % as a decimal.

The Clark's dinner was $55.00
They left a 15% tip.

A. .15

B. 15.00
C. $55
D. 1.5

[PD3 LPN2

7. Multiply
$398 X 15%

1MD2 1 PN2

4. Place the decimal in the I 8. Multiply

correct place in the answer. $12.00 6%

$50
Kaki
$200

E.C.J. FOR E.S.E. 11-339 P.G.C./SPED 1989
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DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION PROBLEM SOLVING

Solve Problems Using Percents (5.1.4), cont.

9. Multiply
829 X 70%

I P N2 Imupij

11. The Booster Club received
50% of all sales at their last
fundraiser. If they sold $453.00
worth of merchandize, how
much did they raise?

A. $226.50
B. $225.50

C. $226.60
D. $226.40

Oupi

10. Sandra purchased a dress on sale
for 30% off its list price of $40.00.
How much did she save?

A. $30.00
B. $32.00

C. $12.00
D. $42.00

Null
12. There were 220 people in

church last Sunday. If 25% of
them were children, how many
children were in church?

A. 55
B. 68

C. 110
D. 200

EC.I. FOR E.S.E. 11 -340 P.G.C./SPED 1989
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5.1.4 SOLVE PROBLEMS USING PERCENTS

PD3 RENAME PERCENTS AS DECIMALS k U
fi tpg

;0 I Write decimals for the following percents. 1

A pp

tr.0 tt 7d
A fa 1. 50% =

#4,t uog 2. 75 %=
E V El

k 1 3. 5% = k: 7i'

; 4. 10% = k

0 5. 25% = k P

0 6. 90% =
k

h kl i f;
7: 2% =

8. 65% = k U
9. 95% = i r)

ik4
10. 35% = r)

0 it;
k:1

Q c
0 p,

Oraffili%PaiqtaRAMOMPRAMO
L.C.I. POR E.S.E.
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5.1.4 SOLVE PROBLEMS
USING PERCENTSFIND A PERCENT OF A NUMBER

ik4

;

flq

eilgintitaRWOMMAMMR.

Solve these problems.

1. 5% of $.75 =

2. 65% of $290 =

3. 40% of $500 =

4. 15% of $7.50 =

5. 8% of $62

r
tt

114,

cs
'fit
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t til I; igl Oh 'Li r$18(44 7A.fr ..:, fl % et AA, A.
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7
t'Y
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At
kg

,
t 7,
A

,

,

t, ml
...

kr
kt) 0
i'd p

kl
k p
kg

$895 6. 139 A

X .65 X .85
gr,

tP

4475 695 it g,

5370 1112
58175 11815

i til

SKILL SHEET
5.1.4 SOLVE PROBLEMS USING PERCENTS

MD2 PLACE THE DECIMAL POINT IN THE PRODUCT
CORRECTLY, WITH UP TO TWO DECIMAL PLACES

IPlace the decimal point in the answer.

$500
X .25
2500

1000
12500

$1000
X .05
5000

0000
5000

999
X .8
7992

468
X .03
1404
000
1404

FOR E.S.E.
11-344 P.G.C./SPED 1989
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SKILL SHEET
5.1.4 SOLVE PROBLEMS USING PERCENTS

MUP1 SOLVE PROBLEMS USING PERCENTS

iSolve these problems.

Mr. King sells encyclopedias
for $850 a set. He gets a 10%
commission on each set he sells.
How much does he earn from
selling one set?

3.. Tracy bought a skirt on
sale for 35% off the
regular price.. If the
regular price was $18,
how much did she pay?

In the tenth grade, at Walt
Whitman High, 15% of the students
can speak two languages. There
are 300 students in the tenth
grade. How many can speak two
languages?

4. A poll was taken to see
how many students like kg

ilt)
country music. 30% of the
120 students interviewed
selected it first. How

E.t1many students selected
country music first? 01
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DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION

Make Change (5.1.5)
Part I

PROBLEM SOLVING

1. Write
mei

penny, nickel, dime, or quarter

A. 250

B. $0.01

C. 50

D. 10

E. $0.10

F. $0.25

G. 100

H. $0.15

3. Match the number word
with the correct amount.

Itwenty dollars

A. $2.00
B. $20.00
C. $0.20
D. $200.00

2. Match the number word
with the correct amount.

one dollar

A. $2.00
B. $1.00
C. $10.00
D. $0.10

[ MC2

4. Match the number word
with the correct amount.

!five dollars]

A. $50.00
B. $0.50
C. $5.00
D. $15.00

[MC21

5. Match the number word [MC2I

with the correct amount.

ten dollars

A. $1.00
B. $100.00
C. $0.10
D. $10.00

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E. 11-347
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P.G.C./SPED 1989
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DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION PROBLEM SOLVING

Make Change (5.1.5)
Part II

1-1(111

1. Circle the key words in this
problem.

If Kendra buys a pair of jeans for
$18.$5 and gives the cashier a twenty
dollar bill, how much change should
should she receive?

2. Circle the key words in this
problem.

If Jerome buys gum for 600, a
magazine for $1.50, and a coke
for 450, what change should he
receive from a five dollar bill?

IKWI

5. Tyrone bought a shirt for
$12.98. He.gave the clerk a
twenty dollar bill. How much
change should he receive?

In this problem, do you add or
subtract?

KW21

kIN1
6. Jenny purchased 3 pairs oft-

socks at $2.50 per pair. What
was her total cost?

I KW1

3. Circle the key words in this
problem.

If Stan buys a pack of paper for $1.20,
what is his change from a twenty
dollar bill?

I MC3

4. Fill in the chart with the correct
number of bills and coins.

In this problem, do you add,
subtract, multiply, or divide?

I K14
7. Franco gave the pizza man a
ten dollar bill for a small pie
that cost $7.65. What change did
he receive?

In this problem, do you add,
subtract, multiply, or divide?

110 dollar bill 5 dollar bill 1 dollar bill r,uarter dime nickel penny
$5.68 ...-

$14.30
$2.98

$18.19

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E. 11-348 P.G.C./SPED 1989



DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION

Make Change (5.1.5)
Part III

PROBLEM SOLVING

I MC4 I

1. If Mr. Hart purchased a new fishing rod for $18.39 and paid the
salesperson with a twenty dollar bill, what was his change?

A. a one dollar bill, two quarters, a nickel, a penny
B. a one dollar bill, two quarters, a dime, a penny
C. a one dollar bill, two quarters, four nickels, a penny
D. a one dollar bill, three quarters, a dime, a penny

2. If Dave paid for a box of Twinkles that cost $1.27 with a five dollar
bill, what change did he need?

A. three one dollar bills, one quarter, two dimes, three pennies
B. three one dollar bills, two quarters, two dimes, three pennies
C. four one dollar bills, two quarters, a dime, two pennies
D. four one dollar bills, two quarters, a dime, two pennies

3. Jane bought gloves for $7.72. What change did she receive from her
twenty dollar bill?

A. a five dollar bill, one quarter, threc. pennies
B. a ten dollar bill, one quarter, one nickel, three pennies
C. a ten dollar bill, two dollar bills, one quarter, three pennies
D. a ten dollar bill, three dollar bills, cne quarter, three pennies

FOR E.S.E. II -349 P.G.C./SPED 1989
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SKILL SHEET
5.1.5 MAKE CHANGE

MCI IDENTIFY THE VALUE OF A PENNY, A NICKEL, A
DIME, AND A QUARTER

ICircle the letter of the correct answer.

el 1. A dime (104) is equal to:

fiq A. B.

ik:1

C.

2. A penny (14) is equal to:

i; A. B. -A...1,,,_

-zsr

a q
A..

. ,Li.,:; _
,--c;,----N B.

E
, I....,--
\ --,-;-,,,,-
:`.AM,re.
\:--1,-_-,

nq
iP

A.
z.;7N....

--_ -,,,, B. C.

-7--.71-z

iP
fRiUigiUgiFi6f;AROShigaigit4hPilRii;Ifinititr

'1,6

3. A nickel (50 is equal to:

D.

4. A quarter (254) is equal to:

Z.C.I. TOR Z.S.E.
11-352 P.G.C. /SPED 1989
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SKILL SHEET
5.1.5 MAKE CHANGE
MC2 WRITE ONE-, FIVE-, TEN-, AND TWENTY-DOLLAR

BILLS...

[Write out the value of the following bills
in numbers using two decimal places..

1. five dollar bill =

2. twenty dollar bill =

3. one dollar bill =

4. ten dollar bill =

qgqUargiPhaHatOilUiRRIMPOSS11-353 P.G.C./SPED 1989

Z.C.I. PO E.S.E.
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SKILL SHEET
5.1.5 MAKE CHANGE

[WI SELECT KEY WORDS AND PHRASES IN A WORD
PROBLEM

Circle the most important word (s) in
the following problems.

kP
1 What change would you receive if you bought a dozen eggs for

$.77 and paid for them with a five dollar bill?

2. The bill for your dinner is $8.83. You gave the cashier a ten
fir)

dollar bill. What is your change? fin

3. John paid for his school lunch with a five dollar bill. If lunch

cost $1.05, how much change did he get back?
11

4. Kelly bought three gumballs at five cents each? What is her
change from a one dollar bill?

5. Mrs. Williams took Kari and Joe shopping. She bought a blouse

for Kari which cost $7.98 and a pair of socks for Joe which
cost $2.50. How much change did she receive from a twenty

dollar bill?

ICR E.S.E. 3DD
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0 5.1.5 MAKE CHANGE

1W2 SELECT AN OPERATION FROM LEY WORDS OR

PHRASES

SKILL SHEET

Use the symbols for addition (+), subtraction (-),
multiplication (x), or division (+), to indicate what

operation (s) is needed in the following problems.

Mr. Johnson gave the clerk
a twenty dollar bill to pay for
his wife's new hat which cost
$17.98. What change did he

receive?

Amy bought a pen for $.98

and a notebook for $1.50.
What change will she get
from a five dollar bill?

Mona bought three concert
tickets at $6.00 each. What

change did she get from a
twenty dollar bill?

4. The staff at the library
ate lunch at the Pizza Hut.

The entire bill was $32.00

so they divided it evenly
among the 8 members. What
change will Ellen receive
from her Clve-dollar bill?

5. Frank bought 3 golf balls
at $1.25 each. What change

did he receive from a ten
dollar bill?

6. Maria got the Big Whopper

Special for $3.75. What
change did she receive
from a five dollar bill?

magasampaushoompoomo11-355
P G.0 /SPED 1989

I.C.I. FOR E.S.E.
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ilY 5.15MUWANGE
VI MC3 C3NVERT A SUM OF MONEY INTO THE FEWEST

BILLS AND COINS POSSIBLE

SKILL SHEET

Fill in the chart with the correct change.

$12.181$4.55
1

$7.C8 $11.41 $15.98

ten dollar bill

five dollar bill

one dollar bill

quarter

dime

nickel

penny

L.C.I. ?OR E.S.E.
11-356

P.G.C./SPED 1989
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SKILL SHEET

la ;3 5.15 MAKE CHANGE

pa. MC4 SOLVE MONEY PROBLEMS INVOLVING MAKING

CHANGE

ISolve these problems.

The cleaning bill was $5.98. How much change will Karen

receive from her ten dollar bill?

Bill bought a magazine for $1.98 and a candy bar for $.45.

How much change did he get back from a five dollar bill?

Mr. Grayson took his wife out to eat at a buffet which

cost $6.98 per person. How much change will he receive

from a twenty dollar bill?

Kelly bought a notebook for $1.65, a pen for $.98, and a

ruler for $.59. How much change will she receive from a

five dollar bill?

fig ingtA
°A a1' muauok=y= ,

° °

11-357
P.G.C./SPED 1989
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INTEGRATING COMPUTER SOFTWARE
INTO THE

FUNCTIONAL MATHEMATICS CURRICULUM:
A DIAGNOSTIC APPROACH

SECTION THREE

SOFTWARE MATERIALS

Effective Computer Instruction.
for

Effective Special Education

Prince George's County Public Schools
Department of Special Education
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SOFTWARE MATERALS
TABLE OF CONTENTS

1. SOFTWARE MATRICES

The software matrices are organized by domain, objective, and skill

as they appear in the Domain Directory. They correlate specific

skills to activities within software programs.

Number Concepts I I I - 1

Whole Number Operations I I I - 5

Mixed Number/Fraction Operations I I I -1 2

Decimal Operations III- 17
Measurement I I I - 22

Using Data I I I - 2 6

Problem Solving I I I - 2 9

2. SOFTWARE SUMMARIES

The software summaries are arranged alphabetically first by the

name of the publishing company, second by the title of the program,

and finally by the name of a particular activity within the program.

Davidson and Associates, Inc.

Math Blaster 111- 3 5

Educational Activities, Inc.

Math for Everyday Living 111.43

MECC (Minnesota Educational Computing Corporation)

Addition Logician 111 -59

Arithmetic Critters III .79
Clock Works 111.8 7



SOFTWARE MATERIALS
TABLE OF CONTENTS

Conquering Numbers (Series)
Decimals Concepts
Estimation
Fraction Concepts
Fraction Munchers
Fraction Practice Unlimited

1 1 I - 9 3
III -1 3 7
III -1 4 5
III -1 4 7
III -1 5 1
III - 1 61

MECC Graph II; - 1 6 9

MECC Graphing Primer III- 2 0 3

Market Place, The 11 I - 2 1 5

Mathematics-Vol. 3 1 I I - 2 3 1

Money Works 11 1- 2 4 3

Multiplication Puzzles II I - ? 4 9

Number Munchers I 11 - 2 6 1

Quickflash! III - 2 7 3

Quotient Ouest 111- 2 7 9

Space Subtraction 1 I 1 - 2 91

Speedway Math 1 I 1 - 3 0 3

Study Guide 111- 3 1 1

Subtraction Puzzles 111 - 3 1 7

Teacher Option Organizer 1 1 1 - 3 2 7

Microcomputer Workshop (presently under Mindscape)

Success with Math
Addition with Carry 111-337
Subtraction 111- 3 6 3

1-2-3 Digit Multiplication 111- 3 5 5

Long Division 111- 3 4 5

Success with Math: Fraction Series
Adding Fractions 111-333
Subtracting Mixed Fractions 111-367
Multiplying Fractions III - 3 31

Success with Math: Decimal Series
Adding Decimals
Subtracting Decimals
Multiplying Decimals

111- 3
111- 3
III - 3

5 3
5 9
4 9

Dividing Decimals 111- 3 41

Milliken

Math Sequences
Addition 111- 3 6 9

Subtraction 111- 4 2 9

Multiplication 111.4 03

Division 111- 3 9 5

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E. III -ii P.G.C./SPED 1989



SOFTWARE MATERIALS TABLE OF CONTENTS

Add Fractions 1 1 1 - 3 7 5

Subtract Fractions III-423
Multiply Fractions 1 1 1 - 4 0 9

Simplify Fractions III-417

Add Decimals 1 1 1 - 3 8 1

Subtract Decimals 1 1 1 - 3 91

Multiply Decimals 1 1 I - 3 8

Divide Decimals IH-385

Percents Sequence III-415

WordMath Series

Public Domain

I H -435

Make Change I I I -439
Thermometer 1 1 1 - 4 4 1

MFMT Practice Session.. .III -443

World Book Discovery, Inc.

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

Data Hurdles III -447

/3 r In
-.: ,.., LI

III -iii P.G.C./SPED 1989



3.1.1 WRITE NUMBERS IN WORDSAND DIGITS SO.ARE MATRIX NUMBER COWS

,,,,r

Identify place vilue

Identify word names for one through nineteen

Write digits for words one through nineteen

Identify

.....
word names for 20, 30, 40...90

Wri!9 digits for words twenty, thirty, forty...ninety

Identily_Lplyhenated number words from 21-99

Write digits for hyphenated word names from 21-99

Identify word names for 100 and 1,000

Write the digits for hundred and thousand

Identify word names tenths and hundredths from the digit!

Write the digits for tenths and hundredths

Recognize that "and" represents the dec. pt.

Write numbers in words and digits

N1 N2 N3 N4 NB NB N7 NB N9 N10 $11 N12 N13

MECC: DEC. CONCEPTS 1

Maze Runner

'MECC: OUICKFLASHI
Number Name

Word Name
0

Tenths Place Value 0 0

Hundredths Place Value 0 0

Decimal Point

Numbers to Words
0

MECC: STUDY GUIDE
Place Value

EDUCATIONAL ACT.:
SAUNA MATH GAMES

Round Table -.4
PUBUC DOMAIN

MFMT Practice Session

X This program will not run on the Apple 11+.

A special data disk is needed. See Appendix C for more information.

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.
P.G.C./SPED 1989
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3.1.2 RENAME FRACTIONS AS PERCENTS SOFTWARE MATRIX NUMBER CONCEPTS

Recall from memory 1/3 i 33 1/3% and 2/3 66 2/3%

Rename fractions as percents

P1 P2

MECC: DEC. CONCEPTS

Decimal Pounce

MATH BLASTER

X

MILLIKEN: MATH SERIES

Percents

PUBLIC DOMAIN

2

MFMT Practice Session

,X This program does not run on the Apple II+.

4 0 CA.I. FOR E.S.E III-2 P.G.C./SPED 1989 41 0



01.3 RENAME PERCENTS AS DECIMALS SOF1E MATRIX NUMBER COIFS

Identify the correct location of a decimal point

Identify the left direction
Rename percents as decimals

PDI PD2 PD3

'MECC: STUDY GUIDE
Move Decimal Point

Rename Percents

MATH BLASTER
MILLIKEN: MATH SERIES

Percents

PUBLIC DOMAIN

2-4

MFMT Practice Session

A special data disk is needed. See Appendix C for more information.

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

41

III-3 P.G.C./SPED 1989
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4 S 3

3.3.1 ORDER DECIMALS SOFTWARE MATRIX NUMBER CONCEPTS

Write numbers in a column according to the decimal place

Identify the smallest in a group of numbers

Arrange a group of numbers from least to greatest

OD1 002 OD3

MECC: DEC. CONCEPTS

Maze Runner X

MECC: STUDY GUIDE
Smallest Number

Order Decimals

PUBUC DOMAIN

0

MFMT Practice Session

A special data disk is needed. See Appendix C for more information.

X This program does not run on the Apple II+. I

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

C.

III.4 P.G.C./SPED 1989



2.1.1 ADD WHOLE NUMBERS MATRIX MULL NUIVItitH I ILAS

lq

1.3

Recall addition number facts

Add 2 numbers with up to 2 digits each, no regrouping

Add 2 numbers with up to 3 or 4 digits each, no regrouping

Add three 1-digit numbers

Add 2 numbers with up to 3 or 4 digits each, no regroupin.

Add 2 numbers with up to 2 digits each, regrouping ones to tens

Add 2 Vs with up to 3 or 4 digits each, regrouping l's to 10's

Add 2 #'s with up to 3 digits, regrouping 10'S to 100's

Add 2 #'s with up to 4 digits each, 1-2 regroupin.s

Add 2 Ws, up to 4 digits, 1-3 regroupings

Add 3 Ws, up to 2 digits, regroupin.
Add 3

Al2
rs, up to 4 dig.,

regroupingAl A2 A3 A4 AS AS Al AS A9 Al0 All
MECC: ADDITION LOGICIAN

Race Time

Repeat After Me 0 0 0

Three in a Row

Z.. . Nim

MECC: ARITHMETIC CRITTERS

Animal Addition

Egg Plant 0

Unit Worm

MECC: CONO. WHOLE NUMBERS

Addition 0 0

MECC: NUMBER MUNCHERS

Equality

Inequality 0 ,

MECC: SPEEDWAY MATH
The Big Race 0

Practice Laps 0

TuneUp Time 0

MATH BLASTER

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

415

III-5 P.G.C./SPED 1989
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2.1.1 ADD WHOLE NUMBERS SOFTWARE MATRIX WHOLE NUMBER OPERATIONS

mlis

'Recall addition number facts

Add 2 numbers with up to 2 digits each, no regrouping

Add 2 numbers with Li. to 3 or 4 di. its each, no re. rot, .129

Add three 1-digit numbers

Add 2 numbers with up to 3 or 4 dieach, r2omot.90n
regroupingAdd 2 numbers with up to 2 digits eacn, ones to tens

Add 2 Ws with up to 3 or 4 digits each, regrouping l's to 10's

Add 2 U's with up to 3 digits, regrouping 10'S to 100's

Add 2 U's with up to 4 digits each, 1-2 regroupings

Add 2 U's, up to 4 digits, 1-3 regroupings

Add 3 U's, up to 2 digits, regrouping
Add 3 U's, up to 4 dig.,

Al A2 A3 A4 AS A6 A7 A8 A9 A10 All Al2 regrouping

MICROCOMPUTER WORKSHOPS

Addition With Carry 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

19-2 41 9-10 26-34 42-4f. 46-41 48-5C 50-68 37-4* 51-52

11 -18 23-25 21-22 53-54 59-60

35-36

MFMT Pactice Session Meets MFMT requirements

I

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

A, 1 P.')

111-6
P.G.C./SPED )939
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11.1.2 SUBTRACT WHOLE NUMBERS SOFRE MATRIX WHOLE NUMBER OPERP4FIS

IWI.a.

U 11)

Recall subtraction number facts

Subtract two numbers with up to 2 digits each, no regrouping

Subtract two numbers with up to 3 digits each, no reorouping

Subtract two numbers with up to 2 digits each, regrouping tens to ones

Subtract two numbers with up to 3 digits each, regrouping tens to ones

Subtract 2 Ws, up to 3 digits each, regrouping 100's to 10's

Subtract 2 Ws, up to 3 digits each, reg. to 10's or l's

Subtract 2 Ws, up to 2 digits each, 1 or 2 reg.

2 Vs, up
,2

to 4 digits each, 1 to 3 reg.

Ws, up to 5 digits, 1 to 4

1 S2 S3 S4 SS S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 : roupin s

MECC: ARITHMETIC CRITTERS

Fowl Play

MECC: CONO. WHOLE NUMBERS

Subtraction

MECC: NUMBER MUNCHERS

Equality

Inequality

MECC: SPACE SUBTRACTION
Cosmic Creature

Shuttle Trip

Space Match

Zomoon Walk

MECC: SPEEDWAY MATH

The Big Race

Practice L 0

TuneUp Time

MECC: SUBTRACTION PUZZLES
Balloon Tri

Ma .ic Carpet

Name that Creature

Space Pegs

Trace

E.C.1. FOR E.S.E.

41."J

III-7 P.G.C./SPED 1989
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2.1.2 SUBTRACT WHOLE NUMBERS SOFTWARE MATRIX WHOLE NUMBER OPERATIONS

Recall subtraction number facts

Subtract two numbers with up to 2 digits each, no regrouping
up to 3 digits each, no regroupingSubtract two numbers with

Subtract two numbers with up to 2 digits each, regrouping tens to ones

Subtract two numbers with u. to 3 di.its each, re.rou. in . tens to ones

Subtract 2 i's, up to 3 digits each, regrouping 100's to 10's

Subtract 2 l's, up to 3 digits each, reg. to 10's or l's
Subtract 2 Ws, up to 2 digits each, 1 or 2 reg.

2 l's, u. to 4 digits each, 1 to 3 reg.

2 Ws, up to 5 di..ts, 1 to 4

S1 S2 S3 S4 85 S6 S7 Se S9 S10 r .rou in s

MATH BLASTER 0

MICROCOMPUTER WORKSHOPS

Subtraction 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

MILUKEN: MATH SERIES

Subtraction 1-8 23 32 24.31 33.34 35-37 38-43 44-50 51-54

13-21

PUBUC DOMAIN

MFMT Practice Session Meets MFMT requirements

I
a: "of ...

e . di.. I.. r tRPFn 19R4

s. p..., .../



41k.1.3 MULTIPLY WHOLE NUMBERS SOFORE MATRIX WHOLE NUMBEROPERIONS

[El
Recall multiplication number facts

Multiply 1-digit bottom number times 2-digit top number, no regrouping

Multipty_tlipit bottom number times3- or 4-di.it top number, no regrouping__

Multiply 1-digit bottom number times 2-digit top number, regrouping

Multiply 1-di it bottom number times 3- or 4-digit top number

Multiply 2-digit no. times 2-digit no., regrouping

1-digit no. times up to 4-digit rim, reormping

Mt M2 M3 M4 M5 Me M7

MECC: COW. WHOLE NUMBERS

Multiplication

MECC: MULTIPLICATION PUZZLES
Carrot Patch

Desert island 0 0

Lights Out

133 :or. Rock, Scissors 0

Tic-Tac-Toe

Zoo Trip 0

MECC: NUMBER MUNCHERS

Factors

Multiples

MECC: SPEEDWAY MATH
The Big Race

Practice Laps

Tune-Up Time 0

MATH BLASTER
MICROCOMPUTER WORKSHOPS

1-2.3 0 it Mult . 'cation
M1LUKEN: MATH SERIES

Multiplication 1-30 32 31;36 33-35 37-42 43.49 50.59

PUBLIC DOMAIN i

mom. Practice Session Meets MFMT requirements

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

423

III-9 P.G.C./SPED 1989
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2.1.4 DIVIDE WHOLE NUMBERS SOFTWARE MATRIX WHOLE NUMBER OPERATIONS

Recall division number facts

I 1-digit divisor into 2 -digit dividend, all sight division, no remainders

1-digit divisor into 2-digit dividend, remainders possible

1-digit divisor into 3-digit dividend, all sight division, no remainders
1 -diet divisor into 3 - digit dividend, remainders possible

1 - 1-digit divisor int:, 4-digit dividend, sight division, no rem.

divisor into 4-digit dividend, remainders poss
:,:

1-digit

2-digit divisor into 3-digit dividend, rem. poi
2-dig. into 2-dig., remainders poss.

2-dig. into 3-dig., rem. poss.
2-d. into 4-d., rem. p

5 d/ 2 d, r p
D1 D2 D3 D4 CS D6 D7 010 D11 D12

MECC: COW. WHOLE NUMBERS
Division

MECC: QUOTIENT QUEST
AfriGan Safari

Castle Caper 0

Magic Flags

Oriental Towers

Pearl Divers 0 0 0

Totem Switch

MECC: SPEEDWAY MATH
The Bi. Race

Practice Laps 0

Tune-Up Time 0

MATH BLASTER

MICROCOMPUTER WORKSHOPS

Long Division 0 0 0

4 2 5

CP, CIIIICCC

L:"; Art)

P G C /SPFD 1989



.1.4 DIVIDE WHOLE NUMBERS SOVE MATRIX WHOLE NUMBER

Recall division number facts

1-digit divisor into 2-digit dividend, all sight division, no remainders

1-digit divisor into 2-digit dividend, rema;nders possible

1-digit divisor into 3-digit dividend, all sight division, no remainders

1-digit divisor into 3 -digit dividend, remainders possible

1-digit divisor into 4-digit dividend, sight division, no rem.

1-digit divisor into 4-digit dividend, remainders poss

Ii1241
2-digit divisor into 3-digit dividend, rem. pos

2-dig. into 2-dig., remainders poss.

2-dig. into 3-dig., rem. poss.,

2-d. into 4-d., rem. p
5 d/ 2 d, r p,

D1 D2 D3 D4 DS D6 D7 D10 D11 D12

MILLIKEN: MATH SERIES

Division 2-3 42 40-41 45 46-47 48 49-51 52 53 54 55 62-64

5-8 43-44 56 -60 61

17-18

20-23

25-26,28-29
i

31-32,34-39

PUBUC DOMAIN ---
MFMT Practice Session Meets MFMT requirements

. ,

v--_. r

I __

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

42'7

P.G.C./SPED 1989
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PREREQUISITES (SIMPLIFY FRACTIONS) SOFTWARE MATRIX MIXED NUMBER/FRACTION OPERATIONS

co.../St 111/

...:,t1

Recognize numerator and denominator

Recognize reduced and not reduced

Reduce fractions to lowest terms

Recognize proper and improper fractions and mixed numbers

Cnnvert im. ro. -r fraction to mixed number

V1 R1 R2 C1 C2

MECC: FRACTION CONCEPTS

Crusher/Proper Fractions

MECC: FRACTION MUNCHERS

Equal Fractions

Fraction E .. essions

Fraction Ty es XX

MECC: FRACTION PRACTICE UHL
Chanser/Reduce Fractions X

Sorter/Pr r it Im r X

Sorter/Reduced & Not Reduced

MATH BLASTER
MILLIKEN: MATH SEQUENCES

Simplify Fractions

X This r.. ram will not run on the A.. le II+.

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E III -12 P.G.C./SPED 1989



91.5 ADD MIXED NUMBERS SOFTIDE MATRIX MIXED NUMBER/FRACTION OPERAT S

ar)
$.:..i.i

Recognize numerator and denominator

Recognize reduced and not reduced fractions

Reduce

'Find

fractions to lowest terms

a common denominator or LCD

Rename fractions to a given denominator

Add fractions with like denominators

Add fractions with unlike denominators

Add mixed numbers with like denominators

Add mixed numbers with unlike denom.

V1 R1 R2 Al A2 A3 A4 A5 A6

MECC: CONQUER. FRACT. 0,-
Addition X

M.: :0: FRACTION CONCEPTS
Crusher/E.ual Fractions

MECC: FRACTION MUNCHERS

Equal Fractions X -----
Fraction Expressions

Fraction T

MECC: FRACT. PRACTICE UNL
Changer/Reduce Fractions I X

Changer/Rename Fractions X

Sorter/Proper & Improper

Sorter/Reduced & Not Reduced

MATH BLASTER

MICROCOMPUTER WORKSHOP

Adding Fractions

MILLIKEN: MATH SEQUENCES

Simplify Fractions ---4

Add Fractions 17-20 1-3 14-16 18.21-22 25

PUBUC DOMAIN
MFMT Practice Session

X This program will not run on the Apple II+.

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

4 3 i

III-13 P.G.C./SPED 1989

Cy
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2.1.6 SUBTRACT MIXED NUMBERS SOFTWARE MATRIX MIXED NUMBER/FRACTION OPERATIONS

..

_

.

::.
..4.
w'

Recognize numerator and denominator

Recognize reduced and not reduced fractions

Reduce fractions to lowest terms

Find a common denominator or LCD

Rename fractions to a given denominator

Subtract fractions with like denominators

Subtract fractions with unlike denominators

Subtract mixed numbers with like denominators
Subtract mixed no.s with unlike denom.

V1 R1 R2 Al A2 S3 S4 S5 S6

MECC: CONQUER. FRACT. (+ -
Subtractimi X X X X

MECC: FRACTION CONCEPTS

Crusher/Equal Fractions

MECC: FRACTION MUNCHERS

Equal Fractions

Fraction Expressions X

Fraction Ty -s X

MECC: FRACT. PRACTICE UNL.
Changer/Reduce Fractions X

Changer/Rename Fractions X

Sorter/Proper & Improper X

Sorter/Reduced & Not reduced X

MATH BLASTER 0

MICROCOMPUTER WORKSHOP

Subtracting Fractions 0 0 0

MILLIKEN: MATH SD:WE ACES

Simplify Fractions 0

Subtract Fractions 17-20 1-3 15-16 19,23-24 27

PUBLIC DOMAIN

MFMT Practice Session 0 0

X This sr.. ram does rot run on the A .le II+.

E.C.I. FOR III-14

r

P.G.C./SPED 1989



02.1.7 MULTIPLY A WHOLE NUMBER BY A FRACTION SOFORE MATRIX MIXED NUMBER/FRACTION OPERIrS

GO
X 4LL

Recognize reduced and not reduced fractions

Reduce fractions to lowest terms

Recognize proper and improper and mixed umbers

Convert improper fraction to mixed number

Multiply a whole number by a fraction

RI R2 CI C2 MI

MECC: CONQUER. FRACT. (X #)

Mullplication

MECC: FRACTION CONCEPTS

Cruaher/Proper Fractions

MECC: FRACTION MUNCHERS

E ual Fractions

Fraction Expressions

Fraction T .s

MECC: FRACTION PRACTICE UNL.

Changer/Reduce Fractions

Sorter/Pr - r & Im o :r
Sorter/Reduced & Not Reduced

MATH BLASTER 0 0

MILUKEN: MATH SEQUENCES
Simplify Fractions 0 0

Multiply Fractions 28

MICROCOMPUTER WORKSHOP

'Multiplying Fractions
511

PUBLIC DOMAIN

MFMT Practice Session 0

This program does not meet the requirements of the MFMT.

X This not run on the Apple II+.

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E. III 15 P.G.C./SPED 1989

4 3 5
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2.1.13 FIND A MISSING TERM IN A PROPORTION SOFTWARE MATRIX MIXED NUMBER/FRACTION OPERATIONS

Find the missing term in a proportion

T1

PUBUC DOMAIN
MFMT Practice Session 0

11

437
rns rns2rar 111-16

r rl -..,
I-.."...

. Li

P.G.C./SPED 1989



.. ADD DECIMALS SOFTIF MATRIX DECIMAL OPERAT S

4.4..1.
. MIMI

'Mil
chb_.y

Write numbers in a column according to tha decimal place

'Add up to 3 numbers with 1 decimal place, without regrouping

Add up to 3 numbers with 1 decimal place, with regrouping

Add 2 numbers with 2 decimal places, without regrouping

Add 2 numbers with 2 decimal places, with regrouping
Recognize that with any decimal ending in 0(s), the 0(s) may I

OD1 AD1 AD2 AD3 AD4 Z1

MECC: CONOULN. DECIMALS (t, -)

Adding Decimals X X X

MECC: DECIMAL CONCEPTS

Decimal Duel

MATH BLASTER 0

MATH FOR EVERYDAY UVING

Lesson 5

MICROCOMPUTER WORKSHOP

Adding Decimals 0 0 0 0 0

MILUKEN: 4ECIMAL SEQUENCE
Addition 12; 13; 14 15 16

17

PUBUC DOMAIN

MFMT Practice Session 0 0 0 0 -.- ,

. _

X This program does not run on the Apple II+.

This ro ram correlates indirectly to this ob'ective. See the Software Summary for more information.

"A special data disk is needed. See Appendix C for more information.

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

.1t2 o ,)

III-17 P.G.C. /SPED 1989
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2.1.9 SUBTRACT DECIMALS SOFTWARE MATRIX DECIMAL OPERATIONS

maSubtract
Subtract

t

i

2 numbers with 1 decimal place without regrouping

Subtract 2 numbers wit:. 1 decimal place with regrouping

Subtract 2 numbers with 2 decimal places without regrouping

SD4

2 numbers with 2 decimal places with regroupingi-"kli
Rec.. nize

Z1

that decimals ending in 0(s). the 0(s) may lx.. dropped

SD1 SD2 SD3

MECC: CONQUER. DECIMALS (+,-)
Subtraction X X X

'MATH BLASTER 0

MATH FOR EVERDAY LIVING ill 0Lesson 5

MICROCOMPUTER WORKSHOP

Subtracting Decimals 0 0 0 0

MILUKEN: DECIMAL SEQUENCE
Subtraction 21 22 23 24;25;

26

PUBLIC DOMAIN -
MFMT Practice Session 0 0 0 0

X This o ram does not run on the Apple P+.

* A s.: ial data disk is needed. See Appendix C for more information.

4e-ti
.rtz.zuccc MALI D r. rt iqt3Pn tone



.10 MULTIPL DECIMALS SOFTINE MATRX DECIMAL OPERA

i Mit.

rag

Identify the number of decimal places in the product

Place the decimal point in the product correctly with up to 2 decimal places

Place the decimal point in the product correctly with up to 4 decimal places

Multiply a 3-digit no. by a 2-digit no. with up to 2 dec. places in each, no.

Recognize that decimals ending in 0(s), the 0(s) may be dropped

MD1 MD2 MD3 MD4 21

MECC: CONQUER. DECIMALS (x,+
Miff ication X X X X

^";TH BLASTER
MATH FOR EVERYDAY UVING

Lesson 5 0 0

MICROCOMPUTEn WORKSHOP

Multiplyi . Decimals 0 0 0 0

MILUKEN: DECIMAL SEQUENCE
Multi. 'cation 31; 40 41; 42 44;45

43

PUBLIC DOMAIN
MFMT Practice Session 0

X This ram does not run or iita Apple II+.

A special data disk is needed. See Appendix C for more information.

E.0 ' E.S.E. III-19 P.G.C./SPED 1989
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2.1.11 DIVIDE DECIMALS SOFTWARE MATRIX DECIMAL OPERAiiONS

1-4111 lt

!VDT

Place the decimal point in the quotient correctly when dividing by a whole number

Divide a 1digit whole no. into a 2- to 4-digit no. having 1 or 2 decimal places
Divide a 2-di it whole no. into a 2- to 4-di e't no. havin 1 or 2 decimal places

Recognize that with decimals ending in 0(s), the 0(s) mry be dropped

DD1 DD2 003 Z1

MECC: CONQUER. DECIMALS (x, +)

Division X X X X

'MATH BLASTER
MATH FOR E. LIVING

Lesson 5

MICROCOMPUTER WORKSHOP

**Dividing Decimals

MILLIKEN: DECIMAL SEQUENCE
Division 50

PUBLIC DOMAIN

MFMT Practice Session 0 0

4.-..

1

X This program does not run on the Apple II+.

A special data disk is needed. See Appendix C for more information.

"Division goes beyond the MFMT and requires the stttJent to divide by a decimal number.

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E. III-20
.,

P.G.C.1131)1989



0.12 FIND A PERCENT OF A NUMBER SOFT1111 MATRIX DECIMAL

Rename percents as decimals

Translate "or as "multiplied by'
Find a percent of a number

PD3 PN1

MATH BLASTER 0

MATH FOR EVERYDAY LIVING

Lesson 5

P.ELLIKEN: MATH SERIES

Percents 2-4

PUBLIC DOMAIN
MFMT Practice Session

PN2

..... ..: 4

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E. III-21

(.1":

P.G.C./SPED 1989



2.2.1 READ SCALES ON MEASURING INSTRUMENTS SOFTWARE MATRIX MEASUREMENT

Mr
11

Recogniza length, temp., and capacity from a scale on a measuring instrument

Identify,the appropriate units of measure

Estimate to the nearest whole unit of steasure

MM1 MM2 MM3

MECC: ESTIMATION
Number Line

PUBLIC DOMAIN

Thermometer

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E. .clAr
...c....:J III-22 CP.`6..61./SPED 19^9



3.2.1 FIND PERIMETER AND AREA OF SIMPLE POLYGONS SNARE MATRIX

zart.

SLO.r-

Identify a square

Identity a rectan.le
Compute the perimeter of various polygons

Compute the areas of squares and rectangles

Reco time that area is always expressed in sq. units

MPA1 MPA2 MPA3 MPA4 MPAS

MECC: MATH VOL 3
Perimeters

Shapes of Polygons

PUBLIC DOMAIN
MFMT Practice Session

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

t: "1

MEASIIMENT

111-23 P.G.C./SPED 198::

t'.



3.2.2 CHOOSE AN APPROPRIATE UNIT OF MEASURE SOFTWARE MATRIX MEASUREMENT

Identity the key words: linear (distance, height), area, weight/mass, capacity, etc.

Chooza the appropriate type of unit of measure for the attribute

Det6m;:ne the relative size of what is being measured

Choose an appropriate magnitude of the unit of measure

MAUI MAU2 MAU3 MAU4

MECC: STUDY GUIDE
'Measure MAU2

'Measurement

PUBLIC DOMAIN

MFMT Practice Session

0

0

'A special data disk is needed. See APPENDIX C for more information.

tJJ
E.C.I. FOis F S E. 111-24 P.G.C./SPED 1989



5.1.6 Fl ELAPSED TIME SOFT1111E MATRIX

on
LI

1ti I:

Identify correct time by writing hours and minutes with a colcn

Recall that 60 minutes equals 1 hour

Identify start, finsh, and/or elapsed time

Subtract minutes and hours from min.s and hr.s, no regrouping

Subtract minutes and hours from min.s and hr.s, with r : rou in

When the mii.Jend is smaller than the subtrahend, add 12:00

When the answer is larger than 12:59, subtract 12:00

Find end time (start + elapsed time)

(end-elapsed time)rind elapsed time

Find start time (end-elapsed time)

Select the correct ocedure...

MET1 MET2 MET3 MET4 METS MET6 MET7 MET8 MEV, MET10 MET11

MECC: CLOCKWORKS
What's the Time? 0

Bet the Clock 0

Digital Drill 0 ..-

MECC: sTurt GUIDE
'Elapsed Time 0 0 0

MATH FOR EVERYDAY UVING I
Lesson 9 0 0

3

WORLD BOOK: DATA HURDLES
Time 0 0

-,..

: 'al datl disk is needed. See APPENDIX C for more information.

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

4.1

III-25 L r. P.G.C./SPED 1989
,



2.3.1 USE INFORMATION FROM TABLES SOFTWARE MATRIX
uSING DATA

LI L ,,,.,
nuil-71
1 1LE-11:'
, PLC., ,
21,;111,t1

Identify iritc.-frnation on a table

Select key words and phrases in a question

Locate key words and phrases on a table

Find the point at which the key row and column intersect to locate data...

UT1 1(01 UT2 UT3

MECC: THE MARKET PLACE __ _
Sell Apples 0

Sell Lemonade A

Sell Plants 0__MATH FOR EVERYDAY UVING

Lesson 8 0 0

Lesson 9

PUBLIC DOMAIN ___
1 0MFMT Practice Session -

457
E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

111-26

".

P.G.C./SPED 1989



0.2 USE INFORMATION FROM GRAPHS SOF-1111F MATRIX USING

,, %

identify information on a circle graph

Identify information on a bar graph

Identify information o, , a line graph

Select key words and phrases :n a question

Select an operation from key words and phrases

Identify intervals on horizontal or vertical scales
1 calculation using inform. from a graph

UG1 UG2 UG3 KO 1 K02 UG4 UG5

MECC: GRAPH

Graph 0 .

MECC: GRAPHING PRIMER

Exploring Line Graphs

Exploring Bar Graphs

Ex. on . Pie Gra. s
MECC: THE MARKET PLACE ,

Sell Apples 0

ED. ACTIVITiES, INC.
GRAPHS & MEAN, MEDIAN, MODE

Graphs 0 0

--
A.

....4

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

3. il .. 0

III-27 P.G.C./SPED 1989
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5.1.1 FIND THE AVERAGE OF A SET OF NUMBERS SOFTWARE MATRIX USING DATA

Recognize that finding the average involves both addition and division

Line up numbers in a column

Find the average A a set of numbers

AV1 AV2 AV3

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES, INC.

GRAPHS & MEAN, MEDIAN, MODE
Mean, Median, Mode

PUBLIC DOMAIN
MFMT Practice Session

4,1.111111. .0.11

E.C.I. FOri E.S.E.

r
LIU III.28 P.G.C./SPED 1989



01.14 USE A SIMPLE FORMULA SOFTIIIE MATRIX PROBLEM SOLVING

e

GtT.;II

61:111114

Identify a formula

Substitute numbers for the variables in the formula

Interpret "bh" to mean b times h

Interpret "d/2" to mean d dividsd by 2

Compute according to order of operations (parentheses)

Compute according to of o. :rations (X,4-,+,-)

Compute according to order of operations (fractions)

UF1 UF2 UF3 UF4 UF5 UF6 UF7

MECC: MARKET PLACE
Sell Lemonade

PUBUC DOMAIN

MFMT Practice Session Meets MFMT requirements

......,--

1

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E. 11-29 P.G.C./.SPED 1969



4.1.1 REASONABLE ANSWER FOR MAIN PROBLEM SOFTWARE MATRIX PROBLEM SOLVING

Goa

Select key words and phrases in a word problem

Select an o :ration from key words and n'ases

Round off numbers
Choose a seasonable answer for a mathematical problem

KW1 r K 2 RA1 RA2

MECC: DECIMAL CONCEPTS
Decimal Maze X

MECC: STUDY GUIL
*Key Words 1 0

'Key Words 2
'Which Operation 1

21hich Operation 2

'MATH BLASTER
MATH FOR EVERYDAY LIVING

Lesson 1 0

Lesson 2 0

Lesson 3

Lesson 5

MILLIKEN: WORD MATH SERIES

Lesson 1

Lesson 2 0 0

Lesson 3 0 0

Lesson 4 0 0

Lesson 5 0 0

Lesson 6 0

Lesson 7 0

Lesson 8

ED.ACT.: SAUNA MATH GAMES
Round Table

WORLD BOOK: DATA HANDLER
Rounding Off

,

PUBLIC DOMAIN This program will not run on the Apple II+.

MFMT Practice Session A special data disk is needed. See Appendix C for information.

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E III.30 P.G.C./SPED 1989



.2 SOLVE MONEY PROBLEMS (+ -) SOFTlir MATRIX PROBLEM

11:311.4

Select key words and phrases in a word problcm

Select an operation from key words and phrases

Solve money problems using addition and subtraction

KW1 KW2 MAS1

MECC: MARKET PLACE
Sell Apples

Sell Lemonade o

Sell Plants 6

MECC: STUDY GUIDE

'Key Words 1 0

'Which Operation 1

MATH FOR EVERYDAY LIVItIG

'.esson 1 0 0

Lesson 2 0

Lesson 3 0 0

Lesson 5 0

Lesson 6

MILLIKEN: WORD MATH SERIES

Lesson 1 0 0---,
Lesson 2 0 0 0

Lesson 3 (/ 0

Lesson 4 0 0 0

Lesson 5 0
I

0 0

Lesson 6 0 0 0

Lesson 7 0 0 0

Lesson 8 n 0 0

PUBLIC DOMAIN

MFMT Practice Session 0
1--

*A special data disk is needed. See APPENDIX C for more information. '

E.C.I. FOR E.C.E

"
III-31 P.G.C./SPED 1989



5.1.3 SOLVE MONEY PROBLEMS (X,+) SOFTWARE MATRIX PROBLEM SOLVING

4 Select key words and phrases in a word problem

Select an operation from key words and phrasesa

Solve money prob;ams using multiplication and division

KW1 KW2 MMD1

MECC: MARKET PLACE
Sell A.. es
Sell Lemonade 0

Self Plants

LIECC: ;STUDY GUIDE

'Key Words 2

'Which Operation 2

MATH FOR EVERYDAY LPANG

Lesson 1

Lesson 2 0

Lesson 3

Lesson 5

Lesson 6

Lessor 8

MILLIKEN: WORD MATH SERIES
Lesson 1 0

Lesson 2 0 0 0

Lesson 3 0 0 0

Lesson 4 0 0 0

Lesson 5 0 0 0

Lesson 3 0 0 0

Lesson 7 0 0 0

Lesson 8

PUBLIC DOMAIN

MFMT Practice Session

VA special data disk is needed. See APPENDIX C for more information.

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E

-111MIMEMMINMENismiummemmimmema

III-32 P.G.C./SPED 1989



O.4 SOLVE PROBLEMS ('/e) SOFTOE MATRIX

i 131Filli
1:11t1

Rename percents as decimals

Find a percent of a number

Place he decimal point in the product correctly

Solve problems using percents

PD3 PN2 MD2 MUP1

MECC: STUDY GUIDE
'Percents as Decimals

'MATH BLASTER
MATH FOR EVERYDAY LIVING

Lesson 5 0 0

Lesson 8 0 0

PUBLIC DOMAIN

MFMT Practice Session 0

---I
'A sps lal data disk is needed. See APPEN91:. C for more information.

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E II!-33 P.G.C./SPED 1989
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5.1.1: MAKE CHANGE SOFTWARE MATRIX PROBLEM SOLVING

ISelect key words and phrases in a word problem

Select an opera,on from key words and phrases

Identify the value of a penny, a nickel, a dime, and a quarter

Write 1-, 5-, 10-, and 20-dollar bills as $1.00, $5.00, etc.

Convert a sum of money into the fewest bills and coins

Solve money roblems involvin makin. chan.e

KW1 KW2 MC1 MC2 MC3 MC4

MECC: MONEYWORKS

Count Change

How Much Money? X

Money Ma_thine

MECC: STUDY GUIDE
', .ey Words 1 0

"Key Words 2 0

Which Operation 1

'Which Operation 2

MATH iOR EVERYDAY LIVING
Lesson 1

Lesson 2 0

Lesson 3 0

Lesson 5

MILUKEN: WORD MATH SERIES
Less ,., .

Lesson 2 0 0

Lesson 3 0 0

Lesson .!. 0 0

Lesson 5 0 0

Lesson 6 0 0

Lesson 7 0 0

Lesson 8

PUBLIC DOMAIN

Make Change 0 .
MFMT Practice Session 0 X This program will not run on the Apple II+.

'A special data disk is needed. See APPENDIX C.

r i -)
E.C.I. FOR E.S.E

Z!
-1r. z 0 III-34
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&cam. esa V.V IAD - *OW, 11GDOC

OBJECTIVES:

MFMT: 2.1.1
2.1.2
2.1.3
2.1.4
3.1.2
3.1.3
4.1.1

SOFTWARE
SUMMARY
Company: Davidson & ?associates,

Inc.

Title: MATH BLASTER!
Activity: LOOK AND LEARN

BUILD YOUR SKILL
CHALLENGE YOURSELF
MATH BLASTER!Add Whole Numbers

Subtract Whc.:e Numbers
Multiply Whole Numb.rs
Divide Whole' Numbers
Rename Fractions as Percenta
Rename Percents as Decimals
Cl. mse a Reasonable Answer for
Mathematical Problem
Solve Problems Using5.1.4 Percents

a

Skills: Al RECALL ADDITION NUMBER FACTS
S1 RECALL SUBTkACTION NUMBER FACTS
M1 RECALL MULTIPLICATION NUMBER FACTS
D1 RECALL DIVISION NUMBER FACTS
R2 REDUCE FRACTIONS TO LOWEST TERMS
C2 CONVERT IMPROPER FRACTIONS TO MIXED

NUMBERS
In RECALL FROM MEMORY 1/3=33 1/3% AND

2/3=66 2/3%
P2 RENAME THE fRACTION AS A PERCENT
PD3 RENAME THE PERCENT AS A DECIMAL
mRA1 ROUND OFF NUMBERS
*21 RECOGNIZE THAT WITH ANY DECIMAL

ENDING IN ZEROCS), THE ZEROCS) MAY
BE DROPPED

*MUP1 SOLVE PROBLEMS U.c7NG PERCENTS

MOTE: R =pedal data disk is needed for these skills.

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

This program contains data files of basic facts in addition.

subtraction, multiplication. division, fractions. decimals. and

percents. It also has an 'Editor' component which allows the teacher to

create files of math facts in each of as learning activities. To

access the 'Editor' t e teacher must press the letter 'E' at the

IIIvery first screen presentation and then follow the screen prompts.

Consult the manual for further editing instructions.

III WINN 11 II II II if kil kg if Eil IIR.
B.C.I. for LLB, 111-15 P.G.C./11. of MD. 1988



iiiREERS, -
On the reverse sloe of the program diskette are data files on the Pdasic

facts mentioned above. Boot Side I of Math Blaster!. When the screer

display states 'Insert the data diskette.° the program aisk should oe

removed, turned over, and reinserted. Press the spice bar and a menu

will appear.

A data diskette has been developed, with activities that correlate to

the following skills identified by the E.C.I. for E.S.E. project: Pl.

P2, PD3, RAI, 21, and MUPI. To use this disk the teacher must start up

the bath Blaster! program as usual. The screen directions inform the

user to 'Insert the data diskette". This time insert the separate data

diskette labelled E.C.I. for E.S.E. and press the space bar. Press

',umber '6' for tuts Disk and a list of the files will bc displayed.

Four activities are available to work with each set of data. These

include:

LOOK MD LEARN - The math facts from the data disk are given to the

student to view. The student does not respond in any way. Facts are

presented for no longer than 30 seconds. The display time can be changed

by using tht left and right arrow keys. The standard time is 4 seconds

per problem. Again, this activity only requires the student to watch

the screen.

BUILD YOUR SKILL- This sctivity requires the student to perform the

activity (ex. reduce a fraction). The student enters his response and

presses Return. To change a response, the back arrow key can be pressed

to delete the error. After two Aistakes, the answer is given with no

strategies for error correction. At the completion of the ilutivity, a

scoreboard is given with the following information: elapsed time. number

correct, total questions, percentage correct and optioa to redo missed

problems.

MALLENGE YOURSELF- Problems are presented with a part missing. The

student mist use his reasoning skills to complete the fact. He enters

his respo ie and presses Return. To change a response, the back arrow

key can be pressed to delete the error. At the completion of the

activity, a scoreboard is given with the following information: elapsed

time, number correct, total questions, percentage correct and option to

redo planed problems.

MATH BLASTER!- This activity
reinforces the facts practiced
shoot a man out of a cannon at

K "r L keys (or arrow keys)
to shoot. At the left of the

nose. This serves as a timer
before the ball returns to the

is a fast-action arcade type game that

in the other activities. The object is to

the correct answer. The students use the

move the man left or right, and the 2 key

screen is a seal bouncin- a ball on his

for ear probleiz. The e _dent must shoot

seal'', nor .

At the right of the screen Is a falling balloon.

needle on the platform, It will pop and end the game.

happening, move y.Air man over to the far right and

balloon back up in the air again (wAth the 2 key)

going. The student can choose one col'. five levels:

Super, Semi -Pro and Professional.

If it touches the 1.4.

To keep this from ity
have him puft the
to keep the game 1,

Regular, Faster, 1411

Emaa ER E. RI RR
111-36

476



Raiii.2,2, ir
The student selects an activity (ex. LOOK AND LEARN or BLAD YOUR SKILL)
and without pressing the Return key. selvs a level (1-5). The levels
Afor addition, subtraction. multiplication. and division are sequential
in difficulty.

la
Addition: Meets Skill Al

Level 1: Sums 2-9 (ex. 4 * 3 = 7)
Level 2: Sums 10-14
Level 3: Sums 15-18
Level 4: Sums 20-100 with addends in multiples of 10
Level 5: Sums 19-25

Subtraction: Meets Skill Si
Level 1: Minuends 8-10 and subtrahends 0-9 (ex. 9 - 7 = 2)
Level 2: Minuends 11-15 and subtrahenos 0-5
Level 3: Minuends 11-15 and subtrahends 6-11
Level 4: Minuends 60-100 and ;subtrahends20-90: all in multiples of

10 (ex. 70 - 30 = 40)
Level 5: Mink-Ads 15-20 and subtrahends 5-9

Multiplication: Meets Skill MI
Level 1: Multipliers 2-5 and multiplicands 1-5 ( 4 X 5 = 20)
Level 2: Multipliers 1-5 and multiplicands S -9
Level 3: Facts from 6 X 0 to 6 X 11 and 7 X 0 to 7 X 11
Level 4: Facts ft-cm 8 X 0 to 8 X 11 and 9 X 0 to 9 X 11
Level 5: Facts from 11 X 0 to 11 X 11 and 12 X 0 0 12 X 11

Division:
Leve 1

Leve 1

Leve 1

Leve 1

Leve 1

Meets Skill DI
1: Divisors 2-5 and quotients 1-5 (ex. 8 1
2: Divisors 1-5 and quotients 6-9
3: Divisors 6-7 and quotients 0-11
4: Divisors 8-9 aid quotients 0-11
5: Divisors 11-12 and quotients 1-12

4 = 2)

Fractions . Decimals and Percents
Leve 1 1: Meets Skill R2

Reducing common fractions (ex. 3/15 = 1/5)
Leve 1 2: Meets Skill C2

Renaming improper fractions (ex. 6/5 = 1 1/5)
*Leve 3: Renaming common fractions as decimals (ex. 62/100

and 203/1000 = .203)
= .52

*Leve 1 -4: Renaming decimals as percents (.69 = 694 and .135 = 135%)
*Leve 1 5: Renaming percents as fractions (254 = 1/4 and

8 1/3% = 1/12)

*These go beyond the MFMT. (See the data disk which follows: Use

Percents as Decimals to replace Level 4 and Percents as Fractions to
replace Level 5 if you do not wish to go beyond the MFMT in these
areas.)

AR 2 ., , t' /l' /AV
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Functional Math Data Disk for Oath Blaster!

Multiply Decimals: Meets &Ill MUP I :ex. 75% X 12 = 9)

Decimal Zeros: Meets Skill 21 (ex. 3.40 = 3.4)
*Round Tenths: Meets Skill RAI (ex. 4.45 = 4.6)
*Round Whole Numbers: Meets Skill RAI (ex. 2.43 = 2)
Percents el Decimals: Meets Skill PD3 (ex 90% = .90)
Percents as Fractions: Meets Skills PI and P2 (ex. 60% = 3/5)

**Do not use CHALLENGE YOURSELF with these sets of data since stucients
would have tc iigure out the exact number the rounded off number was
coming from.

TEACHER OPTIONS

1. The editor option allows the teacher to generate his or her own
problems on a separate data disk. See software manual for details.

2. The sound, disk drive option, display type and timer for LOOK AND
LEARN can be selected ani altered at the main menu.

3. Pressing the Esc key at any time will end an activity.

SUGGESTIONS

1. UsL left arrow key to delete mistakes.

2. Enc. .age the students to retake any items missed in the BUILD YOUR

SKILL and CHALLENGE YOURSELF activities.

3. The Return key can be used for a fraction bar in activities with

fractions.

4. CHALLENGE YOURSELF may not always be appropriate for teacher
generated activities.

5. The teacher may want to select the program file and have main menu
selections set and ready for the student to choose.

6. Students with ohm: attention spans who are easily distracted should
not select the LOOK AND LEARN activity.

7. In dealing with fractions, percents, and decimals, choose the (H)
horizontal format in LOOK AND LEARN and BUILD YOUR SKILL.

2-*

R
1.11

8. D.T.A. Applications:
Warm-up
Independent practice
Vocabulary: Limited use c! words in activities.

JR 7%/ /%V% ER /A /l AVA 2` A! P J11



Oil Company: Educational

SOFTWARE
a

iii
Activities, Inc.

Title: Graphs and Mears,

Activity :Graphs
Median, Mode
r::::

iii
SUMMARY

OBJECTIVES

illMFMT: 2.3.2 use Information from Graphs a
a a

SKILLS: UG2 IDENTIFY INFORMATION ON A BAR GRAPH
KW1 SELECT KEY WORDF AND PHRASES IN A iii

QUESTION

iii
UG4 IDENTIFY INTERVALS ON HORIZONTAL

OR VERTICAL SCALES

iii ----- a
illACTIVITY SUMMARY Ili

a Graphs, shows students bar graphs concerning various money aspects of

five business corporations. Students are asked several questions about

j011
iii

each graph. This program provides practice in interpretiwith

the main emphasis on interpolation. There is a bank of graphs
which

ag bar graphs
iii

are all set up as horizontal bar greohs. An option o.

instructions gives students a brief summary on strategies of iii
interpolation and walks them through several examples. Students must

a type in the numeral answer to each question. Each question must be

answered correctly before the next one is asked. There is no limit to

the number of attempts to a question. The program does not indicate what
the right answer is after several incorrect responses. Each graph's

question set takes about 5-8 minutes to complete. Written reinforcement
Is given after each answer and incorrect answers result in a hint such

as: "too large" or "too small." There are no sound effects used in this
Iliprogram.

a iii

TEACHER OPTIONS

There are no teacher options available for disk modification.

a
a SUGGESTIONS

I. Make sure students go through the instructions first. a
2. Students should have practice in interpolation prior to using this

Ak ill 3. Some graph titles may not be understood by all, a brief discussicn
program. a
may be necessary.

4. This program should be used as drill activity.
a

a 11,4,00 ii w li iii.P3,11 w ii Mc4 41.1119ta
479



I

5. Teacher must have a pre-set plan to deal with students who repeatedly

miss a question since the program does not indicate what the right

answer Is after several incorrect responses. It will accept an

infinite number of guesses.
6. There is no cloture after answering all of the questions in the bank

of graphs. Teachers may have stude'nts keep track of how many graphs

they complete.

ill

7. D.T.A. Applications:
Independent Practice
Vocabulary: interpolation

8. ',te manual for further information.

Kft
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Gil
iii Company: Educational

Activities, Inc. rt, summAy iiiiTitle: Graphs and Mean,

if Median, Mode
Activity: Mean, Median, il

Mode

lit OBJECTIVES 111

MFMT: 2.1.1 Add Whole Numbers NI
2.1.4 Divide Whole Numbers

Ili 2.1.11 Divide Decimals'
5.1.1 Find the Average of a set of

III
numbers Ili

ii SKILLS: Al RECALL ADDITION NUMBER FACTS ii
DI RECALL DIVISION FACTS
MD3 PLACE THE DECIMAL IN THE QUOTIENT CORRECTLY

AV3 FIND THE AVERAGE

JIM
III ACTIVITY SUMMARY ii

ii The Mean, Median, Mode activity groups these concepts together.

Students are asked if they would like to vie a review. In the review,

definitions of mean, median, and mode are given but no procedures or

examples are shown. The numbers to be used for each problem are shown ii
in bar graph form in a row with number amounts underneath each bar. The

computer asks students what is the mean? (It does not use the word if
"average") Students will need paper and pencil to figure the mean to

li
the nearest tenth. After the mean answer is typed in, and it is

correct, a written reinforcement is given. Then the program asks for

the median and mode using the same set of numbers. If the student is

incorrect, the program will tell the students to try again. At this

ii w
point a hint such as, "this time add and divide" is given. After three

answers, a correct answer will be given but the procedure is not
ii

shown or explained. There are five sets of graphs with numbers given

il
and three problems for each set asking for mean, median and mode.

lid

111
-

illTEACHER OPTIONS

There are no teacher options available for disk modification.

111

lit il .11 bil
Z.C.I. for E.S.E. III - /j1 P.G.C. /D. of MD. 1988



1!!
SUGGESTIONS

1. Make sure students go through the instructions first.

IN
2. Students should be aware that mean and average have the same meaning.

3. Students should have paper and pencil to use for computations.

gl
4. Before using this program, students should be familiar with mean,

median and mode.

IN
S. M.A. Applications:

Independent Practice

IR
Vocabulary: Mean - average, add up and divide by the number of

addends. 1g

PI
Median - middle number; put the numbers in size order.If

there is no middle dumber, it is the mean of II
Pi

the two middle numbers.

Mode - the number that appears most often.In case of a

tie, there is no mode.

Pg
6. See manual for further details. ri

El Ei

PA PI

IN gl
PI ig
Pg IE

11!! Ig

PI IE

Igi Pg

IA IN

II PI

PI li
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SOFTWARE 1
ii
iii

SUMMARY
ii Company: EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES, INC. E

Title: MATH FOR EVERYDAY LIVING

OBJECTIVES:
Activity: EARNING WITH PIECEWORK OR

COMMISSION (Lesson 8)

MFMT: 2.3.1 Use Information from Tables
5.1.3 Solve Money Problems Using

Multiplication and Division
5.1.4 Solve Problems Using Pe,:cents

lirSKILLS: UT1 IDENTIFY INFORMATION ON A TABLE iE

111

UT3 FIND THE POINT AT WHICH THE KEY ROW
AND COLUMN INTERSECT TO LOCATE DATA ii
ON A TABLE

MMD1 SOLVE MONEY PROBLEMS USING
MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION

kil

PD3 RENAME PERCENTS AS DECIMALS
MUP1 SOLVE PROBLEMS USING PERCENTS

ii IE
ACTIVITY SUMMARY

lli Students are presented with a chart which contains the names of four

workers, the days of the week, and the number of pieces each worker

completed. First. students read the columns on the chart, both

horizontally and vertically, to find the number of pieces completed by a

particlular worker on a particular day. After one incorrect response.

the two columns flash to show the meeting point or answer.

Ili The student must find the total number of pieces completed by the first

worker. A correct response to this addition example will then display

the totals for the other workers, while an incorrect response will

require the student to add the next worker's total number of pieces. A

rate per piece for each worker Is then shown. The total income for the

first worker is then calculated by multiplying the total number of

pieces by the rate per piece. If the student's response Is correct, the

W remaining totals are displayed and the income section ends. Two

incorrect responses allow the answer to be displayed, then the student

must compute the income of another worker before this section is ended.

Finally, commission is defined in a tutorial and presented as a percent.

Students must change the percent to a decimal on four practice examples.

Given rate of commission as a percentage, and the total sales in a

dollar amount, students must find a salesperson's commission In five

iii examples. Incorrect responses are branched into reminders of decimal II!

point placement and the multiplication process.

Ei if iii ii kil hi 111 ill Iii Ili lig ill ii mi ii ii iii IIR.
E.C.I. for E.S.E.

111-43, P.G.C./U. of MD. 1988
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,F1kiStudent scores may be viewed as single scores or as an entire file. To

access the scores, type SCORES when the program displays, 'Please type E.
In your first name....' As many as 200 students may be maintained at

one time. When the disk becomes full, type PURGE when the program 1:2

displays, 'Please type in your first name....' You will then be able to

erase an entire student file or purge an individual student from the

file. C:3

There are no other teacher management options.

TEACHER OPTIONS

SUGGESTIONS

1. Student reading level should be considered before using this

program.
2. Use of this program for tables is limited. Only the first section

actually reviews a table. The remainder of the program emphasizes
multiplying money and changing percent to decimals as they relate to

earning with commission.
3. Instruct the student to record his score.

4. D.T.A. Applications:
Introductory Activity (teacher Instructs small group)

Guided Practice (If reading level Is appropriate)

Independent Practice (if reading level Is appropriate)
Vocabulary: chart--a sheet of information arranged in columns and

rows
piecework- -work done and paid for by the piece
commission--the percentage of work sold that Is paid

to the worker
rate--amount or quantity
percent--per 100, hundredths, or for every 100

decimal--a number that includes place value positions

to the right of the ones place

5. See the program manual for further Information.

If the rate of torir.s-,.on
177., then as a dr( :mil 127,

can'br wr .ttrn
Type the anwer -)

A salesperson's rate of comm.,S;on
is 71r Tho total sates are
54177 00 1.11,41 the
comm.ss.on7

III-44
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iiIiii . SOFTWARE
iiii

.

SUMMARY iii
w iii
if ii

iiCompany: EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES, INC. ii
Ili

Title: MATH FOR EVERYDAY LIVING
Activity: FINDING YOUR JOB (Lesson 6) ii

ii
OBJECTIVES:

ii

ill

MFMT: 5.1.2 Solve Money Problems Using Addition
and Subtraction ii5.1.3 Solving Money Problems Using
Multiplication and Division

ii

ii
SKILLS: MAS1 SOLVE MONEY PROBLEMS USING ADDITION

Li AND SUBTRACTION

OPE

MMD1 SOLVE MONEY PROBLEMS USING
MULTIPLICATION AND LIVISION

Ili
ACTIVITY SUMMARY

Ili
FINDING YOUR JOB provides students with opportunities to perform
addition and multiplication. Students also become familiar with reading
and understanding the employment section of the newspaper. The program
gives additional practice in reading functional words and abbreviations
used in ads thu. meet objectives in the Maryland Functional Reading
Test. The reading level appears to be 4th to 6th grade level.

Students are presented with five problems where they must select a job
of Interest and figure out the total money earned weekly from the hours
given. Two chances are given to answer correctly before the correct
answer is given. The.; a help-wanted ad is shown which offers salary plus
tips. A sequential example is given where the student (a) figures the

ill salary by multiplying the hours by the per-hour salary, (b) adds the
tips for one week, and (c) adds the tips and the salary to get the total
iiisalary amount. Pencil and paper are required for the computation.

Students may experience difficuly reading and computing with paper and
pencil. The teacher needs to monitor student responses and level of
frustration.

Sound Is used in the activity.

III lig Id III ill ill ill ill Jam,
E.C.I. for E.S.E. III 45 a-) 11.G.C./13. of 10. 1988
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ill

Student scores may be viewed as single scores or as an entire file. To

access the scores, type SCORES when the program displays, 'Please type

ill

in your first name...." As many as 200 students may be maintained at

one time. When the disk becomes full, type PURGE when the program
displays, "Please type in your first name...." You will then be able to

erase an entire student file or purge an individual student from the

file.

There are no other teacher management options. Ili

SUGGESTIONS

iii

1. Student reading level should be considered before using this

program.

2. Teacher made worksheets or actual help-wanted ads may be used to

ill
motivate students.

3. Instruct the stdent to record his score.

4. D.T.A. Applications:
Introductory Activity (teacher instructs small group) Ili

Guided Practice (if reading level is appropriate)
Independent Practice (if reading level is appropriate)

Ili

Vocabulary: min. (minimum), yrs. (years), excel. (excellent),

exp. (experience), oppty. (opportunity), F/T or P/T

(full-time or part-time), sal. (salary), benefits

5. See the program manual for further information.

I

ill
Ili

iii -,

TEACHER OPTIONS

, lill
.. . .I , -

4

.

iii
...

11 4I .
k
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. SOFTWARE ii
ii
la SUMMARY

ii ii

Compiny: EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES, INC.
Title: MATH FOR EVERYDAY LIVING li
Activity: GOING SHOPPING (Lesson 2)

ii

OBJECTIVES: 11

liMFMT: 5.1.3 Solve Money Problems Using ii
if

Multiplication and Division
lilSKILLS: KW2 SELECT AN OPERATION FROM KEY WORDS

SOLVE MONEY PROBLEMS USING
AND PHRASES

MMD1

lil

MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION
lil

ACTIVITY SUMMARY 1111

GOING SHOPPING provides students with opportunities to recognize price iiii per item and compute the total cost on a bill. The program gives ii
additional practice in reading functional words and phrases that meet

lit
objectiveE in the Maryland Functional Reading Test. Reading level

appears to be 4th to 6th grade level. il

Students compute the total cost of selected itms on a sales slip after
indicating whether they must subtract, multipl , or divide. Pencil andillj paper are required for the computation. Two chances are given to il
compute the bill before the correct answer is given. If errors are

ill

made, the program branches to a tutorial that will review multiplication
and grouping. There are ten problems in the lesson. ill

iipencil. The teacher needs to monitor student responses and level of

Students may experience difficuly rearong and computing with paper and Ili
frustration. ii
Sound is used in the activity.

Ili

pi Iii iiii iii 61 lii kg lit iiii lii lig II III lii Iiii II ii la
.C.I. for E.S.B.
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TEACHER OPTIONS

Student scores may be viewed as single scores or as an entire file. To

Ili'

access the scores, type SCORES when the program displays, "Please type

in your first name...." As many as 200 students may be maintained at

one time. When the disk becomes full, type PURGE when the program
displays, 'Please type in your first name...." You will then be able to

erase an entire student file or purge an individual student from the

file.

There are no other teacher management options.

IliSUGGESTIONS

1. Student reading level should be considered before using this

program.
2. 2. Teacher made worksheets or actual sales slips may be used to

motivate students.

3. Instruct the student to record his score.

4. D.T.A. Applications:
Introductory Activity (teacher instructs smell group) ill
Guided Practice (if reading level is appropriate)
Independent Practice (if reading level is appropriate)

Vocabulary: sales slip, item, price per item, quan. (quantity),
III

total cost, column

5. See the program manual for further information.

w
ii

hil OOPS
lint : s

s II
IEll

ill

id . oel li
i :11

III
. 1

.. li
ii

e 1
iii
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OBJECTIVES:

lii

SOFTWARE
SUMMARY

Company: EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES. INC.

Title: MATH FOR EVERYDAY LIVING

Activity: PAYING FOR A MEAL (Lesson 1)

MFMT: 5.1.2. Solve Money Problems Using Addition

and Subtraction
5.1.5 Make Change

SKILLS: KW2 SELECT AN OPERATION FROM KEY WORDS OR

PHRASES
MC2 WRITE ONE, FIVE, TEN AND TWENTY

DOLLAR BILLS AS *1.00, *5.00, 10.00,

AND $20.00
MAS1 SOLVE MONEY PROBLEMS USING ADDITION

AND SUBTRACTION

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

PAYING FOR A MEAL provides students with opportunities to select food

items from a menu and compute the bill. Students select a sandwich,

side order, dessert and beverage and are asked to compute their bill.

Pencil and paper are
required for the computation.

Then they are asked

to make change from given bills.

Two chances are given to compute the bill before the correct answer is

given. If errors are made in making change, the program branches to a

tutorial that will review subtraction with regrouping.

Students may experience difficuly
reading and computing with paper and

pencil. The teacher needs to monitor student responses and level of

frustration.

Ei

RIO
112

.C.I. for E.S.E.
111-49

P.O.C./U. of MD. 1988
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TEACHER OPTIONS

Student scores may be viewed as single scores or as an entire file. To

access the scores, type SCORES when the program displays, 'Please type

in your first namr....° As many as 200 students may be maintained at

one time. When the disk becomes full, type PURGE when the program

displays, 'Please type !II your first name....' You will then be able o

erase an entire student file or purge an individual student from the

file.

There are no other teacher management options.

SUGGESTIONS

1. Student reading level should be considered before using this

program.

2. Teacher made worksheets or actual fast food menus may be used to

motivate students.

3. Instruct the student to record his score.

4. D.T.A. Applications:
Introductory Activity (teacher instructs small group)

Guided Practice (If reading level is appropriate)

Independent Practice (if reading level is appropriate)

Vocabulary: menu, sandwiches, side orders, desserts, beverages,

(check the food Items on the program to see if they

also need to be taught), regroup, column

S. See the program manual for further information.

U U
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SOFTWARE
SUMMARY

Company: EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES, INC. iii

OLJECTIVES:
Tit/le: MATH FOR EVERYDAY LIVING
Activity: UNIT PRICING (Lesson 3)

MFMT: 5.1.2 Solve Money Problems Using Addition
and Subtraction

5.1.3 Solve Money Problems Using 111

Multiplication and Division
ii

ii SKILLS: KW2 SELECT AN OPERATION FROM KEY WORDS

SOLVE MONEY PROBLEMS USING ADDITION111
AND PHRASES

MAST

111

AND SUBTRACTION
SOLVE MONEY PROBLEMS USING ig
MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION

ii
ACTIVITY SUMMARY

ii

ii

ii

ill

Students must indicate the proper operation (addition, subtraction,

multiplication or division) for a word problem at the beginning of the

activity. Then they are presented with a subscription offer to a

j magazine, with a specific amount of issues for a special price. They

are also given the per-issue newsstand price. First they are asked to

Ili find the cost of one issue at the subscription price. After two

Incorrect responses, the program branches to a step-by-step division

tutorial. Then they are asked to find the difference between the

: li
newsstand price and the subscription price. After two incorrect

paper are required for the computation. There are 17 problems in theanswers, the subtraction example and answer are displayed. Pencil and

lesson.

id if ill Iii 111 lid lil II ill ii ill II kil iii ii III ER
E.C.I. for E.E.E.

111-51 4.
P.G.C./U. of HD. 1988

UNIT PRICING provides students with opportunities to recognize unit

price and practice division and subtraction. The program gives

additional practice in reading functional words and phrases that meet

objectives In the Maryland Functional Reading Test. The reading level

appears to be 4th to 6th grade level.
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ile pencil. The teacher needs to monito' student responses and level of Api

411
frustration. jr

All
So.:nd is used In the activity.
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Students may experience
difflculy reading and .3omputing with paper and I:3

TEACHER OPTIONS

Student scores may be viewed as single scores or as an entire file. To

access the scores, type SCORES when the program displays, 'Please type

In your first name..,." As many as 200 students may be maintained at

one time. When the disk becomes full, type PURGE when the program

displays, 'Please type in your first name....' You will then be able tc

erase 4n entire student file or purge an individual student from the

file.

There ale no other teacher management options.

SUGGESTIONS

1. Student reading level should be considered before using this

program.
2. Teacher made worksheets or actual advertisements may be needed to

motivate students.

3. Instruct the student to record his score.

4. D.T.A. Applications:
Introductory Activity (teacher instructs will group)

Guided Practice (If reading level is appropriate)

Independent Practice (if reading level Is appropriate)

Vocabulary: unit price, advertisement (ad), subscription

. See the program manual for further Information.
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SOFTWARE
SUMMARY I

Company: EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES, INC.Iii

Title: MATH FOR EVERYDAY LIVING
Activity: WORKING ON SALES TAX

(Lesson 5)

I :f

OBJECTIVES:

MFMT: 5.1.4 Solve Problems Using Percents
4.1.1 Choose a Reasonable Answer for a

Mathematical Problem

SKILLS: PD3 RENAME PERCENTS AS DECIMALS
MD1 IDENTIFY THE NUMBER OF DECIMAL PLACES

IN THE PRODUCT
MD3 PLACE THE DECIMAL POINT IN THE

PRODUCT CORRECTLY WITH UP TO THREE OR ii
FOUR DECIMAL PLACES

21 RECOGNIZE THAT WITH ANY DECIMAL
ENDING IN ZERO(S;, THE ZERO(S) MAY BE
PROPPED

RA1 ROUND OFF NUMBERS
MUP1 SOLVE PROBLEMS USING PERCENTS
YW2 SELECT AN OPERATION FROM KEY WORDS OR

PHRASES

I
ACTIVITY SUMMARY lif

WORKING ON SALES TAX helps students learn how to compute sales tax on

purchases throurin a series of steps. First, sales tax is given as a

percent, and the student must type in the percent as a decimal. Then a

step-by-step tutorial shows how to find 6% sales tax on a purchase of

$12.50. The tutorial takes into account placement of both decimal point

and dollar sign in an aswer. Students are then presented with answers

to multiplication examples involving sales tax, and learn how to round

off to the nearest cent. Finally five random problems are presented.

After two incorrect responses, the program branches to the in-depth

tutorial presented earlier in the lesson.

The program gives additional practice in reading functional words and

ill phrases that meet objectives in the Maryland Functional Reading Test.

The reading level appears to be 4th to 6th grade level.

26
E.C.I. for E.S.E.

111-53 ?.O.C./11. of MD. 1988
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Students may experience dIffIculy reading and computing with paper and

pencil. The teacher needs to monitor student re3ponses and level of

frustration.

Sound Is used in the activity.

TEACHER OPTIONS

Student scores may be viewed as single scores or as an entire file. To

access the scores, type SCORES when the program displays, 'Please type

In your first name....' As many as 200 students may be maintained at

one time. When the disk becomes full, type PURGE when the program

displays, 'Please type in your first name....' You will then be able to

erase an entire student file or purge an individual student from the

file.

There are no other teacher management options.

SUGGESTIONS

I. Student reading level should be considered before using this

program.

2. Teacher made worksheets or newspaper ads in which students ,thoose

items and compute sales tax may be used to motivate students.

3. Instruct the student to record his score.

4. D.T.A. Applications:
Introductory Activity (teacher Instructs small group)

Guided Practice (if reading level is appropriate)

Independent Practice (if reading level is appropriate)

Vocabulary: sales tax, decimal, percent, digit

5. See the program manual for further Information.
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E
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U
iiCompany: EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES. INC. liE

ii
Title: MATH FOR EVERYDAY LIVING

Activity: WORKING WITH TIME (Lesson 9) liE

U
IR

11
OBJECTIVES:

ii
ea MFMT: 2.3.1 Using Information from Tables ii

5.1.6 Find Elapsed Time

iiSKILLS: UTI IDENTIFY INFORMATION ON A TABLE ii

MET2 RECALL THAT 60 MINUTES EQUALS 1 HOUR co

MET9 FIND ELAPSED TIME IR

lii

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

illWORKING WITH TIME teaches basic addition and subtraction
of time through

working with time clock tables. Students first learn about time clocks

and time cards. Then a sample time card is displayed
with the student's

name. along with Time In, Time Out, Hour and Minute columns and five

days of the week. The Time In and Time Out hours are filled in for the

first day, and the student Is asked to compute hours worked. Correct

1111

responses are rewarded in writing. while an Incorrect response branches

the student to an example
which shows how the hours are computed.

j After computing the hours and minutes for all 5 days, the student is

asked to a) total the hours and minutes for the week and b) correct

II minutes Into hours for the total tine worked. A second incorrect

response will branch the student to a brief tutorial frame
which shows

.

how this is done. Two different
time cards are

presented for a total of

17 problems.
The percent correct is Indicated at the end for the entire

lesson.
There is a limited use of sound effects.

SR
E II lia ill Iii ii if if lia 111 111 if if iii if ill ii E R.
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TIMCI4E1 OPTIONS

Student scores may be viewed as
single scores or as an entire file. To

laaccess the scores, type SCORES when the program displays, 'Please type

in your first name....' As many a^ 200 students mar be maintained at

42,
one time. When the disk becomes full. type PURGE when the program

displays, 'Please type In your first name....' You will then be able to

aerase an entire student file or purge an individual student from the

file.

E.

There are no other teacher management options.

SUGGESTIONS

1. Student reading level should be considered before using this program.

2. Pencil and paper may be needed to aid In calculations.

3. The program does not generate new problems, so it cannot be used

again without reworking the same 17 problems.

4. Instruct the student to record his score.

5. D.T.A. Applications:
Introductory Activity

(teacher instructs small group)

Guided Practice (if reading level is appropriate)

Independent Practice (if reading level is appropriate)

Vocabulary: salary, time clock, time card, time in, time out, hr.,

min., A.M., P.M.

6. See manual for further Information.
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SOFTWARE
SUMMARY

Company: EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES, INC.
Title: SALIblA MATH GAMES
Activity : ROUND TABLE

(Diskette *1)

a
OBJECTIVES:

MFMT: 3.1.1 Write numbers in words and digits
4.1.1 Choose a reasonable answer for a

mathematical problem

SKILLS: Ni IDENTIFY PLACE VALUE
N2 IDENTIFY WORD NAMES ONE THROUGH

NINETEEN
N4 IDENTIFY WORD NAMES FOR 20, 30,

40...90
N6 IDENTIFY HYPHENATED NUMBER WORDS FOR

21, 22, 23...99
N8 IDENTIFY THE WORD NAMES FOR 100 AND

1,000
NiO IDENTIFY THE WORD NAMES FOR TENTHS AND

HUNDREDTHS FROM THE DIGITS (.1.01)
RA1 ROUND OFF NUMBERS

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

iii
post of the games in this series allow students to try optional student

tutorials to become more familiar with the concepts presented. The

a
a instructions give the students the procedure for rounding numbers.

Students should be encouraged to review the Instructions. iii

aROUND TABLE is a game for two players. It gives practice in rounding

off numbers, both whole and decimal. Both players are given numbers

Ili they must round %o the nearest thousand, hundred, ten, tenth, hundredth,

thousandth. One player works on a problem at a time. Both players get

a a choice of three levels of difficulty on each problem. The higher

level of difficulty chosen by a player, the more points that player can

score. Two people seated at a table smile or from in response to the

Ilistudent's answer. When an incorrect answer is given, the correct answer

appears on the screen. The first player to accumulate 30 points is the

jwinner.

Nilioilsti lig ii 111 ii5 il bil ii Mcilt ill ill !ilsra
7, .407 . . C. /II. of P. 98
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II TEACHER OPTIONS S

Each diskette contains a record of the students who have attempted
and/or successfully completed each lesson on that diskette. These

scores can be displayed individually, or by total class. The program

will aiso give the option of viewing these results on the screen or

having them printed out.

IE

ISUGGESTIONS liE

ii1. Students will need teacher directed lessons before they can ii
successfully complete this game.

ii
2. This program 'nay be used as a drill.

DTA Appplications:3.

Independent Practice
Vocabulary: rounding nunbers--replacing specific numbers with

ii

numbers expressecin even units such

as ten, hundreo, or thousand El
tenth--.1

Ili hundredth--.01
thousandth.001 IE

Ili 4. See the program manual for further information.
liE

I E
I
iii IE

IR Iiii

iiil IE

Iii IE

Ili II
Iiii
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OBJECTIVES:

SOFTWARE if

SUMMARY it

Company: MECC A-125
Title: Addition Logician
Activity: THE FENCE GAME

MFMT 2.1.1 Add Whole Numbers
SKILL: *ADD USING FOUR ADDENDS WITH TWO OR MORE

REGROUPINGS
*This skill Is not Included In the MFMT

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

The first screen presentation is 'The Fence Game.' The students
are given the question 'Do you want instructions?.' If they type in yes,
they are given a demonstration of how to play the game.

The students are then presented with .2 whole number addition
problems having four two digit addends. Each problem requires
regrouping of a '2" or a '3'. After successfully completing three
problems, the student plays a portion of 'The Fence Game.' The numbers
used are randomly selected so each student is assured a unique set of
problems.

The student answers the problems by entering the ones, then tens,
then hundreds column answer. They do not press 'Return' after each
response and do not enter in the carry number.

For a correct response the word 'RIGHT" appears at the bottom of
the screen, and then a new problem is immediately presented.

For an incorrect response 'NO, TRY AGAIN" appears at the bottom of
the screen. After a second attempt the student is prompted with a pink
rectangular box around the two numbers that should be added. There is
also a question mark at the bottom where the answer should be placed.
The student enters an answer and then is prompted with the box over the
tens column with a question mark in the space where the carry number
should be entered. (Now the student enters the carry.) The student
enters the carry number then the answer and the prompt continues to the
hundreds column. If the student `continues to make errors the program
responds with 'NO, TRY AGAIg10111.the correct number is entered.

a

Ill id kil id it ill 11 lit III 1114E1
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When the graphics are turned 'on' the student will work on three

problems, then play the 'The Fence Game.' This game is a version of

Connect The Dots', where the student takes turns with the computer

connecting points. One point is scored for completing the fence around
one of the small square regions. The player with the most points at the

end of the game wins.

iii

At the end of each lesson the students are presented with a scoring
frame. If they score at or above mastery level (75%) they are

congratulated.
Ex. You did 12 problems.

You got 11 problems right on the first try.
VERY GOOD!!

You are ready for REPEAT AFTER ME.

If they score below mastery level, they are encouraged to repeat the
program.

Ex. You did 12 problems.
You got 7 problems right on the first try..
Please try THE FENCE GAME again.

Problem 1 of 12_ _

39
18

8
6

+
1
1

89

, TRY AGAIN.

Press SPACE BAR to continue

Problem 1 of 12

-1=11.111N

PAT
CPS)

a
Computer

CXX)

(E)

PAT mins/

Press SPACE OAR to continue

iii1111
S.C.I. for E.S.I. 111-6p P.G.C./U. of P. 1988
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TEACHER OPT I ONS

1. The sound can be turned "off" or "on" at the main menu only.

2. Press Control-A to get Into the teacher management at the main menu.
(See "How to Modify the Disk" In the Teachers Manual)
A.Select number 1, then return, to turn the graphics "off" or 'on".

Ili
It will say that they are currently 'on" or "off" on the options
screen.

B.Select number 3, then return, to change the difficulty level of
the game. Follow the directions on the screen. The levels can
be: easy, medium or hard.

C.Other options available to the teacher are: See names and scores.
Clear names and scores, Set the printer, and Check the best

Iliscore. The screen directions are self explanatory.

SUGGESTIONS

1. For this activity the sound is "on" during the game section only.
If it is distracting to the rest of the class turn it "off". If it ill
is not distracting, it can be entertaining to the student playing

il
the game.

2. D.T.A. Applications
Warm-up Ili

Guided Practice
Independent Practice
VocabLlary: None

3. Turn the graphics "off" (at the main menu *7) If the student takes
more time on the game than necessary or if the game seems to break Ili
up the learning activity.

e

Management Options

1. Turn graphics off
(Currently on)

2. Set race lap time
(Currently : 26 seconds) Ili

3. Set difficulty for games
I4. See names and scores

S. Clear names and scores

li. Set up the printer

7. Check best score lists

E
O. Return to main menu

Which option? I

IMO .r,'

E.C.I. for E.S.E. III-61 P.G.C./11. of P. 1988
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(RaceTime
eamiumenowage

You will be given
20 roblens. Each
correct answer mill
make your car novo.

SOFTWARE
SUMMARY

Company: MECC A-125
Title: Addition Logician

IPg=
Activity: W.CE TIME

Press SPACE OAR to continue

OBJECTIVES:
MFMT 2.1.1 Add Whole Numbers
SKILL: A6 ADD TWO NUMBERS WITH UP TO 2 DIGITS EACH,

REGROUPING ONES TO TENS
A7 ADD TWO NUMBERS WITH UP TO 3 OR 4 DIGITS

EACH, REGROUPING ONES TO TENS
A10 ADD TWO NUMBERS WITH UP TO 4 DIGITS

EACH, I TO 3 REGROUPINGS
All ADD THREE NUMBERS WITH UP TO 2 DIGITS

EACH, REGROUPING.

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

The first screen presentation is the 'Race Time's' best times list.
The students are given these instructions: 'You will be given 20

problems. Each correct answer will cake your car move.' The students iii
are then prompted to press the space bar and the race begins. The race
time can be adjusted by using the management options. The program's

ill
race time is 260 seconds. The clock is not visible to the student while
the race is going on.

The students are then presented with 20 whole number addition
problems. Each problem requires regrouping.

The students answer the problems by entering the ones, then tens,
then hundreds column answer. They do not press return after each
response and do not enter in the carry number.

For a correct response the word 'RIGHT" appears at the bottom of
the screen, and then a new problem is immediately presented.

For an incorrect response the 'NO, TRY AGAIN' appears. After a
second attempt the student is prompted with a pink rectangular box
around the two numbers that should be added. There is also a question
mark at the bottom where the answer should be placed. The student enters
an answer and then is prompted with the box over the tens column with a
question mark in the space where the carry number should be entered.
(Now the student enters the carry.) The student enters the carry number

Olij
'then the answer and the prompt continues to the hundreds column. If the

IMO

student continues to make errors the program responds with 'NO, TRY
AGAIN' until tne correct number is entered.

8 iii iii III liii iii lii ill lid ii lid III lig II ill iii iii Iiiiii
i.c.I. for E.S.E. 111-63 P.G.C./11. of MD. 1988
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IliAfter successfully completing all 20 problems before the clock runs 111

out, the students see:

ill
EX. The winner is "!!!

Your time was "
OR

You did 20 problems .

You got 13 problems right on the first try.
Please try RACE TIME again.

If the student's end time is within the top ten best times, he/she
will see their name on the 'best times" list.

IliWhen the graphics are turned 'off' the clock will be turned "off"
and the drill is not timed. This alllws the student to take as long as
necessary to perform the problems.

4944

8269 N
NO TRY AGAIN.

a
503
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TEACHER OPTIONS

I. The sound can be turned "off" or 'on" at the main menu only.

2. Press Control-A to get into the teacher management at the main menu.
A.Select number 1, then Return, to turn the graphics 'off" or
'on". It will say that they are currently on or off on the

options screen. Turning the graphics "off" will turn R/ TIMES

clock off.
B.Select number 2, then return, to change the race time. Enter the

new time in multiples of 20, press Return.
C.Other options available to the teacher are: See names and scores,

Clear names and scores, Set the printer, and Check the best

score. The screen directions are self explanatory.

a
SUGGESTIONS

1. D.T.A. Applications
Warm-up
Guided Practice
Independent Practice
Vocabulary: None

2. Leave the graphics "on' for a timed drill of all the skills. Turn

the graphics 'off" for an untimed drill review of all the skills.

3. See the MECC manual for further Information.

Wanagewent Options

I. Turn graphics off
(Currently on)

2. Set race lea tine
(Currently : HO seconds)

3. Set difficulty for genes

4. See nines and scores

3. Clear nines and scores
6. Set up the printer

7. Check best score lists

O. Return to nein menu

Which ovtiont M

a
a
a
a

a
a

: a
504I
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E=1, SOFTWARE
cja SUMMARY Li'

Company: MECC A -125
Title: Addition Logician
Activity: REPEAT AFTER ME

OBJECTIVES:
MFMT 2.1.1 Add Whole Numbers
SKILL: AB ADD TWO NUMBERS WITU UP TO 3-DIGITS

EACH, REGROUPING TENS TO HUNDREDS
A10 ADD TWO NUMBERS WITH UP TO 4 DIGITS

EACH, 1-3 REGROUPINGS
Al2 ADD THREE NUMBERS WITH UP TO 3 OR 4

DIGITS EACH, REGROUPING

(Repeat after Me

Do you moot instructions, N

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

Students are presented with the 'Repeat After Me Game.' They are
given the question 'Do you want Instructions?". If they type in yes,
they are given a demonstration of how to play the game.

The students are then presented with 25 whole number addition
problems with 3-4 digit addends and regrouping. Each problem requires
regrouping. After successfully completing five problems, the student
plays a portion of 'Repeat After Me." The numbers used are randomly
selected so each student is assured a unique set of problems.

The student answers the problems by entering the ones, then tens,
then hundreds column answer. They do nct press 'Return" after each
response and do not enter in the carry number.

For a correct response the student sees the word 'RIGHT" at the
bottom c the screen, and then a new problem is immediately presented.

For an incorrect response 'NO, TRY AGAIN" appears at the bottom of
the screen. After a second attempt the student is prompted with a pink
rectangular box around the two numbers that should be added. There is
also a question mark at the bottom where the answer should be placed.
The student enters an answer and then Is prompted with the box over the
tens column and a question mark in the space where the carry number
should be entered. (Now the student enters the carry.) The student
enters the carry number then the answer and the prompt continues to the
hundreds column. If the student continues to make errors the program
responds with "NO, TRY AGAIN" until the correct number Is entered.

aliii id ill ill hit ill ill 111 II
Z.C.I. for Z.S.Z. III-67 - P.G.C./11. of HD. 1988
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When the graphics are turned on the student will work on five ill

problems, then play the 'Repeat After Me" game. This game is a version

of the electronic game 'Simon.' After a series of notes is repeated
correctly, a new note is added and the student tries to repeat this new

series. If enough notes are repeated, the student's name is placed on

the Top ten scores" list.
At the end of each lesson the students are presented with a scoring

frame. If they score at or above mastery level (80%) they are

:ongratulated.
Ex. You did 25 problems. Ili

You got 25 problems right on the first tcy.

TERRIFIC!! Ili
You are ready for RACE TIME.

If they score below mastery level, they are encouraged to repeat the

program.
Ex. You did 25 problems.

You got 15 problems right on the first try..
Please try REPEAT AFTER ME again. ill

Pretties 5 of 25

2a3 411

t 441

411

+
856 e

Problew 5 of 25
....9

IliNO, TRY AGAIN.

Ili Press SPACE 21101 to continue

1

iii

2

7'-

3
+ 1

Ili6

if TERRY JAMISON
Ili

You did 25 Pre41Afts.

ill

You got 25 probleas right
on the first try.

li
TERRIFIC!!

You are reedy for RACE TIME.,

hi
11

Press SPACE OAR to continue

/ IIIIBOG
.
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Ili TEACHER OPTIONS

1. The sound can be turned "off" or "on" at the main menu only.

2. Press Control-A to get Into the teacher management at the main menu.
A.Select number 1, then Return, to turn the graphics "off" or "on".

B.Select number 3, then Return, to change the difficulty level of

the game. Follow the directions on the screen. The levels can

be: easy, medium or hurd.
C.Other options available to the teacher are: See namcc and scores.

Clear names and scores, Set the printer, and Check the best

score. The screen directions are self explanatory.

SUGGEST I ONS

a

507

1. For this activity the sound is "on" during the game section only.

If it is distracting to the rest of the class turn it "off". If it

is not distracting, it can be entertaining to the student playing

I
I
I

4. See the MECC manual for further information.

I

111

NI 44-N MI 111 951 511 C./fl. 41.19! ACI

the game.

2. E.T.A. Applications
Warm-up
Guided Practice
Independent Practice
Vocabulary: None

3. Tun the graphics "off" (at the main menu #7) if the student takes

more time on the game than necessary or if the game seems to break

up the learning activity.

Management Options

1. Turn graphics off
(Currently on)

2. Set race lap tine
(Currently = 26 seconds)

3. Set difficulty for genes
4. See names and scores

3. Clear manes and scores

S. Set up the printer

7. Check best score lists

d. Return to main menu

Which option? 11
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Company:DO you want instrectsees?

i
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Company: MECC A-125
TitTitle: ADDITION LOGICIAN
Activity: THREE IN A ROW Ili

111 a
OBJECTIVES:

MFMTMFMT 2.1.1 Add Whole Numbers
a SKILL: A6 ADD TWO NUMBERS WITH UP TO 2 DIGITS EACH, a

REGROUPING ONES TO TENS

ii
A7 ADD TWO NUMBERS WITH UP TO 3 TO 4 DIGITS

EACH, REGROUPING ONES TO TENS

!

O

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

Given 20 whole number addition problems with two addends and one
regrouping, student will answer the problems by pressing the correct
numbers keys.

The student is given a demonstration of how to play the game 'Three
in a Row.' The student plays the game after completing a set of five
problems.

The problems are basic addition with one to two addends and at
least one regrouping required.

The student answers the problems by entering the ones, then tens,
then hundreds column answer. They do not press Return after each

response and do not enter in the carry number.
For a correct response the word 'RIGHT" appears at the bottom of

the screen, and then a new problem is Immediately presented.

a

E.C.I.
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For an Incorrect response 'NO, TRY AGAIN" appears on the screen.
After a second attempt the student is prompted with a pink rectangular
box around the two numbers that should be added. There is also a

question mark at the bottom where the answer should be placed. The
student enters an answer and then is prompted with the box over the tens
column with a question mark in the space where the carry number should
be entered. (Now the student enters the carry.) The student enters the
carry number then the answer and the prompt continues to the hundreds
column. If the student continues to make errors the program responds
with 'NO TRY AGAIN' until the correct number Is entered.

When the graphics are turned on the student will work on five
problems, then play the 'Three in a Row" game. This game is a version
of tic-tac-toe, where the student selects a slot for a disk to enter and
the computer selects a slot. Whoever gets three of their disks in a row
wins.

Problem 6 of 28 Problem 6 of 20

14

NO, TRY AGAIN.

Press SPACE RAR to continue

509

a
a
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TEACHER OPTIONS

1. The sound can be turned 'off' at the main menu only.

2. Press Control-A from the main menu to access the teacher management

options.
A. Select number 1, then Return, to turn the graphics "off" or

'on.'

B. Select number 3, then Return, to change the difficulty level of Ili

the game. Follow the directions on the screen. The levels can

be: easy, medium or hard.

C. Other options available to the teacher are: See names and

scores, Clear names and scores, Set the printer, and Check the

best score. The screen directions are self explanatory.

SUGGESTIONS
Ili

1. For this activity the sound is on during the game section only. If

It is distracting to the rest of the class turn it "off.' If it is

not distracting, it can be entertaining to the student playing the

game.
ill

2. Turn the graphics "off" (at the main menu V) if the student takes

more time on the game than necessary or if the game seems to break

up the learning activity.

3. D.T.A. Applications:
Warm-up
Guided Practice
Independent Practice

ill

Vocabulary: None

4. See the MECC manual for further Information.

Management Options

I. Turn graphics off
(Currently en) ill

2. Set race lap time
(Currently s 260 seconds)

3 Set difficulty for games

4. See names and scores

3. Clear names and scores

6. Set UP the printer

7. Check best score lists

I, Return to wain menu

Which option? I

li
e
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Zabug Him................... . E
Do you want

Company: MECC A125
Title: ADDITION LOGICIAN

Ili!instructions' II Activity: ZEBUG NIM

hi

OBJECTIVE:

MFMT 2.1.1 Add Whole Numbers
SKILL: A6 ADD TWO NUMBERS WITH UP TO 2 DIGITS

Ili
EACH, REGROUPING ONES TO TENS

All ADD THREE NUMBERS WITH JP TO 2 DIGITS

111

EACH, REGROUPING
Ili

. Ili ACTIVITY SUMMARY

Given 20 whose number addition, problems with twc to four addends
and one or two regroupings. student will answer the problems by pressing
the correct numbers keys.

The student is given a demonstration of how to play the game 12ebuo
Win.' The student plays the game after completing a set of five
problems.

The problems are basic add:tion with two tc four addends and ore or
two regroupings required.

Ili

The student answers the problems by entering the ones. then tens.
then hundreds cohmn answer. They do not press return after each

response and do not niter in the carry number.
For a correct response the word 'RIGHT' appears at the bottom cf IR

the screen, and then a new problem is immediately presented.

Pi
For an incorrect response 'NO. TRY AGAIN ' appears at the bottom of

the screen. After a second attempt the student Is prompted with a pink
rectangular box around the numbers that should be added. There is also
a question mark at the bottom where the answer should be placed.

Ili

Students enter their answer and they are prompted with the box over the
tens column with a question mark In the space where the carry number
should be enterea. (Now the student enters the carry.) Stuocilts enter

the carry number then the answer and the prompt continues to the
ig

11 hundreds column. If the student continues to make errors the program
lii responds with 'NOd TRY AGAIN" until the correct number is entered.

iii.....:

E.C.I. for E.S.E. III- P.O.C./U. of MD. 1988
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When the g:aphics are turned Pon' the students w:11 wc:N c- f..t. 11 411)problems. then play the "Zebug' game. This Is a uniq.e game the. thestudent plays with the comp.ter. The student se:ects a row of lo.gs a...can amount of bugs that he/she wants removed from tne row. The compute:does the same. The one left with the last bug is the loser.

Ili °Iwmmlen 8 ot 20
_ . . . ott . . . ... _Problem 8 of 28

....... _ _

752
51lit 42 4 li64 6

* l&+ 39
361'

P40, TRY AGAIN.

IN

111

Press SPACE 8A8 to continue ...
ii :1111

....

In ii

hi 1 4- If ff 1 111

lig 2 ii
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TEACHER OPTIONS

1. The sound can be turned 'off" at the main menu only.

2. Press Control-A from the main menu to access the teacher manaoement

options.
A. Select nummer 1. then Return. to turn the graphics 'off" cr

'on'.

B. Select number 3, then Return. to change the difficulty level of

the game. Folio:: the directions on the screen. Tne levels can

be: easy, medium or harm.

C. Otner options available tc the teacher are See names arc

scores. Clear names and scores. Set the printer, and Check the

best score. Tne screen directions are self explanatory.

lir 2

SUGGESTIONS

For this activity the sound is 'on" during the game section only.

If it is clstract.nc to the rest cf the class turn 't "off". If it

is not distracting. it can be entertaining to the student playing

the came.
Turn the graphics 'off" (at the main menu *7) if the student tares

more time cn the came than necessary or If the game seems tc treaK

up the learn:no a:::vity,

E.T.t. Appiicaticns:

Warm-up
Guided Practice
Ince:en:en; Practice
Vdcarlary: None

See the MECC manual for further Information.

Management Options

1. Turn graphics off
(Currently on)

2. Set race lap time
(currently .7. 260 seconds)

3 Set difficulty for 'lames

4. See names and scores

5. Clear manes and scores

6. Set up the printer

7. Check best score lists

S. Return to main menu

Which option? 11
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SOFTWARE

.:
SUMMARY

II Iii

III a
a Company : MEOC A-166

IiiTitle: ARITHMETIC CRITTERS
Activity: ANIMAL ADDITION a

a
OBJECTIVES:

iiMFMT 2. 1 . 1 Add Whole Numbers

SKILL :Al RECALL ADDITION NUMBER FACTS a
!!!

a
ACTIVITY SUMMARY

Given up to nine identical animals presented in two groups with
the numeral beside each group, students will add by counting the animals
or adding the numerals.

The student is presented with animal heads and numerals in verticle
format. The animals are in two groups on the left side of screen, the
numerals are written in vertical format on the right side of the screen.
As each head appears on the screen a noise is heard. Student is

expected to add the heads or numerals and enter the sum by pressing the
number keys and the Return key.

When a correct answer is entered, the students are rewarded with a
colorful graphic of an animal burrowing under dirt then popping up and
waving.

When an incorrect response is entered, the programs first response
is a line that crosses out the students answer. Student then makes a
second attempt. If the answer is incorrect again, the animal heads blink Ili
one at a time and a noise is heard with each to stimulate counting. If

students make a third incorrect response, the heads bliim !'n a sound
stimulus and numbers pop up under each one. The student is thcl given
the answer.

Students are given 10 problems. (Teacher cannot modify numer of
problems only the numbers used in the problems.)

At the completion of 10 problems, students score is given in the
411 form of a grid. Each equation that was given is shown with an animal

face above the ones that were performed with no mistakes and nothino Ili
above those that mistakes were made on.

E 111 4#14. III ha
S.C.I. for E.S.S. III-79
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TEACHER OPTIONS

1. Press Control-S to turn the sound 'on" or 'off".
2. Press Control-A from the main menu to access the teacher management

options.

A. Select the top number 1-9 (by pressing *1, Return, number

"from", return, and number "to")

B. Select the bottom number the same way with the possible range of
0 -9.

C. C. Select the answer range the same as above with the possible
range of 2-10.

SUGGESTIONS

1. Listen for sound to hear if the student is progressing and getting
correct answers.

2. Leave the sound on if it does not distract other students. Sound is

an important part of the activity and the feedback lets the student
know what is happening that he might not otherwise notice.

3. D.T.A. Applications:
Warm-up
Guided Practice
Independent Practice

Ili
Vocabulary: r )ne

4. See the MECC manual for further information.
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OBJECTIVE:

SOFTWARE
SUMMARY
Company: MECC A-166
Title: ARITHMETIC CRITTERS
Activity: EGG PLANT

MFMT 2.1.1 Add Whole Numbers

I
SKILL:A1, RECALL ADDITION NUMBER FACTS

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

Given cartons on a truck in groups of tens and ones, students will
practice writing numerals to represent the objects .

Students are presented with cartons of eggs on trucks. Several
trucks carry ten cartons and one usually carries less. Students are
expected to count the cartons and enter in the number they represent.
Students can count by tens and then ones to get the number of cartons.
They are expected to enter in the right answer by pressing the number
keys.

For a correct response the student is rewarded with a tune and
movement by the 'on screen" chicken. They press Return and begin another
problem.

For an incorrect response the student hears a tune and sees a line
that crosses out their answer. For a second incorrect response a number
representing the amount of cartons on each truck pops onto the truck
(this will be either 10 or 0-9) A sound is heard with each number to
stimulate counting. Students also see the numbers placed in a tens or
ones column in a cloud above the chicken.

EX. Tens - Ones

5

-

- 9

For a third incorrect response the numbers blink one by one and a
noise is heard with each. The students then watch the 'tens' number
move down and the "ones" number move down until the two digit answer is
in place. They are given the answer arm asked to press the space bar to
move on.

56
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Students ace given 10 problems. The teacher cannot modify the

amount of problems presented, only the numbers used.
At the completion of the ten problems the score is given in the

form of a grid. Each box contains the two digit number (presented in
the activity) and an egg in the box of those that no mistake was made
and nothing in the box of those that a mistake was made.

TEACHER OPTIONS

1. Press Control-S to turn the sound 'on" or 'off" whenever the program
is waiting for a response.

2. Press Control-A from the main menu to access the teacher management
options.
A. Select the range of numbers by pressing the number 1, enter the

it "from ", press Return, enter the * "To", and press Return. The
maximum range is 10-99.

B. Select the format of the feedback by pressing number 2, Return,
and press the number of the format that most closely represents
the teacher's instructional model, then press return.

SUGGEST I OUS

1. Listen for the sound to hear if the student is progressing and
getting correct answers.

2. Leave the sound 'on" if it does not distract other students. Sound
Is an important part of the activity and the feedback lets the
student know what is happening that he might not otherwise notice.

3. D.T.A. Applications:
Warm-up
Guided Practice
Independent Practice
Vocabulary: Tens and ones

4. See the MECC manual for further information.

SCORE

O C
74 92 21 63

6
92 14 ,.,:.r_.92 .

Aegg'r 41)

Press SPOON op4 to continue

. 51 7
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OBJECTIVES:

wai w[2.

SOFTWARE
SUMMARY

a
Company : MECC A-166
Title: ARITHMETIC CRITTERS
Act ivity: FOWL PLAY

a
a
a
a

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

MFMT 2.1.1 Subtract Whole Numbers
SKILL: Sl_ RECALL SUBTRACTION NUMBER FACTS

Given up to eighteen bird graphics in two groups and the numerals
they represent, students practice subtraction by observing some birds
disappearing and counting those that remain.

Students are presented with a numeral and the same number of birds.

pone

at a time with a sound stimulus as each pops up. The second numeral
up and the matching amount of birds on the screen disappear one by

one with a sound stimulus. Students are expected to count the remaining
birds and enter the answer by pressing the number keys and the Return
key.

When a correct answer Is entered the students are rewarded with a
simple tune from each of the remaining birds.

When an incorrec,, response is entered, the programs first response
Is a line that crosses out the students answer. The student then makes

a second attempt. If the answer is incorrect again, the birds blink one

at a time and a noise Is heard with each to stimulate counting. If

students make a third Incorrect response, the birds blink to a sound
stimulus and numerals pop up under each one. The student is then given

the answer.
Students are given 10 problems. (Teacher cannot modify number of

problems only the numbers used in the problems.)
At the completion of 10 problems, the student's score is given in

the form of a grid. Each equation that was given is shown with a bird
above the ones that were performed with no mistakes and nothing above
those that mistakes were made on.

a
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TEACHER OPTIONS

Press Control-S to turn the sound "on" or "At."
Press Control-A from the main menu to access the teacher management

options.
A. Select the top number 1-18 (by pressing #1, Return, number

"from ", return, and number 'to")

B. Select the bottom number the same way with the possible range of

0-9.

C. Select the answer range with the same as above with the possible

range of 1-9.

SUGGESTIONS

Listen for sound to hear If the student is progressing and getting

correct answers.
Leave the sound "on" If It does not distract other students. Sound

Is an Important part of the activity and the feedback lets the

student know what is happening that he might not otherwise notice.

D.T.A. Applications:
Warm-up
Guided Practice
Independent Practice
Vocabulary: None

See the MECC manual for further information.

r
SCORE

4 4 4 ;
1-0 3-2 S.

15-7 1 4 2-1

=3 4 4 4
14 -S S-4 i 17 14 1 4

.

Press IIPOPE W la coati**
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SOFTWARE
SUMMARY

Company: MECC A-166
Title: ARITHMETIC CRITTERS
Activity: UNIT WORM

em . ".

C=04=2

a
a

Ar

Now bony ?

OBJECTIVES:

MFMT 2.1.1 Add Whole Numbers
SKILL: Al RECALL ADDITION NUMBER FACTS

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

Students are shown a caterpillar who crawls on a line or the
perimeter of a box, leaving a silhouette behino. As the caterpillar
leaves the silhouette it makes a sound. Students are expected to count
the units of measure (caterpillar's silhouette) and enter in the answer
by pressing the number keys and the Return key.

For a correct response the student Is rewarded with a tune and a
colorful graphic of a butterfly in flight.

When an incorrect response Is entered, the programs first response
is a line that crosses out the student's answer. Student then makes a
second attempt. If the answer is incorrect again, the silhouettes blink
one at a time and a noise is heard with each one to stimulate counting.
If the student makes a third incorrect response, the silhouettes blink
to a sound stimulus and numbers pop up above each one. The student is
then given the answer.

Students are given 10 problems. (Teacher cannot modify number of
problems only the numbers used in the problems.)

At the completion of 10 problems, the student's score is given in
the form of a grid. Each measurement that was given is shown with a
butterfly above the ones that were performed with no mistakes and
nothing above those that mistakes were made on.

EL II Id it kil ill
for 84.Z. 111-85 T.G.C./Q. of MD. 1988
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TEACHER OPTIONS

1. Control-S can be used to turn the sound "off".

2. Use "Control-A" to get into the teacher management at the main menu.
(See "How to Modify the Disk.")
A.Select 1, to modify the number range of a possible 1-40.
B.Select 2, to modify the problem type (straight lines or boxes that

the caterpillar measures)

C.Select 3 to change the worms size to small, medium, large or all
three.

D.Select 4 to change the speed that the worm travels the lines and
leaves its silhouette behind. (slow, medium or fast)

E.Select 5, to indicate whether the worm's silhouette is left behind
or not.(silhouette Is turned on or off)

SUGGEST I ONS

1. Listen for sound to hear if the student is progressing and getting
correct answers.

2. D.T.A. Applications
Warm-up
Guided Practice
Independent Practice
Vocabulary: None

4. Leave the sound on if it does not distract other students. Sound is
an important part of the activity and the feedback lets the
student know what is happening that he might not otherwise
notice.

5. Leave the silhouettes option on, without it student relies mostly on
the sound stimulus or guessing.

6. See the MECC manual for further information.
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SOFTWARE
SUMMARY
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MFMT 5.1.6 Flnd Elapsed Tlme

to diem* oureers
Company: MECC A-168
Title: CLOCKWORKS
Activities: DIGITAL DRILL

SKILL: MET1 IDENTIFY CORRECT TIME
* SEE NOTE BELOW

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

DIGITAL !ILL provide students with practice in setting a given time on

a digital clock. Ten problems are presented in the format shown in

Figure 1 (see above). If the correct answer is given, the Nuzzle

provides feedback and performs a trick (Figure 2).

Students are given two opportunities to set the right time for each

problem. If they are wrong after the second try, the correct time is

set for them to study. At the conclusion of the lesson, a summary

screen shows how many problems were done correctly on the first try. If

all ten problems were correct on the first try, the Nuzzle will do a

variety of tricks following the summary.

NOTE: DIGITAL DRILL gives students pmctice in changing a time to

numbers such as 5:20. This Is really a prerequisite skill to usirig the

mathematical approach for finding elapsed time.

TEACHER OPTIONS

1. To turn the sound on and off, use the option on the main menu or

press CORTROL-S anywhere in the program.

2. Press CONTROL-A from, the main menu to access the Teacher Options.

A. Option 1 allows Intervals of the following times to be set either

alone or in combination with each other: 60 min., 30 min., 15

min., 6 min., or 1 min.
D. Option 2 allows you to control the typeR of expressions uses in

the program: clock (digital or analog) .umbers and words 0

o'clock or 10 minutes aft:a' 2 o'clock); words (three o'clock or

ten mintues to one o'clock); quarter hours (quarter past 2 o'clock

or quarter to nine o'clock); and half hours (half past ten o.clock

or ten-thirty).

ilf
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C. Option 9 allows you to choose the number of marks on the clock.

11.
You may have 60, 12, 4, none, or a combination of all so that 11different choices appear randomly.

D. Option 4 allows you to choose the number of numerals on the clock.

liYou mu have 12, 4, none, or a combination of all the choices so
that different choices appear randomly.

E. Option 5 allows you to choose Arabic or Romanfrumerals. For the E.
purpose of the MFMT, choose Arabic.

F. Option 6 allows you to customize the clocks on the program by
typing in a name with up to 8 characters. You might want to have
your school name, town name, or teacher's name appear.

Ali

SUGGEST I ONS

1. Adjust the difficulty level for your students using the Teacher
Options.

2. Sound is not an integral part of the program. If it is distracting,
turn it off.

9. Choose Orlon 6 on the Teacher Options and customize 'Pour disks for
your school or a special student. (This only has to be done once.)

4. D.T.A. Applications:
Warm-up
Independent Practice
Vocabulary: digital

S. See the MECC manual for further information.

Pis,. 2
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SOFTWARE
ii Sot the bawds to

Ellw.Ckcil 1
SUMMARY

Company: MECC A-168 ill

ipatrtir te MVO Amur Mod
Title: CLOCKWORKS
Activities: SET THE CLOCKC or0 to hove Marto lone

Rturn when 'Swished ii
ii

OBJECTIVES:

iiMFMT 5.1.6 Find Elapsed Time

ISKILL: MET1 IDENTIFY CORRECT TIME ii

I ii

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

SET THE CLOCK gives students practice in setting the them on an analog

clock. Ten problems are given using the format shown In Figure 1 above..

11
The type of problems and expressions shown to represent the titre are
controlled by the Teacher Option settings (see below). The amount of

movement by the minute hand is regulated by the time interval settings.
Feedback and motivation are provided by the worm (Figure 2).

The student is given two opportunities to correctly zet the time. After

two misses, the clock will display the correct setting so that the

students can see the correct answer. Each time, the student gets two
correct answers on the first try, the worm will emerge from the apple. ill
If all ten problems ate answered correctly on the first try, the worm
will hop out of the Apple and do a dance.

TEACHER OPTIONS

1 1. To turn the sound ea and off, u_a the option on the main menu or
press CURZROL-S anywhere In the program.

2. Press CONTROL-A from the main menu to access the Teacher Options.
A. Option 1 allows intervals of the following times to be set either

alone or in combination with each other: 60 min., 30 min., 15

min., 5 min., or 1 min. Ili

B. Option 2 allows you to control the types of expressions used in
the progrom. clock (digital or analog); numbers and words (3
o'clock or 10 minutes after 2 o'clock); words (three o'clock or
ten mintues to one o'clock); quarter hours (quarter past 2 o'clock Ili
or quarter to nine o'clock); and nalf hours (half past ten o'clock

IIE C.

or ten-thirty).
Option 3 allows you to choose the number of marks on the clock.

ORO

You may have 60, 12, 4, none, or a combination of all so that

different choices appear randomly.

lit lit Mil lid II
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D. Option 4 allows you to choose the number of numerals on the clock.

Ili

You may have 12, 4, none, or a combination of all the choices so
that different choices appear randomly.

E. Option 5 allows you to choose Arabic or Roman Numerals. For the

purpose of the MFMT, choose Arabic.
F. Option 6 allows you to customize the clocks on the program by

typing in a name with up to 8 characters. You might want to P;ve

your school name, town name, or teacher's name appear.

SUGGESTIONS

1. Adjust the difficulty level for your students using the Teacher
Options.

2. Sound Is not an Integral part of the program. If it lb distracting,

turn it off.
3. Choose Option 6 on the Teacher Options and customize your disks for

your school or a special student. (This only has to be done once.)

4. D.T.A. Applications:
Warm-up
Independent Practice

iii

Vocabulary: quarter, half, before, after, past, to (meaning
before), o'clock, numbers one through twelve

5. See the MECC manual for further Information.

1)

a

Ili
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SUMMARY

Ilk
ki11 o'clock

i IL
4 'ecliptic Company:

Title: CLOCKWORKS
MECC A-168

ilii

© or 1:: to novo
oboe shoo

Activities: WHAT'S THE TIME?

lil
OBJECTIVES: ii

Ilir PSFMT 5.1.6 Find Elapsed Time ii

111

SKILL: MET1 IDENTIFY CORRECT TIME

PZEIVITY SUMMARY

IliWHAT'S THE TIME? drills students on telling analog time. Ten problems

are presented in the multiple choice format. The problem types and

expressions are controlled! by the Teacher Options (see below). If a

variety of types and expressions are used. a student might get such

Milli
choices as: 5 minutes after 3, 25 minutes before 2, 5 minutes past 1,

or 19 minutes to 3. For each correct response on the first try, the

alarm will ring. if a problem is missed, the student continues trying

until the correct answer is sellcted or it is the only remaining choice.

At the coneusson of the lesson, a smeary Indicates how many prc_lems

the student got right on the first try. If the student had all ten

right on the first try, the Muzzle will appear and ring the alarm.

TEACHER OPTIONS

1. To turn the sound un and off, use the option on the main menu or

press Control-S anywhere in the program.

2. Press COI TROL-A from the main menu to access the Teacher Options.

A. Opt!on 1 allows intervals of the following times to be set either

alone or in combination with each other: 60 min.. 30 min., 15

min., 5 min., cx 1 min.
D. Option 2 allows you t4 control the types of expressions used in

the program: clock (digital or analog); numbers and words (3

o'clock or ID minutes after 2 o'clock); words (three o'clock or

iii
ten intues to one o'clock); quarter hours (quarter past 2 o'clock

or quarter to nine o'clock); and half hours (half past ten o'clock

41111

or ten-thirty).
C. Option 3 allows you to choose the number of marks on the clock.

You may have 60, 12. 4, none, or a combination of all km that

different choices appear randomly.

alilliiiikliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiR.
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E. REZEIRE %IV

D. Option 4 allows you to choose the number of numerals on the clock. a
You may have 12, 4, none. or a combination of all the choices so R.
that different choices appear randomly.

E. Option 5 allows you to choose Arabic or Roman 'numerals. For the

purpose of the NFMT, choose Arabic.
F. Option 6 allows you to customize the clocks on the program by

typing In a name with up to 8 characters. You night want to have cl
your school name. tarn name. or teacher's name appear. .

SUGGESTIONS

1. AdJust the difficulty level for your students using the Teacher
Options.

2. Sound is not an integral part of the program. If it is distracting.

turn it off.
3. Choose Option 6 on the Teacher Options and customize y:Jr disks for

your school or a special student. (This only has to be done once.)
4. D.T.A. Applications:

Warm-up
Independent Practice
Vocabulary: quarter. half. before, after, past. to (meaning

before). o'clock. numbers. one through twelve
5. Ste the NECC manual for further information.

MEM
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Problem T of 10 (Est. z 13)

3
6.4
5.2gm

That number is still wrong. Try
counting the dots-.
---Press SPACE OAR to continue I

OBJECTIVES:

MFMT 2.1.8
SKILL: AD1

AD2

AD3

AD4

SOFTWARE
SUMMARY
Company: MECC A-207
Title: CONQUERING DECIMALS
Activity: ADDITION

Add Decimals
Add up to three numbers with one
decimal place without regroupin0.
Add up to three numbers with one
decimal place with regrouping.
Add two numbers with two decimal places
without regrouping.
Add two numbers with two decimal places
with regrouping.

Does not work on the Apple II+

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

Ctudents are presented with decimal addition prculems that may
require regrouping. The teacher can make the following modifications to
the program: the quantity of problems for the student to work on In a
set, the types of problems In each set, the option to estimate the
answer before working on lt, the regroup phrases and whether a game is
played at the completion of each set or not.

Stuuents enter their response to a problem by pressing the number
keys, an "R" or a "C" for regrouping or carrying, then Return. (Return
Is pressed after the complete answer has been entered) The program does
not provide a way to generate isolated Problems that do or do not
require regruuping. The decimal point is automatically placed in the
sum position when the problem is presented.

For a correct sum on the first try, the students will see a
positive message: 'Very good! You made no mistakes.' If the students
make a mistake and eventually complete the problem, the feedback is
'Right.' There Is no feedback until the students enter in the full
answer and then press Return.

,/

111 Id ill
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check marks

il=
When the students enter an Incorrect sum the feedback provides

under the numbers In the sums that are incorrect. There is
iii 111also written feedback that says: "Wrong. Please try again.

If the students respond incorrectly twice, the program responds by
guiding them through the problem step by step. All other columns fade

while the column that should be computed remains highlighted. The

students have two chances to add this column of numbers. If they are

Incorrect both times they are further assisted with 'dot" graphics that
represent the numbers. Students need only count the dots at this point.

Wil When they enter the correct answer, the next column is highlighted.
When the students complete a set, they are given a scoring frame

and three options.

EX. ADDITION

Problems worked 5 Ili
Number of problems
right on first try 5

GOOD JOB!

You Can:
1. Do more (+) problems
2. Play a game
3. Return to the main menu

hil

There are two decimal problem solving games that the students can

choose to play: Decimal Dash and Misplaced Decimals.
ill

j Decimal Dash is a game that combines the adding or subtracting of
decimal numbers with strategy. Students choose to be the "tortoise" or

the "hare" and can race against the computer or another student. Thzy

use the arrow keys to select two decimal numbers that will give a sum or

difference that will gain distance on the race course. The students

cnoose numbers that will bring them to the end of the course before

their opponent. There are traps and short cuts that the game directions

describe.

W Misplaced Decimals is a game in which students quickly try to rearrange

decimal points in a number sentence to make the expression true. More

than one decimal point may be moved and there are four possible

solutions per problem. The students use the arrow (directional) keys to

move the decimal point and the Space Bar to place it.

a
I

U
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Problem Score 0

82 2 2.= .8 4

r *." r 11111104.
10
J

Arrows - move pointer
Space Oar - place decimal

Problem IN Score 111n0

L

8.2 + .2 = 8.4
Correct!

You scored 7 8 points.

"1"--4"--""tr, - -
O

7 B
io

Press SPACE BAR to conLinue

TEACHER OPTIONS

1. Press Control-S to turn the sound "off" or "on" at any point in the

program.

2. Press Control-A to get into the teacher manarement at the main menu.

a
a

a

a
a

A. The teacher can turn the Subtraction operation activity "Off"
and leave only Addition. Within the Addition activity several
modifications can be made by moving the highlighted box with the

arrow keys and pressing the Return key:

a
a
a
a
a

B. Tne teacher can change the "Regroup" phrases. The phrases can

be changed to 'rename", 'carry" or 'trade." These phrases will

appear on the screen during the problem solving process.

C. The following game modifications can be made:

1. The games can be turned 'on' or "off".
2. Access to gamer can occur after finishing a set, after

mastering a slt, from the main menu or not allowed.

1. Select the number of problems from 5-25
2. Select the use of estimation or not
3. Select the Mastery percentage from O% -100%

4. Select the Problem types:
A: ADD 2 ADDENDS, TENTHS ONLY:

B: ADD 2 ADDENDS, HUNDREDTHS ONLY:
C: ADD 2 ADDENDS, THOUSANDTHS ONLY:
D: ADD 2 ADDENDS, MIXED PROBLEMS
E: 3 OR 4 ADDENDS, MIXED PROBLEMS
F: 2 ADDENDS, MONEY PROBLEMS

a b-30
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SUGGESTIONS

1. Leave the sound on if it does not distract other students. Sound

can be an Important part of the game and the feedback lets the

student Know what is happening that he might not otherwise notice.

2. Modify the problem types and phrases to the ones that the student

has practiced.

3. Limit the amount of games to keep a student on task with the math

problems.

4. Review the games with the students prior to the learning

activity. The directions may be difficult to understand.

5. D.T.A. Applications

Warm-up (set of 8-10 problems)

Guided Practice
Independent Practice

6. Vocabulary: Regroup, Carry, Rename

Teacher Options

1.

Z. Regroup Phrases
3. Came Settings
4. Top Ten List
S. Original Settings
6. Student Results
7. Printer Support

Problrn Settings,

Use arrows to nowt Press Return.

**grime Phrases

Add.

(*)

Subt.

(-)

Press 'R' to regroup

ye Press 'R' t rename

Press 'C' to carry

Press 'T' t trade

Press eR' t regroup

./ Press 'R' t rename

Press 'V t borrow

Press 'T' to trade

Ose OPPWS is moue. Space Oar to Change
Escamr Teacher Options

Problem Settings

rW-i--srf , Prob. ypMs
INT prob. Est. ): re 1 art T b Urr
lad e -err so -,/1.4%, ,/ v

On 10 On SO ./ t./ ./ ././

Problem types (0,

O
2 addends, 'tenths wily

11, 2 addends, hundredths only
C: 2 addends, thousandths only
9, 2 addends, nixed Problems

O
E: 3 or 4 addends, mixed problems
Ft 2 addends. money problems

O
Use arrows to mews, Space Oar to chompL
Escaimr Teacher Options

iiii

S.C.I. for 11.3.1. P.G.C. /U of HD. 1988
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::Problem I .f 6 (Est. .2)

Scratch Pad

2 4 ) 5.8 3 2 SOFTWARE iiiii 0.2 4 4

to
ress

use

P
a -

4 $TTa SUMM
Results

ARY if
iii

'" 9 8
7 2 il

ii HMI Title: CONQUERING DECIMALS
Company: MECC A-208

ii

ill
Activity: DIVISION

il

IlilOBJECTIVES: ii

liMFMT 2.1.11 Divide Decimals ii
SKILL: DD1 Place the decimal point in the quotient ii

correctly when dividing by a whole

lil

number
DD2 Divide a 1-digit whole number into a 2- iito 4- digit number having 1 or 2

li -
decimal places

DD3 Divide a 2-digit whole number into a 2

ON to 4-digit number having 1 or 2 decimal
places

II
Z1 Recognize that with any decimal ending

in zero(s) the zero(s) may be dropped li

ii
Does not run on the Apple II+

lil

111 a
liACTIVITY SUMMARY

a
1111111111 W ill iii id id ill III ill 111.9,

t.C.I. for L.S.Z. 10.0.0./11. of MD. 1988

Students are presented with division problems that have possible
remainders. The teacher has the option of selecting the amount of

problems for the student to work on in a set. The teacher also has the
option of selecting the types of problems in each set and whether a game
is played at the completion of each set or not.

Students begin each problem by pressing the directional (arrow)
keys to move the decimal points. With the same key stroke the decimal
point In both the divider and dividend are moved. Students enter in
their response to the problem by pressing the arrow keys to position the
number in the quotient, then the number keys. There is a scratch pad
provided at the upper left hand corner of the screen. They can access
this by pressing the letter 141N for 'scratch" pad. In this square the
student can try a variety of multiplication facts to help them get the
correct qotient. They press an °R" for regrouping then Return. (Return
le pressed after the complete answer has been entered. Once this occurs
they must press 'sm again to get back into the scratch pad)
The results of their multiplication is recorded in another box below the
scratch pad. They can use the 'Results° box to guide their choice of
divisors.



%YAM.

For a correct sum on the first try, the students see a positive
message: 'Very good! You made no mistakes.' If a student makes a
mistake and eventually completes the problem, the feedback Is 'Right".
There is no feedback until the student enters in the full answer and
then presses Return.

When the student enters an Incorrect quotient the feeback is: 'That
Is not the right number. Please try again."

When the student enters an Incorrect quotient the feeback is: "That
Is not the right number. Please try again."

If the student responds incorrectly twice, the program then assists
them by isolating the necessary operation at the bottom of the screen.

When students have completed the set of problems, they are provided
with a scoring frame:

EX. DIVISION

Problems worked 5

Number of problems
Right on first try 3

You Can:
1. Do more (/) problems
2. Play a game
3. Return to the main menu

Cane Settings

Onioli ---ii i '

Off ame.
14Wif;116474-ri--- On 2--- - - -- ---
___..... __Concentration_.. . -.1..7i-not all-owed
Access after finishing a setto

after mastering a setIMAM;
from the main menu

_ ..._._. .
Use arrows to move. So ace ear to change
Escaor Teacher °tions

Problem 1 of a (Est. = .1)

rResultsi

E

012. T1l67.-
- 8 4-TT

1...._18 is larger than the divisor (12).
right number is S. not O.

Mss SPACE MR to continue
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TEACHER OPTIONS

iii
1. Press Control-S to turn the sound "off' or 'on' at any point in the

program.

2. Press Control-A to get into the teacher management at the main menu.

A. The teacher could turn all the other operations or activitic.,

'Off' except Division. Within the Division activity several
modifications can be made by moving the highlighted box with the

arrow keys and pressing the Return key:

1. Select the number of problems from 5-25
2. Select the Mastery percentage from 0%-100%
3. Select the Problem types: (See screen or manudo

*THESE SKILLS EXTEND BEYOND MFMT REQUIREMENTS.

A. Divide decimal numbers by whole numbers where quotients are

iii

exact
B. Divide two decimal numbers where quotients are exact

iii

C. Divide two decimal numbers where quotients are exact and

zeros must be added in the dividend at the start of the

problem
D. Divide whole numbers or decimal numbers by powers of 10 in a

horizontal format
E. Divide two numbers where quotients are exact and annexing

zeros to the dividend is required to complete the problem

iii

F. Divide two decimal numbers where the quotient is exact and

must be correctly rounded

ligB. The following game modifications can be made:

1. The game can be turned 'on' or 'off
2. The number of games allowed following a set of problems can

".

ill

be changed. Range is 1.9.
3. Other modifications sT ,ific to the games can be made.

SUGGESTIONS

iii

1. Leave the sound 'on" if it does not d14..ract other students. Sound

can be an Important part of the game and the feedback lets the

student know what is happening that he might not otherwise notice.

2. a. Limit the amount of omes to keep a student on task with the math

problems.
b. Review the games with the students prioL to the learning

lit
3. D.T.A. Applications

activity. There is extensive reading involved in the directions

and the games are challenging.

a ill Il 111 iii 111 lig iii li ii 'Id ill iii kind li Iii ii la
S.C.I. for I.S.2. ,%
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Warm-up
Independent Practice
Guided Practice

Vocabulary: Divisor. Dividend. Quotient

Regroup Phrases

Add.
V Press 'R' to regroup

Press 'R' to rename(a)
and
Mult. Press 'C' to carry
(X) Press 'T' to trade

V Press 'R' to regroup

Subt. Press 'It' to rename
(-)

Press 'IV to borrow

Press 'T' to trade

. .

Use arrows to move. Space tor to carroe
Escape Teacher Options

Problem Settings

rifiniTO ofl ast::Prob types 1

Off 'prob.lEst % 11711C:01EiFi
(xi' On 6_1 on 0
(-); On 6 On 0

Problem types (+):

A decimal by a whole number
B: decimal by a decimal
C. zeros in the dividend
0: dividing by powers of 10
E annex zeros to complete
F rounding quotients

Use arrows to move, Space Bar to change
Escape- Teacher Options

Q I
14

5j0 I
lii iii 41/
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128 SUMMARY
Company: MECC A-201
Title: CONQUERING DECIMALS
Activity: MULTIPLICATION

Press 'T' t trade

OBJECTIVES:

MFMT: 2.1.10

SKILLS:

Multiply Decimals

MD1 IDENTIFY THE NUMBER OF DECIMAL PLACES IN
THE PRODUCT

MD2 PLACE THE DECIMAL POINT IN THE PRODUCT
CORRECTLY WITH UP TO TWO DECIMAL PLACES

MD3 PLACE THE DECIMAL POINT IN THE PRODUCT
CORRECTLY WITH UP TO THREE DECIMAL PLACES

MD4 MULTIPLY A 3-DIGIT NUMBER BY A 2-DIGIT
NUMBER WITH UP TO 2 DECIMAL PLACES IN EACH
NUMBER

NOTE: Does not run on the Apple II+

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

Students are presented with decimal multiplication problems that
require regrouping. The teacher can make the following modifications to
the program: the number of problems for the student to work on in a
set, the types of problems in each set, the option to estimate the
answer before working on it, the regroup phrases and whether a game Is
played at the completion of each set or not.

Students enter their response to the problem by pressing the number
keys, r) 'R" or a °C" for regrouping or carrying, then Return. (Return
is pressed after the complete answer has been entered) Numbers are
entered from right to left.

For a correct sum on the first try, the students see a positive
message: 'Very good! You made no mistakes.' If a student makes a
mistake and eventually completes the problem, the f 'clback is 'Right".
There Is no feedback until the student enters in full answer and

then presses Return.
When the student enters an incorrect mum the feedback provides

check marks under the numbers in the sum that are Incorrect. There is

also written feedback that says: 'Wrong. ?lease try again'.

:536
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If the student responds incorrectly twice, the program then assist'

them by guiding them through the problem step by step. The essentia,
portion of the problem is highlighted. If the student makes
multiplication errors a multiplication chart appears on screen to assist
them. If they forget to add the searre the addition problem appears at
the bottom of the screen. The -cimal point Is placed by moving the
pointer with the left and right arrow keys and pressing Return.

Ex. *-oduct regroup
0 + 3 =3

ill
hen students have completed the set of problems, they are provided with
a scoring frame:

EX. MULTIPLICATION

Problems worked 5

Number of problems
right on first try 3

You Can:
1. Do more (x) problems
2. Play a game
3. Return to the main menu

There are two oecimal problem solving games that the students can
choose to play: Decimal Chompers and Concentration:

Decimal Chompers has a game board structure tnc: is similar to MECC's
Fraction Muncher program. The student controls a set of teeth
schompers° and uses the arrow keys to chomp multiplication problems that
are equal to a given decimal number.

Concentration Is set up like the game concentration. The student tries
to match fractions with their equivalent decimal value. The arrow keys
are used to move to a box then the Space Bar is pressed to reveal the
number behind it. The student can play against the iter or another
player. Concentration has three levels: BeginnL., Intermediate and
Advanced.

SID

'MOP* if equal ta .16 ifiCriell

111111111

Turco as nEl and 11

Tine left

RAJ. tor BALL 111;102 P.O.C.M. of ND. 1988
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iiiTEACHER OPTIONS

1. Press Control-S to turn the sound "off" or "on" at any point in the
program.

2. 2. Press Control-A to get into the teacher management at the main
menu.

ill

A. The teacher can turn the L timal Division operation "Off" and
work only with the hultiplication activity. Within the
Multiplication activity several modifications can be made by
moving the tighlighted box with the arrow keys and pressing the
Return key:

1. Select the number of problems from 5-25
2. Select the Mastery percentage from 0%-100-,
3. Select the problem types: (See screen or manual)

A: DECIMAL TIMES WHOLE NUMBER
B: DECIMAL TIMES DECIMAL
C: ZEROS ADDED TO THE PRODUCT
D: MULTIPLY BY POWERS OF 10
E: MONEY PROBLEMS (EXACT)

41e!

F: MONEY PROBLEMS (ROUNDING)

B. The teacher can change the 'Regroup" phrases. The phrases can

III
be changed to "rename", "carry" or "trade". These phrases will
appear on the students screen dur'ng the problem solving
process.

iiiC. The following game modifications can be made:

1. The games can be turned "on" or 'off'.

iii
2. The number of games allowed following a set of problems can

be changed. The range is 1-9.
3. Other modifications specific to the games can be made.

ill

SUGGESTIONS

1. Leave the sound "on" if it does not distract other students. Sound
is an important part of the game and the feedback lets the student
know what is happening that he might not otherwise notice.

ill2. Modify the problem types and phrases to the ones that the student
has practiced.

3. Limit the number of games to keep a student on task with the math

41ill

problems.
4. Review the games with the students prior to the learning

activity.

538 I
Iiii II lil Eli ii 111 li ii lil Ili ii ii Iii ii kil ill ill 21
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5. D.T.A. neeilcatIons

Warm-up
Independent Practice
CuiOld Practice

Vocabulary: Regroup, Carry, Rename, Tre

5. See the MECC manual for further information.

Teacheri _______ acer Opt:o_._ _ _ ___

1.
2 Regroup Phrases
3 Cane Settings
4. Top Ten Lis;
3. Original Settings

Student Results
7 Printer Support

Problem Settings

Cse arrows to now Press Return.
Escape- Ma Menu 1

Problen Settings
Itin7Tii iiii--rilir-s-E.1-7mb

1 1

1 Off , p r oo E s t % i'st T tr

_:_-_-.:\

kil

Ili
li
li
ill
ill
kil

ill

ii

type
fro Ell' I

VV.!
../1../1

I (x) FP! _6 ...14 0,1.116,!/
i(-91 On i 6 ' On 80

'''
V

__.4.."
../14,/

Problem types (x):
II: decimal tines whole number
II: deans' tines deciwal
C zeros added to the product
P multiply by Power s of 10
E money probl Ns (exact)
F noney profit (rounding)

__________
Use arrows to I

Teach er
Space

Bar t°
change

.1

0 0
0
..,

alai Ili ii ii ii ii iii ii ill ii ii iii ii ii iii iii WIZ
S.C.I. for 1.3.1. 111-194 P.O.C./U. of MD. 1988
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O
O
O

Press PT' to trade

OBJECTIVES:

Company: MECC A-207
Title: CONQUERING DECIMALS
Activity: SUBTRACTION

MFMT 2.1.9 Subtract Decimals

SKILL: SD,. Subtract two numbers with one decimal
place without regrouping

SD2 Subtract two numbers with one decimal
place with regrouping

SD3 Subtract two numbers with two decimal
places without regrouping

SD4 Subtract two numbers with two decimal
places with regrouping

Does not work on the Apple II+

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

Students are presented with Jeclmal subtraction problems that may
require regrouping. The teacher can make the following modifications to
the program: the amount of problems for the student to work on In a

set, the types of problems in each set, the option to estimate the
answer before working on it, the regroup phrases and whether a game Is
played at the completion of each set or not.

Students enter in their response to a problem by pressing the
number keys, an 612" or a °B" for regrouping or borrow then Return.
(Return Is pressed after the complete answer has bee ,tered) The
program does not provide a way to generate isolated prob :ms th-t do or
do not require regrouping. The decimal point is automatioally placed in
the sum position when the problem is presented.

I.C.X. for I.S.Z.
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For a correct sum on the first try, the students will see a

ill
positive massage: 'Very good You made no mistakes." If the students
make a mistake and eventually complete the problem, the feedback is

'Right." There is no feedback until the students enter in the full

answer and then press Return.

marks under the numbers in the sum that are inc:orrect. There is also
When the students enter an incorrect sum the feeback provides check

written feedback that says: "Wrong. Please try again.

guiding them through the problem step by step. A line crosses out theill
If the students respond incorrectly twice. the program responds by

number from where borrowing is necessary and the students enter the new
number. Next the students enter the carrry number in the correct place.
The students have two chances to subtract this column of numbers. If

they are incorrect both times they are further assisted with a number
line and the written statement "That number is still wrong. Maybe the

Ili
number line can help..." If the student continues to respond

incorrectly, the sum is eventually given.

ill

When the students complete a set, they are given a scoring frame
and three options.

EX. SUBTRACTION

iiiNumber

5

umber of problems
illProblems worked

illright on first try 5

GOOD JOB!

You Can:
1. Do more (-) problems
2. Play a game
3. Return to the main menu

There are two decimal prot'em solving games that the students can
iiicnoose to play: Decimal Dash anu Misplaced Decimals.

Decimal Dash is a game that combines the adding or subtracting of

decimal numbers with stratagy. Students choose to be the 'tortoise" or
the 'hare' and can race against the computer or another student. They

j use the arrow keys to select two decimal numbers that will give a sum or
ill

difference that will gain distance on the race course. The students
choose numbers that will bring them to the end of the course before
their opponent. There are traps and short cuts that the game directions Ili

deecribe.

Misplaced Decimals is a game in which students quickly try to rearrange
decimal points In a number sentence to make the expression true. More

than one decimal point may be moved and there are four possible

/11

solutions per problem. The students use the arrow (directional) keys to
move the decimal point and fb'e F ace Bar

to place it.

iii
0
r

(1
'.;

ji.

-

i II

la lii lii lil lil ii III id ii ill III lil lii iil III ii ill 111Lk
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TEACHER OPTIONS

1. Press Control-S to turn the sound "off" or "on" at any point in the

program.

2. Press Control-A to get into the teacher management at tte main menu.

A. The teacher can turn the Addition operation activity "Off" and Ili

modifications can be made b
leave only Subtraction. Within the Subtraction activity several

moving the highlighted box with the

arrow keys and pressing the Return key:

III
1. Select the number of problems from 5-25

iii2. Select the use of estimation or not
3. Select the Mastery percentage from 0%-100% Ili

4. Select the Problem types:
A: SUBTRACT DECIMAL NUMBERS WITH TENTHS ONLY Ili

iii
C. SUBTRACT DECIMAL NUMBERS WITH THOUSANDTHS ONLY
B: SUBTRACT DECIMAL NUMBERS WITH HUNDREDTHS ONLY

D. SUBTRACT DECIMAL NUMBERS WITH THENTHS, HUNDREDTHS, AND

iii
THOUSANDTHS MIXED.
E. SUBTRACT A DECIMAL NUMBER FROM A WHOLE NUMBER

02
F. SUBTRACT A DECIMAL NUMBER USING MONEY AMOUNTS

IMO

B. The teacher can change the "Regroup" Phrases. The phrases can

be changed to "rename", "regroup", "borrow" or 'trade." These

phrases will appear on the screen during the probleA solving

process.

IliC. The following game modifications can be made:

1. The games can be turned "on" or "off".

2. Access to games can occur after finishing a set, after

mastering a set, from the main menu or not allowed.

I
SUGGESTIONS

1. Leave the sound on if it does not distract otner students. Sound

can be an important part of the game and the feedback lets the

student know what is happening that he might not otherwise notice-
iii

iii

2. ModIfy the problem types and phrases to the onn,s that the student

has had practice with.

3. A. Limit the amount of games to keep a student on task with the math

4/1 111

problems.

la ling ii iii iii iii w iiiiii ilk iii ii ii ii w !;.9.
.C.I. tor E.3.g.
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B. Review the games with the students prior to the learning

activity. The directions may be difficult to understand.

4. D.T.A. Applications

Warm-up (set of 8-10 problems)

Guided Practice
Independent Practice

Vocabulary: Regroup, Borrow, Rez.ame

Use arrows to moue, Space tar to Chan.,
Escape, Teach er Options

Add.

(*)

Subt.
(-)

111

E hi ill la
E.C.I. for E.S.E. III-10p P.G.C. /II. of MD. 1988

roblen Settings

Off
of

prob. Est.
Mast.

X C

types
F-Pi

(+) 11 Off 75 V V
pi./(-) 10 On 110 V

Problert types (-1%
A: Tenths only

Sundredths only
Thousandths only
Mixed preblens

Et Whole number - decimal number
F. Money problems

Regroup Phrases

Press 'ft' to regroup

Press 'It' to rename
Press 'C' to carry
Press 'T' to trade
Press '1' to regroup
Press 'I' to rename
Press 'II' to borrow
Press 'T' to trade

use arrows to move. Space ear to change
Escape Teacher OPtions

a
a
a
a
a

a
a
a

a



Problen 1 of 10

11111M131

MIR

..---Press SPACE AAR to continue

OBJECTIVES:

SOFTWARE t
SUMMARY

MFMT: 2.1.5 Add Mixed Numbers

Company
Title:

Activity:

MECC A-204
Conquering
Fractions
Addition

SKILLS: Al Find a common denominator or lowest
common denominator

A2 Rename fractions to a given denominator
A3 Add fractions with like denominators
A4 Add fractions with unlike denominators
AS Add mixed numbers with like

denominators
A6 Add mixed numbers with unlike

denominators

NOTE: Does not run on the Apple 11+

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

The students begin this program like most MECC programs by entering

in their first and last name. They are then presented with fractions

and mixed number addition problems. The level of difficulty, as with

many other variables is decided the teacher in the Teacher Options

section of the program. There are two instructional games in this

program that are relAted to the skills above. Again, the teacher can

decide wen the students can access these games in the Teacher Options

section.
Students enter in their response to a problem by pressing the

number keys, the arrow keys tend the Return key. The student must

carefully watch the location of the 'cursor' (the blinking square) to

see which number to inter in. To correct a mistake, the student may use

the arrow keys (or I, J, 1, and M for II+ users) to back up and change

0 the entry. Once they are satisfied with their entry they press the

91turn key and their answer is checked.
For a correct sum on the first'try the student sees a positive

IN message: 'Very good', 'You made no mistakes.' If the student makes

several mistakes and eventually completes the problem the feedback is

pimply 'Right' or 'correct.' There is helpful feedback with each number

they enter incorrectly (after the student presses Return) .

II ill III II 4E1
R.C.T. fnr2.S.E. 111-109 544 P.G.C./11. of MD. 1988



Any time the computer Is waiting for a response the student can
press the 'V' key to 'view' a visual representation of the problem. For

am. e, If the student Is looking at 2 1/2 + 3, they car press 'V' to

see two sets of boxes appropriately divided and shaded to represent the

problem.

When an Incorrect answer Is entered twice, the program will give

them a written 'hint' that appears at the bottom of the screen. For

example, If the student adds the denominators the hint is: 'These

fractions have iike denominators. Add only the numerators.' If they

answer incorrectly again further help it the form of a visual numberline

Is given.
If the student must quit the program before completing a set of

problems or reaching the mastery criteria,
pressing the 'Escape' key

twice will give them a summary of their session and will save their

results but access to the games is not allowed. If they coplete a set

of problems the students will see the same results record:

Ex. Problems worked 10

Right on first try 10

Good Job!

You can:
1. Do more (+) problems

2. Play Fraction Dash

3. Play Fraction Chompers

4. Return to the main menu

Problem 4 of 10

4 3 _ 1T

Itill tippet it mit

Press SPACE IAA to continue

Problem 2 of 10

a.4
+

4

4 4

Correct. Now write the fraction

in lowest terns.

Press SPACE OAR to continue

)Lt

a
a

a
a

a
a

a
a
a

10I ill lilL lii PC=
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TEACHER OPTIONS

Press Control-S to turn the sound off or on at any point in the

program.
Press Control-A at the main menu to get into the teacher management

options.

The teacher can choose up to six problem settings:

Type A: Problems have two proper fractions with the same

denominator. All sums are in the range of 00'1.

Type b: Problems have two proper fractions with the same

denominator. All sums are in the range of 1KN<2. The

sum is first written as an improper fraction and then

as a mixed number or a whole number.

Type C: Problems involve combinations of mixed numbers, whole

numbers, and proper fractions with the same

denominator. All sums are in the range l<N<6.

Type D: Problems have two proper fractions with different

denominators. All addends are completely reduced. All

sums are in the range of O<N<1.

Type E: Problems have two proper fractions with different

denominators. All addends are completely reduced. All

sums are in the range of 1<N<2. The sum is first

written as an improper fraction and then as a mixed

number.

Type F: Problems have a mixed number and a eroper fraction, or

two mixed numbers, with different denominators.

sums are in the range of 1<N<6.

4. The teacher can also change the terminology used during the program,

when or if the games can be played, or see the stAent results.

Problen Settings

17.0n

(-)

WP-Vioor prob.Fnt.
fast.

X
....so

$0

Pro-1171.vpes

../ .,/ .., ../VVVV,V
E

.,/

F

:,e._10_
10

11/11

11/UOn
Problen types (01
Like denominators-At fractions, 0 ( sun ( 1

St fractions, 1 sun ( 2
CS nixed nunbees, 1 ( sun (: 6

Vraike denoninator s-01 fractions, 0 ( sun ( 1

E- fractions, 1 (z sun ( 2
Ft nixed numbers. 1 ( sun (: 6

Use arrows to moue, SSCO tar to thanes.
Escape, Teacher Options

Top Toot List

1. SSG 10000
2. TPT 9250
3. JIB C.325
4. TFG 5775
3. CCK 5600
6. OBH 4725
7. NSN 31175
S. 1.18 3400
9. OMR 1150

10. JAL 550

Erase the Top Ten List?
Yes No

Use arrows to none. Press Return.

a

a
a
a
a
a

a

a

a

a
a

a

aEscape Teacher Options

a
II ill Ili ki ki Nil
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SUGGESTIONS

1. The sound should be left on if it is not a distraction to the rest

of .ne students. Sour' ,s often motivating and can be an lalicator

of the student's act vity with the program.

2. Modify the problem types to those that the student has had practice

with before.

3. A. In order to keep the student on task limit the amount of game

time available. Turn the game options OFF until they have

practiced the desired number of problems, then turn the games on

again.
B. Review the games with the students prior to the learning activity

they are often quite challenging and there is extensive re?ding

In the directions of the games.

4. DTA Applications:
Guided practice
Independent practice

Vocabulary: numerator
denominator
least common denominator
rename
proper fraction
Improper fraction
lowest terms

hint
view

a.

Addition
Susan ils;.ns

Problems worked
Right on first try

10j

You can

1. 4110 nore (4.) probl

2. Return to the wain ..emu

Use arrows to nog*. Press Return.

Addition
Susan Adans

Problem worked
Right on first try

Good 'job!

You can

1.

2. li. Fraction Choppers
3. Play :r Jction Dash
4. Return to the nain menu

Do nore prob1ens

10
10

Use arrows to neve. Press Return.

E.C.S. for E.S.E.
P.O.C./U. of MD. 1988



"1 L i t 3 4 5 Activity: Multiplication
Press SPACE OAR to continu

OBJECTIVES:

MFMT : 2.1.7 Multiply a Whole Nu.%:ber by a Fraction

Problem I of 10.----N

SOFTWARE
SUMMARY g
Company: MECC A-205
Title: Conquer ing

Fractions

x5 r. x =

and this Is 4. of S.
aa 1 IT vl 0' MINIIMO MIN

IliSKILLS: R2 Reduce fractions to lowest terms
Ci Recognize proper and improper

fractions and mixed numbers
C2 Convert improper fraction to mixed

number
Mi Multiply a whole number by a fraction

NOTE: Does not run on the Apple 11+

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

The students begin this program by entering in thei first and last

name. They are then presented with fractions and mixed number

Ilimultiplication problems. The level of difficulty, as with many ocher

variables is decided by the teacher in the Teacher Options section of

the program. There are two instructional games In this program that are

related to the skills above. Again, the teacher can decide when the

students can access these games in the Teacher Options section.

Students enter in their response to a problem by pressing the

number keys, the arrow keys and the Return key. The student must

carefully watch the location of the 'cursor' (the blinking square) to

see which nui " to enter in To correct a mistake, the student may use

the arrow key:. I, J, I, and M for II+ users) to back up and change

the entry. Onc. ...ley are satisfied with their entry they press the

Return -.ey and their answer is checked.

Any time the computer is waiting for a response the student can

press the 'V' key to 'view' a visual representation of the problem. For

example, if the student le looking at 2 1/2 x 3, they can press 'V' to

see a numberline that represents the problem. When there is an

iiopportunity for cancellation the student can press 'S' for shortcut. In

this option they use the arrow keys to move the cursor to the location

where the new values should be entered. All problems are presented in a

horizontal format. To help the students begin, en arrow is locattO

above the first fraction to be renamed. The arrow pcqntc to the

iiilocation that the new fraction should be entered. The denominator of

the !zproper fraction is always glben.

e T. ems t.B.R. 111-113 P.O.C./U. of MD. 1988

oci



1 ill For a correct answer on thl first try the student will see a R
positive message: 'Very good you made no mistakes". If the student
makes several mistakes and eventually completes the problem the feedback
is simply 'Right' or 'correct.'

When an incorrect answer Is entered twice, the program will give
them a written 'hint' that appears at the bottom of the screen. If they
continue with incorrect answers the program will provide the answer.
If the student must quit the program before completing a set of problems

iii or reaching the mastery criteria, pressing the 'Escape' key twice will
liEgive them a summary of their session and will save their results but

access to the games is not allowed. If they complete a set of problems
the etudents will see the same results record:

Ex. Problems worked 10
iiRight on first try 10

Good Job!

You can:
1. Do more (x) problems
2. Play Fraction Dash
3. Play Fraction Chompers
4. Return to the main menu

r
1111

Problem 1 ef 10

1

Problem 1 of 10

Iiii

i x 5 = i x er,

1.
a ix,=ixf

1 x 1 kii x 1
_ 4/251.. _ v . ,Lj.. j__.s..

IrMIEN =x 1 :3

t view
Preis SPACE OAR to continue

H ii
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TEACHER OPTIONS

Prfms Control-S to turn the sound off or on at any point in the

program.
Press Control-A at the main menu to get into the tr,acher management

options.

4,

teacher can choose up to six problem settings:
Type A: Problems involve multiplying a fractio% by a fraction

with numerators 1 through 8 ana denominators 2 through
?.

Type B: Problems involve multiplying a fractior by a whole
number with numerators 1 through 8, denominators 2
through 9, and whole numbers 2 through 9.

Type C: These problems involve multiplying a mixed number by a
whole number with the fraction portion of mixed numbers
restricted to numerators 1 through 8, denominators 2
through 9, whole-number portions 1 through 3, and whole
numbers 2 through 6.

Type D: Problems InvOve multiplying a mixed number by a mixed
number with the fraction portion of mixed numoers
restricted to numerators 1 through 8, denominators 2
through 9, and whole-number portions 1 through 4.

Type E: Problems involve multiplying a fraction by a mixed
number with numerators 1 through 8, denominators 2
through 9, and whole-number portions of mixed numbers 1
through 4.

While In this portion of the program, the teacher can also change
t.e terminology used during the program, when or if the games
can be playld, or see the student results.

Teacher Options

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

S.

7.

Problem Settings
Terninology
Cane Settings
Top Ten List
Original Settings
Student Results
:Irinter Support

Use arrows to move. Presn
ESCMPO Main Menu

Problem Settings

On/
oft

* of
preb.Uiew

Mast.
X

Prob.
-iiVrof

typa'

lin
(+)
m
On

10 On SO 1/ V ../ V ./'

10 On SO _./ V V V

Problem types (x)s

Oh Fraction x fraction
11. Fraction x whole nunb
Cs Mixed nunber x uhole ',unbar
0. Mixed nunber x nixed number
El Fraction nixed nunber

Use arrows to now. Space Oar to change
Escape' Teacher Options

Ail II lid liil
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SUGGESTIONS

1. The sound should be left on if it is not a distraction to the rest

of the students. Sound is often motivating and can be ar indicator

of the student's activity with the program.

2. Modify the problem typts to those that the student has had practice

with before.

3. A. In order to keep the student on task limit the amount of game

time available. Turn the game options OFF until they have

practiced the desired number of problems, then turn the games on

again.
B. Review the games with the students prior to the learning activity

they are often quite challenging and there is extensive reading

in the directions of tht games.

4. DTA Applications:
Guided practice
Independent practice
Vocabulary: numerator

denominator
multiple
rename
proper fraction
Ifillioror-. fraction

iii

lowest terms

hint Ili

view
Regroup/Rename ill

a
....""Th1

Problem 1 of 10 Problem 1 et 10 a
X 1

1

4, X /5 = 15 X 4, = 3X5=IXF=L
1

1

totter nem oclue. V to view

a



Problen 3 of 10

6 2 _ 4 -
8 a T

a
a
a
a

WoEtJEcT.IvEs:

a
SZILLS:

a

a
a
a
a
a
a
a

WIIMM
MMION
'MUM
.0RO

ow MI
w NMI

NMI UNII
MO UM

.dai IMO
41111111
.1011M11
4m11111

.,
--Press SPACE OAR to Continue --

SOFTWARE re

SUMMARY
Company: MECC A-204
Title: Conquering

Fractions
Activity: Subtraction

I

MFMT: 2.1.6 Subtract Mixed Numbers

R2 Reduce fractions to lowest terms
Al Find a common denominatc_ or lowest

common denominator
S3 Subtract fractionm with like

denominators
S4 Subtract fractions with unlike

denominators
S5 Subtract mixed numbers with like

denominators
S6 Subtract mixed numbers with unlike

denominators

NOTE: Does not run on the Apple 11+

TIVITY SUMMARY

a

a
if
a

a
The students begin this program by entering in their first and last I

name. The- are then presented with fractions and mixed number

subtract! , problems. The level of difficulty, as witn many ether

variables Is decided by the tearher I. the Teacher Options section of

the program. There are two Instructional games In this program that are

related to the sLills above. Again, the teacher can decide when Os,

students can access these wanes In the Teacher Options section.

Students enter in their response to a problem by pressing the

number keys, the arrow keys and the Return key. The student must

carefully watch the location of the 'cursor' (the blinking square) to

see which number to enter In. To correct a mistake, the student may use

the arrow keys (or I, J, I, and N for II+ users) to back up am! change
Ili

the entry. Once they are satisCvd with their entry they press the

1111 Return key and their answer Is checked.
For a correct sum on the first try the student sees a positive

message: 'Very good', 'You made no mistakes.' If the student makes

several mistakes and eventually completes the problem the feedback is

simply 'Right' or scorrec`.° Therels helpful feedback with each number

they enter Incorrectl', `er the !student presses Return) .

J.C.I. for E.S.J. III-117, T.G.C./U. of I. 1986
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Any time the computer is ;Aliting for a response the student can

press the 'V' key to 'view' a visual representation of the problem. For

example, If the student is looking at 2 1/2 + 3, they can press 'V' to

see two sets of boxes appropriately divided and shaded to represent the
ig

problem. If the problem calls for regrouping the student can press 'R'

for regroup and the problem will be adjusted for the student to do the

math.
When an incorrect answer is enterer twice, the program will give

them a written 'hint' that appears at the bottom of the screen. For

example, if the student adds the denominaturs the hint is: 'These ig
fractions have like denominators. Add only the numerators.' If they

answer Incorrectly again further help in the form of a visual numberline

Is given.
If the student must quit the program before c.pleting a set of

problems or reaching the mastery criteria,
pressing the 'Escape' key

twice will give them a summary of their session and will svie their

results but access to the games is not allowed. If they complete a set

of problems the students will see the same results record:

Ex. Problems worked 10

Right on first try 10

Good Job!

You can:
1. Do more (-) problems

2. Play Fraction Dash

3. Play Frartion Chompers

4. Return t.) the main menu

Problem $ of 10

1 _ 5
2 10

1 _ 2
5 10

7

W
10

[---

Check the subtraction of the

(
nur,erators.

Press SPACE !AR to continue

Problem $ of 10

i .. A
1 _ 2 111T 7 ;

2 Iii
ra

Ili
[11-it it i;-ici is ci 14 f: kil

-Press SPACE OAR t continue

P R.S.R. 111-111 P.C.C./11. of if). 1988
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TEACHER OPTIONS

1. Press Control-S to turn the sound off or on at any point in the

program.
2. Press wntrol-A at the main menu to get into the teacher management

options.

3. The teacher can choose up to six problem settings:

Type A: Problems have two proper fractions with the

denominator. All sums are in the range of 000.
Type B: Problems have two proper fractions with the same

denominator. All difterences require reducing and all

are in the range of O<N<1.
Type C: Problems involve combinations of mixed numbers, whole

numbers, and proper fractions with the same

denominator. Some reducing, but no regrouping, is

involved. All differences are in the range of O<N<6.

Type D: Problems involve combinations of mixed numbers, whole
numbers, and proper fractions with the same

denominator. Both regrouping and reducing may be

involved. All differences are In the range of O<N(6.

Type E: Prob'ems have two proper fractions with different

denominators. The difference may require reducing. All

differecnces are in the range of O<N<1.

Type F: Problems have a mixed number and a proper fraction, or
two mixed numbers, with different denominators. Both
regrouping and reducing are involved. All differences

are in the range of 0616.

same

The teacher can change the terminolo used during the program,
when or if the ames can be played, or see the student results.

Problem Settings_

6;i-oilI-Kai:
Off prob.IFmt. */.

WOW:141es
ABCOEF

42

(-)

On

On
10
10

11/U
H/U

to VME ,./ 11
t0 MU v

Problem types (-;.

Like denominators-
01, fractions, no reducing
g. fractions, reducing
C: mixed numbers, no renaming
b. mixed numbers. renaming
Unlike denominators-
E: fractions, reducing
F. mixed numbers. renaming

Use arrows to move. Space tar to change.
Escape Teacher Options

Teacher Options

1.

2. Terminology
3. Cane Settings
4. To Ten List
3. Original Settingu
S. Student Results
7. Printer Support

Pmnbien Settings

Esc arrows ta nova.
Escape Main Menu

Press Return.

p5; ti
ill Id hi ki Nil
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iii

3.

4.

SUGGESTIONS

The sound should be 1,ft on if it is not a distraction to the rest

of the students. Sound is often motivating and can be an indicator

of the student's activity with the program.

Modify the problem types to those that the student has had practice

with before.

A. In order to keep the student on task limit the amount of game

time available. Turn the game options OFF until they have

practiced the desired number of problems, then turn the games on

again.
B. Review the games with the students prior to the learning activity

they are often quite challenging and there Is extensive reading

in the directions ci the aPmes.

DTA Applications:
Guided practice
Independent practice
Vocabulary: numerator

denominator
least common denominator
rename
proper fraction

iii

improper fraction
lowest terms
hint
view
Regroup/Rename

Problem 5 of 10

5 = 3 TI-

N Iii

ill -21 =.2S-
41- - -1-

9 of 10

_. ill
6

III
li

ii

V to (new Ili
Regrouine Is not necessary. g

C ill } IliPress SPACE !Alt to continue

ill 11111

ka hil kg id ill III Id
Z.C.I.

P.G.C./II. of MD. 1988
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OM 1 SOFTWARE :
si. SUMMARY :ii .7 8 3

II 1

id W

Ill IiiiPros! 'le to ritereo
Company: MECC A-201
Title: CONQUERING WHOLE

NUMBERS
Activity: ADDITION ill

iii ii
OBJECTIVES:

111
iiMFMT 2. 1 . 1 Add Whole Numbers
SKILL: A10 ADD TWO NUMBERS WITH UP TO 4 DIGITS

EACH, 1-3 REGROUPINGS.
Al2 ADD THREE NUMBERS WITH UP TO 3 OR 4 IIIDIGITS EACH, REGROUPING.

ii
ii ACTIVITY SUMMARY

ii
Students are presented with addition problems that require

regrouping. The teacher has the option of choosing the amount of
iiproblems for the sti_Tlent to work on in a set. The teacher also has theII option of selecting tht types of problems in each set and whether a game
iiis played at the completion of each set or not.

Students enter in their response to the proble a by pressing the
number keys, an 'R" or a "C" for regrouping or carrying, then Return. ii
ill(Return Is pressed after the complete answer has beer. entered) They
enter in the ones, tens, hundreds and thousnds answer.

For a correct sum on she first try, the students see a positive
message: 'Very good! You rude no mistakes.' If a student makes a
mistake and eventually completes the problem, the feedbacK is 'Right." ill
kiThere is no feedback until the student en: ' in the full answer and
then presses Return.

'hen the students enter an incorrect sum the feedback provides
check _arks under the numbers in the sum that are incorrect. There is
also written feedback that says: 'Wrong. Please try again'.

ii Ili
lil ali
EL Niii It" ii lid ki ktilil iii iiii Y. fc1,1, !I.E119F la'
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If the students respond Incorrectly twice, the program then assists
them by guiding them through the problem step by step. The tens,

hundreds and thousands columns fade and the ones column is highlighted.
The students have two chances to add this column cf numbers. If they are
incorrect both times they are further assisted with "dot" graphics that
represent the numbers. StuJents need only count the dots at this poin,.
When they enter the correct answer, the next column is highlighted.

When the students complet^ a set, they are given a scoring frame
and three options.

EX. ADDITION

Problems worked 5

Number of problems
right on first try 5

GOOD JOB!
You Can:

1. Do more (ti) problems
2. Play a game
3. Return to the main menu

Problem 6 of 10

1 3 7
1

2 5
i:::]

1---1

6 9 1 gff
2 2 6 2 :ICJ

+ 1 4 2 7

Addition
Jn Michael

Problems worked

Munber f problems
right n first try .....

Coed 681/1

Vow clan

1.

2.7Fa9F12:21124e21
3. *tyro to the wain GRU

ass arrays t nowt. Press *stern / Ili
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TEACHER OPTIONS

1. Press Control-S to turn the sc.ind "off" or "on" at any point in the

program.
2. Press Control-A to get into the teacher management at the main menu.

A. The teacher could turn all the other operations or activities
"Off" except Addition. Within the Addition activity several
modifications can be made oy mcving the highlighted box with the
arrow keys and pressing the return key:

ii1. Select the number of problems from 5-25
2. Select the Mastery percentage from 0%-100%
3. Select the Problem types:

iii

* ADD 3- OR 4-DIGIT ADDENDS WITH TWO REGROUPS;

* ADD TWO 4-DIGIT ADDENDS WITH THREE REGROUPS;

* ADD TWO 2-,3-, OR 4-DIGIT ADDENDS WITH AT LEAST ONE REGROUP
TO A 9:

* ADD THREE OR FOUR ADDENDS WITH FROM 3-5-DIGITS EACH AND
HAVING 'VD OR MORE REGROUPS

iii

B. The teacher can change the 'Regroup" Phrases. The phrases can

be changed to 'rename" or 'carry". These phrases will appear on

ON
the screen during the problem solving process.

C. The followir. a game modifications can be made:

1. The game can be turned "on" or 'off".
2. The number of games allowed following a set of problems can

be changed. Ran- ! is 1-9. hi
3. Other modifications specify, to the games can be made.

SUGGESTIONS

1. Leave the sound on if It does not distract other students. Sound is

an important part of the game and the feedback lets the student know

illwhat is happening that he might not otherwise notice.

2. Modify she problem types and phrases to the ones that the student

has had practice with. Ili

3. A. Limit the amount of games to keep a student on task with the math

problems.
B Review the games with the students prior to the learning

acivity. There is extensive reading involved in the directions.

NIiiiiisi zi gpt2p
6 P.G.C./D. of MD. 1988
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Guided Practice
Independent Practice
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OBJECTIVES:

SUMMARY
Company: MECC A-201
Title: CONQUERING WHOLE

NUMBERS
Activity: DIVISION

MFMT 2.1.4 Divide Whole Numbers
SKILL: D5 1-DIGIT DIVISOR INTO 3-DIGIT

REMAINDERS POSSIBLE;
D9 2-DIGIT DIVISOR INTO 2-DIGIT

REMAINDERS POSSIBLE;
D11 2-DIGIT DIVISOR INTO 4-DIGIT

REMAINDERS FOSIBLE;
D12 2-DIGIT DIVISOR INTO 5-DIGIT

REMAINDERS POSSIBLE.

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

DIVIDEND,

DIVIDEND,

DIVIDEND,

DIVIDEND,

Students are presentee with division problems that have possible
remainders. The teacher has the option of selecting the amount of
problems for the student to work on in a set. The teacher also has the
option of selecting ;he types of problems in each set and whether a game
is played at the completion of each set or not.

Students enter in their response to the problem by pressing the
arrow keys to position ts'e number, then the number keys. There is a
scratch pad provided at the upper left hand corner of the screen.
Students press bei' for scratch pad. In this square they can try a
variety of multiplication facts to help them get '.he correct quotient.
They press an 'R' for regrouping then Return. (Return is pressed after
the complete answer has been entered. Once this occurs they must press
's' again to get back Into the scratch pad). The results of their
multiplication is recorded in another square below the scratch pad. They
cao use the 'Results' box to guide their choice of divisors.

For a correct sum on the first try, the students see a positive
message: 'Very good! You made no mistakes.' If a stirdent m-es a
mistake and eventually completes the problem, the feedback is 'Right".
There is no feedback until the student enters in the full answer and
then presses Return.

a

a
a
a
a
a

a
a

a
a
a
a

a
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When students have completed the set of problems, they are provided
Ili with a scoring frame:

EX. DIVISION

Problems worked 5

Number of problems
Right on first try 3

I
a

number Isrper tham
Pt is equal fa the tumor 01) tru

Press via MR t. camtusue

4!.

,
iii ii

S.C.I. for E.S.E. 111-96 P.G.C./U. of MD. 1988

li

111 Problem I of 5

id Scrotal Pad Q
91 n3 ,7-43 c

-819
546

ii Results-.

-455
9-1-

When the student enters an incorrect quotient the feedback is: "That
Is not the right number. Please try again."

If the student responds Incorrectly twice, the program then assists
them by isolating the operation necessary at the bottom of the screen.

You Can:

2. Play a game
1. Do more (/) problems

3. Return to the main menu

Oieision
Jammu Phillips

Problems worked S

Slumber of problemsright oft first bre 3

You cow=

I. iiierw9TPCCC:1=3
3. Satyrs t the stele so2nia

Ilse rrelili to moue Press Mayen.



TEACHER OPTIONS

1. Press Control -S to turn the sound 'off' or 'on' at any point In the

program.

2. Press Control-A to get into the teacher management at the main menu.

A. Th- teacher could turn all the other operations or activities

*0.r" except Division. Within the Division activity several
modifications can be made by moving the highlighted box with the

Iliarra keys and pressing the Return key:

1. Select the number of problems from 5-25
2. Select the Mastery percentage from 0%-100%
3. Select the Problem types: (See screen or manual)

A REMAINDER POSSIBLE;

*DIVIDING A 3- OR 4-DIGIT DIVIDEND BY A 1-DIGIT DIVISOR WITH

iii
A REMAINDER POSSIBLE;

*DIVIDING A 2- TO 5-DIGIT DIVIDEND BY A 2-DIGIT DIVISOR WITH

*DIVIDING A 4- OR 5 DIGIT DIVIDEND BY A 2-DIGIT DIVISOR WITH

A REMAINDER POSSIBLE AND WITH THE =TIENT HAVING AN

INTERNAL ZERO;
*DIVIDING A 3- OR 4- DIGIT DIVIDEND BY A 2-DY.GIT DIVISOR WITH

A REMAINDER POSSIBLE AND WITH THE QUOTIENT ENDING IN A ZERO.

Iii *THESE SKILLS EXTEND BEYOND MFMT REQUIREMENTS.

B. The following game modifications can be made:

1. The game can be turned 'on' or 'off".
2. The number of games allowed following a set of problems can

be c+):-Iged. Range is 1-9.
3. Other modifications specific to the games can be made.

I
I

1. Leave the sound 'on' if it does not distract other students. Sound

is an important part of the game and the feedback lets the student

know what is happenlag that he might rot otherwise notice.

2. a. Limit the amount of games to keep a student on task with the math

problems.
b. Review the games with the students prior to the leaning

activiti. There is extensive reading Involved in th- directions

and the games are challenginc.

SUGGESTIONS

D.T.A. Applications
Warm-up
Independent Practice
Guided Practice
VocabUlary: Divisor, Dividend, Quotient

a
a
ra
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

a
5 I
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IliCompany: MECC A-201 a

Iiii
.._____

Prtss 'It' to PellreUP

./1

Title: CONQUERING WHOLE
NUMBERS

Activity: MULTIPLICATIONa a
ii OBJECTIVES:

ii
MFMT 2.1.2 Multiply Whole Numbers
SKILL: M3 MULTIPLY I. DIGIT BOTTOM NUMBER TIMES UP iiTO 4 DIGIT rOP NUMBER, NO REGROUPING;

ii
M7 MULTIPLY 2 DIGIT BOTTOM NUMBER TIMES UP ii

TO 4 DIGIT TOP NUMBER, REGROUPING.

a a

4/1 1111

ACIIVIrf SUMMARY

Students are presented with multiplication problems that require a
a regrouping. The teacher has the option of selecting the amount of

problems for the students to work on In a set. The teacher also has the
option of selecting the types of problems In each set and whether a game
Is played at the completion of each set or not.

Students enter In their response to the problem by pressing the
number keys, an °R° or a 'C' for regrouping or carrying, then Return.
(Return la pressed after the complete ansver has been entered) They
enter In the ones, tens, hundreds and thousands answer In that order.

For a correct sum on the first try, the students see a positive Ili
message: 'Very good! You made no mistakes.' If a student makes a
mistake and eventually completes the problem, the feedback Is °Righte.
There Is no feedback until the student enters In the full arswer and

ii
then presses Return.

When the student enters an Inc-orrect sum the feedback p rIvides
check marks under the numbers in the sum that are Incorrect. There Is
also written feedback that says: 'Wrong. Please try again'.

If the student responds Incorrectly twice, cne rrogram then assists
them by guiding them through the problem step by step. The essential
portion of the problem Is highlighted. If the student makes
multiplication errors a PIltiplIcation chart appears on screen to assist
them. If they forget to add the 'carry' the addition problem appears atIli

Ilithe bottom of the screen.

a Lx. product regro46
0

2
3 "' = 3

111 PI !AY rid ill 111,R,9 111 RA!, f Pt. 1988
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illWhen students have completed the set of problems, the/ are provided with if
a scoring frame:

EX. MULTIPACATION

Problems worked .5

Number of problems
right on first try 3

You Can: iii
1. Do more (x) problems
2. Play a game
3. Return to the main menu

/ Prof:Oen 4 of 5

ill Os1).:0
2

e stz li
it 2 16 5386

; ; 41,1 x 218
a 6 2 41
it s 641
s 9 : 72
s 7 :: 56 1188

Elif

or
24
duct reg6 rouir

:-. 30 Ili
ill

i li
III I
id SerChenge tgrup Phrases ii

./ 1.ZireriCIMM=2232 ii
1-1141.

Z. Press 'It' to renown

Ili
3. Press 'C' to carry II

[sly. 6. Press 'IV t borrow
3. Press 'P' to .:eerie ii

1 4. Press '11' to reilIPuP

INJLT.
de)

vie 2. Press 'IV to regroup
11. Frees s." to carry
II. Press it' to remote II

51 Use arrears to rove. %bac, Sr to select.
Select okras. from eeclt growl.

W
ESCSPO Teacher Option,

N.-----... ....)
111

il I
a 5 C :3

Iii

a
R.C.T. for E.S.E.

ill ill ii MI Iii hit /1143)1 Iii 114 III ill if ii liiii
P.O.C./17. of PO. 1988
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TEACHER OPTIONS

1. Press Control-S to n the sound "off" or 'on" at any point in the

program.

2. Press Control-A to get into the teacher management at the main
menu.

Ili

A. The teacher could turn all the other operations or activities
'Of except Multiplication. Within the Multiplication activity
se,. A modifications can be made by moving the highlighted box
with the arrow keys and pressing the Return Key:

1. Select the nu.,.,)er of problems from 5-25

2. Select the Mastery percentage from 0%-100% iii

3. Select the Problem types: (See screen or manual)
*MULTIPLYING TWO FACTORS WITH 2- OR 3-DIGITS AND NO

iii

REGROUPING;
*MULTIPLYING A 2- TO 4-DIGIT NUMBER BY A 2-DIGIT NUMBER WITH

REGROUPING;
*MULTIPLYING*MULTIPLYING A 3- OR 4-DIGIT NUMBER BY A 3-DIGIT NUMBER WITH

REGROUPING; iii

iii

*MULTIPLYING A 3- OR 4-DIGIT NUMBER BY A 2- OR 3-DIGIT NUMBER
WITH REGROUPING AND AT LEAST ONE FACTOR CONTAINING AN

III iii

INTERNAL ZERO.

Ili
B. The teacher can change the "Regroup' Phrases. Tne phrases can

be changed to 'rename" or 'carry'. These phrases will appear on
the students screen during the problem solving process.

C. The following game modification3 can be made:

1. The gare can be turned on or 'off".
2. The number of games allowed following a set of problems can

be changed. Range is 1-9.
3. Other modifications specific to the g.Lmes can be made. iii

SUGGZSTIONS

1. Leave the sound 'on' if it does not distract other students. Sound

is an important part of the game and the feedback lets the student
know Vat is happening that he might not otherwise notice.

Modify the problem tyl..es and phrases to the ones that the student

has had practice with.

3. a. Limit the amount of games to keep a student on task with the math

problems.
b. Review the games with the students prim to the learning

activity. There is extensive reading it,volved in the directions

and the games are challenging.

564
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D.T.A. Applications
Warm -u2

Indepenaent Practice
Guided Practice
Vocabulary: Regroup, Carry, Rename,

5. See the MECC manual for further information. El

kiPreparation

Because this is a rtinforeement activity, it is assumed that the skills involved have already ben
taught to the students. Before allowing students to use the program, you should review the four
types of problems that are availaLle. If students are not ready for any of the types listed below, Fi

RIthose types should be turned off using the Teacher Options.

rj Type A: These problems stress the procedure when multiplying with a 2- or
3-digit number. For this reason, there is no regrouping inquired i ill

Examples: 230 485 412 24
XII bill Lai I12

1110

i Type B: These problems have 2- to 4-digit multiplicands and 2-...igi: multiplien. JO

111

Srddents will be required to regroup while working the problem.

Exampici. 59 357 4912 1 ii
iii ilk all 1_23

Ili
Type C: These problems are slightly more difficult than type B in that they have 3- or

4-digit multiplicands and 3-digit multipliers. Students will be required to Ili
regroup while working this type .,f problem.

IIIIExamples: 529 494 ii
lii

amt ilia
; Ili

ii
Type D: These problems involve multiplicands with 3- or 4-digits and fry tiers with

2-or 3-t,:igits. Also, at least one of the factors has an internal zert, k gair , each
problem will involve regrouping.

I ki
iiii .

Examples: 805 9005 823
12 sal LAMi

5(
E

if ill ill 01 lig 111 lid E kg if II 11
E.C.I. for E.S.E. III-13 P.G.C./11. of MD. 1988
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SOFTWARE

la

ii
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?
4 0 51
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a SUMMARY iii

ii Title: CONQUERING WHOLE
Company: MECC A-201

?fuss -I- t. r*VrouP
NUMBERS

ii
.

Activity: SUBTRACTION ii

ii
OBJECTIVES:

iiiiMFMT 2.1.2 Subtract Whole Numbers
SKILL: S8 SUBTRACT TWO NUMBERS WITH UP TO 3 DIGITS iiEACE, ONE OR TWO RE6ROUPINGS.

iiS9 SUBTRACT TWO NUMBERS WITH UP TO 4 DIGITS ii
EACH, ONE TO THREE REGROUPINGS.

eii *SKILLS GO BEYOND THE MFMT REQUIREMENTS tY ii

ii
INCLUDING MORE THAN TWO REGROUPINGS

ii

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

Students are presented with subtraction problems that require
regrouping. The teacher has the option of sel_cting the amount of
problems for the student to work on in a set. The teacher also has the
option of selecting the types of problems in each set and whether a game
is played at the completion of each set or not.
. Students enter in their response to the problem by pressing the
number keys, an 'R' or a 'B' for legrouping or borrowing, `tici Return.
(Return Is pressed after the complete answer has been encored) They
enter in the ones, tens then hundreds and thousanas answer in that
order.

For a correct sum on the first try, the students see a positive
message: 'Very good! You made no mistkes.' If a student makes *...

mistake and eventually completes the problem, the feedback is 'Right ".
There is no feedback until the student enters in V.q full answer and
then presses Return.

When the student enters an incorrect sum the fJedback pro.ides
check marks under the numbers in the sum that are incorrect. There is
also written feedback that says: 'Wrong. Please try again'.

III

566
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If the student responds Incorrectly twice, the program then assists 40

them by guiding them through the problem step by step. A line crosses
out the number that the borrowing is necessary from. The students enter

In the new number then the carry number over the next column to the
right. This continues until the orginal number is large 'lough for
subtraction to occcur. If they subtract Incorrectly more than twice
they are assisted with a number line and the written statement " That

number is still wrong. Maybe the numb?r line can help..." If the

student continues to respond incorrectly, the sum is eventuely given.
When the student completes a set, they are given a scoring frame

and three opt'ons.
EX. SUBTRACTION

Problems worked. 8

Number of problems Ili
right on first try 6

You Can:
1. Do more (-) problems
2. Play a game Ili

3. Return tLe main menu

Preblem 3 of 10

Ili 3 12 i3

g g 0'0

- 5 9 4 1
----iiiir

a______)
Sobtractiiin

ill

S

Problems worked

Sarah Megrim

30

II Number of problems
risht on first try. 7I Yes ii
1. Do were t-)

ley
3. Return to the Ain memo InZ. .-

problrnt
game

lb

11 Ilse arrows to move. Press bittern.j 1151

S tr , v. iii

la tail lii ill lig li ill li Iiii iiii hil . III ill III ill iii Iiiiii
S.C.I. for E.S.F. 111-134 P.G.C./U. of MD. 1988
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TEACHER OPTIONS

1. Press Control-S to turn the sound 'off" or 'on" at any point In the
program.

2. Press Control --A to get Intl the teacher management at the main menu.

A. The teacher could tuLr all of the other operations or activities
"Off" except Subtlactior. Within the Subtraction aci.ivity
several modifications an be made by moving the highlighted box
with the arrow rfy13 and pressing the Return key:

1. Select the number of problems from 5-25
2. Select the Mastery percentage from 0%-100%
3. Select the Problem types: (See screen or manual)

*SUBTRACTION WITH EXACTLY TWO REGROUPS NEEDED:
*SUBTRACTION WITH EXACTLY THREE REGROUPS NEEDED:
*SUBTRACTION INVOLVING MINUENDS WITH ONE OR MORE INTERNAL
ZEROES AND REGROUPING ACROSS THE ZEROES REQUIRED:
*SUBTRACTION INVOLVING MINUENDS ENDING IN ONE OP MORE ZEROES
AND REGROUPING TO THE ZEROES REQUIRED.

*SKILLS GO BEYOND THE MFMT REQUIREMENTS BY INCLUDING MORE
THAN TWO REGROUPINGS.

B. The teacher can change the "Regroup' Phras 3. The phrases can
be changed to 'rename or 'borrowTM. These phrases will appear on
the students screen during the problem solving process.

The following game modifications can be made:

1. The game can be turned "on" or 'off".
2. The number of games allowed following a set of problems can

be changed. Range is 1-9.
'. Other modifications specific to the games can be made.

Teacher otiews

I. SeeiChang prselsn settings
2. See/Chang regroup phrases
3. SeeiChonge game settings
4. Restore original settings
S. See/Print/Delete student results

d.E02=EKUMMIZEZEll

Asa arrows I. wove. 'Press Return.
Cscaps$ Male Rose

mov ki Rig

a

a

I
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HiSUGGESTIONS

1. Leave the sound "on" if it does not distract other students. Sound

is an Important part of the game and the feedback lets the student

know what is happening that he might not otherwise notice.

2. Modify the problem types and phrases to the ones that the student

has had practice with.

3. a. Limit the amount of games to keep a student on task with the math

problems.
b. Review the games with the students prior to the learning

hi
activity. There is extensive reading involved in the directions

and the gamed are challenging.

4. D.T.A. Applications
Warm -ur

Independent Practice
Guided Practice
Vocabulary: Regroup, Borrow, Rename,

5. See the MECC manual for further information.

SeeoChengc ',group° Phrases
III

ii111 1 W. d I. Press 'R' to renews

V 4. Press '2' to regrown
a

1111

2. Press 'C' to carry

FITIOT .

a (-) S. Press 'It' to rename
S. Press '9' to borrow

....

I
MK(2)T

V T. Press 'R' to regrow,
S. Press "It' te renowe
9. Press 'C' to carry

Vs* arrows to own, Roam Oar to select.
Select phrase from each groan.

Escape Teacher Optima

eon
n.4

IliSetwChenee Cone Settings_
On-,- 9 la etherOtt genes

kieels_ On
Tex Col. G 2 figs. a uwii;i7-45"

Sonoliee Oft I O_ f boilers 2--- ----.Scorine lute.
access vet allowed. -
le V atter tiopolithe a set.
osoesl itter oasneries a set.

trim the oats menu.
This settin4-11mIts the own17er of
gcles (1 to 9) allowed renewing a
Problem set.
Pleas* eater your sew value.
IsCopew lister* termer (itro

a
a
a
a

.J Iiii

CO

kil Ili it 311511 111 bil ii ii ila
P.O.C./17. of MD. 1988
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0 .1 : .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1 iiiii . . score = 450 Company: MECC A-206
Title: DECIMAL CONCEPTS
Activity: DECIMAL BOUNCE

JigOBJECTIVES:

iiMFMT: 3.1.2 Iename Fractions as Percents

III ii
lilP2 RENAME FRACTIONS AS PERCENTS *

*This activity does not correlate with the strategy given or this
ii

41/iii
because some teachers may wish to teach fractions and percents

objective in the Domain Directory. However, it has been included

differently.

I

a
a
ii

ill a

a
4111 ii

a id if lil W li ill il ill 1 iiiii id iii iil ill Ill la
I C I for E.S.E.E.3.2. 1-137 P.D.C./[1. of MD. 1;--

g

NOTE: Does not run on the Apple 114

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

DECIMAL BOUNCE is an educational game that provides students with
practice in comparing decimal numbers and common fracti nr. The game is
played by guiding numbers that bounce between two numbe_ lines. Pointe
are scored for each number properly placed. The speed can be set before
starting the game and can be adjusted after each round. Each round
uses different number lines AnJ presents a total cf eight numbers. You

are allowed to m1 four t_ Ns during a game. Each miss results in
losing one of the bail is located at the bottom of the screen. Depending
on the situation, students guide the numbers to either the exact

locations or the intervals on the number line that would contain the
Timbers. The first two rounds of DECIMAL BOUNCE rely heavily on the
definition of decimal numbere and simple comparisons between decimal
numbers. Succeeding rounds, however, include matching decimal numbers
with corresponding common fractions. The fractions used are halves,
fourths, fifths, eighths, tenths, and hundredths.

No recorda are kept for this game.
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TEACHER OPT I OHS

To access teacher management options, press CONTROL-A from the main
menu. The only option available is to select the number of rounds per
game between three and seven.

a
SUGGESTIONS

1. The teacher should previe4 this activity to check on the difficulty
level .and appropriateness of the ,etivity for his/her students.
More than one skill is practiced and students may not be able to
deal with all of them.

2. Set the number of rounds in the teacher management options to three
so that onl,, the easiest problems are given. The easiest rouui is
round 1 so students could stop after round 1 and press Esc twice to
return to the main menu and repeat round 1.

2. D.T.A. Applications
Warm -ui

Independent Practice
Vocabulary: none

3. SeeMECC manual for further information.

r
Oecinal Bounce

A pane consists of 5 rounds.
11

Each

Ili

round 91u4s you a chance
to place S numbers. You can
choose the speed of the

il

bouncing nunbers. Points are
scored for each correct match

ikgig Points
1 25
2 30
3 35
4 40
5 50

PL*essiTAIribR to continue

Ili

0 1 2 .3 .4 .5 6 7 .0 .9 1

Round 4 of 5

Select the number speed.

1 2 II 4 5

slow fast

Us, arrows Co nave. Press Ryturn.
ulIMIIIMIN 11.11111MDMIIIMIIIINIS

0 ++++ 7
I

46, ,01. Scor4 : 1150

ii ii lit
E.C.I. for E.S.E. 111-13e P.O.C./11. of MD. 1988
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0.68

Your goal in this round Is to
get Ali close t 068 as
possible without going over

51 liil El 51 IR la
pp,

SOFTWARE
SUMMARY It

Company : ME= A-206
Title: DECIMAL CONCEPTS

Press SPACE BAR to continue J Activity: DECIMAL DUEL

OBJECTIVES:
ME M' 2 1 .8 Add Dec 1 ma I s*

*This activity does not correlate directly with any cc the skills listed
under Add Decimals. However, it does acquaint students with the concept
that decimals are parts of 100. Students could use decimal addition
skills in playing the gart-...

NOTE: Does not ,tin on the Apple 11+

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

DECIMAL DUEL is an educational game that gives students an opportunity
to visualize decimal numbers using the unit decimal square model. The
game alsc gives practice in the mental addition of decimal numbers. The

game can Ne played by a single student against the computer, or by two
students playing against each other. The objective of the game is to
get as close as possible to a target value without exceeding it. A game
consists of three to seven rounds. Target numbers are random numbers in
the range of 0.50 to 1.00. One round of each game has a target of 1.00.
Players take turns selecting a number from the three values given (see
the pictures). The number select.d is then added to their square as
they attempt to reach the target. The numbers displayed are usually in

the range of 0.01 to 0.25. A larger value, however, may appear

occasionally. If a player is unsatisfied with the choices available,
this ? (Chance) may be selected. Three new numbers then appear, one of
which must be selected. When a player has reached the t -get or gotten
as close as he can without going over he then selects DL'riE. Scores are
kept for each round equal to the number o: Decimal places the player was

able to fill la without going over the target. If he diva go over the
target, he loses all points from the round. If he matches the target
exa:tly, he gets de'bie points.

No records are kept for this game.

I.C.I. for E.S.E. #13015114 P.O.C./U. of MD. 1988'
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TEACHER OPTIONS

To access teacher management options, press CONTROLA from the main
menu. The only option available is to select the number of rounds per
game between three and seven.

SUGGESTIONS

1. Students should be familiar with the use of a unit t:Imal square
divided into 100 parts.

2. D.T.A. Applications
Warm-up
Independent Practice
Vocabulary' outwit, opponent, target, duel

3. See MECO manual for further information.

Round -1 -
of 5-- -

Chris
m sm .1111 h,111.1
IWIMMMNIAMO
41111 111 111 111 emwm

1114141111,1MWM
1; 111 IY sIosusWMM
'1101.191 III PIMA 0
, 11 41 0,110 Ile

0
U
E
R

(Goal = 0.68)
Pat

Mi.Msi 111 at 101
1111.1 al 11114 III 01

IMMMWWWWWW
"11 IAN 14 to Ho

IIMS MEMO
Mane UUUUU

co-74-3- I

Chris has tone over the Peal of

- - - - - - -
Press SPACE SR to continue

Round 2 of r,
Chris
1 ,t,c I d

I . . 11111'1 011 In
.4 I .1

(Goal = 92)

Round 1 of 5
; iris
_

U
0
N
E

Pat. choose one:

I 0 I 0 19

.1.,MmmWri JYI

.mitiMUMWWWW
1111 ICIM111WPW1416
ANIMISM 1. MWM

if 111

1.043 I

102011 .7_11 pone I

Arrows to neue. Return to select2111

- Round 2 of 5
Pat Chris

,I 111

III 14 01 IN III
.10 0 11 1 11/11010 III
.1.0 1111 1 III 1.4111.

Ill I 1.411 10 r
11 al 41 0 1110 10

..110

'" I II' 11 114II

41 11111 o.. 01

10 III III ,11 .,14111
II III 111 .11.1 1,,

111114 I 11, III III till
.1-01 4 I, III 11

II 10 I ,1 11111
1. 11. 01 11.4 1.1 HI 10

(Goal = 0.92)
Pet

111

0

Alr
li Ili

pan
_________ _____ . _ .__ ______ _ ._ _

'et wins this round

the 9(131. Your score for thss Chris iiNice Job. Pat/ You have reached

Press SPACE BAR to FontInue
---____ ---- __ -_ -.f -Et;1"- 1 __I.- Eil 7.1

Pat

ill
round will be doubled.

-------- ----.- - _ -

II 5
Proms SPACE BAR to continue

a lid ill lii iii lit Iii ill El ill ill iiii M W III lii III MR
S.C.I. for 1.3.1. III -1,40 P.O.C./U. of MD. 1988
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40C110116
. Your tine was close to

the tines of Quick
Nick (27.2 seconds) and

, Cruisin' Susan (27.651
s( rands). Put these
* -J,zs rn order.

AOSISOle

Pick the fastest tine.

27651

27.2

2747

fastest

slowest

Use arrows to nove Press Return.

OBJECTIVES:

MFMT 3.1.1
4.1.1

3.3.1
SKILLS: N1

N2

N4

N6

N8

N10

N12

RA1
OD2

SOFTWARE
SUMMARY

Company: MECC A-206
Title: DECIMAL CONCEPTS
Activity: MAZE RUNNER

Write Numbers in Words and Digits
Choose a Reasonable Answer for a
Ma,hematical Problem
Order Decimals
IDENTIFY PLACE VALUE
IDENTIFY WORD NAMES FOR ONE THROUGH
NINETEEN
IDENTIFY WORD NAMES FOR 20, 30,
40...90
IDENTIFY HYPHENATED NUMBER WORDS FROM
TWENTYONE THROUGH NINETYNINE
IDENTIFY THE WORD NAMES FOR HUNDRED
AND THOUSAND
IDENTIFY THE WORD NAMES TENTHS AND
HUNDREDTHS FROM THE DIGITS (.1 AND
.01)
RECOGNIZE THAT "AND" REPRESENTS THE
DECIMAL POINT
ROUND OFF NUMBERS
IDENTIFY THE SMALLEST IN A GROUP OF
NUMBERS

NOTE: Does not run on the Apple 11+

Students work the
maze are displayed
students reach the
fails to reach
follows will perta
asked after each

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

it way through an Inviable maze. The walls of the

only after they have been bumped into. After

exit, the entire maze Is revealed. If the student

the exit before time runs out, the question set that

in only to the distance traveled. Three questions are

maze from a total of five possit.le questions.

574

Ja id if lii IR li1/2
S.C.I. for E.S.K. III-141 P.G.C./11. of MD. 1988
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Type 1: liven the time as a decimal number, choose the correct written
form of the number. (Meets Skills Ni, 12, N4, N6, NO, N10, N12)

Example:

a

. d 61thousandths
22 and 461 thousandths
2246 and 1 tenth
224 and 61 hundredths

a

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

Use arrows to wove. Press Return.

111

Feedback is the same as for Type 1.

a
layouipm

II/142 P.G.C. /Q. of MD. 1988

Maze Race 111

You made it. Cregoryo 4,WMO

tress SPACE OAR to continue Use arrows to moue -ress Return

Feedback: 'Wrong. Please try again.' The incorrect answer is then

muted. This continues until there is only one choice left, the correct

answer. Correct avower feedback: 'That's right, (student name)!"

a
Type 2: Given the distance run in written form, choose the cc-rect

decimal number. (Meets Skills Ni, N2, N4, I6, NO, N10, N12)

Mere fks your tine
Mow many seconds did
you take'

a
CM=
4.23 niters

fit
You ran a distance of

4., forty-two and three
41w4a 4

j

tentha niters

.11

1 Mow is this written as

I,
a nunber

Ir

11111

426 meters
42.6 meters

a



Type 3: Given either the time or distance, round it to the place value
asked for. (Meets Skill RAI)

Please round your tine
to the nearest
hundredth of a second

Wrong answer feedback: 'Wrong. Please try again.' for firAt mistake.
For second mistake, 'Wrong. Here is some help.' Then a number line Is
given so that students can visually see which number Is closest for

rounding off a given number. If they still get it wrong, the activity
asks, 'Is it closer to 52.7 (- 52.8 ?' If they still get it wrong by
typing another number, the rorrect answer is given.
Correct answer feedback: "hat's right, :student name).'

Type 4: GIs n two decimal numbers, choose the smaller one. (Meets
skill OD2)

Your tan, was 30 04
seconds and Clever
Trevor's tan, was
30.426 seconds. Which
tine was faster?

30.04 seconds
They are equal.

Use arrows to neve.
.............--

Press Return.

i
Wrong answer feedback: 'Wrong. Pillage try again.' foc first mistake.
For the second mistake, a number: line Is presented so that students can

iii
visually see :.'rich number is greater or smaller. If they still get it

w
wrong, the correct answer is given.
Correct answer feedback: That's right, (student name).'

Ail li lig ill Iii lil lii iii illAili
Z.C.I.

P 51 iii iiii kil II if ii
42Z.C.I. for S.3.14 P.O.C./11. of MD. 1988

41
tour tine was 30 04
seconds and Clever
T 's tine was
30 426 seconds Uhach
tine was faster?

r.

30r"
T

30.04

30 4-2 seconds
30.04 seconds
They ars equal.

30.4?.6
4

431

Use arrows to nova. Press Return.

r

ilia
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a
a
a

a

a

a

1

kina

Type 5: Given three decimal numbers, arrange Mem from smallest to

largest. (Meets skill OD2)

S. four tine was cies' to

Aam
IFlab leo I ssssss taws,

UM
27

27 47

too tines of Stoic',
luck (772 one
Crows/re Season (276$1
seteadsi Pet these
tines 10 order

slowest

1100 arr.**, I. wows Press Solara

flat. I
gropers

IOuestsens answered 13 I
agent on first ire 1

Weald Vs. hale to Slav 40410
1233 M.

41-
Mee ormes to wean Press S

Wrong answer feedback: The student is given the correct answer.

Correct answer feedback: 'That's right, Mary!'

At the end of the activity, students are given the number of questions

answered and the number right on the first try.

TEACHER OPTIONS

To access teacher management options, nress CONTROL-A from the main

menu.
MAZE RUNNER can be modified in the following three ways:

1. The time limit can be set within the range of 40 to 90 seconds.

2. The total number of mazes presented may be set between three

and seven.
3. The use of thousandths can be disallowed.

Up to 75 student sessions can be stored on the disk. Once the file is

full, the oldest sessions will be deleted each time a new score is

saved. The results indicate the number of questions answered correctly

on the first try. Student scores can also be printed.

SUGGESTIONS

1. Students who get excited and continually press the arrow keys may

find that the 'MAN' in the maze does not move. It is better to

press the arrow key once and wait for the action to be completed

before pressing it again.

2. Students who have difficulty with directionality may have difficulty

with the maze.

3. Thousandths are not dealt with on the MFMT objectives listed for

this program so it is best to turn them off in the teacher

management options.

4. D.T.A. Applications
Warm-up
Independent Practice
Vocabulary: Invisible, maze, meter, round (off)

5. See the MECC manual for further informirtflon.

a
a
a

a
a

a
a
a

RAI W 216
S.C.I. for E.3.2. -! P.G.C./U. of MD. 1988
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E
E

Iiiii SUMMARY
ii

ii liE
Company: MECC A-124
Title: ESTIMATION
Activity: NUMBER LINE

Iii
k

OBJECTIVES:

111 MFMT: 2.1.1 READ SCALES ON MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTS
lig

SKILLS: MM2 IDENTIFY THE APPROPRIATE UNITS OF

111

MEASURE
ESTIMATE TO THE NEAREST WHOLE UNIT OF le
MEASURE

iiACTIVITY SUMMARY

NUMBER LINE provides students with practice with computing intervals ii
between labelled units on a scale and estimating where an unmarked unit

would be placed. It randomly generates a number. The student tries to
lig

position this number correctly on a number line using the left and right

ifarrow keys. The 1, 2, and 3 keys may be used to vary the distance the

pointer moves each time the arrow keys are pressed.
When the arrow is

In the right position, the student presses Return. If the student is

correct, the computer indicates so In writing. If the answer is wrong,

the correct
placement will be shown.

There Is no sound to the program. No instructions, examples, or

iipracticesare given.
There is a tolerance for acceptable answers, but

there Is no explanation of how it is decided or
what it is in terms of a ii

iivalue.
Students are given 10 problems to answer. After completing the

10, they are given the option of repeating the activity again with 10

iidifferent problems or returning to the menu. The activity can be done

using either a whole number
scale with a range of 0-9000, marked in

intervals of 20, or a decimal number scale with a range of 0.00-9.00

marked in Intervals of .25.

ii TEACHER OPTIONS lie
There are no teacher management

options other than the choice of whole

Ili or decimal intervals on the scale. The whole number interval scale is

more applicable to the MFMT.

51
E.i

- 14

E.C.I. for E.S.E.

P.G.C./U. of MD. 1988
111



ill ig
SUGGEST I MIS E

1. The whole number Interval selection should be used to correspond to

the NM.
2. Encourage students to try to increase speed as they estimate as well

as to increase accuracy.
3. Explain to students what a tolerance range is and how it affects the

closeness of their answers.
Have students keep track of how many they answer correctly on each i!

4.

set of 10 questions.
5. D.T.A. Applications:

Warm-up
Independent Practice
Vocabulary: interval

tolerance

6. See the HECC manual for further information.
iii

Ili
ii!
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Press SPIKE DI to take traction

OBJECTIVES:

SOFTWARE
SUMMARY
Company: MECC A-202

Title: FRACTION CONCEPTS
Activity: CRUSHER/EQUAL

FRACTIONS

MFMT 2.1.5 Add Mixed Numbers

MFMT 2.1.6 Subtract Mixed Numbers

SKILL: AI FIND A COMMON DENOMINATOR OR LOWEST

COMMON DENOMINATOR
SKILL: A2 RENAME FRACTIONS TO A GIVEN

DENOMINATOR

NOTE: DOES NOT RUN ON APPLE II+

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

Fractions move along a conveyer belt Into place. The cue 'Crush

fractions equal to is given at the top of the screen with a

fraction. The student must press the Space Bar to send the equal

fraction into the funnel for crushing. The game format provides a sound

stimulus and increase in score for a correct response. With the timer

turned off. the student is given two trials to make an Incorrect

response. 'Compare..." appears and the student is given a bar graph to

view the difference between the two fractions.

Crush fractions
goal to i

roeleeeme%

g

Aft
Press SPACE OA to contsnu

111
Id ill II 111 111 lid lit id 111 lif

E.C.I. for E.S.E. 111-147
P.G.C./U. of MD. 1988
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II ii
TEACHER OPTIONS

lig

NI
1. Press Control-A from the main menu to access the teacher management

options.
A. Student menu selections can be simplified if other selections

111
are turned off.

D. The number of fractions in an activity can be controlled from 20

ill

to 60 (must be multiples of 10).

C. 'Student Results' gives student names, activity U. number of leg

2.

fractions and score achieved with possible score. Results can

p be printed.
The speed of the conveyor belt -an be adjusted to slow, normal or

A.

fast.

3. Press Control-S to turn the sound on or off at any time in the lien

prooram.

SUGGESTIONS

1. Keep the Caps Lock key down so the student types his name in capital

letters.

2. Have the student type his first /lame and last initial to save time.

3. Listen for sound to hear if the student is prooresssing and getting

correct answers.

4. D.T.A. Apolicationse
Warm-Up
Independent Pra:tice
Vocabulary: equal, compare

S. See MECC manual for further information.

the Crusher

Please enter sour
first nano- Terrs

Please enter sour
last name M

Terre M

Old lieu spell sew' sane right?

=as Choices

1

\,.. Ilse arrows to neve. ?Tess Return. I Crush denominators
. Crush prover fractsvis
4. Crush improper fractions
S. Crush wised numbers

1111

4 Crush equal fractions
7 Champs (normal) line speed

otars to Masa Menu

Ilse arrows to wove Press Return

c; 0 Ili!

k 11 W W id Id /11 lig ii illiiiiiii ii W ii id w 112,
II-110

the Crusher

Crush numerators
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w Creek the proper froctions. SOFTWARE E
L,.....,

,....,......

P-71.... . SUMMARY ft
...., x Company: MECC A-202

I V
Title: FRACTION CONCEPTS

. Activity: CRUSHER/
PROPER FRACTIONS

\.. Frees SPACE Rat to tab. erects,* IMPROPER FRACTIONS
MIXED NUMBERS

OBJECTIVES:

tFMT 2.1.7 Multiply a Whole Number by a Fraction

SKILL: CI RECOGNIZE PROPER AND IMPROPER AND MIXED
NUMBERS

NOTE: DOES NOT RUN ON APPLE II+

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

Fractions and whole numbers move alone a conveyor belt at a

selected pace. The cue is (liven at the top of the screen 'Crush the

proper fractions." Tne student must press the Space Bar when he

recognizes a proper fraction under the game's funnel. The fraction is

the crushed. When a stude-: has a correct response, a sound is heard

anc the score !ncreases. When the student makes an incorrect response.

the correct name for the fraction or the whole number appears.

Ex. proper 8 improper

fraction --- fraction

8 7

1

5 whole 5 --- mi4ed

number 2 number

A
Criss% the peeper Erections

Age.e..........pla

111.3MIIIMMOI)

I 4 --- fractme
4,... ',wooer

r.-

Ars 41.

116 if
*****

Pros, SPACE III to cootiobe

iii lid ki iii 1011 lii if Id g
E.C.I. for E.S.E. P.G.C. /U. of MD. 1988
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iiTEACHER OPTIONS

ii
ii1. Press Control-A from the main menu to access the teacher management ig

Ili

options.
A. Student menu selections can be simplified if other selections

are turned off.

li B. The number of fractions In an activity can be controlled frw 2J

tc 60 (twist be multiples of 10).

iifractions and score achieved with possible score. Results can
C. "Student results" gives student names. activity it. number or

iiZ

be printed.
ii. The speed of the conveyor belt can be adjusted to slow. normal or

fast.

ii
3. Press Control-S to turn the sound on or off at any time during the Ili

Program.

iiSUGGESTIONS

111 111

1. Keep the Caps Lock key down so that the student types his name in

capital letters.

2. Have the student type his first name and last initial to save time.

3. If it does not disturb the other students. keep the sound on so that

You can listen to how the student Is progressing.
ii

4. D.T.A. applications:

ii
Indepen iident Practice
Warm-uP

Vocabulary: improper fraction. proper fraction. whole number.

li
ii forfurther information.

mixed number

5. See MECC manual

a c Teacher Options
kil

I

3. Fraction Families (linitiser)
I Factory Recipes
latIMM101=13

iiW
4 Suess Limit (Guesser)
S Orsental Settings
6 Student Results Machine Settangs

li
7 Pranter *import

On, I 6f
Off anal

Activities used
( : eft)

Crusher .0n 30

ii

e Iii
Esterotsc. Main ftral
'Pao arrows to Paws Press Return

Guesser On 5

iTsis

Unitiser Oft 30

ii

.30,.

l

la
Factory On

Crusher activities
I 'dentate numerators ii. 3
3

'dentate denominators

4 'dentate improper tractions
'dentate proper tractions

5 ;dentate mimed numbers

ii

6. 'dentate equal tractions

Vse arrows to move. Space Sr to titan.,

e -iii.
Escas. Teacher %ottani

Iii Iii Id id if ii ill it NIP ill ii lil II El ill 11 la
: 563
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74All leV" rl "460AR;
111"7:r*

04'iii
1 1 , 44:

d , SUMMARY
ii , , ,.....1

rt....A

hi
thf x ,,,,,,,,,-1,,I, 1,...!:

Ili1 Company: MECC A-196
Title: FRACTION MUNCHERS
Activity: EQUAL FRACTIONS

lil OBJECTIVES:

MFMT 2.1.5 Add Mixed Numbers
MFMT 2.1.6 Subtract Mixed Numbers
SKILL: R2 REDUCE FRACTIONS TO LOWEST TERMS

Sielcoome to the
finder Ol000lad

tt
The next elniot-

lbgh Owing

NOTE: DOES NOT RUN ON APPLE II+

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

The game is similar to Pac Man. Given a reduced fraction, the stuoent

must maneuver the muncher using a' four arrow keys (or a joystick if

one is cornected) in a 5X6 grid with 30 squares containing not reduced

fractions. He must then press the Space Bar to 'munch the not reduced

fraction that equals the given reduced fraction. As the stuoent

progresses, the games become more difficult. The student may press ?

for time out. If he does, he loses points but may continue to play. An

entirely new session must be started once all four 'munchers' have peen

lost. A muncher can be lost either by having a troggie eat it or by

Iii

getting a wrong answer. Wrong answer feedback is a negative souna ano a

statement telling the student what the reduced equivalent of the

fraction is that he had 'munched.'

Ex. Sorry your answer is wrong.

iii

3/18 = 1/6.
Press Space Bar to continue.

IliThe score is shown at the bottom. Once a student successfully completes

a few games, he is given a graphic of an Olympic game where the muncher

is a winner and the troggle Is a loser. He may also be put in the

Muncher Hall of Fame if his score is among the 10 top scores for that

7!
activity.

Ea IA lid Iiii W Iiii lid ill lii hi iii Iiii id II ii ii Ili ER.
E.C.I. for E.S.E.

111-151, P.O.C./U. of MD. 1988
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TEACHER OPTIONS

1. Press Control-A from the main menu to access the teachP, management

options.
A. The teacher could turn all the other activities 'Off" except

iE

B. Denominators can be modified from numbers 2 through 10. 12. ano IEEqual Fractions.

Ili

lil

16; however. at ;east four nUmpers must be chosen.

C. Game settings may be restored to their original settings ano the Ili!

Ili

Hall of Fame erased.

2. Press Control-S to turn the Sound on or off at any point in the

program.

hi IE

SUGGESTIONS

1. Leave the sound on if it does not distract other students. Sound is

an Important part of the game and the feedback ano lets tne student

know what Is happening that he might not otherwise notice.

2. Listen for sound to hear if the student is progressing ano getting

correct answers.

3. If the student has difficulty getting the right answers. use the ?

for Time Out. Let the student figure out all the right answers on

paper and then go back to the game.

4. D.T.A. Applications:
Warm-up
Independent Practice
Vocabulary: equal fractions. equivalent to

5. See the MECC manual for further information.

Game level

Level; Equivalent to

?-4

Target value
(inthiscase.

afraction
ri

Quivalerti to
the key value)

Fraction
Muncher

Sate sone

Current
Score

6
16

Is ---,sr

.110114.

1

MIIPI

Key value

Troggle

Olstractor
(in this case.

16 e
4 a traction nor

to

th:gukee)y

it
Score: !II! 11! =1110/

Remaining
Munchers
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FRACT/ON MUNCHERS
Illik0.;,e, SOFTWARE IE

111
Pt44

totargeotten SUMMARY r,/7212 2 Kan of reeve
I Fraction ftnctwqrs

4 ghat

I 4. li.

.4:

Company: MECC A-196
1111

ill 15:410$ _, Title: FRACTION MUNCHERS E
Use arrows to wows Press lettere%

111Lklit 41 /1;1::.4.6 .a..iti.

.../

Activity: FRACTION
EXPRESSIONS IE

OBJECTIVES:

MFMT 2. 1 . 5 Add Mixed Numbers
liE

SKILLS: R2 REDUCE FRACTIONS TO LOWEST TERMS
A3 ADD FRACTIONS WITH LIKE DENOMINATORS IE

IIINOTE: DOES NOT RUN ON APPLE II+ liE

ii
ACTIVITY SUMMARY lie

The game is similar to Pac Man. Given a fraction, the student must E

2
maneuver the muncher using all four arrow keys for a joystick if one is
connected) in a 5X6 grid with 30 squares containing fraction

IliRe
expressions. He must then press the space bar to "munch' the
expressions that equal the given fraction.

illEx. Equal to 1/2 liE
kilPossible answers might be: 7/10 + 0; 1/4 + 1/4; 1/12 + 4/12; 1/2 * 0 liC

ki student may press ? for time out. If he does, he has points taken away
As the student progresses, the game becomes more difficult. The E

but may continue to play. An entirely new session must be started once it
1111

all four munchers have been lost. A muncher can be lost either by
having a troggle eat it or by getting a wrong answer. Wrong answerii feedback is a negative Sound and a statement telling the student what
the reduced equivalent of the fraction is that he had 'munched.'

ii Lx. Sorry your answer is wrong.
1/4 + 2/4 = 3/4

illPress Space Bar to continue. ii
li The score is shown at the bottom. Once a student successfully completes

a few games, he is given a graphic of an Olympic game where the muncher Ili
is a winner and the troggle is a loset. He may also be put in the
Muncher Mall of Fame if his score is among the 10 top scores for that
activity.

.91,1iiiiiiiiiiiiiiRgliiiiiiiiiiiWNEARI 3E.C.I. for E.S.E. P.O.C./U. of MD. 1988
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TEACHER OPTIONS

1. Press Control-S to turn the sound on or off.
2. Press Control-A from the main menu to access the teacher management

options.
A. The teacher could turn all the other actIvIties 'Off' except

FRACTION EXPRESSIONS. Within FRACTION EXPRESSIONS, tne game
must be further modified td work only with Addition.

B. Denominators can be modified from numbers 2 through 10, 12 ana
16; however, at least four numbers must be chosen.

C. Game settings may-be restored to their original settings and the
Hall of Fame erased.

SUGGESTIONS

N

Level Equal t
(aye,

1. Modify the game so that the student deals only with addition. (The

subtraction and division parts of FRACTION MUNCHERS do not correlate
With the problems on the MFMT.) If you are using the program as a .

review for Mixed Number/Fraction Operations, you could use the
multiplication and addition parts together.

2. Leave the sound on If it does not distract other students. Sound is
an Important part of the game and the feedback and lets the student
know what is happening that he might not otherwise notice.

3. Listen for sound to hear If the student Is progressing and getting
correct answers.

4. If the student is having difficulty knowing the right answers, use
the ? for Time Out. Let the student figure out all the rignt
answers on paper and then go back to the game.

5. D.T.A. Applications:
Warm .up

Independent Practice
Vocabulary: equal to

6. See the MECC manual for further information.

foual t 4-

_;°.+111_411 11 1_4f61'8_+-1
I hill 8 04 +-I i 8+ 11-h

1 a} $ A -I- + iv 01-4. 311-fil 12 is?
I I

H -1 .7 a+ +4 I a+
1 is+ 1-6 2 a+ h. 0 +4

'

If-4... it.,....., ji._+:+.._ ... 2 ;

o'41 i 14.- :. if-. i 4. +1+ +I+ fi +-I- +
Score i iso 1 0 4 . . _ -1,... Score: I ism I 41 `f`fl" 4;

la
a ill Ili Ili ill lig lii 51 III
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TRACTION MUNCHERS

2 Nall
3 Warwatsort

lhat

.AX 1 I #ri
a'Alo rk.--441

SOFTWARE EEE

SUMMARY E
Company: MECC A-196
Title: FRACTION MUNCHERS
Activity: FRACTION

OBJECTIVES: EXPRESSIONS

MFMT 2.1.7 Multiply a Whole Number by a Fraction
SKILLS: R2 REDUCE FRACTIONS TO LOWEST TERMS

M1 MULTIPLY A WHOLE NUMBER BY A FRACTION

NOTE: DOES NOT RUN ON tPPLE 114

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

The game is similar to Pao Man. Given a fraction, the student must
maneuver the muncher using all four arrow keys (or a joystick if one is

connected) in a SX6 grid with 30 squares containirg fraction

expressions. He must then press the space bar to 'munch" tne

expressions that equal the given fraction.

Ex. Equal to 1/3
Possible answers might be: 1 X 1/3; 2 X 1/6; 1 X 9/10; 1/3 X 1/3

The answers sometimes involve multiplying a fraction by a fraction which

is not an objective of the MFMT. 'Equal to 1/10" had quite a few
'fraction times a fraction' problems; however. the rest of the levels

seem to have a majority of problems that deal with a fraction times a

whole number.

As the student progresses, the game becomes more difficult. The stuaent

may press ? for time out. If he does, he has points taken away but may

continue to play. An entirely new session must be started once all four

munchers have been lost. A muncher can be lost either by having a

troggle eat It or by getting a wrong answer. Wrong answer feedback is a

negative sound and a statement telling the student what the reaucea

equivalent of the fraction is that he had 'munched.'

Ex. Sorry your answer is wrong.
1 X 2/4 = 1/2
Press Space Bar to continue.

1E

a

a

a
a

IE

The score is shown at the bottom. Once a student successfully completes

a few games, he is given a graphic of an Olympic game where the muncher
Jill

is a winner and the troggle is a loser. He may also be put in the

Til Muncher Mall of F:Jne if his score is among the 10 top scores for that

12,1iactivity.
E.C.I. for E.S.E. III-155 P.O.C./U. of MD. 1988
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TEACHER OPTIONS

1. Press Control-S to turn the sound on or off.

2. Press Control-A from the main menu to access the teacher manaoement

options.
A. The teacher could turn all the other activities 'Off" except

FRACTION EXPRESSIONS. Within FRACTION EXPRESSIONS, the game
must be further modified to work only with multiplication.

B. Denominators can be modified from numbers 2 through 10, 12 ano
16; however, at least four numbers must be chosen.

C. Game settings may be restored to their original settings ano the ig
Hall of Fame erased.

SUGGESTIONS

1. Modify the game so that the student deals only with multiplication.
(The subtraction and division parts of FRACTION MUNCHERS do not
correlate with the problems on the MFMT.) If you are using the

program as a review for Mixed Number/Fraction Operations, you could

use the multiplication and addition parts together.

2. Leave the sound on if It does not distract other students. Sound is

an Important part of the game ana the feedback and lets the stuaent

know what is happening that he might not otherwise notice.

3. Listen for sound to hear if the student is progressing and getting

correct answers.
4. If the student is having difficulty knowing the right answers, use

the ? for Time Out. Let the student figure out all the right

answers on paper and then go back to the game.

5. D.T.A. Applications:
Warm -up

Independent Practice
Vocabulary: equal to

6. See the MECC manual for further information.

Level Equal to +

+4,0

-1--0

0

score

ill id 141151i R. a

4 4

7
12 12

tassel to

ets+

9
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Company: MECC A -196

Score 1 5
Title: FRACTION MUNCHERS

°-2. grr r4s t
ii ./

Activity: FRACTION TYPES

lig

111 OBJECTIVES:
liZ

MFMT 2.1.5 Add Mixed Numbers li
SKILL: Ri. RECOGNIZE REDUCED AND NOT REDUCED

FRACTIONS ig

hi
MFMT 2.1.7 Multiply a Whole Number by a Fraction

SKILL: Cl RECOGNIZE PROPER AND IMPROPER FRACTIONS

111

AND MIXED NUMBERS ii
NOTE: DOES NOT RUN ON APPLE II+

III ACTIVITY SUMMARY

Given a fraction type, the student must maneuver the muncher using all Ili

3

four arrow keys for a joystick If one is connected) in a 5X6 grid with

squares containing different fraction types. He must then press the

Space Bar to 'munch" the fraction which represents the type inaicatea.

As the stuaent progresses. the game becomes more difficult. The stuaent

may press '?' to stop the game if he wishes. If he does, he has points

Ili taken away but may continue to play. An entirely new session must be

started once all four munchers have been lost. A muncher can be lost

either by having a troggle eat it or by getting a wrong answer. Wrong

answer feedback is a negative sound and a statement telling the stuoent

what the fraction type was that he had "muncheo."

Ex. Sorry your answer is wrong.

5/8 is a proper fraction.
Press Space Bar to continue.

The score Is shown at the bottom. Once a student successfully completes

iii

a few games, he is given a graphic of an Olympic game where the muncner

is a winner and the troggle is a loser. He may also be put in the

Muncher Hall of Fame if his score is among the 10 top scores for that

activity.

2
II ii iii iii ill Iii ill KIP
E.C.Z. for E.S.E.

- 5 P.G.C./U. of MD. 1988
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TEACHER OPTIONS

Press Control-A from the main menu to access the teacher manageme7:z

options.
A. The teacher could turn all the other activities "Off" except

Fraction Types. Within Fraction Types, the game could further

be modifiea to work with only four of the fraction types:

Propers & Impropers, Mixed b Wholes, Given Numerator, Given

Denominator, Reauced, Not Reducea. (Four types must be

indicated.)

B. Denominators can be modified from numbers 2 through 10. 12, and

16: however. at least four numbers must be chosen.

C. Game settings may be restored to their original settings and the

Hall of Fame erasea.
Press Control-S to turn the sound on or off at any time in the

program.

SUGGESTIONS

Leave the sound on if it does not distract other stuaents. Sauna is

an Important part of the game and the feedback and lets the stuoent

know what is happening that he might not otherwise notice.

Listen for sound to hear if the student is progressing ana getting

correct answers.
If the student has difficulty getting the right answers. use the ?

for Time Out. Let the student figure out all the right answers on

paper and then go back to the game.

D.T.A. Applications:
Warm-up
Independent Practice
Vocabulary: proper, improper. mixed, whole, reduced, not reauceo

See MECC manual for further information.

Much Fraction Munchers game would
gou lake to also/

1

2 EquIvalent fractions

3 Let the CeoPuter Decide

fraction Types

.11111...
Vt. arrws to were Mss Return

Gone
Frac Types

Semi Frac

Convering

Expressions

Fraction Topes

dwarf
On

On

On

Other Settings
0 of O times

C. )

Dn *. . R.

lotions checked CV) mill be weed

Provers Deduced
:I Invropers

Pissed

libelee

Plot Reduced
Oven Numerator
Coven Denominator

RSe orrous to moue. Space Oar to change
ESCOPe NoOsfe Cam Settings
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Fraction Munchers Award

FRACTION MUNCHERS

1

2
3
4

ractIon Munchers
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1

This award is to certify that

is an award-winning Fraction Muncher!

Teacher
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Reduce to lowest
tarns F.04 "

Po
=.

IStgre

AL.

OBJECTIVES:

SKILL: R2 REDUCE FRACTIONS TO LOWEST TERMS

111

sumMARY
Company: MECC A-203
Title: FRACTION PRACTICE

UNLIMITED
Activity: CHANGER/REDUCE

FRACTIONS

MFMT 2.1.5 Add Mixed Numbers
MFMT 2.1.6 Subtract Mixed Numbers

/I/

Cal)

E.C.I. for E.S.E. I 1 P.G.C./17. of MO. 1988

NOTE; DOES NOT WORK Cts APPLE II+

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

Students are given a fraction that needs reducing. They are
require: to press the appropriate numt,r keys and the Return key in

order to perform t-e task. For a correct response. they receive a sound

stimulus and an increase in score. With the timer turned off. they are

oiven two chances to answer correctly. For an incorrect response. they
receive a decrease in score and the correct answer with a strategy. Tne

strategy given is to find the greatest common factor and divide the
parts of the fraction by it. If they do not reduce the fraction to its
lowest terms) they are given two more chances to do so.

Reduce to lowest 15410
terns ll

r
Score
16

011M.
0 0000 0000 OOOOO 000000000000000000000

(417777
dft

eMere is the
rseht oftswer

I
1141.1120

Score
I 374

The CC!' Corniest cowmen
!actor) mos 15

Press SPACE BAR to cntseue

593.
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1. Press Control-A from the main menu to access the teacher management
options.
A. Student menu selections can be simplified if other activities

are turned Off.
B. We recommend that the timer be turned off.
C. Denominators (the denominator the fraction reduces to) can

be adjusted with increasing difficulty from 2 through 16.
Press Control-S to turn the sound on or off at any point In the
prooram.

TEACHER OPTIONS

Ili

2

SUGGESTIONS

Keep the Caps Lock key down so the student types his name in capital E
letters.

.,
4. Have the student type his first name and last initial to save time.
3. Listen for sound to hear if the student is progressing and getting,

correct answers.
4. D.T.A. Applications:

Warm-up
Guided Practice
Independelt Practice

iffl

5.

Vocabularl: reduce. lowest terms, G.C.F. (greatest common factor)
See MECC manual for further information.

Fraction Practice Unlimited

Choices

1

2. Charter
3 Stomper
4 Factory
5 Information
6 End

Sorter

Ilse arrows t wove Press Return

Seen Plum

Teacher Options

.rhino Settings
2 Factory Recipes
3 Denominators ised
4. Difficulty Level
5 Original Settings
6 Student Results
7 Printer Supoort

. . .
Use arrows t wave Press Return
Escape Men Menu

@RS6M lig lipt! id id Id
$1y

E

OD
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Would you lake to try
the Chanter seam?

CCEI No

OBJECTIVES:

SOFTWARE
SUMMARY

Company: MECC A-203
Title: FRACTION PRACTICE

UNLIMITED
Activity: CHANGER/RENAME

FRACTIONS

MFMT 2.1.5 Add Mixed Numtiers
MFMT 2.1.6 Subtract Mixed Numbers

SKILL: A2 RENAME FRACTIONS TO A GIVEN DENOMINATOR

1111 NOTE: DOES NOT WORK ON APPLE II*

I
ACTIVITY SUMMARY

Fractions move along a conveyor belt and are funneled into position

to be renamed. A denominator is given for the new fraction. and the

student must e::ter a number for the numerator. The game format provides

positive reinforcement with sound and an increase in score. With the

iii

timer turned off. the student is given two trials. For the first

incorrect response. 'wrong' appears and possible points decrease. With

a second incorrect response. 'wrong' appears and the solution is given.

Ex. 2 2 X 3 6

3 3 X 3 9

iiiMurtiplying the numerator by 3 gives you the right answer. ..

IE

1E

Ja II El Id lit W lit id if
E.C.I. for E.S.E. 595

P.G.C./U. of MD. 1988
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TEACHER OPTIONS E
1. Press Control-A from the main menu to access the teacher management E

options.
A. Student menu selections car(

turned 'Off." Denominators (the denominator the fraction
d be simplified if other activities

reduces to) can be selected with increasing difficulty from 2

through 16. 10
B. We recommend that the timer be turned "Off."

ii!
C. Difficulty Level can be adjusted for easy, medium. or hard.

D. 'Student Results" gives student names. activity It. number of

fractions and score achieved with possible score. Results can

be printed.
c.
.,

.
Press Control -S to turn the spund on or off at any point in the

program.

IE
E

Ili
SUGGESTIONS Et

Ili
1. keep the Caps Lock key down so the student types his name in capital

letters.
E

2. Have student type his first name and last initial to save time.

1?-2

correct answers.III
3. Listen for sounc t c hear if the student is progressing and getting n
4. D.T.A. Applicat.c-e:

Warm-up
Indeaendert Practice
Vocabulary: rec.ce. lowest terms. G.C.F. (greatest common factor) 0

5. See MECC manual for further information.

Sorter
Changer
Stonoer
Factory

Mocha* Settings

On' 0 f Activities
Off Frec4 I* : off)

On IINIV i 2 3*

T1

On S 6 * *
On 10 ,, * 11 12
Off Isis 14 IS 16

Timer

m64,

Med
Fast

Enter nultiole of 10 in the range
f 10 to 30

*lease enter your new value
ESCWO tester, entry

Denominators Used

The denominators checked (V) will
be used In the activities At least
S denoninatrs must be vied

121,13 I v4 1,5.1!el ,7/ vs I vg *v01121141

Use arrows to move, Specs Oar to champ,
Escope Teacher Cations

411
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OBJECTIVES:

ip

Sorter

Chace:
Sort premiers and i rorrs

2 Sort waved and whole
nuwberS

3 Sort reduced and not
reduced

4 Seri sccordane to Size

S Change (etrnal) lane Sneed

6 Return to Nam Menu

Use arrows to moue Press Return

ill
,/

E. ill ill lit if II II lit lit hi lig id
E.C.I. for E.S.E.

111-165
P.G.C. /Q. of MD. 1988

I

SOFTWARE
SUMMARY

Company: MECC A-203
Title: FRACTION PRACTICE

UNLIMITED
Activity: SORTER/PROPER &

IMPROPER FRACTIONS

MFMT 2.1.7 Multiply a Whole Number by a Fraction

SKILL: R1 RECOGNIZE PROPER AND IMPROPER AND MIXED

NUMBERS

NOTE: DOES NOT WORK ON APPLE II+

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

Proper and improper fractions move along a conveyor belt at a

selected pace below two funnels. The student must recognize a fraction

as proper cr improper and press the Space Bar when it is under the

correct funnel.
Game fo :mat provides a positive reinforcement with sound end an

increase in score for a correct response and a short buzz and decrease

in score for an incorrect response. If the student is at zero and

consinues to make incorrect responses, the score remains at zero and no

noise is made.

proper ineoer

Would you Iske to try
the Sorter again'

1233 No

111
14000
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TEACHER OPTIONS

iii
El

1. Press Control-A from the main menu to access the teacher manaaement

lid
options.

,A. Denominators to be used can be selected from numbers 2-16.

B. Student menu selections can be simplified if other activities

are turned 'Off .°
E]

ii
C. 'Student Results' gives student names. activity S, number of

fractions and score achieved with possible score. Results can

be printed.

lig
2. The speed of the conveyor belt can be adjusted to slow. medium or

fast just before the activity is selected. i
3. Press Control-S to turn the sound on or off at any point in the

prograr.
El
PI
ESUGGESTIONS

1. Leave the sound on if it does not distract other students. Sound is

an important part of the game and the feedback: it lets the student

know what is happening that he might not otherwise notice. It also

alerts the teacher of the student's activity. The more sound that

is heard often means the student is getting correct answers.

2. D.T.A Applications:
Warm-Up
Independert Practice
Vocabulary: sort, proper and improper

3. See MECC manual for further Information.

Machias Settings

Sorter
Changer Med

Stomper lest

F octet- it 4

Enter mulasple of 10 ifs the range
of 10 to 30

Please doter your avow value
Escape Restore entry

Very good
perfect scores

Oenomsnotors Used

The denominators checked (> wo11
be used sn the actsystots At least
0 !grooms/sisters must he used

1:21 !e se I vs I ,Te I ,se I vs I

Scare
100

Use arrows to Rove. UK, IN' to Champ.

Escape teacher Optums

55E
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Press SPACE OAR to ptck up

OBJECTIVES:

SOFTWARE
SUMMARY t

Company: MECC A-203
Title: FRACTION PRACTICE

UNLIMITED
Activity: SORTER/REDUCED

NOT REDUCED

MFMT 2.1.5 Add Mixed Nupbers
MFMT 2.1.6 Subtract Mixed Numbers

MFMT 2.1.7 Multiply a Whole Number by a Fraction

SKILL: R1 RECOGNIZE REDUCED AND NOT REDUCED

FRACTIONS

NOTE: DOES NOT WORK ON APPLE 114

must

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

Fractions move e!ong a conveyer belt at a selected pace. Students

press the Spare Bar when the correct fraction is under the

'Reduced' funnel or the 'Not Reduced" funnel. When a correct response

Is made. the student is rewarded with a sound stimulus and an increase

In score. For an incorrect response. the student hears a short buzz.

the word 'wrong' appears. and he receives a decrease in score. No

strategy is given to the student when this happens. There are 10

fractions given in each activity.

4:g!

ru t
Score
35_

Not
Reduced

:dab.

Press SPACE OAR to cohtshue
./

0 Wetad vow late t trg
the Sorter gosh' emomen

CON.

E.C.I. for E.S.E.

P.G.C./D. of MD. 1988
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itTEACHER OPTIONS

id
1. Press Control-A from the main menu to access the teacher management

options. ii!
A. Student menu selections can be simplified If other activities

are turned 'Off.'

B. 'Student Results' gives student names. activity *. number of 11-12

fractions and score with possible score. Results can be

printed.

2. The speed of the conveyor belt can be adjusted to slow. medium or

fast Just before the activity is selected.

3. Press Control-S to turn the sound on or off at any point in the

illE

program.

SUGGESTIONS

1. Kepp the Caps Lock key down so the student types his name in capital

letters.

2. Have the student type his first name and last initial to save time.

3. Listen for sound to hear if the student is progressing and getting

correct answers.

4. D.T.A. Applications:
Warm-up
Independent Practice

s :rt. reduced

5. See MECC manual for further information.

ft!

Machine Settings

On/ of ACtivtl
Off Frac

Sorter
Changer 11

Stomper

Ca. 10 1 2 3 *

to , * 11 12
Factor'

5 6 *8

Sorter activities

13 14 15 16

1 Sort primers and shroers
2 Sort wised and wholes
3 Sort reduced or not redeced

Ili!

4 Sort pr sum ( or ) 1/2

Use arrows to move. &race tar to Otani*

li -gr---------

Escape leacher lotions

Oenonsnators used

The denoninators checked ( ) will
be lased on the activities At least
5 denensnaters wait be used

12134347191' 10r7116i1511././././././././

bee arrows to wow. &we tar to Change
Escaot leecher Options

ZIO

111-168
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Weather Inforeation
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SOFTWARE
SUMMARY

Title: Graph
Company: Mecc A137

Objective:
MFMT 2.3.2 Use Information from Grapns
Skill: UG1 Identify information on a circle graph

UG2 Identify information on a bar graph
UG3 Identify information on a line graph

UG4 Identify Intervals on horizontal or vertical

scales

Activity Summary

MECC Graph is a utility program than enables students to

quickly graph data they have collected. This program

eliminates the time consuming task of constructing a graph

and enhances the time spent on organizing and analyzir.g

Information.

The program will utilize two types of data and produce four

different style graphs. The graphs scales and ranges may be

adjusted and the data may be displayed in several graph

styles.

Because this is a utility program it is highly recommended

that a teacher read the MECC manual before implementing the

program. There Is no accurate way to summarize this program

without leaving out pertinent information.

O A

19.8
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IN
SUGGESTIONS kil

il1. Have the students collect data on subjects that are

motivating and high interest to them.

Ex. Fashion, food. cars, telephone use. movies...

Ili 2. Use this program with the entire class as a group

activity initially. then with small groups until it is

appropriate to use with each student individualy.

3. Having access to a printer will greatly enhance the

effectivness of this activity.

U
U

iii
U

U iii 411

U U
U h
Ili

I
U I
iii

iii

lii
iii

I I

iil
iii

lil
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INTRODUCTION

MECC Graph is an easy-to-use, flexible graphing aid for students. It is designed to

help students quickly graph data they have collected.

MECC Graph offers two programs based on the type of data the students have

collected: name/number data and number pair data. Name/number data can be entered

and displayed in each of three types of graphs: line, bar, or pie. Number pair data

can only be displayed as a line graph.

With MECC Graph, students can change their data and adjust the scale of their

graphs. Both programs allow up to three sets of data to be entered, stored, and

displayed in the style of graph selected. Students can display the mean, median, and

standard deviation of each set of data entered. Data-entry screens anu graphs can

be printed. The printed data-entry screens and graphs can then be analyzed and

included in student reports.

MECC Graph is a companion to the MECC Graphing Primer package. MECC Graphing

Primer is intended to reinforce a student's basic understanding of the concepts of

graph construction and analysis.

MECC Graph operates on the Apple H series of computers. The use of two disk drives,

a data diskette, and a printer will greatly enhance the effectiveness of these programs;

however, they are not required equipment.

1
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION

MECC Graph allows students to use the majority of their time and effort analyzing
the data they collect and the graphs they produce. Students can spend a great deal
of time with pencil and ruler constructing graphs. All too often these students spend
all'of their energy on graph construction and have little left for the important part
analyzing both the data and the graphs.

Because graphing can take so much of the student's time, teachers are often reluctant
to assign various graphing tasks. But MECC Graph makes it possible for students to
graph name/number data quickly and easily in three different graph styles, to
manipulate the scales of line and bar graphs, and to print and analyze graphs.

MECC Graph is also a useful teacher utility. With these programs, teachers can
quickly graph student-collected data in various graph styles and scales, and print and
duplicate the graphs for discussion. Before MECC Graph, it would have been very
time-consuming to prepare a class on the best way to display, manipulate, and analyze
student-collected data.

Students can end a program at any point where the program is waiting for a response
by pressing the Escape (Esc) Key twice.

The teacher can erase data the students have saved through a hidden teacher option.
The hidden teacher option can be accessed from the main menu by pressing the
Control Key and the A Key at the same time (Ctrl-A).

The Print Option

Students can print out the graphs and data-entry screens that they create. The

option (P = print) will appear on the bottom of the graph and data-entry screens if
the option is turned on. If that option does not appear, either the Print Option was
not turned on or the printer is not properly connected.

Turn the Print Option on by selecting Option 4, "Printer Support," from the main

menu. "Printer Support" allows you to:

1. identify the kind of printer and interface card you have connected to
your computer;

2. select the printer slot number;
3. test your printer;
4. turn the Print Option on or off.

The graphs created with this package can be printed if you have one of the following

combinations of printers and interface cards:

Apple DMP with Parallel Card;
Apple Imagewriter with Serial Card;
a printer connected and supported through an Orange Micro Grappler

Card.

The interface card must be in Slot 1 or 2. Refer to your printer manual for further

instructions.
2
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION (continued)

Saving Data

Up to five data-entry screens can be stored directly on tha MECC Graph program

diskette. Data-entry screens can be saved by selecting the Save Option (S = save).

The Save Option is displayed below the data-entry screen.

Additional data can be stored by erasing unwanted data or by creating and using a

data diskette. A data diskette can be created by selecting Option 5, "Diskette
Support," from the main menu.

If you are electing to use a data diskette, it would be best to 'Ave two disk drives

connected to your computer. To configure the program for a one- or two-drive

system, select Option 5, "Diskette Support," from the main menu.

To use a two-drive system, place the program diskette in Drive 1 and the data diskette

in Drive 2. To use a data diskette on a one-drive system, you must replace the
program diskette with the data diskette before pressing the S Key to save the data.
Reverse the process after the data has been stored on the diskette.

Data can be moved from the program diskette and stored on a data diskette by loading

the desired data onto the data-entry screen and then saving it on a data diskette.
You can clear a data-entry screen to enter a new set of data by returning to the
main menu.

3 uC'
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DESCRIPTION

MECC Graph is an easy-to-use, flexible graphing aid for students in any subject area
in which students collect and graph data. The programs allow students to graph
name/number and number pair data. Up to three sets of data can be entered and
graphed. Name/number data can be graphed as a line, bar, or pie graph. Students
can change the data they enter and adjust the scale of the graphs they produce.
Data-entry screens and graphs can be printed.

Topic: Graphing

Type: Student Utility

Reading Level: 7 and Under (Flesch)

Grade Range: 7-9

ClasIroom Use: Individual or Large Group

LEARNING OBJECTIVE

After using these programs successfully, the student should be able to

produce graphs based on both name/number and number pair data;

graph name/number data as a line, bar, and pie graph;

adjust the scales of the graphs produced;

print both data-entry screens and graphs.

4 `'C'1.J (..)
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BOW TO RUN THE MECC GRAPE' PROGRAMS

Making a graph with MECC Graph is as easy as typing the data you have collected
into a data-entry screen and pressing the letter G. That's almost all there is to it.
On the next couple of pages, you will find a quick reference guide to each of the
MECC Graph options.

Before beginning, however, you will need to examine your data and decide whether
it falls in the category of name/number data or number pair data. There is a separate
data-entry screen for each type of data and separate options available.

Name/number data can be graphed as a line, bar, or pie graph.

Number pair data can only be graphed as a line graph.

Look at the following examples to help you decide which category your data falls
into and then make that choice from the main menu.

Name/number data

Date Avg. Temp.
January 53
February 51
March 49
April 52

Number _pair data

Trial Pulse Rate
1 78
2 82
3 88
4 92
5 96

r
1 1

alONOMMOIMON MM. 0111.010MMAM......4.0111111MD

MECC Graph

Programs:

1. Craph Nane/Nunber Data
2. graph Number Pair Data

Options:

1

4. Supportti"
. Diskette Support

S. End
0

I

Which nunber? II

I Print Option is ON.

/
Designate your data drive number as disk drive
1 or 2. Create a data diskette.

Turn the Print Option on or off. Identify the printer,
interface card, and slot you are currently using. Test your
printer.

See descriptions about each of the programs, the use of the Escape Key to end
programs, and color monitor adjustment.

5
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HOW TO RUN THE MECC GRAPH PROGRAMS (continued)

Depending on the type of data you have and the option you have chosen from the

main menu, you will see one of the two data-entry screens shown below.

Type the ;Wes of the
graph and the x- and
y-axes, as well as the
labels for each set of data
in response to the directions
at the bottom of the
data-entry screen.

[Exercise and Pulse Rate

K minutes Y. rate

John

: 5
5

I5

Type your graph title

(Press T for help )

Nor

I
4

While the cursor is in the data columns, you can use the options at the bottom of
the screen by pressing the key shown for each option.

U, D, L, and R Keys
move the cursor up,
down, left, and
right around the
data-entry screen.
The arrow keys will
perform the same
function. The T Key
will move the cursor
to the graph title
at the top of the
data-entry screen.

data.entering

your
t
Press the ? Key

receive help

Meather Forecasting

Rate Temperature

MEC
th
th
th
th
th
th

nd
st

rd
th

5th

1
4
4
4
F.

ne Day F urDay

11

[4) 3

\Wiens' clisplai
usup isdOwn ;aloft aright atitlet
-.whelp save graph smenu sprint

TO* data An these columns

[Press the S Key to save
your data.

Press the G Key to graph the data
you see on the data-entry screen.

Press the ey to return to a menu giving you
the choice of another type of graph.

[press the P Key to print the data-entry screen that you see above.

Press the M
key to
display the
mean,
median, and
the
standard
deviation
of each of the
columns of
numbers.
Press the M
Key again to
clear the
statistics from
the ,creen,

610



fl) HOW TO RUN THE MECC GRAPH PROGRAMS (continued)

You have four options available to you when the graph of your data is displayed on

the screen. Those options are displayed at the bottom of the screen.

Press the A Key
to adjust the
scale of the x-
and y-axes.

Press the Q Key
to return to a
menu giving you
the option to
graph this data
in another style.
(Your data will
not be lost.)

70

to' 1a
56

O ,a

e 42

t 28

e 14

Weather Forecasting

15 16 17 18 19 28 21 22 23 24 25 26
Date

o - Actual o - OneDaw 0 - FourDaw

Option: Oil djust scale ehanoe data
polenu

kc

"""1221t:1)

Press the C Key
to return to the
data-entry screen
and change the
data you entered
there.

Press the P Key
to print a copy of
the graph that
you see.

In the Adjust Scale Option, you can u:lange the minimum, maximum, and increment

values on the y-axis in the GRAPH NAME/NUMBER DATA program and on both the

and y-axes in the GRAPH NUMBER PAIR DATA program.

To change the
axes values,
follow the
instructions
at the bottom
of the screen.
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Horizontal and
vertical lines
across the graph
will show you
what you will see
on the new graph.
If you are
dissatisfied with
the new graph,
adjust the scale
again. Graphs
are not saved,
only data. If you
want a record of
your new graph,
print a paper
copy.



1 HOW TO USE THE PROGRAMS IN THE CLASSROOM

This section of the manual will address two topics:

I- Some Ideas for Classroom Use

What are some ways in which the package can be tk, 1 in the classroom
setting?

II - Orientation Activities

What are some ways to get the students started and to help them become
comfortable with each function of the programs?

I. Some Ideas for Classroom Use

Business education, science, social studies, and physical education are some curriculum
areas in which students could gain a greater understanding of facts and processes if
they were to gather and analyze data. In most subject areas there are many
opportunities to gather numeric information, to analyze the data, and to draw
conclusions from it.

Students often enjoy the chance to be actively involved in data-gathering activities.
Teachers, however, are often reluctant to assign graphing tasks because students find
the process of drawing the graphs arduous and time-consuming. And, if the students
should draw their grar incorrectly or use an inappropriate graph style, all of then
efforts and classroom: ..rne are wasted.

Student Tasks

Have the students gather information on any aspect of your subject area that can
be quantified. If possible, duplicate and distribute the data sheets (pages 9 and 10)

for them to use as they record their data. Have them type the data into the MECC
Graph data-entry screen, graph the data, and print the graph.

Because graphing with MECC Graph is so easy, have them produce line, bar, and pie

graphs. Discuss the possible interpretation of the graphs. Discuss some possible

conclusions that can be drawn and some possible implications of their conclusions.

Teacher Tasks

Create lesson plans around data related to the topic at hand (from references,
textbooks, or student activities). Type the data into the MECC Graph data-entry
screen, graph the data, print the data, and duplicate copies for each student in class.

Discuss methods of collecting data and sources of data. Because making graphs with
MECC Graph is so quick and easy, generate several styles of graphs with the same
data. Discuss appropriate and inappropriate styles of graphs for displaying data.

Distribute graphs on which you have adjusted the data to support some idea. Discuss

how data can be manipulated and how students should analyze graphs carefully.

8
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TITLE:

NUMBER PAIR DATA SHEET

X-AXIS LABEL:

LINE A:

Y-AXIS LAVEL:

LINE El: LINE C:



410
II. Orientation Activities

MECC Graph is an easy-to-use graphing utility. Students are able to use the programs

successfully with very little instruction. However, you may want to provide your
students with a structured introduction to the use of the MECC Graph programs

before they begin collecting and graphing their own dat,...

This section of the manual provides you with two student activities (pages 12-17 and

18-20). These activities are intended to provide the students with ready data
appropriate to each graphing program. Each activity directs the students to enter
the data and to perform each of the options possible within that program.

Each activity sheet can be duplicated and distributed to the students as needed. You

may want to discuss and reinforce how the two types of data differ before the
students begin these activities.

Answers to the questions in each of these activities can be found in the "Teacher

Answer Keys" section, beginning on page 21.

11
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GRAPH NAME/NUMBER DATA Program Activity

You may find the following activity helpful as you try to become familiar with how

to use the GRAPH NAME/NUMBER DATA program.

Study the following information and carry out the tasks listed in the activity.

Suppose you wanted to study the accuracy of a television station's weather forecasts.

Each evening during the television news, the meteorologist gives the high temperature
for that day and predicts the high temperatures for the four following days.

For each of twelve days, record the actual high temperature as well as the temperatures
predicted for one and four days in advance.

Here is the weather information ex you may have collected it:

Date
The Actual
Temperature

One-Day
Prediction

Four-Day
Prediction

October 15 53 degrees 52 degrees 60 degrees
October 1 51 degrees 55 degrees 65 degrees
October 1' 47 degrees 50 degrees 58 degrees
October )i. 43 degrees 50 degrees 55 degrees
October 19 52 degrees 51 degrees 55 degrees
October 20 60 degrees 58 degrees 50 degrees
October 21 61 degrees 57 degrees 48 degrees
October 22 52 degrees 58 degrees 50 degrees
October 23 48 degrees 50 degrees 45 degrees
October 24 40 degrees 45 degrees 50 degrees
October 25 49 degrees 45 degrees 53 degrees
October 26 63 degrees 58 degrees 48 degrees

Use the weather data shown above and M L L:C Graph to perform the tasks listed below:

Enter the data from the chart above.
Display the statistics for each set of data.
Print the data-entry screen in small size.
Generate a line graph from the data.
Print the line graph in small size.

Page 1 of II 12
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Carefully cut out the data-entry screen that you printed and paste it in the space
next to the data-entry screen shown below. If you have entered the data correctly,
the two screens should look alike.

Weather Forecasting

Date

EGEND itual

If
16

43

it?
0

19

1

4 40 45
5

4.

li

44

e4

gg

45
e6 El 58

Carefully cut out the graph that you created and paste it in the space next to the
graph shown below. If the two data-entry screens above look alike, the two graphs
should also look alike.

Weather Forecasting

..

A

e
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

0 - Actual

Date
O - OneDay

25 2G

0 - FourDay

Carefully study the graph. Were the meteorologist's temperature predi.L.ons very

accurate?

From this graph, can you tell how accurate or inaccurate the predictions were?

Page 2 of $ 13
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Suppose you wanted the graph to make differences between the actual and predicted

temperatuees more obvious. To make a graph that emphasizes those differences, you

need to change the scale of the graph you have just created.

Perform the tasks listed below:

Adjust the scale of the graph to show greater differences between the
predicted and the actual temperatures.
Print the new line graph (small size) that resulted from changing the scale.

Carefully cut out the graph and paste it in the space below. If you have correctly
adjusted the y-axis scale, your new graph should show greater differences between

the actual and predicted temperatures. It shoal; show up the bad forecasts more

clearly.

Does the new grfph do a be"er job of displaying the data and describing the results

of the study than your ;irst graph did? Why or why not?
.._

Who might want to use the first graph? Why?

Who might want to . sr the second graph? Why?

C:,0

Page 3 at 6 14
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Perform the tasks listed below:

Graph the same data as a bar graph.
Adjust the scale as you did on the line graph.
Print the bar graph (small size).

Carefully cut out the bar graph and paste it in the space provided next to the line

graph below. Which type of graph (line graph or bar graph) does the best job of
displaying and describing the data collected? Why'
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Weather Forecasting

15 16 17 18 1' ae 21 22 27 24 25 2E

Date
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Perform the tasks listed below:

Graph the same data as a series of pie graphs.
Print the pie graphs (small size).

Carefully cut out each of the pie graphs. Paste each graph in the space provided
below. Are pie graphs a uscful way to display this type of data? Why or

why not?

Could the data be rewritten so as to produce useful graphs?

Page 5 of 6 II
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Perform the tasks listed below:

Record a new set of data. For both the one-day and four-day forecasts,

enter the number of times the forecast was exact and the number of
times it was within two degrees, four degrees, six degrees, and so on.
Graph the data as a series of pie graphs.
Print the pie graphs and paste them below.

Compare the new and old sets of pie graphs. Which set best communicates the

accuracJ of the weather forecasts?

Page 6 at 6 !7 "J
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GRAPH NUMBER PAIR DATA Program Activity

You may find the following activity helpful as you try to become familiar with how
to use the GRAPH NUMBER PAIR DATA program.

Study the following information and perform each of the tasks listed in the activity.

Suppose you wanted to study the effects of exercise on a person's pulse rate.

You would measure the resting pulse rate (beats/minute) of several people. YoL

would also take several measurements of each person's pulse rate at certain times
while they are doing the exercise and again after they have finished the exercise.

You would record each person's pulse rates along with the time at which each
measurement was taken.

Here is the pulse-rate information as you may have collected it:

Time

John Lynn

Rate Time Rate Time

Mary

Rate

0 60 0 70 0 81

2.5 75 2.5 93 2.5 99

5 102 5 115 5 126

7.5 77 11 84 8 111

10 63 13 81 11 101

12.5 60 15 76 15 93
18 71 17 84

20 81

Use the pulse-rate data shown above and MECC Graph to perform .he following tasks:

Enter the data from
Print the data-entry
Graph the data.
print the line graph

Page 1 of 3

the chart shown above.
screen in small size.

in small size.
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410 Carefully cut out the data-entry screen that you printed and paste it in the space
next to the data-entry screen shown below. If you have entered the data correctly,

the two screens should look alike.

Exercise and Pulse Rate

X. Minutes Y: Rate

John Lynn

5 374 A4.1

1! 5 ti li h

Mary
..

126
. 11

41
4

81

Carefully cut out the graph that you created and paste it in the space next to the

graph shown below. If the two data-entry screens above look alike, the two graphs
should also look alike.
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Exercise and Pulse Pate

C

e
e 0 4.1 8 2 12 3 16 4 20

Minutes

A - John B - Lynn C - Mary

The differences between the three sets of data can easily be seen displayed on the

graph. You m :, lowever, want to change the scale of the raph to emphasize those

differences.

Perform the tasks listed below:

Adjust the sale of the graph to show only these pulse rates measured

between 2 and 10 minutes and raise the bottom of the graph to 50 in

order to show greater differences among each person's pulse rates.
Print the adjusted graph (small size).

Page 2 of 3 II
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Carefully cut out the adjusted graph and paste it in the space provided below. The

new graph will show just the part you wanted to see and the differences will appear
greater than on the previous graph. If you have adjusted the scales correctly, the

two graphs should look alike.
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Teacher Answer Keys
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I

GRAPH NAME/NUMBER DATA Program Activity

You may find the following activity helpful as you try to become familiar with how

to lase the GRAPH NAME/NUMBER DATA program.

Study the following information and carry out the tasks listed in the activity.

Suppose you wanted to study the accuracy of i .elevision station's weather forecasts.

Each evening during the television news, the meteorologist gives the high temperature
for that day and predicts the high temperatures for the four following days.

For each of twelve days, record the actual high temperature as well as the temperatures
predicted for one and four days in advance.

Here is the weather information as you may have collected it:

Date

October 15
October 16

ctober 17
October 18
October 19
October 20
October 21
October 22
October 23
October 24
October 25

ctober 26

The Actual
Temperature

One-Day
Prediction

Four-Day
Prediction

53 degrees
51 de rees

ees
43 degrees
52 degrees
60 degrees
61 degrees
52 degrees
48 degrees
40 degrees
49 de rees
63 degrees

47

52 degrees 60 degrees
55 de tees 65 de roes
0 de- ees

50 degrees
51 degrees
58 degrees
57 degrees
58 degrees
50 degrees
45 degrees
45 degrees
58 degrees

58 degrees
55 degrees
55 degrees
50 degrees
48 degrees
50 degrees
45 degrees
SO degrees
53 de roes
48 degrees

Use the weather data shown above and MECC Graph to perform the tasks listed below:

Enter the data from the chart above.
Display the statistics for each set of data.
Print the data-entry screen in small size.
Generate a line graph from the data.
Print the line graph in small size.

Page 1 o( 6 22
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Carefully cut out the data-entry screen that you printed and paste it in the space
next to the data-entry screen shown below. If you have entered the data correctly,
the two screens should loot alike.

Weather Forecasting

Date TemPtrature

g5tu a 1 Eie Day Fiur Div

igi

11

4

Carefully cut out the graph that you created and paste it in the space next to the
graph shown below. If the two data-entry screens above look alike, the two graphs
should also look alike.

70
Weather Forecasting

I0.°
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a
t 28
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15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26
Date .

o - Actual 0 - Or IeDay 0 - Four Day

Carefully study the graph. Were the meteorologist's temperature predictions very

accurate? It's herd to tell.

From this graph, can you tell how accurate or inaccurate the predictions were?

Not easily, because all the lines are so close together.

Page 2 of $ 23
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Suppose you wanted the graph to make differences between the actual tnd predicted
temperatures more obvious. To make a graph that emphasizes those differences, you
need to chimp the scale of the graph you have just created.

Perform the tasks 'isted below:

Adjust the scale of the graph to show greater differences between the
predicted and the actual temperatures.
Print the new line graph (small size) that resulted from changin. the scale.

Carefully cut out the graph and paste it in the space below. If you have correctly
adjusted tne y-axis scale, your new graph should show greater 4ifferences between
the actual and predicted temperatures. It liould show up the [1:d forecasts more
clearly.
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151. 6 1? 18 1f. 20 21 22 23 2,4 25 26

Date
- actual 0 - OheDay 0 - 'FourDay

Weather Forecasting

yIN,ANIMI

Does the new graph do a better job of .:isplaying '.he data describing the results
of the study than your first graph did? Yes. Why or why not?

The new graph is better because the differences between the data and plotted lines
are more easily seen.

Who might want to use the first graph? Why?

Someone who wanted to demonstrate that weather prealictions are nearly accurate.
This graph appears to show little differereie between actual and predicted
temperattras.

Who might want to use the second graph? Why?

Someone who wanted to demonstrate that wither predictions are not very accurate.
This graph emphasizes the differences between semi and predicted temperatures.

Page 3 ot 6 24
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Perform the tasks listed below:

ti;-aph the same 4:ata as a bar graph.
Adjust the scale as you did on the line graph.
Print the bar graph (small size).

Carefully cut out the bar graph and paste it in the space provided next to the line

graph below. Which type of graph (line graph or bar graph) does the best job of
displaying and describing the data collected? Line graph. Why?
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Weather Forecasting
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It is easier to see changes in actual and predicted temperatures on a line graph.
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Perform the tasks listed below:

Graph the same data as a series of pie graphs.
Print the pie graphs (small size).

Carefully cut out each of the pie graphs. :'ante each graph in the space provided

below. Are pie graphs a useful way to display this type of data? No. Why or

why not?
The data displayed on these pie graphs makes no send it cannot be interpreted.

Could the data be rewritten so as to produce useful grail! =? Y.

Page 5 of 6 26
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Perform the tasks listed below:

Record a new set of data. For both the one-day and four-day forecasts,
enter the number of mes the forecast was exact and the number of
times it was within two degrees, four degrees, six degrees, and so on.
Graph the data as a series of pie graphs.
Prin' the pie graphs and paste them below.

Compare the new and old sets of pie graphs. Which set best communicates the
accuracy of th: weather forecasts? The new set, which is more easily interpreted.
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GRAPH NUMBER PAIR DATA Prcsra fa Activity

You may find the following activity helpful as you try to become familiar with how

to use the GRAPH NUMBER PAIR DATA program.

Study the following information and perform each of the tasks listed in the activity.

Suppose you wanted to study the effects of exercise on a person's pulse rate.

You would measure the resting pulse rate (beats/minute) of several people. You

would also take several measurements of each person's pulse rate at certain times

while they are doing the exercise and again after they have finished the exercise.

You would record each person's pulse rates along with the time at which each
measurement was taken.

Here is the pulse-rate information as you may have collected it:

Time

John Lynn

Rate Time Rate Time

Mary

Rate

0 61, 0 70 0 81

2.5 75 2.5 93 2.5 99

5
/-.

102 5 115 5 126

77 11 Si 8 111

10 63 1: 81 11 101

12.5 60 15 76 15 93

18 71 17 84

20 81

Use the pulse-rate data shown above and MECC Graph to perform the following tasks:

Enter the data from the chart shown above.
Print the data-entry screen in sm, size.
Graph the data.
Print the line graph in small size.

Page 1 of 3 28



1

Carefully cut out the data-entry screen that you printed awl paste it in the space

next to the dr.ta-entry screen shown below. If you have entered the data correctly,

the two screens should look alike.

Exercise and Pulse Rate
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Exercise and PU...d Rate
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81

Carefully cut out the grapn that you created and paste it in the space next to the

graph shown beloN. If the two data-entry screens above look alike, the two graphs

should also look alike.
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The differences between the three sets of data or .lily be seen displayed on the

graph. You may, however, want to change the scale of the graph to emphasize those

differences.

Perform the tasks listed below:

Adjust the scale of the graph to show only those pulse rates measured

between 2 and 20 minutes ad raise the bottom of the graph to 50 in

order to show greater differences among each person's pulse rates.

Print the adjusted graph (small size).

Page 2 et 3 29
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Carefully cut out the adjusted graph and paste it in the space provided below, The
new graph will show just the part you wanted to see and the differences will appear
greater than on the previous graph. If you have adjusted the scales correctly, the
two graphs should look alike.
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SOFTWARE
ii

All bar graphs are drawn on a

-----.. Bar Graphs ...--

if
grid system of horizontal and
vertical lines.

Iiii
SUMMARY il

Company: Mecc A136
Title: Graph Pr!mer
Activity: Bar Graph

--............--.......-
Press SPACE DAR to continue ...,

li

Objective:
ill

MFMT 2.3.2 Use Information from Graphs
Skill: UG2 Identify information on a bar graph

CG4 Identify intervals on horizontal or vartical
scales

WI212
III Activity SummaryI a

This program was cosigned to reinforce a basicI understanding of the concepts of graph construction and
iiianalysis. It reviews ter,..4nolorly and the use of line, bar

and pie graphs. Mecc Graph Pimer is intended to be a

companion to the MECC Graph program, which is a graphing
utility that allows students to enter data and create their
own graphs.

At the main menu the student can select a type of graph
to review: #1. Line Graphs, #2. Bar Graphs, #3 Pie Graphs.
The general information option #4 reviews Mecc software
information and is not directed towards the student.

IIf the student selects option #2, he/she will begin ill
the Exploring Bar Graphs activity. This activity will help
a student see how a bar graph is constructed, how it relates
to real life events and how to Interpret a bar graph.

IThe student he four practice activities to choose
from. By press m. ti, the program will display a

description of each activity:N
111
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2. Mick Review: Provides a short review of bar graphs.

3. Bar Games: Allows you to control events and create a

bar graph.
4. Find a Fact: shows you a bar graph and then asks you to

find specific data within the graph.

6. Tell The Story: presents the task of studying a bar

graph and creating a possible story describing the graph.

A short sentence is given to get you started.

I
Students enter their responses by pressing the Return

key. They press the Space Bar only when it is requested at

the bottom of the scree^.

In the activity Bar Games, the student creates a bar
graph by choosing one of two activities:

I. Estimate Time
2. Test Your Typing Speed

In the first activity the student is given five chances

to estimate the length of ten seconds. The student presses

the "S" key to start the program. When he/she feels ten

seconds have passed they press the "S" key again to stop the

Iclock. The computer will plot each attempt with a bar.

After the graph is completed, the student is presented

with two questions:

1
These questions are not to be answered at the compute..

The program will ask if the student wants to print out the

graph for further examination and if the student wants to

create another graph.

The activity Test Your Typing Speed presents the

student with the task of typing five different words. They

can choose word lengths of seven, eight or nine letters.

The student has five attempts to type the word correctly and

the results will be plotted on a bar graph. The first

letter of a word starts the clock. Pressing Return after

each word stops the clock.

I
c,

V u

I
I
EN lit III 111 Id El II ill III Nil.

Ma. fr- p.G.c./u. of P. 1988

I. Which trial would you consider the best? Why?

2. Which two bars showed the greatest/least variation?
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The same questions and options as above are offered to

the student.

The activity Find a Fact is sufficiently described

above. Below Is an example of the screen display:

11PLIT11% T15115

rt

IMO

Na OW
SOWN smsi OIMMISMIOL
A

il...

Which area e;perienced the
greatest percent increase in

Plulation?
'4) North Eastern 3) Urban
2) South 4) Rural

Which number,
../M1m...1111111.00111111140.1.

The activity Tell the Story presents the student with a

graph and the first line of a "story" that describes the

Information on the graph. The student's story will be In

all capital letters. To edit they must press delete or the

back arrow key and all characters to the left of the cursor

will disappear. When they complete the story, they should

press the Return key. Next, they are pree,ented with three

options:

1. Type another story about this graph

2. Type a story about n new graph

3. Return to bar graph menu

Teacher Options

This program offers printer options only. See the NECC

'manual for more Information on printer support.

a
a
a

a
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a
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Suggest Ions ii
111

1. The Quick Review portion of this program could be used as

.en introductory activity with a small group of students.

U2.*This program is challenging and should be thoroughly Iiii

reviewed by the teacher.

3. Find a Fact, is a good practice activity that best
iii

matches tee skill UG2 and UG4. A student should work

with a teacher or aid on this activity until he/she has

illdemonstrated ability to use it independently.

4. This program would best be used after students: have been

Instructed how to create their own graphs. Teachers

might want to use the MECC Graph program Initially with

the students to motivate them to learn about graphs and

then use this program for further practice.

U5. If the student Is using this program for the first time

they should begin with option Si then work their way to

option S5.

6. The Tell a Story activi* requires skills that are well

beyond the MFMT objectir:s.

7. Press the Escape key twice at any point in the program to

get out of an activity.

S. See the MECC manual for more information about this

program.

Vocabulary:

increase
decrease
change
fluctuate

ill

rise
decline

Iii

growth
trends
data
rate
speed
temperature
position among

Iiisimilarities
variation
contrast
produced

Erailia Story I

I I I I I
feat

Each year I measured the tree in

Yard.

ray

DTA application:

Introductory Activity

Developmental Activity (with group)

Guided Practice Cwith group)

it iii Oil II II ill Id II id if II 111 II P.
for 1.5.1.

111106 P.O.C./17. of ND. 1988



------ Line Graphs

Arid system of horizontal and SOFTWAREAll line graphs are drawn on

vortical lines.

SUMMARY

Objective:
MFMT 2.3.2 Use Information from Graphs
Skill: UG3 Identify informaticn on a line graph

UG4 Identify intervals on horizontal or vertical
scales

I

I

i
i

1251

W

111 111 Ili lig W
S.C.I. for 1.3.11. III-p7 P.G.C./11. of MD. 1988
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.1

Press SPACE BAR to continue

Company: Mecc A136
Title: Graph Primer
Activity: Line Graph

Activity Summary

This program was designed to rein Jcae a basic
understanding of the concepts of graph construction and
analysis. 't reviews terminology and use of line, bar and
pie graphs. Mecc Graph Primer is intended to be a companion
to the MECC Graph program, which is a graphing utility that
allows students to enter data and create their own graphs.

At the main menu the student can select a type of graph
to review: #1. Line Graphs, #2. Bar Graphs, #3 Pie Graphs,
The general information option #4 reviews Mecc software
information and is not directed towards the student.

If the student selects option #1, he/she will begin the
Exploring Line Graphs activity. This activity will help a
student see how a line graph is constructed, how it relates
to real life events and how to interpret a line graph.

The student has six practice activities to choose from.
By pressing #1, the program will display a description of
each activity:

O
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2. Quick Review: Provides a short review of line graphs. ii
3. Line Games: Allows you to control events and create aline graph. ii

ii
4. Which Line?: will present a line graph of three lines. A

question will appear below the graph. You are to select iithe line that best describes the events described in the
: question.
§. Find a Fact: shows you a line graph and then asks you tofind specific data within the graph.
6. Tell The Story: presents the task of studying a line

il
graph and creating a possible story des,:ribing -ne graph.
A short sentence is given to get you started.

aStudents enter their responses by pressing the Return
key.They press the Space Bar only when it is requested at
the bottom of the screen.

In the activity Line Games. the student creates a line
graph by selecting a horse or a car. They control the speed
of travel for either of these by pressing the number 1. 2.
or 3 keys (slow. medium and fast) or the "S" key for stop.

illAfter sixty seconds the student will see a line graph that
represents the time and distance that they controlled.
After the graph is completed, the student is presented with
two questions:

1. How far did the horse/car travel?
2. Between what two times did the horse/car travel the

iii 4)fastest/slowest?

These questions are not to be answered at the computer.
The program will ask if the student wants to print out the
graph for further examination.

The activity Which Line? is sufficiently explained
above. Below is an example the screen display:

Pace a groi5E) Th 1*-- Rgh

lii

ii
E: t

l

1

,

...7.... _..c..-,...-...

---

2

I, .

.

iii 4 0 OC

,,

tine

tine

M
Mhich line shams the number of

COM A IA . 11 . i cars en the streets before and
after a bis soccer sane?

iii 1 I Mhich line? ill

lii iii 41'
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The activity Find a Fact is also sufflcientlr described

iii e---- corm Papacy-a MOPS
9

all

III
I tat

137 7 Vi

i?
1 014

M7s

TOMCOD

Mil
0 0117011701117

trams
1.07,

C' PIPT0 VMS

t00

1111
Now many metric tons f
Potatoes did Cuba Produce in
1.0=1111.

19110?

til 2) 94.6
1) 229 1 3) 144.9 ill
Which nunber7

I

41111

fi
1. Type another story about this graph
2. Type a story about a new era h
3. Return to line graph menu

ITeacher OptionsI

above. Below is an example of the screen display:

M: 111 warm...WNW .111

The activity Tell the Story presents the student with a
graph and the first line of a "story" that describes the
information on the graph. The student's story will be in

all capital letters. ro edit they press Delete or the back
arrow key and all characters to t'e left of the cursor will

disappear. When they complete the story, they should press
the Return key. Next, they are presented with three

opt ions:

This program cffers printer options only. See the MECC
manual for more Inforr-tion on printer support.

Suggest ions

1. The Quick Review portion of this program could be used as
an Introductory activity with a small group of students.

2. This program is challenging and should be thoroughly
reviewed by the teacher.

111 Id II Iiii Ell !ill i hil ill ill 1111 Wit
&Ca. for .eL.E. 111-209 ww 1088
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3. Which Line? and Find a Fact, are good practice activities ii
that best match skills UG3 and UG4. A studer. should
work with a teacher or aid on the:-. activities until
he/she has demonstrated ability to use them

Independently.

4:. This program would best be used after students have been
Instructed how to create their own graphs. Teachers

the
might want to use the MECC Graph program initiaily with

stuaents to motivate them to learn about graphs and
then use this program for further practice.

5. If the student is usi-g this program for the first time
they should begin with option #1 then work their way to

option #6.

6. The Tell a Story activity requireo skills that are well

beyond the MFMT objectives.

7. Press the Escape key twine at any point In the program to

get out of an activity.

8. See the MECC manual for ,Wore information about this

program.

Vocabulary:

Increase
decrease
change
fluctuate
rise
decline
growth
trends
data
rate
speed
temperature
constant

DTA Applic, :

Develmmentai Activity (with group)

Guided Practice (with group)

la Id Id WI lig id 1/211 PaVi

.C./. for 3.3.11.
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Pie Graphb -- -----

All pie graphs are divided into
several wedge-shaped parts.

.MMWMIMMMMW.MW..WUPMMWIM..WOOI...M.
Press SPACE IAN to continue

Objective.

SOFTWARE
SUMMARY

Company: Mecc A136
Title: Graph Primer
Activity: Pie Graph

MFMT 2.3.2 Use Information from Graphs
Skill: UG1 identify information on a circle graph

Activity Summary

This program was designed to reinforce a basic
understanding of the concepts of graph construction and
analysis. It reviews terminology and use of line, bar and
pie graphs. Mecc Graph Primer is intended to be a companion
to the MECC Graph program, which is a graphing utility 'hat
allows students to enter data and create their own graph:..

At the main menu the student can select a type of graph
to review: #1. Line Graphs, #2. Bar Graphs, #3 Pie Graphs.
The general information option #4 reviews recc software
information and is not directed towards the student.

If the student selects option 3, he/she will begin the
Exploring Pie Graphs .activity. This activity will help a
student see how a p'e graph is cor,tructed, how it relates
to real life events and how to interpret a pit., graph.

The student has three practice activities to choose
from. By pressing #1, the program w1:1 display a

Ilidescription of each activity:

'2. Quick Review: Provides a short review of line graphs.
3. Pie Games: Allows you to control events and create a pi,

graph.

All
4. Tell The Story: presents the task of studying a pie

graph and creating a possible story describing the graph.

1511111

A short sentence is given to get you started.

I
a iii ii III iii kla Ili N ii 111 lii iiii id lii iii Iiii ii iiil
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Students enter their responses by pressing the Ret n
key. They press the Space Bar only when it is requested at
the bottom of the screen.

41/

Ili

In the activity Pie Games, the student creates a pie
graph by selecting one of two activities:

1. School Principal
2: Pet Store Owner

Ir the School PrIncIpAA activity the student must
decide or the number of students that received a letter

grade of: A, B. C, D, or F.

.n the Pet Store Owner activity the student must
distribute 720 fish Into categories of: Betta, Catfish.

Goldfish, Guppy, Neon or Zebra.

ill
The program will record the following information and

Ili
create e pie graph:

Ili1. The total number of items
2. The number of parts the total is divided into
3. The number of Items in each part Ili

After the graph is completed, the student is presented with

the request:

"Descrlie how each part of the pie graph compares to the

Ili total amount."

Ili

This request is not to be answered at the computer.
The program will ask if the student wants to print out the

graph for further examination.

fill The activity Tell the Story presents the student with a

graph and the first line of a "story" that describes the
Information on the graph. The student's story will be in

a
all capital letters. To edit they press Delete or the back

key and all the characters to the left of the cursor

will disappear. When they complete the story, t'ley should

press the Return key. Next, they are presented with three

options:

1. Type another story about this graph Ili

2. Type a story about a new graph
3. Return to pie graph menu

U a
iii

UCi_t;i iii
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Teacher Options

This program offers printer options only. See the MECC

manual for more Information en printer support.

Suggestions

1. The Quick Review portion of this program could be used as

en introductory activity with a small group of students.

2. This program is challenging and should be thoroughly

revi'wed by the teacher.

3. This program would best be used after students have been

instructed how to create their own graphs. Teachers

might want to use the MECC Graph program initially with

the students to motivate them to learn about graphs and

then use this program fcr further practice.

4. If the student is using this program for the first time

they should begin with option #1 then work their way to

option #3.

5. The Tell a Story activity requires skills that are well

beyond the MFMT objectives.

6. Press the Escape key twice at any point in the program to

get out an activity.

lil7. See the MECC manual for more information about this

program.

1-9
0
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Vocabulary: ii

Ili
component ii
percent
Part ii
portion

ii
share
values

ii
fraction
total ii

hiDTA application:
ii

kiIntroductory Activity ii

ii

Developmental Activity (with group)

Guided Practice (with group) ii

A A
I I
I id

A ii

I A
I I
A A

A
i A
i I

A I
w III
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Foxyganci SOFTWARE rLlsot price do
you moot to
charts? ZSO4

ftrZ: SUMMAriv:
Company: MECC A-160
Tit le: MARKET PLACE
Activi ty: SELL APPLES

OBJECTIVES:

MFMT: 2.3.1 USE INFORMATION FROM TABLES
2.3.2 USE INFORMATION FROM GRAPHS
6.1.2

AND SUBTRACTION
SOLVE MONEY PROBLEMS USING ADDITION

5.1.3 SOLVE MONEY PROBLEMS USING
MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION

UG3 IDENTIFY INFORMATION ON A LINE GRAPHW SKILLS: UT1 IDENTIFY INFORMATION ON A TABLE

MAST SOLVE MONEY PROBLEMS USING 1DITION
AND SUBTRACTION

MMDI SOLVE MONEY PROBLEMS USING
MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

111

In SELL APPLES, students set ,p their own apple stand and then determine

the day's price for selling apples. The object of the program is to

figure out the price that will brio- 'n the most Incane.

Students are asked to set a price for selling apples for one day. The

program will give the number of apples sold and the income for that day.

The student, with help from the computer, figures the Income by

multiplying the price tiwes the apples sold. The information is then

put in table form day by day. The table is con,Irted into a line graph

pprreiccilectandb::;rn. 1:Trethlenc::v.

previous
fitalVbie 17hOltlelde:eicf2mitisitn

the
to futher Illustrate sales and income. The students arc asked to

income, how

first week, students have an opportunity to play for three more weeks.

111
The best price is a randomly generated number so that it changes each

time the students use the program.

ja 111 ki lig

E.C.I. for E.S.E. III-215 P G.C./U. of MD. 1988
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TEACHER OPTIONS .There are no teacher management options.

SUGGESTIONS

1. Review the vocabulary before beginning the program.

2. Use the student worksheets from the manuel.

to review of tables and graphs is included as well as a review of

dollars and cents.)

3. D.T.A. Appiications:
Developmental Activity
Guided Practice
Vocabulary:

price--the amount of money a person pays for a

product
income--the money received from the sale of a

product

4. See the MECC manual for futher instructions.

Steve's IIPPIOS
- -

St 13 cents an
apple. you sold
121 apples

Tau received
$15 73 in income
today.

This is 06.23 wore
yesterday. This is
would hapTen.

vou earned
you thought

Pr(.ss SPACE 1101 t centiniii

Sales Riiort - Meek
Munger

Say Price Sold Iacono

Monday $.25 3$ 0.5C

Tuesday 0.13 121 $15.73

Mac price has earned you
iecene se tar? $ 13

th nest

8

Ii

Say
Monday

Price
LES,

016
$14.i

1012

$O
E $6

$4

02.

Sales Report

'RICE
villt

7 agircAr

fold __Income
38

fs 2511 Price

Number Sole

Income

Fill in the charl..

What price de yew think Is the
best price for selling apples
this month? 11.1311

sal

lid



Name

1.

BEFORE YOU SELL -APPLES

Use the graph to help you answer these questions.

Apple Stand Sales

16
n

c5
M4
e

3

n

S
1

30 a 15 30 18 (0

Cents/Apple

What pr' -e earned the Bost money during the week?

What pr,_.-e earned the least amount of money during the week?

How much money was made when the price was IS cents per

Apple?

2. Look at the two columns below. Decide if the amount of money in the

left column is more, less, or equ-I to the amount of money in the right

column. Write "more than," "less ''Atn," or "equal to" on the blank line

between the columns.

Example: $.02 is equal to 2 cents

36 cents is $.30

45 cents is $4.50

82.00 is 200 cer'l

$99.00 is 990 cents

103 cents 4 $1.03

80.54 is 54 cents



AFTER YOU SELL APPLES e

Name

Answer these questions after you have used the SELL APPLES program:

1. Were you able to find the "best vice" fo, your apples?

If so, what was it?

"ow long did it take you to find the best price?

2. As you changed prices, how did the number of atiples you sold change?

3. As the number of apples you sold changed, how did your income change?

4. Why do stores want to find the best price for their products?

5. Why do stores sometimes raise and lower their "vices?

n
111-218
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wr. 4 114

... -- Company: MECC !..-160
msg. Title: MARKET PLACE

Activity: SELL LEMONADE

OBJECTIVES
MFMT: 2.3.1 Use Information from Tables

ill

2.1.14 Use a Simple Formula
5.1.2 Solve Money Problems (+,-)
5.1.3 Solve Money Problems (x,/)

SKILLS: UT1 IDENTIFY INFORMATION ON A TABLE
UF2 SUBSTITUTE NUMBERS FOR THE VARIABLES IN THE

iii

FORMULA
MAST SOLVE MONEY PROBLEMS USING ADDITION AND

SUBTRACTION
MMD1 SOLVE MONEY PROBLEMS USING MULTIPLICATION AND

DIVISION
lid

Ps
ACTIVITY SUMMARY

iii

Sell Lemonade is the most challenging and involved of the Market Place Ili

activities.

In this simulation activity the students set up their own lemonade

stand with the goal of making the greatest profit. They decide on theW price of the lemonade and on the amount of advertising signs and glasses

of lemonade to make. Their decisions are based on several variables:

the amount of cash that they have on hand, the rising cost of materials

and random events In the environment that may effect their business.

As many as three stands can be operated at one time so that students can

conete with each other. Students have an initial operating budget of

$4.00, and cash on hand that limits their spending on materials.

I
An animation of a passing day is simulated including road construction

surprise thunderstorm. Students can see if these conditions helped

or hindered the day's sales. A daily sales report is givtn which

Ili
Ill

Inc/lades income, expenses, profit and remaining cash on hand. At the

end of five days, students are given a summary sales report for the

ii entire week. If the students wish to continue the activity, they are

told that their operating expenses have increased and the potential for

(O uncontrolled disasters may also increase.
iii

E., bil iii il ill lig iii iii lii hi ii 51 hi if .11 ii 111 iiR.
E.C.Z. for L.S.E. 111-419 P.G.C./U. ,:f HD. 1988
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TEACHER OPTIONS

pgThere are no teacher management options.41
^s

SIM

SUGGEST'od

III. Review the v_Abulary before working with this program.

ig2. Activity insteuctions must be carefully read.

3. Use the student worksheets from the manuel.

4. D.T.A. Applications:

Igi
Introductory Activity (Economics)
Guided Practice

Pi
Vocabulary: price--the amount of money a person pays for a

product
Income- -the money received from the sale of a product

ig
advertising--calling attention to a product that is

for sale

II
expenses--the amount of money that is s.pnt on making

and advertising a product

Ig
profit--the money earned once all expenses have been

paid
cash on hand--the total amount of money you have for

I!!
your business

S. See the MECC manual for further information.

111,g

in.__s7..Esiu.oiT..ay1.
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. BEFORE YOU SELL LEMONADE

Name

1. List some ways ycu could advertise a real lemonade stand.

2. Whe . types of expenses do you think you might have in running a
lemonade stand?

3. If you set a price for your lemonade at $.,15 per glass anc you sell 25
glasses, how would you calculate your income?

4. If you had a profit of $.50, did you make money or lose money that day?

5. If you sell 30 glasses of lemonade at $.06 each and have expenses of
61.20, what is your profit Le that day?

6. In managing a lemonade stand, is it better to make a lot of lemonade
and hove some left over or make a little and sell it all? Why?

......

7. Is It better to charge a low price and sell a lot of lemonade or to charge
a higher price and sell less lemonade? Why?

1

to

111-221



Name

--.N AFTER YOU SELL LEMONADE

Answer the questions below as if you were setting up a lemonade stand to
mem money for yourself.

1. What price would you ask for your lemonade?

2. Would you make any ai..vertising signs to put up around the neighborhood?
Why or why not?

F

3. Would you make the same amount of lemonade each day regardless of
the weather forecast? Why or why not?

4. In what ways, other than by using signs, could you advertise your
lemonade stand?

5. How could you cut down __, your expenses so that you would make a
greater profit?

27

111-222
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AFTER YOU SELL LEMONADE
.. (continued)

lb

6. Would you rather operate a lemonade stand by yourself or with a group?
What would be the advantages and disadvantages of each?

7. What do you think would happen if mother lemonade stand opened across
the street selling lemonade for $.02 per glass less than your own?

8. What would you do to change your business if the other lemonade stand
kept cutting its price to stay below yours?

..M.MialMli,

ICE COW LEMONAbE I
-11

MeCC
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T. e MARKET PLACE
Activity: SELL PLANTS

.:

UOBJECTIVES:
/I

O

MFMT: 2.3.1 USE INFORMATION FROM TABLES
5.1.2 SOLVE MONEY PROBLEMS USING ADDITION

AND SUBTRACTION
5.1.3 SOLVE MONEY PROLBEMS USING

MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION

SKILLS: UTI IDENTIFY InFORMATION ON A TABLE
MASI SOLVE MONEY PROBLEMS USING ADDITION

AND SUBTRACTION
MMD1 SOLVE MONEY PROBLEMS USING

MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION

ACTIVITV SUMMARY

In SELL PLANTS, students act as ousiness managers to sell 1000 plants

raised by their class. They a e given 10 days to sell as many plants as

possible, while maximizing their profits through advertising. Students Ili

determine how much advertising thzy can afford each day based on the

accumulated profit of the day(s) before.

The unit price and start-up expenses are preset, so sales are affected

only by varying the amount of advertising. rinding the correct 1:alance

of advertising each day will ensure maximum profits and enable students

to make enough money to go on a field trip.

Students are given the sales report for the first day in table form:

They are asked to figure that day's profit by finding the inJome and

then subtracting expenses.
Students must type in numbers from the table

to complete these computations. The RETURN key and SP'...? BAR arA usld

to automatically position numbers in correct working form and to display

answers. Students are asked to try advertising on the peccmd day, using

profits from the previous day to determine how many signs they can

afford to buy. Again, they are guided through the computation of profit

using data from the table, and asked to decide If advertising increased

profit. On succeeding Jays of the sale, students select how much they

10:11 advertise, and profits are computed automatically and recorded on

the table. When the 10 sale days are completed, students compute their

tota profit and determine if their goal for the field trir has been

met. Sound in used In this activity.

hi ill kil if Id W ki
E.C.I. for E.S.1. III-225 P.O.C./0. or '40, 1988
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TEACHER OPTIONS

There are no teacher management optic):

a
SUGGLSTIONS

'1. Review vocabulary before beqirning the program.

2. Encourage students to refer frequently to of signs' and *profit'

columns on the table to guide them toward the optima' level of

advertising for the greatest profit.

3. Use the student worksheets from the manual.

4. DTA.Applications:
Developmental Activity
Guided Practice
Vocabulary: price - the amount of money a person pays for a

product
Income - the money received from the sale of a product

advertising - calling attenticn to a product that is

for sale
expenses - the amount of money that is spent on making

and advertising a product
profit - the money earned once all expenses have been

paid

5. See the MECC manual for further information.
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Name

CD
BEFORE YOU SELL PLANTS

Answer the following questions:

1. What ar,t some ways, other than making signs, that you could advertise

a plant '-)re?

2. Do you think it is a good idea for the class to try to sell all of the

pl.-Ants or to have some left over? Why?

3. If you started with 500 plants, and each plant costs $.02 to product:

(for fertilinr and seeds), and you sell 200 plants at $.50 each, what is

your income, expense, and profit?

Income

Expense

Prof it

=

=

23
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AFTER YOU SELL PLANTS

Answer the following questions:
,

i , Why did advertising affect the number of plants you sold?

/

2. If you kept making more and more signs, do you think you would continue

to sell more plants?

3. Would you continue to make more profit with more signs?

4. Now did yuu decide on the best amount of
advertising to use?

24
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ADVERTISING WHAT DO YOU THINE,

Directions:

put a 1. 5y th2 choice that you like best, 2 by your second choice, and a 3

by your last choice.

A. Which ;Ind of advertising do you pay the most attention to?

radio

television

"spapers

B. If you wanted to buy something, how would you get information about

the thing you wanted to buy?

ask a friend or parents

ask the salesperson in the store

read ads for the different brands of what you war..ed to buy

C. What is the most important thing to consider when buying something?

price

how well something is made

how well-known the company is that made the product

Circle the answer that best descTibes the way you feel:

I think that ads are:

always truthful

mostly truthful

mostly lies

always has

111-229
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OBJECTIVES:

SOFTWARE
SUMMARY Ew

Company: MECC A-738
Title: MATHEMATICS VOL. 3
Activity: PERIMETERS

MFMT: 3.2.1 FIND THE PERIMETER AND AREA 3F SIMPLE
POLYGONS

SKILLS: MPAI IDENTIFY A SQUARE
MPA2 IDENTIFY A RECTANGLE
MPA3 COMPUTE THE PERIMETER OF VARIOUS

POLYGONS

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

PERIMETERS gives the students a definition of perimeter and then

Instructs them in calculating the perimeter of thr :oliowing 6 shapes

using the basic formulas llm'

a. Square: Pic 4s

b. Rectangle: PR 2(1+w)

c. Parallelogr : Ps 2(brh)

d. Rhombus: P' is

e. Trapezoid: P= a + b + c + d

f. Triangle: Ps a + b + c

Completif.' of MECC activity, SHAPES OF POLYGONS from the same program is

an expect -.d prerequisite for using this program. As the students do the

tutorial, they should fill in Worksheet *3 from the manual. The

completed handout can be used for reference as the students do the

practice problem option.

Practice problems are set up so that after the first s! lake, the

students are given the formula they should be using. After the second

mistake, they are shown the correct way of working the prcbleti. Up to

7 30 practice problems can be chosen. Students are given a score at the

end of the practice problems that shows how many problems were solvod

correctly on the first attempt. There no sound to the program.

1 III -731
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The teacher can decide whether to d,) the Instructional lesson first or

TEACHER OPTIONS

have the students go directly to this practice problems foc ,'frill. The
teacher can also indicate to the strident how many practice problems to
key In.

;F:Cg3EZ-FICOCS

lig 1. Students should complete ti'2 program, SHAPES OF POLYGONS, from the
same disk before doing this program.

2. Worksheet $3 should be done to aid students in remembering the
formulas.

3. D.T.A. Applications:
?arm-up (practice problems)
Developmental Activity (Instructional lesson)
Guided Practice (practice problems after using

instructional lesson)
Independent Practice (practice problems)

4. See NECC manual for further information.
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PERIMETER FORMULAS

As you run the program PERIMETERS copy the formulas on this sheet for your

reference.

SIP=

PERIMETER OF A SQUARE
/ PERIMETER OF A RHOMBUS

S

L

PERIMETER OF A RECTANGLE

52

L

PERIMETER OF A PARALLELOGRAM

SI S3

P=
SI

S4

PERIMETER OF A TRAPEZOID

S2

S3.
PERIMETEE OP A TRIANGLE

111-233
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PERIMETER
FORMULAS (Page 2)

Now that you have finished running PERI?. ETERS, give your definition of the

word "perimeter":

After running the "practice problems", record the number of practice problems

you did and your score.

NUMBER OF PROBLEMS SCORE

IS

III-234 0
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;SOFTWARE

SUMMARY
2 THE SHAE MOW 1$ A

1) RECTANGLE

2) SOuAtE

3) PARALLELOGRAM

n) RHOMOLIS

5) TAAPE2010
i) TRIANGLE

CHOOSE A MASER cl-S)

Company: MECC A-738
Title: MATHEMATICS- VOL. 3
Activity: SHAPES OF POLYGONS

OBJECTIVES:

MFMT: 3.2.1 FIND PERIMETER AND AREA OF SIMPLE
POLYGONS

SKILLS: MPA1 IDENTIFY A SQUARE
MPA2 IDENTIFY A RECTANGLE

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

SHAPES OF POLYGONS is a drill and practice exercise on Identifying 6

basic shapes: rectangle, square, parallelogram, rhombus, trapezciJ and

triangle. The program displays a shape on the screen. The student is

asked to select the name of that shape from a list of 6 figures. If the

figure is a rhombus and a student choose. "parallelogram," the feedback

will be: Correct, but there is a better answer. The student is

expecteo to 4,!1,Wer the most specific name for the shape. If two

incorrect choices are made, the program will indicate what the correct

choice is.

The student can ask for up to 30 questions. Handout sheet $1 from the

manual is expected to be completed before using the program. Handout

sheet *2 should be used after completing the program to emphasize the

overlap of definitions of some shapes. The teacher should note that

squarer and rhombuses might appear slightly distorted, depending on the

monitor used, and should note this to ti: students. There Is no sound

to the program.

lii II iil II id ER.
Z.C.I. for Z.8.Z. III -23
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TEACHER OPTIONS

There are no teacher options other than to Indicate to the students how

many drill problems to key In (up to 30).

SUGGESTIONS

1. Worksheet $1 from the manual should be completed before using the

program and should be available during the use of the program.

2. Em9hasize to students about the overlap in the classification o,

shapes and the use of the most specific name possible.

3. Worksheet *2 from the manual is a good follow-up to use in

discussion of the classification overlapping.

4. Have students keep track of how many questions they answered

correctly.
5. D.T.A. Applications:

Warm-up
Independent Practice
Vocabulary: rectangle

square
parallelogram
rhombus
trapezoid
triangle

6. See the MECC manual for further Information.

-GEOMETRIC SHAPES-

THE PROGRAM THAI FOLLOWS WILL GLUE
YOU PRACTICE IN IDENTIFYING !Ix
BASIC GEOMETRIC ;HARES.

BEFORE YOU START YOU SHOULD COMPLETE
HANDOUT Si - GEOMETRIC SHAPES.

Press 'Space Oar' to go on 1 '
THE SHAPE' BELOW IS A

-./ 1) RECTANGLE

2 iQUARE

3) PARALLELOGRAM

4) RHOMBUS

!I) TRAPEZOID

46) TRIANGLE

CHOOSE A HUMBER (1-6)

608
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Name

GEOMETRIC SHAPES

: TERMS

, 1 .0,...,11

You will be calculating perimeter and area for several geometric shapes.

The terms perimeter, area and geometric may be unfamiliar to you.

Theref-re you should read and remember the definitions shown below:

Perimeter - the distance around a shape. The eerimeter of the
school yard is the distance you would walk if you followed the outside

edge all the way around and back to where you started.

Area - a measure of the space a flat shape occupies. The area of

a garden tells you how much flat surface there is to plant. The area

of a gh. den would usually be measured in square feet or square meters.

Geometric - figures which are made up of straight lines, triangles,

circles or other regular forms.

SHAPES

The geometric shapes you will learn about are pictured on the next ses:eral

pages. Complete this handout by doing th. following steps.

1. Study the group of shapes to find out what is similar between

them.
2. Write a definition for the shape based on the similarities you

observe.
3. Have your teacher check your definitions.

Run "GEOMETRIC SHAPES".

5. Revise your definitions if necessary.

RECTANGLE

Your definition:

I

I

Revised definition:

Et

111-237
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SQUARE

0

Your definition:

GEOMETILC SHAPES (Page 2)

Revised definition:

PAP.A7` '.LOGRAM

4<>
Your definition:

Revised definition:

111-238



RHOMBUS

<>
Your definition:

GEOMETRIC SRAPV.-) (Page 3)

L7

Revised definition:

TRAPEZOID

ii\
Your definition:

Revised definition:

111-239 U0 t-) -1
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TRIANGLE

.GEOMETRIC SHAPES (Page 4)

Your definition:

Revised definition:
/

Have your teacher look at "your definitions".
Then run "GEOMETRIC SHAPES" on the Teacher
microcomputer and -;" -ise your definitions Initials
if necessary. Recort, your number of problems
and score below:

Number of oblems:
Score:

I

After running the program, look at the design below. What shapes can you find
1

t
and how many of each shape?

lq 616,141"\

Shape Number

A
I MP 41111

is

111 -240
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Name

GEOMETRIC SHAPES PLOWSHEET

Use the flowsheet to identify the shapes shown below. The lines below eech
shape are numbered. Number 1. would be the name of the largest group the
shape belongs to, foUowed by more specific names or name.

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

4.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

4.

7
1.

1.

2.

1.

2.

3.

4.

1.

2. 1.

3. 2.

4. 3.

2.

1.

1.

2.

3.

4.

.
S.

111-241
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It is a Parallelogram)
CONTINUE

k

GEOMETRIC SHAPES PLOWSHEET (Page 2)

Does it have straight sides?

Yes Nil

IHow many sides?

It is a Quadrilateral

No

or more

(4 sided figure)

Does it have at least
I pair of parallel sides?

Nit Yet;

(Is
it a Traps oin
CONTINUE

Does it have 2 pairs
of parallel sides?

4

4
IAre all the sides

same length?

Ye/

It is a Rhombus)
CONTINUE

No

No

No

Are an
angles OW* re?

Are an the
gles square

Yes

No

t is a Polygon
which you
won't study in
this unit
STOP

>
STOP

111-242
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SOFTWARE :Ili efr Ptyalin% 1

ran 1 1 1..--1.

COP. er 0 the Krctstst price

1 i

with the amount given Than,

i l l

us* the money nachune to
count out the correct chant*

-_,
1.

ii
sOCI

41/P
SUMMARY :

Qua- NM Company; MECC A-195

111
I

Press Vett Mt to centuvue
Title: MONEY WORKS
Activity: COUNT CHANGE if

DOES NOT RUN ON THE APPLE II +

OBJECTIVES

MFMT: 5 . 1 .2. Sol ve Money Problems Using
Addition and Subtraction

ii
5.1.5. Make Change

ii
ii SKILLS: KW2 SELECT AN OPERATION FROM KEY WORDS OR

PHRASES ill

I
mci IDENTIFY THE VALUE OF A PENNY, A

NICKEL, A DIME, AND A QUARTER
MC3 CONVERT A SUM OF MONEY INTO THE FEWEST

111
BILLS AND COINS

ii

ii la
Iii

ACTIVITY SUMMARY
ii

COUNTING CHANGE is an activity that gives students practice in

lil
determining the correct change, given the amount of money offered for a
purchase and the cost of the purchase. The program encourages the ill

student to use the fewest bills and coins possible.

ii COUNTING CHANGE first displays the purchase price for an item and the
amount offered for payment. Then, the student is presented with a money 111
changer that has a limited amount of bills and coins.

The student uses the arrow keys to move an Icon of a hand to the coins

III
that are to be selected and presses the Space Bar. Each time the space ii
bar is pressed one coin or bill is dropped. The student continues this
until the correct amount of change is counted out. The Return key is

then pressed. If they counted out too much change and wish to correct

II
It. they can press the "R" key to remove change.

For an incorrect response the program will respond in the following /I
ways: If amount dropped is: Program responds:

Not enough change - 'No, you need more change"
Too much change - 'No, you need to remove some money"

a iii iii III ill if Ill ii Iiii iiii ill ill lii lii Id li Iii hi°.
11.C.I. for Z.S.E. 111143 pp.).- P.C.C./17. of MD. 1988
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For two Incorrect responses the student is given the answer with the
cues, 'No, watch the money changer' then, The correct change is )XXX"

For a correct answer the program responds with 'Right! The correct

ill
change is XXX and a sound. An animated money bag smiles and moves.

For. two incorrect responses the student is given the answer with the
cues, 'No, watch the money changer' then, 'The correct change is )XXX"

For a correct answer the program responds with 'Right! The correct
change is XXX and a sound. An animated money bag smiles and moves.

ill

Students may experience difficulty recognizI-g computer images of coins
or counting stacked coins. The teacher needs to monitor student
responses and level of frustration.

TEACHER OPTIONS

1. Press Control-A from the main menu to access the teacher management
options.
A. Select appropriate skill level (given as a grade level 1-4 or

non graded).
B. Select the visual representation of coins and bills

(heads/tails/both): set the maximum amount; and choose the

money expression and currency system.
2. Press Control-S at any time to turn sound off or

SUGGESTIONS

on.

1. A brief demonstration of the program and a review of the visual
representation of money units may be necessary if students have
difficulty with visual discrimination. The ability to change from
heads to tails format may eliminate this difficulty.

2. It may be helpful to provide a chart of coins and bills and their
values.

iii

3. D.T.A. Applications:
Warm-up
Guided Practice
Independent Practice

4. See the MECC manual for further information.

NiRoolpii RA!
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SKILLS:

a

O

J

Am4114m2

*0.54 SOFTWARE
a

SO 42 SUMMARY
SO 47

SO 51

t..)
Company: MECC A-195

ci or El rove air
when dome

Title: MONEY WORKS
Activity: HOW MUCH MONEY?

1
DOES NOT RUN ON THE APPLE 11+

a
a

*plum

OBJECTIVES:

MFMT: 5.1.5. Make Change

MC1 IDENTIFY THE VALUE OF A PENNY, A
NICKEL, A DIME, AND A QUARTER

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

HOW MUCH MONEY? Is an activity that gives students practice in coin

recognition and matching the value of a collection to a written money

expression.

Students are asked to count the money in a safe. They use the up and

dotm arrow keys to move an icon of a hand to the intended position.

Next, they press the Lturn key to select the correct matchinn value.

For a correct response the student hears a slight noise and sees an

animated money bag. The word RIGHT appears at the bottom of the screen.

For an Incorrect response the words 'No, try again." appear at the

bottom of the screen. Eat time the student selects an incorrect answer

that option Is removed from the screen. The student has a total of four

answers to choose from. They receive credit only when they get an answer

correct on the first try.

Students may have difficulty recognizing computer images of coins

especially when counting stacked coins. The teacher needs to monitor

student responses.

0 .1 ;

la 111 111
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TEACHER OPTIONS

1. Press ControlA from the main menu to access the teacher management
options.

A. Select the appropriate skill level (given as a grade level 1-4
or nongraded).

B. Select the visual representation of coins and bills

Cheads/talls/both). set tne maximum amount, and choose the

money expression and currency system.

2. Press Control S at any time to turn the sound off or on.

SUGGESTIONS

1. A brief demonstration of the program and a review of the visual

representation of money units may be necessary if students have
difficulty with visual discrimination. The ability to change from
heads to tails format may eliminate this problem.

2. It may be helpful to provide a chart of coins and bills and their
values.

3. D.T.A. Applications:
Warm-up (if set at a simple level)
Guided Practice
Independent Practice
Vocabulary: dollar(s)

cent(s)
remove
amount
money
word
names one through ninety
hypenated word names twenty-one through ninety-nine

4. Look In the upper right corner of the screen to see the students
problem number.

5. See the MECC manual for further information.

Toe bbd 10 I

right on the
first try.

Sever'

\44., Press SPACE SAP to centsnue

r r

0
L

Problew 3 '4\

0455

Ummv
Press Via OW Ur centime

owing
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ii SUMMARY
Select noney tO Shou

1.32

CerM to *v. cm', El rimy* Com Title: MONEY WORKS
Activity: MONEY MACHINE

Company: MECC A-195

ii
C:w. ra to My! Rettrn when One

lid

iiOBJECTIVES:

/

iiMFMT: 5.1.5. Make Change

SKILLS: MC1 IDENTIFY THE VALUE OF A PENNY, A

ill
NICKEL, A DIME, AND A QUARTER

MC3 CONVERT A SUM OF MONEY INTO THE FEWEST

Ill ii NUMBER OF BILLS AND COINS

ii ACTIVITY SUMMARY

111 MONEY MACHINE is an activity that gives students an opportunity to count
iimoney and identify the value of coins and bills.

ii
The program gives the student a written dollar amount and the cue

`Select money to show XXXTM. Students use the arrow keys to move an icon
of a hand to the coins that are to be selected. They press the Space

ii
Bar to drop the coins. The "R" key can be used to remove coins that were
selected. When they are satisfied with their selection the Return key
is pressed.

ii
For a correct answer the students see the cue 'Right!, the correct
answer is XXXX.'

illFor an incorrect response the program will respond in the following
ways: If amount dropped is: Program responds:

lil
Not enough change 'No, you need more change"
Too much change - 'No, you need to remove some money"

IliFor two incorrect responses the student Is given the answer with the
cues, "No, watch the money changer' then, 'This is the correct amount."

DOES NGT RUN ON THE APPLE II +

Students may experience difficulty recognizing computer images of coins
or counting stacked coins. The teacher needs to monitor student
responses.

III Id Iii ill ill lii
Z.C.I. for E.S.E. 111-2per,9 P.G.C./17. of P. .,88
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TEACHER OPTIONS

Press Control-A from the main menu to access the teacher management

options.

A. Select the approprate skill level (given as a grade level 1-4

or nongraded).
B. Select the visual representation of coins and bills

(heads/tails/both), set the maximum amount, and choose the

money expression and currency system.
Use the sound option on the main menu to turn scund off or on.

a

2.

3.

4.

5.

SUGGESTIONS

A brief demonstration of the program and a review of the visual

representation of money units may be necessary if students have

difficulty with visual discrimination. The ability to itange from

heads to tails format may eliminate this difficulty.

It may be helpful to provide a chart of coins and bills and their

values.

D.T.A. Applications:
Warm-up
Guided Pra:tice
Independent Practice
Vocabulary:

Look in the upper right corner of the screen to see tne students

problem number.
See the MECC manual for further information.

a
a
a

a
a

[Select Roney to slaw

Press SPACE MR to continuo 41

ONNUMEN

[Select -one: to shoss
SO 41

NO Notch the manse changer

'ill 'ill IF2ri
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a: SUMMARY iii
c

CP. I
ii C Co

104

104 Fil

O Co

Company: MECC A-147
1 1 3 4 $ O Title: MULTIPLICATION

ii a 1
rem (A-F)? V PUZZLESUnicWhich

column (1-6)T 6
e%

Activity: CARROT PATCH ii

iiOBJECTIVES:

illMFMT 2.1.3 Multiply Whole Numbers
SKILLS: M4 MULTIPLY 1-DIGIT BOTTOM NUMBER TIMES

2-DIGIT TOP NUMBER, NO REGROUPING

iiIli M5 MULTIPLY 1-DIGIT BOTTOM NUMBER TIMES UPTO 4-DIGIT TOP NUMBER, NO REGROUPING
ak lii li

III ACTIVITY SUMMARY

Multioliration Ru-:lec is set up so that the student does five problemsand then is al !owe: to play a game. CARROT PATCH deals with:

lilmultiplying a one-digit number by a two- 905 Ili
or thee-digit number with no regrouping Q
multiplying a one-digit number by a three-digit 317
number with one regrouping. LA Ili

jStudents are given two opportunities to answer a problem correctly. Ifthey answer Incorrectly on the second try. help is provided by forcing
them to do the problem one step at a time. The problem must be answered
correctly before proceeding to the next problem.

Students receive a score at the end of the lesson. They are
congratulated If they score at or above the mastery level. The mastery
iiilevel is set at 90% of 25 problems. If they score below the mastery
level. they are encouraged to repeat the program.

The game CARROT PATCH Involves trying to track down a rabbit In the
by pulling up carrots. The rabbit moves during the game. iiibut It will onl, move to an adjacent coordinate containing an uneaten

(1),j1 ill

iiil iltAlsiii 11 ill ii ii ,!!! Mil Mcil!l198Pil
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TEACHER OPTIONS

1 Number 8 from the main menu is used to turn the sound on or off.
Press Control-A from the mair menu to access the teacher manspment
options.
A. Number 1 'Turn graphics oft' will remove the games from the

activities so that the student is not allowed to plc. any games.
B. Number 3 'See names and :cores' allows you to print student

scores or view them on the screen.
C7- Number 4 allows you to 'Clear names and scores.' (100 scores

may he saved. After that. the oldest score is removed each tine
a new score is entered.)

D. Number 6 allows you to specify whether you want recrouc. rename.
or carry used In the problems. It also tells you what the
current setting is.

SUGGESTIONS

The game CAPPOT PATCH requires a lot of guessing and may be
frustrating to students. It takes too long to play so the
teacher may want to eliminate the game by turning the grapl..ics off
in the teacher management options.

If the problems ere toc easy, press Escape twice to go on tc the
nevt activity. 200 TPIP.
D.T.A Applications:
Warm-Up
Guided Practice
Independent Practice
Vocabulary: regroup. rename. carry

See the MECC manu for further information.

Problem 7 f 25

141
x 4
464

No, try again.
Press SPACE SAS to continuo

Problem 7 of 25

k - 1,1

a

a

a

a
111 111 111 111 Id 111
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Desert Island

to*,

pm. soiCE BAR to continuo

OBJECTIVES:

O
O

i

SOFTWARE
SUMMARY
Company: MECC A-147
Title: MULTIPLICATION

PUZZLES
Activity: DESERT ISLAND

MFMT 2.1.3 Multiply Whole Numbers
SKILLS: M2 MULTIPLY 1-DIGIT BOTTOM NUMBER TIMES

2-DIGIT TOP NUMBER, NO REGROUPING
M3 MULTIPLY 1-DIGIT BOTTOM NUMBER TIMES UP

TO 4-DIGIT TOP NUMBER, NO REGROUPING

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

Pi. :: es is set up so that the student does five

problems and then is allowed to play a game. DESERT ISLAND deals with

problems such as:

multiplying C. 1. 10. or a multiple of 10 by 6 X 10 g 83

X-2a single-d:git number

multiplying a single-digit number by a two- or three-digit 21

Z-Anumber with no regrouping

Students are given two opportunities to answer a problem correctly. If

they answer incorrectly on the second try. the student is taken through

the problem one step at a time. In typing answers such as 72. the

student must work from the right to the left and type the 2 first which

is opposite the way one would write it. The problem must be answered

correctly before proceeding to the next problem.

Students receive a score (at the end of the lesson. They are

congratulated if they score at or above the mastery level. The mastery

level Is set at 80% of 25 problems. If they score below the mastery

level. they are encouraged to repeat the program:

The object of the game DESEPT ISLAND is for the student to estimate

where along a given number line a raft should be dropped from a plane so

that an escape can be made from a desert island.



Id Id

TEACHER OPTIONS

1. Number 8 from the main menu is used to turn the sound on or off.
2. Press Control-A from the main menu to access the teacher management Ili

options.
A. Number 1 'Turn graphics off' will remove the games from the

activities so that the student is not allowed to play any games.
B. Number 3 'See names and scores' allows you to print student

scores or view them on the screen.
C. Number 4 allows you to 'Clear names and scores.' (100 scores

may be saved. After that. the oldest score is removed each time
a new score is entered.)

lig a
SUGGESTIONS

ing

i

1. If DESEPT ISLAND takes too long to play. the teacher may want to
eliminate the game by turning off the graphics in the teacher
management options.

2. If the student gets the tirst ten problems correct. press Escape
twice to go on tJ the next activity. CARROT PATCH.

3. D.T.A Applications:
Warm-Up
Guided Practice
Independent Practice
vocabulary: none

4. See the MECC manual frr further information.

Problem 13 of 25 .

343

676
x 2

Problem 13 f 25

No, try again.
Press SPACE SAN to centime

e,,..ei ii43

?66

II CC.
a le

13 Id iii ill hi lit lii Id ii iiii lii id Ili liii iii iii Pi ii ii,
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SOFTWARE
SUMM1111.1
Company: MECC A-147
Title: MULTIPLICATION

Activity: LIGHTS OUT
PUZZLES

.

IiiOBJECTIVES:

/ifMFMT 2.1.3 Multiply Whole Numbers
SKILL: M1 RECALL MULTIPLICATION NUMBER FACTS

iii ill

iii
ACTIVITY SUMMARY

iii

Multiolicatior Puzzles is set up so that the student does fiveiii problems and then is allowed to play a game. LIGHTS OUT deals with iii
problems such as:

iii
multiplication facts with factors from 2 to 5 2 X 5 =

iiimultiplying 0 or I by a single-digit number 1 X 6 = 7 iii

iiii
ILI iii

Students are given two opportunities to answer a problem correctly. If

iiithey answer incorrectly on the second try, the student Is given a

graphic representation of the problem and told to think in groups or he
iii is given basic multiplication rules that cover the problem:

iii

iii

Any number times one is the same number.
Any number times zero is zero. iii

iiiThe problem must be answered correctly before proceeding to the next Ili
problem.

iiiiii St.. ,nts receive a score at the end of the lesson. They are
iii congratulated if they score at or above the mastery level. The mastery

iiilevel is set at 80% of 25 problems. If they score below the mastery
level, they ve encouraged to repeat the program.

iii
The object of the game LIGHTS OUT Is to try to turn off the lights using
the switches shown within 25 tr!es. When any light is turned off, the
light switches in the adjoining rooms. pointed at by the arrows, are

Ialso switched.

w III °alF.G.0./U. of MD. 1988
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TEACHER OPTIONS

1. Number 8 from the main menu is used to turn the sound on or off.

2. Press Control-A from the main menu to access the teacher manaoement

options.

. A. Number 1 °Turn graphics off' will remove the games from the
activities s: that the student is not allowed to play any games.

B. Number 3 'See names and scores" allows you to print student
scores or view them on the screen.

C. Number 4 allows you to `Clear names and scores.' (100 scores

may be savec. After that. the oldest score is removed each time

a new score is entered.)

SUGGESTIONS

1. The game LIGHTS OUT is very difficult and time - consuming. We

recornend that the teacher turn the graphics off in the teacher
management options so the oame is eliminated.

2. If the problems are too easy for the student. press Escape twice to

go on to the next activity. PAPER. ROCK, SCISSORS.

3. D.T.A Applications:
Warm-Up
Guided Practice
Independent Pra:::ce
v3capulary: r!:-e

4. See the NECC for further information.

Problem 7 of 25

4 x 5 = 16

No, try again.

Problem 7 f 25

Think: 4 groups f 3

C',
14.

4 x 5 = 11

For III - ?54 10.0.C./11. of MD. 1988
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0

Ties

0

Computer

COONS. do you mama,
1. paper
Z. rock
Z. scissors

Mitich nuatber?

OBJECTIVES:

SOFTWARE
SUMMARY

Company: MECC A-147
Title: MULTIPLICATION

PUZZLES
Activity: PAPER. ROCK,

SCISSORS

MFMT 2.1.3 Multiply Whole Numbers
SKILL: M1 RECALL MULTIPLICATION NUMBER FACTS

!!!

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

MI Multiclicaticn ?...:::l es is set up so that the student does five
problems and then is allowed to play a game. PAPER. ROCK. SCISSORS
deals with proolems sucn as:

multiplication facts with factors from 2 to 5

iii
multiplication facts with at least one factor

greater or equal to 6

Students are given two opportunities to answer a problem correctly. If

they answer incorrectly on the second try. the student is given a

graphic representation of the problem and told to think in groups. He

could count the small squares on the screen to get the answer. but that

iii
would be rather difficult when the answer is more than ten. The problem
must be answered correctly before proceeding to the next problem..

Students receive a score at the end of the lesson. They are
ligcongratulated if they score at or above the nastery level. The mastery
level is set at 80% of 25 problems. If they score below the mastery
level. they are encouraged to repeat the program.

illThe object of the game PAPER. ROCK. SCISSORS is to outguess your
opponent. the computer.

2 X 5 =

9 X 3 =

111

a
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TEACHER OPTIONS

1. Number 8 from the main menu is used to turn the sound on or cff.
,... Press Control-A froc the main menu to access the teacher managemert

options.

..,

A. Number 1 'Turn graphics off" will remove the games from the
activities so that the studen: !s not alloweo to play any games.

B. Number 3 See names and scores' allows you to print student
scores or view them on the screen.

C. Number 4 allows you to °Cle;:r names and scores. (10C :'cores

may be saveo. Aft?: that. the oldest score is remover, each time
a new score is entered.)

SUGGESTIONS Ili

1. The game PAPER. ROCK. SCISSORS takes approyimately 30 seconds to
play and is very motivational. It does not interfere with the time
spent on the drill. However. if the teacher wishes to eliminate the
gar*. turn the graphics off In the teacher management options.

Z. If the student gets the first ten problems correct, press Escape

ill

twice to go on to the next activity, CARROT PATCH.
3. D.T.A Applications:

Warm-Up

lig
Guided Practice .
Independent Practice j
Vocabulary: none

4. See the MECC manual fcr further information.

Problon 12 of 25

iii

ii

jjj

9 x 5 = 4 0

No, try again.
Pro's SPACE liAlt to continuo

Problon 12 of 25

Thinks

7 7.
f
7

.

9

9

...

rouos
7

L

In%

±

of 3

9 x 5 = II
111

I s.) (-) ii
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T I c SOFTWARE

iiT e

SUMMAR'?5ii :

.....

T o e

Company: PIECC A-147 ill
ha Tit I ^ : MULTIPLICATION

PUZZLES Ili
Press SPACE OAR to continue Activity: TIC-TAC-TOE

OBJECTIVES:

MFMT 2.1.3 Multiply Whole NumbersSKILL: Pll RECALL MULTIPLICATION NUMBER FACTS

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

Aft iii Multiplication Puzzles Is set up so that the student does five

IP iii
problems and then is allowed to play a game. TIC - TAC -TOE deals with
problems such as:

multiplication facts with factors from 2 to 5 2 X 5 =
iii

multiplication facts with at least one factor
greater or equal to 6

9 X 3 = M
providing missing factors to multiplication facts 4 X = 32

Students are given two opportunities to answer a problem correctly. If
they answer incorrectly on the second try, the student is given a
graphic representation of the problem and told to think in groups. he
could count the small squares on the screen to get the answer, but that
would be rather difficult when the answer is more than ten. It is much
easier to use the graphic help when the answser is a missing factor.
The problem must be answered correctly before proceeding to the next

ill problem.
Ili

Students receive a score at the end of the lesson. They are Ili
congratulated if they score at or above the mastery level. The mastery
level is set at 80% of 25 problems. If they score below the mastery
level, they are encouraged to repeat the program.

The object of the game TIC-TAC-TOE is to get three markers in a row
before the computer does. The difficulty level of the game can oe

i adjusted in the teacher management options.

la III bil Iii lii hil ii iii § lii kil 11 ill ill 51 iii ill id ja
Z.C.I. for E.S.S. III-257 P.O.C./11. of P. 1988
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umber 8 from the main menu is used to turn the sound on or off.

,.. Press Control-A from the main menu to access the teacher managene.lt

options.
A. Number 1 'Turn graphics off" will remove the games from the

activities so that the student is not allowed to play any oames.

B. Number 3 'See names and scores" allows you to print student

scores or view them on the screen.

C. Number 4 allows you to "Clear names and scores." (100 scores

Ili
may be sa..*ed. After that. the oldest score is removed each time

s new score is entered.)

iii

D. NumZer 6 'Set level for TIC-TAC-TOE" allows you to adjust the

cifficulty of the came to easy. medium. or hard. It also tells

yo;: the current setting.
Ili

IliSUGGESTIONS

1. The game TIC-TAC-TOE takes approximately 50 seconds to play and is

very motivational. If the teacher wishes to eliminate the game.

d...

turn the graphics off in the teacher management options.

If the student pets the first ter problems correct, press Escape

twice to go on to the next activity, DESEPT ISLAND.

3. D.T.A Apclicat cns: Ili

Warm-Up
Guided Practice
Independent Practice
vocabu lary: none

4. See the MECC manual for further information.

IProblem II of 25

I IliI
1 6 x 8= 55 Problem , of 25 al

ii Think* S groups of I

No, try win.. i-3 .
.

III
Press SPACE OAR to continue .

6 x 9 = 111

I [
fil

I I
0;50 ii 0

la ind ii iii fig ii hi ii iii II iii iii ii 111 will lila
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Zoo Trip

You have been working
hard and deserve to
set Out. Now about
trip to the 200!
With every problem
you answer correctly
in 30 seconds. you'll
Set to see new
animal. When the
time is up. the
border around the
Problem will change.

Press SPACE BAR to continue i

OBJECTIVES:

SOFTWARE
SUMMARY LI

I
Company: MECC A-147
Title: MULTIPLICATION

PUZZLES
Activity: ZOO TRIP

I
I
I
I
I
I

MFMT 2.1.3 Multiply Whole Numbers
SKILLS: M1 RECALL MULTIPLICATION NUMBER FACTS

M2 MULTIPLY 1-DIGIT BOTTOM NUMBER TIMES
2-DIGIT TOP NUMBER, NO REGROUPING

M3 MULTIPLY 1-DIGIT BOTTOM NUMBER TIMES UP
TO 4-DIGIT TOP NUMBER, NO REGROUPING

M4 MULTIPLY 1-DIGIT BOTTOM NUMBER TIMES
2-DIGIT TOP NUMBER, REGROUPING

M5 MULTIPLY 1-DIGIT BOTTOM NUMBER TIMES UP
TO 3 OR 4-DIGIT TOP NUMBER, REGROUPING

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

200 TPIP is a re:tew of all the activities in Multiplication Puzzles in
a timed drill format. Graphic reinforcement is provided by a trip to
the zoo. The amckint of time allowed to complete each problem can be set
in the teacher management options. If the graphics are turned off. the
aril! In not timed.

Twenty-five randomly generated review problems are presented. Students
are given as many chances as needed to answer a problem correctly within
the time allotted. If they answer incorrectly after the allotted time
has run cut. help is provided. The problem must be answered correctly
before proceeding to the next problem.

Students receive a score at the end of the lesson. They are
congratulated if they score at or above the mastery level. The mastery
level is set at 80% of 25 problems. If they score below the mastery
level, they are encouraged to repeat the program.

13 iii /El ill lii iii iii III 111
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TEACHER OPTIONS

Number 8 from the main menu is used to turn the sound on or off.
Ili

Press Control-A from the main menu to access the teacher management

options.
A. Number I Turn graphics off' will rei.wrie the games from the

activities so that the student is not allowed to play any games.

B. Number 2 'Set review time' allows you to change the amount of

time for completing each problem from a minimum of 2 seconds to a

MaYimum of 255 seconds. The default setting is 30 seconds.

C. NumDer 3 'See names and scores" allows you to print student
scores or view them on the screen.

D. Number 4 allows you to 'Clear names and scores.' (100 scores

may be saved. After that. the oldest score is removed each time
a new score is entered.)

E. Number 6 allows you to spec.fy whether you want reOrOun, rename.
or carry used in the problems. It also tells you what the

current setting is.

SUGGESTIONS

The teacher wi11 have to use his/her on judgement as to the

timing for this review drill.

iii

ill

I.
.,
4..

:

iii

I.

aopropriate
2. D.T. A Applications: 111

Warm-Up

ill
Guided Practice
Independent Practice
Vocabulary: regroup. rename. carry in'

3. Ere the MECC manual for further information.

ill Problem 2 of 25
ii--..a.........

115
ii

..... :. A. 565 aw. .::11; ;Ai,:
..., / _.s.:
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r No, try
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Problem 2 of 23
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aCompany: MECC A-170 . W

111

T 1 t 1 e : Number Munchers
Activity: EQUALITY

Score: sci...±_ j I.

eB

OBJECTIVES:

41FMT 2.1.1. 2.1.2 Add Whole Numbers and
Subtract Whole Numbers
SKILL: Al. RECALL ADDITION NUMBER FACTS

Si RECALL SUBTRACTION NUMBER FACTS

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

This game is similar to Pac Man. Tho student is given a number in

the statement 'Equals ". The student must maneuver the 'Muncher'
using all four arrow keys (or a joystick if one is connected) in a 5X6
grid with 30 squares containing equations. He must then press the space

bar to "munch" those equations that have an answer that equals the

number given at the top. Certain squares are Indicated as safe from the

trogg'es which try to catch the muncher. Beeps tell the student when

the safe squares are changed. Four notes also announce the arrival of a

troggl° onto the game board. As the student progresses from game to
game, more troggles appear, and they do not always move in straight

lines as at the beginning. The student may press '?' to stop the game

if he wishes. If he does, he loses points but can continue to play. An

entirely new session must be started once all four 'munchers' have been
lost. A muncher can be lost either by having a troggle st it or by
getting a wrong answer.

Sound is used as feedback. It announces wrong answers. right

answers, and a game successfully completed. Wrong answer feedback is a
negative sound and a statement telling the student that the munched

111

equation does not equal the given number.
Ex. Look again! 4-2 is not equal to 1.

Press Space Bar to continue.
The score is shown at the bottom. Once a student does a couple of

games correctly, he is given a cute graphic of 'Great Moments in Muncher

Ili History where the muncher is a winner and the troggle is a loser. He

may also be put in the Muncher Nall of Fame if his score is among the 10

top scores for that activity.

a hi kg Ica
Z.C.I. for L.S.E. P.O.C./17. of MD. 1988
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TEACHER OPTIONS

1. Press Control-S to turn the sound 'on' or 'off'.

C. Press Control-A from the main menu to access the teacher management
options.
A. Select the activity of 'Equality" by pressing the Return key

down once to see 'yes" under the 'Use' category. The same can

be done to turn 'off" this activity, just press Return to see
'no" in the 'Use' catecory. The highlighted box should be or

the word 'yes" or "no' in this category, if teacher was just in

the game. If not the highlighted box is moved by using the
arrow keys.

B. Select the range of numbers by using the arrow key to move the
hichlichted box to the 'Rance" category. Then press Return. The
allowatle range of numberis used in this activity is 1-50. The

teat - : follows the screen directions by entering In the lower
limit ala the upper limit.

C. Selec: either 'random" or 'in order' for the 'Sequence'

category. Do this by moving the highlighted box to that

catecory and pressing return. This will allow the numbers that
were selected in the range category to be presented in order or

randomly.
D. Select the operations that will be used by moving the

highlighted box under the 'Other" catecory. Press Return and
enter the selections by following the sceens directions. In this

activity it means pressing the arrow keys and the Return key to

turn the operations 'on' or 'off.'

*Notes Descriptions of the categories are available if the Teacher

presses the '?" key when the highlighted box is on the category

in question.

SUGGESTIONS

1. Listen for sound to hear if the student is progressing and getting

correct answers.

2. Leave the sound 'on' if it does not distract other students. Sound

Is an important part of the game and the feedback and lets the

student know what is happening that he might not otherwise notice.

3. E.T.A. Applications:
Warm-up
Independent Practice
Vocabulary: Equals

4. See the MECC manual for further information.

Helpers behave in a manner similar to Reggies

ribdin except that if they enter cells containing a

Helpers number or expression, they will eat them

Ormalus assixtus) but acl leave any in their place. Unlike

'toggles, Helpers move in random directions.

Eli II II II bit id 111
S.C.I. for ES.E. 111,262 P.G.C./U. of MD. 1988
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OBJECTIVES:

SUMMARY
Company: MECC A-170
Title: NUMBER MUNCHERS
Activity: FACTORS

MFMT 2.1.3
SKILLS: M1

Mu,tiply Whole Numbers
RECALL MULTIPLICATION NUMBER FACTS ii

ill ii

InACTIVITY SUMMARY lil

E This game is similar to Pac Man. The student is given a number in
the statement "Factors of ' The student must maneuver the

"Mlinchsti sing ai i four arrow keys for a joystick if one is connected)
in a 5X6 grid with 30 squares containing other numbers. He must then
press the space bar to 'munch" those numbers that are factors of the one
given at the top. Certain squares are indicated as safe from the

troggles which try to catch the muncher. Beeps tell the student when
the safe squares are changed. Four notes also announce the arrival of a
troggle onto the gacie board. As the student progresses from game to
game. more troggles appear, and they do not always move in straight
lines as at the beginning The student may press '?' to stop the game
if he wishes. If he does. he loses points but can continue to play. An

entirely new session must be started once all four 'munchers' have been Ili

lost. A muncher can be lost either by having a troggle eat it or by

getting a wrong answer.
Sound is used as feedback. It announces wrong answers, right

iii

j answers. and a game succeseully completed. Wrong answer feedback is a
Ilinegative sound and a statement telling the student that the munched

number is not a factor of the given one.

iii

Ex. Look again!! 2 is not a factor of 3.
Press Space Bar to continue.

The score is shawl at the bottom. Once a student does a couple of
games correctly, he is given a cute graphic of 'Great Moments in Muncher
History' where the muncher Is a winner and the troggle is a loser. He

III

may also be put In the Muncher Hall of fame if his score is among the 10
top scores for that activity.

la fil id Mil II Milli il ill bil lid iii ill li iii ill la
S.C.I. for E.S.E.



TEACHER OPTIONS

1. Press Control-S to turn the sound 'on" or 'off.'
2. Press Control-A from the main menu to access the teacher management il

options.
A. Select the activity of "Factors" by pressing the Return key

Own once to see 'yes' under the 'Use' category. The same can

iii
be done to turn off this activity. just press Return to see "no"
in the 'Use" cateoory. The highlighted box should be on the
word "yes" or 'no" in this category. if teacher was just in v Ili
game. If not the highlighted box Is moved by using the arrow
keys.

B. Select the range of numbers by using the arrow key to move the
highlighted box to the "Pange category. Then press Return. The
ailowable range of numbers used in this activity is 3-99. The
teacher follows the screen directions by entering in the lower
limit and the upper limit.

C. Select e:ther "random" or "in order" for the 'Sequence"
category. Do this by moving the highlighted box to that
category and pressing Return. This will allow the numbers that
were selected in the range category to be presented in order or
randomly.

iii

*Note. Descriptions of the categories are available if the Teacher
presses the "?" key when the highlighted box is on the category
in question.

a
SUGGESTIONS

1. Listen for sound to hear if the student is progressing and getting
correct answers.

2. Leave the sound "on" if it does not distract other students. Sound
Is an important part of the game and the feedback and lets the

iii
student know what is happening that he might not otherwise notice.

3. D.T.A. Applications:
Warm-up
Independent Practice
Vocabulary: Factors

Parer
Ranagermt lotions

Itundurs

aS. 11=1:31:1=1=0"1

111

P. Sorter, sor-wal owe 'Mims
& Basta a MU or ram miry

Plumbic Iturchors
Check or Notify Gam Sottolso

Cam Ili! trim Smuonce Other

WW1., mi 2-00 11. ardor v. to 10

Fa ters goo 3- in ardor

Primo

Equally gm 1-111 la ardor

Inmoality yes 1-50 10 ortar x4 Irmo AU 11611ofromliots

'OA" KIN sto select MAA
Woe Kay stoect to woo omu

Retant toy tomato 1140
Lome Rey = Ilmoosnon1 Options
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OBJECTIVES:

O
O
I

SOFTWARE
SUMMARY
Company: MECC A-170
Title: Number Munchers
Activity: INEOUALITY

I
MFMT 2.1.1, 2.1.2 Add Whole Numbers and Subtract

I
Whole Numbers
SKILL: Al RECALL ADDITION NUMBER FACTS

S1 RECALL SUBTRACTION NUMBER FACTS

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

This game is smilar to Pac Man. The student is given a number in
the statement 'Greater than 6, 'Less than ' or 'Not equal
to .6. The student must maneuver the 'Muncher' using all four
arrow keys for a joystick if one is connected) in a SX6 grid with 30
squares containing eq...:ations. He must then press the space bar to
'munch' those equations that have an answer that is 'greater than',
'less than' or 'not equal to the number given at the top. Certain

squares are indicateo as safe from the troggles which try to catch the
muncher. Beeps tell the student when the safe squares are changed.
Four notes also Jmnounce the arrival of a troggle onto the game board.
As the student progresses from game to game. more troggles appear. and
they do not always move in straight lines as at the beginning. The

student may press 'V to stop the game if he wishes. If he does. he
loses points but can continue to play. An entirely new session must be
started once all four 'munchers' have been lost. A muncher can be lost
either by having a troggle eat it or by getting a wrong answer.

Sound is used as feedback. It announces wrong answers. right
answers. and a game successfully completed. Wrong answer feedback is a
negative sound and a statement telling the student that the munched
equation that is incorrect.

Ex. Oops! 0 1 is equal to 1.

Press Space Bar to continue.
The score is shown at the bottom. Once a student does a couple of games
correctly. he is given a cute graphic of 'Great Moments in Muncher
History 'where the muncher is a winner and the troggle is a loser. He

may also be put in the Muncher Hall of Fame if his score is among the 10

top scores for that activity.

lilt Id kil II fill 111 ill lid lid big
B.C./. for I.S.Z. 111-245 P.G.C./U. of MD. 1988
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TEACHER OPTIONS

1. Press Control-S to turn the sound on or off.
Press Control-A from the main menu to access the teacher management
options.
A. Select the activity of 'Inequality' by pressing the return key

down once to see 'yes" under the "Use" category. The same can
be done to turn off this activity. just press return to see "no"
in the 'Use" category. The highlighted box should be on the
word 'yes' or 'no'. in this cateoory. if teacher was just in the
game. If not the highlighted box is moved by using the arrow
keys.

B. Select the range of numbers by using the arrow key to move the
highlighted box to the 'Range" category. Then press return. The
allowable range of numbers used in this activity is 1-50. The
teacher follows the screen directions by entering in the lower
limit and the upper limit.

C. Select either 'random' or 'in

the

for the 'Sequence'
category. Do this by moving the highlighted box to that
category and pressing return. This will allow the numbers that
were selected in the range category to be presented in order or
randomly.

U. Select the operations that will be used by moving the

hi liote bcv under the "Other" category. Prens return and

lig
enter the selections by following the screen directions. In this
activity it mo=ws pressing the arrow keys and the return key to
turn the opera:ions on or off.

Note Descriptions cf the categories are available if the Teacher
presses the m?" key when the highlighted box is on the category
in question.

SUGGESTIONS

iiiI. Listen for souno to hear if the student is progressing and getting

.,,

correct 4nswers.
2.

aLeave

the sound on If it does not distract other students. Sound is

important part of the game and the feedback and lets the student
know what is happening that he it not otherwise notice.

ill 3. D.T.A. Applications:
Warm-up
Independent Practice
Vocabulary: Equals

ii4. See the MECC manual for further information.

ilBanks
ereoulus aamaahms)

Rngies are the mot common species of
Troggle. The creatures travel in straight
!Ines When Reggies enter cells containing
a number or expression, they eat them and
leave another (target or distractor) in their

Place.
^r t

S.C.I. for E.S.I. 1111966 IP.G.C./11. of MD. 1988
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Escape Coy t CAWS' st Title: Number Munchers
Activity: MULTIPLES

111 Ili

IIIOBJECTIVES:
MFMT 2.1.3 MULTIPLY WHOLE NUMBERS
SKILL: M1 RECALL MULTIPLICATION NUMBER FACTS

ACTIVITY SUMMARY: This game is s:milar to Pac Man. The student is given a number in
the

This
'Mu't:ples of '. The student must maneuver the

'Muncher" using all four arrow keys (or a joystick if one is connected)
in a SX6 grid with 30 squares containing other numbers. He must then
press the Space Bar tc "munch' those numbers that are multiples of the
one given at the top. Certain squares are indicated as safe from the

j "Troggles' which try to catch the muncher. Beeps tell the student when ill
the safe squares are changed. Four notes also announce the arrival of a
'Monte' onto the game board. As the student progresses from game to
game. more 'Ironies" appear, and they do not always move in straight
lines as at the beginning. The student may press '?' to stop the are
if he wishes. If he does. he loses points but can continue to play. An

entirely new session must be started once all four 'munchers' have been
lost. A muncher can be lost either by having a 'Tcoggle" eat It or by
getting a wrong answer.

Sound is used as feedback. It announces wrong answers, right
answers . and a game successfully completed. Wrong answer feedback is a

ill

negative sound and a statement telling the student that the munched
number Is not a multiple of the given one.

Ex. Clops, 48 is not a multiple of 13.
Press Space Bar to continue.

The score is shown at the bottom. Once a student does a couple of games
Ili correctly, he Is given & cute graphic of 'Great Moments In Muncher

History 'where the muncher is a winner and the 'Troggle' is a loser. He

iii

may also be put In the Muncher Mall of Fame if his score is among the 10
top scores for the. activity.

i .

I

E.C.I. for E.S.E.
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TEACHER OPTIONS

1. Press Control-S to turn the sound 'un' or 'off' at any point in the

procram.

2. Press Control-A from the main menu to access the teacher manacement
options

..,

A. Se' the activity of Multiples by pressing the Return key down

once to see 'yes" under the 'Use" category. Tne same car be

aore to turn 'off" this activity, press Return to see "no" in

ill

the 'Use" catecory.
iiiB. Select the range of numbers by us:-g the arrow key to move the

highlighted boy to the 'Range' category. Then press Return. The

allowable range f numbers used in this activity is 2-20. The iii
teacher follows the screen directions by entering in the lower
limit and the upper lim:t!
Select either 'random" or 'in order' for the 'Sequence"C.

icateocry. Do this by moving the highlighted box to that

f
category and pressing return. This will allow the numbers that

were selected in the range category to be presented in order or

randomly.

D. Select the multiples of the key values by moving the highlighted

box under the 'Other" category. Press return and enter the

number by following the screen directions.

*Note* Descriptions of the cateoories are available if the Teacher
presses the "?" key when the highlighted box is on the category

in question.

iiiSUGGESTIONS

1. Listen for sound to hear if the student is progressing and getting

correct answers.

2. Leave the sound 'on' if it does not distract other students. Sound

Is an important part of the game and the feedback and lets the

student know what is happening that he might not otherwise notice.

3. D.T.A. Applications:
Warm-up

Ili

Independent Practice
Vocabulary: Multiples

4. See the MECC manual for further information.

I
Smarties
(Teogglus soarticus)

Smarties travel in an unpredictable pattern
until they get close to the Muncher and then
they will "home in" on the Muncher and
attempt 'to catch It. They have no effect on

the contents of a cell.

Vu- 0

id .11
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51
a Prime Numbers SOFTWARE

a
9 4 I 9

2 10 10 10 1

i U 4 11

14 14

4 10
_____

13

Score: 240

OBJECTIVES:

SUMMARY rt
a

Company: MECC A-170
Title: Number Munchers
Activity: PRIMES

MFMT 2.1.3 MULTIPLY WHOLE NUMBERS
SKILL: NOT REQUIRED ON THE MFMT a

a
ACTIVITY SUMMARY I

This game is similar to Pac Man. The student is given the
statement 'Prime Numbers.' Ti' student must maneuver the 'Muncher'
using all four arrow keys for a Joystick if one is connected) In a 5X6
grid with 30 squares containing other numbers. He must then press the
space bar to 'munch' those numbers that are prime numbers. Certain
squares are indicated as safe from the trogoles whi1h try to catch the

Ilimuncher. Seeps tell the student when the safe squares are changed.
Four notes also announce the arrival of a troggle onto the game board.
As the student progresses from game to game, more troggles appear, and
they do not always move In straight lines as at the beginning. The
student may press '?' to stop the game if he wishes. If he does. he
loses points but can continue to play. An entirely new session must be
started once all four 'munchers' have been lost. A muncher can be lost
either by having a troggle eat it or by getting a wrong answer.

Sound is used as feedback. It announces wrong answers. right
answers, and a game successfully completed. Wrong answer feedback is a

ii
negative sound and a statement telling the student that the munched
number Is not a prime number.

lil

Ik. Cops! 4 is not a Prime number.
Press Space Bar to continue.

The score is shown at the bottom. Once a student does a couple of games
iii

11 correctly, he is given a cute graphic of 'Great Moments in Muncher
History" Oat the muncher Is a winner and the troggle is a loser. He

ii
may also be put In the Muncher Hall of Fame if his score is among the 10
top scores for that activity.IT a

Et lit 111 ill hil ii ki hi ii lii il Ill li lii 111 ii II ii PSZ.
S.C.I. for E.S.E. III-2697(d 10.0,C./11. of P. 1988
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Ili Number Munchers

(Munchicus digitus)

a

ki

TEACHER OPTIONS

1. Press Control-S to turn the sound on or off.

F. Press Control-A from, the main menu to access the teacher management

options.
A. Select the activity of Primes by using the arrow keys to move

the hiohliahted box under the 'Use" cateoory. Press the return

key down once to see 'yes". The same can be done to turn off
this activity. press return to see 'no" in the Rise" cateoorv.

B. Descriptluis of the categories are available if the Teacner

presses the '?" key when the highlighted box is on the category

in question.

1.

.

SUGGESTIONS

Listen for sound to hear if the student is progressing and getting

correct answers.
Leave the sound on if it does not distract other students:. Sound is

an important part of the game and the feedback and lets the student

know what is happening that he might not otherwise notce.

D.T.A. Applications:
Warm-up
Indepenoent Practice
Vocabulary: Prime numbers

See the MECC manual for further information.

a

MOM OMNI

You Wirt the game with four Number
Munchers (three in reserve and one on the

game screen). You may earn one additional

Muncher if your score reaches 1,000 points, and

another at 10,000 points. Number Munchers

are under your control. This means that you

choose the direction that the Number Muncher

moves and when it eats a number or express:on

(targets). If the target eaten matches the
key value displayed at the top of the game

screen, then points are earned.

1 (-)
0 Li n.0

a
a
a

a
a
a

a
a
a
a
a

a
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Programs+

1. Ilse Flashcards
2. Flashcard Oeweastratioft
3. Create/Edit Flashcards

ptienss

4. General Inforwatien
S. Diskette Sussert
S. End

Which ember? IaL "4/'

OBJECTIVES:

SOFTWARE
SUMMARY

Company: MECC A-167
Title: OUICKFLASH!
Activities: NUMBER NAME,
WORD NAME, TENTHS,
HUNDREDTHS, DECIMAL PT.,
NUMBERS TO WORDS

MFMT 3.1.1 Write Numbers In Words and Digits

SKILLS: N1 IDENTIFY PLACE VALUE
N3 WRITE DIGITS FOR WORDS ONE THROUGH

NINETEEN
N5 WRITE DIGITS FOR WORDS TWENTY,

THIRTY, FORTY...NINETY
N7 WRITE DIGITS FOR HYPHENATED NUMBER

WORDS FROM TWENTYONE THROUGH
NINETYNINE

N10 .DENTIFY WORD NAMES TENTHS AND
HUNDREDTHS FROM THE DIGITS (.1 AND
.01)

N12 RECOGNIZE THAT WAND" REPRESENTS THE
DECIMAL POINT

N13 WRITE NUMBERS IN WORDS AND DIGITS

NOTE: A special data disk with the activities listed under the ACTIVITY
SUMMARY is required to cover the above skills.

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

guickflash! enables the teacher to construct electronic flashca,ds with
the following additional elements: automatic record keeping,
randomization of questions, control over the level of mastery required,
printed progress reports, and spelling tolerance. When a spelling
tolerance is set into a flashcard set, the student gets the feedback
that the answer was correct but the correct spelling was.... 11-1:,

teacher may also limit the pool of flashcards the student works with
until mastery of those Items is obtained. A time limit may be set if
you wish the student to work at a faster rate. Students must type in
the answers either as words, letters, or numbers. Once a question is
presented the student can answer it, press Return to see the correct
answer, or press Escape. If he presses Escape, he will be given the
total number of questions and the ones he has learned so far. He is

lit II ill iii ill lit ill Id ILE
E.C.I. for E.S.E. v1-273 P.G.C. /U. of MD. 1988
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given the choice to: 1. Continue with the flashcards, 2. Review the

learned questions, 3. Choose new set of flashcards, or 4. Return to the

main menu. If the student gets a wrong answer on the first try, the

correct answer is displayed. When a student has mastered a set of

flashcards, the program will continue to show his level of performance

as mastered even if he does not get them all right at a later time.

The following activities have been developed especially for this

project. They are on a special data disk that is needed to run with the

Quickflash! program.

NUMBER NAME meets skills N3, N5, and N7 listed above. Students must

enter the numbers in this set of 100 questions. An example is: Write

the number for: ninety-eight. The student must type in 98 as the

answer. (Caution: Do not change the spelling tolerance for this

activity since a spelling tolerance will allow any number to be accepted

as correct.)

WORD NAME meets skill N10. Ten multiple choice questions deal with

recognizing numbers having tenths or hundredths. An example is: Choose

the word name: .29
A. Twenty-nine hundredths

B. Twenty-nine

TENTHS meets skills NI and N10. Ten questions are set up as follows:

Write the digit in the tenths place: 298.07 The student must then type

in 0 as the answer.

HUNDREDTHS meets skills Ni and N10. Ten

follows: Write the digit in the hundredths
must then type in 5 as the answer.

DECIMAL POINT meets skill N12. Fifteen quest

Write the word that represents the decimal
must then type In AND as the answer.

questions are set up as
place: 786.05 The student

ions are set up as follows:
point: 1.907 The student

NUMBERS TO WORDS meets skill N13 which is a culmination of all the

skills needed for this objective. Twenty questions are set up as

follows: Write the number name for: 38.05 The student must then type

in THIRTY-EIGHT AND FIVE HUNDREDTHS. (Note: You might want to set a

spelling tolerance in this flashcard set since spelling is not a part of

the MFMT.)

"1;' t"1 113
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TEACHER OPT' )NS

1. Press CONTROL-A from the main menu to access the teacher management

options.
A. If you wish to enter student names so that students trist pick

their names from a list displayed on the screen, chc, 0 Option 2.

°Create/Edit class list.'
B. If you wish to create, edit, or delete existing sets o

flashcards, choose CREATE/EDIT FLASHCARDS from the main menu or

the 'Management Options' menu. (See the manual for more

information on how to create flashcards if you do not understand

what to do.)
1. If you wish to set the mastery level, spelling tolerance, time

limits, and the number of flashcards in the 'working pool,'

choose Option 4, 'Set levels and limits,* from the CREATE/EDIT

FLASHCARDS menu.

2. If you do not set the levels and limits, the program
automatically assigns the following:
a. Mastery level is 2 meaning the student must get the answer

correct twice before he Is considered as mastering the
concept. (It may be set from 1 to 10.)

b. Spelling variation is not allowed.
c. No time limit is given. (Time may be set from 0, for no

limit, to 30 seconds.)
d. Working pool is the number of questions in the set. (The

pool may be set from 1 to N with N being the number of

questions in the set.)
C. To print flashcards, choose Option 5, 'Print Flashcards" from the

Management Options menu. (NOTE: Any diacritical marks or special

characters used in a set will not print as they appear on the

screen.)
D. Student records may be printed or displayed from Option 6.

'Printer Support.'
E. Option 4 allows you to control whether the CREATE/EDIT FLASHCARDS

program will be displayed on the main menu.

2. Diskette support from the main menu allows you to select one or two

disk drives, create a data diskette, or copy a data diskette.

States

Total Owestiofts : SO

Learmod s 2,

L Coatiowe with flashcards
t. Review learned toostioas
S. Choose aim set of flashcards
4. Return to man menu

Nhich somber?

Moe to so, Mayne! Too hove

tea
nesod

t
eof ol atshhc

abdsm.
ers to
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SUGGESTIONS id

1. If you are not sure whether the program is set for 1 or 2 disk
drives. choose Diskette Support from the main menu and set the iiill

program according to the number of disk drives that you have.

2. Unless you plan to have students create their own flashcards (which

could be a good learninw experience), choose Option 4 from the

Management Options menu and set the program so that CREATE/EDIT
FLASHCARDS does not appear on the main menu.

3. Instruct students to choose *1 'Use Flashcards' from the main menu
and then the activity you want them to do on the data diskette. 12
(See the Student Handout which follows this summary for further
information on what the student must do.)

4. Adjust the time limit and the working pool according to your
student's needs and the difficulty of the activity. (See Teacher

Options.)
5. D.T.A. Applications:

Warm-up R.

Guided Practice (Students are given the choice to redo missed

Independent Pr
ii]

questions.)

Vocabulary: See examples from individual activities.

6. See the MECC manual for further information. E

11 iii la ki lid id 12.
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STUDENT HANDOUT

A QUICK GUIDE TO QUICKPLASH'

How to use Quickflash!:

1. Turn on the computer monitor, insert the Quickflash! program diskette
in Drive 1, and turn on the computer.

If your computer has two disk drives, put the data diskette your teacher
wants you to use in Drive 2.

if your computer has only one disk drive, you will need to follow the
directions on the computer screen carefully. The computer will tell you
when to take out the program diskette and when to put in the data
diskette.

2. Type the number 1 for the USE FLASHCARDS program on the main menu
and press Return.

3. If you see your name in the list of students shown on the computer
screen, type the number of your name.

If your name is not on the list, type 0 (zero, not the letter 0) and add
your last name and then your first name when the computer asks you
for them.

4. Type the number of the set of flashcards you want to use and press
Return.

5. When you see a flashcard shown on the screen, type the answer to the
question. If your answer is wrong, the computer will show you the right
answer. If you do not know the answer, you can press Return to see it.

6. If you want to stop using the flashcards, press the Escape Key once.
The computer will tell you how many of the flashcards you have learned.
Now you cart:

choose to go over the flashcards you have learned;

work on those you have not learned;

choose to use a different set of flashcards; or

go back to the main menu.

It's up to you!

23
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J Goodwill is
studying
chimpanzees in
Africa. It is
your job to find
then.

117,tle:
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Press SPACE AAA to continue

SOFTWARE
SUMMARY

Company: MECC A-148
Title: QUOTIENT QUEST
Activity: AFRICAN SAFARI

OBJECTIVES:

MFMT 2.1.4 Divide Whole Numbers
Q SKILL: D1 RECALL DIVISION NUMBER FACTS

ii
ACTIVITY SUMMARY

ii
Qubtierlt Ovest is set up so that the student does five problems and then

g is allowed to play a game. In AFRICAN SAFARI. students will receive I!
practice in:

dividing numbers with divisors 2 to 9 72 ..:- 9 = ...._

Twenty-five ra-,comly generated problems are presented using common

division formats:

6 1756-- : 36 -ii- 6: 36/6:
-26-

6

(The fraction formats are optional.) IV.

Students are given two opportunities to answer a problem correctly. If

they answer incorrectly on the second try, help is provided by

displaying an array that illustrates the problem or by stating basic

divis.on rules that cover the problem. The problem must be answered

correctly before proceeding to the next problem.

Ili

Students receive a score at the end of the lesson. They al..?

congratulated if they score at or above the mastery level. The mastery ig
level is set at 85% of 25 problems. If they score below the mastery

level, they are encouraged to repeat the program.

The object of the game of AFRICAN SAFARI is to locate four hidden

chimpanzees in the African landscape. Students have ten chan.es to

5 locate a chimp before returning to the division practice.
.

lil ill lia kil Iii Fli ill Iii iii Iii ill Iii 111 II lii li 111 R.
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TEACHER OPTIONS

ii? Ill1. Number 8 from the main menu is used to turn the sound on or off.
2. Press Control-A from the main menu to access the teacher management

options.
A. Number 1 'Turn graphics off' will remove the games from the

activities so that the student is not allowed to play any games.
S. Nu-ter 3 "See names and scores' allows you to print student

scores or view them on the screen.
C. Number 4 allows you to 'Clear names and scores." (100 scores

may be saveC. After that. the oldest score Is removed each time
a new score is entered.)

D. Number 6 'Choose fact display type' allows you to select
fraction formats for division practice programs. (Do not choose
the fro:glen formats since they are not consistent with the
MFMT.)

SUGGEST ONS

1. If the student is playing the game foe the first time. he should
choose option number 3 'See Instructions" Jefore choosing option
number 2 'Play 'AFPICAN SAFARI."

2. The game may taKe too long to play. If the teacher feels It does.
the erraphics skou:c be turned off in the management options so that
the student Is not allowed to play the game.

3. If the proriems are too easy. press Escape twice to go on to the

4. D.T.A. Apolicaticns:
next activity. TOM'. SWITCH.

Warm-Up
Guided Practice
Independent Practice
vocabulary: division

5. See the Y.Z:C manual for further Information.

Problem 7 et 25

9
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I
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Problem 7 of 25

Pilot. IS boles
Divided into IrOUPS of 3
Now pony groups/

OEM
MOO

No, try again.
Press SPACE OAR to continue
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lir , ., .
., .. SUMMARY

1 E

II Guard Captain
.

Jeff, there is a
thief loose in the castle You
have four rookie guards to

liE
tProtect the Royal Crown You
must tell them their every
SOU*.

Company: MECC A-148 liE

OBJECTIVES:

Title: QUOTIENT QUEST
Press SPACE DAR to continue Activity: CASTLE CAPER I 1 i

MFMT 2.1.4 Divide Whole Numbers iE
SKILLS: D2 1 DIGIT DIVISOR INTO 2DIGIT DIVIDEND,

ALL SIGHT DIVISION, NO REMAINDERS
D4 1DIGIT DIVISOR INTO 3DIGIT DIVIDEND,

MOSTLY SIGHT DIVISION, NO REMAINDERS
DS 1 DIGIT DIVISOR INTO 3DIGIT DIVIDEND.

REMAINDERS POSSIBLE

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

Ou7+1e,t Ovest is set up so that the student does five problems and then

-111 g n:

IS aliOweC to play a game. In CASTLE CAPER, students will receive

practice I

dividing a two-oigit number by itself 28 ÷ 28 = ii

div:ding twc-digit dividends that are multiples

of the divisors

3T-FT-

dividing three-digit dividends by one-digit 3T-iTIT ill

divisors. with no remainders

Twenty randomly generated problems are presented. Students are given

two opportunities to answer a problem correctly. If they answer

incorrectly on the second try. they are guided through the division

process steo-by-step or given the rule that any number divided by itself

is one. The problem must be answered correctly before proceeding tc the

Ili

next problem. ii
Students receive a score at the end of the lesson. They are

congratulated if they score at or above the mastery level. The mastery

level is set at 85% of 20 problems. If they score below the mastery

level, they are encouraged to repeat the program.

e

In the game CASTLE CAPER. a wily thief, Shifty Fin' ors, has manages to

the castle vault and take the royal crown. Students will help the

four palace guards prevent his escape and return him to the castle

vault. The guards have the keys to seal off parts of the castle.

thereby guiding him Into the vault.

E.C.I. for E.S.E. 111-281 !
P.C.C./0. of MD. 1988
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TEACHER OPTIONS

E1.i Number 8 from the main menu is used to turn the sound on or off.2. Press Control-A from the main menu to access the teacher managementoptions.
A. Number 1 'Turn graphics off' will remove the games from the

activities so that the student is not allowed to play any games.B. Number 3 'See names and scores" allows you to print student
scores or view them on the screen.

C. Number 4 allows you to 'Clear names and scores.' (ICC scoresmay be saved. After that. the oldest score is removed each timea new score is enterec.)

SUGGESTIONS
W !. If the student is playing the game for the first time. he should

choose option number 3 'See instructions' before choosing option

Ili
number 2 'Play 'CASTLE CAPEP."

2. If the game is too long or frustrating to the student. the teacher

iii 3

rnE, wi'il to eliminate it by turning the graphics off in the
management options.
If the problems are too easy. press Escape twice to go on to the
next activity. OP:EN77-1: TOWED.

4 D.T.A. Applicatic-.s:
Warm-Up
G.J:dec Pract.ce

Incependent Practice

o See the MECC manual for further information.

Vocabulary: n:ne

hiProblem 9 of 20

II
it
III
itII

I
617411-

81

I
No. try again.

Press SPACE 9A2 to contanue

I
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Problem l of 20
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OBJECTIVES:

SOFTWARE
SUMMARY
Company: MECC A-148
Title: QUOTIENT QUEST
Activity: MAGIC FLAGS

rFMT 2.1.4 Divide Whole Numbers
SKILL: D1 RECALL DIVISION NUMBER FACTS

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

Quotient Quest is set up so that the student does five problems and then
is allowed to play a game. In MAGIC FLAGS, students will receive

practice in:

dividing a number by 1
dividing a number by 0
dividing a one-digit number by itself
dividing numbers with divisors 2 to 5

28 1

0 4". 3 =

5 ÷ 5 =
3. 4 =

Twenty-five randomly generated problems are presented using common

division formats:

6 36 4- 6; 36/6; 6

(The fraction formats are optional.)

Students are given two opportunities to answer a problem correctly. If

they answer incorrectly on the second try, help is provided by

displaying an array that illustrates the problem or by stating basic

division rules that cover the problem:

Any number divided by itself is one.
Any number divided by zero is zero.

The problem must be answered correctly before proceeding to the n-vt

problem.

Students receive a score at the end of the lesson. They are

congratulated if they score at or above the mastery level. The mastery

level is set at 85% of 25 problems. If they score below the mastery

level, they are encouraged to repeat the program.

The object of the game of MAGIC FLAGS is to line up three numbers that Ili

total 15 on a grid.

E.C.I. for E.S.E. 111-283
P.G.C./U. of MD. 1988
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TEACHER OPTIONS

1. Number 8 from the main menu Is used to turn the sound on or off.

2. Press Control-A from the main menu to access the teacher management

options.
A. Number 1 'Turn graphics off' will remove the games from the

activities so that the student is not allowed to play any games.

B. Number 3 'See names and scores' allows you to print student
scores or view them on the screen.

C. !'ember 4 allows you to 'Clear names and scores.' (100 scores

may be saved. After that. the oldest score is removes each time
a new score is entered.)

D. Number 6 'Choose fact display type' allows you to select
fraction formats for division practicr programs. (Do not choose

the fraction formats since they are not consistent with the

MFMT.)

SUGGEF I ONS

1. If the student is playing the game for the first time, he should

choose option number 3 'See instructions" before choosing option
number 2 'Play 'MAGIC FLAGS."

2- The game MAGIC FLAGS is educational but may take too Ion; to play.

If the teacher feels it takes too long, the graphics should be

turned off in the management options so that the student is not
allowed ti) play the game.

3. If the problems are too easy, press Escape twice to go on to the

next activity, AFRICAN SAFARI.

4. D.T.A. Applications:
Warm-Up
Guided P:actice
Independent Practice
Vocabulary: division

5. See the MECL manua: for further informati,n.

ProbleP F of

2 4- 2 a 0

No, try again.
---.JPress SPACE BAR to continue

Problem 9 of 25
i''' ""

I

Renewber this division rule
Any number divided by itself is

one

13.1-284
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OBJECTIVES:

SUMMARY E
Company: MECC A-148
Title: QUOTIENT QUEST
Activity: ORIENTAL TOWER

MFMT 2.1.4 Divide WhoVe MumDers
SKILLS: D3 1-DIGIT DIVISOR INTO 2-DIGIT DIVIDEND,

REMAINDERS POSSIBLE
D5 1-DIGIT DIVISOR INTO 3-DIGIT DIVIDEND,

REMAINDERS POSSIBLE
D6 1-DIGIT DIVISOR INTO 4-DIGIT DIVIDEND,

MOSTLY SIGHT DIVISION, NO REMAINDERS

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

Quotient Quest is set up so that the student does five problems and then

is allowed to play a game. in ORIENTAL TOWER. students will receive

practice in:

dividing a number whose first digit is a multiple

of the divisor (with remainders)

dividing a number whose first two digits form a

multiple of the divisor (with remainders)

dividing a number in which the quotient will end

in zero (some have remainder3)

4T67)-

67249

6T5E

31 1260

Twenty randomly generated problems are presented. The student must

press 'R' to enter an 'r' for a remainder. Students are given two

opportussLies to answer a problem correctly. If they answer incorrectly

on the second try, they are guided through the division process

step-by-step. The problem must be answered correctly before proceeding

to the next problem.

Students receive a score at the end of the lesson. They arP

congratulated if they score at or above the mastery level. The mastery

level is set at 85% of 20 problems. If they score below the mastery

level, they are encouraged to repeat the program.

E.C.I. for E.S.E. 111-285 P.C.C./U. of MD. 1956
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The game ORIENTAL TOWER is a strategy game which Involves movingsections of a tower from Base 1 to reconstruct it on Base 3. A largerSection, however, cannot be placed on top of a smaller section.Students may choose to play a beginner's game with three sections of atower or an Intermediate
game with four sections. An advanced game withfive sections is allowed In th,1 final segment.

TEACHER OPTIONS
1. Number 8 from the main menu is used to turn the sound on or off.2. Press Control-A from the main menu to access the teacher managementoptims.

A. Number 1 'Turn graphics off' will remove the games from theactivities so that the student is not allowed to play any games.B. Number 3 'See names and scores' allows you to print studentscores or view them on the screen.
C. Number 4 igi:ows you to 'Clear names and scores.' (100 scoresmay be saved. After that, the oldest score is removeu each timea new score is entered.)

SUGGESTIONS

a
a

a

a
1. If the student is playing the game for the first time, he shoulachoose option number 3 'See Instructions'

before choosing optionnumber 2 'Play 'ORIENTAL TOWER "
2. If the game te*.es too long and is frustrating for the student, theteacher may wish to eliminate it by turning the graphics off in themanagement options.
3. If the problems are too easy, press Escape twice to go on to thenext activity. PEARL DIVERS.
4. D.T.A. Applications:

Warm-Up
Guided Practice

Independent Practice
Vocabulary: remainder

5. See the MECC manual for further information.

Problen 6 of 20

Sri

Probity+ 6 0-20

5?
2rry1 Think,
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01

No, try again.

Press SPA" 66R2Liffit
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SOFTWARE
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;,.." problem correctly within 70

W. seconds Company: MECC A-148
11

Press SPACE GAR to tnntnu Ti tle: QUOTIENT QUEST

OBJECTIVES:
Ac`vity: PEARL DIVERS

MFMT 2.1.4 Divide Whole Numbers
SK:LLS: Di RECALL DIVISION NUMBER FAL;TS

D2 1 -DIGIT DIVISOR INTO 2-DIGIT DIVIDEND,

ALL SIGHT DIVISION. NO REMAINDERS
D3 1 -DIGIT DIVISOR INTO 2-DIGIT DIVIDEND.

REMAINDERS POSSIBLE iE
D4 1-DIGIT DIVISOR INTO 3-DIGIT DIWDEND,

MOSTLY SIGHT DIVISION, NO REMAINDERS liE
D5 1 -DIGIT DIVISOR INTO 3-DIGIT DIVIDEND.

REMAINDERS POSSIBL2
D6 1-DIGIT DIVISOR INTO 4-DIGIT DIVIDEND.

MOSTLY SIGHT DIVISION, NO REMAINDERS

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

PEARL DIvEPS is a review of all the activities in Quotient Quest in a ig

timed arill format. Graphic reinforcement ,s provided by two pearl

divers who try to get a giant pearl off the bottom of the sea. The

amount of time allowed to complete each problem can be set in the

teacher management options. If the graphics are turned off, the drill

is not timed.

Twenty-four randomly generated review problems are presented. Students

are given as many chances as needed to answer a problem within the time

allotted. If they answer incorrectly after the allotted time has run

out, they are guided through the division process step-by-step. The

problem must be answered correctly bef-re proceeding to the next

problen.

For each problem answered correctly within the given time limit, the

divers move closer to the giant pearl. If the student takes too much

time. the frame around The problem changes color. The pearl divers will

get the pearl back to the surface if mastery is achieved. If a perfect

score is obtained. a porpoise dances on the surface of the set.

Students receive a score at the end of the lesson. They are

congratulated if they score at or above the mastery level. The mastery

level is set at 85% of 20 problems. If they score below the mastery

level. they are encouraged to repeat the program.

111-287 !

P.G.C./U. of )W. 1988
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TEACHER OPTIONS

1. Number S from the main menu is used to turn the sound on or off.

2. Press Control-A from the main menu to acceus the teacher management

options.
A. Number 1 'Turn graphics off' will remove the timing from PEARL

DIvERS so that it is untimed.

B. Number 2 'Set review time" allows you to change the amount of

time for completing each problem from a minimum of 2 seconds tc

a maximum of 255 seconds. The def,'.ult setting is 30 seconds.

If the graphics have been turned off. this drill is not timed,

C. Number 3 "See names and scores' allows you to print student

scores or view them on the screen.

D. Number 4 allows you to 'Clear names and scores.' (100 scores

ma: be saved. After that. the oldest score IS removed each time

a new score is entered.)

SUGGESTIONS

1. The teacher will have to use his/her own judgment as to the

1111
2.

appropriate timing for this review drill.

D.T.A. Applications:
Warm-Up
Guided Practice

Vocabula*y: remainoer
Independent Practice

lill

Iiii

iiii e3. See the MECC manual for further information.
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Preis SPACE BAR to continue

OBJECTIVES:

Company: MECC A-148
Title: QUOTIENT QUEST
Activity: TOTEM SWITCH

DIVIDEND,

a

MFMT 2.1.4 Divide Whole Numbers
SKILL: D3 1DIGIT DIVISOR INTO 2DIGIT

REMAINDERS POSSIBLE

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

Quotient Quest is -et up so that the student does five problems and then

is allowed to play a game. In TOTEM SWITCH, students will receive

practice in:

dividing numbers with divisors 2 to 9 5T7ii

dividing with remainders 7171

Twenty randomly generated problems are presented. The student must

press 'R' to enter an 'r' for a remainder. Students are given two

opportunities to answer a problem correctly. If they answer incorrectly

on the second try, they are guided through the division process

step-by-step. The problem must be answered correctly before proceeding

to the next problem.

Students receive a score at the end of the lesson. They are

congratulated if they score at or above the mastery level. The mastery

level is set at 80% of 20 problems. If they score below the mastery

level, they are encouraged to repeat the program.

The object of the game of TOTEM SWITCH is to switch the positions of the

totem poles until they are arranged in numeric order from 1 to 9.

Students may choose a beginner's game with five poles or an intermediate

game with seven poles. An advanced game with nine poles IS allowed in

the final segment.

E.C.I. for E.S.E. 111-289 P.O.C./U. of MD. 1988
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TEACHER OPTIONS

1. Number 8 from the main menu Is used to turn the sound on or off.

2. Press Control-A from the main menu to access the teacher management

options.
A. Number 1 'Turn graphics off' will remove the games from the

activities so that the student Is not allowed to play any games.

B. Number 3 'See names and scores' allows you to print student

scores or view them on the screen.

C. Number 4 allows you to 'Clear names and scores.' (100 scores

may be saved. After that, the oldest scare is removed each time

a new score is entered.)

SUGGESTIONS

1. If the student is playing the game for the first time, he should

choose option number 3 'See instructions" before choosing option

number 2 'Play 'TOTEM SWITCH."

2. The game is difficult and can be frustrating. Therefore. the

teacher may wish to eliminate it by turning the graphics off in the

management options.

3. If the problems are too easy, pr3ss Escape twice to go on t the

next activity, CASTLE CAPER.

4. D.T.A. Applications:
Warm-Up
Guided Practice
Independent Practice
Vocabulary: remainder

5. See the MECC manual for further Information.

Problem 1 of 20

9r1
51'

Press 'R' to enter remainder

O

I-

C"/,')()
tk,i4

ProbleA 5 .1 20

?
8 TIT Think

1017
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Chrts's Cosmic Creature
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created.
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Press SPACE VAR to continue

OBJECTIVES:

SOFTWARE
SUMMARY

Company: MECC A-145
Title: Space Subtraction
Activity: Cosmic Creature

MFMT 2.1.2 Subtract Whole Numbers
SKILL: S1 RECALL SUBTRACTION NUMBER FACTS

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

The students are given 25 subtraction problems. After each set of
5 problems the student builds a robot part by part. The problems in
this activity are very basic.

Students are presented with a subtraction problem. They enter
their answers using the number keys, beginning with the ones column.
The student enters In the complete answer then presses Return. There is
no regrouping in this program.

For a corult response the student will see the word 'RIGHT" appear
under their answer.

For an incorrect response the student will see the words "NO TRY
AGAIN. After a second incorrect response the student receives help.
They are assisted with a number line that has star filled boxes over the
same amount of ;umbers as the top number in the equation. The stars in
the boxes disappear one by one, demonstrating the subtraction of the
bottom number. Students are then expected to count the remaining boxes
and enter the number.

After completing five problem3 the student is presented with
various parts of a 'Cosmic Creature." The student selects out of a set
of 4 parts to build their custa. -ed robot. Each time the student
selects the body part, they see how much of the robot is built. When
they complete 25 problems successfully, they see the robot they've
created.

a
.

lit a Ica
Z.C.I. for E.S.I. 111-2,91 P.G.C./13. of I. 1988
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TEACHER OPTIONS

1. The sound can be turned on or 'off' by pressing number 7 at the

main menu.

2. Press Control-A while at the main menu to ;1 into the teacher

management.
A. To turn the graphics 'off ", press number 1, then Return and the

graphics will be turned 'off".

B. The other management options are self-explanatory. They are: See

names and scores; Clear names and scores; Set up printer; Return

to main menue.

3. The learning objectives in MECC'S COSMIC CREATURE are:

* SUBTRACT A SINGLE-DIGIT NUMBER FROM A SINGLE DIGIT NUMBER (FACTS)

*SUBTRACT A SINGLE-DIGIT NUMBER FROM ITSELF
*SUBTRACTING ZERO FROM A SINGLE-DIGIT NUMBER

SUGGESTIONS

1. For this activity the sound is 'on" during the robot building only.

If it is distracting to the rest of the class turn it 'off". If it

is not distracting, it can be entertaining to the student playing

the game.

2. D.T.A. Applications
Warm-up
Guided Practice
Independent Practice
Vocabulary: None

3. Turn the graphics "off" (at the main menu *7) if the student takes

more time on the game than necessary or if the game seems to break

up the learning activity.

4. See the MECC manual for further information.

Prblto 16 of 2S Problen 10 of 25

9 - 5 3

No, try again.
L_Press ""E

1111 Ala
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OBJECTIVES:

SOFTWARE
SUMMARY Li
Company: MECC A-145
Title: SPACE SUBTRACTION
Activity: SHUTTLE TRIP

FACTS
UP TO 2

3

MFMT 2.1.2 Subtract Whole Numbers
SKILL: Review:

S1 RECALL SUBTRACTION NUMBER
S2 SUBTRACT TWO NUMBERS WITH

DIGITS EACH, NO REGROUPING
S3 SUBTRACT TWO NUMBERS WITH UP TO

DIGITS EACH, NO REGROUPING

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

The students are given 20 subtraction problems. After each set of
problems that the student answers on the first attempt another step in
the graphics shuttle mission is accomplished. If perfect score is

obtained, the crew receives a warm greeting. Students are given as many
chances as needed to answer a problem correctly. If they answer

incorrectly after the allotted time has run out, help Is provided.
Problems are presented in both verticle and horizontal format. They

enter their answers using the number keys, beginning with the ones
column. The student enters in the complete answer then presses Return.
There id no regrouping in this program.

For an incorrect response the words 'NO, TRY AGAIN" will appear at
the bottom of the screen. After the alloted time runs out the student
receives help. They are assisted with a pink rectangular box that

surrounds the numbers that should be worked with. The student must
select the correct answer to move to the next column.

At the end of a leeson the student receives a scoring frame
that informs them of the number of problems they answered correctly on
the first attempt.

Ex. You did 20 problems.
You got 20 problems right on the first try

VERY GOOD!!!
OR

You did 20 problems.
You got 15 problems right on the first try.
Please try SHUTTLE TRIP again.

72,5



The sound can be turned 'off" or Ion" by pressing number 7 at the
main menu.

2. Press Control-A while at the main menu to get into tht teacher
management.

A To turn the graphics "off", press number 1, then Return.
B. To adjust the time press number 2, then Return. enter in the time

that will be allowed for each problem to be rnswered The range
is 2-25S seconds.

C. The other management options are self-explanatory. They are: See
names and scores; Clear names and scores; Set up printer; Return
to main menu.

TEACHER OPTIONS

3

id 4'

SUGGESTIONS

For this activity the sound is 'on' during the graphics section. If

it is distracting to the rest of the class turn it "off" (number 7
at the main menu). If it is not distracting, it can be entulaining
to the student playing the game.

D.T.A. Applications
Warm-up
Guided Practice
Independent Practice
Vocabulary: None

Turn the graphics 'off" (at the mall.: menu *7) if the udent takes
more time on the game than necessary or if the game seems to break
up the ltarning activity. When the graphics are turned "off", the
students do not get the option menu after a set of eight problems.

See the MECC manual for further Information.

Prebhw 12 tI 20 r--------Problew 12 it 20 ii

I
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. . SOFTWARE :

a .

a
, SUMMARY :

a a
a C.)mp an y : MECC A- 1 45 a
Iiii . tress SPACE AR to continue

.W.
Title: SPACE SUBTRACTION
Activity: SPACE MATCH

a
a OBJECTIVES: a

aMFMT 2.1.2 Subtract Whole Numbers
SKILL: S2 SUBTRACT TWO NUMBERS WITH UP TO 2 DIGITS

II S3 SUBTRACT TWO NUMBERS WITH UP TO 3
EACH, NO REGROUPING

iiDIGITS EACH, NO REGROUPING

a
a1111 ACTIVITY SUMMARY 'if

a The students are given 20 subtraction problems. After each set of a
five problems the student has the optiun to play the game 'SPACE MATCH."

Students are presented with a subtraction problem in either a
verticle or horizontal format. They enter their answers using the

a number keys, beginning with the ones column. The student enters in the a
complete answer then presses Return. There is no regrouping in this

iii

program.
The students are immediately presented with the math problems.

Ili

For an Incorrect response the words "NO, TRY AGAIN" appear on the bottom

of the screen. After a second incorrect response they are prompted by a

pink rectangular box which highlights the numerals that should be

calculated. The student must enter the correct answer to move to the

next column.
When the student has completed eight problems he/she is presented
three options: lig

1. Continue working problems
2. Play ZEEMOON WALK
3. See instructions

411° Ill 7 ,:j 7

ill

E.C.I.
m

.C.I. for E.S.B. -;95 P.G.C./17. of MD. 1988



i li k i i I i
The object of the game Is to try to mrtch various 'space" words, 411

planet names, or planet symbols. The student presses a number in column
1 and then tries to find its match by pressing a number in column 2. iii

At the end of a lesson the student receives a scoring frame that
informs them of the number of problems they answered correctly on the
first attempt.

Ex. You did 20 problems.
You got 19 problems right on the first try ill

111

VERY GOOD!!!
You are ready for SHUTTLE TRIP.

or
You did 20 problems.
You got 14 problems right on the first try. ill

ill

Please try SPACE WALK again.

is Problem 111 of 20 ii

ii ii

ii 214
327

ii

ii
114

ii

ii No, try again. ii

ill
k

Press SPACE OAR to continue I

Problem 1 of 20

ii I
ii a
ii ii

ii
"*. a

ii
Terry Wormin il

ill
You did 20 Problems. ii
You got 111 problems right

ii
ill

on the first try.
--__

VERY G0001

You are ready for
SHUTTLE TRIP.

a
Press SPACE OAR to continue j

r

5

ii,..:,
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TEACHER OPTIONS

1. The 'ound can be turned 'off' of 'on" by pressing number 7 at the

mai;1 menu.

2. Press t..ontrol-A 4h1le at the main menu to get into the teacher

management.
A. To turn the graphics 'off", press number 1, then Return

B. The other management options are self-expllnatory. They are:See

names and scores; Clear names and scores; Set up printer; Rea.rn

to main menu.

3. The learning objectives in MECC'S SPACE MATCH are:

1.

SUGGESTIONS

For this activity the sound J., 'on' during the game only. If it Is

distracting to the rest of the class t,n it 'off'. If it is not

distracting, it can be entertaining tc the student playing the game.

2. D.T.A. Applicationa
Warm-up
Guided Practice
Independent Practice
Vocabulary: None

3. Turn the graphics 'off" (at the main menu #7) If the student takes

more time on the game than necessary or if the game seems to break

up the learning activity. When the graphics are turned off, the

students do not get the option menu after a set of eight problems.

4. See the MECC manual for further informatation.

Management Options

1. Turn graphics err
(Currently en)

2. Set SHUTTLE Mr roofs.. time
(Currently = 30 seconds)

3. See nerves end scores

4. Clear names and scores

S. Set up printer

O. Return to main menu

Which *lotion?

7:2

ill
ill inri
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SOFTWARE la

ii ii[Whore should Zebull try
[land? II

iii
SUMMARY a

if 'ifCompany: MECC A-145

ill :
......ao..

Title: SPACE SUBTRACTION ii
illl Activity: kEMOON WALK

iii

illMIMI' 2.1.2 Subtract Whole Numbers
SKILL: S1 RECALL SUBTRACTION NUMBER FACTS

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

The students are given 24 subtraction problems. After
each set of five problems the students have the option to

411

play the gone "ZEMOON WALK."
Students are presented with a subtraction problem in

either vertical or horizontal format. They enter their
anew by using the number keys, bAginning with the ones
co:ur..... The student enters in the complete answer then
presses Return. There Is no regrouping In this program.

illproble
The students are immediately presented with the math
ms. For an incorrect response the words "NO, TRY

AGAIN" appear at the bottom of the screen. After a second
Incorrect response the student receives help. They are
prompted by a pink rectangular box that surrounds the
numbers that should be calculated. The student must select
the correct answer to move to the next column. The pink

fli rectangle surrounds the hundreds column and the student
again must enter the correct answer.

When the student has completed eight problems he/she is
presented with three options:

ill
1. Continue working problems
2. Play ZEEMOON WALK
3. See instructions

Ili

The object of the game is to try to land Zebug safely
on the moon. It is based on estimation skills, using two

ill

given numbers as endpoints to aid in the landing. The
student enters In a number between the given endpoints,
presses Return and the written feedback is either: "It is
no safe to land here, Please try again." or We are out of

l
.C.I. for Z32
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iii iii
111

fuel." The Zebug is out ,f fuel after three att.ampts to
land. When out of fuel Zebug crash lands on the ..00n and
the students return to the subtraction drill by pressing the
space bar.

At the end of a lesson the student receives a scoring
frame that informs them of the number of problems they
answered correctly on the first attempt.

Ex. Yo',. did 24 problems. Ili

You got 23 problems right on the first try
Very Good!!

You are ready for SPACE MATCH.
OR

You did 24 problems.
You got 16 problems right on the first try.
Please try ZEMOON WALK again.

I
Problem 1 of 24 I

iii a 0
III a

23

111
- 12

I
Iiii ill

.

iii

---

e

ill
L WIN I 4 ill

ill a
114.7PN 1111

Itli.11111°K:a.14rI44111(ig

iii

Press SPACE SAS to continue
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TEACHER OPTIONS

1. The sound can be turned "off" or "on" by pressing number
7 at the main menu.

li?

Press Control-A at the main menu to get into the teacher
management (See "How to Modify the Disk" in the
Teachers Manual)

A. To turn the graphics "off" or "on", press number 1. ill

then Return.
B. The other management options are self-explanatory.

They are: See names and scores: Clear names and
illscores; Set up printer; Return to main menu.

3. The learning objectives In MECC's ZEMOON WALK are:
* SUBTRACTING A TWO-DIGIT MULTIPLE OF 10 FROM A TWO

* SUBTRACTING *A SINGLE-DIGIT NUMBER FROM A TWO-DIGIT
DIGIT MULTIPLE OF 10:

NUMBER IN HORIZONTAL FORMAT;

ill
* SUBTRACTI.NG A TWO-DIGIT NUMBER FROM A TWO-DIGIT
NUMBER WITH NO REGROUPING

0 id
SUGGESTIONS

1 For this activity the sound Is on during the gameill 4.

ill

section only. If it is distracting to the rest of the
class turn it off. If it is not distracting, it can be
entertaining to the student playing the game.

Pi
D.T.A. Applications
Warm-up
Guided Practice
Independent Practice
Vocabulary: Nora

510.
p..), 1

ElN iiii ilsizi ii ill ii ii 0:0 ii M cil!. !if)119.!A
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111

3. Turn the graphics off (at the main menu #7) if the
student takes more time on the game than necessary or if

the game seems to break up the learning activity. When
the graphics are turned "off", the students do not get
the option menu after a set of eight problems.

4. See the MECC manual for further information.

Management Options

a
a
a

1. Turn graphics off
(Currently on)

iii

Z. Set !HUSTLE TRIP review time
(Currently : 33 seconds)

3. 3_, names end oceree

4. Clear names and scores

3. Set up printer

6. Return to wain mono

I

Which otien? M
._

I a
I a
id Iiii

5 _ iii

111
Iiii

iiiii
Iiiii

II ii
III a
fil a

lii Iiii

i ill

a iiii iii ii ii id id id ii lig iii id hi iii ii iii II 111°.,
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locum
Indianwelis 100

.

4-
Firecracker. 100

4 Daetena 100

4. CO ,.J. 100
5: Mixed) Grand Prix

Mick race (1-5)

4d El)
MIUMEMMOVIMIll

OBJECTIVES:

r.sFMT: 2.1.1
2.1.2
2.1.3
2.1.4

SKILLS: Al
S1
Ml
D1

SOFTWARE
SUMMARY
Company: MECC A-169
Title: SPEEDWAY MATH
Activity: THE BIL RACE

Add Whole Numbers
Subtract Whole Numbers
Multiply Whole Numbers
Divide Whole Numbers
RECALL ADDITION NUMBER FACTS
RECALL SUBTRACTION NUMBER FACTS
RECALL MULTIPLICATION NUMBER FACTS
RECALL DIVISION NUMBER FACTS

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

THE BIG RACE times students as they do a set of :00 basic arithmetic

facts. The availability of the operations. the format of the problems
presented. and the range of problem sizes are aetermined by pre-set
teacher options. An option is also available to design THE BIG RACE.
This includes naming the race, specifying the number of probems
presented. and defining optional clubs for fast times or perfect scores
This program provides practice in quick recall of the following:

basic addition facts with sums up to 18
basic subtraction facts with minuends up to 18
basic multiplication facts with factors up to 12
basic division facts with divisors up to 12

During the race, the student can take up to two 'pit stops.' For each

pit stop taken, five seconds will be added to his time. The time.
score, and speed are reported at the conclusion or the race. If the

time is fast enough or a perfect score is achieved, the student can be
placed in the Hall of Fame and/or join teacher-defined clubs. One club

is based on time and score, while the other is for students getting a
perfect scare. Students are given an opportunity to rcveiw any problems

missed. They are shown their incorrect response in the upper left

corner and given two chances to answer the problem correctly.

Sound is not used in this activit'.

ki ki lig lii id kit II id ER
E.C.I. for E.S.E. III-308 P.G.C./U. of )W. 1988
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IThe Big Race I

TEACHER OPTIONS
All1. Press Control-A

from the main menu to access the teacher
management eoptions.

A. -Select the
appropriate operdtior (+, -, x. --)

you wish the
students to work on.B. Select the vertical format for problem format since that is the

ii:

way problems
are presented

on the MFM1.C. Problem ranges may be adjusted
according to teacherspecifications.

D. Teachers can design
the actual races with the above options

differing per class
registered pl I specify how many problems

Ili

should be given.
E. Teachers can design the two clubs

available--one bring base(' on

time and score and the other for perfect scores A Stuaent
r9,110

qualify for both clubs
during any race.

IE

F. ..rachers can make use cif the
'Enter/Edit/Deiete name lists''

which provides student name selection from a menu. Different
teacher options for

each class, and more
organizedrecord-keeping. (Students not registered using this feature can

still use the program by selecting the 'None of the above'
option.)

G. Student
performance can be

viewed,'printed, and erased.

fetcher Ovtions

Irtions

1 modifv ert.rir. s.091
2 Modify '410: 44CE"

tettinet
3 See etudes' retvitt
4 Erste student rety1tt
5 EnterElit,Delete nem* list,
6 Printer commort
7 Return to main Deno

Which number' II

Ili,.......

ns. Dahl (Blue)

ill
awing loan RIiiderei

Allan. &van 13
Vickers, ItAtatisf" Pat 14. Wilson, Own

ill
. pubs. iristort

13. Yount, Omanname. Jenny

. Mean" Curtretort, Torre

lii . Carman. Susan
U. 11.111ster, J.
It. Pornitt

Ili ohowpsSIL teaunII. tearns. NU
Sh

a ki kg ki I Iiii Ili III iil !fill 111 ill iii ill ill ill 1 ii Iii.11.1-304

Wait is
vase tissnliart

SetIng, ter
HOWOECISTEPED 1799

t
eurront .

Current,004retteni Use: ifiwmat I Lite $
+

.I 1
$ vet $ Rived I m 14 02 1 1 Vas I Mired $ 9 - IS $3 $ % / (et 0 Mixed $ 4 - ! $4 8
I Yee / Hived 0 i ! 1

.i I mixed $ Yes 1 From $ from II( . -.x. '),
1 abo-e 1 itove I

Enter tettin to !hones 41-'0 11

(Prete IIETIOw whom don .

CLeses

S. Grade 3 drew a)
Grade 3 Wow 11)3. Ms. Dahl Alves)

4. P. Allison
IL Ms. Gehl CND

IL liens of the Moon 2
Minch class are vsu int

I :"

c.1
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SVGGESTIONS

1. Since the race is quite long (100 problems), you truant encourage

students to pace themselves using the 'pit stop" option. For

variety, you could even form 'racing teams" of two or three students

that switch off after every twenty problems or so.

2. If you plan to use the program with one student, you might want

modify the number of problems to be
presented in the teacner

management options.

3. Encourage students to answer the problems quickly but empnasize

importance of getting correct answers.

4. If students are missing several fact3, encourage them to review

these facts by using PRACTICE LAPS, TUNE-UP TIME or regular

flashcards.

5. Provide students with a chart or graph on which they

their best speed for each practice session.

6. Post a list of various club members cn the bulletin

7. D.T.A Applications:

Warm-up
Independent Practice
Vocabulary: none

8. See the MECC manual for further information.

to
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You can' SUMMARY
I. Ce) Add
2. (.4 Subtract
3 (a) hultiolv
4. CO Divide
3. Mix rrobless

Which moodier? A

OBJECTIVES:

MFMT: 2.1.1
2.1.2
2.1.3
2.1.4

SKILLS: Al
Si
M1
Di

Company: MECC A-169
Title: SPEEDWAY MATH
Activity: PRACTICE LAPS

Add Whole Numbers
Subtract Whole Members
Multiply Whole Numbers
Divide Whole Numbers
RECALL ADDITION NUMBER FACTS
RECALL SUBTRACTION NUMBER FACTS
RECALL MULTIPLICATION NUMBER FACTS

RECALL DIVISION NUMBER FACTS

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

PRACTICE LAPS provides
students with timed laps which crisist of ten

problems. Students can choose from the available operat and take as

many laps as they wish. This program provides practice in quick recall

of the followinv

basic addition facts with sums up to 18

basic subtraction
facts with minuends up to 18

basic multiplication
facts with factors up to 12

basic division facts with divisors up to 12

The availability of the operations. the format of the prooiems

presented, and the range of problem sizes are determined by pre-set

teacher options. At the conclusion
of each lap, a summary screen shows

the lap, score, time, and speed. The speed is calculated on the oasis

of the actual time and the number of problems correct. For each

incorrect response, the speed is reduced. Speeds in excess of 200 mp;-.

are attainable with practice. The student can then take another lap.

stop and review any missed problems on the lap just completed. or change

to another skill.

There is no sound used in this activity.

E.C.I. for E.S.E. 111-307 ,

P.O.C./U. of MD. 1988
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TEACHER OPTIONS
1. Press Control-A from the main menu to access the teacher managementoptions.

A. Select the appropriate operation (+, -, x, --) you wish thestudents to work on.
B. Select the vertical format for problem format since that is theway problems are presented on the MFMT.

Ili
C. Problem ranges may be adjusted at-cording to teacner

specifications.

liE
SUGGESTIONS

1. Encourage students to answer the problems quickly but empnasize tneimportance of getting correct answers.
2. If students are missing several facts, encourage them to reviewthese facts by using the TUNE-UP TIME program or reg..iar flasncaras.3. Provide students with a chart or graph on which they can recordtheir best speed for eac, practice session.4. D.T.A. Applications:

Warm-up

Independent Practice
Vocabulary: none

4. See the MECC manual for further
information.

OMOWMMMOMMPIMO.WOOMIMMOOMMMOA

Multiplication CO practice
LIM,

I
trail10 Lent.

nph
DMA

23 iii'
2 9 IS sec. 149 mph
3 9 24 sec 112 mph
4 10 29 sec. 103 mph
5 10 22 sec. 13 sph
6 17 sec. 141 eloh

wnseo

011:110,44
07).7,7Ak

Press SPACE SAS to continue
..=1W

tonorm

ormusissio

5
x 6

V244 reMa !I. &A I

Yalu can,

1. take another lap
2. step and review
2. change *111
4. return to want nem

Mick impeller? 11
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clAeatis)
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Tune-up Tie.

Skills to tune oh
/ i Addition
2 (-) Subtraction
3 tai Multiplication
4 03 Division

Which am (1-4) 1 4 -/

OBJECTIVES:

MFMT: 2.1.1
2.1.2
2.1.3
2.1.4

SKILLS: Al
Sl
M1
D1

SOFTWARE
SUMMARY

Company: MECC 169

Title: SPEEDWA. MATH
Activity: TUNE-UP TIME

Add Whole Numbers
Subtract Whole Numbers
Multiply Wnole Numbers
Divide Whole Numbers
RECALL ADDITION NUMBER FACTS
RECALL SUBTRACTION NUMBER FACTS

RECALL MULTIPLICATION NUMBER FACTS

RECALL DIVISION NUMBER FACTS

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

TUNE-UP TIME simulates a set of tr,,ditional flashcards.
The stuoent

selects the operation, the problem canoe. and the number of problems :up

to 50). The program is not timed. It provides practice in:

basic addition facts with sums up to 18

basic subtraction facts with minuends up to 18

basic multiplicatiph
facts with factors up to 12

basic division with divisors up to 12

After answering each flashcaro problem, the flas.':Ard is
placer: in the

appropriate pile, 'Correct' or 'Wrong.' A very slight sound accompanies

the placement in tne 'Correct' pile. Upon completing a set of problems.

students can review the missed problems, Co more of the same type, or

Change to a different type of problem.

a

a
a

a

a
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TEACHER OPT I DNS

1. The sound cannot be turned off, but it is so sligh that WOU10
never disrupt a class.

2. Press Control-A from the main menu to access the teacher manaoement
options.
A. Select the appropriate operation (+. x. --) you wish the

students to work on.
B. Select the vertical format for problem format since that is the

way problems are presented on the MFMT.
C. Any problem ranges you might select in teacher options are

ignored in TUNE-UP TIME so that students may select from t-.)e
entire range.

SUGGESTIONS

1. Remind students that this program is not time:- Encourage them to
Write CROWN the probems they miss so that they can stuay them later.

2. Have students work in pairs with decks of flashcards using the same
procedure useC in the proorarr..

3. D.T.A. Applications:
Warm-up
Independent Practice
Vocabulary: suit. minuend. `actor, divisor

4. See the MECC man.a* for fvoer irf-rmation.

,,,

_
Correct -6.15
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Study Guide

freers",
SOFTWARE

1. Reviewer

2. Ceser3 Iftforwatien SUMMARY
3. tad

Company: MECC A-126
mhicik Number? Title: STUDY GUIDE

Activities: PLACE VALUE,
MOVE DECIMAL POINT.

RENAME PERCENTS. SMALLEST NUMBER, ORDER DECIMALS, MEASURE

W

MAU2, MEASUREMENT, ELAPSED TIME, KEY WORDS I, KEY WORDS II.
OPERATION I, WHICH OPERATION II, PERCENTS AS DECIMALS

OBJECTIV2,4S:

) MPH? 3.1.1 Write Numbers in Words and Digits
li3.2.2 Choose an Appropriate Unit of Measure

1
5.1.6 Find Elapsed Time
5.1.2 Sol ve Money Problems Using Addition and Ili

Subtract 1 on
Solve Money Problems Using
Multiplication and Division

1

5.1.4 Solve Problems Using Percents

SKILLS: Ni IDENTIFY PLACE VALUE

10 PD2 IDENTIFY THE LEFT DIRECTION
OD2 IDENTIFY THE SMALLEST IN A GROUP OF

I
NUMBERS

OD3 ARRANGE A GROUP OF NUMBERS FROM LEAST

i

TO GREATEST
CHOOSE THE APPROPRIATE TY:"'E OF UNIT OF IiiMAU2

I MAU4
MEASURE FOR THE ATTRIBUTE
CHOOSE AN APPROPRIATE MAGNITUDE OF
MEASURE

ilt

I
MET * FIND ELAPSED TIME * (MET 8, MET 9, MET 10)Iii
K1 SELECT KEY WORDS AND PHRASES IN A lORD

1

K2PROBLEi-;
SELECT AN OPERATION FROM KEY WORDS AND

1

PHRASES
PD3 RENAME PERCENTS AS DECIMALS

WM: A special data disk with the activities listed under the ACTIVITY

iShelARY is required to cover the above skills.

i Ili
ACTIVITY SUMMARY

ii
Study Guide consists of three parts. DESIGNER enables you to create ,

isedit, and store sets comprised of multiple-choice, matching, completion, fill
and true-false questions. Questions may be organized by objectives and

I ill lii lid II lig iIII Rilid ii
E.C.I. for E.S.E. 111-311 P.G.C. /D. of MD. 1988
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2.2.222,22.2.
remedial feedback may be inserted for incorrect responses. REVIEWE; ir

the part that allows students to interact with the questions ych, have
created. If students miss a question, the question will be repeate:-
later in the program. Assessment at the end of REVIUEP tells the
number of questions requested, the number correct on the first try and
the percentage correct. If a student does not reach mastery level. he
will be askeo to review this set of questions again. EXAMINER is tne
part that allows you to print tests or worksheets from the questions you
hive created. Since the DESIGNER and EXAMINER are designed for teacner
use rather than student use, they are not listed on the main menu.

The following activities have been developed especially for this
project. They are on a special data dist' that is needed to run with the
$tudv Guide program.

PLACE VALUE meets skill NI. It contains 40 multiple choice questions
such as: Which digit is in the hundreds place? 612.98

A. 8 C. 2
B. 6 D. 1

Wrong answer feedback is riot given.

MOVE DECIMAL POINT meets skill PD2. It contains 10 multiple choice
questions such as: Move the decimal point two places to the LEFT for
18546. A. 1.8546 C. 185.46

B. 18.546 D. 1854.6
Wrong answer feedback is not given.

RENAME PERCENTS meets skill PD3. It contains 20 multiple choice
questions such as: Rename 86% as a decimal.

A. 86. C. .86

B. D. .086
Wrong answer feedback Is not given.

SMALLEST NUMBER meets skill OD2. It contains 20 multiple choice
questions such as: Which is the smallest number?

A. 8.9 C. 17.8
B. 3.52 D. 23.07

Wrong answer feedback is given. Ex. 3 is the smallest whole number. .52
is only a part of 1.

ORDER DECIMALS meets skill OD3. It contains 10 multiple choice
questions such as: Which group is in order from LEAST to GREATEST?

A. 42, 96.9, 185.6, 490.5
B. 56.9, 185.6, 490.5, 42
C. 185.6, 96.9, 490.5, 42

Wrong answer feedback Is not given.

MEASURE MAU2 meets N011 NAM. It contains 25 multiple choice,
true-false, and matching questions such as: Choose the appropriate unit
of measure for volume.

A. kg C. cm
B. m3 D. km2

Wrong answer feedback Is given. Ex. A unit of volume is always
followed by the number 3.

WW N.M./ . AVA

I
47.V/. \'/AV.'.

111-312
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NOTE: The program does not allow for m3 to be written as m3. Please

explain this to your students.

MEASUREMENT meets skill MAU4. It contains 25 multiple choice questions

such The length of a paperclip woulo be best measured in

A. mm C. m
B. kg D. mL

Wrong answer feedback Is given. Ex. A kg measures weight, a

measures liquid capacity. and & meter (m) is much too long.

NOTE: The program does not allow for m3 to be written. as 65. Please

explain this to your students.

ELAPSED TirlE meets skills 11E78.9.10 It contains 20 multiple choice questions

such as: Sheri put a cane in the oven at 2:50 p.m. If it taxes 45

minutes to bake, when should sht take it out of the oven?

A. 3:35 a.m. C. 2:55 p.m.

B. 3:35 p.m. D.

Wrong answer feedback stresses the mathematical approach. Ex. 45 min. =
35 p.m.

:45: 2:50 4 :45 = 2:95: :95 = 1 hr. (60 min.) I 35 min.: 2:00 + 1:35 =

3:35. It Is still afternoon (p.m.).

f LEY WORDS I meets skill rwi but should only be used with Objective

5.1.2, Solve Money Problems Using Addition and Subtraction. It contains

20 mutliple choice questions such as: What is the key word or phrase in

this problem? Bill bought a comb for 103.00 and a toothbrush for *1.75.

How much did he spend In all?
A. SPEND C. BILL

B. *3.00 D. IN ALL

Wrong answer feedback Is given. Ex. 'IN ALL' tells you to find to

total or add.

KEY WORDS II meets skill IW1 but should only be used with Objective
CI)

5.1.3, Solve Money Problems Using Multiplication and Divisio... it

contains 10 multiple choice questions such as: What is the key word or

phrase in this problem? Four friends went to an amusement par;; wnere

they spent S59.44. If they split the cost equally, how much will each

person pay?
A. EACH C. FOUR FRIENDS

B. SPENT D. $59.44

Wrong answer feedback is given. Lx. The key word 'EACH' tells you to

divide.

it NOTE: Before using either of these activities, be sure that your

students understand that they are looking for the word or

phrase that will help them decide which operation (add,

subtract, multiply, or divide) they will need to perform to 17!

get the answer.

WHICH OPERATION I meets skill 1W2. Since the answers are limited to

addition or subtraction, you will probably want to use it in conJunct,on [11

with Ob.;4ctive 5.1.2, Solve Money Problems Using Addition and

Subtractimi. It contains 20 multiple choice questions such as: How 0

111-313
743
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il will you solve this problem? Steve saved 11/1.00.

I.)

1e bought a record

il
for $5.00. How much money does he have left?

A. Mutliply C. Add E. Average
ilB. Divide D. Subtract

Wrong answer feedback is given. EX. The key phrase 'How much...left' [:2

111:

tells you to find the difference or subtract.

WHICH OPERATION II meets skill 1112. Since the answers are limited to3 multiplication or division, you will probably want to use it in

conjunction with Objective 5.1.3, Solve Money Problems Using

:Multiplication and Division. It contains 10 multiple choice questions
Such as: How will you tAve this . *nblem? If John earns s115.83 per
week, how much will he earn In 52 weeks?

A. Mutliply
B. Divide

C. Add/

D. Subtract
Wrong answer feedback is given. Ex. 'How much' tells you to multiply.a

XMIF.

E. Average P..
El

PERCENTS AS DECIMALS meets skill PD3 but should only be used unoer
Objective 5.1.4, Solve Problems Using Percents, rince it s set up to P.,deal with percents as decimals in word problems. It coAcains 5 multiple

problem. The Booster Club received 50% of all sales at t.cir last R.choice questions such as: Write the % as a decimal in this word

fundraiser. If they sold 9435.00 worth of merchandise, how much did
they raise?

jp.

A. 453.00 C. 5.0

B. 4.53 D. .50 R.Wrong answer feedback is given. Ex. 50% = .50 Replace the % with a

decimal. Hove the decimal 2 places to the left. IP

173

D
D
D

a TEACHER WICKS D
Press CONTROL-A from the wain menu to acces6 the ,eacher management

a options.
A. If you wi* to see student records, choose DESIGNER fr'i the R.

a Management ,.ptions Menu, and then take option 3, 'See student

records.' E.
B. If you wish to create, edit, or delete existing sets of questions. 0

chose DESIGNER from the Management Options Menu. (See the manual

for more information on how to creatt question sets if yo'i do not

understand what to do.) in
ILIVL C. To print tests or worksheets, choose EXAMINER from the Management

Options Menu. You may create different versions of the same test.

D. Diskette support from the Management Options Menu allows you to
select one or two disk drives, cronte a data diskette, or copy a

data diskette.

4E"
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_SUGGEST I ONS

1. If you are not sure whether the program is set for I or 2 disk
Menu with CONTROL-A ar,0 choosedrives, access the Management Options

Diskette Support. Set the program according to the number of cisK

EWER' from the main menu ono
drives that you have.

2. Instruct students to choose 111 'REVI
then the activity you want them to do on the data diskette. Also

tell them how many questions you expnt them to do.

3. In using the Ley Words and Which Operation activities that deal with
tell students to look at themultiplication and addition, you might

numbers In the problems. Ley words such as total, in all, and

altogether can Indicate either addtlon or multiplication. Looking
rmine whether addition isat the numbers may help student:, dete

needed (If the numbers are the same units--money, Amos, etc.) or
whether multiplication is needed (if the numbers are of different

units--money and items).
4. D.T.A. Applications:

Warm-up
Independent Practice
Vocabulary: See examples from individual activities.

5. See the MECC manual for further Informatico.

0
ihmstson Of Set: WORD POWER

What word is a sionomilt ter
lessen?

A. earn
I!. decrease

prltain

....................
Which letter? k

1

Question CH

The Latin =el.! 'Vane' means
°well' sr

11111111111111,

Ameammaimit

D
g

Question Of Set- lidaD POWER

Mat word is a sync- for
lesson?

D

D

a

7ff

ik

The pranx means 'away' or
'from.' Oecrease means to grow
aim from° or totem

Press SPACE OAR to continue

A earn
B. decrease
C. curtain

Ouestion 32 Set, WORD PONDe.wwwwrwwwwrior
C I. drawl IL before
E Z. trans IL under, beneath
Lore, ante g. around, about
4. mob IL fcrorth, forward

-S. pre L acres,

,.................r

Tope the number and the totter of
each watching pair, them press OETIMML
Try new donee your entries._
When ow are firdshs ', time F.

Llimber II mad*, with ktter

111-315
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You oft IRS0

1. Diskette Support

2'. Seaver

3. Wainer

4. Printer Support

Sr

IL Return to natn nem

Mich seneert

bestow'

You mew

I. Create/Edit a set of questiuts

2. Delete a set of questions

3 See studert records

4. See a list of set mass

S. Saturn to Manaceeent Options eenu

Mhich number? t

1

Number ef question" requested: 10

Hunter correct en first trig. 7

Your socorw 111fh

JI
You should review this set again.

Press SPACE MAR to anthem

%V % INW

.a

Create/Edit

You eau,

1. Create and edit a new set

t. Edit an existine set

3. Return to Desiener menu

L...

Mich number

=11=IIMUM101

~mom
VVI.

Chance Sisk Drive Setup

The correct setup selection

one disk drive

You Paw

1. Select ens disk drive
t to, disk drives

3. Select :4P0681 disk drive
C

setoe
2. li les!et'

4. Make no change

Which 'mber?

Press y fur help
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GREAT!
You node it to Paris.

Press SPACE SAP to continue

OBJECTIVES:

SUMMARY
a
a
aCompany: MECC A-146

Title: SUBTRACTION PUZZLES
Activity: BALLOON TRIP

1111
MFMT 2.1.2 Subtract Whole Numbers
SKILLS: S4 SUBTRACT TWO NUMBERS WITH UP TO 2 DIGITS

EACH, REGRCOPING TENS TO ONES
S5 SUBTRACT TWO NUMBERS WITH UP TO m DIGITS

S6 SUBTRACT TWO NUMBERS WITH UP ?C.. , DIGITS
EACH, REGROUPING TENS TO ONES

EACH, REGROUPING HUNDREDS TO TENS

a

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

BALLOON TPIP is a review of all the activities in Zgarigtlop3a1115 in
a tined drill format. Grapric reinforcement is provided by a balloon
trip from New Yore to Paris. The amourt of time allowed to comrlete
each problem can be set in the teaches liansgemEnt options. If the
graro.ics are turned off. the drill is not timed.

Twenty randomly generated problems are presented in the veitical format.
Students must press 'R' if they wish to regroup. Students are g en as
many chances as neeoel to answer a problem correctly within th.: time
allotted. If they answer incorrectly on the second try (for untimeo
drill) or after the allotted time (timed drill), help is provided by
requiring regrouping aid highlighting the columns to be subtracted. The
problem must be answered correctly before proceeding o the next
problem.

Students receive a score at the end of the lesson. They are
congratulate; if they score at or above the mastery level. The mastery
level is set at 90% of 20 problems. If they score below the mastery
level, they are encouraged to repeat the program.

IIIS.C.I. for E.S.E.
i
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TEACHER OPTIONS

1. Number ? from the main menu is used to turn the sound on or off,

2. Press Control -A from, the ma;n menu to access the teacher management

options.
. A. Number 1 'Turn graphics off" removet, the graphic reinforcement

.

and makes the activity untimed.
B. Limber 2 'Set review time" allows you to hhange the amount of

kime for completing each proHem from a mi. mum of 2 s:conds tc

a ma..:m.m of 2.65 sercncs. The default setting is 30 seccrds.

iii

C. Nurrbt: 3 See names and scores" allows you to print student
scores or view them on the screen.

D. Number 4 allows you to 'Clear names and scores." (100 scores

may be saved. After that. the oldest score is removed each time

a ne%: score is entered.)

E. Number 6 allows you to specify whether you wart regroup. renar-e.
or 2:ow used in the problems. It also tells you what tne

current setting is.

SUGGESTIONS

.
1 The teacher will have to use his/her own judgment us to th,

appropriate timing for this review drill ano whether he/she feels

the !calico- graphics are appropriate.

ill

D.T.A. Applications:
warm-Up
Cu be: Praet:ce
Incependent Practice
Vocanulary: regroup. rename. borrov

S. See the MECC manual for further information.

iii,..........................,alloon Trip.......r......i.
Welcome aboard' The balloon
trip from New York to Parts is
ready to begin Your balloon
will move toward Paris if you
give the rilht answer within

30 seconds When the time is
op, the border around the
problems will change color

ii ill

ill

Z
111:flrf If 1 ; i!ot,, it, iii, IN7111r1rr,

Press SPACE 9AR to continue

a
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a
a
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Take Gonne IN (II left)/144 i6
Company: MECC A-146
Title: SUBTRACTION PUZZLES

Ili# Activity: MAGIC CARPET

IOBJECTIVES: I
IMFMT 2.1.2 Subtract Whole Numbers ISKILL: S6 SUBTRACT TWO NUMBERS WITH UP TO 3 DIGITSII EACH , REGROUPING H'JNDREDS TC TENS

Ili I
ACTIVITY SUMMARY

Ili
subtraction Puzzles is set up so that the student does five problems anathen is allowed to play a game. In MAGIC CARPET, students will receivepractice in:

Isubtracting a 3 -digit number from a 3 -digit number 358
illwith a regroup in the tens place -2E4

subtracting a 2-digit number from a 3-digit number 215
with a regroup in the tens place

..:-...2.2

Twenty randomly generated problems are presented in the vertical format.
Students must press 'R' if they wish to regroup. Students are given two
opportunities to answer a proolem correctly. If they answer incorrectly
on the second try. help is provided by requiring regrouping eoo
highlighting the columns to be subtracted. The problem must bt answeredcorrectly before proceeding to the next problem.

Students receive a score at the end of the lesson. They are
congratulated if they score at or above the mastery level. The mastery
level is set at 80% of 20 problems. If they score below the mastery
level, they are encouraged to repeat the program.

ligThe object of the game MAGIC CARPET is to place all the genies in the Ibottle. Each genie has a point value of one to ten. The dice shown
determine which genies can be placed In the bottle. The entire total= shown on the dice must be used, or the game is over.

III iii

iii Ili lig Id 111 III Iii lii il lii iii ki lil ki II li ki II PrAl

719
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TEACHER OPTIONS

1. Option 7 from the main menu is used to turn the sound on or off.
2. Press Control-A from the main menu to access the teacher management

options.
A. Number 1 'Turn graphics offs' will remove the games from the

activities so that the student is r-' allowed to play any games.
B. Number 3 'See names and scores" .,lows you to print stucent

scores or 'new them on the screen.
C. Number 4 allows you to 'Clear names and scores.' (100 scores

may be saved. After that, the oldest score is removed each time
a new score is entered.)

D. Number 6 allows you to specify whether you want regroup. renane.
or borrow used in the problems. It also tells you what the
current setting is. /

SUGGESTIONS

1. If the student Is plying the game for the first time, he should
choose option nurder 3 'See instructions' before choosing option
number 2 'Play 'r.IGIC CARPET."

2. The game may take too lodg to play. If the teacher feels it noes.
the graphics should be turned off in the management options so that
the student is not allowed to play the game.

3. If the problems are to easy, press Escape twice to go on to the
next activity, BALLOON TRIP.

4. D.T.A. Applications:
Warm-Up
0k/wed Practice

iii
Independent Practice
Vocabulary: regroup, rename, borrow

5. See the MECC manual for further information.

Problem 2 of 20

111

528
94

424

No, try again.
Press SPACE DAR to continue

r

Problem 2 of /0
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You got it'
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AlmwswereAm Iftimmormftm

A
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Jog

MOMMWMWMM
1.

2
large Purple Bona

green hoof us

4. medium orange Oinoroo
3. small black Gumpus

medium blue Cum us

IsainenumacitswintimnruntimiumnintanninicarsIna
Press SPACE BAR to continue

OBJECTIVES:

SOFTWARE
SUMMARY

Company: MECC A-146
Title: SUBTRACTION PUZZLES
Activity: NAME THAT CREATURE

PILMT 2.1.2 Subtract Whole Numbers
SKILL: S4 SUBTRACT TWO NUMBERS WITH UP TO 2 DIGITS

EACH, RECROUPING TENS TO ONES

W
ACTIVITY SUMMARY

Subtraction Puzzles is set up so that the student does five problems ano
then is allowed to play a game. In NAME THAT CREATURE, stuoents will
receive practice in:

subtracting a 1-digit number from a 2-digit number
_43
7

with one regroup

subtracting a 1-digit number from a 2-digit multiple eo
of 10 with one regroup

Ili Twenty randomly generated problems are presented in the vertical formal.
Students must press 'R' If they wish to regroup. Stuaerts are given two
opportunities to answer a problem correctly. If they answer incorrectly
on the second try. help is provided by requiring regrouping ano
highlighting the columns to be oubtracted. The problem must be answereo
correctly before proceeding to the next problem.

IliStudents receive a score at the end of the lesson. They are
congrawlated if they score at or above the mastery level. The mastery
level is set at 90% of 20 problems. If they score below the mastery
level. they are encouraged to repeat the program.

The object of the game NAME THAT CREATURE Is to name a creature using
clues given.

MOO

/all Ili lit II id hi ii ill ilia
1117321751 /U. of MD. 1988S.C.I. for E.8.E. P.O.C.
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TEACHER OPTIONS

ill1. Option 7 from the main menu Is used to turn the sound on or off.
iii

iii 2. Press Control-A from the main menu to access the teacher management
options.

iii

A. Number 1 'Turn graphics off' will remove the games from the
activities so that the student is not allowed to play any games,

B. Number 3 'See names and scores` allows you to print student
scores or view them on the screen. iii

C. Number 4 allows you to 'Clear names and scores.' (100 scores
may be savrd. After that, the oldest score is removed each time
a new score is entered.)

D. Number 6 allows you to Specify whether you want regroup. rename.
or porn ow used in the problems. It also tells you what the

current setting is.

SUGGESTIONS

1. If the student is playirg the game for the first tine, he should
choose option number 3 'See instructions" before choosing option

illnumber 2 'Play 'NAME THAT CREATURE."
2. The game may take too long to psay. I' the teacher feels it does.

ill

the graphics should be turned off in .he management options so that

the student is not allowed to play the game.

3. If the problems are too easy, press Escape twice to go on to the
next activity, SPACE PEGS. iii ID

4. D.T.A. Applications:
Warm-Up iii
Guided Practice
Independent Practice
Vocabulary: regroup, rename, borrow

O 5. See the MECC manual for furtt-- information.
iii

....._....______.
..? .. .Freels., 2 of 20

ii

ii Problem 2 of 20
-

ii
5 21 il
ill 1 3

9

1

1

- ii
eil Ili- 9,

Ho, try -aim.
Press APACE to .ntinue

1

Ili t)r.,)
Iiiii
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SOFTWARE
SUMMARY

Company: MECC A-146
Title: SUBTRACTION PUL'..LES
Activity: SPACE PEGS

MFMT 2.1.2 Subtract Whole Numbers
SKILLS: S4 SUBTRACT TWO NUMBERS WITH UP TO 2 LIOITS

EACH. REGROUPING TENS TO ONES

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

;ut,rs7tic- !s set UD sc that the student does five protle-s an:
tnen :s a'!bwed t: play a game. In SPACE PEGS. students will receive
practice in:

5"
subtracting s 2-digit number from a 2-digit number -30

with one regroup

suctractirt, a 2-aigit number from a 2-digit multiple 40
of. 10 w:th one regroup

Twenty randomly generated problems are presented In the vertical format.
Students mist Press 'R' if they wisl, to reorouc. Students are olve- t'
opportunilies to answer a problem correctly. If they answer incorrectly
on the second try. help is provided by reauirino regroup:ng and
hidn'igfiting the columns to be subtracted. The Problem mus% be answered
correctly before proceeding to the next problem.

Students receive a score at the end of t!.e lesson. They are
congratulated if they score at or above the mastery level. The mastery
leve is set at 4:0)% of 20 problems. Ie. they score below the mastery
level. they ore encouraged to repeat the program.

The object of the game SPACE PEGS is to try to remove all but one of the
pegs by lum:ing over one Deg at a tine.

E.C.S.
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Ei

try again.

17

79

i

95 E05

s

117

Press SPACE OAR to continue

fig lit
I.C.I. for 2.311.
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TEACHER OPTIONS

1. Number 7 from tne main menu is uses to turn the sound on cr cff.

2. Press Control-A from the main menu tc arress the teacher mansoeme-t

opt iors.

1. N..roer grspnics off" will remove the as from :h
activities sc that the student is not alleged to p1-7 any ganes.

B. Number n 'Sec names and scores" allows to print stuaert
scores or view tne on the screen.

C. Norzer 4 a;lows You to 'Clear names and scores." (100 scores

may be saved. After that. the oldest worn is removes each time
a new score is entered.)

D. Number 6 allows vou to specify whether you want regrzus. renare.
or t:...rrc.2 used it the Droolems. It also tells you it the

current settirg 15.

SUGGESTIMS

I. If the student is playing the game for the first time. he should

,

cnoose cction number 3 "See instructions' before choosing option
numoer 2 'Play SPCC! Pt'GS.'

2. The game may tars to.'; long to play. If the teacher feels it does.

the grapnics snoL'C be turned off in the manageme-t options so that
the stwrIer- :s ,ct allowed to play the game.

1. If the crm..7.1e-s ire t..tc easy. press Escape twice to go on to the

newt aceivitv. TP-CE
D.T.A. Applications:
Warm-Up
.Lized Pravice

ill
Ingegencent Prart:ce
.)car.ulary: regroup. rename. borrow

F. See the MCC manual for further Information.

a
Problem 4 of 20

---
Problem 4 of 20
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lif , ,.,.s.,. SO7TWARE
Trace SUMMARYIII

........ ."-)] ii
lig Company : MECC A-146

ii
Title: SUBTRACTION PUZZLES
Activity: TRACE

11
Press SPACE OAR to continue

ii
OBJECTIVES:

ii
MFMT 2.1.2 Subtract Whole Numbers
SKILLS: S4 SUBTRACT TWO NUMBERS WITH UP TO 2 DIGITS iiEACH, REGROUPING TENS TO ONES

ra
S5 SUBTRACT TWO NUMBERS WITH UP TO 3 DIGITS ii

EACH, REGROUPING TENS TO ONESI
4 ACTIVITY SUMMARY

ONO
54.7fract!c- is set up so that the student does five problems and
then is a:lowed to play a game. In TPACE. students will receive
oract:ce in:

57

subtracting a . wigit number from a 2 digit number
uith v.., regroup

subtracting a 2-digit number from a 2-digit multiple 40

of 10 with one regroup -32 iii

Isuttractino a 3-digit number from a 3-digit number 567

iiiwith one regroup to the unit place -:422

Twenty randomly generated problems are presented in the vertical format.
Students must press 'R' if they wish to regroup. Students are given two
opportunities to answer a problem correctly. If they answer 'ticorrectly

iii
on the second try. help is provided by requiring regroLoing and

hignlighting the colims to be subtracted. The problem mutt be answered

iii

correctly before proceeeing to the next problem.

ill
Students receive a score at the end of the lesson. They are

congratulated if they score al or above the mastery level. The mastery
level is set at 90% of 20 problems. If they score belt the mastery
level. they are encouraged to repeat the program.

The object of the game TRACE is to trace a figure with a continuous line
and without retracing any line.

E lilt ki III lilt ill lid lii
E.C.I. for E.S.E. 111,325 t P.O.C./U. of MD. 1988
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TEACHER OPTIONS

1. Option % from the main mere s used to turn the sound on or off.

iii
2. Press Control-A fram the . .1 menu to af-cess the teacher management

options.
: A. Number 1 'Turn graphics off' will remove the games from the

activities so that the student is not 'Allowed to play any games.

8. Number 3 'See names and scores" allows you to print student
scores or view them on the screen.

C. Number 4 a ws you to "CleA: names and scores." (100 scores

may be save.. After that. the oldest score is removed eac- time
a ne'-: score Is entered.)

I. Numser 6 allows vou to ecifv whether you want regroup. rename,
or D,-.rro.-- used in the proclems. It also tells you what the

current setting is.
/

SUGGESTIONS

!. If the student Is playing the game for the first time. he should
choose optkor rummer ? "See instructions' before choosing option
number 2 'Pia.: 'TPACE."

2. The game may taKe too long to pia?. If the teacher feels it does.

the graphiss s-o..id be turned off in the management options so that

the student a!!oweb to play the game.
3. If the prdt'ess are `too easy. press Escape twice to go on to the

net activity. MA:7:1.: CAPPET.

4. D.T.A. Apclicat.s.ns:

Yarn -Up

Guided Practice
independert Practice
Vocat.dary: reoroue. rename. borrow

5. See the escc manual for further informat!or..

Problem 4 of 20

470
- 221

259

hp, try again.
trtss SPACE BAR to contInue

111 II 111 kil lit 111 ill
S.C.I. for S.S.S. III-126756 P.G.C./D. of MD. 1988
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Co,rent °"6""' SOFTWAREI load Settloto

2 r ay Uttinos

3 Star. Sittings

4 Etlit,04ittli SlittioV4 SUMMARYPrOduCt InforostIOn

0 sklet,

7 kw
Company !MCC A-242
Title: TEACHER OPTION ORGANIZER

Ulm arrows to newt Press Return
TEACHER UTILITY PROGRAP

NOTE: DOES NOT RUN ON THE AMU 11+

I
ACTIVITY SUMMARY

Teacher Option OrganIzer quickly copies teacher option settings. It

works with all of the modifiable* MECC software programs that are used

fur this project. It can also clear high score lists as the settings
are copied, but It does not affect student records that are saved on the

diskette. Up to 50 settings can be saved.

When the Teacher Option Organizer is first booted, it checks to see

whether you have a one or two disk drive system so that you do not need
to une the diskette support unless ynu want to specify another setup.

The Teacher Option Organizer cannot be loaded onto a net.ork, nor can it

access programs that have been loaded oat) a network.

4peedwav Math allows settings to be loaded and copied only. Settings

cannot be stored. Also. SPeedwavilath will not clear the Hall of Fame

list.

DIRECTIONS

To copy options from a program disk onto the IIAChtEARLLOODZoanizer:

1. First boot the program (for example, Multiplication Puz,les)

f-om which you wish to cope the settings. Use Control-4 o

access the teacher options and adjust the settings as y

desire.
2. Exit teacher options and return to Main Menu. Choose quit and

boot Teacher Option Organizer.
3. In 12401t00,12nArganizer, chooz, Load Settings.

Then choose $1. Load from Product. Insert the math program

disk and press the Space Bar. Once the math program options
have been loaded, 'Current' at the top of the screen will name

the math product for whirh sett'ngs have been luded. iii
4. You now have the choice of copying settings onto other disks o:

ii
storing the setting onto the Teacher potion Organizer disk. If

you choose to store the settings, you will t aslwd to type in

li
a name for those settings. Type a name, remove the math

program disk, and Insert .he Teacher Option Organizer.

ki hi lil hil 111 11 11 iii lii Id 111 I/ iii ill iii g iii lama,
It.r T. en, IAA III -327a t.O.C./U. of MD. 19815

37
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To copy options onto the math program disks from stored settings:

1. Boot the Teacher Option Organizer.
2. Choose Load Settings. Then choose *2. Load Stored Settings.

Programs and settings are listed alphabetically. Find the
program and settln- you wish to use and highlight it by moving
the arrow keys. P.,ss Return.

3. Once the settings have been loaded, choose *1 Copy Settings and
follow the directions.

To edit /delete settings on the Teacher Option Organizer:

1. Boot the Teacher Option Organizer and choose *4. Edit/Delete

Settings.
2. T) edit the settings, choose *1. Rename Stored Settings. Find

the program and setting you wish to rename and enter the new

name as requested.
3. To delete th* ttings, choose *2. Delete Stored Settings.

Find the program and setting you wish to delete. The program

will ask you If you want to permanently delete these settings.
Say yes if you do. When you have finished deleting all the
settings you wish to delete, pres1 Escape.

SUGGESTIONS

O1. Think of a consistent way 3 name your settings. You might name
them from A to Z with A being the easiest levels and Z the hardest.
If mc..z than one teacher is uoing the Organizer, add a prefix with
the first few letters of your name so that you can identify your

settings. Add other letters to code whenec games are on or oft

such as G (game) or NG (no game).

2. Keep a Est of the programs and settings with an ex,danation of what
modifications the setting contains.

3. Do not mO,Ify disks when one disk Is being used on a network system
unless you want the entire class to work w!th the same

modifications.

O
The diagram below shows the map. screen elements and active keys

featured in Teacher Option Organiser

Screen MI* Contontroglon

1 N1/4
Curriot

41::r:f.ft: ' ;rand Products

*oozing :ermine MaCh1.411 i i/4Addition loiciri

ill
411,141t:isnrat:grnoo

00441n4 040n4 'Whine,
&mini Reeding ncnines

lc 'dl 6,4 theeon,

El
enquiring roofs (*. )
enquiring *curiae
Onilorrrioll roctions ,-)

immune Ito
legisM;:!7

The instruction line indicates what you can do on this screen
onquering Fractions Co.') and what effect press:ng the Return Key will have

il *rumoring Wholi Numbers

:CelforeY41:crY7r1erootion , Milo

The mope function shows you what effect pressing the Escape

,....,,, c Key will have.r / r" r)
ei

instruction an &cave function H010 Help is ivklIa'ble when the ? is displayed

iii ill 111 III /1 ill ill iii tii fill iii lil gi iiii if 111 ill III 12:1
111-328 p.n.n./n. fte me. 1488

The current setting allows you to see which setung is currentl;
loaded and the product to which It applies

The screen title shows where you are in the program or which
option you are working with.

The content region is the %sailor art.r of the screen This is
where you see the Organizer's menus and where you make your
sc.'ections.

Isere
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I
Setting Name

2.

3.

4.

S.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13,

14.

15.

16.

I
18.

j 19.

Record of Current Settings Stored on
Teacher Option Organizer

17.

20.

MECC Product Additional Information

lii 111 lit lii fif kit 12,
P.O.C./Q. of MD. 1988Z.C.X. for &LE. 111-329



I) Company : MICROCOMPUTER K.
WORKSHOPS SOFTWARE kTitle: MULTIPLY FRACTIONS

ifActivity: MULTIPLY FRACTIONS

SUMMARY V
WOBJEtTIYES: IE

W E
WThis program does not meat the requirements of
the MFMT. A summary has been included in case

i teachers are using the whole software series.
liEI iEACTIVIT" SUMMAR7

IMULTIPLYING FRACTIONS is designed to assist stuCents in learning how to EIE
multiply fractions by providing them with comprehensive instruction and ii
structure.

!!To begin MULTIPLYING FRACTIONS press number one at the main menu.
The students are required to type their first nave. They s , next 'sired
if they want instructions? If they ores; °Y" the prog, D gives a
lengthy explanation of the program. The instructions incluue a sample
problem.

ii

illmenu. The students select the number of problems that they wish to

If 'N' is pressed the program immediately moves to the problem selection

Complete. They can choose any amount from 1-999. If they pick an
unsually high number the program will ask 'Do you really want to do 999 liE
problems?'

The problems are randomly presented in horizontal format. The screen is Ii

The center window is the 'Work Area'. This is where the student works on

separated into thirds. The top window or third is the Original Problem.

ii
reducing, canceling and computation.

The bottom window is the options section. The student can choose:

ill2) Cancel or reduce ii

ill

2) Maltiply

iiiIf lumber one IS selected the Student Is prompted to type in two numbers
Ito be Cancelled or reduced. They art pr@mpted to enter the replacement Ili
for mach of these numbers. This process will continue until all possible

ii Dumber& are reduced.

ii
The next step is to multiply. The students are prompted to enter the

product of the numerators, then the product of the denominators.If the answer is en improper fraction, they are asked to enter in the
Ili

III whole *umber equivalent.

::i
II Iiii li 111 Ill il ri 11 Iii Iiii §I liii il EV Whila196

Z.C.I. for S.34:. ITT- 441 P.O.C./V. er MD. 1088
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At the end of each set of problems the student receives a total error

analysis which teils hr t. rny errors tnere were in the procedure and in

Eithe computation. The student can press aS" to stop at the begf nlng or

end of a problem.

MOM.

IgTEACHER OPTIOMS El

Pg
The program has an extensive Data Management System that allows the

teacher to keep a record of classes, students, class and student E;
profiles, grade plot and rank of student. These options are accessed 1E
via three DMZ menus: Main Menu, Class Menu and Ranking Menu.

igSee page 7 of the Data Management System manL.11 for the initial password 1;
to get into the system.

I!! There are no options for setting the difficulty level In the fraction Irti

gseries.

-Iti
ig

IgSUGGESTIOKS

1. Review the instructions with the students and explain the procedure.
;

I!!

Program commands are always visible on screen.

2. D.T.A. Applications: I:

g
rauided Practice
!,dependent Pr.ttice K 4"
Vocabulary: nur4tflitor

g denominator
cancel

IE
reduce
procedure 111;

Igcomputation

li IE

IS 1E1

11.!

I! 1!!!

no.

EglifitHINEPISPIPIPIIIMPIPAgE
111-332

1



(hi SOFTWARE ii
ii Company: MICROCOMPUTER

WORKSHOPS

SUMMARY a
Title: ADDING FRACTIONS
Activity: ADDING FRACTIONS

ii

a: a
W OBJECTIVES: W
W MFMT: 2.1.5 ADDING FRACTIONS if

it SKILLS: Al FIND A COMMON DENOMINATOR OR LOWEST COMMON a
il A4 ADD FRACTIONS WITH UNLIKE DENOMINATORS

DENOMINATOR

li
A6 ADD MIXED NUMBERS WITH UNLIKE DENOMINATORSa 1

W Iii
ACTIVITY SUMMARY

ADDING FRACTIONS is designed to assist students in learning how to acid
fractions by providing them with comprehensive instruction and
structure.

Iio begin ADDING FRACTIONS press number one at the main menu. a
The students are required to type their first name.
They are next asked if they want instructions? If they press NY" the
program gives a lengthy explanati )n of the program. The instructions
liinclude a sample problem.

j If "N" is pressed the program immeCiately moves to the pro' len stlectlan a
menu. The students select the number of problems that ,hey wish to
complete. They can choose any amount from 1-999. If they nick an
unsually high number the program will ask "Do oti really want to do 999

ki
problems?" iiI The problems are randomly presented in vertical format. The denominator$I may or may not be the same. The numbers may or may not be mixed. Them
are three options for the student to choose from to begin solving the 111

ii problem.

111
1) Change to the least common denominator. itIiii 2) Add
3) Reduce

of Select (S to Stop) I
t),.., iiiii

A Ill lit Iii II id lid li II ill ill lil lit iii if ii iii II
E.C.I. for E.S.E. III-43 P.G.C./11. of MD. 1988
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!!!
When number one is pressed, the student has two attempts to fins the

least common denominator. After the v!r:ond incorrect answer the program
piwill offer the following help:

!!!

Choose one of the following methods of finding the least common
denominator.

1) Common multiples
2) Prime factors
3) Both

I!!

The common multiples approach will list the multiples of each
denominator up to the product of the denominators. The LCD will be in
the white boxes.

1g
gdenominators. The common factors will he in the white boxes.

igIf the student sele:ts 'Both" the two above methods will be given.

When the least common denominator is found, the student must multiply
the denominators by the number that equals the LCD. The LCD is now
displayed in the middle of the screen to the right.

!!! If the student ,sakes two computations': trrors, the program will give the
strategy for solving by multiplying. the student must add the fractions
then reduce the answer to lowest terms.

ig
At the end of each set of problems the student receives a total error
analysis Nhich tells how many procedural, computational and LCD errors

pg were MACK. The student can press "S" to stop at the beginning or end of 111
a problem.

WIMP

TEACKER OPTIONS

ig The program has an extensive Data Manag-lent System that allows the !!!
terAcher to keep a record of classes, students, class and student
profiles, grade plot and rank of student. These options are accessed
via three DMS menus: Main Menu, Class Menu and Ranking Menu.

pg See page 7 of the Data Management System manual for the initial password 111
to get into the system.

There are no options for setting the difficulty level in tht fraction

series.

I!!

TIO

YE PA Pi Pi Pi PI P!!!! PI Pi PI PI PI E

The prime factors approach will list the prime factors of both
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=II

Review the instructions with the students and explain the procedure.
Program commands are always visible on screen.

'. Give the students instructions as to which strategy they should
select when getting assistance In finding the least common
denominator.

3. D.T.A. Applications:

Guided Practice
Independent Practice
Vocabulary: numerator

denominator
least common denominator
multiple
prime factors
error
procedure
computation

v./ 4-,
6 0 1

'ff 1g II Ei El II NI II !ME II NM II !I 11 PI E'
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Company:

Title:

MICROCOMPUTER
WORKSHOPS
ADDITION WITH
CARRY

Activity:Addition

OBJECTIVES:

SOFTWARE
SUMMARY

a
MFMT : 2.1.1 ADD WHOLE NUMBERS

SKILLS:
AI RECALL ADDITION NUMBER FACTS
A4 ADD THREE 3. DIGIT NUMBERS
A6 ADL TWO NUMBERS WITH UP TO 2 DIGITS

EAC:: , REGROUPING ONES TO TENS
A7 ADD TWO NUMBERS WITH UP To 3 OR 4

DIGITS EACH, REGROUPING ONES TO TENS
A8 ADD TWO NUMBERS WITH UP TO 3 DIGITS

EACH, REGROUPING TENS TO HUNDREDS
A9 ADD TWO NUMBERS WITH UP TO 3 DIGITS

EACH, 7 OR 2 REGROUPINGS
A10 ADD TWU NUMBERS WITH UP TO 4 DIGITS

EACii, 1 TO 3 REGROUPINGS
At I ADD THREE NUMBERS WITH UP TO 2 DIGITS

EACH, REGROUPING
Al2 ADD THREE NUMBERS WITH UP TO 3 OR 4

DIGITS EACH, REGROUPING

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

Addition With Carry, is a program that randomly generates addition

problems based on the students' or teachers' selection. This random

generation prohibits the option of selecting only addition problems that

do not require regrouping. This means that the problems may or may not

have regrouping.

To begin Addition With Carry, press number i at the initial screen.

The student. are asked to type their first name and press return. They

are then asked if they want instructions. If 'Y' is pressed, the

program explains the prodcedure for entering in digits.

If "N" is pressed they are moved to the selection menu. At this point

the students choose the type of problems they are to work with.

1. The number of problems to do (1-9)

2. The number of rows in each problem (2-9)

3. The number of.columns in each problem (1-9)

a

a

a

a

a

?MINN II !!! R.!! !..51,9!E



All problems are presented in vertical format. Each problem needs to be ii e
completed by entering the aiglts from right to left. Just as one would
do using paper and pencil. A student can quit at anytime by presing tne
**a key.

For example: ill
To work on basic facts, the student wo 'I select 2 rows with 1 column.
If the answer is two digits they must enter the answer from right to
left. Thus, the sum of 5 + 5 would be entered by pressing 0 then
pressing 1.

For a correct response the program has several positive comments using
the students name.

Ex. That's correct, NAME
You made u errors on that problem.
A great job! or A perfect try! or You're terrific!

For an incorrect response the program responds with:

EX. Sorry NAME,

8 Is Incorrect. Try again
Ili

The student is given two chances to enter the correct answer.
IliIf a second Incorrect answer Is entered the program's response is:

Ex. The cor, ct answer is XX
IliWher understand your error, type In the correct answer.

ii
If it taken student several attempts to enter in the correct answer
the program .,11 respond in the following way:

Ex. That is correct NAME
You made 3 errors on that problem.
I'm rooting for you. or Keep trying. or You Just need some practice.

During the solution of a problem the Return key does not have to be
pressed to enter each number. The carry digit must be ertered even if

IliI it is zero.

Ili

iii

At the end of each set of problems the student receives a total error
analysis which tells how many errors were made in adding, carving, and ill
the number of problems completed without any errors. The student can
press 'P' to do more problems or °E° to exit the program.

iii

I
iiiTEACHER OPTIONS

The program has an extensive Data Management System that allows the

iii
teacher to keep a record of classes, students, class and student
profiles, grade plot and rank of student. These options are accessed

j via three DNS menus: Main Menu, Class Menu and Ranki:4 Menu.
iii (I)r ) ( 1 -.`

11 k. 0a linil li III li 111 ill il II hil bil 111 11 fil ill 61i /I Iii
E.C.I. for 1.3.11. III- ?38 10.0.C./11. of MD. 1988
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See page 7 of the Data Management System manual tor the initial password

to get into the system.

At the DMS's main menu the te.....ther has the optinn of setting the

difficulty level of the problems. This can only be performed per class.

If a teacher wants to select the difficulty level per student, this

option must be changed each time. The difficulty levels that are

available for teachers are no different than what the student selects at

the beginning of the program.

SUGGESTIONS

1. Teachers should have their students enter In the type of problems

that they are to work on.

2. Activity lnstruct!ons should be carefully read the first time the

ill

students work on this program.

3. The MFMT problems do not go beyond three rows and four columns.

4. Check the upper right hand corner of screen to see the problem

number.

5. D.T.A. Applications:
Independent Practice
Vocabulary: Rows

Columns

li
cursor
r'. 1 g I t

ill
sum
carry

Ili

ii
correct
answer ill

ii
errors

Ili
ii

i 111

ill
a

I a
I a
I hi

ii0 Li (.,)67
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SOFTWARE :ii Company: MICROCOMPUTER

Title: DIVIDE
WORKSHODECIMALSPS

iiActivity: DIVIDE DECIMALS

W OBJECTIVES: SUMMARY
11 MFMT: 2.1.11 DIVIDE DECIMALS

iiSKILLS: THIS PROGRAM DOES NOT MATCH ANY OF THE IDENTIFIED ii
OBJECTIVES IN THE E.C.I. FOR E.S.E. MATERIAI.S.

iiACTIVITY SUMMARY

iiDIVIDE DECIMALS, ii a program that assists students in learning how to ii
divide two decimal numbers of varying sizes. All problems have at least

kiii
3 digit dividends and the siodents can choose 1-2 or 3 dig.ts for the
divisor. Problems are randomly generated and never have remainders.
iiAll divisors are decimal numbers.

FA

point in the divisor is highlighted by an arrow. The student is
iiAll problems are pr2sented u.ing the divisio., box format. The decimal

* The MFMT only contains whole nitvber divisors with dividends of two to
four digits and having one or two decimal plav''.*

ma

ii it a whole number. When completed they press "C" to "check" the answer.

instructed to use the `J" or "K" key to move the decimal point to make
ii

a
Next, an arrow appears beneath the deciful point in the dividend. The
students are instructed to move the decimal point the same amount of
spaces as the divisor. The program automatically moves the decimal up
to the quotient position.

W Each problem should be completed in the same manner as one would do
using paper and pencil. During the multiplication step, the program
will set up a problem vertically. Students are required enter the carry

ill

program.

D4IV:::::n:E:::A:::ttah: :::::::sbya::e:::::::
name and press return. Next, they are asked if they want instructions.

type ictehe.ir first

even if it is zero. During the subtraction step, the program does not
go through the 'borrowing process' as it does with the SUBTRACTION

ii
If "Y" is pressed, the program offers a quick explanation of the Wprodcedure for entering In digits and working the problem.

If 'N' is pressed they skip the directions and are moved to the w0
they are to work with, ki
selection menu. At this point the stpdents chose the type of problems

itEx. You may try up to 9 problems. How many would you like? (1-9)

2, ii lit fil II II iii II II Nil III lii II lii II lii lii
t.C.I. for E.S.Z. 1 P.G,C./0. of MD. 1988
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igNow many digits would you like in tne divisor? (1-2-3)

igFor a correct reap the program has several positive comments using

gthe students name.

Ex. That's correct, NAME

gi
You made 0 errors on that problem.
I see you did your homework! or The math department is proud of you!

11111 For an incorrect response the program responds with:

lgEX. Sorry NAME,

8 is incorrect. Try again

The student is given two chances to enter the correct answer for eachg step in the process. If a second incorrect answer is entered the

program's response is:

Ex. The correct answer is XX
When you understand your error, type in the correct answer.

If it takes the student several attempts to enter in the correct answer

gthe program will respond in the following way:

Ex. That is correct NAME
You made XX errors on that problem.
Keep tr7ing you'll get itl or Practice makes perfect!

The problem number is displayed in the top right hand Corner of the

!!!

screen at all times.

At the end of each set of problems the student receives a total error

analysis which tells how many errors were made in dividing, multiplying,

subtracting, carrying, bringing down and the number of problems

pg completed without any errors. The student can press Return to do more

problems or m*" to exit the program. g
rg

..

g
TEACHER OPTIONS

The program has an extensive Data Management System that allows the I!!

g profiles, grade plot and rank of student. These options are accessed
teacher to keep a record of classes, students, class and student

g
via three DMS menus: Main Menu, Class Menu and Ranking Menu.

!!!
See page 7 of the Data Management System manual for the initial password

I!!
to get into the system.

PI

11
At the DMS's main menu the tec,ner has the option of setting the

difficulty level of the problems. This can only be performed per class.

11
If a teacher wants to select the difficulty level per student, this

option must be changed each time. The difficulty levels that are PI
available for teachers are no different than what the student selects at
PIthe beginning of the program.

iggiligglIMIliiiiAgrAMERPC
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g
SUGGESTIONS

Teachers should have their students enter in the number of digits in

the divisor instead of using the OMS each time.
Review the instructions with the students and explain tne procedure.
Program commands are always visible on screen.

D.T.A. Applications:
Guide0 Practice
Independent Practice
Vocabulary:divisor

cursor
correct
answer
er-or
digit
integer
quotient
remainder

pg

E7 I!! IN II Pi 11 Pi PE PI Pi Pi IN PI
III-343

770
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Company: MICROCOMPUTER
WORKSHOPS

Title: LONG DIVISION SOFTWAREActivity: LONG DIVISION

OBJECTIVES:

MFMT:

SUMMARY
2.1.4 DIVIDE WHOLE NUMBERS

SKILLS: D4 1DIGIT DIVISOR
ALL SIGHT DIV

D6 1DIGIT DIVISOR
ALL SIGHT DIV

D8 2DIGIT DIVISOR
NO REMAINDERS

INTO 3DIGIT DIVIDEND
ISICN, NO REMAINDERS
INTO 4DIGIT DIVIDEND

ISION, NO REMAINDERS
INTO 3DIGIT DIVIDEND,

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

LONG DIVISION, is a program that assists students in learning how to
divide two numbers of varying sizes. All problems have at least 3 digit
dividends and the students can choose 1-2 or 3 digits for the divisor.
Problems are randomly generated and never have remainders.

All problems are presented using the division box format. Each problem
should be completed in the same manner as one would do using paper and
pencil. During the multiplication step, the student must do all
computalons mentally or use scrap paper, it does require that the carry
number be entered even if it is zero. During the subtraction step, the
program does not go through the 'borrowing process" as it does with the
SUBTRACTION program. 1. student can quit a. anytime by presing the ' *"
key.

To begin DIVISION, the students are asked to type their first name and
press return. Next, they are asked if they want instructions. If 'Y' is
pressed, the program offers a quick explanation of the prodcedure for
entering in digits and working the problem.

If "N" is pressed they skip the directions and are moved to the
selection menu. At this point the students choose the type of problems
they are to work with.

Ex. You may try up to 9 problems. How many would you like? (1-9)
How many digits would you like in the divisor? (1-2-3)

Each problem needs to be completed by first entering the digits
beginning from the left to right finding the first number the divisor
can go Into. Then multiply the divisor by the number of times it can go



into the dividend and subtract that number from the dividend. Continue
this process until the last number of the quotient is derived.

For a correct response the program has several positive comments using
the students name.

Ex. That's correct, NAME
You made 0 errors on that problem.
I see you did your homework! or The math department is proud of you!

For an incorrect response the program responds with:

EX. Sorry NAME,
8 is incorrect. Try again

The student is given two chances to enter the correct answer for each
step in the process. If a second incorrect answer is entered the
program's response is:

Ex. The correct answer is XX
When you understand your error, type in the correct answer.

If it takes the student several attempts to enter in the correct answer
the program will respond in the following way:

Ex. That is correct NAME
You made XX errors on that problem.
Keep trying you'll get it! or Practice makes perfect!

The problem number is displayed in the top right hand corner of the
screen at all times. During the solution of a problem Return key
does not have to be pressed to enter each number. The cursor enters the
position of the next keyboard entry.

At the end of each set of problems the student receives a total error
analysis which tells how many errors were made in dividing, multiplying,
subtracting, carrying, and the number of problems completed without any
errors. The student can press °P" to do more problems or °E" to exit
the program.

a
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TEACHER OPTIONS

The program has an extensive Data Management System that allows the
teacher to keep a record of classes, students, class and student
profiles, grade plot and rank of student. These options are accessed
via three DMS menus: Main Menu, Class Menu and Ranking Menu.

See page 7 of the Data Management System manual for the initial password
to get into the system.

At the DMS's main menu the teacher has the option of setting the
difficulty level of the problems. This can only be performed per class.
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If a teacher wants to select the tifficulty level per student, this

option must be changed each time. The difficulty levels that are

available for teachers are no different than what the student selects at
the beginning of the program.

SUGGESTIONS

1. Teachers should have their students enter in the number of digits in
the divisor instead of using the DMS each time.

2. Review the instructions with the students and explain the procedure.
Program commands are always visible on scr:sen.

3. The MFMT problems do not go beyond a two digit divisor into a 3 or 4
digit dividend with no remainders.

4. D.T.A. Applications:
Guided Practice
Independent Practice
Vocabulary:divisor

cursor
correct
answer
error

111 ill Jill W
E.C.I. for E.S.E. 111-347 P.G.C./U. of MD. 198P
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ItC.pany: MICROCOMPUTER

WORKSHOPS
Title: MULTIPLYING

DECIMALS
Activity: MULTIPLYING

DECIMALS

OBJECTIVES:

SOFTWARE
SUMMARY

MFMT: 2.1.10 MULTIPLY DECIMALS

SKILLS: MD1 IDENTIFY THE NUMBER OF DECIMAL PLACES IN THE

MD2 PLACE THE DECIMAL POINT IN THE PRODUCT
PRODUCT

CORRECTLY WITH UP TO TWO DECIMAL PLACES

MD3 PLACE THE DECIMAL POINT IN THE PRODUCT
CORRECTLY WITH UP TO THREE OR FOUR DECIMAL

MD4 MULTIPLY A 3-DIGIT NUMBER BY A 2-DIGIT NUMBER WITH UP TO 2 DECIMAL
PLACES

lig

illPLACES IN EACH NUMBER

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

41
MULTIPLYING DECIMALS, is a program that assists students In learning how

to multiply numbers of varying sizes. All problems have at least 3 digit

top numbers and the student can choose 1-2 or 3 digits for the bottom

number. Problems are randomly generated and almost always require

regrouping.

Ili
All problems are presented in vertical format. Each problem needs to be

completed by entering the digits from right to left. Just as one would

do using paper and pencil. A student can quit at anytime by pressing

the 61)" key.

To begin MULTIPLYING DECIMALS, press number 1 at the initial screen.

The students are asked to type their first name abd press Return. They

are then given a choice to type 01, for instructions or 02 for problems

and 03 to exit the program.

If fl is pressed, the program gives a lengthy explanation of the

prodcedure for performing the multiplication and placing the decimal

point. If f2 is pressed they are moved to the selection menu. At this

itpoint the students choose the type of problems they are to work with.

Ex. Multiply by how many digits? (1-3)

Fill in zeros during addition? (Y-N)

A student can quit at anytime by pressing the "*" key.

Iti

For a correct resp wise the program has several positive comments using

the students name. Ili

E, III ill lii II II ill id ill Id ill lig ill ill iii iii Iii iii
N.M. for 1.8.1.
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Ex. That's correct, NAME
You made 0 errors on that problem.
A great job! or A perfect try! or You're terrific!

For an incorrect response the program responds with:

EX. Sorry NAME,
8 is incorrect. Try again

The student is given two chances to tnter the correct answer.
If a second incorrect answer is entered the program's response is:

Ex. The correct answer is XX
When you understand your error, type in the correct answer.

When the student enters the correct answer the program asks for the

decimal to be placed. The decimal point is shown with an arrow in the

sum position to the right of the last digit.

Ex. Move the decimal point with the "J" and "K" keys. Press "C" to

check placement.

The student has two attempts to place the decimal point correctly.

After the second incorrect placement they are given detailed written
instructions on how to perform this task. When they have completed this

they press "C" to check their answer.

At the end of each set of problems the student receives a total error

analysis which tells how many errors were made in multiplying, adding,

carrying, placing the decimal point and the total number errors. The

student can press Return to continue.

TEACHER OPTIONS

The program has an extensive Data Management System that allows the

teacher to keep a record of classes, students, class and student

profiles, grade plot and rank of student. These options are accessed

via three DMS menus: Main Menu, Class Menu and Ranking Menu.

See page 7 of the Data Management System manual for the initial password

to get into the management system.

At the DMS's matn menu the teacher has the option of setting the E.
difficulty level of the problems. This can only be performed per class.

If a teacher wants to select the difficulty level per student, this et
Option must be changed each time. The difficulty levels that are

available for teachers are no different than what the student selects at

the beginning of the program.

lit RI II L:-!,
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:0GGESTIONS

1. Teachers may want to pre-select the problems that they wish their E,
class to practice.

2. Activity instructions are lengthy end should be skipped. The teacher
should carefully go through the procedure with the students the

first few times they use the program.
3. The MFMT problems do not go beyond two digit multipliers and factors

with two decimal places.
4. Check the upper right hand corner of screen to see the problem E]

number.
5. D.T.A. Applications:

Independent Practice
Vocabulary: line-up

completed
decimal(point)
error
carry
digits

1111

11

110

t
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Compamy: MICROCOMPUTERUTER
WORKSHOPS

Title: ADDING

SOFTWARE iiiii

iDECIMALS
Activity: DECIMAL

ADDITIONS SUMMAR'? ii
ill I
I W

OBJECTIVES:

1-11
MFMT: 2.1.8 Add Decimals

ISKILLS: 0D1 WRITE NUMBERS IN A COLUMN ACCORDING TO THE

ill

DECIMAL PLACE
AD 2 ADD UP TO THREE NUMBERS WITH ONE DECIMAL PLACE

WITH REGROUPING
AD4 ADD TWO NUMBERS WITH TWO DECIMAL PLACES WITH

REGROUPING

I

1
411M.

.

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

ADDING DECIMALS, is a program that randomly generates addition problems

I

I based on the students' or teachers' selection. Most problems require

regrouping.

ITo begin ADDING DECIMALS, press number 1 at the initial screen. I
The students are asked to type their first name and press Return. They

are then given a choice to type #1, for instructions or 02 for problems

and 03 to exit the program. If 01 is pressed, the program gives a

iiilengthy explanation of the prodcedure for lining up the numbers by the

decimal points and entering in digits.

IIf 02 is pressed they are moved to the selection menu. At this point the
iiistudents choose the type of problems they are to work with.

EX. How many digits in each number? (2-5)

iii
How many numbers per problem? (2-5)
How many problems would you like? (1-9)

IAll problems are phsented in horizontal format. The student uses the I,
J, K, and M keys to move the numbers around. I a up, J is left, K a iii

right, PI = down. The C key is used to "check" the decimal line up.

Students must press this key each time they have completed lining up a

ill
Humber with the given decimal point shorn with an arrow, in the suma position. A student can quit at anytime by pressing the "*" key.

li 777
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These screen commands are visible at all times. The students are E III
continually prompted as to which keys to use. During the solution of a
problem the C key rust be pressed each time a number Is lined up and
the Return key must be pressed to go on to the next number. If the
carry number is zero the student can enter zero or press the Space Bar.

Fora correct response the program has several positive comments using
the students name.

Ex. That's correct, NAME ii!
You made 0 errors on that problem.
A great job! or A perfect try! or You're terrific!

]

For an incorrect response the program responds with:

EX. Sorry NAME,

8 is incorrect. Try again
ii!

The student is given two chances to enter the correct answer.
ii!If a second incorrect answer is entered the program's response is:

illEx. The correct answer is XX

When you understand your error, type in the correct answer.

El
If it takes the student several attempts to enter in the correct answer
the program will respond in the following way:

Ex. That is correct NAME
You made 3 errors on that problem. iE
I'm rooting for you. or Keep trying. or You just need some practice.

At the end of each set of problems the student receives a total error
analysis which tells how many errors were made in line-up, adding,
carrying, and the total number errors. The student can press Return to
continue.

TEACHER OPTIONS E]
iiiThe program has an extensive Data Management System that allows the
teacher to keep a record of classes, students, class and student

Ili
profiles, grade plot and rank of student. These options are accessed
via three DMS menus: Main Menu, Class Nesu and Ranking Menu.

See page 7 of the Data Management System manual for the initial password
to get into the management system.

At the DMS's main menu the teacher has the option of setting the
difficulty level of the problems. This can only be performed per class.
If a teacher wants to select the difficulty level per student, this ill

Ili option must be changed each time. The difficulty levels that are
available for teachers are no different than what the student selects at
the beginning of the program. t-,fr,0

0 e k.....
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Compeny: MICROCOMPUTER

Title: 1-O2-3-DIGIT SOFTVAREWRKSHOPS

MULTIPLICATION
Activity: MULTIPLICATION

SUMMARY
OBJECTIVES:

MFMT: 2.1.3 MULTIPLY WHOLE NUMBERS

SKILLS: M. MULTIPLY 1-DIGIT BOTTOM NUMBER TIMES UP
TO UP TO 3 OR 4-DIGIT TOP NUMBER,

111
M6 MULTIPLY 2-DIGIT BOTTOM NUMBER TIMES

REGROUPING

2-DIGIT TOP RUMBER, REGROUPING
M7 MULTIPLY 2-DIGIT BOTTOM NUMBER TIMES UP

TO 4-DIGIT TOP NUMBER, REGROUPING

a
I ACTIVITY SUMMARY

iii MULTIPLICATION, is a program that assists students in leaning how to
multiply numbers of varying sizes. All problems have at least 3 digit
top numbers and the students can choose 1-2 or 3 digits for the bottom
number. Problems are randomly generated and almost always require
regrouping.

illAll problems are presented in vertical format. Each problem needs to be
completed by entering the digits from right to left. Just as one would
do using paper and pencil. A student can quit at anytime by presing the

'0' key.

To begin MULTIPLICATION, the students are asked to type their first name
and press return. Next they are asked if they want instructions. If 'Y'

is pressed, the program offers a quick explanation of the prodcedure for
entering in digits and working the problem.

IIf ell" is pressed they skip the directions and are moved to the

selection menu. At this point the students choose the type of problems
they are to practice.

j Ex. You may try up to 9 problems. How many would you like? (1-9)
How many digits would you like In the multiplier? (1-2-3)

Each problem needs to be completed by entering the digits from right to

Aft

left. Just as one would do using paper and pencil.
t

lil

For a correct response the program has several positive comments using

the stunts name.IIF Sa

Ja
.C.I. for Z.S.E.
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Ex. That's correct, NAME Ili

You made 1 errors on that problem.
I see you did your homework! or The math department is proud of you!

For an Incorrect response the program responds with:

EX. Sorry NAME,
8 is incorrect. Try again

The student is given two chances to enter the correct answer for each
step in the process. If a second incorrect answer is entered the
program's response is:

Ex. The correct answer is XX
When you understand your error, type in the correct answer.

If it takes the student several attempts to enter in the correct answer Ili

the program will respond in the following way:

Ex. That is correct NAME
You made XX errors on that problem.
I'm rooting for you. or Keep trying. or You just need some practice.

The problem number is displayed in the top right hand corner of the

screen at all times. During the solution of a problem the Return key
does not have to be pressed to enter each number. The cursor enters the
position of the next keyboard entry.

At the end of each set of problems the student receives a total error

carrying, and the number of problems completed without any errors. The ill
analysis which tells how many errors were made in multiplying, adding,

student can press "P" to do more problems or 'E' to exit the program.

TEACHER OPTIONS

The program has an extensive Data Management System that allows the
ill teacher to keep a record of classes, students, class and student

profiles, grade plot and rank of student. These options are accessed
via three DMS menus: Main Menu, Class Menu and Ranking Menu.

See page 7 of the Data Management System manual ror the Initial password
to get into the system.

Ili

At the DMS's main menu the teacher has the option of setting the
difficulty level of the problems. This can only be performed per class.
If a teacher wants to select the difficulty level per student, this

option must be changed each time. The difficulty levels that are

available for teachers are no different than what the student selects at
Sithe beginning of the program.

i --,--L,--v---
iii
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eli SUGGESTIONS

lit1. Teachers should have their students enter in the number of digits in

lil

the multiplier.

2. Review the instructions with the students and explain the procedure.

il
Program commands are always visible on screen.

3. The MFMT problems do not go beyond two digit bottom number with up ill
to 4-digit top number with regrouping.

4. D.T.A. Applications:
Guided Practice

IN
Independent Practice
Vocabulary: multiplier

li
cursor
correct
answer
error ii

I ill
ill ill

0 ill
ill illI
111

II
a 111

ii a
ii

III ii
Ill a
a IliI a
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Company: MICROCOMPUTER
WORKSHOPS

Title: SUBTRACTING
SOFTWARE

DECIMALS
Activity:DECIMAL

SUBTRACTION

OBJECTIVES:

MFMT: 2.1.9 SUBTRACT DECIMALS

SUMMARY

SKILLS: SDI SUBTRACT TWO NUMBERS WITH ONE DECIMAL PLACE

WITHOUT REGROUPING
SD2 SUBTRACT TWO NUMBERS WITH ONE DECIMAL PLACE

WITH REGROUPING
S03 SUBTRACT TWO NUMBERS WITH TWO DECIMAL PLACES

WITHOUT REGROUPING
SO4 SUBTRACT TWO NUMBERS WITH TWO DECIMAL PLACES

WITH REGROUPING

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

SUBTRACTING DECIMALS, is a program that randomly generates subtraction

problems based on the students' or teachers' selection.

To begin SUBTRACTING
DECIMALS, press number 1 at the initial screen.

The students are asked to type their first name and press Return. They

are then given a choice to type #1, for instructions or #2 for problems

and #3 to exit the program. If #1 is pressed, the program gives a

lengthy explanation of the prodcedure for lining up the numbers by the

decimal points and performing the subtraction.

If #2 is pressed they are moved to the selection menu. At this point the

students choose the type of problems they are to

EX. Do you want the problems to include borrowing? (Y or N)

How many digits in each number? (2-6)

How many problems would you like? (1-9)

All problems are presented in horizontal format. The student uses the I,

J, K, and M keys to move the numbers around. I lc up, J K left, K

right, 14 it down. The C key is used to "check" the decimal line up.

Students must press this key each time they have completed lining up a

number with the given decimal point shown with an arrow, in the sum

position. A student can quit at anytime by pressing the "*" key.

4110iii Each problem needs to be completed by entering the digits from right to

left. Just as one would do using paper and pencil. Borrow first if

necessary..

1,1_359
I.C.I. for t.S.E.
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To start the borrowing process the student should press "8". If the

ma,

student does not borrow but just enters a number, the program will

respond:
"You can not subtract without first borrowing. To borrow type 8."

After '8" is typed the response is seen:
"Borrowing, Type the new value of the high lighted digit."

For a correct response the program has several positive comments using

the students name.

Ex. That's correct, NAME
You made 0 errors on that problem.

A great job! or A perfect try! or You're terrific!

For an incorrect response the program responds with:

EX, Sorry NAME,
8 is incorrect. Try again

The student is given two chances to enter the correct answer for each

step in the process. If a second incorrect answer is entered the

program's response Is:

Ex. The correct answer is XX

When you understand your error, type in the correct answer.

If It takes the student several attempts to enter In the correct answer

the program will respond in the following way:

Ex That is correct NAME
You made XX errors on that problem.

I'm rooting for you. or Keep trying. or You just need some practice.

At the end of each set of problems the student receives a total error

analysis which tells how many errors were made in line-up, subtracting,

borrowing, and the total number errors. The student can press Return to

continue.

TEACHER OPTIONS

The program teas an extensive Data Management System that allows the

teacher to keep a record of classes, students, class and student

profiles, grade plot and rank of student. These options are accessed

via three DMS menus: Main Menu, Class Menu and Ranking Menu.

See page 7 of the Data Management System manual for the initial password

to get into the management system. r/
0 1/4.,
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Ad!! ig
At the DMS's main menu the teacher has the option of setting the

11 difficulty level of the problems. This can only be performed per class.

If a teacher wants to seleo. the difficulty level per stuelnt, this IN

11
eption must be changed each time. The difficulty levels that are

available for teachers are no different than what the student selects at

11

the beginning of the program.

.

Ig

ig

!!!
SUGGESTIONS g

g1. Teachers may want to pre-select the problems that they wish their

class to practice.

g 2. Activity instructions are lengthy and should be skipped. The teacher

should carefully go through the procedure with the students the IE

gi
first few times they use the program.

3. The MFMT problems do not go beyond subtracting two numbers with up g
Pg

to two decimal places with regrouping.

4. Check the upper right hand corner of screen to see the problem

number.

g
5. D.T.A. Applications:

Independent Practice
g

!!!

Vocabulary: line-up
completed
decimal(point)

N error 15

4111 N carry g
PI ig

I!!
IN

PI Pg

Pi IN

!!!
PA IN

P! Ig

P IN

P
PI 1.., 8 7

ig
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WORKSHOPS SOFTWARE
Company: MICROCOMPUTER

Title: SUBTRACTION
Activity: SUBTRACTION

SUMMARY
OBJECTIVES

MFMT: 2.1.2 SUBTRACT WHOLE NUMBERS

SKILLS: Si RECALL SUBTRACTION NUrBER FACTS
S2 SUBTRACT TWO NUMBERS WITH UP TO 2

DIGITS EACH.NO REGROUPING
S3 SUBTRACT TWO NUMBERS WITH UP TO 3

DIGITS EACH.NO REGROUPING
S4 SUBTRACT TWO NUMBERS WITH UP TO 2

DIGITS EACH.REGROUPING TENS TO ONES
35 SUBTRACT TWO NUMBERS WITH UP TO 3

DIGITS EACH, REGROUPING TENS TO ONES
S6 SUBTRACT TWO NUMBERS WITH UP TO 3

DIGITS EACH.REGROUPING HUNDREDS TO
TENS

S7 SUBTRACT TWO NUMBERS WITH UP TO 3
DIGITS EACH, REGROUPING TO TENS OR
ONES

08 SUBTRACT TWZ!
DIGITS EACH,

S9 SUBTRACT TWO
DIGITS EACH,

S10 SUBTRACT TWO
DIGITS EACH,

NUMBERS WITH UP TO 3
ONE OR TWO REGROUPINGS
NUMBERS WITH UP TO 4
ONE TO THREE REGROUPINGS
NUMBERS WITH UP TO 5
ONE TO FOUR REGROUPINGS

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

SUBTRACTION, is a program that assists students in learning how to
subtract two numbers of varying sizes (with or without borrowing).
Problems are randomly generated based on the student's selection.

All problems are presented in vertical format. Each problem needs to be
completed by entering the digits from right to left. Just as one would
do using paper and pencil. A student can quit at anytime by presing the
' 0* key.

To begin SUBTRACTION, the students are asked to type their first name
and press return. Next, they are asked if they want Instructions. If

o V' is pressed, the program offers a lengthy discourse of the prodcedure
for entering In digits and working the problem. ,

785
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If 'N" is pressed they skip the directions and are moved to the

selection menu. At this point the students choose the type of problems

they are to practice.

Ex. You may try up to 9 problems. How many would you like? (1-9)

They are then asked to type 1 or 2.

1. Problems with borrowing
2. Problems without borrowing

Each problem needs to be completed by entering the digits from right to

left. Just as one would do using paper and pencil. Borrow first if

necessary.

IliTo start the borrowing process the student should press 'B ". If the

student does not borrow but Just enters a number, the program will

respond:

ill'You can not subtract without first borrowing. To borrow type B.'

After "B" is typed the response is seen:
iii

"Borrowing, Type the new value of the high lighted digit.'

For a correct response the program has several positive comments using

iii

the students name.

Ex. That's correct, NAME
You made 0 errors on that problem. ii
A great job! or A perfect try! or You're terrific!

For an incorrect response the program responds with:

EX. Sorry NAME,
8 Is incorrect. Try again

The student is given two chances to enter the correct answer for each

step in the process. If a second incorrect answer is entered the

program's response is:

Ex. The correct answer is XX iii
When you understand your error, type in the correct answer.

ill
If it takes the student several attempts to enter in the correct answer

the program will respond in the following way:
ill

,

j Ex. That is correct NAME -
t:

You made XX errors on that problem. ill
iiiI'm rooting for you. or Keep trying. or You just need some practice.

The problem number is displayed in the top right hand corner of the

lig
screen at all times. During the solution of'a problem tha Return key

does not have to be pressed to enter each number. The cursor enters the

position of the next keyboard entry. 786 ill..,
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1. Teachers should have their students enter in the type of problems
that they are to practice.

2. Instructions are lengthy and wordy. Skip the instructions and
explain the procedure to students directly. Program commands are
always visible on screen.

3. The MFMT problems do not go beyond three digits with 1 or 2
regroupings.

4. Observe the students

4. D.T.A. Applications:
Guided Practice
Independent Practice
Vocabulary: Borrowing

high lighted
value
cursor

JAAce bar
qukt

correct

111

answer
error

lii if id (2,
At the end of each set of problems the student receives a total error
analysis which tells how many errors were made in subtraction,
borrowing, and the number of problems completed without any errors. The
student can press IP" to do more problems or 6E" to exii '..he program.

TEACHER OPTIONS

The program has an extensive Data Management System that allows the
teacher to keep a record of classes, students, class and student
profiles, grade plot and rank of student. These options are accessed
via three DMS menus: Main Menu, Class Menu and Ranking Menu.

See page 7 of the Data Management System manual for the initial password
to get into the system.

At the DMS's main menu the teacher has the option of setting the
difficulty level of the problems. This can only be performed per class.
If a teacher wants to select the difficulty level per student, this
option must be changed each time. The difficulty levels that are
available for teachers are no different than what the student selects at
the beginning of the program.

SUGGESTIONS

#78
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SOFTWARE kCompany: MICROCOMPUTER
WORKSHOPS

III Title: SUBTRACT MIXED FRACTIONS summAny iii
Activity: SUBTRACT MIXED FRACTIONS

li OBJECTIVES: if
MFMT: 2.1.6 Subtract Mixed Numbers
SKILLS: Al FIND A COMMON DENOMINATOR OR LOWEST COMMON

DENOMINATOR
S6 SUBTRACT MIXED NUMBERS WITH UNLIKE DENOMINATORS

EE

iii 111

la ACTIVITY SUMMARY
ii

ilSUBTRACTING FIXED FRACTIONS is designed to assist students in learning
how to subtract fractions by providing them with comprehensive
instruction and structure.

ii

To begin SUBTRACTING MIXED FRACTIONS press number one at the main menu.
The students are required to type their first name. They are next asked
if they want instructions? If they press mY" the program gives a

lengthy explanation of the program. The instructions include a sample
problem.

If "N" is pressed the program immediately moves to the problem selection
wenu. The students select the number of problems that they wish to

ill complete. They can choose any amount from 1-999. If they pick an

iiunsually high number the program will ask "Do you really want to do 999
problems'? "

The problems are randomly presenfred in vertical format. The denominators
say or may net be the same. The numbers are always mixed. There are iifour options for the student to choose from to begin solving the
iiproblem.

1) Change to the least common denominator.
2) Borrow from whole number part ii
ji3) Subtract
4) Induce fractional part

Select (S to Stop)

When number one is pressed, the student has two attempts to find the
least common denominator. After the second.incorrect answer the program
will offer the following help:

788
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Choose one of the following methods of finding the least common
denominator.

1) Common multiples
2) Prime factors
3) Both

The common multiples approach will list the multiples of each
denominator up to the product of the denominators. The LCD will be in
the white boxes.

.The prime factors approach will list the prime factors of both
denominators. The common factors will be in the white boxes.

If the student selects 'Both' the two above methods will be given.

When the least common denominator is found, the student must multiply
the denominators by the number that equals the LCD. The LCD is now
displayed in the middle of the screen to the right.

If the student makes two computational errors, the program will give the
strategy for solving by multiplying.

The student must then decide if they need to borrow from the whole
number part. If it is necessary they should press number 2.
The screen commands will prompt them to enter In the new whole number
amount then the new numerator amount. If they make two errors the
program will help:

Ex. You just borrowed 1, which is equal to 24/24. This makes the
fractional part of the fraction: 3/24 + 24/24 = 27/24

The fractions in the upper portion of the screen are written vertically.

Ex. 5

4

The fractions in the lower portions of the screen, during the
help phase are written horizontally:

Ex. 5/4

After changing to least common denominator and borrowing, the student is
ready to subtract and reduce to lowest terms. The program will prompt
the student in the same way as above through these two steps.

At the end of each set of problems the student receives a total error
analysis which tells how many procedural, computational and LCD errors
were made. The student can press °S° to stop at the beginning or end of

problem.

769
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Company: Milliken
Title: MATH SEQUENCES
Activity: ADDITION

OBJECTIVES:

MFMT 2.1.1.

SKILLS:

SOFTWARE
SUMMARY

a
a
a

Add Whole Numbers

Al. Recall addition number facts
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: ADDITION 1-8, 11-18

A2 Add two numbers with up to 2 digits each, no
regrouping
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: ADDITION 19-20, 23-25

A3. Add two numbers with up to 3 or 4 digits each, n
regrouping
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: ADDITION 41

A4. Add three 1-digit numbers
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: ADDITION 9-10, 21-22,
35-36

AS Add three numbers with up to 2 digits each, no
regrouping
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: NONE

A6 Add two numbers with up to 2 digits each,
regrouping ones to ten''
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: ADDITION 26-34

A7 Add two numbers with up to 3 or 4 digits each,
regrouping ones to tens
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: ADDITION 42-45

A8 Add two numbers with up to 3 digits each,
regrouping tens to hundreds
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: ADDITION 46-47

A9 Add two numbers with up to 3 digits each, 1 or 2
regroupings
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: ADDITION 48-50, 53-54

A10 Add two numbers with up to 4 digits each, 1 to 3
regroupings
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: ADDITION 55-58
Add three numbers with up to 2 digits each,
regrouping
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: ADDITION 37-40
Add three numbers with up to 3 or 4 digits each,
regrouping
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: ADDITION 51-52, 59-60

a
a

a
a

a

a
a
a
a

All

Al2

* SEE ATTACHED PROBLEM LEVEL EXiMiLES FOR MORE INFORMATION.

790 a
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ACTIVITY SUMMARY

This software provides 'no frills" drill and practice on addition

problems. It is divided into 'problem levels", which range from basic

addition facts to adding stacks of three 3 or 4-digit numbers requiring

regrouping (carrying).
With a few exceptions (see attached Problem Level Examples),

problems are in vertical computation format. A question mark appears

where a digit is needed. The student responds by pressing the

appropriate number key (no Return key Is required). If the correct

digit is entered, the question mark moves left to the next column.

Thus, digits a,e entered in the correct right-to-left computational

sequence.
On "problem levels" requiring regrouping (carrying), 'Press Space

Bar to regroup." is also displayed. Pressing the Space Bar in a column

where carrying js not required produces no respoAse from the computer.

Pressing the Space Bar In a column where carrying is required moves the

question mark to the top of the column, where the student enters the

digit being carried from the previous column. Actually, this process Is

optional. If the student refrains from pressing the Space Bar and

simply enters the correct digit at the bottom of the column, the

response is considered correct.

If a problem is worked correctly, a reinforcement Is presented,

which is either animated or text, as selected at the start of the

program. ANIMATED reinforcement consists of brief animations (a clown

flipping, a train moving, a dragon breathing fire) with a single word

("WOW", 'GREAT") displayed. TEXT reinforcement consists of

messages--"Wow!", 'Wow, Student!', 'Super, Student!', etc.

If an incorrect digit is entered, the computer does not wait until

a problem is completed to give corrective feedback. After the first

wrong digit, this feedback generally consists of the message. 'XX is

wrong. Try again.' The student then presses Return and reenters the

digit.
The student is allowed one error per addition problem. If a second

error (including carried digits) is made, the computer announces "XX is

wrong," and supplies the correct answer digit by digit.

a

a

a

a
a

a

a
a
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The session continues until at least a 'minimum number of problems'

Is presented. This number Is preset at 8, but can be reset to any

number from 3 to 20. The computer also has a "mastery level' and a

' failure level' which are preset at 80% and 50% (respectively) but can

be reset by the teacher. As long as the student performs between the

mastery level and the failure level, the computer continues to present

problems at a given 'problem level' indefinitely.

After the 'minimum number of problem has been presented, the

' problem level' will automatically Incre_ each time the student

reaches the 'mastery level' or decrease if the student reaches the

'failure level". These changes are announced to the student: 'Good

news, Student. Your problem level went up to XX. Good job!!"; 'Bad

news, Student. Your problem level went down to XX. Try a little

harder." An excessive number of errors will cause the session to end

with a message.: 'Bad news, Student. You have missed too many problems.

See your teacher for help."
The computer maintains a constant display of student performance at

the bottom of the screen. This Includes: PL = XX ("problem level"), TC

= XX (total correct), TP = XX (total problems), and AVG = XX% (percent

accuracy). The total correct includes problems on which the student

made only one error. These totals are reset to zero when the 'problem

level' changes.

TEACHER OPTIONS

Pressing Control-I at the initial title screen will get you into the

management menu to change 'minimum number of problems", 'mastery

level' and 'failure level".

2. This software has an extensive management system which assigns

'problem levels' and maintains records for up to 100 students

divided into up to 5 classes.

3. A session can be ended at any time by pressing the Eec (escape) key.

The computer then Presents a summary
of performance and returns to

the initial title screen.

I ii
a W
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ill SUGGESTIONS

1. The animated reinforcement takes very little time away from

instruction and we recommend it, unless the student finds it too iii

childish. The text reinforcement addresses the student as 'STUDENT"

(unless the management system is used), which may not be very

appealing.

NOTE: Contrary to the message on the opening screen, do NOT press Return

after selecting A or T (Animated or Text) reinforcement.

2. Be sure the student can read the message 'Press RETURN to go on.',

and that he/she knows to watch for it. It appears after each

problem and error message, and the computer simply waits for the

Return key to be pressed. Failure to respond promptly will result

In wasted Instructional time. This may be particularly confusing

after an error, when the computer displays two conflicing messages:

'Try again.' and 'Press RETURN to go on.' In these instances, the

student must pr-ss Return and then try a new answer.

Ili

3. Encourage the student to press the Space Bar to regroup. This is

not really required, but It may serve as a memory aid and establish
Ili

the habit of writing the carried digit in paper and pencil

computations. Also, it provides an additional error monitoring

step.

4. Be sure that the student understands the right-to-left sequence of iii III

entering the digits. This may be confusing. For example, In the

problems: 8 and 8 + 2 = 10 the zero must be entered first.

+ 2

iii
----
10

1 5. D.T.A. Applications
Warm-up
Development (of computation skills if teacher is present to assist)

ill

Guided Practice
Independent Practice
Vocabulary: regroup

1 6. We suggest that you bypass the management system, and use the system III

In Its 'drill' mode. Do this in the following way:

(1) Type 'DRILL' when the program asks for the student's name, then

select (2) 'ANIMATED OR TEXT REINFORCEMENT' and (3) the 'BEGINNIhs

11
LEVEL'.

II 7ej3 ligi la
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Sequence ADDITION

4110 aroblem

Level Descriptor.

Problem Level
Ez.

Problem
Level Description

Problem

Ezample

1 Sums to 6 1. 2 + 4 = X
2. 4

+0
21.22 Sums to 19

Al: addends < 10
21.3 +7*
22. 8

2

+ 5
X

3. Review

X

4-5 Sums 7.10 4. 8 2 = X 23.24 Sums to 10-',9 23. 13 - 6
S. 4 One addend 2 digits 24. 12

+5 One addend 1 digit +6
X No regrouping X

6-9 Sums 0.10 6. 3 + 5 = X
7. 3

+6 25 Sure; to 20.99 25. 34

X

8. Review

Two-digit addends
No regrouping

+ 25
x

9-10 Sums to 10 9. 1 + 6 + 0 = X
10. 2

4

. 3

26 Sums 19.28
One addend 10.19
One addend 1 digit
Regrouping

26. 1(
+8

x

X

27 Sums 20.98 27. 58
One addend 2 digits +9

11-13 Sums 10.13 11. 6 + 7 = X On" addend 1 digit
12. 8 Regrouping

+ 4
X

13. Review
28 Sums 30.99 28. 48

Both addends 2 digits + 26
Regrouping X

14-15 Sums 14.18 14.8 6 =
15.

+

X
29.31 Sums 20.99 29.31. 37

Both addends 2 digits + 29
Some regrouping

16-18 Sums 10.18 16. 9 + 6 = X
17. 7 32-34 Sums 20.99 32.34. 47+8

One addend 2 digits +9
One addend 1 or 2 digits X

18. Review Some regrouping

.4-20 Sums 10.18 19. '.0 + 2 = X 35.36 Sums 10.27 35-36. 6

One addend it 10 20. 10 All addends 1 digit 7

+ 6 Regrouping + 4

111 - 37794



Sequence ADDITION

Problem
Level Description

37.38 Sums 40.99
All addends 2 digits
Regrouping

Problem Level
Example

37-38. 24

36
+ 17

Problem
Level Description

48.50 Sums to 999
Three-digit addends
Regrouping twice

Problem
Example

48-50.

Level

476

+ 25,6
X

X

51-:2 Sums to 999 51-52. 346

39.40 Sums .20-99 39-40. 24
. Three-digit addends . 257

1 or 2 digit addends 36 Re 'ouping twice + 163
Regrouping +5 X

X

53.54 Sums to 999 53-54. 478

41 Sums 200.999 41. 251 Three digit addends + 205
X

2 & 3 digit addends + 27 Regrouping once or twice

No regrouping X

55.58 Sums to 9999 55-56. 2768

Four-digit addends + 3579
42.45 Sums to 999 42-43. 348 Regrouping X

2 & 3 digit addends + 239 57.58. 4195
Regroup ones to tens X + 2487

44-45. 426 x

+ 38
X

59-60 Sums to 9999 59-60. 4785

2. 3 & 4 digit addends 216

46-47 Sums to 999 46-47. 471
Regrouping + 39

X
2 & 3 digit addends + 283
Regrouping tens to hundreds X

111-374
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Title: MATH SEQUENCES
Company: Milliken SOFTWARE :11
Activity: ADD FRACTIONS

SUMMARY 111151

Ern

III OBJE;,rIVES: ii
iiMFtIT 2.1.5.Add Mixed Numbers [and Simplify)

SKILLS:

inAl Find a common denominator or lowest common

1111

denominator
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: FRACTIONS 17-20 ii

1111

A2 Rename fractions to a given denominator
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: FRACTIONS 1-3 ilA3 Add fractions with like denominators
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: FRACTIONS 14-16

hil A4 Add fractions with unlike denominators

1111 AS
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: FRACTIONS 18, 21-22
Add mixed numbers with like denominators Si

ii A6
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: FRACTIONS NONE
Add mixed numbers with unlike denominators
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: FRACTIONS 25

11 * SEE ATTACHED PROBLEM LEVEL EXAMPLES FOR MORE INFORMATION. ii
ii a
li

ACTIVITY SUMMARY
ii

This software provides "no frills" drill and practice on fraction

111
problems. It is divided Into 'problem levels', which range from basic
fraction concepts to adding mixed numbers with unlike denominators. Ilil

Prcblems are in both vertical and horizontal computation format. A

quest ion mark appears where a digit is needed. The student responds by Ili
iipressing the appropriate number key (no Return key Is required). If the

correct digit is entered, the question mark moves left to the next place

where a digit is needed (denomiator postion. whole number..).
If a problem is worked correctly, a reinforcement is presented. liII which is either animated or text. as relected at the start of the

jprogram. ANIMATED reinforcerrient consists of brief animations (a wizard.

a computer printing, a space ship), with a single word ("WOW".

lil'TERIFFIC', 'VERY GOOD") displayed: TEXT reinforcement consists of
messages--"Wow!". 'Wow. Student!', 'Super, Student!". 2tc. 11

a
VI IM f1YP .1
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lif If an Incorrect digit Is entered. the computer does not wait until

ii
.

*a problem is completed to give corrective feedback. After tne first

wrong digit, this feedback generally consists of the message. "XX is

wrong. Try again." The student then presses Return and reenters the

digit.

ill

Tne student is allowed one error per problem. If a second error

(inciucina reaucina, is made, the computer announces "XX is wrong." and

supplies the correct answer digit by digit.

iiTne session continues until at least a "minimum number of problems"

ill

is presented. This number is preset at 8. but can be reset to any

number from 3 to 20. The computer also has a "mastery level" and a

"failure level" which are preset at 80% and 50% (respectively) but can

111
ice reset by the teacher. As long as the student performs between the

mastery level and the failure level. the computer continues to present

problems at a aiven "problem level" indefinitely.

After the 'minimum number of problems" has been presented. the

ill

problem level" will automatically increase each time the student

reaches the "mastery level" or decrease If the student reaches the
Ili

"failure level ". These changes are announced to the student: "Good

news. Student. Your problem level went up to XX. Good job!!": "Bad

news. Student. Your problem level went down to XX. Try a little

flat-tier." An excessive number of errors will cause the session to end

with a messaae: "Bad news. Student. You have missed too many problems

ill

See your teacher for help."
The computer maintains a constant display of student performance at

the bottom of the screen. This includes: PL = XX ("problem level"). TC

ii
= XX (total correct). TP = XX (total problems). and AVG = XX% (percent

accuracy). The total correct includes problems on which the student ill

ii mace only one error. These totals are reset to zero when the "problem

level" changes

iii

I

lil

111

II

i 707.

ii

N ii s
iiii il if ill hi hil ill ii iii II il if iii kil id ii II Iii iii
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IliTEACHER OPTIONS

1 1. Pressing Control-I at the initial title screen will aet you into the I
management menu to chance "minimum number of problems". 'mastery

level" and "failure level".

2. This software has an extensive management system which assigns

"problem levels" and maintains records for up to 100 students

divided into up to 5 classes.

3. A session can be ended at any time by pressing the Esc (escape) key.

The computer then presents a summary of performance and returns to ill
the Initial title screen.

ISUGGESTIONS

1 1. The animated reinforcement takes very little time away from
instruction and we recommend it. unless the student finds it too

childish. The text reinforcement addresses the student as "STUDENT"

(unless the management system is used). which may not be very

appealing.

Oil
NOTE: Contrary to the message on the opening screen. do NOT press Return

after selecting A or T (Animated or Text) reinforcement. iii

2. Be sure the student can read the message "Press RETURN to go on.".

ana that he/she knows to watch for it. It appears after each

problem and error message, and the computer simply waits for the

Return Key to be pressed. Failure to respond promptly will result

iii

in wasted instructional time. This may be particularly confusing

after an error, when the computer displays two conflicting messaaes: iii

iii

"Try again." and "Press RETURN to go on." In these instances. the

student must press Return and then try a new answer. I
3. Encourage the student to press the Space Bar to regroup. This is

not really required. but it may serve as a memory aid and establish iii

iii

the habit of writing the carried digit in paper and pencil

computations. Also, It provides an additional error monitoring

iii

step.

4. D.T.A. Applications
Warm-up
Development (of computation skills If teacher Is present to assist)

Guided Practice
Independent Practice

iii

Vocabulary: reduce

... iii
5. We suggest that you bypass the management system. and use the system

1 in its "drill" mode. Do this in the following way:

(1) Type "DRILL" when the program asks for the student's name. then

seiect (2) 'ANIMATED OR TEXT REINFQRCETT" and (3) the "BEGINNING

LEVEL'.
.1

Z/8

II ill kil 111 ill 111 E
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Sequence FRACTIONS

Problem Problem Level

Level Description Example

3 X
1-3 Write equivalent fraction 1-2. 7-

Common factors 2.50
X 8
6 =24

4-5 -Order of fractions
Numerators 1.9
Denominators 2.12

6.7 Order of fractions
Numerators 1.12
Denominators 1-12

8.9 Simplify fractions
Common factors 2.24

10-11 Change fraction to mixed
numeral

Numerators 5.50
Denominators 2.9

12.13 Change mixed number to
fraction

Whole numbers 2-10
Fractional numbers 1-20

14 Add like fractions
Numerators 0.9
Denominators 2.24
Horizontal form

15 Subtract like fractions
Numerators 0.9
Denominators 2.24
Horizontal form

16 Add or subtract like
fractions

Numerators 0.9
Denominators 2.24

2 36-7. -7 < -5

8-9.
9

= X

10-11.
27

= X

3
12-13. 2 Ti = X

14. 2++ 2 =X

8 - 3T15. -g = X

16.
7

-8--

2

8-

111-379

Sequence FRACTIONS

Problem Problem Len!
Level Description Example

1
17 Write least common 17.

3
+ =lc

denominator
Numerators 1-9
Denominators 2.20

18 Add unlike fractions 18.
Denominators are multiples
Numerators 1-9
Denominators 2.20

19 Subtract unlike fractions
Denominators are multiples
Numerators 1-9
Denominators 2-20

3

8

+

x

19.
7

1

T

1 1

20 Write least common 20.6 + T3- = X
denominator

Numerators 1-9
Denominators 2.24

21.22 Add unlike fractions
Numerators 1-12
Denominators 2-24

23-24 Subtract unlike fractions
Numerators 1-12
Denominators 2.24

25 Add un:ike mixed numbers
Whole numbers 1-9
Numerators 1-12
Denomirotors 2.20

799

21-22.
7

9

1

23-24.
7

-9

1

T



Sequence FRACTIONS

Problem Problem Level
Level Description Example

26 Subtract mixed numeral 26. 4
from whole number

2
Whole numbers 1.9 - 2--3-
Fractional numbers 2-24

X

27 Subtract mixed numerals
Fraction in minuend <

fraction in subtrahend
Whole numbers 1.9
Fractional numbers 1.24

27. 6-4

73T
X

3
28 Multiply fraction by 28 7 x 20 = 7

whole number
Whole numbers 8-99
Numerators 1-9
Denominat8rs 2-10

2 5
29 Multiply

3 8
fractions 29. x =

Numerators 1.12
Denominators 2.24

3 7
30 Multiply mixed numeral 30. 2-i- x Ti =

by fraction
Whole numbers 1.9
Fri -tional numbers 1-24

1 2
31 Multiply mixed numerals 31. 1-2- x 2-5- = 7

Whole numbers 1.9
Fractional numbers 1.24

32 Write reciprocals 32.
87 x 7 = 1

Fractional numbers 1.20

2
33 Divide a whole number by 33. 20 -

3
= X

a fraction
*.t.....-'e numbers 2.20
erociional numbers 1.9

Problem
Level Description

34 Divide fraction by a
fraction

Numerators 1-9
Denominators 2.24

35 Divide mixed numerals
Whole numbers 1-9

Fractional numbers 1.24

Problem Level
Example

34.4
51 = x

1 235.16 -33 =x

36 Change fraction to 36. Chang2 2- to a de: -a
decimal 5

Numerators 1-9 Type tie letter of
Denominators 2.12 the cvrect answer

1.!
111-380
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OBJECTIVE:

MFMT 2.1.8 Add Decimals

Skills:

SOFTWARE
SUMMARY

Company: Milliken
Title: Math Sequence
Activity: Decimal Sequence

(ADDITION)

AD 1 Add up to three numberes with one decimal place without regrouping.
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: Decimal Sequence 12, 13, 17

AD 2 Add up to three numbers with one decimal place
with regrouping.
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVEL: Decimal Serience 14

AD 3 Add two numbers with two decimal places
without regrouping.
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVEL: Decimal Sequence 15

AD 4 Add two numbers with two decimal places with

regrouping.
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVEL: Decimal Sequence 16

* See attached problem level examples for more information.

ACTIVITY JUMMARY

This software program provides a "no frills" drill and practice on

decimal addition problems. It is divided into "problem levels", which

range from basic decimal addition facts to adding three numbers with

three decimal places and regrouping.
To begin the program the student should type the word DRILL instead

of his or her name. (This would be done only if the management system

is not being used.) Next, the student must choose animation or text

reinforcement by pressing the letter A or T. Finally the student must

select a program level from the given range.
All problems are in vertical computation format. A question mark

appears where a digit is needed. The student responds by pressing the

appropriate number key (no Return key is required). If the correct

digit is entered, the question mark moves left to the next column.
Thus, digits are entered in the correct right-to-left computational
sequence.

On "problem levels" requiring regrouping (carrying), "Press Space

Bar to regroup" is displayed. Pressing the Space Bar moves the question

mark to the top of the next column, where the student enters the carried

number. Actually, this process is optional. If the student

refrains from pressing the Space Bar and simply enters the correct digit

at the bottom of the column, theresponse is considered correct.

E.C.I. for E.S.E. III-381, P.O.C./U. of HD. 1988
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If a problem is worked correctly, the student is reinforced with
either animation or text. ANIMATED reinforcement consists of brief
animations (a clown flipping, a train moving, a dragon breathing fire)
with a single word ("WOW", "GREAT") displayed. TEXT reinforcement
consists of messages--"Wow, Student!", "Super, Student! ", etc.

If an incorrect digit is entered, the program gives immediate
corrective feedback. This feedback generally consists of the message,
"XX is wrong. Try again." The student then presses Return and reenters
the digit.

The student is allowed one error per addition problem. If a second
error (including carried digits) is made, the screen displays "XX is

Ili

wrong," and supplies the correct answer digit by digit.
The program maintains a constat display of student performance at

the bottom of the screen. This includes: PL = XX (problem level), TC
= XX (total correct), TP = XX (total problems), and AVG = XX% (percent
accuracy). The total correct includes problems on which the student
made only one error. These totals are reset to zero when the "problem
level" changes.

TEACHER OPTIONS

8G2

ki lid lig lid lit! ki lid ElIn

1. Pressing Control-I at the initial title screen will get you Into the
management menu to change "minimum number of problems", "mastery
level", and "failure level".

2. This software has an extensive management system which assigns
"problem levels" and maintains records for up to 100 students
divided into up to 5 classes.

3. A session can be ended at any time by pressing the Esc (escape) key.
The program then presents a summary of performance and returns to
the initial title.

SUGGESTIONS

1. Be sure the student can read the messages "Press RETURN to go on" as
well as "Press space bar to regroup" and that he/she knows to watch
for them. The message "Press RETURN to go on" appears after each
problem. After the first error the screen displays two messages:
"Try again." and "Press RETURN to go on." In these instances, the
student must press Return and then try a new answer.

2. Encourage the student to press the Space Bar to regroup. This is
not really required, but it me., :'rve as a aemory aid and establish
the habit of writing the carried diOt in paper and pencil
conputations. Also, it provides an aditional error monitoring
step.

II. 382
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3. Be sure that the student understands the right-to -left sequence of

..;entering the digits. This may be confusing. For example, in the
problems: 1.7 and 1.7 + 2.0 the 7 must

+ 2.0

ig
3.7

be entered first.

4. D.T.A. Applications
Warm-up
Guided Practice
Independent Practice

El
5. We suggest that you bypass the management system, and use the system

in its "drill" mode. Do this in the following way: (1) Type "DRILL"
when the program asks for the student's name, then (2) select
"ANIMATED OR TEXT REINFORCEMENT" and (3) choose the appropriate .:
iibeginning level.

NOTE: Contrary to the message on the opening screen, do NOT
press Return after selection A or T (Animated or
Text) reinforcement. El

Ili] El

lig

iito 8 0 3
OPE
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OBJECTIVE:

MFMT 2.1.11 DIVIDE DECIMALS

Skills:

SOFTWARE
SUMMARY

Company: Milliken
Title: Math Sequence
Activity: Decimal Sequence
(DIVISION)

00 1 Place the decimal point in the quotient correctly whendividing by a whole number
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVEL: Decimal Sequence 50

* See attached problem level examples for more Information.

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

This software program provides a no frills" drill andpractice on decimal division problems.
To begin the program the student should type the word DRILLinstead of his or her name. (This would be done only If the managementsystem is not being used.) Next, the student must choose animation ortext reinforcement by pressing the letter A or T. Finally the studentmust select a program level from the given range.
The division problems use the numbers 2-9 as divisors and10-99.999 as dividends. There are no remainders. All problems are invertical computation format. A question mark appears where a digit or"the decimal point" is needed. The student responds by pressing theSpace Bar when the question mark Is over the appropriate number. (NoReturn key is required.) If the correct digit (or the decimal pointwhen appropriate) is entered, the question mark moves to the next placethat an answer is needed.

Students have the option of doing long or short division. "Pressthe Space Bar" is displayed during the computation process. If thestudent refrains from pressing the Space Bar and simply enters thecorrect digits, the response is considered correct.
If a problem is wuIked correctly, the student is reinforcedwith either animation or text. ANIMATED reinforcement consists ofbrief animations and single words ( a scroll that says, "WELL DONE"; aship with steL that says, "GREAT"; a dump truck dumping the word"WOW"). TEXT reinforcement consists of messages--"Wow!", "Wow,Student!", "Super, Student!", etc.

kg ill it kg 12i.3
E.C.I. for E.S.E.
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If an incorrect digit is entered, the program gives immediatecorrective t17feedback. This feedback generally consists of the message,

the digit.

"XX is wrong. Try again." The student then presses Return and reenters t.
The student is allowed one et-or per division problem. If asecond error (including carried digits) is made, the screen displays "XX Flis wrong," and supplies the correct answer digit by digit.
The program maintains a constant display of studentperformance at the bottom of the screen. This includes: PL = XX(problem level), TC = XX (total correct), TP = XX (total problems), andAVG = XX% (percent accuracy). The total correct includes problems on Ewhich the student made only one error. These totals are reset to zerowhen the "problem level" changes.

E]
W

TEACHER OPTIONS

I. Pressing Control-I at the initial title screen will get you into{
the management menu to change "minimum number of problems",

in!
"masterylevel", and "failure level".

IE
2. This software has an extensive management system whl :h assigns

"problem levels" and maintains records for up to 100 students Eldivided into up to 5 classes.

iflIli 3. A session can be ended at any time by pressing the Esc (escape) key.
The computer then presents a summary of performance and returns to
the initial title screen. 1E'

Ili!

SUGGESTIONS
1:1!;:0111

1. Be sure the student can read the message "Press RETURN to go on.",
and that he/she knows to watch for it. The message appears after E!
each problem and error message. After the first error the computer
displays two conflicting messages: "Try again," and "press RETURN to E]go on." In these instances, the student must press Return and then
try a new answer.

2. Be sure that the student understands the right-to-left sequence of
entering the digits. This may be confusing. For example, when Ei
dividing 2 into 11.56 the student should put the 5 above the 1 in
the ones place, then the question mark will show where the 0 should E]be placed before the 1 from the 10.

3. D.T.A. Applications El
Warm -up

Guided Practice El
Independent Practice

4. We suggest that you bypass the management system, and use the system
E]

in its "drill" mode. Do this in the following way: (1) Type "DRILL"
when the program asks for the student's name, then (2) select Pi
"ANIMATED OR TEXT REINFORCEMENT" and (3) enter "50" as the beginning
level. ,

.

a lid ill N El iii id @
386
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ki SOFTWARE
SUMMARY

liE
Company: Milliken
Title: Math Sequence

OBJECTIVE: Activity: Decimal Sequence

(MULTIPLICATION)
MFMT 2.1.10 MULTIPLY DECIMALS

Ili

Ili

Skills:

MD 1 Identify number of decimal places In the product.
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: Decimal Sequence 31, 40MD 2 Place decimal point correctly in the product with upto two deelmal places.
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: Decimal Sequence 41,42,43

Ili

MD 3 Place decimal point correctly in the product with
three or four decimal places.
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: Decimal Sequence 44,45

* See attached problem level examples for more information.

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

This software program provides a no frills" drill and practice ondecimal multiplication problems. It is divided into "problem levels",which range from basic decimal multiplication facts up to two decimalnumbers with up to three decimal places with regrouping.To begin the program the student should type the word DRILL insteadof his or her name. (This would be done only If the management systemis not being used.) Next, the student must choose animation or textiii reinforcement by pressing the letter A or T. Finally the student mustselect a program level from the given range.
All problems are in vertical computation format, with theexception of level 31. A question mark appears where a digit is needed.The student responds by pressing the appropriate number key (no Returnkey is required). If the correct digit is entered, the question markmoves left to the next column. Thus, digits are entered in the correctright-to-left computational sequence.

On "problem levels"
requiring regrouping (carrying), "Press SpaceBar to regroup" is displayed. Pressing the Space Bar in a column whereregrouping is required moves the question mark to the top of the column,

lial

where the student enters the carried number. Actually, this process isoptional. If the student refrains from pressing the Space Bar andsimply enters the correct digit at the bottom of the column, theresponse is considered correct.

la lid ii if II W ki id icaE.C.I. for E.S.E.
111-387: P.G.C./D. of MD. 1988



If a problem is worked correctly, the student is releorced witheither animation or text. ANIMATED reinforcement consists of briefanimations and single words (a scroll that says, "WELL DONE"; a shipwith steam that says, "GREAT"; a dump truck dumping the word 'WOW").TEXT reinforcement consists of messages--"Wow!",
"Wow, Student: ","Super, Student!", etc. FF1

If an incorrect digit is entered, the program gives immediate:corrective feedback. This feedback generally consists of the message."XX is wrong. Try again." The student then presses Return and reenters

!

the digit.

EThe student is allowed one error per multiplication
problem. If a

ill

second error (including
carrier; abets) is made, the program displays"XX is wrong," and supplies the correct answer digit by digit. 5i3The program maintains a constant display of student performance at Ethe bottom of the screen. This includes: PL = XX ("problem level"), TCit XX (total correct), TP = XX (total

problems), and AVG = XX% (percentaccuracy). The total correct includes problems on which the student
E]made only one error. These totals are reset to zero when the "problemlevel" changes.

TEACHER OPTIONS i:

1. Pressing Control-I at the initial title screen will get you into the
E

management menu to change "minimum number of problems", "masterylevel", and "failure level". iT1
2. This software has an extensive

management system which assigns El:"problem levels" and maintains records for up to 100 studentsdivided into up to 5 classes. Et)
3. A session can be ended at any time by pressing the Esc (escape) key. ifThe program then presents a summary of performance and returns tothe initial title screen.

IliSUGGESTIONS E
1. Be sure the student can read the message "Press RETURN to go on.", it!

and that he/she knows to watch for it. After the first error theand program displays Tiao messages: "Try again," and "Press RETURN to E]go on." In these instaices, the student must press Return and thentry a new answer.

2. Encourage the student to press the Space Bar to regroup. Tnis isnot really required, but it may serve as a memory aid and establish ii]
the habit of writing the carried digit in paper and pencil
computations. Also, it provides an additional error monitoring Elstep.

KI.1
iii

8C7
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3. le sure that the student understands the right-to-left

sequence ofentering the digits. This may be confusing.
For example, in theproblems: .4 and .4 x .3 the 2 must be entered first.x.3

F.]

E]
4. D.T.A. Applications

E]iii
Warm-up

Guided Practice

E]Independent Practice
ii

El
5. We suggest that you bypass the management system, and use the system

in its "drill" mode. Do this inthe followin" way: (1) Type "DRILL"when the
program asks for the student's name, then (2) select"ANIMATED OR TEXT REINFORCEMENT"

and (3) choose the appropriatelevel.

* NOTE: Contrary to the message on the opening
screen, do NOT

ifj
press Return after selection A or T (Animated

or Text)reinforcement.

Elki
EllIii
fflid
E

E
Elii
4,,,q
1.2Iii tlIiii
Eiiii

Iii , :

Eliiii 308
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ii SOFTWARE E

ii . SUMMARY .I.

IIISOFTWARE SUMMARY li

Iii
Company: Milliken
Title: Math Sequence le
Activity: Decimal Sequence

ii OBJECTIVE:
(SUBTRACTION) ki

if MFMT 2,1.9 SUBTR!.CT DECIMALS ill

iiSkills:

SD 1 Sutract two numbers both with one decimal place without

regrouping.
MI:LIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: Decimal Sequence 21

111
SD 2 Subtract two numbers both with one decimal place with 111

regrouping.

11
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: Decimal Sequence 22

SD 3 Subtract two numbers with two decimal places

li
without regrouping.
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: Decimal Sequence 2:

ill

SD 4 Subtract two numbers with up to two decimal places

wltn regrouping.
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: Decimal Sequence 24, 25, 26 ii

* See attached problem level examples for more informatica. iii
iiACTIVITY SUMMARY ig

This software program provides a "no frills" drill and

practice on decimal subtraction problems. It is divided into "problem

levels", which range from basic decimal subtraction facts to adding le
if three numbers with three decimal places and regrouping.

To begin the program the student should type the word DRILL instead le

iii

of his or her name. (This would be done only if the management system

is not being used.) Next, the student must choose animation or text

reinforcement by pressing the letter A or T. Finally the student must

lil
select a program level from the given range.

All problems are in vertical computation format. A question

mark appears where a digit is needed. The student responds by pressing

the appropriate numb .r key (no Return key Is required). If the correct ii
Ili

digit is entered, the question mark moves left to the next column.

Thus, digits are entered in the correct right-to-left computational Ili
sequence.

El
Ili

iii ii iii hi ill li lif ii iii ii lig Fli II hil ii if E R,
E.C.I. for E.S.E. 111-391, P.G.C./U. of P. 1986
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On "problem levels" requiring regrouping (carrying), "Press

Space Bar to regroup" is displayed. Pressing the Space Bar moves the

question mark to the top of the next column, where the student enters

the carried number. Actually, this process is optional. If the student

refrains from pressing the Space Bar and simply enters the correct digit

at the bottom of the column, the response is considered correct.

If a problem is worked correctly, the student is reinforced

with either animation or text. ANIMATED reinforcement consists of

brief animations (a clown flipping, a train movidg, a dragon breathing

fire) with a single word ("WOW", "GREAT") displayed. TEXT reinforcement

consists of messages--"Wow, Student!", "Super, Student!", etc.

If an incorrect digit is entered, the program gives immediate

corrective feedback. This feedback generally
consists of the message,

"XX is wrong. Try again." The student then presses Return and reenters

the digit.
The student is allowed one error per subtraction problem. If

a second error (including carried digits) is made, the screen displevs

"XX is wrong," and supplies the correct answer digit by digit.

The program maintains a constant display of student

performance at the bottom of the screen. This includes: PL = XX

(problem level), TC = XX (total correct), TP = XX (total problems), and

AVG = XXZ (percent accuracy). The total correct includes problems on irr
011which the student made only one error. These totals are reset to zero

when the "problem level" changes.

TEACHER OPTIONS

1. Pressing Control-I at the initial title screen will get you into the

management menu to change "minimum number of problems", "mastery

-vel", and "failurt level".

2. lois software has an extensive management system which assigns

"problem levels" and maintains records for up to 100 students

divided into as many as 5 classes.

3. A session can be ended at any time by pressing the Esc (escafte) key.

The program then pres-mts a summary of performance and returns to

the initial title screen.

12, id lid El lid 1E3 El Eli E
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SUGGESTIONS f
Ei f71. Be sure the student can read the messages "Press RETURN to go on" as

well as "Press space bar to regroup" and that he/she knows to watch
for them. The message "Press RETURN to go on" appears after each E

10
problem. After the first error the screen displays two messages:
"Try again." and "Press RETURN to go on." In these instances, the

0 student must press Return and then try a new answer.

i3
2. Encourage the student to press the Space Bar to regroup. This Is

F
not really required, but it may serve as a memory aid and establish
the habit of writing the carried digit in paper and pencil ..',1

0 computations. Also, it provides an additional error monitoring
step. EX. 27 if

if
il20

The zero must be entered first.

ii] 3. Be sure that the student understands the right-to-left sequence of E
E]

entering the digits.

El4. D.T.A. Applications
EiWarm-up

Guided Practice E]
i2

Independent Practice

E.15. We suggest that you bypass the management system, and use the system
in its "drill" mode. Do this in the following way: (1) Type "DRILL" El

El
when the program asks for the student's name, then (2) select
"ANIMATED OR TEXT REINFORCEMENT" and (3) choose the appropriate
beginning level. E

idNOTE: Contrary to the message on the opening screen, do NOT El
15

press Return after selection A or T (Animated or
Text) reinforcement. E,

112 pl
LI

11
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Company: Milliken
Title: Math Sequence
Activity: Division

OBJECTIVES:

MFMT 2.1.4 Divide whole

Ica

SOFTWARE
SUMMARY

numbers

SKIL_S:
D1 Recall division number facts

MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: DIVISION 2-3, 5-8,

31-32, 34-39
17-18, 20 -23, 25-26, 28 -29,

D2 1-digit divisor into 2-digit dividend, all
sight division, no remainders
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: DIVISION 42

D3 1-digit divisor into 2-digit dividend,
remainders possible
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: DIVISION ***40-41,
43-44

D4 1-digit divisor into 3-digit dividend, mostly
sight division, no remainders
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS! DIVISION 45

05 1-digit divisor into 3-digit dividend,
remainders possible
MILLIKEN PPCBLEM LEVELS: 'DIVISION 46-47

D6 1-digit divisor into 4-digit dividend, mostly
sight division, no remainders
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVEIS: DIVISION 48

D7 1-digit divisor into 4-digit dividend,
remainders possible
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: DIVISION 49-51

5.111

D8 2-diet divisor into 3-digit dividend. no
remainders
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: DIVISION 52

D9 2-digit divisor into 2-digit diviriend,
remainders possible
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: DIVISION ***53

D10 -digit divisor into 3-digit dividend,
remainders possible
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: DIVISION ***54,
56-60

Dll 2-digit divisor into 4-digit dividend,
remainders possible

D12 2-digit divisor Into 5-digit dividend,
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: DIVISION ***55, 6i

remainders possible
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: DIVISION ***62-64

*** These levels extend beyond MFMT requirments by including
problems Involving remainders. However, they provide practice
!n the estimation step of the basic computation strategy.

* 'EE ATTACHED PROBLEM LEVEL EXAMPLES FOR MORE IHNRMATION.

lit % II iii
I.C./. for E.3.2. 111-395

5-4 1 9

111111
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ACTIVITY SUMMARY III

This software provides "no frills" drill and practice on division
problems. It is divided into "problem levels". which range from basic
aivision facts to problems having a two digit divisor into a five digit
dividend. with a remainder.

With a few exceptions (see attached Prob,em Level Examples).
ptotiems are in vertical computation format. t question mark appears
wnere a aigit is needed. The student responds by pressing the Space
Bar when the Question mark is over the appropriate number. The student

Ili tnen enters the appropriate number for an answer. (no Return key is
required). If the correct digit is entered. the question mark moves to Ili
the next place that an answer is needed. If a remainder is necessary a
question marK appears next to an "r". iii

Students have the option of dcing long or short division. "Press
Space Bar for short division." is displayed during the computation
process. If the student refrains from pressing the Space Bar and s: )1y

enters the correct digits. the response is considered correct.
If a problem is worked correctly. a reinforcement is presented.

which is either animated or text. as selected at the start of the
proaram. ANIMATED reinforcement consists of brief animations (a clown
flipping. a train moving. a draaon breathing fire) with 1 single word
("WOW". "GREAT") displayed. TEXT reinforcement consists of
messaaes--"Wow!". "Wow. StudenUTM, "Super. Student!". etc.

If an incorrect digit is entered. the computer does not wait until
a problem is completed to give corrective feedback. After the first

III
wrong. Try aaain.' The student then presses Return and reenters the
wrong aigit. this feedback generally consists of the message. "XX is

aigit.
The student is allowed one error pe- division problem. If a second

error is made. the computer announces "XX is wrong." and supplies the
correct answer digit by digit.

The session continues until at least a "minimum number of problems"
is presented. This number is preset at 8. but can be reset to any
number from 3 to 20. The computer also has a "mastery level" and a
"failure level" which are preset at 80% and 50% (respectively) but can
be reset by the teacher. As long as the student performs between the
mastery level and the failure level. the computer continues to present
problems at a aiven "problem level" indefinitely.

After the "minimum number of problems" has been presented. the
"problem level" will automatically increase each time the student
reaches the 'mastery level" or decrease if the student reaches the
"failure level". These changes are announced to the student: "Good
news. Student. Your problem level went up to XX. Good job!!": "Bad
news. Student. Your problem level went down to XX. Try a little
Iliharoer." An excessive number of errors will cause the session to end
with a message: "Bad news. Student. You have missed too many problems.

See your teacher for help."
The computer maintains a constant display of student performance at

the bottom of the screen. This includes: PL = XX ("problem level"). TC

' = XX (total correct). TP = XX (total problems). and AVG = XX% (percent
accuracy). The total correct includes problems on which the student
mach. only one error. These totals are reset to zero when the "problem
level' chances.

ammiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinica
I.C.I. for E.S.E. 111-06 P.G.C./U. of MP. 1988
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TEACHER OPTIONS

1. Pressing Control-I at the initial title screen will get you into the

management menu to change " minimum number of problems". 'mastery

level" and "failure level".

2. Tnis software has an extensive management system which assigns

'problem leveis" and maintains records for up to 100 students

divided into up to 5 classes.
iii

3. A session can be ended at any time by pressing the Esc (escape) key. iii
The computer then presents a summary of performance and returns to

tne initial title screen.

SUGGESTIONS

1. The animated reinforcement takes very little time away from

O
iii

instruction and we recommend it. unless the student finds it too

childish. The text reinforcement addresses the student as 'STUDENT"

(unless the management system is used). which mai not be very

appealing.

eV NOTE: Contrary to the message on the opening screen. do NOT press Return iii

after selecting A or '.i (Animated or Text) reinforcement.

2. Be sure the student can read the message "Press RETURN to go on.".

and that he/she knows to watch for it. It appears after each

problem and error message, and the computer simply waits for the

Return key to be pressed. Failure to respond promptly will result

in wasted instructional time. This may be particularly confusing

after an error, when the computer displays two conflicino messages: Ili

"Try again." ana "Press RETURN to go on." In these instance,". the

student must press Return and then try a new answer.

3. Be sure that the student understands the right-to-left sequence of

entering the digits.

4. D.T.A. Applications
Warm-up
Development (of computation skills if teacher is present to assist) Ili

ill

Guided Practice
Independent Practice
Vocabvlary:

5. We suagest that you bypass the management system. and use the system

in Its "drill" mode. Do this in the following way.

(1) Type 'DRILL' when the program asks for the student's name. then

select (2) 'ANIMATED OR TEXT REINFORCEMENT" and (3) the 'BEGINNING

ail LEVEL".

814
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Sequence DIVISION

Probism
Level Description

28-29 Quotients 1-9
Divisor is 7
Dividends 7-63

(Multiples of 7)

30 Missing factors 0.8
Multiplicand is 8
Products 0.72

(Multiples of 8)

31-32 Quotients 1-9
Divisor is 8
Dividends 8-72

(Multiples of 8)

33 Missing factors 0-9
Multiplicand is 9
Products 0.81

(Multiples of 9)

34-35 Quotients 1-9
Divisor is 9
Dividends 9.81

(Multiples of 9)

36.39 Quotients 1-9
Divisors 1.10
Dividends to 90
No remainders

40 Quotients 1-9
Divisors 2-9
Dividends 10-19
Remainders possible

41 Quotients 1.9
Divisors 2.9
Dividends 10.89
Remainders possible

Problem Level
Example

28. 56 + 7 = X
X

29. All

30. ? x 8 = 0

31. 24 + 8 = X
X

32. 8)-12

33. ? x 9 = 72

34. 54 9 = X
X

35. 9T4T

36-37. 27 + 3 = X

38-39. OTC

X

40. 2rif

X

41. 870-

111-400

Problem
Level Description

42 Quotients 10.39
Divisors 2.9
Dividends 10-99
No remainders

43 Quotients 10-39
Divisors 2.9
Dividends 10.99
Remainders possible

44 Quotients 1.39
Divisors 2.9
Dividends 1.99
Remainders possible

45 Quotients 100.499
Divisors 2-9
Dividends 100-999
No remainders

46 Quotients 10-99

Divisors 2.9
Dividends 100.999
Remainders possible

47 Quotients 100.499
Divisors 2.9
Dividends 100.999
Remainders possible

48 Quotients 1000.4999
Divisors 2.9
Dividends 1000.9999
No remainders

49 Quotients 100.999
Divisors 2.9

Dividends 1000.9999
Remainders possible

815

ProMarn level
Erample

XX

4:. 3T67

XX

43. 3)-cr

X

44. 7TRI

XXX

45. 2)Z-7

XX

46.3 256

XXX

47. 511-15i6--

XXXX

48.351T

XXX

49.81-3ZT



Sequence DIVISION

Problem

Lore DestriptIon

, Missing factors 0.9
Multiplicands 1.2
Products 0.20

(Multiples of 2)

Problem Level Problem
Example Level Descriptior

1. ? x 2 2= 10 16 o':ssing la.,ors 0-9
Multiplicand is 3
Products 0.27

(Multiples of 3)

Problem Level
Example

1 6 ' x 3 = 2 7

2.3 Quotients 1.9 2. 14 - 2 = X 17.18 Quotients 1-9 17. 9 - 3 = YDivisor is 2 X Divisor is 3 XDividends 0-18 3. 25- Dividends 3.27 18. 317-3(Multiples of 2)
(Multiples of 3)

4 Missing Factors 0-9
Multiplicand is 5
Products 0.45

(Multiples of 5)

4. ? x 5 = 15 19 Missing factors 0-9
Multiplicand is 4
Products 0.36

(Multiples of 4)

19.? x 4 = 32

5.6 Quotients 1-9 5. 35 - 5 = X 20.21 Missing quotients 1.9 20. 24 - 4 = XDivisor is 5 X Divisor is 4 XDividends 0.45 6. 5T-2-0- Dividends 4.36 21. 476-(Multiples of 5)
(Multiples of 4)

/-8 Quotients 1-9 7. 20 - 5 = X
Divisors 2 or 5 X

Dividends 2-45 8. 21-1-8-
(Multiples of 2 or 5)

Missing factors 0.9

Multiplicand is 10 or 1

Products 0.9 & 0.90

(Multiples of 10)

9. ? x 10 3= 80

-11 Missing quotints 1.9 10. 8 + 1 in X
Divisors 1 or 10 X
r.vidends 1-9 & 10.90 ;1. 1076-

(Multiples of 10)

15 Quotients 1-9 12-13. 80 + 10 in X
Divisors 1, 2, 5, 10 X
Dividends 1-9, 2.18, 5-45, 14.15. 595-
10.90

22-23 Quotients 1.9 22, 16 - 2 = X
Divisors 1-f. & 10 X
Dividends to 50 23. 59-5-

24 Missing Factors 0-9
Multiplicand is 6
Products 0-54

(Multiples of 6)

24. ? x 6 = 24

25-26 Quotients 1.9 25. 42 - 6 = X
Divisor is 6 X
Dividends 6.54 26. 6T.18

(Multiples of 6)

27 Missing factors 0.9

Multiplicand is 7
Products 0-63

(Multiples of 7)

1.11-39

81 e

27. ? x 7 = 42

s

1



Sequence DIVISION

Problemvtl Description

Quotients 1000.4999
Divisors 2.9
Dividends 1000.9999
Remainders possible

51 Quotients 100.4999
Divisors 2.9
Dividends 1000.9999
Remainders possible

52 Quotients 10-99
Divisors 10. 20. 30 40
Dividends 100.99u
No remainders

53 Quotients 1-9
Divisors 10-90

(Multiples 01 10)
Dividends 10.99
Remainders possible

54 Quotients 10.99
Divisors 10-90

(Multiples 01 10)
Dividends 100.999
Remainder, possible

55 Quotients 10.999
Divisors 10-90

(Multiples of 10)
Dividends 1000.9999
Remainders possible

Problem Level
Example

XXXX

Problem
Level Description

56.57 Quotients 1.9
Divisors 10.99
Dividends 10.199
Remainders possible

56-59 Quotients 10.99
Divisors 10.99
Dividends 100.999
Remainders possible

60 Quotients 1.99
Divisors 10.99
Dividends 100.999
Remainders possible

61 Quotients 10.99
Divisors 10-99
Dividends 1000.9899
Remainders

62-64 Quotients 100.999
Divisors 10.99
Dividends 1000.98,999
Remainders

Problem Level
Example

X

56-57. 74 1:77-

XX

58-59. 36 734

x

60. 391747-

XX

61. 5417,75i

X",,'

62-64. 471-'35782

50. 7.113214

XXX

51.4 Ti8I

XX

52. 30T.-6-T)-

X

53. 20T7F

XX

54. 30T778-

XX

55. soT,TOT

111-401 817
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Company: Milliken SOFTWARETitle: Math SequencesQ Multiplication

SUMMARY
OBJECTIVES:

MFMT Objective 2.1.3 Multiply whole numbers

M1 Recall multiplication number facts
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: MULTIPLICATION 1-30

M2 Multiply 1-digit bottom number times 2-digit

MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: MULTIPLICATION 32
top number, no regrouping

M3 Multiply 1-digit bottom number times up to
4-digit top number, no regrouping
MILLIKEN PROBLLM LEVELS: MULTIPLICATION 31, 36

111 M4 Multiply 1 - digit bottom number times 2-digit
top number, regrouping
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: MULTIPLICATI

M5 Multiply 1-digit bottom number times
or 4-digit top number regrouping
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: MULTIPLICATI

M6 Multiply 2 -digit bottom number times
top number, regrouping
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: MULTIPLICATI

M7 Multiply 2-digit bottom number times
4-digit top number regrouping
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: MULTIPLICATI

0
818
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SKILLS:

up to 3
ON 33-35

ON 37-42
2-digit

ON 43 -49
up to

ON 50-59

* SEE ATTACHED PROBLEM LEVEL EXAMPLES FOR MORE
INFORMATION.

AC-IVITY SUMMARY

This software provides no frills' drill and practice on
multiplication problems. It is divided into 'problem levelsTM, which
range from basic multiplication facts to multiplying two digit bottom
numbers by up to four digit top numbers with regrouping required

With a few exceptions (see attached Problem Level Examples),
problems are in vertical computation format. A question mark appears
sere a digit is needed. The student responds by pressing the

appropriate number key (no Return key is required). If the correct
digit is entered, the question mark moves left to the next column.
Thus, digits are entered in the correct right -co -left computational

sequence.
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On *problem levels" requiring regrouping (carrying), "Press .;pace

Bar to regroup." is also displayed. Pressing the Space Bar in a columniii
where carrying is not required produces no response from the computer. ill

Pressing the Space Bar in a column where carrying is required moves

the question mark to the top of the column, where the student enters the

digit being carried from the previous column. Actually, this process is

optional. If the student refrains .from pressing the Space Bar and

simply enters the correct digit at the bottom of th'e column. the Ili

response is considered correct.
IliIf a problem is worked correctly, a reinforcement Is presented,

which is either animated or text, as selected at the start of the
program. ANIMATED reinforcement consists of brief animations (a clown
flipping, a train moving, a dragon breathing fire) with a single word
(*WOW", "GREAT") displayed. TEXT reinforcement consists of
messages -- 'Wow;', 'Wow, Student!", "Super, Student!", etc.

a problem is cmpleted to glve corrective feedback. After the first
If an incorrect digit is entered, the computer does not wait until

wrong digit, this feedback generally consists of the message, "XX is
wrong. Try again.' The student then presses Return and reenters the

digit.
iiiThe student is allowed one error per multiplication problem. If a

second error (including carried digits) is made, the computer announces
W "XX is wrong,' and supplies the correct answer digit by digit.

The session continues until at least a "minimum number of pi,:tlems"

Is presented. This number is preset at 8, but can be reset to an"
number from 3 to 20. The computer also has a "mastery level' and a
'failure level" tdhich are preset at 80% and 50% (respectively) but can

be reset by the Leacher. As long as the student performs between the
mastery level and the failure level, the computer continues to present
problems at a given 'problem level' indefinitely.

Atte; the "minimum number of problems' has been presented, the

reaches the 'mastery level" or decrease if the student reaches the
"problem level' vill automatically increase each time the student

n
*failure level'. These changes are announced to the student: *Good

ews, Student. Your problem level went up to XX. Good Job!!'; 'Bad

news, Student. Your prC.)lem level went down to XX. Try a little

harder.* An excessive number of errors will cause the session to end

with a message: "Bad news, Student. You have missed too many problems.

See your teacher for help.'
The computer maintains a constant display of student performance at

= XX (total correct), TP = XX (total problems), and AVG = XX% (percent
the bottom of the screen. This includes: PL -2 XX ('problem level"), W.

iii
accuracy). The total correct includes problems on which the student

W made only one error. These totals are reset to zero when the 'problem

level' changes.

ill
t)

iii

Iii
ii
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TEACHER OPTIONS

. 1. Pressing Control-I at the initial title screen will get you into the

management menu to change 'minimum number of problems", 'mastery
level" and 'failure level".

S2. This software has an extensive management system which assigns
"problem levels" and maintains records for up to 100 students

divided into up to 5 classes. III

3. A session can be ended at any time by pressing the Esc (escape) key.

The computer then presents a summary of performance and returns to

the initial title screen.

IliSUGGESTIONS

1. The animated reinforcement takes very little time away from
instruction and we recommend it, unless the student finds it too

iii

childish. The text reinforcement addresses the student as "STUDENT"
(unless the management system is used), which may not be very

appealing.

Ili
NOTE: Contrary to the message on the opening screen, do NOT press Return

after selecting A or T (Animated or Text) reinforcement.

2. Be sure the student can read the message 'Press RETURN to go on.",

and that he/she knows to watch for it. It appears after each

problem and error message, and the computer simply waits for the

Return key to be pressed. Failure to respond promptly will result

In wasted instructional time. This may be particularly confusing

after an error, when the computer displays two conflicing messages:

"Try again." and "Press RETURN to go on." In these instances, the

student must press Return and then try a new answer.

3. Encourage the student to press the Space Bar to regroup. This is

not really required, but it may serve as a memory aid and establish ill
the habit of writing the carried digit in paper and pencil

computations. Also, it provides an additional error monitoring

step.

ill4. Be sure that the student understands the right -to -left sequence of

entering the digits. This may be confusing. For example, in the

problems: 8 and 8 x 2 = 16 the six must be entered first. ill
x2

lig
----
16

ii 820

iii I
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III5. D.T.A. Applications
Warm-up

Development (of compu4ation skills if teacher is present to assist)
Guided Practice
Independent Practice
Vocabulary: regroup

iii
6, We suggest that you bypass the management system, and use the system

in its 'drill' mode. Do this in the following way:
(1) Type 'DRILL' when the program asks for the student's name. then
select (2) 'ANIMATED OR TEXT REINFORCEMENT" and (3) the 'BEGINNING

iii

LEVEL". a

ill

/

a
a a
ill Ili

a
iii

a
a

a

a

a
id ill ill JCR
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sequence MULTii.,.ICATION

emblem

evAiikel Description

.11P Multipliers 1.5
Multiplicands 1, 2, 5, 10

Problem Level
Example

1. 4 x 2 = ?
2. 5

x3

Problem
Level

kii-a
Description

Multipliers 0.5
Multiplicands 6, 7, 8, 9

Problem Level
Example

:0. 5 x 9 = ?
21. 9

x 4
?

7 Multipliers 1.5

3. Review

4. 4 x 10 = 7

22. Reviey,

Multiplicands 1, 2, 3. 4, 5. 10 5. 4

x5 23.25 Multipliers 0.9
Multiplicands 6. 7. IL 9

23. 9 x 7 . ?
24. 8

x7?

6-7. Review
?

25. Review

-11 Multipliers 0. 6. 7, 8, 9 1. 9 x 10 = ?

Multiplicands 1, 2, 5. 10 9. 5
x9 26-30 Multip! trs 0.9

Multiplicands 0.10
26-27. 3 x 10 =
28 -2g. 8

? ..< 6
10-11. Review ?

30. Review

2.15 Multipliers 0. 6, 7. 8, 9 12. 9 x 5 =
Multiplicand: 1, 2, 3, 4. 5. 10 13. 3

x9 31 Multipliers 0.9
Multiplicands 10-9000

31. 7000
x 9

?
(Multiples of 10) ?

14-15. Review

32 Multipliers 0.9 32. 12
i.19 Multipliers 0.9 16. 9 x 5 = Multiplicands 10.8 x2

Multiplicands 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 10 17. 5

x7 No regrouping ?

?

16-19. Review

822
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Sequence MULTIPLICATION

Problem Problem Level
Level Description Example

- 33.35 Multipliers 0.9 33. 13
Multiplicands 11.19 x 7
Some regrouping

34-35. 18

x7

36 Multipliers 0.9
Multiplicands 100.999
No regrouping

37.39 Multipliers 0.9
Multiplicands 100.999
Some regrouping

40.42 Multipliers 0.9
Multiplicands 1000-9999
Some regrouping

43.44

45.47

Multipliers 1090
(Multiples 01 10)

MLItiplicands 10.99
Some regrouping

Multipliers 1099
Multiplicands 10.99
Some regrouping

48.49 Multipliers 0.99
Multiplicands 10.99
Some regrouping

50 Multipliers 10.90
(Multiples of 10)

Multiplicands 100.999
Regrouping

36. 123
x3

37.39.246
x7

7

40-42. 7083
x 9

43-44. 87
x 20

45-47. 45
x 23

48-49. 74

x 46

50. 347
x 20

111-408

Problem Problem t
Level Description Exan-,psi.

51-52 Multipliers 10.99 51.52. -*--
Multiplicands 100.999 x I-.
Some regrouping -.

53.54 Multipliers 0.99
Multiplicands 100.999
Some regrouping

53.54. 73:

55 Multipliers 10.90
(Multiples of 10)

55. 45584x540

Multiplicands 1000.9999
Regrouping

56-57 Multipliers 10.99
Multiplicands 1000-9999
Some regrouping

58.59 Muh'pliers 0.99
Multipiiwnds 1000-9999
Regrouping

56-57. 5829
x 48

58.59.
x 5

60 Multipliers 100-900 60. 4766
(Multiples of 100) x 500

Multiplicands 1000-9999
Some regrouping

7

61-62 Multipliers 100.999 6142. 3769
Multiplicands 1000-9999 x 385
Regrouping



SOFTWARE
SUMMARY

III lii RN kil

Company: :Illiken
Title: MAN SEQUENCES
Activity: MULTIPLY FRACTIONS

OBJECTIVES:

III MFMT 2.1.7. Multiply a Whole Number by a Fraction [and Simplify]

SKILLS:

MI Multiply a whole number by a fraction. MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS:

FRACTIONS 28
* SEE ATTACHED PROBLEM LEVEL EXAMPLES FOR MORE INFORMATION.

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

Thif software provides "no frills" drill and practice an fraction

problems. It is divided into "problem levels", which range from the use

of "one" in multiplying fractions to multiplying mixed numbers.

Probiems concerning the multiplication of a whole number by a

fraction are in horizontal computation format. A question mark appears

where a digit is neeled. The student responds by pressing the

appropriate number key (no Return key is required).

If a problem is worked correctly, a reinforcement is presented,

which is either animated or text, as selected at the start of the

program. ANIMATED reinforcement consists of brief animations (a wizard,

a computer printing, a space ship) with a single word ("WOW",

"TERRIFIC", "VERY GOOD") displayed. TEXT reinforcement consists of

messages--"Wow!", "Wow, Student!", "Super, Student!", etc.

If an incorrect digit Is entered, the computer does not wait until

a problem is completed to give corrective feedback. After the first

wrong digit, this feedback s lerally consists of the message, "XX is

wrong. Try again," Tie stut.ent then presses Return and reenters the

digit.
The student is allowed one error per problem. If a second error

(including reducing) is made, the computer announces "XX is wrong," and

supplies the correct answer digit by digit.

824



REHEIEREEEEHEEORIEEEE,
TEACHER OPTIONS E

1. Pressing Control-I at the initial title screen will get you into the Pimanagement menu to change "minimum number of problems", "mastery
L..1

level" and "failure level".

2. This software has an extensive management system which assigns PI
"problem levels" and maintains records for up to 100 students
divided into up to 5 classes.

3. A session can be ended at any time by pressing the Esc (escape) key. if
The comput r then presents a summary of performance and returns to
the initial title screen.0.111

SUGGESTIONS

1. The animated reinforcement takes very little time away from
instruction and we recommend it, unless the student finds it too
childish. The text reinforcement addresses the student as 'STUDENT"
(unless the management system is used), which may not be ..'cry
appealing.

NOTE: Contrary to the message on the cpening screen, do NOT press Return Ei7,

after selecting A or T (Animated or Text) reinforcement.
='!"
L'S2. Be sure the student can read the message "Press RETURN to go on.",

and that he/she knows to watch for it. It appears after each
problem and error message, and the computer simply waits for the
Return key to be pressed. Failure to respond promptly will result
in wasted instructional time. This may be partialarly cenfusi-,g
after an error, when the computer displays two conflicting messages:
"Try again." and "Press RETURN to go on." In these instances, the
student must press Return and then try a new answer.

3. D.T.A.
Warm-up
Development (of computation skills if teacher is present to assist)
Guided Practice
Independent Practice
Vocabulary: reduce, whole number, mixed numbe

4. We suggest that you bypass the management System, and use the system
in its "drill" mode. Do this in the following way:
(1) Type "DRILL" when the program asks for the student's name, then
select (2) "ANIMATED OR TEXT REINFORCEMENT" and (3) the "BEGINNING
LEVEL".

W.;5 E:
E

ElEllEIEER
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ig
The session continues until at least a "minimum number of problems" E'

is presented.
This number is preset at 8, but can be reset to any

gnumber from 3 to 20. The computer also has a "mastery level" and a

"failure level" which are
preset at 80% and 50% (respectively) but can E

g be reset by the teacher. As long as the student performs between the

if
mastery level and the failure level, the computer continues to present

..;.

g
problems at a given "problem level" indefinitely.

After the "minimum number of problems" has been presented, the
:::

gg

"problem level" will
automatically increi, .e each time the student r.

ruches the "mastery level" or decrease if the student reaches the

"failure level". These changes are announ-ed to the student: "Good F.-:

gg
news, Student. Your problem level went asp to XX. Good job!!"; "Bad

news, Student. Your problem level went down to XX. Try a little

ig
harder." An excessive number of errors will cause the session to end

with a message: "Bad news, Student. You have missed too many problems. E

g
See your teacher for p."

The computer mai c a constant display of student performance at

the bottom of the screen. This includes: P. = XX ("problem level"), TC I:

g = XX (total correct), TP = XX (total problems), and AVG = XXZ (percent

acairacy). The total correct includes problems on which the student
V.".

only one error. These totals are reset to zero when the "problem

level" changes.
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Sequence FRACTIONS

Problem

110
Level Descriotion

.-3 Write equivalent fraction
Common factors 2.50

1.6 Order of fractions
Numerators 1.9
Denom.,ators 2.12

6-7 Order of fractions
Numerators 1.12
Denominators 1.12

8-9 Sir ipiity fractions
Coiimon factors 2-24

10-11

12.13

Change fraction to mixed
numeral

Numerators 5.50
Denominators

Change mixed number to
fraction

Whole numbers 2-10
Fractional numbers i -20

14 Add like fractions
Numerators 0-9
Denominators 2.24

Horizontal tam

15 Subtract like fractions
Numerators 0.9
Denominators 2.24
Horizontal form

16 Add or subtract like
fractions

Numerators 0.9
Denominators 2.24

Problem Level
Example

X
1-2.

3
= .20

X 8r
4

3' 6

2 3
6-7* -7 < -5

98-9. r2. = X

10.11' 2 = X

12-13. 2 --/
3 =X

11,
7 4+ 2 =X

1-* 9 9 = X

16.
7

8

2

8

X

111-413

Sequence FRACTIONS

Problem Level

Level Description Example

17 Write least common 17.
1

+ = X
denominator

Numerators 4-9
Denominators 2.20

18 Add unlike fractions 18,
Denominators are multiples

Numerators 1-9
Denorninatc:, 2.20

19 Subtract unlike fractions
Denominators are multiples

Numerators 1.9
Denominators 2.20

3

8

+

X

1

20 Write least common 20.6 + -8-- = x
denominator

Numerators 1-9
Denominators 2-24

21.22 Add unlike fractions
Numerators 1.12
Denominators 2-24

23-24 Subtract unlike fractions
Numerators 1-12
Denominators 2.24

25 Add unlike mixed numbers
Whole numbers 1.9
Numerators 1-12
Denomirators 2.20

827

21-22.
7

9
I

+

23-21.
7
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Sequence FRACTIONS

Problem
Laves Description

26 Subtract mixed numeral
from whole number

Whole nurnars 1.9
Fractional numbers 2.24

27 Subtract mixed numerals
Fraction in minuend <

traction in subtrahend

Whole numbers 1.9
Fractional numbers 1.24

Problem Level
Example

26. 4

2- 2y
X

5
27. 6T-2-

-39
X

3

28 Multiply fraction by 28. -7-1 x 20 =

whole number
Whole numbers 8.99
Numerators 1.9
Denominators 2.10

29 Multiply fractions
Numerators 1.12
Denominators 2-24

5 ,)
29.

2
x T3-

3 7

30 Multiply mixed numeral 30. 2--4- x

by fraction
Whole numbers 1.9
Fractional numbers 1-24

1

31 Multiply mixed larivals 31. 1 2-- x 2
2

Whole numbers 1-9
Fractional numbers 1-24

32 Write reciprocals
Fractional numbers 1.20

33 Divide a whole number by

a fraction
Whole numbers 2-20

Fractional numbers 1.9

32.$ x =1

33.20-
2 =X
3

III -414

Problem
Level Descrip`ion

34 Divide fraction by a
fraction

Numerators 1.9
Denominators 2.24

35 Divide mixed numerals
Whole numbers 1-9
Fractional numbers 1.24

36 Change traction to

decimal
Numerators 1.9
Denominators 2-12

Problem Level
Example

34.
3 - 5

35.16 - 2 = X

4
46. Chang.: to a de:

Type tie letter of
the c:Irreci ansv.er
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SOFTWARE
g

ill IE

iiii SUMMPIRY
iii

Title: Math Sequence
Company: Milliken

Activity: Percents Sequence

OBJECTIVE: Ili

MFMT 7.1.2 RENAME FRACTIONS AS PERCENTS

Skills: P2 Renawf the fraction as a percent E
MILLIKE$ PROBLEM LEVELS: Percent Sequence

li

1,3,4

MFMT 3.1.3 RENAME PERCEXTS AS DECIMALS

Skills: PD3 Rename the percent as a deci-al.
JailMILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: Percent

MI

Sequence 2,3,4.WM
I* See attached problem level examples for more information.

ACTIVITY SUMMARY I
I

This software program provides a no frills" drill and
practice on renaming fractions to percents and percents as decimals. It
is divided into 15 "problem levelsTM.

To begin the program the student should type the word DRILL
instead cf his or her name. (This would be done only if the management

iii

system is not being used.) Next, the student must choose animation or
text reinforcement by pressing the letter A or T. Finally the student

Ili!
must select a program level from the e'ven range.

All problems are in horizontal computation format. A question
mark appears where the student should type the letter of the correct

iil
formula **GIVE EXAMPLE HERE. The student responds by pressing the
appropriate letter key (no Return key is required). If the right letter ii

Ili is entered, the correct product is given and the text or animated
relnf -cement appears on the screen. ANIMATED reinforcement consists

Ili
brief animations and single words (ex. a scroll that says, WELL
Eu; a ship with steam that says, "GREAT"; a dump truck dumping the

word "WOW"). TEXT reinforcement consists of messages--"Wow!", "Wow,
Student!"..4Super, Student!", etc.

li. id II lit lii Iii II Id iii kii id Ili lid kil Iii ill ki ER
r.c.I. for E.S.E. III-4115 P.O.C./11. of MD. 1988
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If an incorrect letter Is entered, the program gives immediatecorrective feedback. This feedback generally consists of the message,"XX is wrong. Try again." The student then presses Return and reentersa letter.

Kip

The student is allowed one error per multiplication problem.
ElIf a second error Is made, the program announces "XX is wrong," and

supplies the correct letter or the formula and the product.
The program maintains a constant display of student

performance at the bottom of tile screen. This includes: PL= XX
(problem level), TC = XX (total correct), TP = XX (total problems), and IEAVG = XX% (percent accuracy). The total correct includes problems on
which the student made only one error. These totals are reset to zer E]when the "problem level" changes.

TMNER OPTIONS IE

1. Pressing Control-I at the initial title screen will get you into the
management menu to change "minimum number of problems", "mastery
level", and "failure level".

2. This software has an extensive management system which assigns
"problem levels" and maintains records for up to 100 students
divided into up to 5 classes.

3. A session can be ended at any time by pressing the Esc (escape) key.
171

the initial title screen.

The program then presents a summary of performance and returns to

E
SUGGESTIONS

1. Be sure the student can read the message "Press RE1URN to go on.",
and that he/she knows to watch for it. After each error the program
displays two messages: "Try again," and "Press RETURN to go on." In
these instances, the student must press Return and then try a new
answer.

2. D.T.A. Applications
uWarm-up

Guided Practice
rIndependent Practice

t

4. We suggest that you bypass the management system, and use the system
ssin its "drill" mode. Do this in the following way: (1) Type "DRILL"

when the program asks for the student's name, then (2) select
t:"ANIMATED OR TEXT REINFORCEMENT" and (3) choose the appropriate

level.
ss

12 it

lid ER. 0.

3. Vocabulary: "of" means "multiplied by"

* NOTE: Contrary to the message on the opening screen, do NOT
press Return after selection

0
(A mg, T (Animated or Text)

reinforcement. t)

.113
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III Company: Milliken Ili
IliTitli,: Math Sequences
Activity:Simplify SOFTWARE ii

Fractions

li OBJECTIVES: SUMMARY it
..

MFMT PREREQUISITE SIMPLIFY FRACTIONS
ii

ii
SKILLS:

R2 Reduce fractions to lowest terms
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: FRACTIONS 8-9

C2 Convert improper fraction to mixed number
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: FRACTIONS 10-11

a
ii

* SEE ATTACHED PROBLEM LEVEL EXAMPLES FOR MORE
INFORMATION.

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

This software provides "no and practice
on fraction problems. It is divid-,d into "problem levels".
which ranae from basic fraction concepts to adding mixed
numbers with unlike denominators.

Problems are in both vertical and horizontal
computation format. A question mark appears where a digit
is needed. The students responds by pressing the
appropriate number key (no RETURN key is required.. If the
correct digit Is entered, the question mark moves left to
the next place where a digit is needed (denominator
position. whole number..).

If a problem is worked correctly. a reinforcement is
presented. which Is either animated or text. as selected at
the start of the program. ANIMATED reinforcement consists
of brief animations (a wizard. a computer printing, a space
ship) with a single word ("WOW", "TERRIFIC", "VERY GOOD")
displayed. TEXT reinforcement consists of messages--"Wow,
Student,!," "Super Student", etc.

If an incorrect digit is entered. the computer does not
wait until a problem is completed to give corrective
feedback. After the first wrong digit, this feedback
generally consists of the rressage, "XX is wrong. Try
again." The student the presses Return and re-enters the
digit.

The student is allowed one error per problem. If a
second error (Including reducing) is made, the computer
announces "XX is wrong," and supplies the correct answer
digit by-dialt.

a
a

a
a

a

a

Id ja
1.C.'. for E,5.11. 831 P.G.C./11. of P. 1986



asa ii WA II 12.

ii problems"
The session continues at least a "minimum number of

is presented. This number is preset at 8. but con
oe reset to any number from 3 to 20. The computer also has
a 'mastery level" and a "failure level" which are preset at Ili
80% and 50% (respectively) but can be reset by the teacher.
As lonaas the student performs between the mastery level and
the failure level. the computer continues to present
proolems at a aiven "problem level" indefinitely.

After the "minimum number of problems" has been

ill
presented. the "problem level" will automatically increase
each time the student reaches the "mastery level" or
decreases if the student reaches the "failure level". These Ili
changes are announced to the student: "Good news. student.
Your problem level went up to XX. Good job!": "Bad news
student. Your problem Igivel went down to XX. Try a little
harder." An excessive number of errDrs will cause the

iii missed too many problems. See your teacher for help."
session to end with a message: "Bad new Student. You have

ii
The computer maintains a constant display of student

performance at the bottom of the screen. This includes
PL=XX ("problem level"). TC=XX ("Total Correct), TP=XX
(Total problems). and AVG=XX% (percent accuracy). The total
correct includes problems on which the student made only one
error. These totals are reset to zero when the "problem
level" chanaes.

I
I

li ITEACHER OPTIONS

1. Pressing Control-I at the initial title screen will get
iiiyou into the manaaement menu to change "min imum number of

problems". "mastery level" and "failure level".

2. This software has an extensive management system which

if
assigns "problem levels" and maintains records for up to 100 ill
students divided into up to 5 classes.

3. A session can be ended at any time oy pressing the Esc

ill

(escape) key. The computer then presents a summary of
performance and returns to the initial title screen. Ili

iii
832 ii

li lil lil Iii ill il Id Fil id iii Iii II 51 ii ill lil ill Li RI
I.C.I. for E.S.11. 111-418 P.G.C. /II. of P. 1988



21 if ii NI II ii iii lil id ki lid II iii II Id ii W ii El,
ii ill
ill lill

S SUGGESTIONS ii

a
iii1. The animated reinforcement takes very little time away

ill

from instruction and we recommend it. unless the student
finds it too childish. The text reinforcement addresses the
student as "STUDENT" ',unless the management system is used).

ill
wnich may not be very appealing.

li
NOTE: COntrary to the message on the opening screen. do NOT
press Return after selecting A or T (Animated or Text) ii
reinforcement.

Ili2. Be sure the student can read the thessage "Press RETURN

Ili
to go on.". and that he/she knows to watch for it. It

appears after each problem and error message. and the

ill

computer simply waits for the RETURN key to be pressed.
Failure to respond promptly will result in wasted iii
Instructional time. This may be particularly confusing

ii after an error. when the computer displays two conflicting
messages: "Try Again." and "Press RETURN to go on." In
these Instances. the student must press RETURN and then try
a new answer.

3. Encourage the study . to press the space bar to regroup.
This is not really required. but it may serve as a memory
aid and establish the habit of writing the carried digit in
paper and pencil computations. Also, it provides an
additional error monitoring step.

iii

iii

4. D.T.A. Applications
Warm-up
Development (of computation ski.ls if teacher is

pressent to assist)
ill

Guided Practice
Independent Practice
Vocabulary: reduce

5. We suggest that you bypass the management system. and

ill

use the systemn in It's "drill" mode. Do this In the
following way: (1) Type "DRILL" when the program asks for
the students name. then select (2) "ANIMATED OR TEXT
REINFORCEMENT" and (3) the "BEGINNING LEVEL".

!
III

833

a 1111 51 ill Ill li ill hil iii hi lil III III li hi 11111111122,
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Sequence FRACTIONS

Problem
Level Description

1-3 Write equivalent fraction
Common factors 2.50

4-5 ' Order of fractions
Numerators 1.9
Denominators 2.12

6-7 Order of fractions

Numerators 1.12
Denominators 1-12

8-9 Simplify fractions
Common factors 2.24

10.11 Change fraction to mixed
numeral

Numerators 5.50
Denominators 2 -S

12-13 Change mixed number to
fraction

Whole numbers 2.10
Fractional numbers 1.20

14 Add like fractions
Numerators 0.9
Denominators 2.24
Hr ^alai form

15 Subtract like fractions
Numerators 0.9
Denominators 2.24
Horizontal form

16 Add or subtract like
tractions

Numerators 0.9
Denominato 2.24

Problem Levet
Example

3 X
1-2. 71- = 5

X 8
2' -6- 7

4

1 54. -9- < T

3 3S. 7 > T

6-7 32
<

7 5

9
8-9. -.F2- = X

10-11.
17

= X
2

312-13. 2 -5 = X

7 4
14. T-2- + -1-21=X

8 3
-9-15. T - = x

Sequence FRACTIONS

problem
Level Description

17 Write least common

denominator
Numerators 1.9
Denominators 2.20

18 Add unlike fractions

Denominators are mutoples
Numerators 1.9
Denominators 2.20

19 Subtract unlike fractions
Denominators are multiples
Numerators 1-9
Denominators 2.20

20 Write least common

denominator
Numerators 1-9
Denominators 2.24

21.22 Add unlike tractions
Numerators 1-12
Denominators 2-24

23-24 Subtract unlike fractions
Numerators 1-12
Denominators 2.24

25 Add unlike mixed numbers
Whole numbers 1-9
Numerators 1-12
Denornirolors 2.20

Prob!em level
Examoie

117.3 + T.: =

18.
3

-IT

1

+ ,7-1

X

19.
7

T0-

1

5
x

1 120.6 + T = X

21-22.
7

9
1

+ -6-

x

23-2i.
7T
1's
x

7
25. 3 i

+ 5+
X

16.
7

8

2

8

X

11I-421
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Sequence FRACTIONS

Problem
Level Description

26 Subtract mixed numeral
horn whole number

Whole numbers 1.9
Fra- .al numbers 2.24

27 Subtract mixed numerals
Fraction in minuend <

fraction in subtrahend
Whole numbers 1.9
Fractiona' numbers 1.24

28 Multiply fraction by
whole number

Whole numbers 8.99
Numerators 1.9
Denominators 2.10

29 Multiply fractions
Numerators 1.12
Denominators 2.24

30 Multiply mixed numera'

by fraction
Whole numbers 1-9
Fractional numbers 1 4

31 Multiply mixed numerals
Whole numbers 1.9
Fractional numbers 1.24

32 Write reciprocals
Fractional numbers 1.20

33 Divide a wN:iie number by

a fraction
Whole numbers 2.20
Fractional numbers 1.9

Problem Level
Example

26. 4

2
- 2-3-

Problem
Level Description

34 Divide traction by a
traction

Numerators 1-9
Denominators 2.24

35 Divide mixed numerals
Whole numbers 1.9
Fractional numbers 1.24

36 Change fraction to
decimal

Numeral; 1-9
Denominators 2.12

.,ti.c?v0

Problem levet
Example

34.4 5- -6- =x

235.16 -33 =x

36. Chang.: 4 to a dec -a
5

Type we letter of
the c:Ircc. ansy..er

X

5
27. 6I-2

-30
i

28.
3

-7-i x 20 = 7

29. "2
x

3

5

8

3 7
30. 2 Ti x -1-1- =

1 2
31. 1-2- x 2 y =

52.8 x 7 = 1

233. 20 - 3 it X

111-422
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INCompany: MillIke-

Title: MATH SEQUENCES SOFTWARE
Activity: SUBTRACT FRACTIONS

I
I

SUMMARY

ki
I

IOBJECTIVES:

111 MFMT 2 1.6.Stib Mixed Numbers (and

U SKILLS:

Al

A2

S3

S4

p5

S6

Simplify)

Find a common denominator or lowest commcn
denominator
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: FRACTIONS 17-20
Rename frations to a given denominator
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: FRACTIONS 1-3
Subtract fractions with like denominators
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: FRACTION 15-16
Subtract fractions with unlike denominators
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: FRACTIONS 19, 23-24
Subtract mixed numbers with like denominators
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: FRACTIONS NONE
Subtract mixed rumbers with unlike
denominators
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: FRACTIONS 27

* SEE ATTACHED PROBLA LEVEL EXAMPLES FOR MORE INFORMATION.

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

This software provider 'no frills' drill and practice on ilaztion
problems. It is divided into 'problem levels'. which rerc fro; bas'd

traction concepts to subtracting mixed numbers with uhlike °nominators.
Problems are in both vertical and horizontal computation format. A

question mark appears where a digit is needed. The student responds by
pressing the appropriate number key (no Return key is required). 7f the

correct digit is entered. the question mark moves to the next pla.,e
where a digit Is needed (denomiator nostion. whole number..).

If a problem is worked correctly, a reinforcement Is presented.
which is either animated or text. as selected at the start of the
program. ANIMATED reinforcement consists of br!ef animations (a wizard.
a computer printing. a space ship) with a single word (1"-OW'.
'TERIFFIC'. 'VERY GOOD') displayed.. TE,,T reinforcement consists of
messages--"Wow!', 'Wow. Student'', 'Super. Student!. etc.



If an incorrect digit is entered. the computer does not wait until

illIli

iii
wrong digit. this feedback generally consists of the message. 'XX Is
a problem is completed to give corrective feedback. After the first

wrong. Try again." The student then presses Return and re-enters the

digit.
The student Is allowed one error per problem. If a second error

(including reducing) is made. the computer announces "XX is wrong.' and
supplies the correct answer digit by digit.

The session continues until at least a 'minimum number of problems''
presented. This number Is preset at 8. but can be reset to any

problems''

number from 3 to 20. The comouter also has a 'mastery level' and a
'failure level" which are preset at 80% and 50% (respectively) but can
be reset by the teacher. As long as the student performs between the
mastery level and the failure level. the computer continues to present
problems at a given "problem level' Indefinitely.

After the "minimum number of problems" has been presented. the
'problem level' will automatically increase each time the student
reaches the 'mastery level' or decrease if the student reaches the
"failure level'. These changes are announced to tne student:lent: °Good
news. Student. Your problem level went up to XX. Good job!! "; 'Bad
news. Student. Your problem level went down to XX. Try c little

See your teacher for help."
Ili

harder.' An excessive number of errors will cause the session to end
with a message: 'Bad news. Student. You have missed too many problems.

the
The computer maintains a constant display of student performance at

bottom of the screen. This includes: PL = XX (*problem level"). TC
= XX (total correct). TP = XX (total problems). and AVG = XX% (percent
accuracy). The total correct includes problems on which the student
made only one error. These totals are r Set to zero when the 'problem
level" changes.

Ili 5
Li I

a

iii
00 i

iii

n r -, r ,

iii
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TEACHER OPTIONS

1:. Pressing Control-I at the initial title screen will get you into the

manaaement menu to change "minimum number of problems". 'mastery

level" and "failure level". ill

2. This software has an extensive manaaement system which assians

"problem levels" and maintains records for up to 100 students

oivided into up to 5 classes.

3. A session can be ended at any time by pressing the Esc (escaoe) key.

Tne computer then presents a summary of performance and returns tL

the initial title screen.

a
SUGGESTIONS

ill1. The animatea reinforcement takes very little time away from

instruction And we recommend it. unless the studeat finds it too

Ali
childish. The text reinforcement addresses the student as "STUDENT"

(unless the management system ,s used). which may not be very

appealing.
Ili

NOTE: Contrary to the message on the opening screen, do NOT press Return

after selecting A or T (Animated or Text) reinforcement.

ill
2. Be sure the student can read the message 'Press RETURN to go -.n.".

and that he/she knows to watch for it. It appears after each

iii
Return key to be pressed. Failure to respond promptly will result
problem and error message. and the computer simply waits for the

in wasted instructional time. This may be particularly confusing

after an error, when the computer displays two conflicting messams.

"Try again." and "Press RETURN to go on. In these instances. the ill

stuoent must press Return and then ry a new answer.
Ili

iii

3. D.T.A. Applications
Warm-up

Practice

Development (of computation skills if teacher is present to assist)

Guides
Independent Practice

ill

Vocabulary: reduce
a

4. We suggest that you bypass the management system. and use the system

in its "drill" mode. Do this In tne following way:

iii
selezt (2) 'ANIMATED OR TEXT REINFORCEMENT" and (3) the "BEGINNING
(1) Type 'DRILL" when the program asks for the student's name. then

LEVEL"
iii

ii a
838
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Sequence FRACTIONS

Problem
Level Description

.-3 Write equivalent fraction
Common facto's 2-50

4.5 Order of fractions

Numerators 1.9
Etenorninators 2-12

6-7 Order of fractions

Numerators 1-12
Denominators 1-12

8-9 Simplify fractions

"ommon facto's 2-24

10-11 Change fraction to mixed
numeral

Numerators 5-50

Denominators 2-9

Problem Level
Example

X
1-2.

3
4

x 8
3 =6 24

1 5
4. T- < -§-

3 3
5. 7->-§-

36.7' 2
7

< -S-

8-9.
9

= X

10.11' 27 = X

312-13 Change mixed number to 12.13. 5 = X
fraction

Whole numbers 2-10
Fractional numbers 1.20

'4 Add like fractions

Numerators 0.9
Denominators 2-24
Horizontal form

14.i2+ 4
x

8 315 Subtract like fractions 15. T - T x=X
Numerators 0.9

Denominators 2-24
Horizontal form

16 Add or subtract
fractions

Numerators 0.9
Denominators 2.24

16.
7
8-

2

8

111-427

Sequence FRAMONS

Problem

Level Description

17 Write least common

denomin
Numerators 1-9
Denominators 2.20

18 Add unlike tractions
Denominators are multiples
Numerators 1-9
Denominators 2-20

19 Subtract unlike fractions
Denominators are multiples
Numerators 1-9
Denominators 2-20

Problem Level
Example

1 7
17. -7-j

1 120 Write least common 20.6 + X
denominator

Numerators 1-St

Denominators 2-24

21.22 Add unlike fractions
himerators 1-12
Denominators 2-24

23.24 Subtract unlike fractions
Numerator, 1-12
Denominators 2-24

25 Add unlike mixed numbe=rs

Whole numbers 1-9
NuMe:2l3rS 1-12

Denomir3tors 2-20

839

21-22.
7
,T

1

6

X

X



Sequence FRACTIONS

Problem
Lvet Description

26 Subtract mixed numeral
from whole number

Whole numbers 1.9
Fractional numbers 2.24

27 Subtract mixed numerals
Fraction in minuend <

fraction in subtrahend
Whole numbers 1-9
Fractional numbers 1.24

Problem Level
Example

26. 4

227

Problem
Level Description

34 Divide fraction by a
fraction

Numerators 1-9
Denommptors 2.24

35 Divide mixed numerals

Whole numbers 1.9

Fractional numbers 1-24

36 Change fraction to
decimal

Numerators 1-9
Denominators 2.12

Problem Level
Example

3 534. 7 - - . xT

135.16 -33 . x

36. Chang.: --_-4 to a de:
5

Type i.ei letter 0
the mrec- ans,...e

X

5
27. 672

7
- 3-g-

X

3
28 Multiply fraction by 28.4 x 20 =

whole number
Whole numbers E-99

Numerators 1-9
Denominators 2.10

29 Multiply fractions
Numerators 1-12
Denominators 2.24

29.3
2 5x -I =

3 7
30 Multiply mixed numeral 30. 2T x Ti = 7

by fraction
Whole numbers 1.9
Frai nal numbers 1-2n

31 Multiply mixed numerals
1 2

31. 1 7 x 2-T =
Whole numbers 1-9
Fractional numbers 1-24

32 Write reciprocals
Fractional numbers 1-20

33 Divide a whole number by
a fraction

Whole numbers 2.20
Fractional numbers 1.9

32.8 x? = 1

2
33. 20 -

3
=X

III -428
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SOFTWARE 1,11

Company: Milliken
Title: Math Sequences

ill

Activity: Subtraction

iii SUMMARY fil
...

OBJECTIVES:

illMFMT 2.1.2. Subtract Whole Numbers ii

iiSKILLS: ii

li S1 Recall subtraction number facts
iiMILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: SUBTRACTION 1-8, 13

S
-21

2 Subtract two numbers with up to 2 digits each,

Iii
no regrouping
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: SUBTRACTION 23

S3 Subtract two nusabers with up to 3 digits each,
no regrouping

iiMILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: SUBTRACTION 32
S4 Subtract two numbers with up to 2 digits each, iii0 pl regrouping tens ones

IN S5
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: SUBTRACTION 24-31
Subtract two numbers with up to 3 digits each, Ili

5 regrouping tens to ones
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: SUBTRACTION no

111problem levels
liS6 Subtract two numbers with up to 3 digits each, lia

regrouping hundreds to tens

li S7
MILL,IKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: SUBTRACTION 33-34
Subtract two numbers with up to 3 digits each,

lid

regrouping to tens OR ones
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: SUBTRACTION 35-37 iiS8 SI'ltract two numbers with up to 3 digits -bach,
o, or two regroupings
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: SUBTRACTION 38-43

III
S9 Subtract two numbers with up to 4 digits each,

one to three regroupings

ill

MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: SUBTRACTION **44-50
S10 Subtract t''o numbers with up to 5 digits ii

ill

each, one or) four regroupings
MILLIKEN PROBLEM LEVELS: SUBTRACTION **51-54

I 0* These problem levels extend beyond MFMT requirments by including
problems requiring more than two regroupings

Ail *SEE ATTACHED PROBLEM LEVEL EXAMPLES FOR MORE INFORMATION.Q

i ii ii il ii ii id ii il [ail MN II Ill Iii ii ja
I.C.I. for E.S.E. 111-429 P.G.C./U. of MD. 1988
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ACTIVITY SUMMARY

This software provides "no frills" drill and practice on

Subtraction problems. It Is divided into "problem levels". which range
from basic subtraction facts to subtracting two numbers with up to five
aigits each requiring one to four regroupinas (borrowing).

With a few exceptions (see attached Problem Level Examples).
problems are in vertical computation format. A question mark appears

wnere a digit is needed. The student responds by pressing the
appropriate number key (no Return key Is required). If the correct

aigit is enterea. the question mark moves left to the next column.
Thus. diaits are entered in the correct riaht-to-left computational
sequence.

On "problem levels" requiring regrouping (borrowing). "Press space
bar to rearoup." is also displayed. Pressing the Space Bar in a column
where borrowing is not required Produces no response from the computer.
Pressing the apace bar when borrowing is required prompts a !in( .,at is

llrawn over the number where the borrowing should occur. A question mark

appears on top of the column. where the student enters the new value of

the digit. The question mark then appears over the number needing the

borrowing and the student enters the carried number from the previous

column. Actually, this process is optional. If the student refrains

from pressing the space bar and simply enters the correct digit at the
bottom of the column. the response is considered correct,

If a problem is worked correctly. a reinforcement is presenLed.
wnic'i is either animated or text, as selected at the start of the

proaram. ANIMATED reinforcement consists of brief animations and single
woras (a scroll that says "WELL DONE". a ship with steam that says ill

ill

"GREAT". a dump truck dumping the word 'WOW "). TEXT reinforcement

consists of messages--"Wow!". "Wow. student!". 'Super. Student!". etc. ill
If an incorrect digit is ente .d. the computer dr.ls not wait until

Ili a problem is completed to give corrective feedback. After the zirst

wrong Malt. this feedback aenerally consists of the message. "XX is

a wrong. Try again." The student then presses Reurn anC reenters the

aigit.
The student is allowed one error per subtraction problem. If a

secona error iincluding carried dialts) is mace, the computer announces ill
"XX is wrong," and supplies the correct answer digit by aigi4.

a a
I a

a a
a
2 lillining Ili i ill lil il ill ill 11 ii ill ii Iii III irdi
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The session continues until at least a "minimum number of problems" is

Presented. This number is preset at 8. but can be reset to any number

from 3 to 20. The computer also has a "mastery level" and a 'failure

level' which are preset at 80% and 50% (respectively) but be reset

by the teacher. As long as the student performs between the mastery

level and the failure level. the computer continues to present problems

at a given "problem level" Indefinitely.
After the "minimum number of problems" has been presented. the

"problem level" will automatically increase each time the student

reaches the "mastery level" or decrease if the student reaches the

"failure level". These chan:An are announced to the student: "Good

news. Student. Your problem level went up to XX. Good job!!": "Bad

news. Student. Your problem level went down tc XX. Try a little

harder." An excessive number of errors will cause the session to end

iith a message: "Bad news. Student. You have missed too many problems.

See yout teacher for help."
The computer maintains a constant display of student performance at

the bottom of the screen. This includes: PL = XX ("problem level"). TC

= XX (total correct). TP = XX (total problems). and AVG = XX% (percent

accuracy). The total correct Includes problems on which the student

TILIce only one error. These totals are reset to zero when the "problem

icvei' chances.

TEACHER OPTIONS

1. Pressing Control-I at the initial title screen will get you into the

management menu to change "minimum number of problems". "mastery

level" and "failure level".

2. This st'tware has an extensive management system which assigns

"proble., levels" and maintains records for up to 100 students

divided into up to 5 classes.

3. A session can be ended at any time by pressing the Esc (escape) key.

The computer then presents a st mary of performance and returns to

the Initial title screen.

a

a
a

a
a
a
a

a
a

843

Eiji' !ill ill if hi hi 111 1:21
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III

iiiSUGGESTIONS

1. The animated reinforcement takes very little time away from
Instruction anc we recommend It, unless the .Audent finds it tc.;
chiiaish. The text reinforcement addresses the student as 'STUDENT"
(unless the management system is used). which may not be very

if
apDezlling.

iii NOTE: Contrary to the message on the opening screen. do NOT press Return Ili
after seiectino A or T (Animated or Text) reinforcement.

2. Be sure the student can reed the message "Press RETURN to go or.". j
ana that he/she knows to watch for it. It appears after each

iii
problem and error message, and the comet -- Simply waits for the
RETURN key to be pressed. Failure to respond prumptly will result El

Ili
in wasted instructional time. This may be particularly confusing
after an error. when the computer display two conflicting messages:
"Try again." and "Press RETURN to go on." In these instances. the
student must press Return and then try a new answer.

ill

3
Encourage the student to press the Space Bar 4o regroup This is
not really required. but it may serve as a memory aid and establish
the habit of writing the caE:ied digit in paper and pencil
computations. Also, it provides an additional error monitoring

Ili4.

step.
III

Be sure that the student understands the right-to-left sequence of
entering the digits. This may be confusing. For example. in the
problems: 54 and 54 20 and the four must be entered first.

20

-- ill
34

5. D.T.A. Applications
Warm-up
Development (of computation skills if teacher is present to assist)
Guided Practice
Inaependent Practice
IliVocabulary: regroup

We suggest that ',ru bypass thf management system. and use the system
in its "Orin" m .e. Do this in the following way: (1) Type "DRILL"
when th.c: program asks for the student's name, then select (2)
"ANIMATED OR TEXT REINFORCEMENT" and (3) the "BEGINNING LEVEL".

0,_,.,vI
hi II II lig II ill Iii ilia
Z.C.I. for L.S.E. 111-102 P.G.CJU. of MD. 1988



Sequence SUBTRACTION

4roblem
Ave! Description

Problem Level
Example

1.3 Minuends 2.6 1. 6 - 2 = X
2. 5

-2
X

3. Peview

-6 Minuends 1 9 4. - 4 = X
S. 6

-0
X

6. Review

43 Minuends equal 10 7. 10

-3
X

Pri,blem
Level Description

9-10 Sums 1-10
Missing addends

8. 10 - 4 n X

Problem Level
Et:mple

9-10. 8 + X = 10

11-12 Minuends 1.10 11.12. 10 - X = 7
Missing subtrahends

13-15 Minuends 10-13
Subtrahends 2-9

Problem
Level Description

16-17 Minuends 14-18
Subtrahends 4-9

18-21 Minuends 10.18
Subtrahends 2.9

22 Minuends 10-18
Subtrahends 0.9
Missing minuends
No regrouping

22. X - 4 . 1:

23 Minuends 20-99 23. 44

Subtrahends 20.99 - 23
No regrouping X

24-25 Minuends 20-99 24-25. 31

Subtrahends 2.9 _-_. 8

Regrouping tens to ones x

26.27 Minuends 20.99 26-27. 42

Subtrahends 21.99 - 27
Regrouping tens to ones X

No multiples of 10

28 Minuends 20.90 (Multiples 28. 43

of 10) - 17
Subtrahends 11-89 X

Regrouping

29-31 Minuends 20.99 29. 37

Subtrahends 2.99 - 8
Regrouping X

30-31. 48

13. 12 - 5 w X -23
14. 12 X

-__ 8

X

15. Review

Problem Level Problem Problem Level

Example level Description Example

16. 14 - 5 X 32 Minuends 200.900 32. 478

17. 13 Subtrahends 100.900 - 123

- e No regrouping X

x

18-19. 12 - 5 se X
20.21. 11

-5
x

845

171 -433

33.34 Minuends 200.999 33-4. 438

Subtrahends 100.899 - 174
Regrouping hundreds to tens X



Sequence SUBTRACTION
Problem

Level Description

A7 Minuends 1000.9000
(Multiples 01 1000)

35 Min, ends 200.999 35. 481 Subtrahends 1000.8999

Subtrahends 100.899 137 Regrouping 3 times

Regrouping hundreds to tens X

OR tens to ones

36.37 Minuends 200.999 36-37. 493
Subtrahends 20.999 147
Some regrouping X

38-39 Minuends 200.99q
(No multiples of 100)

Subtrahends 200-999
Regrouping twice

40 Minuends 200-900
(Multiples of 100)

Subtrahends 200.999
Regrouping twice

41-43 Wanurids 200-999
Subtrahends 20-999
Regrouping once or twice

38-39. 413
287

X

40. 600
178

X

41. 435
89

X

42-43. 678
23

X

44 Minuends 1000.9999 44. 4134

Subtrahends 100.999
678

Regrouping 3 times X

45-46 Minuends 1000.9999 45-46. 7134

Subtrahends 10"9-",999
2865

Regroup .. cr
X

48.50 Minuends 1000.9999
Subtrahends 1000.9999
Regrouping

Problem level
Example

47. 4000
13Vj

X

48.50. 47E1

235..

X

Problem ?roblem Level
Level Description 1.xlmpie

51

52-54

III-434

Minuends 10,000-99.999
Subtrahends 1000.9999
Regrouping 4 times

Minuends 100-99.99G
Subtrahends 20-99.999
Regrouping

51.

52-54.

61472
8983

X

71826
2437

X



Activity: BASIC PROBLEMS SOFTWARETitle: WORD MATH SERIES
Company: MILLIKEt

(Lesson 1)

SUMMARY aim.OBJECTIVES mon

iiMFMT: THESE WORD PROBLEMS MATCH SKILLS THAT ARE ii
RELATED TO THE OBJFCTIVES BELOW. THEY

ii
DO N:T GIVE PRACTICE IN SOLVING MONEY ii
PROBLEMS.

5.1.2 Solving Money Problems Using Addition I
and Subtraction

iiii 5.1.3 Solving Mopey Problems Using
Multiplication and Division

aSKILLS: KW1 SELECT LEY WORDS IN A WORD PROBLEM ii

ii
KW2 SELECT AN OrERATI1N FROM KEY WORDS AND

PHRASES.

ii a
..iii

ACTIVITY SUMMARY
ii

lii

WAC PROBLEMS Is a program that provides students with an opportunity FA
to practice word problems that use the four basic operations to solve.
The program offers a specific strategy to use in oroer to solve the

iii
proolems.

a Ex. 1. Reao the problem.
:.:. Find all the numbers.

iii

3. Choose the operation
4. Choose the numbers you need.
5. Solve the problem.

aTo begin the program the student should type 'DRILL' instead of their
a name when asKed: What is your name? (this will give the students an

illopportunity to practice word problems and their progress will not be
recorded in the management system. See the Milliken manual for more
information about the teacher manager program.

illroolems. Complex problems contain larger numbers and may include more

The student should then select: Pt...E.mple Problems or B...Ccuplex

than one operation to solve.

iii

The student has an option to review the strategy for solving problems or
not by pressing 'Y' or 'N'.

if 'Y6 is selected the program executes a lesson on how to solve the
word problems. The student will control the rate that this Information

91
is presented. by pressing the Space bar to move on to the next screen.

lid 1111111 iil liil II lig Iii Id II hi il lit li ilit
R.C.I. for S.S.Z. 1117435 847 P.C.C./V. of Mb. 1088
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Eaci. screen will have the step of the strategy highlighteo in large

print within a box at the bottom of 'ne screen.
le 410

ii
Tnere are four topics that the student can choose from. The wore
If `N` is selecteo the program automatically goes to the main menu.

problems and pictures will relate to:

Ex. 1. Sports

Ili

2. Monsters
3. Wild West
4. School Life

The problems are not listed in order of difficul.i. They will be either

,Ampie or complex depending on the student's choice at the initial menu.

When solving the problems the student Is prompted each step of the way.

A word problem is presented at the top of the screen. At the lower

left. the prompt is given:

Ex. Read the problem. Enter the correct operation
A...Aodition
S...Subtraction
M...Hultiplication
D ..Division i!

Type A. S. M. D. or ''SC to stop. 3
At the lower right of the screen Is the work area. Once the student iii 0
erters the correct operation.' they must enter the numbers into the work

area. The operation format is always set up vertically for them with a

Plinking arrow indicating the location of the first number.

igwnen the numbers have been entered the student Is Instructed to solve

thk -roblem.

If dividing, the student has to extra step before entering the puotient. lig

mark will blink in the quotient location. The student must press the
After the dividend and divisor has been entered correctly. a question

id
Space Bar when the question mark Is In the right location ior the

answer. The student has an option of long or short division. To choose

snort division they are given the cue: Press Space Bar for short

Ili divisiun.
Ili

All answeis except quotients ar, entered from right to left. Even

basic tact answers must be entered this way.

For a correct response the student will see a picture appear In ne

Ier left of the screen. As the student continues to make correctm
Ili responses more Information is admni to this picture. For example a

horse will pop up. then a saddle. then a rider...this will end when all

the problems are completed.

iii the program will give the 'tudent the correct answer. This will occur
After two incorrect responses at any time during tilz problem solving,

ii l ii ii ii ki WINiiii ii ii i ii il ii a liC2,
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igeven if there are several steps to solving the problem) such as g
multiplying then aaainp. There is no animation following a problem
solved by the program.

c. g
Tne stuoent is given seven problems to complete. There is no score or
error analysis after the set. The student will be toad:

PiGooa job! You pastseo this section.

or

Uops. You dio not successfully complete this section. 4cu will have the
opportunity to try again. !!

gPress Return key to continue or ESC to quit.

lgThey cannot repeat a section once they passed it. The problems within g
eacn section stay the same

!!! g
!!!

TEACHER OPTIONS

See the Milliken W ora Math Manual for management options.

g IgSUGGESTIONS

Ig1. Use the 'Drill' option instead of the teacher management program. !!!

pg 2. Review strategy ana program commands with students before using this
program.

!!!

Pi

3. Have atuoents look for the strategy cues on the screen if there Is
difficulty with reading the text.

!!!4. Consider the students reading skills before having them work

Ig
inoepenoently with this program.

5. D.T.A. Applications: ig

g Guided Practice
Independent Practice

IN
Vocabulary: addition

subtraction
success
opportunity

1gmultiplication numerals

!!!
division regroup
quotient Space Ba:

leg problem Return

Pi
correct
operation

2scape

See manuals for a list of the vocabulary words In the problems.
6. Pencil ana paper shoult be used if appropriate. !!!

Ig
7. See the prog-am manual for further Information.

21
g M
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SOFTWARE
T

SUMMARY
4

Company: Public Domain
Title: Make Change

Objective: 5.1.5 Make Change

Skill: MCI Identify the value of a penny, a nickel. a dime

and 6 quarter

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

This public domain program its the student 2ractice the

proportional values of coins.

To begin the program press the letter "A" at the main menu. The

screen has clear graphics of dollars, quarters, nickles, dimes and

per ;les. Each problem is presented in a graphic fnrmat:

ex.
= ?

As well as written:

ex. 1 Quarter = ? Nickels.

For a correct response the Student is reinforced with the word

Right!! cnd coin graphics in the amount that represent the answer appear

after the number shown. The cue "Press Return to continue" appears

below the feedback.
For an incorrect response the program initially responds with the

words "No, type H if you need help." a second 11. orrect response is

entered, the program assists the studeitc by giving the equivalent of

each cowl or dollar wilue in pennies. Ex. 1 Quarter = 8 Nickels

a 25 cents = 40 cent

The student has a total of four attempts 'o get the correct answer

before it is given.
Help is available by pressing the "H" key anytime during the

program. Each time this is done the same display is shown:

850
whw
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ex. 10 0

filar

of dollar bill and coins above each value.

Quarter Dime Nickel Penny E!
= 0 cents =25 cents =10 cents =5 cents =1 cents

]
At the end qf ten problems a score is giv n.

E
ex. You are Finished!!! fi!

You got 10 right out of 11 tries.
That is 91% EAgain?

15

E]
Pressing the Return key will bring them back to the initial menu. 10

Ei
TEACHER OPTIONS

NONE

SUGGESTIONS
E]

IR1. DTA: Warm Up E3
p

Independent Practice

it2. Vocabul ary :Dol 1 ar

El
Quarter
Dime

Ell

lit

Nickle
Penny E

iii E
Ei

Iiii E
lid fil
iiI iE

Ili E
Ili

851 IE
0
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Company: PUBLIC DOMAIN

ill 1WHAT IS THE TEMPERATURE?40 Title: THERMOMETER 2
li

ii
OBJECTIVES:

iMFMT 2.2.1 Read Scales on Measuring Instrumentsa SKILL: MM2 IDENTIFY THE APPROPRIATE UNITS OF
MEASURE

a
iiACTIVITY SUMMARY

ill

After the program has been booted, choose B, THERMOMETER 2, by typingoil the letter B and pressing Return. The cal.+ lock key must be dciwn in
iiorder Ear the program to op-Tate. The student is asked to type in Iiii
his/her name. Then students are given an outline of a thermometer with

a lines marked from -15 to 50 degrees. Numbers appear with the lines for
-10, 0, 10, 20, 30, and 40. The 'mercury" rises to a marked level and iithe student is asked 'WHAT IS THE TEMPERATURE?' If the student enters anI (STUDENT NAME), YOUR NUMBER IS MO SMALL. READ THE THERMOMETER AGAIN."

answer that is smaller than the correct answer, the feedback states,

al The feedback canes across the sct-een slowly and disappears slowly so
that if a student has looked away, he will not see tI..; feedback.
Instead, ne will see the question 'WHAT IS THE TEMPERATURE?' again.
Students will be given the same item until It is answered correctly.
Correct answer feedback is 'VERY GOOD, (STUDENT NAME).' This feedback
Is even shorter so that the student may miss it if he is not paying
attention. After 15 correct answers, the student is asked, 'DO YOU WANTI ANOTHER EXAMPLE ?' If so, he will be given 15 more problems. Student ii
records are not kept in this program. The program is an color.

a a
ill TEACHER OPTIONS lit

There are no teacher management options. j
IN 852
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a

a

SUGGESTIONS

a ,. Ha.:e sure that students have been taught minus degrees before using
the program.

li
2. D.T.A. Appl lc- tions

Warm-up

id
Independent Practice
Vocabulary: temperature

a
a
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a
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B. 2Ar)
C. 195
D. 270 Ili

ilPRESS A, B, C, OR D Company: Public Domain U
Title: MFHT Practice

Session 111

UOBJECTIVES: if
Ili ALL MFMT ONECTIviS EXCEPT: '..7.AD SCALES ON MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

FIND ELAPSED TillE il
USE INFORMATION FROM GRAPHS
CHOOSE A REASONABLE ANSWER (partially

W id addressed)

II
lit

The Prince Georges County MFMT Practice Session was written by Joyce Sewell from Douglas
High School, Nina Siehman from Parkdele High School, and Charles Nowelk from Forestville High Ili
School. Numbers are randomly :hosen so that students get different problems each time theyii s-e the program. The program is divided into two sections (front and back of the disk): Part I
deals with Number Concepts, Whole Number Operations, Mixed Number/Fraction Operations,
and Decimal Operations. Part II consists of Measurement, Using Data, and Problem Solving. ii
The Caps P.:TA key must be down In order for the program to work. Directions

state that students may need paper and pt. -II and may take as long as necessary to do each
problem. These same directions are given at the beginning of each practice session. Feedback

I ill consists of 'A IS INCORRECT. Tilt CORRECT ANSWER IS C." or 'A IS CORRECT.' At the end of
each session, the number of correct answers and incorre .:. anewers is shown on the screen.I Permanent record keeping to not a part of the program. After 10 problems, the student is il
allowed to practice more of this type, return to the Carrie objective area, return to the

III
beginning (main menu) or end the session. ii
There are a few limitations to the program due to the random numbers. In Writing Numbers in

Change, the answers are given without plural forms, for cample 2 CEJARTER and dollar billsII Words and Digits, there is no hyphen In the hyphenated words such as thirty-one. With Make

filare listed as 4 ONE.

0.g 854 la
iik iii la iii ill Si Iii Li II ill 111 lii iii il iii lii iii Iiiii,

...". for t.3.11. 1111443 P.O.C./Z. of MD. 1988
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Measurement has Appropriate Unit of Measure and Computing Perimeter and Area. It. does not
contain Read Scales on Measuring Instruments or Find Elapsed Time. Ctibed units of measure Elare noted as MM-CUBED not tr.m3. A box made up of X's represents the shaded areas of a

idsquare or rectangle for which area must be compet'd. Perimeter is represented with a polygon
outlined in X's.

Using Data consists o Reading Tables and Computing an Average. Using Information from
Graphs is not covered. In Computing an Average, some of the practice Iteiiis go beyond the
MFMT by using more than two-digit whole numbers to be averaged.

Problem Solving activities include Add/Subtr ict Money, Multiply/Divide Money. Find the
Percent. of a Number, Make Chew, and Use t Formula. Choose a Reasonable Answer for a
Mathematical Problem is addressed after the student chooses Add/Subtract Money and Make
Change. However, choosing a reasonable answer for Mike Change is not - part or the MFMT.
Multiplication and division of money problems is a part of the Choose a Reasonable Answer, Ind
it is not addressed here. The student is asked, TO YOU WISH TO 6I"E AN EXACT OR
REASONABLE ANSWER?' If you choose to give a reasonable answer, the problems remain the
same and do not state 'About how much would you spend?" as they are stated on the MFMT.

a
TEACHER OPTIONS

There are no TEACHER OPTIONS.

illSU66E.5TIONS

111
1. Have students keep track of their scores on piper.
2. Use the MFMT Practice disk as a posttest to see if students have mastered an objectI ..
3. Use it as a warm-up and review t. before giving the MFMT. Some teachers find that

It' ins students to work on the computer just before taking the test.

li 4. D., .A. Applications
Warm-Up

illIndependent Activity

III r' j -
U i...)

2,11 kit ii ill lit iii Iiii ill I:nil lit 111 hi ill if 5ii li111,
I.C.I. for It.S.11. 111-444 P.G.C./11. of I. 1988
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SOFTWARE
SUMMARY

si Company:WORLD BOOK
DISCOVERY INC.

Title: DATA HANDLER
Activity: ROUNDING OFF

OBJECTIVES

MFMT: 4.1.1. Choose a reasonable answer for a mathematical
problem

SKILLS: RA1 ROUND OFF NUMBERS

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

..,

ROUNDING OFF provides stu ruts with opportunities to identify whole

numbers, an-i to round off to tens hundreds and thousands. Students

select an activity which consists of a warm up, practice activity and a

game. The student uses the Space Bar to continue after selecting the

correct response. Feedback is given in the form of a change in sound

(low tone) for an incorrect response. For a correct response the sound

is louder and screen images flash.

Some students me/ experience difficulty distinguishing the feedback for

a correct and incorrect response.

.11 es.
TEACHER OPTIONS

There are no teacher options for modifying this program.

I
SUGGESTIONS

1. Teacher mat; need to review the concepts of rounding numbers.

2. D.T,A Apprikcations:

Warm-up k

Independent Practice
3. See manual f1or further information.

id hi 11 111 111

E.C.I. for E.S.Z. 111;445 P.G.C. /D. of MD. 1988
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Company: WORLD BOOK, INC.

Title: DATA HURDLES SOFTWARE iiE
Activity: TIME

OBJECTIVES:
n tip ELAPSED P,,VIAMARY

MFMT: 5.1.6

SKILLS: MET 8 FIND END TIME
MET 9 FIND ELAPSED TIME
METH SELECT CORRECT PROCEDURE

ACTIVITY SUMMARY

TIME provides students with problems in either computing elapsed or

ending time. They can seluct from Warm-Up ';explanation and samples),

Practice (play for no points), and Play (play for points). Warm-Up

gives a short explanation of techniques used In converting between hours

and minutes and its application to computing elapsed time. Sample g
questions, such as those used in Play are given. If students chow,

II

Play, they will be given 5 questions in multiple choice form. They will

also be given a set number of points that will automatically begin

decrea^ing. The sooner the correct answer is chosen, the more pc...nts

W will be kept. An incorrect answer earns no points. The total number of

points accumulated is indicated at the end. Practice is similar to Play

except no time or points are indicated. Optional sound can be used as

reinforcement.

ill
Ili!

TEACHER OPTIONS hi
The teacher can decide C,ether to use the program with one or two

students. The level of difficulty can be decided by the teacher. The

Jill

teacher can also decide whether to have the student begin with Warm-UP,

Practice or Play.

ii!

IE

SUGGESTIONS

1. All students should atart with the Warm-Up for at least the first

time.

2. Some students may need pencil and paper.j 3. The time factor of the game may be Inappropriate for very slow

students.

4. Ha the students practice playing individually before playing in

pairs.
liE

5. D.T.A. Applications:

411/ g2

Guided Practice
Independent Practice 857
Vocabulary: none if!

:73 6. See manual for further information.

it kil lil lii lii ill hi iii lal ii Iii Iii ii ill lif ii E
E. C.I. for E.S.E. 111-k47

P.G.C./U. of 1 D. 1988
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aPPENDOK a

0.11FE4 voccouLamv LBSIr

The MFMT Vcpz;sbulary List is a compilation of words that might be used in the test or

during instruction of concepts covered on the test. It is not necessary for students to

know all of these words Lut it may be helpful if they are familiar with them. Actual

words used on the test have an asterisk.



MFMT VOCABULARY LIST

Those words with an asterisk (*) are used on the MFMT.

* 2
* A.M.
* about
* add
* area
* average
* choose
* CM
* cm 2
* cm3
* Co
* decimal
* divide
* g
* greatest
* hours
* kg
* kr:,
* km2
* L
* least
* m
* m2
* minutes
* missing term
* mL
2 mm
* mm2
* multiply
* number name
* order
* P.M.
* percent
* perimeter
* rectangle
* rename
* simplify
* solve
* square
* subtract
* word name

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

account
addend
allowance
altogether
area units
average
balance
bar graph
budget
capacity units
cash tendered
Celsius
centimeter
circle graph
clockwise
commission
common
denominator
counterclockwise
deductions
degrees
denomination
denominator
deposit
diagonally
difference
discount
distance
dividend
divisor
down payment
earn
equally
equation
estimate
formula
gram
E, oss pay
horizontal
improper
interest

interval volume units
invoice weight/mass units
kilogram width
kilometer
length
line graph
linear units
Liter
meter
mileage
milliliter
millimeter
minuend
multiplicand
multiplier
net pay
numerator
of (multiplied by)
parentheses
partial product
product
proportion
quantity
quotient
ratio
receipt
reduce
round off
sales tax
savings
substitute
subtrahend
sum
symbol
table
temperature units
time units
title
unit price
vaiue
variable

A- P.G.C. /SPED 1989
1



APPIENOM E3

STUDEN7 PROWESS SHEET'

The Student Progress Sheet may be used either by the student or the teacher for record
kleping. Assessment scores can be kept on the sheet for Vic diagnostic tests and skill
sheets. It may be a useful device for keeping track o'i individual students and the
software they have been assigned to as well as the snores they are making on the

software.

861



Student:

STUDIEET PROMS SHEET
Pretest

1

0 0
Diagnostic Test.

I
Domain: Posttest'
Objective'

Disk:
Title Co.

Skill Activit Score Date

F.KILL )

SCORE )

862

SKILL SHEET RECORD

B -1

i

Disk:
Title Co.

Skill Activity Score Date

1,

L
863
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Student:

Doisiain

ObJective

Disk*
Title Co.

Skill Activit Score Date

8G4

e
STUDENT PROGRESS SHEET

Disk:
Title Co.

Skill Activity_ I Score Date

B -2

Disk:
Title

+II
Co.

Skill Activity Score Date

865



Student: ,4/0 tfe_

Domain: 1/11ervIA

Objective. / add

Disk- illa6Wi ZIAd/et-C
Title Co.

Skill Activity Score Date

ileede

/46 eeta .1(1,62,

A, etteek,egi
1U. ,./kiffitel

4-7

17 ihitisad-
x-ioL

hqta-e

866

STUDENT P MESS SIMEET

Disk:
Title Co.

Skill Activity_ Score Date

B - 3

A/yr,zei

Disk.
Title Co.

Skill Activity Score Date

86'7
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APPENIDON C

COEPUTER SOFTWARE

This section contains a comprehensive listing of all the software included in the software
summaries. The software listed here was chosen because it met the objectives and skills
we had identified for our curriculum. We liked some software programs better than
others but included them here because they were already purchased by the school
system. We have also included software that meets the objectives rnd skills we were
looking for but was limited in its ability to address the needs of special education
students because nothing else was available. This part of the curriculum document
should not be static. As more software and more sophisticated computers become
available, this section will need to be revised.



COMPUTER SOFTWARE

LISTED BY COMPANY AND NAME OF PROGRAM

COMPANY

Davidson & Associates, Inc.
3135 Kashiwa Street
Torrance, California 90505
1- 800 - 556 -6141

PROGRAM

* Math Blaster

Educational Activities, Inc. Math for Everyday LivingP.O. Box 392
Freeport, New York 11520
1- 800 - 645 -3739

Milliken Math Sequences
Kunz, Inc.
207-209 E. Patapsco Avenue

Addition
Baltimore, Maryland 21225 Subtraction301-355-7220 Multiplication

Division

Add Fractions
Subtract Fractions
Multiply Fractions
Simplify Fractions

Add Decimals
Subtract Decimals
Multiply Decimals
Divide Decimals

Percents Sequence

WordMath I

WordMath II

Mindscape, Inc. Success with Math (No series available at this3444 Dundee Road
time.)Northbrook, Illinois 60062 Addition with Carry1-800-221-9884 Subtraction

1.2-3 Digit Multiplication
Long Division

C-1

869



COMPUTER SOFTWARE

Mindscape, inc. (cont.) Success with Math: Fraction Series

Adding Fractions
Subtracting Mixed Fractions
Multiplying Fractions
Dividing Fractions (none on MFMT)

Success with Math: Decimal Series

Adding Decimals
Subtracting Decimals
Multiplying Decimals
Dividing Decimals

Minnesota Educational
Computing Corporation (MECC)
3490 Lexington Avenue North
St. Paul, Minnesota 55126
1-612-481-3500

Addition Logician (A-125)
Arithmetic Critters (A-1 66)
Clock Works (A -168)
Conquering Decimals (+, -) (A -207)
Conquering Decimals (x, /) (A -208)
Conquering Fractions ( +, -) (A-204)
Conquering Fractions (x, /) (A -205)
Conquering Whole Numbers (A-201)
Decimals Concepts (A-206)
Fraction Concepts (A-202)
Fraction Munchers (A-196)
Fraction Practice Unlimited (A-203)
MECC Graph (A-137)
MECC Graphing Primer (A-136)
Market Place, The (A-1 6 0)
Money Works (A-195)
Multiplication Puzzles (A -147)
Number Munchers (A -170)
*Quickflashl (A -167)
Quotient Quest (A-148)
Space Subtraction (A-145)
Speedway Math (A-169)
*Study Guide (A-1 2 6)
Subtraction Puzzles (A-146)
Teacher Option Organizer (A-242)

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

PGIN 7695-0021
PGIN 7695-0178
PGIN 7695-0180
PGIN 7695-0217
PGIN 7695-0218
PGIN 7695-0214
PGIN 7695-0215
PGIN 7695-0203
PGIN 7695-0216
PGIN 7695-0206
PGIN 7695-0207
PGIN 7695-0208
PGIN 7695-0028
PGIN 7695-0027
PGIN 7695-0172
PGIN 7695-0210
PGIN 7695-0033
PGIN 7695-0181
PGIN 7695-0185
PGIN 7695-0034
PGIN 7695-0146
PGIN 7695-0186
PGIN 7695-0022
PGIN 7695-0032
PGIN 7695-0230

C-2 P.G.C./SPED 1989



Public Domain Software

World Book, Inc.

COMPUTER SOFTWARE

Make Change
Thermometer
MFMT Practice Session

Data Hurdles
Time

Specially designed data diskettes are needed for these programs. For teachers in Prince
George's County Public Schools, they may be copied at William Para Staff Development
Center. For other persons, please see the instructions that accompanied this document or
contact Pat Jamison at 1-301-952-6047.

FOR E.S.E. C-3

871
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aPPENDON 0

SUGOESTED aSSESSMEHIC PACOOFOCaTOOMS

The SUGGESTED ASSESSMENT MODIFICATIONS FOR COMPETENCY TESTING OF
HANDICAPPED STUDENTS TAKING THE MARYLAND FUNCTIONAL READING, MATHEMATICS,
OR WRITING TESTS, OR THE TEST OF CITIZENSHIP SKILLS has been taken from Resource
Paper #11, MARYLAND GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS FOR HANDICAPPED STUDENTS
which is put out by the Maryland State Department of Education.



SUGGESTED ASSESSMENT MODIFICATIONS

FOR COMPETENCY TESTING OF HANDICAPPED STUDENTS' TAKING THE MARYLAND FUNCTIONAL

READING, MATHEMATICS, OR WRITING TESTS, OR THE TEST OF CITIZENSHIP SKILLS

Hi VI (HAT HI SW SI ED 01 CHI

A. Scheduling Modifications* Tests say be administered

I. Af time of day most bonsticial to student . . . 4, :4 X X X X X X X X

2. Ow" a amebic of sessloas, to be deterales4 by th

ARD Comfits* X X X X X X w

5. Until. la test adolaistrator's judgmeat, stedest

can so 'pager ;utdo the activity dee to physical

disability or 11011460 &Medico spas. A40110:4.1

sassioals1 may then MI schaduld X X X X X X

06 Setting Modifications; Tails may be edoinistered

I. 1;1011/Ideally X X X X X X X X X

2. la ;mall group X X X X X X X

So 14 carrot X X X X

4. la the spode' aducetioo classroom. X X X x x X X X X

S. At student's hums X X X

6. WIth studest ;looted In treat of classroom X X

7. With teacher halos student X X

S . Sy studzat's special duczioloa teacher X X X X X X X X X

S. Uslag as latsrprter during the ties oral ,--

lastrectioa Is give, to the ludsmfist X X

C. format and/or Equipment Modifications; Tests may be admisistered

I. Is large priat K

2. is Braille X

5, With fiudast usiag magaitylag equIpmeat X

4. Milk student *earls% ;miss buttors X X X X

S. Uslag tomplatos sad /or graph paper x

4, Sy teacher or proctor roadiao the test to student/ 0 0 0 0 0

0. Recording Modificatioass

I. Studeat may mark 4werS is last bookifis X X' X X X

2. Studest's tosser choices may bs recorded or recopied

by proctor or assists*, X X X X X

3. Student may mark ,,seers by machla X X X X

4. Student may dictate vspooso to proctor or specie/

sducatios Macho(2 0

S. Student may slot response to total comaualcatioo

lofserter for the hearing letra43 0 0

°Th datIsitioos for sack &rot MR INuafally Retarded); VI - (Visually lepairadl; MI - Olearlog impaired); $4.0 1504141110 toriag
Disability); Si ISpoock mad lsnousgo lopaired1; 10 - amotionally Disturbed); 01 - tOrthopedlcally lopolroas Gall Mbar Meath lelrd).

At for us with the OfRT. Item from all Ohm lasts may be reed to studeot, scapt items on tee *MT witch say schann the nerd aloe,
'for the 151M1 may. fleas. road Ih attached *Special Procaduros fore Olotalad Responses
Vs" the atty.

flu / for mufilhasdicappod sludsts could be selected from all at 11;4111sI4 modifications. down/1as os Ike studest's kaadicaps.

AU"
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OUDDELONES EMN PARE TIM

The guideline entitled "Maryland Functional Mathematics Test" was taken from Project
Basic Parent Handbook put out by Prince George's County Public Schools. (See
APPENDIX F.) "Parents Involved in the MFMT" was put out by Bob Reed, Mathematics
Coordinator at Potomac High School. We recommend that teachers share this information
with parents.

875



Maryland Functional Mathematics Test
She Maryland Functional Mathematics Test is divided into

seven content areas or domains which identify the instructional
content measured by the MFMT. These domains are: number
concepts, whole number operations, mixed numbers/fractions,
decimal operations, measurement, using data, and problem
solving. The following list identifies the topics or types of func-
tional math skills which belong with each domain. There is
at least one example of the kind of test question which can
be asked in each domain area. Test questions on the MFMT
require students to select from four answer choices the one
which answers the question or responds correctly to a request
to perform a specific mathematical operation.

Domain 1: NUMBER CONCEPTS Math skills
writing numbus in words and digits, renaming fractions as
percents, renaming percents as decimals, and putting decimals
in order.

Example: Which group of numbers is in order from least to
greatest?

A. 2.0, .0.5, .007, .9
B. .9, .007, .05, 2.0
C. 2.0, .9, .05, .007
D..007, .05, .9, 2.0

Correct answer is "D."

Domain 2: WHOLE NUMBER OPERATIONS Math
Skills add, subtract, multiply and divide whole numbers

Example: Divide: 27 57137

A. 203
B. 27
C. 240
D. 23

Correct answer is "A."

Domain 3: MIXED NUMBER1FRACTION OPERA-
TIONS Math skills add, subtract, and multiply mixed
numbers, find a missing term in a proportion.

Example: Find the missing term: 6/8 = N/16

A. 2
B. 96
C. 12
D. 3

Correct answer is "C."

Domain 4: DECIMAL OPERATIONS Math skills
add, subtract, multiply, and divide decimals, find a percent
of a number.

Example: Solve: 5% of 495 =

A. 24.75
B. 99
C. 12
D. 3

Correct answer is "A."

Domain 5: MEASUREMENT Math Skills read scales
on measuring instruments, find the perimeter and of sim-

ple polygons, choose an appropriate of measure, find elaps-

ed time.

Example: A roast takes 2 hours and 10 minutes to cook. If
dinner is at 5:30 p.m., what time should it be put in the oven?

A. 3:40 p.m.
B. 7:40 p.m.
C. 3:20 p.m.
D. 7:20 p.m.

Correct answer is "C."

Domain 6: USING DATA Math skills use informa-
tion from tables and graphs, and find the average of a set of
numbers.

Example: Jane's basketball scores for February are:

110 24 6 12 181

Find Jane's average score.

A. 70
B. 35
C. 12
D. 14

Correct answer is "D."

E -1 W's;',6



Domain 7: PROBLEM SOLVING Math skills use sim-
ple formulaes, choose a reasonable answer, solve money pro-
blems, use percents, and make change.

Example: A baseball glove is on sale for $16.85. If you give
the clerk a twenty dollar bill, what is your change?

A. four dollar!, one dime, and one nickel
B. four dollars, three nickels
C. three one dollar bills, one dime, one nickel
D. three one dollar bills, one nickel

Correct answer is "C."

Metric Measures on the MFMT
There is one part of Domain 5, "Measurement" which is dif-
ficult for some students. That part is the estimation or approx-
imation of measures, using the metric system. The following
everyday concepts may be helpful in applying metric estimates
of length, weight or volume.
Length or distance is measured in meters.

A millimeter is about the thickness of a dime.
A centimeter is about the width of your fingernail.
A meter is about the width of a doorway.
A kilometer is about the length of 5 city blocks.

Weight or mass is measured in grams.
A milligram is about the weight of a bee's wing.
A gram is about the weight of a large paperclip.
A kilogram is about the weight of a pair of men's shoes.

Volume or capacity is measured in liters.
A milliliter is about the amount of liquid in a full

eyedropper.
A liter is the capacity of a large soda bottle.
A kiloliter is the capacity of a crate in which a new

washing machine could b- packed.

Preparing for the MFMT
Every school offers functional math instruction as part of its
comprehensive mathematics program. Also, a thorough assess-
ment of functional math skills is available in our middle schools,
in both 7th and 8th grade. If you have any questions about
your child's progress in functional math, please ask his/her
math teacher. As parents/guardians you may provide support
to your child outside the classroom by helping to idee.rify
mathematics in everyday situations.

Errors in Mathematics
It is important for your child and his/her teacher to be aware
of the kinds of math errors which are mach when a math pro-
blem is "wrong." Research has identified 4 major categories
of errors. Students may
1. use the wrong operation to solve a given problem (i.e., sub-
tract rather than add).
2. make a computational error or an error in a basic number
fact (i.e., 5 x 4 = 16).
3. apply the wrong procedure to solve a given problem (i.e.,
converting 1 hour and 10 minutes into 110 minutes, rather
than 70 minutes).
4. make a random guess which has no relationship to a given
problem.

Look at your child's math papers when they come home, watt`
him/her work math problems, talk to his/her teacher about
identifying patterns of math errors, and encourage him/her
to be aware of mistakes and get help to correct them. An ex-
cellent resource for providing help in functional math is Func-
tional Math Learning Activities, developed by several Prince
George's County math teachers. As your child's teacher if
a copy may be loaned to you or your child. If the math teacher
doesn't have a copy, she/he may request one from the school's
library/media center.



PARENTS INVOLVED IN THE MFMT

YOU can help your student pass the Maryland Functional Math Test (MFMT).

See that he/she knows:

1 minute ( min.) = 60 seconds (sec )
1 hour ( hr.) = 60 minutes
1 day (da.) = 24 hours
1 week (wk.) = 7 days
1 year (yr.) = 365 days

366 days ( leap year)
52 weeks
12 months

METRIC UNIT: USED TO MEASURE:
weight: gram (g) . . ........ weigh a pencil

kilogram ( kg) . weigh a person

length: millimeter (mm) . measure a stamp

centimeter (cm) measure a pencil
meter ( m) measure a room
kilometer (km) .... ... .measure to Baltimore

liquid measure milliliter ( mL).. . ..... . measure water in a spoon

Liter (L) -measure water in a bathtub

area measure square centimeter (cm2)
square meter ( m2)

. ....measure area of a desk

measure area of a room

volume. cubic centimeter (cm3). ............ ......... measure volume of a shoe box

Can your student do these types of prlilems?

1. Add. 56.1 + 21.96 + 7.03
2. Subtract: 340.2 289 7
3. Divide: 17 r47-42
4. Multiply: 38.9 X 44
5. Rename 1/4 as a percent
6. Rename 34% as a decimal
7. Solve 6% of 796
8. Add and simplify: 8 1/2 + 4 1/6
9. Subtract and simplify: 6 7/12 4 1/6

10. Find the missing term: 2.

11. Solve for N:

N =
T

--1-1- +Z

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E

N 12

V = 24
T = 6
7 = 10

E -3
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The Additional Resources and Supplementary Materials section includes materials that

were used to produce this curriculum document as well as materials designed

specifically for the MFMT that can supplement what has been pruided here.



ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
AND

SUPPLEMENTARY MATER I A:_.S

Computer Softwere

Functional Meth Worksheets
functional Math Test Generator
Copyright 1985
Fur:Am& Mathematics
ilicromat;cs, Inc.
P.0 box 76
Hampstead, MD 21074
( 301) 239-7091

The worksheet generator produces randomly generated problems with no
answers based on error patterns.

The test generator produces randomly generated m uliiple choice test
questions with answer keys. A 62-problem test G:- multiple choice
worksheets by domain can be produced.

NOTE: There are two areas that are not coveredchoosing the correct
measurement on scales and picking the most reasonable answer.

Documents

A Learning Strategies Approach to FunLtIonal Mathematics
for Students with Special Needs
A Special Education Instruction Guide
Fall 1985
Harford County Public Schools
45 E. Gordon Street
Bel Air, Maryland 21014

This curriculum document addresses all of the domains and objectives on
the MFMT. It provides pretests and posttests, learning strategies,
teacher demonstration sheets, and drill sheets.

Functional Mathematics Learning Activities
1983
Prince George's County Public Schools
14201 School Lane
Upper Marlboro, MD 20772

PGIN 7690-0019

F - 1
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES AND SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

This guide addresses all of the domains and objectives on the MFMT. It
provides student strategies, cormon errors, and worksheets with answer
keys.

Functional Mathematics (Volume Y)
Project Basic Instructional Guide, December 1981
Maryland State Department of Education
200 West Baltimore Street
Baltimore, MD 21201

This guide provides the content scope of test items on the MFMT. It gives
sample test items and error patterns. Included also are instructional
activities for each objective along with a sample activity

Low Stress Algorithms
Dr. L. Barton Hutchings
Francis Marion State College
Florence, South Carolina

Research has shown that students can be taught to compute rapidly and
accurately using Low Stress Algorithms. The most urgent application of
these algorithms is with that population of students having extreme
remedial needs, including high school remedial students, those in
vocational training classes, and special education students.

Miscellaneous Guides from Washington County:
Topics Covered by the Maryland Functional Math Test
MFMT: Question Format and Vocabulary
MFMT: Content Extent
MFMT: Comparison of Level I and Level II Tests
MFMT: Correlation of MFMT with Algebra and Geometry
MFMT: Applications
Washington County, MD

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

These guides give an easy-to-read outline of what is included in the
MFMT.

Project Basic Parent Handbook
1987
Prince George's County Public Schools
Upper Marlboro, Maryland 20772

PGIN 7690-1711

This handbook acquaints parents/guardians with the functional test
requirements for a high school diploma in Maryland.

8E1
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Videotapes

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES AND SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

Standards for Excellence in Teaching, Teacher's Edition
July 1986
Prince George's County Public Schools
Upper Marlboro, Maryland 20772

PGIN 7540-5007

The Directed Teaching Activity is covered in this guide for effective
teaching.

Case of the Deadly Mixed Numbers (VC0118)
Case of the Fraction Action (VC01 19)
Case of the Powerful Percent (VC0120)
Case of the Pony Proportions (VC0121)
Case of the Star Formula (VC0122)
Case of the Returning Tables (VC0123)
Case of the Ground-Up Graphs (VC0124)
'-ase of the Purposeful Polygon (VC0125)
Case of the Metric Muddle (VC0126)
Case of the Defective Decimal (VC0127)
Case of the Law of Averages (VC0128)
Case of the Money Minus Egg Roll Plus Rice (VC0129)
Case of the Divided Dollar Which Multiplied (VC0130)
Case of the Dis-Solving Problem (VC0131)
Case of the Quick-Change Artist (VC0132)
Case of the Two-Face4 Clock (VC0133)

These MSDE videos can be ordered from Palmer Park for persons in
Prince George's County. Others may have to get them from the State
Deportment. The videos provide another way in which to present the
math material. Some have clever songs and animation.

Computer Software: Its Use in Effective Teaching
E.C.I. for E.S.E. Project
Pet Jamison
Special Education
Prince George's County Public Schools
Upper Marlboro, Maryland 20772

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E.

This video is for teacher training. It explains the use of computer
software in the effective teaching model as it applies to the Directed
Teaching Activity.

882
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The MFMT List of Domains, Objectives, and Skills includes the domains and
objectives as listed by the MSDE as well as the task analysis of skills for each
objective that was done for this project.
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1. NUMBER CONCEPTS

3.1.1 Write Numbers in Words and Digits

Ni Identify place value
N2 Identify word names for one through nineteen
N3 Write digits for words one through nineteen
N4 Identify word names for 20, 30, 40...90
N5 Write digits for words twenty, thirty, forty...ninety
N6 Identify hyphenated number words for 21, 22, 23...99
N7 Write digits for hyphenated number words from twenty-one through ninety -nine
NB Identify the word names for 100 and 1,000
N9 Write the digits for hundred ano thousand
N10 Identify the word names tenths and hundredths from the digits (.1 and .01)
N11 Write the digits for tenths and hundredths
N12 Recognize that and represents the decimal point
N13 Write numbers in words and digits

3.1.2 Rename Fractions as Percents

PI Recall from memory 1/3 = 33 1/3% and 2/3 = 66 2/3%
P2 Rename fractions as percents

3.1.3 Rename Percents as Decimals

PD1 Identify the correct location of a decimal point
PD2 Identify the left direction
PD3 Rename percents as decimals

3.3.1 Oro tr Decimals

OD1 W- numbers in a column according to the decimal place
002 Identify the smallest in a group of numbers
003 Arrange a group of numbers from least to greatest

2. WHOLE NUMBER OPERATIONS

2.1.1 Add Whole Numbers

Al Recall addition number facts
A2 Add two numbers with up to 2 digits each, no regrouping
A3 Add two numbers with up to 3 or 4 digits each, no regrouping
A4 Add three 1-digit numbers
A5 Add three numbers with up to 2 digits each, no regrouping
A6 Add two numbers with up to 2 digits each, regrouping ones to tens
A7 Add two number : with up to 3 or 4 digits each, regrouping ones to tens
AB Add two numbers with up to 3 digits each, regrouping tens to hundreds

c -1 884
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A9 Add two numbers with up to 3 digits each, 1 or 2 regroupings
MO Add two numbers with up to 4 digits each, 1 to 3 regroupings
Al I Add three numbers with up to 2 digits each, regrouping
Al2 Add three numbers with up to 3 or 4 digits each, regrouping

2.1.2 Subtract Whole Numbers

Si Recall subtraction nu.. t.er facts
S2 Subtract two numbr t with up to 2 digits
53 Subtract two numbers with up to 3 digits
S4 Subtract two numbers with up to 2 digits
55 Subtract two numbers with up to 3 digits
S6 Subtract two numbers with up to 3 digits
S7 Subtract two numbers with up to 3 digits
SB Subtract two numbers with up to 3 digits
S9 Subtract two numbers with up to 4 digits
S10 Subtract two numbers with up to 5 digits

2.1.3 Multiply Whole Numbers

each, no regrouping
each, no regrouping
each, regrouping tens to ones
each, regrouping tens to ones
each, regrouping hundreds to tens
each, regrouping to tens or ones
each, one or two regroupings
each, one to three regroupings
each, one to four regroupings

M1 Recall multiplication number facts
M2 Multiply 1-digit bottom number times 2-digit top number, no regrouping
M3 Multiply 1-digit bottom number times 3 or 4-digit top number, no regrouping
M4 Multiply 1 -digit bottir number times 2-t t top number, regrouping

M5 Multiply 1-digit bottv- -.Amber times up , 7 or 4-digit top number, regrousing
M6 Multiply 2-digit bottom number times 2-o , t top number, regrouping
M7 Multiply 2-digit bottom number times up :' 4-digit top number, regrouping

2.1.4 Divide Whole Numbers

DI Recall division number facts
02 1-digit divisor into 2-digit dividend,
D3 1 -digit divisor into 2-digit dividend,
04 1 -digit divisor into 3-digit dividend,
05 1 -digit divisor into 3-digit dividend,
D6 1 -digit divisor into 4-digit dividend,
07 1-digit divisor into 4-digit dividend,
08 2-digit divisor into 3-digit dividend,
D9 2-digit divisor into 2-digit dividend,
D10 2-digit divisor into 3-digit dividend,
D11 2-digit divisor into 4-digit dividend,
012 2-digit divisor into 5-digit div..dend,

all sight division, no remainders
remainders possible
all sight division, no remainders
remainders possible
all sight division, no remainders
remainders possible
no remainders
remainders possible
remainders possible
remainders possible

remainders possible

3. MIXED NUMBER/FRACTION OPERATIONS

PREREQUISITES: Simplify Fractions

VI Recognize numerator and denominator
RI Recognize reduced and not reduced fractions
R2 Reduce fractions to lowest terms
CI Recognize proper and improper fractions and mixed numbers
C2 Convert improper fraction to mixed number

E.C.I. FOR LS.E 6-2 P.6 C./SPED 1989
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2.1.5 Ade Mixed Numbers

VI Recognize numerator and denominator
RI Recognize reduced and not reduced fractions
R2 Reduce fractions to lowest terms
Al Find a common denominator or lowest common denominator
A2 Rename fractions to a given denominator
A3 Add fractions with like denominators
A4 Add fractions with unlike denominators
A5 Add mixed numbers with like denominators
A6 Add mixed numbers with unlike denominators

2.1.6 Subtract Mixed Numbers

VI Recognize numerator and denominator
R1 Recognize reduced and not reduced fractions
R2 Reduce fractions to lowest terms
Al Find a common denominator or lowest common denominator
A2 Rename fractions to a given denominator
S3 Subtract fractions with like denominators
S4 Subtract fractions with unlike denominators
S5 Subtract mixed numbers with like denominators
56 Subtract mixed numbers with unlike denominators

2.1.7 Multiply a Whole Number by a Fraction

RI Recognize reduced and not reduced fractions
R2 Reduce fractions to lowest terms
Cl Recognize proper and improper fractions and mixed numbers
C2 Convert improper fraction to mixed number
M1 Multiply a whole number by a fraction

2.1.13 Find a Missing Term in a Proportion

Ti Find the missing term in a proportion

4. DECIMAL OPERATIONS

2.1.8 Add Decimals

OD I Write numbers in a column according to the decimal place
AD 1 Add up to three numbers with one decimal place without regrouping
AD2 Add up to three numbers with one decimal place with regrouping
AD3 Add two numbers with two decimal places without regrouping
AD4 Add two numbers with two decimal places with regrouping

11 Recognize that with any decimal ending in zero(s), the zero(s) may be dropped

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E 6-3 88 6 P G C./SPED 1969
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2.1.9 Subtract Decimals

SD1 Subtract two numbers with one decimal place without regrouping
SD2 Subtract two numbers with one decimal place with regrouping
SD3 Subtract two numbers with two decimal place- without regrouping
SD4 Subtract two numbers with two decimal plate, with regrouping
21 Recognize that with any decimal ending in zero(s) ,.he zero(s) may be dropped

2.1.10 Multiply Decimals

MD1 Identify the number of decimal places in the product
MD2 Place the decimal point in the product correctly with up to two decimal places
MD3 Place the decimal point in the product correctly with up to three or four

decimal places
MD4 Multiply a three digit number by a two digit number with up to two decimal

places in each number
21 Recognize thai with any decimal ending in zero(s), the zero(s) may be dropped

2.1.11 Divide Decimals

DD1 Place the decimal point in the quotient correctly when dividing by a whole
number

DD2 Divide a 't-digit whole number into a 2- to 4-digit nurnt,er having 1 pr 2
decimal places

DD3 Divide a 2-digit whole number into a 2- to 4-digit number having 1 or 2
decimal places

21 Recognize that with any decimal ending in zero(s), the zer, 1 s) may be dropped

2.1.12 Find a Percent of a Number

PD3 Rename percents as decimals
PN I Translate or as 'multiplied by
PN2 Find a percent of a number

5. MEASUREMENT

2.2.1 Read Scales on Measuring Instruments

Mill Recognize length, temperature, and capacity from a scale on a measuring
instrument

MM2 Identify the appropriate units of measure
MM3 Estimate to the nearest whole unit of measure

3.2.1 Find Perimeter and Area of Simple Polygons

MPA1 Identify a square
MPA2 Identify a rectangle
MPA3 Compute the perimeter of various polygons
MPA4 Compute the areas of squares and rectangles
MPAS Recognize that area is always expressed in square units with an exponent of

two

E.C.I. FOR E.S.E 6-4
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3.2.2 Choose an Appropriate Unit of Measure

MAUI Identify the key words in a sentence question: linear (distance, height).
area, weight/mess, capacity (liquid), volume (solid), temperature (C)

MAU2 Choose the appropriate type of unit of measure for the attribute
MAU3 ?termine the relative size of what is being measured
MAU4 Choose an appropriate magnitude of the unit of measure

5.1.6 Find Elapsed Time

MET1 Identify correct time by writing hours and minutes with a colon
MET 2 Recall that 60 minutes equals 1 hour
MET3 Identify starting time, finishing time, and/or elapsed time in word problems
MET4 Subtract minutes and hours from minutes and hours, no regrouping
WETS Subtract minutes and hours from minutes and hours, with regrouping
MET6 When the minuend is smaller than the subtrahend, add 12 hours (12:00) to the

minuend

MET7 When the answer to start or end time is larger than 12.59, subtract 12:00

MET8 Find end time by adding the start time and elapsed time
MET9 Find elapsed time by subtracting start time from end time
MET10 Find start time by subtracting elapsed time from end time
METH Select the correct procedure for finding start, end, or daps. i time

6. USING DATA

2.3.1 Use Information from Tables

UT1 Identify Information on a table
KO1 Select key words and phrases in a question
UT2 Locate key words and phrases on a table
UT3 Find the point at which the key row and column intersect to locate data on a

table

2.3.2 Use Information from Graphs

UG1 Identify information on a circle graph
UG2 Identify information on a bar graph
UG3 Identify Information on a line graph
KO1 Select key words and phrases in a question
KQ2 Select an operation from key words and phrases
U64 Identify intervals on horizontal or vertical scales
1165 Perform one calculation using Information from a graph

5.1.1 Find the Average of a Set of Numbers

AV I Recognize the phrase 'Find the average' or "What is the average?' as
requiring the two-part process of addition and division

AV2 Line up numbers In a column
AV3 Find the average of a set of numbers

E.C.I. FOR ES.E 6-5
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7. PROBLEM SOLVING

2.1.14 Use a Simple Formula

UF 1 Identify a formula
UF2 Substitute rumbers for the variables in the form' la
UF3 Interpret 'Dr to mean b times h
UF4 Interpret -d/2" to mean d divided by 2
UF5 Compute according to the order of operations (parentheses)
UF6 Compute according to the order of operations (multiply, divide. add. subtract)
UF7 Compute according to the order of operations (fractions)

4.1.1 Choose a Reasonable Answer for a Mathematical Problem

KW1 Select key words and phrases in a word problem
KW2 Select an operation from key words and phrases
RAI Round off numbers
RA2 Choose a reasonable answer for a mathematical problem

5.1.2 Solve Money Problems Using Addition and Subtraction

KW I Select key words and phrases in a word problem
KW2 Select an operation from key words and phrases
MAE. I Solve money problems using addition ano subtraction

5.1.3 Solve Money Problems Using Multiplication and Division

KW I Select key words in a word problem
KW2 Select an operation from key words and phrases
MmD1 Solve money problems using multiplication and divis;,..

5.1.4 Solve Problems Using Percents

PD3 Rename percents as decimals
PN2 Find a percent of a number

11D2 Place the decimal point in the product correctly with up to two decimal
places

MUP1 Solve problems using percents

5.1.5 Make Muse

MC 1 Identify the value of a penny, a nickel, a dime, and a quarter
MC2 Write one-, five-, ten-, and twenty-dollar bills as $1.00, $5.00, $10.00,

and $20 00
KW1 Select key words end phrases in a word probi.
KW2 Select an operation from key words and phrases
MC3 Convert a sum of money into the fewest bills and coins
MC4 Solve money problems involving making change

E .C.I.FOR E.S.E 6-6 P.6 C./SPED 1989



EVALUATION OF THIS CURRICULUM GUIDE

This form is to be used by individual teachers to provide reaction to the curriculum guide

currently being used. At the end of each unit taught or after
teaching from the entire document,

please complete the fora and send it to Assistant in Curriculum and Instruction, Department of

Instructional Services. Your input is necessary in order to assess what revisions must be made

in the document. Thank you for helping to review snd revise your
curriculum so that it is

meaningful to your teaching.

PGIN 7690-
Name of Document

Name of Unit/Chapter Evaluated

Instructional Level/Grade Level(s)

1. In-service was received on this publication. Yes No

2. (he in-service was (adequate, inadequate) for using this document.

3. Teachers could use further in-service on the following topics/chapters/units

Publication Dote

4. The errors/omissions noted in the document are on page(s)

5. The best written and most helpful sections or pages of this document are

6. Information needs to be revised on the following

7. The att2ched material (outline, ditto, lessor
Olen, etc.) should be added to the document.



S. Did the format of the guide make it easy to use? Yes No What changes would

you like to see included?

t. Do the les,,..Als contain realistic teaching time frames? Yes No

If no, what should be changed?

10. Are there s sufficient number of teaching lessons /activities? Yes No

11. Are there a sufficient number of available resources listed? Yes No

12. Was the content appropriate for the level of teaching? Yes No

13. Does the content adequately provide for Title IX (sax equality) guidelines?

Yes No

14. Does the content adequately provide for inclusion of information about multiculturel and

multiracial relationships? Yes No

15. The following suggestions would improve this document:

Name (if desired)

School

G-8
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